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TO THE
CHRISTIAN READER.

To those especially of this City, who have been
the Movers and Promoters of this Work.

His Book of Job bears the Image of these times,
and presents us with a resemblance of the past,
present, and (much hoped for) future condition of
this Nation. As the personal prosperity of Job,
Job's troubles look like our National troubles; and why may
not the parallel be made up by a likeness in our Restauration?
Job was the most flourishing, the greatest man of all the men
of the East. We are the greatest, and lately were the most flou-
rishing Nation, of all the Nations of the North. Our Oxen
(like bis) were strong to labour, our Sheep brought forth
thousands and ten thousands in our streets, our Garners
were full, affording all manner of store; our Sons (like bis)
as plants grown up in their youth, our daughters as cor-
ner-stones polished after the similitude of a palace.
There was no breaking in, nor going out, no complain-
ing (in reference to outward wants) in our streets. We
washed our steps with Butter, and the Rock poured us
out Rivers of Oyl. The Candle of God shined upon our
Heads, and the secret of God was upon our Tabernacles:
Our roots were spread out by the waters, and the dew (of
blessing) lay all night upon our branches. Unto us the
Nations gave ear and waited, and kept silence at our
counsel; After our words, they spake not again, and our
speech dropped upon them; If we laughed on them, they
believed it not: our glory was fresh in us, and the light of
our
our countenance they cast not down: we chose out their way, and fate chief, and dwelt as a King in the Army, as one that comforteth the Mourners. Surely, a happy people were we, being in such a case; yea most happy were we, having the Lord (many ways declaring himself) for our God. And had we (as those mercies did oblige us) filled up, or laboured to fill up the other part; the better part of Jona character. Had we been a People perfect and upright, fearing God and eschewing evil, we might (according to the promised, and often experienced tenour of God's dealing with his People) have continued and increased in all that happiness unto this day.

But we (herein unlike to Job, and like a foolish Nation and unwise) have ill-required the Lord, and we have required the Lord with evil, for and in the midst of all this Goodness. Our Provocations have been many, and our Backslidings have been multiplied. Our sins have put a Sword into the Hand of God, and God in Justice hath put a Sword into the Hands of unjust men, men skilful to destroy. He hath made Babylonians the rod of his anger, and the staff of his indignation against us. He hath given Commission to Caldeans and Sabeans, who rob and spoil us. Our young men are slain by the edg of the Sword, and the stink of our Camps comes up into our Nostrils. How many lad Messengers have hastened unto us (as unto Job) with the Reports of Cities surrendered and plundered, of Towns fired and pillaged, of Villages and Countries laid waste, and almost desolate. Now seeing all this is come upon us, is it not time for us (with Job) to rent our Garments (yea our hearts with godly sorrow) and falling upon the ground, worship God, and say, The Lord hath (freely) given, and the Lord hath (justly) taken; Blessed be the Name of the Lord. Our sins have brought these sorrows, let not our sorrows bring in more sin, by causing us to murmur.
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murmur against, or charge God foolishly.

God never sends such troubles upon a nation (he doth sometimes upon a person, and did upon Job) without cause; that is, without respecting sin as a cause. Job might say (in one sense) My uprightness and my integrity have procured these things unto me; but we must say, Our way and our doings have procured these things unto us: This is our wickedness.

Yet (though all this evil hath been done by us, though all these evils are come upon us, yet) there is hope in our Israel concerning this thing, yea, I believe, there is mercy in and from all these evils, to us and all the Israel of our God. Only what integrity we have, let us still hold it fast; what evils are (and what evils almost are not?) amongst us, let us reform them speedily; without this, at least, without hearty desires, and faithful endeavors after this, we may presume, but we cannot believe or hope our Deliverance. I grant, that whenever God restores us, he must restore us freely, and must both make us good, and doe us good, for his own Name sake, in Jesus Christ. For as he hath punished us lest he then our sinnes deserve, so whenever, or in what degree soever he restores us, it will be more then any, or all our repentings and reformings can deserve: yet be commands us to repent and reform, that we may be restored. God never delivered any people for their Repentance, and rarely any (if any) without Repentance. Tea I may say it plainly, that he never delivered any (in Mercy) without Repentance, for either he gave them Repentance before they were delivered, or Repentance (which is far the greater blessing of the two) with the Deliverance. Better have our troubles continue, then our sins continue. To have peace return, and our hearts unturned, were infinitely worse then War.

And as Repentance is better then Peace, so it will be an argument.
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argument, that we shall have Peace: May we not well conclude that God is upon the giving-hand, when he gives a new heart? And that he hath somewhat else to give, when he hath given a love unto, and a longing after his Truth?

When God feeds us with (and we have a right taste of) this Manna in our Wilderness, we may rest assured that God hath humbled us all this while (and all the while his Wisdom shall see fit to humble us yet, will be) only to prove us, that he may do us good at our latter end, and make this Nation (at least) like Job, in the end, which he will make.

To have heard of the Patience of Job, and what end the Lord made: Could we but hear of the Repentance of England, all the world (I am persuaded) should hear and wonder at the end which the Lord would make: Even such an end as he made for Job, if not a better; he would give us twice as much in Temporals, double Riches, double Oxen and Sheep, double Bracelets and Earings, double Gold and Silver, double Sons and Daughters: And he would give us (which is not specified in the Inventory of Jobs repair) seven-fold more in Spirituals, seven-fold more knowledge of his Truth, purity in his Worship, order in his House; he would make the light of our Moon to be like the light of the Sun, and the light of our Sun to be seven-fold, as the light of seven days, in the day wherein he binds up our outward breaches, and heals the stroke of our wound. That we may look to be restored (not only as Job) to more in kind, but to better in kind, I am sure to better in degree: We may look, that for Brass we shall have Gold, or our Gold more refined; that, for Iron we shall have Silver, or our Silver more purified; that, for Wood we shall have Brass, or our Brass better furnished; that, for Stones we shall have Iron, or our Iron better tempered; we may look, that our Officers shall be Peace, and our Exactors Righteousness, that violence shall no more be heard in our Land, waiting
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nor destruction within our borders, but men shall call our Walls Salvation, and our Gates Peace.

When these glorious issues of our troubles shall be, is in his hand, who held Job's estate in his hand, so fast, that Satan could not touch a Sheep nor a shoo-latchet, till himself willed: and who, when his time came, restored Job's estate double, to a Sheep and a shoo-latchet, whether Satan and his Sabeans would or no. We have already seen, in Job, an Epitome of our former prosperity, and of our present troubles, the good Lord hath the latter part of our National likeness unto him, in the doubled (and O that it might be a seven-fold) restoration of our Peace and Truth.

In the mean time these Meditations upon this Scripture, well digested and taken in, may be (through the blessing of God upon them) a help to our patience, in bearing these afflictions upon the Land, a help to our faith in believing, and to our hope in waiting for the Salvations of the Lord. Whatsoever things were written afore-time, were written for our learning (but this Book was purposely written) that we through patience and comfort of this Scripture might have hope. Nor do I doubt, but that the Providence of God (without which a Sparrow falls not to the ground) directed my thoughts to this Book, as (not only profitable for all times, but) specially seasonable for these times. It is a word in season, and therefore should, as a word upon the Wheels, make a speedy passage into all our hearts: And bow should it not? While we remember that these Wheels are oyl'd with blood, even with the heart-blood of thousands of our dearest friends and brethren.

I find, that this is not the first time that this Book hath been undertaken by way of Exposition in such a time as this. Lavater, a faithful Minister of the Tigurnine Church, opened this Scripture in preaching, and printed it in the German tongue, which was afterwards published in Latin.
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by Hartmanus Spranglius (as himself expresses in the Title) to support and refresh the affliited minds of the godly in that last (as he then supposed) and saddest declining Age of the world.

Anno 1552.

Ferus (a Popish Fryer, but very devout according to the Devotion of that Religion) Preacher at Mentz, chose this Scripture in the time of War and publike Calamity (as the Title also of his Book holds forth) to comfort his Citizens. In his fourth Sermon he makes this observable digression. You know (faith be to his Hearer) that I began to expound this History of Job, to the end I might comfort and exhort you to Patience in these troublesome times. This was and is my Intention, this moved me to handle and explain this Book. But now in my very Entrance upon it, the Storm grows so black, that I see you amazed, dejected, and almost desperate: Some are flying, others are preparing to fly; and in this great Calamity, no man is found to comfort his Brother. But everyone increases his Neighbours fear, by his own fearfulness. He prescribes (as far as their Principles will admit) Cordials for the reviving of their spirits, and medicine for the cure of these distempers. The whole Book of Job, is a sacred Shop, flor'd with Plenty and Variety of both: that you may open your hearts to receive and with wisdom to apply the Consolations and Instructions here tender'd from this part of it, is, and (through the strength of Christ) shall be, the desire and prayer of

Novemb. 8.

1643.

Your very loving Friend

and Servant for the help of your Faith,

Joseph Caryl.
AN
EXPOSITION
UPON
The three first Chapters of the Book of JOB.
The Introduction, opening the Nature, Parts, and Scope of the whole BOOK.

I was the personal with and resolution of the Apostle Paul, I had rather speak five words with my understanding, than ten thousand words in an unknown tongue. And surely it is far better to speak or hear five words of Scripture with our understandings, than ten thousand words, yea, then the whole Scriptures, while we understand them not. Now, what an unknown tongue, about which the Apostle there disputeth, is, in reference unto all, the same is the Scripture unto most, even in their own tongue, that which they understand not. For as an unknown tongue doth always hide the meaning of words from us: to do oftimes the spiritualness, and mysteriousness of the matter. While a man speaks in a strange language we hear a sound; but know not the words; and while a man speaks in our own language, though we know the words, yet we may not understand the meaning; and then he that speaks is to us in that reference (so the Apostle calls him) a Barbarian. While the leafes of the Book are opened and read to such or by such, the sense is shut up and sealed.

When the Apostle Philip heard the Ethiopian Eunuch read Acts 8. 31, the Prophet Isaiah as he travelled in his Chariot, he said to him, Understandest thou what thou readest? The Eunuch answered, How
How should I, unless some man would guide me? He understood the language; but the meaning was under a vail. The very same may we say to many, who read the Scriptures, Understand you what you read? And they may answer as the Eunuch did, How can we, except we have some man to guide us? Yea, and also, for all the guiding of them, they may answer, How can we, except we have the Spirit of God to guide us? He hath his pulpit in heaven, who teacheth hearts, the heart of Scripture.

Rom. 7. 9. Paul (we know) was a learned Pharisee, and much versed in the Law, and yet he faith of himself before his Conversion, that he was without the Law: but when Christ came to him, then the Commandment came to him. I was once alive without the Law, but when the Commandment came, that is, when Christ came, and his Spirit came in or after my Conversion, and expounded the Commandment to my heart, then the Commandment came, so to my heart in the power of it, and I understood what the Law was. So that the teachings of the Spirit, the teachings of God himself, are chiefly to be looked after and prayed for, that we may know the mind of the Spirit, the Will of God in Scripture.

But he hath set up this Ordinance, the Ordinance of Interpretation to do it by; both that the Scripture might be translated out of the Original into the common language of every Nation (which the Apostle calls interpreting in that place before cited) and also that the Original sense of the Scripture might be translated into the mind and understanding of every man; which is the work we aim at, and now have in hand.

Before I begin that, give me leave to beseech you in the Name of Christ, to take care for the carrying on of this Work a degree further: I mean to translate the sense of Scripture into your lives, and to expound the Word of God by your works; interpret it by your feet, and teach it by your fingers, (as Solomon speaks to another sense,) that is, let your workings and your walkings be Scripture Explications. It is indeed a very great honour unto this City, that you take care for a Commentary on the Scripture in writing; but if you will be careful and diligent to make a Commentary upon the Scripture by living, or to make your lives the Commentary of Scripture, this will make your City glorious indeed.

Prov. 6. 13. It is the Apostles Testimony of his Corinthians, Ye (faith he)
are our Epistle, for as much as ye are manifestly declared to be the Epistle of Christ, ministered by us, written with ink, but with the Spirit of the living God, not in tables of stone, but in fleshly tables of the heart. Give us, we beseech you, the same occasion of glorying on your behalf, that we may say, You are our Exposition, for as much as you are manifestly declared in your practice to be the Exposition of the mind of Christ ministered unto you by us. A walking, a breathing Comment in goeth infinitely beyond the written or spoken Commentary. And as the Apostle makes his conclusion (before noted) I had rather speak five words with my understanding, then ten thousand words in an unknown tongue: So I say, I had rather know five words of Scripture by my own practice and experience, then ten thousand words of Scripture, yea then the whole Scripture, by the bare Exposition of another. And therefore let the word of Christ by these verbal Explications, dwell richly in your understandings in all wisdom: And by a practical Application, let it be held forth plentifully in your lives in all holiness. Add Commentary to Commentary, and Exposition to Exposition: add the Commentary of works to this Commentary of words, and an Exposition by your lives to this Exposition by our labours.

Surely if you do not, these Exercises will be costly indeed, and will come to a deep account against you before the Lord. If you are lifted up to Heaven by the opening of the Scripture (which is either a carrying of you up to Heaven, or a bringing of Heaven down to you,) and then walk groveling upon the Earth; how sore will the Judgment be! But it is to me an argument and an evidence from Heaven, that God hath put it into your hearts, to be most glorious in the practice of holiness, because he hath put it into your hearts to desire more the knowledge of holiness.

To draw in my speech nearer to the business. Having a Book full of very various matter before me, give me leave to premise something in the general, and something more particularly, by way of Preface concerning the Book, before we come to the handling of the Text.

First, For the general. That which God speaks concerning the whole work of Creation, we may speak concerning the whole Book of Scripture. It is very good. Solomon observes, that Cant. 2. 3. Wheresoeuer the wisdom of God spake, it spake of excellent things. And David, to quicken our endeavors, and excite our diligence, Proverbs 8. 6. to
to the study of the Word, preferreth it in worth above thousands of gold and silver, and in sweetness above the honey and the honey comb. And when he ceaseth to compare, he beginneth to admire, Wonderful are thy Testimonials. And well may that be called Wonderful, which proceedeth from the God of Wonders. All Scripture is given by divine inspiration, or by inspiration from God; and I need not stay to shew you the excellency of any part, when I have but pointed at such an original of the whole.

As therefore the whole Scripture, (whether we respect the majesty of the Author, the height or purity of the matter, the depth of perspicuity of the stile, the dignity or variety of occurrences; whether we consider the Art of compiling, or the strength of arguing) disdaineth the very mention of comparison with any other humane Author whatsoever: so are comparisons in it self, as Book with Book, Chapter with Chapter, dangerous. There is not in this great volum of holy Counsel, any one Book or Chap. Verse or Section, of greater power or authority then other. Moses and Samuel, the writings of Amos the Shepherd, and of Isaiah a Descendant of the Blood Royal; the writings of the Prophets and Evangelists, the Epistles of Paul, and this History of Job, must be received (to use the words of the Trent Council in the fifth Session, but to far better purpose) Pari pietatis affectione, with the same holy reverence and affection. They use it about Traditions, matching Traditions with the Scriptures; but we may fully match all Scripture together, and say, all must be received with the same devotion and affection.

Yet notwithstanding, as the parts of Scripture were penned by divers Secretaries, published in divers places, in divers ages, on divers occasions, for divers ends; so the argument and subject matter, the method and manner of composing, the texture and the stile of writing are likewise different. Some parts of Scripture were delivered in Prose, others in Verse or Numbers: some parts of the Scripture are Historical, shewing what hath been done; some are Prophetical, shewing what shall be done; others are Dogmatical or Doctrinal, shewing what we must do, what we must believe. Again, some parts of Scripture are clear and easy, some are obscure and very knotty: Some parts of Scripture shew what God made us; others, how sin spoiled us: A third, how Christ restored us. Some parts of Scripture shew forth acts of Mercy, to keep us from sinking; others record acts of Judgment, to keep us from presuming,
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...fuming. And because the way to Heaven is not strewn with Roses, but, like the Crown of Christ here on Earth, set with thorns; because not smiles and loving embracements from the world, but wounds, and strokes, and temptations, do await all those that have received the present money of the Spirit, and are enrolled for the Christian warfare: because every true Israelite must expect that which Jacob upon his death-bed spake of Joseph, that the Archers will shoot at him, hate him, and grieve him: In a word, Gen. 49. 23 because many are the troubles of the righteous; therefore the Scripture doth present us with sundry platforms of the righteous conflicting with many troubles.

Now these Considerations that are scattered severally through the whole Scripture, seem all concernt'd, and united together in this Book of Job: which if we consider in the style and form of writing, is in some part of it Prose, as the two first Chapters, and part of the last, and the rest is Verse. If we consider it in the manner of delivery, it is both dark and clear. If we consider the subject matter of it, it is both Historical, Prophetical, and Doctrinal. In it is a mixture of mercy tendered unto, of judgments threaten'd against, and inflicted upon the wicked. In it is a mixture of the greatest outward blessings, and the greatest outward afflictions upon the godly, concluding in the greatest deliverances of the godly from affliction. In this last the Book is chief: there was never any man under a warmer Sun of outward prosperity then Job was; neither was there ever any man in a hotter fire of outward affliction then Job was. God seeming to give charge concerning this trial of Job, as King Nebuchadnezzar did concerning the three children, to have the furnace heated seven times hotter, then ordinary. This is the general concerning the Book.

Now more particularly. I will not detain you in that Proemial Disquisition about the Author and Perman of this Book: there is great variety of Judgment about it; some say it was one of the Prophets, but they know not who. *Quis libri auctor, qui Elisha, not a few to Job himself; but most give it to Moses.* The resolution of Beza in the point shall serve me, and may satisfy you. *It is very uncertain who was the Writer of this Book (faith he) and whatsoever can be said concerning it, is grounded but upon very light conjecture. And therefore, where the Scripture is silent, it can be of no great use for us to speak, especially seeing there is so much spoken as will finde us work, and be of...*
of use for us; neither need we trouble our selves (being assured that the Spirit of God indited the Book) who it was that held the Pen. Only take this, that it is conceived to be the first piece of Scripture that was written; take it to be written by Moses; and then it is most probable that he wrote it before the deliverance of the people of Israel out of Egypt while he was in Midian.

Neither will I stay you in the second place about the inquiry into, or rather about the refutation of that fancy, that this whole Book is a Parable rather than a History; like that of Lazarus in the Gospel, not a thing really acted; but only a representation of it. Now this (which was the dream of many of the Jews and Talmudists, and is fastened with no small clamour upon Luther by the Reformed) may clearly be convinced both by the names of places and persons (which we shall have occasion to open when we come to the Book itself) and also by those allegations of the Prophets and of the Apostles concerning Job; the Prophet Ezekiel quoting him with Noah and Daniel, two men that unquestionably were extant, and acted glorious parts in the world, and therefore Job also.

All that I will say in particular, shall be in these three things.

1. To shew you more distinctly the subject of this Book.
2. The parts and division of it.
3. The use or scope and intendment of it.

1. For the subject of this Book, we may consider it, either as principal, or as collateral.

The main and principal subject of this Book is contained (and I may give it you) in one verse of the 34th Psalm. Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but the Lord delivers him out of all.

Concerning the subject, there are two great Questions handled and disputed fully and clearly in this Book. The first is this: Whether it doth consist with the Justice and goodness of God to afflict a righteous and sincere person, to strip him naked, to take away all his outward comforts. Or, Whether it doth consist with the Justice and goodness of God, that it should go ill with those that are good, and that it should go well with those that are evil. This is one great debate, the main Question throughout the Book. And then secondly, here is another great dispute in reference to the former; namely, Whether we may judge of the righteousness or unrighteousness, of the sincerity or hypocrisy of any person, by the outward dealings and present dispensations of God towards him. That is a second Question here debated.

The
The friends of Job maintained the first question negatively, the latter affirmatively. They denied that God in justice could afflict a righteous and a holy man. They affirmed, that any man so afflicted is unrighteous, and may so be judged, because afflicted. And so the whole argument and dispute, which the friends of Job brought, may be reduced to this one Syllogism. He that is afflicted, and greatly afflicted, is certainly a great open sinner, or a notorious hypocrite: But Job, thou art afflicted, and thou art greatly afflicted; Therefore certainly thou art, if not a great open sinner, yet a notorious hypocrite.

Job as constantly and as vehemently maintaineth both those questions in the contrary sense. He acknowledged himself to be a sinner, yet he stiffly denied that he was an hypocrite; he disclaimed his own righteousness in point of justification, yet he justified himself in point of uprightness. And as for the sinfulness of his nature and of his life, he was willing (except known or wilful in sincerity) to own both, and charge himself rather, than his friends could, appearing to, and triumphing in free-grace, for full pardon.

This one Syllogism (I say) is the sum of all the dispute, between Job and his three friends; This is (as it were) the hinge, upon which the whole matter turned.

But besides these, there are many discourses falling in collateral, which concur to make up the subject of this Book: For, as it is with those that study the Philosophers stone, the great thing they aim at, is to make gold, &c. that's the principal, the chief end; yet collaterally they find out many excellent things, many profitable experiments have been made, many rare secrets have been discovered in prosecuting of that great design. So although this be the principal subject of the Book, yet collaterally for the carrying on of these disputes, many other rare and excellent, heavenly, spiritual and useful Truths are handled and discovered. As to give you some particular Instances.

Firstly, We have the Character of a discreet and faithful Master and Father in a Family, and the special Duties which concern those relations; The Doctrine of the Oeconomicks is often touched in this Book.

Secondly, We have here the Character of a faithful, zealous and just Magistrate in the Common-wealth, how he ought to behave himself, and what his duty is, set down also plainly and clearly by occasion of this dispute.

Thirdly,
Thirdly, We have a great discovery made in the secrets of nature. The bowels of nature are as it were ript open, and the great works of Creation are here displayed. In this you have discourses of the Heavens, of the Earth, of the Sun, Moon, and Stars: of those Meteors, the Hail, the Snow, the Frost, the Yce, the Lightning and the Thunder. In this you have discourses of Jewels, of Minerals, and of Metals; in this, of Beasts and Birds, and creeping things. So that by occasion of this dispute, a discourse is carried about all the world, in the whole circuit of natural knowledge or Philosophy.

Fourthly, Here are discourses of Christian Morals, of the duties of equity from man to man: Of the duties of piety which man oweth to God, of the duties of sobriety and temperance towards a man's own self. Yea here we find the great duty of Faith, the matter of believing in the Redeemer of the world, our Lord Jesus Christ.

Lastly, Here are many discoveries made of God, in Himself and his Attributes: in his Power, Wisdom, Justice, Goodness and Faithfulness, yea, whatsoever may be known of God in any of these, is some way or other here discovered. So then, all being summed up together, it may well be said concerning this Book, that it is Βιβλίος πανέμορφος, a Book containing all excellencies, of wisdom and holiness: and what (as some of the Jews and Rabbins say of it) in other Books is here a little and there a little, is all plentifully gathered together in this. In a word, it is a Summary, a Compendium of all knowledge, both human and divine, both concerning our selves, and concerning God. So much of the subject of this Book, both Principal and Collateral.

The second general to be considered is the division of this Book. We may consider it in reference to the division; First, as it is a Dialogue (for so some call the whole Book) which is an interchangeable discourse concerning any subject or matter whatsoever. And taking it in that notion, we may divide it by the Collocutors or Speakers, and by the several speeches which they made.

The Collocutors or Speakers in this Book, are Eight.


Their
Their Speeches, which they make, are, in the whole compass of the Book, thirty-two Distinctions.

There are two Dialogues between God and Satan. One between Job and his Wife. Three between Job and Elihu. Three between Job and Bildad. Two between Job and Zophar. Two between God and Job. And then we have Elihu making four distinct Speeches, or Orations, which have no Answer. And lastly, two several Speeches or Parables (as they are called) of Job, one in Chapt. 27. 1. and the other in Chapt. 29. 1. So that, sum up all these together, and you may divide the whole Book into thirty-two distinct or several Speeches, either by way of Position, or Answer, or Reply, or Determination. God speaks four times, Satan twice, Job's wife once, Job thirteen times, Elihu thrice, Bildad thrice, Zophar twice, Elihu four times.

Or if we should consider the Book as a Disputation, (which is higher than a Dialogue) so you may distinguish it, by the Opponents, by the Respondent, and by the Moderators.

The Opponents are three. Job's three friends.

Job himself is Respondent. The Moderators are,

First, Elihu, he cometh in first as an Umpire between them.

Secondly, God himself at last, out of the whirlwind, giveth the decisive determinative voice and sentence. He states the question fully for Job, and reproveth Job's friends, as not having disputed and argued aright concerning him.

Yet further: We may divide the Book into five Sections, whereof

The first doth set forth the happiness and fulness of Job's outward estate; and the integrity and perfection of his spiritual estate. And that is contained in the first 5 verses.

The second presents Job's affliction, Job's fall; the great and sore calamity which in a moment did overtake him, with the occasion of it. And this you have set forth from that 5 verse exclusively to the 9 verse of the second Chapter.

Thirdly, We have the questions, the debates and disputes which did arise upon and about the fall of Job into that sad condition: which are contained from that 9 verse of the second Chapter, to the end of the 31 Chapter.

Fourthly, We have the Moderation or Determination of this dispute and of this argument, first by Elihu, and then by God himself, from the beginning of the 32 Chapt. to the 7 verse of the 43.
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All which is but as a Determination or stating of the Question.

Fifthly, and lastly; We have the restitution of Job, his restoring and setting up again, and the repairing of his Estate, and making of it double to what formerly it had been. And that is begun and continued from the 7 Verse of the 42 Chapter, to the end of the Book. So here you have a five-fold Division of the Book.

Once more: We may divide the Book into three parts. And so it sets forth,

1. Job's happy condition, both in regard of externals, and internals, in the first 5 verses.

2. Job's fall, Job's calamity, Job's trouble, from that to the 7 verse of the 42 Chapter.

3. Job's restitution, or restoring, from thence to the end.

Take the Book in this division, and it seems to hold forth to us such a representation of Job, as is given us in the three first Chapters of Genesis concerning Man. In those 3 first Chapters, we have Man set forth,

1. In the excellency and dignity of his Creation, being Lord and Sovereign of all, adorn'd with that integrity and purity of Nature which God hath planted in, and stamped upon him at his creation.

And in the beginning of this Book, we have Job like a man in innocence, shining in all his dignity, compass'd about with blessings of all sorts, blessings of the Body, blessings of the Soul, blessings of this Life, and of that which is to come.

2. There we finde the Devil plotting the ruine of man, and we finde his plot taking a while, and in a great measure prevailing. So here in this Book we have the Devil begging Job's ruin, and having obtained leave, so far as concerned his outward Estate and Body, quickly puts it in execution.

3. There we have Adam by God's free mercy and promise restored to a better estate in Christ through the grace of Redemption, then he had before in himself, by the goodness of Creation. So here we have Job, through the mercy, power, and faithfulness of God, restored to all he had, and more; we see him repaired and set up again after his breaking, not only with a new stock, but a greater: his estate being doubled, and his very losses proving beneficial to him. This may suffice for the division or parts of the Book, which, I conceive, may shed some light into the whole.

Now for the third thing which I proposed, which was the use, or scope, or intendment of this Book. For that is a special thing we
are to carry before us in our eye in the reading of Scripture. It is possible for one to understand the subject, and to know the parts, and yet not to be attentive to finde out, or distinctly to finde out what the minde of God is, or whereat he specially drives and aimeth. Therefore it will be very profitable to us likewise to consider what the tendency and intendment, or (as I may so speak) the Uses of this Book are.

First, It aymeth at our Instruction, and that in divers things.

First, (Which much concerns every Christian to learn,) it instructeth us how to handle a Cross: How to behave ourselves when we are in a conflict, whether outward or inward: What the Postures of the Spiritual War are; and with what patience we ought to bear the hand of God, and his dealings with us. This, I say, is set forth by the Scripture in other places to be the main, and one of the principal ends, or intendments, or Uses of this Book. This the Apostle James speaks of. *You have heard of the patience of Job.* As if he should say, Do you not know why the Book of Job was written? Why God in his Providence did bring such a thing to pass concerning Job? It was that all men should take notice of his patience, and might learn the wisdom of suffering, that noble art of enduring.

Job was full of many other excellent graces; and indeed he had all the graces of the Spirit of God in him. But the Patience of Job was the principal grace. As it is with natural men, they have every sin in them, but there are some sins which are the Master sins, or some one sin it may be doth denominate a wicked man; sometimes he is a proud man, sometimes he is covetous, sometimes he is a deceiver, sometimes he is an oppressor, sometimes he is unclean, sometimes he hath a profane spirit, and so the like; some one great master-lust doth give the denomination to the man, he hath all other sins in him, and they are all reigning in him, but one as it were reigneth above the rest, and sits uppermost in his heart. So it is with the Saints of God (and here with Job,) every Saint and servant of God hath all grace in him, every grace in some degree or other; for all the limbs and lineaments of the new man are formed together in the Soul of those that are in Christ. But there is some special grace which doth give (as it were) the denomination to a servant of God: As that which gave the denomination to Abraham was Faith, and that which gave the denomination to Moses was Meekness; and so this which giveth the denomination
to Job, is Patience; and so the denomination too of this whole History; as if that were the great lesson that were to be taken out, the lesson of suffering and of patience: So that what the Apostle makes to be the Use of all Scripture, whatsoever things (faith he) were written afore-time, were written for our learning, that we through patience and comfort of the Scriptures might have hope. That, I say, which the Apostle there makes to be the end and scope of the whole Scripture, doth seem to be in special the principal and chief end of writing this Book of Job.

2. Another Instruction, which we are to take from the whole Book, is this. God would have us learn, that afflictions come not by chance, that they are all ordered by providence; in the matter, in the manner, and the measure, both for the kind, and for the degrees, they are all ordered, even the very least, by the wisdom, by the hand and providence of God.

3. Another thing, which we are to learn generally from this Book, is this, The Sovereignty of God; that he hath power over us, over our estates, and over our bodies, and over our families, and over our spirits; that he may use us as he pleaseth, and we must be quiet under his hand: when he cometh, and will take all from us, all our comforts, we must give all glory to him. This Book is written for this especially, to teach us the Sovereignty of God, and the Submission of the Creature.

4. It teacheth us, That God doth sometimes afflict his children out of prerogative; that though there be no sin in them, which he makes the occasion of affecting them, (such was Job's case,) yet for exercise of his graces in them, for tryal of their graces, or to set them up for patterns to the world, God may and doth afflict them. Though no man be without sin, yet the afflictions of many are not for their sins.

5. There is this general Instruction which God would have us learn out of this Book, namely, That the best begotten, and the best founded estate in outward things, is uncertain; that there is no trusting to any creature-comforts. God would unbottom us quite from the creature, by holding forth this History of Job unto us.

6. God would also shew forth this for our learning, viz. The strength, the unmovableness of Faith, how unconquerable it is, what a kinde of Omnipotency there is in grace. God would have all the World take notice of this in the Book of Job, that a godly person is in vain assaulted by friends or enemies, by men or devils, by wants
wants or wounds: Though he be even benighted in his spirit, though God himself take away the light of his countenance from him, yet God would have us learn and know, that over all these a true Believer is more than a conqueror. For here is one of the greatest battles fought, that ever was between man and man, between man and Hell, yet between God and man: yet Job went away with the victory. True Grace is often assaulted, it never was or ever shall be overthrown.

7. This also we may learn: That God never leaves or forswears his totally or finally.

8. Lastly, The Book teacheth this general lesson: That the judgments of God are often-times very secret, but they are never unjust. That though the Creature be not able to give a Reason of them, yet there is infinite Reason for them.

These are the general Uses from the general Scope and intentment of this Book by way of Instrucition.

Secondly, This Book serves to convince and reprove that Slander of worldly men and of Satan: who say that the people of God serve him for their own ends, that they follow him for loaves, that they attend upon him for an estate, for creature-comforts and concerns. The Lord did on purpose cause these things to be acted, and this History to be penned, for ever to stop the mouth of Satan and of all iniquity, and to shew that his people follow him for love, for the excellency they find in him, and in his service. Though he strip them naked of all they have, yet they will cleave to him. Here is one Confutation.

2. It is to convince and reprove all those, who judge of the spiritual estate of those that are under the hand of God in sore afflictions by some unbecoming and rash speeches, which may fall from them in the time of those their conflicts, when troubles and sufferings are upon them.

3. To convince and confute those who judge of men's spiritual estates by God's dealing with them in their outward estates.

4. To convince and confute that cursed Opinion, That a man may fall finally and totally away from grace, and from the favor of God. God hath shewed by this History, that such an Opinion is a lye. If ever any man were in danger of falling quite away from grace received, or might seem to have lost the favor of God, formerly shewed, surely it was Job: and if he were upheld in the grace of holiness, and continued in the grace of God's love, notwithstanding.
standing all that came upon him. Certainly God would have all the World know, that free grace will uphold his for ever.

5. To convince all those of pride and extremum presumption, who think to finde out and to trace the secrets of God's counsel, the secrets of God's eternal Decrees, the secrets of all his Works of Providence: Whereas God sheweth them in this Book, that they are not able to finde out, or comprehend his ordinary works, those which we call the works of Nature, the things of Creation, the things that are before them, which they converse with every day, which they see, and feel, and have in their ordinary use. They are not able to finde out the secrets of the Ayrs, of the Meteors, of the Waters, of the Earth, of Beasts or Birds; every one of these puts the Understanding of man to a stand, and pose his Reason; they are not able to comprehend the works of Creation, how are they able then to finde out the Counsels of God in his Decrees and Purposes and Judgments? And for that end it is that God sets forth here so much of the works of Nature, that all men may be stopped in that presumptuous way of searching too far into his counsels. Here is another Use or scope of this Book.

Thirdly, there is much for Consolation.

1. That all things do work for the good of those that love God.

2. Consolation is this; That no temptation shall ever take hold of us, but such as God will either make us able to bear, or make a way to escape out of it.

We can be in no condition cast so low, but the hand of God can reach us, finde us out, send in deliverance, and raise us up again.

Lastly, Here are two general Exhortations.

1. We are exhorted to the Meditation and Admiration of the Power and Wisdom of God from all the Creatures. This is a duty which this Book leads us unto, for that is the end why so much is spoken concerning the works of Creation, that (as the Apostle saith) The invisible things of him from the Creation of the World, may be clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal Power and Godhead.

2. To glorifie God in every condition, to have good thoughts of God, to speak good words for God in every condition. We are drawn to this, by considering how Job (though sometimes in vehement of spirit he over-shot himself, yet he recovers again, and)
and) breathes sweetly concerning God, shewing that his spirit was full of sweetness towards God, even when God was writing bitter things against him; as when he saith, \textit{Though he kill me, yet will I trust in him}; then which, what could express a more holy and submissive frame of heart, in reference to the dealings of God with him? Surely he thought God was very good to him, who had that good thought of God, \textit{To trust him, even while he slew him}.

These things being proposed concerning the Book in general, will help to cast a light through the whole at one view. And though at this time I shall not enter upon expounding of the Text it self, yet you have had in some fence, the exposition of the whole Text. If you carefully lay up these Rules, they will much advantage and advance your profit, when we come to the Explication of any part.
J O B. 1. 1, 2.

There was a man in the land of Uz, whose name was Job, and that man was perfect and upright; and one that feared God, and eschewed evil.

And there were born unto him seven sons and three daughters, &c.

His Chapter may be divided into three parts; whereof the first contains a description of Job in his prosperous estate, from the first to the end of the fifth verse.

In the second we have the first part of Job's affliction set down from the sixth verse to the end of the nineteenth.

In the third, Job's carriage and behaviour in, or his Conquest and Victory over that first tryall, are discovered; this concludes in the three last verses of the Chapter.

The description of his prosperous estate is given us in three points.

First, What he was in person, Verse 1.

Secondly, What in his possession; we have an Inventory of his goods, Verse 2, 3, 4.

Thirdly, What in his practice of holinesse, Verse 5. Where one example or instance is set down for all the rest.

The Book begins with the description of his person in the first verse: where Job is described by that which is accidentall, and by that which is essential.
By accidentals, so he is described by the place where he dwelt; 
There was a man in the land of Uz. 2. By his name, whose name 
was Job.

The essentials are four qualifications, which were essential to 
him, not as a rational man, but as a holy man. And that man was 
1. Perfect. 
2. Upright. 
3. One that feared God. 
4. Esteemed evil.

As they who write the Acts or Stories of great men, usually give 
us some description of their persons before they set down their un-
takings or achievements (as you see in the 1 Sam. 17 4, 5, 6, 7, 
how the great giant Goliath is described) so here the Holy Ghost 
by the Pen-man of this Book, being to record a glorious combate, 
a combate not with flesh and blood alone, but with Principalities 
and Powers, a wrestling with mighty and strong temptations: 
first gives us (if we may so speak) the Prosopography of this 
divine Heroes soule, the lineaments and abilities of his spirit. 
This was the height, and this the nature of the Combattant, such 
were his limbs, and such his weapons, there he dwelt, and this 
was his name.

There was a man in the land of Uz, whose name was Job.

There was ] That refers us either to the truth of the Story, or 
to the time of the Story. Such a man there was, that's certaine. 
Such a man there was, but the time when is uncertaine. It re-
ferres us to the time only indefinitely. There was such a man, 
but when, is not exactly and precisely set down. The Scripture 
(we know) doth often keep an exact account of yeers (the 
Scripture is the guide and key of all Chronology) and sometimes it 
leaves things in generall for the time, and only faith thus much, 
such a thing was, or such a person was. So here. Yet some have 
undertaken to define (what the Spirit of God hath left at large) 
the precise time wherein Job lived; and tell us in what year of 
the world these things were done. But I desire not to be so accu-
rate, unless the Rule were so too. Only thus much we may safely 
say, that Job lived between the times of Abraham and Moses, 
and nearer Moses than Abraham; and for that I conceive there is 
ground sufficient. There are these two special Reasons, why it 
should
should be circumscribed within that limit.

1. Because Job offered Sacrifice at that time in his own Country: which after the giving of the Law, and setting up of a publick worship, was forbidden all, both Jews and Proselytes. They that were acquainted with the ways of God, knew they must not worship by Sacrifice any where, but before the Tabernacle, or (after the Temple was built) at the Temple.

2. Because in the whole book there is not the least print, or the least mention of any thing, which did concern those great and glorious passages of God's providence towards the people of Israel, either in their going out of Egypt, or in their journey thorough the wilderness to Canaan. Now in a dispute of this nature (such as was between Job and his friends) there would have been frequent occasion to have considered and instanced some of those things. There is scarce any book in Scripture, that bears date after that great and wonderful dispensation of God, but it makes mention of or refers to some passages concerning them.

Again for the time, that which some collect to clear it, is from the Genealogie of Job, there are three special opinions concerning the line of his pedegree.

One that he descended from Nabor, who was brother to Abraham, Gen. 22. 8. It was told Abraham, behold Milcah for hath born children to thy brother Nahor, Uz his first born, and Buz his brother, &c. This Uz who was the first born of Nabor, Abraham's brother, is conceived to have given denomination to the land of Uz, and so from him Job to be descended.

Another opinion there is (maintain'd by many) that Job was of the line of Esau, and that he was called Jobab by Moses, Gen. 36. 33. And Bela died; and Jobab the son of Zerah of Bozrah reigned in his stead. This Jobab, who was a descendant or one of the Dukes of the line of Esau, they say was Job. But why the name Jobab should be contracted into Job, I see little reason offered.

A third opinion for his descent, is, that he came from the children of Abraham by his second wife Keturah, Gen. 25. where it is said, that Abraham by her had divers sons, and that he gave them portions and sent them Eastward into the East country, and from Midian (who was the fourth son of Abraham by that second marriage) our Genealogists do positively and directly affirm, that Job was descended.
That may suffice for the time, for bringing of him within a narrower limit, I have no grounds but conjectural.

A man.] He is not called A man (here) barely as the Philosophers Animal rationale, &c. as Man is opposed to a Beast; nor barely is he called a man to distinguish his Sex, as a man is opposed to a woman. But there is somewhat more in the expression, he is called a Man by way of excellency. And for the clearing and opening of that, we may consider that there are three words in Scripture original by which Man is expressed.

1. Man is called Adam. That was the proper name of the first man, and it became the common name for all men since. So man was called from the matter of which he was made, Adam, from Adamah, because (as the reason is given, Gen. 2: 7.) God made man dust out of the earth, or (as we translate) of the dust of the earth.

2. Man is called Enoh: So he is called in regard of the infirmities, weakness, and sorrows, which he hath contracted by sin, since the fall; sin made the red earth weak and brittle earth indeed, earth moistened with tears, and mixt with troubles.

3. He is called Ibh, which the Criticks in that language, say, comes from and hath allayance with two words: One signifying Being or existence, and the other heat or fire. So that the excellency of man's being, the heat, courage and spirit that flames in him, is set forth in that word; and that's the word here in the Text; There was a man, it is Ibh, an excellent, a worthy man, a man of an excellent spirit, a man of men, a man fitted to honour God, and govern men. And that it is so used in Scripture, I will give you an instance or two, that you may see it is not a bare conjecture.

In the 49. Psalm, David, as it were, summons and divides mankind. In the first verse he summons, Hear this all ye people, give ear all ye inhabitants of the world. In the second verse he divides, Both, low and high, rich and poor together. The word in the Hebrew for high, is Bene-Ibh, sons of Ibh, and the word for low, is Bene-Adam, sons of Adam. If we should translate the Text directly, according to the letter, the words must run, sons of men, and sons of men; for, sons of Adam and sons of Ibh, are both translated sons of men. Yet when they are set together in a way of opposition, the one signifies low, and the other high; and so our Translators render it according to the sense, not sons.
sons of men and sons of men, but low and high. Junius translates to this sense, though in more words, as well they who are born of mean men, as they who are born of the honourable.

A like instance we have, Isa. 2:9. The mean man boweth down, and the great man humbleth himself. The mean man, that is, the son of Adam; and the great man, the son of the earth; the great man in regard of his excellency, is by such a circumlocution described to be more than a man: not only the son of man, but the son of an honourable and great man. So I find the word divers times used to signifie the excellency and greatness of the person.

Then further, it signifieth not only a man that is great, but it signifieth a man in authority. There was a man, that is, an excellent man, a man of worth; There was a man, that is, a man in authority. It signifieth a Magistrate, and so in divers places of Scripture, Man is put for a Magistrate, especially when it is expressed as here, by 1 Sa. Gen. 43:11. Carry a present to the man, sit. to the Governor of the Country, Jer. 5:1. Go thorough Jerusalem and search, and see if you can find a man. What were men so scarce in Jerusalem at that time? Was there such a dearth of men, that a man could not be found? Surely no. Jerusalem had throngs of men in every street. The meaning then is explained in the words following, if there be any that executeth judgment, that is, if there be a Magistrate, a publike man, that's the man I mean.

So in Numb. 27:16. We find the word to signifie a Magistrate; Let the Lord, the God of the spirits of all flesh, set a man over the Congregation. A man, that is, a Magistrate; for there that's the business; if you read the Text you will find it, a man in authority, a man fit to rule. And that is it which is meant in Acts 17:31 concerning Christ. God (faith he) hath appointed a day wherein he will judge the world by that man, whom he hath ordained. It noteth Christ the man in power, in authority, because all power in heaven and in earth is committed to him. So you know it was usual among the Romans to call their Magistrates by the name of The men, as the Triumviri, the Septemviri, the Decemviri, to call them sometime the three-men, sometime the seven-men, sometime the seven-men. Those who were the special men in authority, that were men in place and eminency, they carried a way.
way the name of men (as it were) from all men, as if they were the only men.

So that we have these two things to take notice of; when it is said here, that Job was a man, you must carry it further then the word is ordinarily taken; He was a great man, he was a man in authority, a Magistrate. Some carry the Magistracy so high, as to set him on a Throne, affirming that he was a King; a point very much contended for by divers Expositors; but that he was a Magistrate in Authority, a Chief in his Country, is clear by that which is express of him in Chap. 29. where he speaks of his deciding mens rights and executions of Justice.

In the Land of Uz:] I will not trouble you with any Geographical discourse: In a word we may consider 3 things about Uz.

1. Why it was called so.
2. Where it was seated.
3. What manner of people they were that dwelt in Uz.

1. For the Name, let it be taken from Uz, the Name of a Man. And there were three called by that name in Scripture, Gen. 10. 23. Gen. 22. 21. Gen. 36. 28. from either of these jobs Country might derive its name; but from which of these, would be (I think) a nice debate; yet it is rather ascribed to Uz or Huz, the eldest Son of Nahor, Gen. 22. 21.

2. For the place where it was seated, it is clear that it was upon the borders of the Sabeans, and of the Caldeans, and of the Arabians, those Eastern people. Some affirm that the lot of the half Tribe of Manasseh on the other side Jordan, which was set forth for them when the people of Israel came into Canaan, was the very place where Job lived, and that was called Uz. It is clear that it was near those parts above-mentioned. First, from Lament. 4. 21. There the Prophet Jeremiah speaking of Uz, faith, Rejoice and be glad O daughter of Edom, that dwellest in the Land of Uz. And Jer. 25. 20. he speaks again of the Land of Uz, All thee mingled people, and all the Kings of the Land of Uz, they shall drink of the Cup: he mentions the Cup also in that place, Lament. 4. Rejoice and be glad O daughter of Edom that dwellest in the Land of Uz; the Cup also shall pass through unto thee. Secondly, Uz border’d upon those Countries; for these people made out their Parties, invaded, slew and took away Jobs Estate, Car- tell and Servants; therefore the place in all probability lay neer these Countries.
For the Condition and manners of the people; It is generally received, that they were a people prophanous in their lives, and superstitions at least in their worship: Idumeans and Edomites, the descendants of Esau, hear ill all the Scripture over. Among these Job lived, among these Job govern’d, there he exercis’d those precious graces, and practis’d those excellent duties both of holiness towards God, and of Justice towards men. It was in the midst of a sinfull and perverse Nation, in the land of Uz.

Then observe, First,

God hath his servants in all places, in the worst places.

There was never any ayre so bad but that a servant of God might breath in it. Here God had a choice piece, even in the land of Uz, a place of prophaneness; Here was Babel in Bethaven, a House of God in a land of wickedness. Lot dwelt in Sodome, Joseph in Egypt, David in Mesob and in Kedar: There were Saints in Cæsar’s (wicked Nero’s) houseth. Babylon holds many of Gods people; yet let them not make such places their refuge, much lesse their election. But remember the call, Come out of her my people.

Secondly, We may observe from hence (this being spoken of Job to set him forth in the excellency of his spiritual condition, that he lived in the land of Uz.) That

It is a great honour and a high commendation to be good, and do good amongst those that are evil.

You shall be recorded for it. This was one reason why the place is named, that the honour of Job might be lifted up, that he was good, not by the example and encouragement, but against the example of others: he was a leading man himself: though he lived amongst those that were scoffers and wicked, yet Job was holy. As they say concerning the affection of love, it is most unnatural for a man to hate those that love him. It is civil for men to love those that love them, but this is truly Christian for a man to love those that hate him; and do him wrong. So in regard of living and conversing, as of loving and affecting, we may say, it is a most wicked thing to be sought amongst those that are good; that aggravateth a mans sinfulness, to be unholy while he converseth with those that are holy: It is a good thing to be good with the good, to take example by them; but it is a most excellent thing, a glorious thing to be good amongst those that are stark naught, to worship God aright amongst Idolaters, to fear God among those that have
have no fear of God before their eyes, to be perfect among hypocrites, to be upright among those that are unjust, to eschew evil among those that are altogether wrapt about with evil; This was the honour and commendation of Job. For a man to be as Lot in Sodom, never touched with Sodome's wickedness, to keep himself pure and sincere, and without rebuke in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation, to shine as a light in the midst of darkness; this brings honour both to God and man.

Thirdly, From the place where Job lived, we may observe, That

Grace will preserve itself in the midst of the greatest opposition. Its such a fire as no water can wholly quench, or put out. True Grace will keep itself found and clean among those who are leprous and unclean; it is such a thing as overcomes and masters all the evil that is about it: God hath put such a mighty power into grace, that if it once possessing the heart in truth, though there be but a little of it, though there be but as much as a grain of mustard-seed, not all the wickedness in the world, no nor all the devils in hell can dispossess it. As all the water in the salt sea cannot make the salt salt, but still the salt retains its freshness, so all the wickedness and filthiness that is in the world, cannot destroy, cannot defile true grace; that will bear up its head and hold up itself for ever.

And this man was perfect and upright, one that feared God and eschewed evil.

Perfect.] Not that he had a legal perfection; such a perfection as the Papists now contend for: and assert possibly attainable, yea actually attained by many in this life: For what is man that he should be clean? And Job himself professeth, Cap. 9.20. If I say I am perfect, it shall also prove me perverse; he acknowledgeth, Chap. 7. 20. I have sinned. The perfection therefore here spoken of is not an absolute, a legal perfection.

For the clearing of the word, we may consider there is a twofold perfection ascribed to the Saints in this life. A perfection of Justification, a perfection of Sanctification.

The first of these, in a strict sense, is a compleat perfection: The Saints are compleat in Christ, they are perfectly justified, there is not any sin left uncovered, not any guilt left unwashed in the blood of Christ, not the least spot but is taken away; His garment
garment is large enough to cover all our nakedness and deformities. In this respect they may be called perfect, they are perfectly justified. By one offering Christ hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified. Heb. 10. 14.

Then there is a perfection of holiness or of sanctification; and that is called so, either in regard of the beginnings of, or in regard of desires after, and aims at perfection.

The Saints even in this life have a perfect beginning of holiness, because they are begun to be sanctified in every part; they are sanctified throughout, in soul, and body, and spirit, as the Apostle distinguiseth. 1 Thes. 5. 23. though every part be not throughout sanctified, yet they are sanctified in every part throughout; and this is a perfection. When the work of Sanctification is begun in all parts, it is a perfect work beginning.

They are likewise perfect in regard of their desires and intend- ments. Perfect holiness is the aim of the Saints on earth, it is the reward of the Saints in heaven. The thing which they drive at here is perfection, therefore they themselves are called perfect; As God accepts of the will for the deed, so he expresseth the deed by the will; he interpreteth him to be a perfect man who would be perfect, and calls that person perfect, who desires to have all his imperfections cured. That is a second understanding how Job was perfect.

A third way is this, He was perfect comparatively, comparing him with those who were either openly wicked, or but openly holy, he was a perfect man; he was a man without spot, compared with those that were either all overspotted with filthiness, or only painted with godliness.

Or thus, We may say the perfection here spoken of, is the perfection of sincerity. Job was sincere, he was sound at the heart. He did not act a part or personate Religion, but was a religious person. He was not gilded, but gold. So the word is interpreted. Some render it, Job was a simple man, (not as simple is put for weak and foolish; but as simple is put for plain-hearted; one that is not (as the Apostle James phraseth it) a double minded man) Job was a simple minded man, or a single minded man, one that had not a heart and a heart, he was not a compound, speaking one thing and meaning another, he meant what he spake, and he would speak his mind. It is the same word that is used in Jacob’s character, Gen. 25. 27. Elau was a cunning hunter, a man
of the field, and Jacob was 11th Tam, a plain man, So that to be a perfect man, is to be a plain man, one whose heart you may know by his tongue, and read the mans spirit in his actions. Some are such juglers, that you can see little of their spirits in their lives, you can learn but little of their minds by their words; Jacob was a plain man, and so was Job; some translate it, a found man. It is the same expression that is given of Noah, He was [Tamim] in his generation, or he was found, upright-hearted or perfect with God, Gen. 6.9. And it is that which God speaks to Abraham, Gen. 17:3. Walk before me and be thou [Tamim] be thou perfect, or sound, or upright, or plain in thy walking before me. In the 28. of Exodus, ver. 30. We read of the Urim and the Thummim, on the Breast-plate of the High-priest. Thummim comes from this root, and signifyed the integrity of hearts and life required in the High-priest, as Urim did the light and cleanenesse of his knowledge.

And upright.] The former word which was translated perfect, in other Texts is rendered upright; But when we have both the expressions together as here, we must distinguish the sense. It is not a tautologie. Then, the former being taken for inward soundnesse,plainnesse and sincerity; This latter (to be upright) may be taken for outward justice, rightouesnesse and equity, respecting all his dealings in the world. He was a perfect man, that is, he was plain-hearted, and he was plain-dealing too, which is the meaning of He was upright. So the one refers to the integrity of his spirit, the other to the honesty of his ways, His heart was plain, and his dealings were square. This he expresseth fully in the 29. and 31. Chapters of this Book, which are as it were a Comment upon this word upright. There you may read what is meant by uprightness; his fairnesse in all parts, both of Comminutative and Distributive Justice. In those things that concerned Comminutative Justice, when Job bought or sold, traded or bargained, promised or covenanted, he stood to all uprightly. Take him as he was a Magistrate, when Job sat in Judgment or had any businesse brought before him, he gave every one his due, he did not spare or sting upon ends; he did neither at any time jusifie the wicked, or condemn the godly, but was upright in Judgment: He was not byasst by affection or interest, he was not carried away by hopes or fears, but kept the path of Justice in all his dispensations towards that people among whom he lived.
This is to be an upright man, and so the Prophet tells us, *Isa. 26.7.* The way of the just is uprightness, that is, they are upright in their ways, and more, uprightness in the abstract. We have a like expression, *Prov. 29.27.* Those that are upright in the way, are an abomination to the wicked. Uprightness doth refer to the way wherein a man goes in his outward dealings and dispensations towards men. There is a twofold uprightness of our ways. 1. Uprightness of words. 2. Of works; so upright walking is expounded and branched forth, *Psalm. 15.2, 3.* He that walketh uprightly and worketh righteousness, and speaketh the truth in his heart. He that backbiteth not with his tongue. This is the second part of Job's description; He was perfect and upright.

Thirdly, he was One that feared God.

Fearing God.] The fear of God is taken two ways. Either for that natural and inward worship of God: and so the fear of God is a holy filial affection, sweing the whole man to obey the whole will of God; That is fear as it is an affection. Or the fear of God is put for the external or instituted worship of God. So that a man fearing God is as much as this: A man worshipping God according to his own will, or according to his mind and direction. Now when as Job is said to be a man fearing God, you must take it both these ways; He had that holy affection of fear with which we must worship God, as we are taught, *Heb. 12.28.* Let us have grace whereby we may serve God with reverence and godly fear; And serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice before him with trembling, *Psalm 2.* Fear is that affection with which we must worship and serve God.] And Job likewise did performe that worship to God which he required, that is called fear, and the exercise of it fearing God. Fearing God is worshipping God. As your may see clearly by two Texts of Scripture compared together. In the fourth of *Matthew, vers. 10.* Christ saith to the Devil, *It is written thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only thou shalt serve.* Compare this with *Deuteronomy 6.13,* and there you shall have it thus expressed, *Thou shalt fear the Lord thy God; That which in the one place is worship, in the other is fear.* Again, *Matthew 15.9.* *In vain (faith Christ) do they worship me, teaching for doctrine the commandments of men.* Now the Prophet *Isaiah* (from whence that is taken) *Chap. 29.14.* expressed it thus. *Forasmuch as their fear*
fear toward me is taught by the precepts of men. They worship
me according to the precepts of men, faith Christ. Their fear is
taught by the precepts of men, faith the Prophet: So that fear
and worship are the same: Fearing God doth include both the af-
fection of a worshipper, and the duty or act of worshipping.

The fourth part or line of Job's character, is, his Eschewing
evill.

Evill, is here taken for the thing of siring, before sin came into the
world, there was no evil in the world, God saw every thing that
he had made, and behold it was very good. But when sin came,
which was the first, and is the chiefest evil, it brought in with it
all other evils: Sin hath in it the whole nature of evil, and all the
degrees of evil, and from it proceed all evil effects. Hence this e-
minently called evil. Sickness, and Death, and Hell, are called e-
vill; how much rather that, but for which these evils had never
been? how much rather that with which these compared may be
called good? Further, evil is put here indefinitely. He was one
that eschewed evil, not this or that evil, but evil, that is, all e-
vill, this indefinite is universal. And then further we are to take
evill here, as himself afterward expounds it in his practice, not on-
ly for the acts of evil, but all the occasions, the appearances, the
provocations and incentives of or unto evil, for whatsoever might
lead him into evil; for thus he instructeth in one particular, I made
a covenant with mine eyes, why then should I think upon a maid?

Chap. 31. 1.

Eschewed] In this word, the prudence of Job shines as bright
as his holiness, who having received a great stock and treasure of
grace, now watches to preserve it, and opposes whatsoever was
destructive to the life or growth of the inner man. That man shews
he hath both money and his wits about him, who suspects and pro-
vides against Thieves.

Job eschewed evil. There is much in that expression. It is more
to say a man doth eschew evil, then to say a man doth not commit
evil. It had been too bare an expression, to say, Job did not com-
mit evil; but when it is said, Job eschewed evil, this shews, that
not only the hand and tongue of Job did not meddle with evil, but
that his heart was turned from evil. For eschewing is a turning a-
side with reluctance and abhorrence, so the Hebrew (Sa.) imports;
Job did abhor evil as well as not commit evil. As there is a great
deal of difference between these two, the doing of good, and a
delight in doing good, between being at peace, and following of peace. A man may do good and not be a lover of good, a lover of the Commandments of God, a delighter in them: he may be at peace, and not be a lover and follower of peace. So a man may be one that commits not such and such sins, he may do no hurt, and yet in the mean time he may be one that loves those sins, he commits not: such an one is not presently a man that escheweth those sins; for to eschew evil noteth the activity of the spirit against those evils. That is the spiritualneſs and strength of holinesse. Job's heart did (as it were) rise against evil. Some expound it by war, as if under this expression were meant the enmity that Job bare against evil, that it was such an eschewing, as when a man bateth his enemy and makes war against him, and doth by all means oppose him; so there was, as it were a deadly feud, an irreconcilable enmity between Job and evil. He was a man that feared God, and eschew'd evil. So much for the opening of that first verse: wherein you have the first part of the description of Job's prosperous estate, and that is what he was in his person.

That man was perfect and upright.

We will observe hence somewhat in the general first, and then somewhat more particularly.

You see here when God comes to describe a man, and to set him forth in his glory and excellency, where the spirit of God begins, what is the chief and first thing which God takes notice of, it is his grace. When he would set forth what a man Job was, how blessed and how happy, here he sets his pen first, to describe what his spiritual estate was. Hence then this in the general.

1. Gracious habits and spiritual blessings are the choicest of all blessings.

If God have given a man grace, he hath the best and the choicest of all that which God can give. God hath given us his Son, and God hath given us his Spirit, and God hath given us the graces of his Spirit, these are the finest of the flower, and the honey out of the rock of mercy. Though you should not come to children, though you should not come to the other part of the Inventory, to Sheep, and Camels, and Oxen, and Asses; if you are in the first part of the description, that you have a perfect heart and upright
right life, and, the fear of God in your inward parts, and a holy turning against every evil, your lot is fallen in a fair place, and you have a goodly heritage: they that have this need not be discontented at their own, or envious at the condition of any other, they have the principal Verb, the one thing necessary.

Again, When God describeth a gracious man, you see he goes thorough, he sets him forth in every thing that concerns his spiritual estate, _Perfect and upright, fearing God, and eschewing evil._ From hence this also in the general.

2. _Where one grace is, there is every grace._

Grace is laid into the soul in all the parts of it, and there is somewhat of every grace laid into the soul. We have not one man one grace, and another man another grace; but every man hath every grace that hath any grace at all. I do not say that every man hath every grace: or that the same man hath every grace in the same height and degree; grace in some is more eminent then in others, and the same man may have one grace more eminent then another, he may have one grace (like Saul among the people) higher by head and shoulders then the rest in his throng of graces; yet that man hath somewhat of every grace: that hath any grace, all grace goes together. Thus in the general.

Particularly: This man was _perfect._ That is (as we have explained it) he was sincere and plain-hearted. Observe from hence.

1. _It is sincerity that especially commends us unto God._ As Job's graces are preferr'd in his description before his riches; so sincerity is preferr'd before all his other graces.

Sincerity is that which makes us so acceptable and pleasing unto God: He was a man that was perfect, you see that is put in the first place. And indeed whatsoever a man hath besides, be a man never so just in his dealings, could you suppose a man worshipping God in all his ordinances, and avoiding all manner of evil, yet if there be doubting and falseness in his spirit, all is cast off, all is rejected of God as abominable. Therefore here the foundation is laid, here is the bottom grace, perfection, sincerity. Whether it be a distinct grace, or whether it be that which doth accompany every grace, and gives it life and beauty in the eye of God (for my own part I conceive sincerity is not properly a distinct grace, but the perfection of every grace:) it is that which doth commend a man unto God. Christ tells the Angel of the Church of Sardis,
I have not found thy works perfect. Not so, faith the Greek Text. There wanted somewhat within. Sincerity is the filling up of all our duties. Without that, they are but empty sounds, as sounding brass, and as a tinkling cymball.

He was perfect, that is, he was sincere. Observe then,

2. Sincere and sound-hearted persons are in God's esteem perfect persons.

It is not all that you can do, or all that you can say, or all that you can suffer, or all that you can loose, that can make you perfect in the esteem of God without sincerity; add sincerity but to the least, and it gives you the denomination of perfect. God accepts the very goats' hair, the least offering from one that is sincere, he accounts it a rich present, and calls the presenter perfect; but he will not receive the greatest riches, whole droves of cattle for offerings, the greatest and mightiest services from one that is unfound. Truth of grace is our perfection here, in Heaven we shall have perfection as well as truth.

Further in that upon this perfectness and plainness of heart there is presently added uprightness; observe from thence,

1. Where the heart is sincere towards God, the ways are just and honest before men.

And 2. It is a great honour and an ornament unto our profession of godliness, to be just and upright in our dealings toward men. This is put as a special part of Job's excellency, that he was upright, heil in his dealings. There is much scandal cast upon the profession of the name of God through a defect in this. The world faith, these men profess, they take the name of God upon them, but they are as unanswerable to their promises, as unjust in their traditions, &c., as any other. Then make proof of your perfection in profession, by the uprightness of your conversation.

Perfect and upright, one that feared God.

Here we have fearing God, added to perfect and upright. Observe hence,

1. Moral integrity and moral honesty without the fear of God, can never render us acceptable unto God.

There are some that please themselves in this, that they are plain-hearted. (It is possible for a man in a sense to be so, and yet not to fear God) or they give every man his due, &c. These are good.
But in Job we may learn, on what these must be founded, whence they come; when we please God in them; they come from the fear of God, that must be the spring of uprightness and perfection; else they are only Heathen virtues, not Christian graces.

God delights in nothing we do, unless we do it in his fear. As Joseph said to his brethren when they feared some hard measure from him, I fear God: when this fear of God eyes our hands, it shews the love of God fits our hearts. Not to wrong man, because we fear God is an argument of more then man.

Fearing God, you may observe,

2. Holy fear contains in it every grace we receive from God, and all the worship we tender up to God.

Fear is a comprehensive word; it is more then a particular grace. When Abraham had offered up his son Isaac, that was a work of mighty faith, and the faith of Abraham is wonderfully commended by it; but God speaks thus, Now I know thou fearest me. Fear containeth faith, and fear containeth love too. Though perfect love cast out tormenting fear, 1 John 4.18. yet perfect love casts in obeying fear. Heare the conclusion of all, faith the Preacher, Eccles. 12.13. Fear God and keep his Commandments, for this is the whole duty of man, or this is whole man. Fear is all duty, and every grace.

Fearing God and eschewing evil.

Hence this from the connexion.

3. Holy fear keeps the heart and life clean.

The fear of the Lord is clean, saith David, Psal. 19. Clean not only in itself, formally clean, but effective, it makes clean and keeps clean the heart and life. Fear is an armed man at the gate, which examines all, and stops every one from entering, that is unfit. It stands as a Watch-man on the Tower; and it looks every way to see what's coming to the soul; If evil come, fear will not admit it. And therefore in Scripture you shall have these two often put together, fearing God and eschewing evil. Nay, eschewing evil is not only put as an effect of the fear of God, but it is put into the very definition it self of the fear of God, The fear of the Lord is to depart from evil.
He eschewed evill.

From hence observe also,

1. Godly persons do not only forbear sin, but they abhor sin. They have not only their hands bound from it, but they have their hearts set against it. Holy enmity against sin is the temper of a godly man's heart, he eschews evill.

2. A godly man's opposition of sin is universal: it is against all sin. Job eschewed evil, all evil; there was no picking of this or that particular evil to oppose, but whatsoever came under the name and notion of sin, Job's spirit turned against it: enmity is against the kind.

3. Godly persons do not only avoid the acts of evil, but all the occasions of evil.

Job eschewed evil, whatsoever led him to evil, all the appearance of evil, as the Apostle speaks; we cannot avoid the sin, if we will not avoid the occasion. When Solomon cautions to take heed of the path of the wicked, he useth four expressions; and all to the same purpose. Avoid it (that he) pass not by it, turn from it, Prov. 4. 15. and pass away; to shew unto us, that if we would keep from the acts of sin, we must keep from the way of sin.

The second thing whereby his prosperous estate is set out unto us, is what his possessions were. You have a particular Inventory of his estate in the second and third verses, and you have the total sum cast up after all the particulars are set down, and it amounts to this much, that Job was the greatest of all the men in the East. In the second verse you have the first part of his goods set down, his jewels, his children.

These were born unto him seven sons, and three daughters.

This verse contains the first part of Job's outward happiness, the blessings of children. Concerning whom we have three things offered.

1. Their number, seven. 2. The distinction of Sexes, Sons and Daughters. 3. Their mutual love and concord, v. 4.

There is little in the words that needs explication, therefore where the Scripture is plain and clear, I will not spend time.

These were born unto him. [Verse]

His children were not born against him, but born unto him, given as comforts and blessings to him.

Seven sons and three daughters. [Verse] The number seven, and the number three, are numbers of perfection. Some trouble themselves much about them; but I will not stay upon numbers.
Verse 2. And there were born unto him seven sons and three daughters.

Here observe,

1. Children are the blessings of the Lord.

Psal. 127. 13. They are put here as a part of his Inheritance. Children are an inheritance of the Lord, and the fruit of the womb is his reward. They are special blessings. Children (as it is to be observed) are a resemblance of our immortality, because a man revives again, lives a new (as it were) in every child: he is born again (in a civil sense) when others are born to him. There be some who account their children, but bits of charges, but God puts them upon the account of our mercies; how holy and piously speaks Jacob concerning his children, These (faith he) are the children which God hath graciously given by forswear.

2. Observe this, Children as they are blessings, and great blessings; so they are greater blessings than any outward things the whatsoever.

When a description is made of Jacob's goods, the best is put first. First, his spiritual blessings are set down, then comes his outward; now children are put in the very next degree to his graces. What our Saviour Christ faith of a man's soul, may be laid of children; What (faith he) shall a man give in exchange for his soul? It is true, that is spoken there of a man's own soul, then it is more to himself then the world, but it is a truth here too, it one have a soul given him (and to have a child, is to have a soul bestowed on us) for the present, it is more then to have the whole world bestowed on him. A whole world of riches is not so good, not such goods, as one child; therefore children are put in the first place, as his choicest and chiefest outward blessings.

Then from the number of his children, he had many children, he had seven sons and three daughters. Observe,

3. To have many children is a great blessing, and the more children the greater the blessing.

Some think themselves blessed, if they may have one or two children; one to inherit their estates, one or two to delight themselves in, to play with, or to bear their name; but if they come to a number, to a great number, then they think themselves exceedingly burdened, then they are troubles. When God calls up the estate of a blessed man in outward things, he faith not only that
that he hath a child, that he is not barren, but that he hath many children, that he hath his quiver full of such arrows, as the expression is, Ps. 127. 5. and that is made the blessedness of a man there. Happy is the man (faith he) that hath his quiver full of them, that hath many arrows, such are children of the youth, Ver. 4. There are some rich and covetous men, that are in this point beyond others rich in folly. You shall hear them pride themselves, that they have no children, or but few; this they conceive sets them off in the opinion of the world for the richer men, whereas one child is more riches then all the things that are in the world. And we know it is an ordinary thing (though indeed it is a very sinful thing) to say, it is true such an one is a rich man, he hath a fair estate, but he hath a great charge, a great many children, as if that did take off from his riches, or make him less happy: as if he were the poorer, because he hath a larger share of that ancient first blessing upon man. Be fruitful and multiply, and replenish the Earth. 

4. Note this, To have many sons, is more than sons amongst our children, is the greater outward blessing.

Job is described here in the most exact method of outward blessings, he had sons, and his sons out-number his daughters, he had seven sons and but three daughters. And the reason why most sons amongst children are the greater blessing, is clear, because sons bear up the name, and are a greater support unto the family.

5. To have many sons and daughters too, is yet a compleater blessing.

For by daughters the family is increaseth, and other families are joyned and knit, and united to that family. And to have sons and daughters both, is the perfection of that natural blessing, because man was so made at the first, he was made male and female: As it is with the soul and the body, though the soul be more excellent then the body, yet the soul alone is not so perfect, as when soul and body are together: because though the body be not so strong in constitution and noble in condition as the soul, yet body and soul in creation were joyned together, therefore their greatest perfection consists in their union. So likewise it is in a family, though sons in nature are more perfect, yet because it was the first institution of a Family, male and female, therefore the fulness and compleatness of the blessing is in the union of both.

Job:
Job had many sons and daughters likewise, this made the blessing more compleat.

And then lastly observe this,

Children, many children in the Family, are in themselves no impediments, either of Piety towards God, or Justice toward man.

As soon as Job was described in all his perfections, it is added he had so many sons and so many daughters; though he had so many children to look to, and provide for, yet he omitted neither duty toward God, nor duty toward man. There are many who think it some excuse, if not excuse enough for their neglect, for their fleighty holy duties, or fleightiness in the holy duties of hearing, praying, and the like; Oh, they have a great many children, and they must rise early, and they must work late, they can spare no time, or but little, for the publike or private, or secret worship of God; specially for any thing that is extraordinary: so that these cares steal away, not only those times that might be bestowed in an extraordinary manner upon their Souls, but even the ordinary times are stolen away by them also. Further, some think themselves by this in part excused for their injustice toward men; they have a great family, and if they deal somewhat hardly, and stick as close as they can in all businesses, they may be born with; for they have a great many children, and they must look to provide for them, they else were worse than Infidels, and hence they take liberty to do what honest Infidels were ashamed of. Job you see was upright, though he had so many sons and so many daughters to provide for. It is ill with those, whose gain for their children is any losst to their Souls; but who, when they gain for their children, lose their Souls: doing like those in Nahum 2.12. The Lyon did teer in pieces enough for his Whelps, and strangling for his Lyonesses, and filled his holes with prey, and his dens with rape. By the Lyon there is meant those Oppressors, that lived in Nineve; and by their Whelps are meant their Children, and by Lyonesses their Wives; they had wives and children, and they must have means and estates for them. Job, as I may say, had Whelps and a Lyoness, wife and children, yet he doth not teer for them. Nay, though he had so many to provide for, yet he rather giveth out to others. What hungry belly was not filled with his meat? And what naked back was not clothed with his wooll? He did not say, I have children to feed and to clothe, and therefore you can have nothing.
nothing. You see though he had many children, and a great charge, yet how compleat he was in his duty to God, and in his duty to man, he failed not either in the duties of worship and holiness, nor in the duties of justice and uprightness.

JOB I. 3, 4, 5.

His substance also was seven thousand Sheep, and three thousand Camels, and five hundred yoke of Oxen, and five hundred she Asses, and a very great household; so that this man was the greatest of all the men of the East.

And his sons went and feasted in their houses, every one his day, and sent and called for their three sisters, to eat and to drink with them.

And it was so, when the days of their feasting were gone about, that Job sent and sanctified them, and rose up early in the morning and offered burnt offerings, according to the number of them all.

The Holy Ghost having showed us the qualities of Job's person, in the first verse, the Olive plants round about his Table (being the first outward blessing) in the second: Now proceeds to shew also his outward estate; his stock of Cattle, His substance was seven thousand sheep, &c.

Concerning the outward estate of Job, we may note in this third verse,

1. The several kinds of his stock, Sheep, Camels, Oxen, and Asses.

2. The several numbers of each of these kinds: Seven thousand Sheep, three thousand Camels, &c.

It is said: His substance was seven thousand Sheep, &c. We in our language, call the estate of a man his substance, and a rich man we call him substantial man; though indeed riches are but external and accidental, yet they are called the substance of a man, because they make him substantial and stand by himself; he needs not the prop and help of others.

The word here in the Hebrew, which we translate substance, is
An Exposition upon the 3 first Chapters

Indifferent to signify any possession; but especially it signifies possession or substance by Cattel. Therefore in those times wherein the Sept. Estaters of the great men of the Earth were meit in Cattel, this expression was chiefly used; The Septuagint renders it, And his Cattel were 7000 Sheep, &c. So then, his substance, &c. of Cattel was seven thousand Sheep.

Sheep,] Sheep for meat, and Sheep for clothing; the flesh and the fleece, both are of great use.

And three thousand Camels*. Camels were used in those Countries for burthen, and for travel especially in long journeys; Merchants travelled with Camels, as you may read, Gen. 37. 25. Joseph's brethren beheld a company of Ishmaelites which came from Gilead with their Camels, and these were very strong for travel, being able to abide much hunger and thirst, (as the natural History affirms.) Some affirm they will travel six days together in those hot Countries without drink, and therefore those Eastern parts are stockt and stored with Camels, beasts to fit for service there.

And five hundred yoke of Oxen. Oxen for the tillage of the ground: Their Oxen are strong to labour, Psal. 144.

The Asses were for ordinary travel, and for ordinary burthen about the house.

But you may say, We read in the Inventory which here is made of Job's Estate, that he had Sheep and Camels, Oxen and Asses, but where was the Silver and the Gold? where was the goodly Househouldstuff, the Jewels and the Plate? here is no mention made of these.

I answer, first, That without doubt Job had Silver and Gold, and precious things. It is clear that he had, when he faith, (Chap. 31. 24.) If I have made gold my hope, or have said to the fine gold, That art my confidence: It had not been proper for him to deny that gold was his hope (in this sense) if he had not had gold in his possession; or to say he did not confide in fine gold, when he had no gold to confide in: Then he had gold and silver. And for Jewels, the holy story tells us (Chap. 42. 12.) That God gave Job twice as much as he had before; and a part of what was restored to him, was Jewels and Ear-rings; Every man gave him a piece of Money, and every one an Ear-ring of gold; therefore he had Jewels also in his possession at first, or else they could not be doubled to him in the day of his deliverance.

We
We find frequent mention in those ancient times, of the riches of the Patriarchs and others in gold and silver. It is express concerning Abraham, Gen. 13. 2 That Abraham was very rich in cattle, in silver, and in gold. And Abraham's servant Gen. 24. 35. faith of him, The Lord hath blessed my Master greatly, and he hath given him flocks, and herds, and silver and gold; And ver. 53. Thy servant brought forth jewels of silver, and jewels of gold, and gave them to Rebecca, he gave also to her brother and to her mother precious things: And Gen. 23. 16. we read of Abrahams paying four hundred shekels of silver unto Ephron the Hittite, which was called currant money with the Merchant. So that it is plain, in those days gold, and silver, and Jewels were substance.

But here the Estate of Job is reckoned and cast up by Cattel, there is no mention of gold, and silver, and Jewels, and precious stones, and the like. His substance was 7000 Sheep, &c. Two Reasons may be given for this account:

The first is this, because those ancient times were so much given to, and employed in the feeding of Cattel: therefore they did reckon their Estates by Cattel, as we now do by Money, by gold, and by silver, or by yearly Rents and Revenues: If a man had so many Cattel, so many Sheep, so many Oxen, &c. they knew his Estate, what gold and silver, or other riches he might have. When the sons of Jacob came before Pharaoh, Gen. 46. 32. they are called Shepherds, The men are Shepherds, for their Trade hath been to feed Cattel; They are men of Cattel; as he should say, The special commodity, the main thing these trade in, is about Cattel, and that gives denomination: They had gold and silver, but they are men of Cattel.

And then again, for this Reason, Cattel are living substance; Gold and silver are dead substance. Cattel in their own nature are more excellent then gold and silver, because they have life; Every thing that hath life, is better in its degree then that which hath no life: The lowest creature that hath life, is better then the best without life; the lowest of a superior order, is better then the highest of an inferior: Now all things without life are put into a degree, into a Classis or form below and inferior to those that have life. It is true, that Money answereth all things; Money is equivalently Sheep, and Oxen, and Asses, and Camels. Money is equivalently bread and meat, and drink, and clothing, and what-
whatsoever you need, it is virtually all that you may and can receive; so that by way of commutation and exchange Money is all things: but formally and in itself, so these things are life and sustenance, and support of man, therefore these go away with the name and the title of the estate; the estate or substance of Job was in these natural and living riches, not in artificial or dead riches. Hence it was that the Ancients gave the name Pecunia to Money, which comes from Cattel (so the Criticks observe) because they stamp'd the form of a Sheep or an Ox upon Money, noting that Cattel were the riches & the estate of a man properly and chiefly. This may suffice for the reasons why the estate or riches of Job is set forth by Cattel, and not by gold and silver, and other like possessions.

Further, with this abundance of Cattel that Job had, we must understand (though it is not express) that he had Land suitable to such a flock.

And when these numbers are set down (because we usually say, he is but poor that can number his Cattel,) we are not to stand strictly upon the precise number of seven thousand, or five hundred, &c. But here are great quantities mentioned, to note, that Job had many, very many Cattel, but that he had great numbers of all these.

Then it follows, He had these and a very great household.

The words in the Original, do signify Servants, or Tillage and Husbandry; concerning Isaac, Gen. 26: it is said, that he had possessions of flocks and of beards, and great store of servants, so some read it; others that he had great store of husbandry; It comes all to one purpose, for the greatness of the household, or multitude of servants, were for those uses, to manage and order those Flocks; that Tillage and Estate that God had blessed him with. He had a very great household, many attendants upon the several services of his estate.

Lastly, we have the sum and res. of his estate, in the close of the verse.

So that this man was the greatest of all the men of the East.

He was the greatest divers ways, greatest in riches, greatest in power, greatest in honour, greatest in grace, which is the best greatness of all. He was greatest all these ways, but that which is here specially meant, is the greatness of his honour and riches: He
He was the greatest man in outward estate of all the men of the East.

Of all the men of the East. Heb: Sons of the East. In the 25. of Genesis, ver. 6. Abraham gave gifts unto his Sons by the Concubines, and sent them away from his Son Isaac eastward into the East Country. Doubtless the blessing of God followed these Sons of Abraham his Friend, and they waxed Great, but among them all Job was greatest. It had been much to say, he was a great man amongst the men of the East: for the men of the East were very great men, and very rich men. As to say, one is a rich man in the City of London, where there are so many rich men; one that goeth for a rich man there, is a rich man indeed. But here is more in this, he was not only a rich man, or a great man amongst the men of the East, but he was the greatest, he was the richest of them: as to say, that one is the richest in the whole City, cries a man up to the height of riches: This expression then heightens the sense of the Text concerning Job's greatness; he was not only great among the men of the East, but the greatest man of them; as if the Holy Ghost should have said, I will not stay reckoning up particulars, or tell you this and that Job had: you know the East was a large Country, and full of rich men, his estate was the largest, and himself the richest of all the men of the East.

A Question may here be raised, Why the Holy Ghost spends so many words, and is thus accurate in the setting forth of Job's outward estate.

I shall touch three Reasons for it:

1. He is described to be a man of a very great estate, to the end that the greatness of his affliction might appear afterward: the measure of a loss is taken by the greatness of a man's enjoyment. If a man have but little, his affliction cannot be great: but if a man have much, if he have abundance, then the affliction doth abound. After great enjoyments, want is greatest: Emptiness presses those most, who once were full. I went out full (saith Naomi, Ruth 1. 21.) and the Lord hath brought me home empty, therefore call me not Naomi (which is pleasant,) but Marah, which is bitter, for the Almighty hath dealt very bitterly with me.

2. The greatness of his estate is set forth, that the greatness of his patience might appear: For a man to be made poorer, that was but poor and mean before, it is no great matter though he bear
bear it; for a man to have but little that never had much, is no great trial of his patience: but for a man to have nothing at all, that had as it were all things, and to be patient under it, this shews the proof of patience. To a man that is born a slave, or captive, captivity and bondage is no trouble: it doth never exercise his patience, he is scarce sensible of the evil, because he never knew better. But for a King that is born free, and hath power over others, for a King that is in the height of freedom and liberty to become a slave and a captive, in such a one patience hath a perfect work, if he bear it. So for Job, a man that once abounded in all manner of outward good things, and be outed and emptied of all, that tried his patience to the full.

3. It was to give all the world a testimony, that Job was a godly and holy man; that he was a man of extraordinary strength of grace; why? because he held his integrity, and keepe up his spirit in the way of holiness, notwithstanding he was lifted up with abundance of outward blessings. To be very great, and very good, shews that a man is good indeed: Great and good, nob, and holy, are happy conjunctions, and they are rare conjunctions. Usually riches impoverish the Soul, and the world eats out all care of Heaven; therefore Job was one of a thousand, being at once thus great in riches, and thus rich in goodness. He was rich in grace, that was so gracious in the midst of so much riches, the godliness of Job was enriched by his riches: It argued that Job’s godliness was very great, and very right, because he continued right in the midst of all his greatness. How often do riches cause forgetfulness of God, yea kicking against God? How often are they made the bellows of pride, the fuel of uncleanness, the instruments of revenge? How often do rich men concern, despise, and oppress their weak and poor brethren? But to make riches the fuel of our Graces, and the Instruments of Duty both to God and man; to have the house full of riches, and the heart full of holiness, these united are admirable. Extremes are very dangerous; to be extremly poor, or extremly rich, is an extream temptation: There the wise man Agur, Prov. 30. v. 8. prays, Give me neither poverty nor riches, Lord (faith he) I would not be in any of the extrems: It is a sore temptation to be far on either hand; to be far on the hand of riches, or far on the hand of poverty. To be very poor, and very holy, is a rare thing; That man hath great treasures and riches of grace, who
who is to. I remember the speech of a poor woman, who having a child about eight or nine years of age, and being once in such a fright, that hunger began to pinch them both; the child looking upon the Mother, said, 

Mother, do you think that God will spare us? No child, answers the Mother: The child replied, If he do, yet must we love him and serve him. Such language from the heart, becomes and argues more then a Child in Grace, a grown Christian. They are filled with Christ, who can starve, and serve him. So likewise are they, who being full fed, yet serve him; and temptations are greater upon the full, then upon the empty; upon the rich, then upon the poor: The reason of it is, because as riches do stir up lust, so they give fuel, and administer Instruments for the obtaining and taking in of that which lust calls for; this poverty doth not.

The poor (faith Christ), receive the Gospel; the lame and the blind make most speed, and see their way clearest into the Kingdom of Heaven: But for rich men (he saith,) It is easier for a Camel to go through the eye of a needle; then for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of Heaven. We see now the Miracle select in Job, the Camel is got through the needles eye: Job a rich man is got through the needles eye with three thousand Camels, &c. And the reason was, because all his Camels, Carles and Riches, did not take up so much room in his heart, they were not so thick in his spirit as one single thread. All his outward estate was kept without, not a shred, not a thread got into his spirit. Take this for a third reason, why the Holy Ghost doth thus exactly set forth the estate of Job, so that he might appear to be an exact holy man.

From the whole take these Observations:

First, We see here Job a holy man, very full of riches; Then observe, That riches are the good blessings of God. God would never have bestowed them upon his Job else. Let us should think riches evil, they are given to those who are good: And lest riches should be thought the chiefest good, they are given to those that are evil. It is a certain truth, that God never gives any thing in it advantage, nor selfish evil to those that are good; nor doth he ever give the chiefest good to those that are evil. Therefore it shows, that riches are good, because the godly have them; and it shows that they are not the chiefest good, because the wicked have them. When the Gospel calls us to renounce the world, to cast off the world, it calls us

Divitie, ut non sacra putantur, neque evellent. svmmx dantur et male. Aug.
to cast the world out of our affections, not out of our possession. To hold and possess great riches is not evil, it is evil to set our hearts upon them.

Secondly, Job was described before, a just man, an upright man, that is, a man just in his dealing, a man that gave every one his own; He did not decline, no not a hairs breadth (if possibly he could) from the line of Justice, Commutative or Distributive; yet this Job is exceeding rich. Hence observe, That

Plain and honest dealing is no hindrance to the gaining or preserving of an estate.

Honest dealing is no stop, no bar to getting. There is a cursed Proverb amongst us, which some use, and it is to be feared some walk by it, That he which useth plain dealing shall dye a Beggar. You see Job, that was a plain man, a just dealing man, yet is full of riches; the highest and the safest way to get riches, is the way of Justice. Woe to those who by getting riches get a wound in their own Consciences. What will it advantage any one to gather many goods, when in the mean time his heart tells him, that all have a bad Master? What will it advantage any to load, to fraught his Ship by trading on forbidden Coasts, when by doing this he splits and makes shipwreck of his Soul? If you would go the ready way to attain the things of this life, walk in the ways of God. Honesty and Justice, Uprightness and Truth, will lead you to the highest and greatest estate, with God's blessing. All other riches are poverty, all other gain is los: There is a fire in an estate ill gotten, which will at last consume it. A man builds with timber that hath a fire in it, that lays the foundation of his estate by sin, he lays up iniquity for his children. And so doth God, Job 21:19.

It is commonly said likewise, Dives aut iniquus, aut iniqui heres; A rich man is either an unjust man, or heir of an unjust man. In Psal. 82. the wicked are put for the rich, How long will you judge unjustly, and accept the person of the wicked? That is, the persons (Divitum aut Potentum) of rich or great men; so it is to be understood; for Judges would never accept the persons of wicked men, if they were poor, if they be in equal ballance with others, in regard of outward things: and then the opposition that is made in the next words, Defend the poor and fatherless, shews that the rich are there meant. These great ones are called wicked, because (faith the Gloss) they usually get and uphold their greatness by wickedness.
Chap. I. of the Book of Job.

ness. Such is the course of the world, and it is the shame of the world, much more of Christians. We see in Job's practice, that riches may be attained and maintained too by righteousness, Job was rich and just.

Thirdly, In that Job, a man fearing God, was thus rich, thus great; See here the truth of the promises. God will make good his promise concerning outward things to his people. Godliness hath the promises of this life, as well as of that which is to come. As it hath promises made to it, so it hath promises performed to it; Job, a man fearing God, a godly man, is very rich. Indeed, not many rich, not many mighty, not many honourable, not many great ones are called; and so not many of those that are called, are mighty, and rich, and great, and noble: yet some such are, that the truth of the promises may appear sometime in the very letter to the eye of sense, as it always doth to the eye of faith.

Do not fear that you shall be poor, if you turn godly, for godliness hath the promises of this life; and there was a rich Job, a rich Abraham, a rich Isaac, a rich David, and many other godly, rich. God will perform, when it is good for them, the promises of outward good things to his children outwardly.

Fourthly, Here is another Observation from this place; Job was frequent in holy duties; he was a man fearing God, that is (as we explained it in the first Verse) he was much versed in the ways of holy worship, he did not serve God by fits, or at his leisure, but continually, yet he was very rich. Note hence,

Time spent in holy duties, is no los, no hinderance to our ordinary callings, or to our thriving in them.

Job serves God so frequently, that it is called continually, yet he grows in wealth abundantly. The time that he spent in the service of God did not rob his purse, impoverish his family, or hinder him in his dealings and businesses of the world; Job maintained both his callings, he maintained his general calling in the ways and service of God, and his special or particular calling in his relations unto men, both went on together, and they were no hinderance one to another, but a furtherance rather. The time we spend in spiritual duties, is time gained for secular. The pains we take in prayer, &c. whets our tools, and oyls our wheels, promotes all we go about, and getth a blessing upon all.

This meets with another blasphemy, very frequent in the world. If a man professing godliness go backward in his estate, especial-
ly a man that is taken notice of for his extraordinary zeal and constancy in holy duties: Then the clamour is, O you see what hearing of Sermons hath brought him unto, you see what comes of his praying and fasting, he has followed these things you see, till he is undone. I say two things unto these men.

First, Many are thought to go backward in their outward estate, because they do so much in spiritual duties, when indeed they are so far from doing too much, that they do too little; and that rather is the reason why they thrive not. The body may be exercised often when the spirit works but seldom, if at all in holy things; and this indeed provokes God many times to blast an outward estate. It is a common fault, that when we see those whom we conceive godly, falling in outward things, we are taken up only in finding out answers how to acquit the Justice of God in his promises. What shall we say to such a promise, Seek first the Kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you? We trouble our selves often to satisfy the point in reference to the Justice of God, and the truth of his promise. We seldom inquire whether or how they have performed the condition of the promise. We should rather doubt that they have not evangelically performed the condition, then trouble our selves so much with seeking how to satisfy the Justice of God in answering the engagement and promise on his part. For without all question, they that do seek according to the tenor of that condition, God will administer all things unto them.

Or secondly, We should say thus rather, that they who are so much exercised in ways of communion with God, have surely gained a great spiritual estate; and that now God brings them to the proof of it by losses in their temporal estates. These or the like interpretations we ought to make, if we see them going backward in outward things, who have been very forward in spiritual things.

And so much concerning Job's outward estate, in regard of his riches, both what they were in the kind, and in the number.

In the next place his outward happiness is described by the unity and concord of his children.
And this man went and feasted in their houses every one his day, and sent and called for their three sisters, to eat and to drink with them.

This Verse sets forth a third part of Job's happiness in respect of his outward estate. He had children, and many children, in the second Verse: Here in the fourth we find all these children, sons and daughters, agreeing and feasting one with another. We may note from the words four things, concerning this feasting.

1. Their alacrity and cheerfulness, which most do observe out of that expression, they went and feasted, which phrase in the Hebrew signifies the doing of a thing with cheerfulness and readiness.

2. Their unanimity: It is not said that some two or three of his sons feasted, but his sons indiscriminately, all his sons; and not only his sons, but his daughters, the three sisters were called too. So that they were all of one mind, they all met together in love; though they were ten in number, they were but one in heart, the same in spirit.

3. The place where they feasted, it was in their houses; they did not go to suspected places, but in their own private houses and families, where it was most convenient, and where they might celebrate those meetings with most security, both for their bodies, and for their souls.

4. The frequency of that feasting, it was not only once, but every one his day. They did meet at every one of their houses upon a special and a fest day. Every one his day: Some make the sense thus, they feasted in their houses one every day, as if it had been a continual feast with them, they feasted all the week long; and they would seem to allow it by the moderation used in their feasting; but the words every one his day, note a course, a certain time wherein they did feast, not a continued feasting. Some conceive it was upon their birthdays: whether that be so or no, there is nothing appears from the Text, only it is said, They feasted every one his day.

And they sent and called for their three sisters to eat and to drink with them.

In that we may observe three things:

1. The humanity of the brethren, they would not banquet a-
lone, and leave out their sisters, but they sent and called them.

2. The modesty of the sisters, that they would not come but upon special invitation; they were not forward of themselves, but they were sent and called for.

3. The end of this invitation, it was to eat and to drink with them. As under the notions of bread and water, or bread and wine, all necessaries for food are comprized; so under the actions of eating and drinking, the whole business of feasting is contained, Luke 12.19. Isai.22.15. Eccle. 2.24.

There is nothing further in the words, that we need stay longer in opening or clearing of them. We shall only give you some few out of them.

His sons went and feasted in their houses every one his day.

This is set forth as the third part of Job's outward happiness. Then note we first, That

The love and mutual agreement of children is one of the greatest blessings to a parent.

The love of children is the fathers blessing, and it is a great blessing. How many fathers have their hearts rent and divided by the rents and divisions that are amongst their children! It doth blast and wither all the comfort the Parent hath, to see that there is no agreement of love, no correspondence of affection amongst those that come all from the same bowels, from the same loins. This is a blessing which was not common in the world, no not in those times. Adam had not this blessing. Adam when he had only two sons, they could not agree, but one murtheth the other.

Abraham enjoyed not this blessing, when he had but two sons, one is mocking the other, Ishmael is mocking Isaac. Ifaac failed of this blessing, he had but two sons, and one threatened to murth the other; The days of mourning for my father are at hand, then will I slay my brother Jacob. This was not Jacob's blessing, he had twelve sons, there was one of them, Joseph the common Butt of all his brethren's envy, they did all spight him, the Archers did shoot at him, and grieved him sorely, and banished him. They could not all agree, there were divisions among them. It is no ordinary blessing then. You see David a holy man, yet what divisions were there among his children? one murtheth another, Absalom caused Amnon to be murdered; Adonijah riseth up against Solomon, he cannot bear it, that his brother should have the Crown. You see
See then that it is a blessing, and it is an extraordinary blessing. Therefore take notice of it; you that have an agreeing family, children that live together in love and unity, look upon it as a special blessing from God.

Secondly, we may observe, That
It is a very comely thing for brethren and sisters to live together in unity.

In Job's children we have that of Psalm 133. fulfilled, Behold Numero pluris concordia quasi unus, maximorum concordia quiete et quietis orta. (he calls all to look upon it) how good and pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity. Such a sight men draw all eyes after it. Job's children were many in number, in heart but one, in love the same. And as there is nothing more troublesome, so nothing more uncomely and unnatural than rents and divisions in a family.

Thirdly, we may note: That
It is lawful to use feasting.

The children of Job here went & feasted at their houses, every one his day. The Christians in the Primitive Churches had their κυριακά, Tertull. Apol. 39. Deus multo plura condidit, quibus sancta carere poffemus quam quibus necessario nobis sunt. Beza. in loc.

But feasting is so often abused, and many turn this liberty into wantonness; being then most wicked, when they should be most thankfull, and grieving God most, when he gives them means or occasion of rejoicing. I shall therefore briefly discover the abuses of feasting, which will also hint rules for the right ordering of it. Thas we may (as the Apostle speaks) eat and drink and do all to the glory of God.
1. Then feasting is full, when any overcharge their estates, and lavish out what will but serve their necessities or conveniences upon delights and superfluities; to such, feasting is a sin.

2. When the rich feast the rich, and never think upon the poor, 1 Tim. 5:18. When thou makest a dinner or a supper, call not thy friends, nor thy brethren, neither thy kinsmen, nor thy rich neighbours. Observe here, this is not an absolute denial of calling brethren, and kinsfolks and friends, or rich; for brethren may, yea, ought to be called, but (alas he!) when thou makest a feast, call the poor, the sick, the lame, the blind; that is, when thou makest a feast be sure to remember these, do not bid thy brethren, or the rich alone, let the poor have a portion with thee, and be refreshed at or from thy Table. When the rich feast one another, and let the poor starve or pine, this is very sinful.

3. When there is a studied curiosity and exactness in feasting, when all things that can be thought of must be fetched in, strange meats and foreign sauces; when there is a stuffing after Quails, when men must have meat for their lusts. Though we may have feasting for our delight, yet we must not have feasting for our lusts; such make their belly their god, as the Apostle speaks; when there is so much art used, as destroys the nature of the meat, this is a sin and an enormity. I remember Bernard speaks of his times, That a man might be at a false feast, and yet should not know whether he had eaten any fish or not; all things were prepared with so much art, that the very nature of the creature was lost. This is a sinful vanity.

4. When there is intemperance in feasting (whatsoever the provision be,) when there is excess; an overcharging of nature, which is surfeiting and drunkenness. As by the former, man overthrows the nature of meats or drinks. So by this, meat and drink overthrow the nature of man. A man may feast himself into a beast, and we usually say of such persons, They are disguised. For such feasting the land mourns.

5. When feasting are frequent. Feasts are not for every day, that was the thing taxed in the glutton, Luke 16:16. That he sated deliciously every day.

6. When we spend too much of the day at any time, or too much time any day in feasting; when we dine till night, and sup all or a great part of the night; this is chambering and wantonness, this is
is a wofull expence and waste of time: and the expence of time is worse by far then the expence of mony; you may regain the expence of your mony, but you can never call back the expence of your time; you may be at greater charges in your feasting for the waste of time, then for the waste of estate! All the world cannot give you back again the expence of an hour. Indeed we often hear men complain they have spent too much mony in feasting and entertainments, but its very rare that any complain they have spent too much time; which is as if a man having received a wound in his body, should only be troubled for the hole which the sword made in his dooublet. Prodigality of time is the worst and most dangorous prodigality.

7. Feasting is sinfull when unseasonable, I speak in regard of occasions and opportunities: there are special times wherein it is unlawful to feast, though we should spend but very little time in feasting, Isa. 22, 12, 13. In that day did the Lord God of hosts call to weeping and mourning, and to baldness, and to girding with sackcloth, and beholding joy and gladness, laying oxen, and killing sheep, eating flesh, and drinking wine: In the next verse it is said, It was revealed in mine ears by the Lord of hosts, surely this iniquity shall not be purged from you till you die. To feast in that day was sinfull, and a sin that left such a stain as could not be got out, it shall not be purged from you. What time was this wherein their feasting was so sinfull? what made this sin so deep grained? You shall find a resolution in the beginning of the Chapter, It was a day of trouble and perplexity, and of treading down by the Lord God of hosts in the valley of vision, breaking down the walls, and crying to the mountains. It is a day of trouble and perplexity, and will you now be feasting? (faith God). Is this a time for you to feast in, when my wrath is breaking forth amongst you? This feasting with men is a daring of God, a sending (as it were) defiance unto Heaven. And such feastings Amos reproves, Ch. 6, 4, 5. They did eat the Lambs out of the flock, and the Calves out of the midst of the Stall, they chant to the sound of the Viol, and invent to themselves instruments of music like David, they drink wine in bowls, and anoint themselves with the chief ointments, but they are not grieved for the affliction of Joseph.

Then at this time feasting is unseasonable; for Joseph, the people, and Churches of God are in affliction. And this is such a day as the Prophet describes, a day of trouble, and a day of perplexity.
from the Lord. The Kingdom is full of trouble, and we are full of
fears, therefore now fasting is in season, not feasting; now hum-
bling is in season, not rejoicing: Or if any feast now, let them feast
as if they feasted not, and rejoice as if they rejoiced not; let them
feast as remembering the affliction and bonds, the hunger and wants
of our distressed brethren. Therefore in those feastings which have
a kind of necessity in them, you should labour to have your hearts
exceedingly above your feasting, not to lie so low as the creature; it
is ever very sinful to have your hearts drowned in the creature, but
now especially when you hear the voice of the Sword threatening
to take the creature from us, and see God clashing them together,
as if he meant to stain the beauty, and sour the pleasures of them
all.

Ver. 5. And it was so, when the days of their feasting were
gone about, that Job sent and sanctified them, &c.

This Verse contains the holy practice of Job. You saw before
that he had grace in his heart, now you may see grace in his life.
Holy practice makes grace visible. There it lay in the habis, here
it comes forth in the act. Concerning this holy practice of Job, we
may note these three things for the division of the Verse.

1. The Actions about which this holy care of Job was exercised:

They are two.

1. He sent and sanctified them. And

2. Offered burnt offerings according to the number of them all.

2. The ground of this holy practice of his, what moved Job after
their feasting, thus to send and sanctifie them. The ground was this,
For Job said, it may be that my sonses have sinned, and cursed
God in their hearts.

3. The constancy of Job in this his holy practice, he did not this
by fits, now and then, but thus did Job continually.

And it was so, that when the days of their feasting were gone about,
that Job sent and sanctified them.

That is the first thing that we are to explain and open unto you,
Job sent and sanctified them. How could Job sanctifie his sons
or his daughters? A Parent indeed may provide riches for his chil-
dren, but can he provide grace also? A Parent may put money in
their purses, but can he put holiness in their hearts too, that it is
said
said here, that Job sent and sanctified them? Is not sanctification the proper work of the Spirit of God? doth not the Holy Ghost alone sanctifie?

For the clearing of this, Whereas it is said that Job sent and sanctified them; First, Some expound the meaning thus, that Job sent up prayers to God to sanctifie them. And, indeed prayer is a sanctifying ordinance. As prayer requareth a holy heart, so prayer will make a holy heart; make the heart that prays holy, yea many times get holiness into another's heart. Secondly, Others say, he sent and sanctified them, that is, he sent them to the place that was appointed for sacrifice, where he intended to sanctifie them: or where, in the holy duty of calling upon the Name of God, and of offering sacrifice, they were to be sanctified: He sent and sanctified them; he sent them to the place where the Sacrifice should be offered, that so they might be sanctified. But thirdly, I rather take it thus, he sent and sanctified them, that is, he sent a message to them, to command them to prepare and to fit themselves for the holy duty of offering the burnt offering or sacrificing. For to sanctifie, in Scripture notes two things.

1. The infusion of a holy habit, the infusion of a new principle into the soul.

2. A preparation of the soul to holy duties.

Now when it is said that Job sent and sanctified them, it is not meant as if Job did infuse holy habits into his children, as if it were in his power to make them gracious; Indeed that is impossible, it is only the work of the Spirit of God, no man can come at the spirit of another but the Spirit of God. But this is it, he sent to them to prepare themselves, to advise and warn them to prepare themselves, that they might be ready for that holy duty, for the duty of sacrificing; And this preparation to holy duties, is often called sanctifying, as Gen. 35. When Jacob was called to Bethel to offer sacrifice, and to build an Altar, he said to his household, Ver. 2. Put away the strange gods that are among you, and be clean, (that is, sanctifie you, or be you sanctified) and let us arise and go up to Bethel, and I will make there an Altar unto God, &c. The preparation to the sacrifice, was a cleansing or a sanctifying of them. So Exod. 19. 20. when the people were to be prepared to receive the Law, the Lord spake unto Moses, Go unto the people, and sanctifie them to day and to morrow, that is, prepare the people, or...
warn the people that they prepare themselves for the receiving of the Law. And likewise in the 1 Sam. 16.5, it is said, that Samuel did that which the Lord spake, and came to Bethlehem, and the Elders of the Town trembled at his coming, and said, Comest thou peaceably? And he said, Peaceably; I am come to Sacrifice unto the Lord, sanctifie your selves, and come with me to the Sacrifice; that is, prepare your selves to come to the sacrifice. So sanctification is preparation. And Job 11.55. (to name no more.) The Jews Passover was nigh at hand, and many went out of the Country up to Hierusalem before the Passover to purifie themselves, or to sanctifie themselves, that they might be fit and ready for the sacrifice. So then this sanctifying of them, was a preparing of them for the sacrifice. There were solemn rules given afterward when the form of the Church Order and Discipline was established by Moses; but even now before that, the Law and light of nature taught this, besides the teaching of God, that they must be sanctified before they came to sacrifice. Job sent and sanctified them, then they came to that holy service.

This is the first act of Job. We may here observe, first, the time when Job sent to sanctifie them, it was when the days of their feasting were gone about; Job did not take them off from their feasting, or deny them the liberty of their feasting; but when the days of their feasting were gone about, then he sent and sanctified them. The point we may note from hence is this. That

It doth well become godly Parents to give their Children leave to take moderate refreshing and recreation one with another. Job did not severely and sufterely forbid them, and say, what do you feasting and spending your time idly one with another? why do you spend so many days in feasting? He never interrupted them till the days of their feasting were gone about; It becometh Parents to loose the reins of government so far, as to give them leave for their refreshing, to let themselves out in honest ways of recreation by their mutual society. Job did not call them to this holy service from their feasting, but when the days of their feasting were gone about.

Secondly, Job sent to sanctifie his children, though they were in their own houses, though they were at their own disposing (for it appears they had families and households of their own), though they were men and women grown, yet Job sent to sanctifie them. Observe hence, That
Parents must not cast off the care of their children, though they are grown up, though they are men and women.

Some think, that if they look to their children at School, and breed them up a while, and have given them some instructions in their youth, they need not then trouble themselves any further. Whereas the care of Parents ought to live as long as they and their children live together. Job's care went after his children to their houses, He sent to them to, bid them prepare themselves.

Thirdly, Though these were (as we say) men and women grown, yet as soon as their Father sends the message to them, they all submit, and all obey: then Observe, That

Children that are grown up, or have houses & families of their own, ought yet to yield all reverence and submission to the lawfull commands, counsels, and directions of their Parents.

Do not think you have out-grown obedience and honour to Parents, when you are grown in years; still we see these thought themselves under their Fathers command and counsell; there is not one of them replies, what need my Father trouble himself about us? No, but all willingly prepared themselves and came, for he offered burnt offerings according to the number of them all, therefore certainly they all came.

Fourthly, From the matter of this Act, what it was that Job did, the Text faith, begets and sanctified them after their feasting; he did not send a Messenger to them, to ask them how they were in health, whether they had not surfeited themselves, or had got any distemper; he did not send to know how the accounts went in their Families, whether they had not spent too much; but the matter, that he had his eye and his heart upon was, that they might be sanctified and fitted for holy duties: From hence Observe, That

A Parents main and speciall care should be for the souls of his children.

The care of many Parents is only to enrich their children, to make them great and Honorable, to leave them full portions and estates, to provide matches for them; but for sanctifying their children, there is no thought of that. Nay, many are afraid their children should be sanctified: Some Parents cannot abide their children, because they suspect them sanctified: Such Parents are the Devils children. Job's greatest care was, that his children should be
be sanctified. And every Parent ought to say of his natural children, as the Apostle John doth of his spiritual children, (Eph. 3:4.) I have no greater joy, then to hear that my children walk in the truth.

Fifthly, Job was a holy person, and you see which way his care lies, that his children may be holy, then take this Note in the general.

He that is a holy person himself, desires to make others holy too.

Holy Job would have all his children holy. As it is with the wicked, a wicked man would fain have all wicked with him; he would fain scatter his wickedness, and diffuse his poison unto others. The drunkard would fain have companions with him in his drunkenness, &c. And so the man that is truly godly, would make others godly too. As Paul said to King Agrippa, I would so God, that not only thou, but also all that hear me this day, were both almost and altogether such as I am. Grace is attractive, it desires to draw others into fellowship. A good man would not be happy alone.

Sixthly, Sanctification you see here is ascribed unto Job, he sent and sanctified them, and all that he did was but to give them counsel and warning to sanctifie themselves: As if he should have said, Go to my children, and bid them prepare themselves, warn them, that they may be ready against the sacrifice, that they fit themselves for it, yet the Text faith, that Job sanctified them. Then we may Observe from this, That

The good which others do by our advice and counsel, is reckoned as done by ourselves.

While we provoke others to goodness, that good which they do, is set upon our account, as if we had done it. As the wickedness, the sin which another commits by the advice and counsel of any man, is set upon the score of that man: If another do ill by thy advice, the ill is reckoned to thee; if one should come and say as Absalom said to his servants, Mark ye now when Amnon's heart is merry with wine, and when I say unto you, Smite Amnon, then kill him, fear not, have not I commanded you? Not only did the servants kill Amnon, but Absalom killed Amnon, because he commanded them to kill him. You know what is said of David, he did but send a Letter concerning the death of Uriah, and the charge commeth, Thou hast slain Uriah with the sword of
the children of Ammon. All the evil others come by thy counsel, direction, advice, command or consent, is as done by thy self. So (on the other side) all the good others do by our counsel, advice, promotion, admonition, instruction, and the like, that good shall all be reckoned to us. If another be holy by thy advice, it will be said thou hast made him holy, thou hast sanctified him.

Lastly, Observe, That

Holy duties call for holy preparation.

We must not touch holy things with unholy hands, or with unholy hearts; I will wash my hands in innocency, and so will I compass thine altar, O Lord, was David's resolution; Psalm. 26. 6. Therefore Job intending a solemn duty, a sacrifice, which did contain the sum of all Religion concerning the external worship of God, sends solemnly to his children to prepare themselves. O come not to the sacrifice except you be sanctified. It is a point to clear, that I shall need but only to name it to you. How and wherein they should sanctify themselves, and what course they took for the sanctifying and preparing of themselves for that duty; doth not appear in this place: but afterwards when God gave them the Law, he prescribed them a rule what they must do that they might be sanctified; the Jews had special directions for their preparations: Some things were outward, and some inward. I will but touch.

For the outward, they were commanded to wash their cloaths. Exod. 19: that place before quoted, Sanctify them to day and to morrow, and let them wash their cloaths: Not that God regarded cloaths, but he aimed at some what further; If the cloaths must be washed, certainly then the heart must be washed; he pointed at that in the washing of their cloaths. In Leviticus and Numbers, other outward preparations are commanded, as the abstaining from all things that were unclean, they must not touch any thing that was unclean; and then sometimes they were not only to wash their cloaths, but to change their cloaths; you have the expression in that place concerning Jacob; be clean (that be); and change your garments. It might be a changing by washing, but I rather conceive, that it was a change by putting on of other cloaths. There was also another external requisite to the preparing and sanctifying of themselves; and that was by abstaining for a time from the lawful use of the marriage bed; you have the command expressly in that of Exod. 19. 15. be ready agains
The very Hebran had this Notion, they would not admit any thing done for their religious services unless they were prepared accordingly. As if they would say, though we have the outward ceremonies, yet our hearts are not right with God. That anything was an outward ceremony and not the heart of it, when they would have it not only performed outwardly, but inwardly as well. As if they would say, though we may make a profession of it, yet we have not the heart of it, nor the love of it. That which is outward, may be outward in the letter, but it may not be inward in the spirit. The heart of the matter is to be considered, and not the outward show. The heavens and earth, heaven and earth, are as nothing before God, unless there be the heart of it. That which is inward, is inward in reality, and not only in appearance. Therefore, let us not only have the outward preparation, but let us also have the heart of it, that we may be accepted of God. Therefore, let us not only have the outward preparation, but let us also have the heart of it, that we may be accepted of God.

The very Hebran had this Notion, they would not admit any thing done for their religious services unless they were prepared accordingly. As if they would say, though we have the outward ceremonies, yet our hearts are not right with God. That anything was an outward ceremony and not the heart of it, when they would have it not only performed outwardly, but inwardly as well. As if they would say, though we may make a profession of it, yet we have not the heart of it, nor the love of it. That which is outward, may be outward in the letter, but it may not be inward in the spirit. The heart of the matter is to be considered, and not the outward show. The heavens and earth, heaven and earth, are as nothing before God, unless there be the heart of it. That which is inward, is inward in reality, and not only in appearance. Therefore, let us not only have the outward preparation, but let us also have the heart of it, that we may be accepted of God. Therefore, let us not only have the outward preparation, but let us also have the heart of it, that we may be accepted of God.
All those that are mine, and prophane, go far away from these sacrifices. Not only the word of God, but the very light of nature taught them, not to meddle with holy things till they were sanctified.

Therefore specially look to this; when you have any sacrifice, any duty to perform, be prepared and sanctified within and without before you come to the duty. It is true, that the duty sanctifies, but it is seldom that the duty sanctifies us, unless we be sanctified for the duty: They get most holiness from the duty, who are most holy before they come to the duty; besides the great danger of coming unprepared. Take heed how you hear: not only hear, but take heed to prepare your selves for hearing. So look to thy feet, (it hath the same sense,) when thou comest into the house of God, prepare thy self, be not hasty, lest thine be counted but the sacrifice of fools. So much of the first act of Job's holy care. He sees, and sanctified them.

Job 1, part of verse 5. and verse 6.
And rose up early, in the morning, and offered burnt offerings according to the number of them all. For Job said, It may be that my sons have sinned, and cursed God in their hearts; that God has done foolishly.
Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves before the Lord, and Satan came also among them.

Now follows the second act of Job's holy care. He rose up early in the morning, and offered burnt offerings according to the number of them all.

It is ill to perform a holy duty with neglect of preparation, it is as bad to make preparation, and then neglect the duty. We see both joined in Job, he is careful to prepare, and he is as diligent to perform.

He rose up early. This notes the extraordinary diligence and zeal of Job in this duty. He was so zealous, that he rose not only in the morning, but early in the morning. In Scripture, to do a thing in the morning, and to do a thing diligently, are the same, Psal. 101. 8. I will early destroy the wicked of the land.
Land, the word is, I will destroy the wicked of the Land in the
morning, and the meaning is only this, I will with all diligence
and all care root out of the Land all wicked persons. So there is an
expression, Prov. 7. 15. which illustrates this, where the wicked
woman the harlot tells the young man, that she came forth to
meet him, and diligently to seek his face; the Original word there
is, to seek thy face in the morning, and yet we know, that in Ver. 9.
it was in the twi-light, in the evening that she met him. But the
Hebrew phrase is, I came forth in the morning to seek thy face;
that is (as it is rendered) I came forth diligently to seek thy face.
So this coming forth of Job in the morning, besides the time, that
it was at such an hour, the beginning of the day, notes the great
diligence and exceeding care of Job about this work.

Yet more exactly, it is not only said, he rose in the morning (for
there is a great latitude in the morning, there are divers hours
which are called morning) but it is said he rose early in the morn-
ing, in the very beginning or first of the morning. As it is com-
mmanded, Exod. 23. 19. The first of the first fruits of the Land thou
shalt bring into the house of the Lord. God would not only have
the first fruits, but the first of the first fruits; if there were any
ripened after then others, God would have them; some fruits that
ripened after were first fruits, but God would have the very first of
them. So here, Job gave God not only the first fruits of the day,
but the earliest time, in the morning, which is the first of the first
fruits of the day.

Early in the morning.

Then Observe,

1. That it is God's due and our duty, to dedicate the morning,
the first and best of every day unto God.

Psalm 5. 3. My voice shall be heard in the morning; in the
morning will I direct my prayer unto thee; and will look up. We
have saying among us, that the morning is a friend to the Muses,
that is, the morning is a good studying time. I am sure it is as
true, that the morning is a great friend to the Graces, the morning
is the best praying time.

Again, In that Job did rise so early in the morning, to offer sacri-
ifice, and did this because he was afraid that his lots was
snared (as we shall see afterward.) Hence Observe,

2. That it is not left to us, to be uncurbed and unperturbed.
upwarded upon their own consciences, or the consciences of others.
If a man's house be on fire, he will not only rise in the morning,
or early in the morning, but he will rise at mid-night to quench it; certain when you have guilt on your souls, you have a fire in your souls; your souls are on a flame; therefore you had need rise, and rise early, and get up as soon in the morning as you can, to get it quenched and put out.

And offered burnt-offerings. There were divers sorts of Sacrifices among the Jews, when the law or rules of sacrificing were established. There were, First, Whole burnt-offerings. Secondly, Trespasses-offerings. Thirdly, Sin-offerings. Fourthly, Peace-offerings. That which Job is here laid to offer, was a burnt-offering, an Holocaust or whole burnt-offering, so called, because it was altogether consumed; there was no part of it reserved for the Priest, or for the people, but all was offered up unto God. Of other Sacrifices, as the Sin-offering and Trespasses-offering, there were parts and portions reserved for the Priest, and part of the Peace-offerings for the people, as you may see by that expression of the Harlot, Prov. 7.14. I have at my house Shelamim, Peace-offerings; now they did feast upon the Peace-offering, for the invited him to a feast. But the burnt-offering was wholly consumed; the word in the Hebrew doth signify an ascension, or a thing lifted up. He offered burnt-offerings, word for word out of the Hebrew, it is. He lifted up an elevation, he caused an Ascension to ascend; elevabat elevationem, or ascendere sicut ascensionem; And it was so called, because the Sacrifice which was a whole burnt-offering was all consumed upon the altar, and did as it were evaporate or ascend up unto God.
It was called a lifting-up, or a thing lifted up for three Reasons.

1. Because when the Sacrifice was offered, the smoak of it did ascend, and besides there were sweet odours put upon the Altar, which did flame up also with the Sacrifice towards Heaven, and so the Sacrifice took its denomination from ascending and going upwards.

2. Because the Priest when he offered the Sacrifice, did lift it up upon the Altar, and hold it toward Heaven, to God,

3. Because at that time when the Sacrifice was a burning, all the people that were present did lift up their hands and their eyes,
eyes, but especially their souls and their spirits hea
dward, and poured themselves forth in prayer unto God. That of Da
d in Psalm. 241. 2. will give some light to this. Let (as faith be)
my prayer be set forth before thee as incense, and the lifting up of my
hands as the evening Sacrifice. David at that time (as Interpre
ters note upon the Psalm) was barred the enjoyment of the
publick Ordinances; he could not come to sacrificing as formerly.
he had done; now he seeks unto the Lord, that he would accept
of the lifting up of his hands and heart, in stead of Sacrifice, as he
should say, Lord I have not a Sacrifice now to offer unto thee, I
am hindered from that work, I cannot lift that up; but I will
lift up what I have, and what will please thee better than a Bull
that hath horns and hoofs, I will lift up my hand and my
heart unto thee, and let these be accepted for sacrifice and all.
Prayer (which is a Sacrifice of the Gospel) is it nothing else but
A lifting up of the soul, an elevation of the spirit unto God:
so some of the Ancients call prayer, an Ascending of the soul unto
God. And in allusion unto this, Hezekiah, when he sent to Nasi
the Prophet to pray for him in that time of distress and day of
trouble, faith, Go and desire the Prophet to lift up his prayer
for the remnant that are left, alluding to the Sacrifices which
were wont to be lifted up. The like expression of prayer you
have, Psalm. 25. 1. Lord (as faith David) I lift up my soul unto
thee. Hence prayers not answered, not accepted, are said to be
stopt from ascending, 2 Kings 3. 4. Then he spake in his own
words, that our prayer should not pass through; When you
meet with such expressions in the Old Testament concerning prays,
you must still understand them to be allusions to the Sacrifices,
because the Sacrifices were lifted up, and did ascend. This is for
the Act.

For the person, It is said that Job offered these Sacrifices, Job
rose up early & offered, &c. Was not this on purpose upon the Priests'
office? Was it not this for which King Uzziah was reprehended
and told by the Priests? It appertaineth not to them to burn Incense
unto the Lord, but to the Priests, the sons of Aaron; and was he
not smitten with leprosy for doing it?

I answer in a word by that rule of the Ancients. Distinguish the
times, and Scriptures will agree: It was Job that offered, and
Job had right to offer. The time wherein Job offered Sacrifice,
did reconcile this; it was before the giving of the Law, (as we
have
have shewed in the opening of the former points about the time when Job lived: now in those times the Father, or the Elder of the Family, was as a Priest to the whole Family: and he had the power, and the right to perform all holy family duties; as the duty of sacrificing, and the like; this you may see carried along in all the times before the Law was given, in the holy stories of the Patriarchs, they still offered up the Sacrifice.

But it may here be further enquired, If it were before the Law was given, who taught Job to offer Sacrifice? Where had he the rule for it?

I answer, this was not wil-worship, though it was not written-worship. For however Job did offer Sacrifice before the Law of sacrificing was written, yet he did not offer a Sacrifice before the Law of sacrificing was given; for the Law of sacrificing was given from the beginning, as all the other parts of worship used from the beginning were. God could never bear it, that men should content him to serve; therefore Job did not offer up an offering unto God, according to his own will, a thing that he had invented to pacifie and to please God with: God had been so far from accepting, that he could not have borne such a deviled worship. God doth never trust men with the making of holy Institutions. There is nothing doth please him in any act of worship, unless he sees himself obey’d. Obedience is better than sacrifice, and therefore a Sacrifice which is not out of obedience cannot be accepted; be that sacrificing doth but offer up a beast, but he that obeyeth, offereth up himself; sacrificeth his own will. It could not be therefore, but that Job had a word, a word as all the world had at that time; a word given by God, and so carried down from one to another by tradition. (as it was for more than 2000 years.) All the will that God would reveal, or had revealed to them, was carried from hand to hand, or from heart to heart, from the Fathers to the children; till at the last the Law was written, and the Scripture penned by Moses. So then: Job offered Sacrifice according to an Institution; though it was not an Institution written, yet it was an Institution sent forth and given by God Himself.

Yet there is a third Question upon it: Suppose that there was an Institution of God for sacrificing, why did God call for Sacrifices? What is his meaning? That God delighteth in the blood of Birds and Geese? Then delighteth not in sacrifice. (saith David.) show
desired not burn offerings. And what was the Sacrifice unto Job, or unto his sons? Could the killing of a Beast take away sin? Why then doth Job, when he feareth that his sons had sinned, go presently and offer Sacrifice?

For answer. It is true that the Sacrifices in themselves were nothing, either to God or man; they could do no good, they had no power in them, either to pacify God, or to purge the souls of men. But look upon the Sacrifice as it was an Institution, and then God saw his Son Jesus Christ in it, and was well pleased; and likewise man beheld and believed Christ in it, and was purged. When the Sacrifice was offering, man saw Christ suffering, this took away his sin, & pacified his conscience. A Sacrifice in itself, as it was the killing or burning of a Beast, had no virtue in it, but as it had respect unto Christ, so God saw the death of his Son, and that satisfied him, and man saw the death of his Saviour, and that justified him.

Again, it was not the bare Sacrifice that was effectual, but the faith of Job, and the faith of his sons carried up in prayer; these mingled with the Sacrifice wrought the cure. Therefore we find in the time of the Sacrifice, still the people were at prayer; they knew the Sacrifice, the Incense, could do nothing, but as joined with the faith of the Sacrificer in prayer. We read Luke 1:10, when Zacharias the Priest was offering the Incense within the Temple, the Text faith, that the whole multitude of the people were praying without at the time of Incense. The Incense might burn long enough, and yet the anger of God burn too; the Incense might burn, and yet the people not purified, but consumed. But while the Incense was burning, while the Sacrifice was offering, the people were praying and believing. These acts of faith, and pourings out of prayer made the Sacrifice, as effectual for man, so acceptable to God.

Then in that he offered burnt offerings, which burnt offerings were made when he feared that his sons had sinned; these offerings typifying, and leading them to Christ and his death, We may note this,

That Christ was ever the only remedy and cure of sin.

As soon as ever there was any fear of sin, presently they had recourse to a Sacrifice; and what was that? they went to Christ. Christ had been the help against sin in all the generations of the world from the first, and will be to the last. If any man sin (faith
the Apostle John, we have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ, the righteous, and he is the propitiation for our sins: He is the Propitiatory Sacrifice for our sins. It follows,

According to the number of them all.] That is, he offered for each of his sons a Sacrifice. There were some Sacrifices which did serve for the whole Congregation, as we may see in Lev. 4. 13, 14. and in divers other Chapters of that Book. Besides these, there were personal Sacrifices: Lev. 16. where the Laws about Sacrifices are set forth: If any Soul had sinned, that particular Soul must come to the Priest, and bring a Sacrifice for his sin. So here, Job doth not offer one only one general family-Sacrifice for them all, but he offereth up a distinct particular Sacrifice for every particular Son. This teacheth us,

First, That every one is saved and pardoned by the special and particular actings of his own Faith; Every Soul must believe for itself.

Every one must have a Sacrifice. We have Congregational prayers, and we have personal prayers; now it is not enough for people to pray in publick with the Minister, or for the Minister (who is the mouth of the Congregation to God) to offer up a prayer for the pardon of the people: But every one must apart & by himself sue out his own pardon, which is, as it were, his own Sacrifice, by offering up and tendering of Jesus Christ unto God for the pardon of his sins.

Then again you may note, in that Job offered a Sacrifice for every one of his sons,

That it is not enough for Parents to pray in general for their children, but they ought to pray particularly for them.

As Parents who have many children, provide portions according to the number of them all, and proportion out their care personally; according to the number of them all; and in the Family they provide meat and clothing, according to the particular number of them all. So likewise they ought to be at a proportionable expense in spirituals, to lay out and lay up prayers and intercessions, according to the number of them all; not only to pray in general, that God would bless their children and family, but even to set them one by one before God, and so beg and sue out a special blessing upon the head of every one of them, as without all question Job did; when the Sacrifice for every son was made, he sent up a prayer to God for the pardon acceptance of every son. That for the open-
An Exposition upon the first Chapters

ing of the second act in the Text, first, he sent and sanctified them; and secondly, he offered burnt-offerings according to the number of them all, even.

Now follows the ground or the reason of this act of Job, both in sanctifying them, and in offering Sacrifices for them. For Job said, It may be that my sons have sinned, and cursed God in their hearts.

Holy duties must be grounded upon Reason. There must be a Reason why we pray, before we pray; we must see cause for it, and great cause too. To pray out of custom and formality, to offer sacrifice only because it is a day of Sacrifice, is not praying nor sacrificing. Job had a special Reason. For Job said, It may be my sons have sinned.

Let us examine the Reason a little; It may be my sons have sinned. What is it come to an is may be with Job, that his sons have sinned? What sons had Job? Surely they were more then men, that the Father is but at a Question, whether his sons have sinned or no. Solomon after an If concerning sin, resolves it into a conclusion, 1: King. 8, 46. If (faith he) they sin against thee (here he makes a supposition, but you see he goes not one step from it before he makes a direct assertion) for (faith he) there is no man that sinneth not: and yet Job puts it with an uncorrected If, or, It may be, my sons have sinned.

For the opening of this. Without all question Job was fully and thoroughly studied in that point of the universal corruption of man; his disputings (as we shall see afterwards in this Book) sufficiently evince it. What is man (faith he) that he should be perfect? or he that is born of a woman that he should be clean? Here, by sinning then, we are to understand something more than ordinary sinning. To sin sometime is put for common and daily infirmities, such as do inseparably and inevitably cleave unto us, such as, considering the state and condition wherein we are, having corrupt flesh and blood about us, we cannot be freed from. As a man who in the morning washeth his hands and goes abroad about his business and affairs in the world, though he doth not puddle in the mire, or rake among dunghills; yet when he returns home again to dinner, or at night, if he wash, he finds that he hath contracted some uncleanness, and that his hands are foul: we cannot converse in an unclean and dirty World with our Bodies, but some uncleannesse will fall upon them. So it is with the Soul, the Souls of
of the best, of the purest, of the holyest, though they do not
rake in the dunghil, and wallow in the mire of sin basely and fil-
thily, yet they do from day to day, yea from moment to moment,
contract some filth and uncleanness. And in this sense it is that
there is no man that liveth and sinneth not. Every man hath a
Fountain of Uncleanliness in him, and there will be ever some
sin, some filthiness, bubbling and boiling up, if not flowing
forth.

Secondly, To sin, is put for some special act of sin, that which
in Scripture is called a Fall; If any man be overtaken with a fault,
you that are spiritual restore him. And in this sense the Apostle
John faith (which is a clear answer to this doubt, and doth open the
term) I write unto you little children, that you sin not. He
did not write to them an impossible thing, he write to them about
that, which in a Gospel sense they might attain unto.

There are three degrees of sinning.

1. There is one kind of sinning, which is called a daily infir-
mity, which the Saints of God, the best in this life, are not freed
from.

2. There is another kind of sinning, which is to sin wilfully
and with pure delight; and thus, He that is born of God cannot
sin.

3. There is another kind of sinning, which is called falling into
sin, or the falls of the Saints; and sometimes we know they have
fallen into great and scandalous sins; In this sense it is that the
Apostle saith, Little children, I write to you, that you sin not. That
is; though you have daily infirmities, yet take heed of scandalous
sinning. So here in the Text, where it is said, It may be my sons
have sinned; it is not meant either in the first or second sense; it
is not meant, as if he thought his sons were without infirmities;
nor is it meant that he did suspect them of those sins (which are
indeed incompatible with the state of grace) sins of perfect wilfulness
and of malice, or the like: but it is of those sins in the middle sort.
It may be my sons have sinned, that is, have sinned so, as to pro-
voke God, and scandalize men in this their feasting, in their meet-
ing together.

We may note from that First,

He that liveth Without gross sins, in a Gospel sense, liveth
Without sin.

To be Without great and gross sin is our Holiness upon Earth;
to be without any sin, is the holiness of Heaven. He that liveth without fault, sure quereola, (as it is said of Zachary and Elizabeth, that they lived blamelessly) in Gospel-account, is said to live without any sin at all.

Another point: we may collect from this [It may be my sons have sinned.] Certainly then Job's sons were godly. If Job be at a question whether they have sinned, they were godly without question.

When a man lives so, that he leaves only a suspicion that he hath sinned, we may be at a conclusion that he is sanctified. For other persons can do nothing else but sin, even in holy actions, much more in civil or natural.

Again, [It may be my sons have sinned.] It was a suspicion in Job concerning his children. Hence observe,

It is no breach of Charity so suspect ill of others, while we intend their good.

Indeed upon an it may be, upon a peradventure to accuse and charge another, is very uncharitable; but upon a peradventure, or an it may be, such a one, my Childe, or my Friend, or my Brother hath sinned, to be put to pray for him, this is very charitable.

A good heart turns its suspicions of others sinning and failings into prayers and intercessions, that they may be pardon'd; not into accusations and slanders, that they may be defamed. The use which Job made here of his suspicion of his sons sinning, was to turn it into prayer and supplication for the pardon of their sin.

One thing further from this, It may be my sons have sinned. Job knew of no evil that his sons had committed, he had no report that we read of that his sons had behaved themselves unseemly in their meetings and feastsings; he only doubteth, he only is jealous and afraid that they had; yet at this time he prayeth and sacrificeth, and laboureth a reconcilement for them. Note from hence, hence.

A suspicion that we or selves or others have sinned against God, is ground enough for us to seek a reconcilement for our selves or others with God.

If you that are tender Parents have but a suspicion, if there be but an it may be, that your childe hath the Plague or taken the infection, will it not be ground enough for you to go presently and give your childe a good medicine? If any of you have but a suspicion,
cion, that either your selves or your friends have taken poison, though you be not certain of it, will it not be ground enough for you to take or to give an Antidote presently? Sin is as a plague, it is as a poison; therefore while you have but a suspicion, either of your selves or of others, that you have sinned or failed thus or thus, here is ground enough for you to take an Antidote, to take a Preservative, to seek all the means you can to heal your Souls, and to make your peace with God.

And if Job prayed thus, when he only suspected his sons had sinned; what shall we say of those Parents, who are little troubled, when they see and know their sons have sinned?

It is safest to repent, even of those sins we only fear we have committed; for then we shall be sure to repent of those we have committed. A scrupulous Conscience grieves for what it suspects, a feared Conscience is not grieved for what it is certain either is self or others have done amiss.

Lastly, Where had Job’s sons been that he is thus suspicious? Had they been in any suspected place? No, it was only in their own houses. Had they been about any unlawful thing? No, it was only at a friendly meeting, feasting of Brothers and Sisters together. Yet Job is afraid lest his sons had sinned., Hence observe, That

“We may quickly offend and break the Law while we are about things in their own nature lawful, especially in feasting.

It is an easie matter to sin, while the thing you are about is not sinful, nay, while the thing you are about is holy. We may suspect our selves that we have sinned when we have been praying, much more then when we have been feasting. We may suspect our selves that we have sinned when we have been hearing the Word, speaking the Word; just cause then much more we have to suspect our selves when we have been trading, buying or selling, and working abroad in the World. Lawful things are oftimes the occasion of unlawful. All the sins of the old World are described thus, They eat, they drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, &c. There is not one of these an act evil in itself, yet they sinned away their peace, and sinned away their Souls, in dealing about these things. Therefore as you must be afraid of all things in their own nature unlawful, so be jealous of your selves in things that are lawful.

It follows.
And cursed God in their hearts.

Interpreters are much divided about the sense of these words. First, Some observe that the Hebrew word Barach, doth signify not only to bless, but to bow the knee; So it is used 2 Chron. 6. 13. Solomon at the dedicating of the Temple had made a brazen scaffold, and upon it he stood and kneeled down upon his knees before all the Congregation. The word there kneeled down upon his knees, in the Original, is the same here used. But

Then further, the word Elohim, is used in Scripture, not only for the true God, for God himself: but it is applied sometimes to Angels, and sometimes to Idols, to Devil gods, to false gods, Exod. 18. 11. Now I know that the Lord is greater than all gods, so then all the Idols that the Egyptians did trust upon.

They observe further, that the Hebrew Lev [in their hearts, Bibelabham] doth signify not only the heart, but the middle or center of a thing. As when it is said in the Scripture, they went down into the midst of the Sea, the word is, they went down into the heart of the Sea; and in the midst of the Earth, it is the heart of the Earth: And so when it is said that Absalom was hanging in the midst of the Oak, the Original word is, he was left hanging in the heart of the Oak. From all these acceptances of the single terms the sense is made up thus; it may be my sons have sinned, &c. that is, it may be my sons have sinned, bowing down to the false gods that are in the midst of them; I confess Feasting and false Worshipp, Sensuality and Idolatry, go often together: Exod. 32. 6. When the Golden Calf was made, they sat down to eat, &c. And Moses foretells, Deut. 31. 20. When they shall have eaten and filled themselves, and waxen fat, then will they turn unto other gods. Yet I cannot admit this of Job's children: Surely he who had bestowed so much care in their institution, and had them still under his eye, could not suspect them of degenerating so soon into such palpable Idolatry.

Secondly, Others take the word [Barach] in the Original in its proper sense, it may be my sons have sinned, and blessed God; and they expound and open it thus; it may be my sons have sinned, and, in stead of being humbled and seeking to God for the pardon of their sins, they have rejoiced and blessed God. Just as if a Thief that hath sped well, and hath got a good prey, should thank God that he hath prospered so well in his wickedness: So here (as if
Job (should say) My sons have done ill in their feastings; and they are so far from being humbled, that they have blessed God in their hearts: they have been lifted up, they have given God thanks for the plenty of creatures, but have not repented for their abuse of the creatures. So we may interpret it by that place, Zech. ii. 11, where there is such an expression, the Lord speaking to Christ faith, Feed the flock of the slaughter; whose possessors say them, and hold themselves not guilty. (They that should have been the feeders of the flock, in stead of feeding them, have destroyed them; yea, they do this, and hold themselves not guilty) and they that sell them say, Blessed be the Lord, for I am rich. They grew rich by selling souls, as many since have lived by the same trade, starving the people to feed themselves,) the just character of an idle Idol-Shepherd; and then they said, Blessed be God we are grown very rich, and have got much goods, though we have done little good. This is a second interpretation and a clear one, one methinks it lays too high a stain of wickedness on Job's sons; it is one of the greatest wickednesses for a man to bless himself in his sins; but for a man to bless God in his sins, is far worse.

Thirdly, Others interpret Benedicere by Valedicere, blessing by departing: thus; It may be my sons have sinned, and departed from God in their hearts; and they bring some Texts of Scripture wherein the word [Barasch] signifies to depart, or to take leave, and go away: as Gen. 47. 10. Jacob blessed Pharaoh, and went out from before Pharaoh: he blessed him, and departed: So it is said likewise of Joab, 2 Sam. 14. 22. when he had obtained what he desired, he fell to the ground on his face, and bowed himself, and thanked (or blessed) the King, and went out. Now they would interpret this, Blessed God in their hearts; to the same sense: It may be my sons have sinned, and blessed God in their hearts, that is, have departed from God in their hearts. Indeed every sin is a departure from God, as the Apostle speaks, Take heed lest there be in any of you an evil heart of unbelief to depart from the living God. Sin is a turning away from God, yet every sin is not, say few sins are a farewell to God. But I shall lay by this Interpretation, for the proofs come not home, no nor near the Point. In both those places, blessing is not put barely for departing; and besides, departing in those Texts is taken in a good sense: Jacob departed from Pharaoh, not in way of deserting him
him, but in a way of saluting him: So Joab departed from the King, not that he did revolt from him, (as they would have the word to import a kind of revolting and apostatizing from God) but only he did obedience, and went away about his business, therefore this Interpretation cannot stand.

There is a fourth Exposition much labored by Zanchius (and would it hold, it were an excellent Exposition) according to the letter of the Text; Thus, It may be my sons have sinned, and not blessed God in their hearts; and so he makes those words to be exegetical, the explication of the former, what the sin of Job's sons was; It may be my sons have sinned, and if you would know what they have sinned in, I fear they have forgot to give God the glory for the refreshing they have had by the creatures; they have not blessed God. This were an excellent and clear fence. But the way he takes to make it out is very obscure: For he doth it only by this rule, when (faith he) there is a negative Particle in the former, a Negative likewise is to be understood in the following clause. His rule he clears by divers instances. But we find in this place no negative Particle, as Non, or No, or the like, in the former part of the Verse: and how there should be a Negative in the latter, I cannot understand according to his rule: Ne forte, (It is here said) It may be my sons have sinned, (that is a word of doubting, not denial, rather an Affirmative than a Negative,) and have not blessed: now, faith he, though that Particle [nòs] be not in the Hebrew, yet it must be understood of course, because there is a Negative Particle in the former part: How he can make (ne forte) peradventure, a Negative Particle, I do not well apprehend, yet the fence in it self is very good; It may be my sons have sinned, and not blessed God in their hearts.

Some would read it with an Interrogation, (though I question whether the Grammar will allow it;) Thus, It may be my sons have sinned, and have they blessed God in their hearts? As if he had said, I fear they have not blessed God, or not blessed him cordially: Neglect of, or slowness in such a Duty, calls for sacrifice.

Lastly, That meaning which our Translation leads unto is most commonly taken by Interpreters both Ancient and Modern; Namely, that here in this Text the word [Barach] is to be expounded by cursing; It may be my sons have sinned, and cursed God in their hearts. I shall present you with the grounds of this...
Interpretation, and how it is made good. And then leave it to the Readers Judgment, whether to chuse this or those former which have had any countenance shewed them. For in a Scripture, which may, without impeachment of any truth, admit divers fences, I would not be so positive in one as to reject all others.

Now this Translation is maintained by a figure, either by an Antiphora, which is the speaking of a thing sounding one way when it is meant another way, when there is an opposition between the letter of the word and the meaning of the word. Thus 1 King. 21. 13. Naboth is charged for blessing God and the King; for cursing. Or by an Euphemismus, that is, when some filthy or execrable matter is expressed by a word of a fitter signification. So in Scripture, the uncleanliness of some things is covered with a word, that so the offensiveness of it may be removed both from the ear and phantasy. As for example, That vessel wherein Nature doth unburthen it self, it is called, a vessel wherein there is no pleasure: and so the word that the Hebrews use for a Harlot signifies properly a Holy woman, as Gen. 30, when Judah asked whether they saw the Hareth, the word in the Hebrew (Ke-dejah) signifies a holy woman, by an Antiphora; or by an Euphemismus. Yet some think a harlot so called, because (holiness being the dedication of a thing or person) such dedicate and give themselves up to, are polluted with a spirit of uncleanness. But to the Text, take it by an Euphemismus, or fair speaking; it may be, my sons have sinned, and cursed God in their hearts: they even abhorring to use such a word concerning God, express it by blessing; it may be my sons have sinned, and blessed God in their hearts. So the Latinists use the word; Satrum, pro coere; and the Greeks, pro esotere; that is, a thing which is the most execrable thing, they call a sanctified thing.

Now taking it thus according to the common stream of Expositors upon the place, it may yet be doubted, how Job could suspect his sons of this, that they should curse God?

I answer to that! Here we are not to take cursing either for so abominable a sin (at which Heathens blush;) the cursing of open reproach upon the Name of God; or for a malicious and vitulent, though secret blasphemying of God; and sending defiance to Heaven in their hearts. But so curse God in the hearts, doth signify any irreverent, undue, unfit, unholy thought of God, any thought unbecoming the Glory and Majesty of so great a God, which
which how quickly the heart may send out, especially at a feast, who feels not, who finds not? God is said to be cursed when he hath not that reverence and honor which belongs to him, whose Name is Holy and Reverent. In that sense only we are to understand the word cursing here. And Mr. Broughton gives a Translation which lets in some light to this. It may be my sons have sung, and little blessed God in their hearts; that is, they have not had such high, such holy thoughts of God as became them; they have little blessed God; careless thoughts of God are little blessing of God, and both amount to a cursing of God.

So that the sense, which results is this, as if Job should have said, I am well enough satisfied concerning my sons, that they have not broadly blasphemed God, that they have not been such as have torn his Name with oaths, cursings, and execrations; yet notwithstanding I know, the heart is a deceitful thing, there are many starting holes in it, it quickly conceives, and closely conceals a sin; and therefore, I am very doubtful, though my sons have carried it fairly and well in their opinions and words while they feasted, that yet their hearts have been loose; and their affections vain; I am afraid they have cursed, lightly regarded, or little blessed God in their hearts.

Observe, First,
That we ought to keep our hearts with all manner of keeping, in every thing we go about.

If your hearts are disorderly, it is a kind of cursing God. Remember not only to keep your hearts when you are praying, and when you are hearing, and when you are in holy duties; but remember to keep your hearts when you are feasting and refreshing your senses; when you live in your callings, when you are buying and selling, &c.

Secondly, Note,
That sins of the heart, sinful thoughts, are very dangerous sins.

Job could not agree his sons of loud Blasphemies; he only suspected the silent sins of the heart, yet he offered sacrifice for them.

Again, When Job had nothing to charge his sons with, but only sins of the heart, you see it is with an It may be my sons have cursed God in their hearts; he doth not speak directly or positively, that they have done so. Whence note,

That
That no man can positively conclude what is wrought in the heart of another.

The heart is God's peculiar; as he only hath the lock and key of the heart, to shut or open it, so he only hath a window to look into it; we may guess at the heart, we may say, it may be, further we cannot go. The hearts of men often come forth at their mouths, and appear in their actions, and then indeed we may conclude their hearts are taught, For out of the abundance of the heart speaks the mouth; but unless the heart gives that witness against itself, we can only suspect it; it may be thus or thus: God alone can tell when we curse him in our hearts, and (if we go on impenitently in them) irreverent thoughts will be interpreted a cursing of God.

Thus did Job continually.

This is the third thing to be opened in this verse, to wit, the constancy of Job. We have seen the acts of his spiritual care, and the ground of it, his fear left his sons had sinned. Now we have the constancy of this duty. Thus did Job continually.

Continually. The original is, all the days; thus did Job. Cant. ii. 7. all days, that is, all the days that this occasion did offer itself. When his sons went to feasting, then ever Job went to praying and to sacrificing. Continually, or all the days, doth not import that Job did offer sacrifice every day; this continually is to be understood in the renewed feasts; all the days, are those days wherein occasion was given. We are then said to do a thing continually when we do it seasonably, so those places of Scripture are to be understood: Pray without ceasing; not that a man should do nothing else but pray, but that he should labour to have his heart in a praying frame always, and should actually pray, as often as duty requires; such an one prays always. So here, Job's offering sacrifice continually, noteth only the constancy and perseverance of Job in the duty, that so often as there was an occasion renewed, Job renewed this service and holy care concerning his sons, for reconciling them unto God. Job had many other things to do in the world, he had a calling, yet he offered sacrifice continually.

It is an excellent point of spiritual wisdom, to drive the two Trades for Heaven and Earth so, as that one shall not intrench upon another; for a man to pray so as that it may be said he prays continually.
and for a man to follow his calling so, as that it may be
said, he follows his calling continually. In that he offered sacrifice
as oft as his sons did feast; Observe this,

That the heart of man is continually evil.

Do not think that one sacrifice will serve the heart of man;
when it hath failed once in a duty, and thou hast humbled thy soul
for that; think not this. Now my heart will forbear; when I
come to such a duty, or to such a business again; now I have taken
order with my heart, I need not fear any more: No, the heart will
sin over the same sin a thousand times, it will sin continually. You
see here Job sacrificing every time his sons feasted, he knew their
hearts were apt to conceive those sins at any time, therefore he seeks
God for them at all times.

Further observe,

That renewed sins must have renewed repentance. Thus did
Job continually. Till you have done sinning you must never give
over repenting. If there be a leak in the ship that lets in the water
continually, the Pump must work continually to carry it out: We
are leaking vessels all of us, sin cometh in, sin is renewed, there must
be the pump of repentance to carry it out again.

Lastly, We may note this; Job did it continually, Job was not
good by fits.

That which a man doth out of conscience, he will do with perseverance.

Nature will have good moods, but Grace is steady. Thus did Job
continually, whatsoever his affairs or busineses were, whatsoever
was layd by, he would not lay by this duty of sacrificing.

Let this suffice for the fifth Verse, containing the care of Job
over the Souls of his children. And so in these five Verses already
opened, we have, First, Seen the dignity and sincerity of Job's per-
son. Secondly, The fulness and prosperity of his condition. Thirdly,
The holiness and piety of his life. Certainly a man thus raised, thus
glorious, set up thus in temporals and in spirituals, thus furnished
with substantialls and adorned with circumstantialls, abounding
in whatsoever could make a man great and happy, both in the
eye of God and man; surely such a man as this, a man thus com-
plete, wanted nothing but some want to try his sincerity in this
fulness. And now behold this hastening upon him: God having
thus fitted and qualified him, will now try him, try him like gold
in the furnace of affliction. You may see matter gathering for
this,
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this, and the fire kindling in the next part of the Chapter.

Ver. 6. Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves before the Lord, &c.

Take this in the general from the connection of the two parts:

Usually where God gives much grace, he tries grace much.

To whom God hath given strong shoulders, on him, for the most part, he layeth heavy burdens. As soon as Job is spoken of thus prepared, the next thing that follows is an affliction.

Now there was a day, &c.

And so we are come to the second main division of the Chapter, which is the affliction of Job, and that is set forth from this sixth Verse to the end of the 19. And lest we should conceive it to have come upon him by chance, it is punctually described four ways.

1. By the causes of it. Ver. 6, 7, &c.
2. By the instruments of it. Ver. 15, 16, &c.
3. By the manner of it. Ver. 14, 15, 16, &c.
4. By the time of it. Ver. 16.

First, his afflictions are set forth in their causes; and that is done from the sixth Verse to the end of the twelfth. And the causes are three-fold.

First, the efficient causes, and they were two.

1. The supreme and principal efficient cause, and that was God, ordering and disposing the affliction of Job.
2. The subordinate efficient cause, and that was Satan; he was an efficient, but under God: Satan found out other instruments and tools to do it by, but he was an efficient subordinate unto God. And the Text discovers him three ways.

1. By his diligence in tempting. Ver. 7.
2. By his malice in slandering. Ver. 9, 10, 11.
3. By his cruelty in soliciting the overthrow and affliction of Job. Ver. 11.

Secondly, we have the material cause of Job's affliction, or in what matter he was afflicted; and that is laid down, first Positively, in those words, All that he hath is in thy Power; that is, his
his outward estate, that was the matter wherein he was afflicted. Then it is laid down negatively, in those words, *Only upon himself put not forth thy hand.* God doth set him out how far the affliction shall go; in the things that he hath thou shalt afflict him, but thou shalt not meddle with his person, with his body, or with his Soul.

Thirdly, The *final cause of Job's affliction,* and that is, the practical and experimental determination, decision, or stating of a great question that was between God and Satan concerning Job's sincerity. God tells Satan that *Job was a good and a just man; Satan he denies it, and faith that Job was an hypocrite.* Now the determination of this question was the general final cause of Job's affliction. When on the one side God affirms it, and on the other side Satan denies; how shall it be tried? Who shall be the Moderator and Umpire between them? Satan will not believe God, and God had no reason to believe Satan; How then should this be made out? It is as if Satan had said, *Here is your Yea and my Nay, this question will never be ended or decided between us, unless you will admit some course to have Job soundly afflicted.* This will quickly discover what metal the man is made of; therefore let him come to the tryal, faith Satan. Let him, faith God; behold all that he hath is in thy power, do thy worst to him, only upon his person put not forth thy hand. So that, I say, the general final cause of Job's affliction is the determination of the question, the decision of the dispute between God and Satan, whether Job was a sincere and holy man or no.

And all this (to give you the sum of those six Verses a little further) is here set forth and described unto us after the manner of men, by an *Anthropopathy,* which is, when God expresses himself in his actions and dispensations with and toward the world, as if he were a man. So God doth here, he presents himself in this business after the manner of some *great King* sitting upon his Throne, having his servants attending him, and taking an account of them, what they had done, or giving Instructions and Commissions to them what they shall do. This, I say, God doth here after the manner of men, for otherwise we are not to conceive that God doth make certain days of Session with his creatures, wherein he doth call the good and bad Angels together about the affairs of the world; we must not have such gross conceits of God, for he needs receive no information from them, neither doth he give them
them or Satan any formal Commission; neither is Satan admitted into the presence of God, to come so near God at any time; neither is God moved at all by the slander of Satan, or by his accusations, to deliver up his servants and children into his hands for a moment. But only the Scripture speaks thus, to teach us how God carries himself in the affairs of the world, even as if he fate upon his Throne, and call’d every creature before him, and gave each a direction, what, and when, and where to work, how far and which way to move in every action.

So that these six Verses following, which contain the contents of Job’s affliction, are (as we may so speak) the Scheme or Draught of Providence, (that may be the title of them.) If a man would delineate Providence, he might do it thus; suppose God upon his Throne, with Angels good and bad, yea all creatures about him, and he directing, sending, ordering every one, as a Prince doth his Subjects, or as a Master his servants, do you this, and do you that; &c. so all is ordered according to his Dictate. Thus all things in Heaven and Earth are disposed of by the unerring wisdom, and limited by the Almighty power of God.

Such a representation as this we read in 1 King, 22. 19. where Micaiah said to Ahab, Hear thou the Word of the Lord, I saw the Lord sitting upon his Throne, and all the Host of Heaven standing by him. And so he goeth on to shew how a spirit came and offered himself to be a lying spirit in the mouth of Ahab’s Prophets. This is only a shadow of Providence; there was no such thing really acted, God did not convene or call together a Synod of spirits to advise with (de Arduis Regni) about hard or doubtful cases; nor are wicked spirits admitted into his presence: only by this we are instructed and assured, that God doth as exactly, order all things in Heaven and Earth, as if he stood questioning or interrogating good Angels, men and Devils concerning those matters.

Having thus given some light about these six Verses in general, I shall open the particulars.

Now there was a day.

The Jewish Rabbins trouble themselves much to find out what day this was. They say it was the first day of the year. Others, that it was the Sabbath day. But I account it a disadvantage to a clear Truth when it is proved by an obscure Text. The Sabbath hath proof
proof enough before the Law, though this be spread. The Holy Ghost hath told us onely that there was a day, or a certain time.

When the Sons of God.

In Genes. 6. 2. The posterity of Seth (who were the visible Church at that time) are called the sons of God. The unanimous consent of all Expositors (I have met with) is, that here the sons of God are the good Angels; so also they are called, Cap. 38. 7. of this Book. Some it may be will object against this Exposition that of the Apostle in Heb. 1. 5. To which of the Angels said he at any time, Thou art my Son? How then do you interpret here, that the sons of God are the Angels, when as the Apostle hath expressed, To which of the Angels? &c.

I answer, that the Angels are not the sons of God, as the Apostle there expresseth; they are not the sons of God by eternal generation; but they are the sons of God by temporal Creation, for so he speaks there, To which of the Angels said he, Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee? They are not the begotten sons of God, but they are the created sons of God. And the Angels are called the sons of God in three respects:

First, Because of their great and mighty power; therefore Eph. 1. 21. they are called, Principalities and Powers; far above principalities and powers, and might and dominions, that is, far above all Angels. They are called the sons of God, because they are like God in power and dignity.

Then again, they are called the sons of God, because they serve God as sons, cheerfully, willingly, readily. They do not obey as slaves, as servants, as the best of servants, they obey better than the best of servants, they obey as children; they go about their work with filial and son-like cheerfulness and delight.

Thirdly, They are called sons, because of the great privilege that God doth vouchsafe them; he doth use them as his children, as his sons, they are his Courtiers, they are near him, always attending him, and continually see his face: They have the privilege of sons.

Came to present themselves before the Lord.

Not that the Angels are at any time out of the presence of God, for Christ is express in that Matt. 18. 10. Their Angels do always behold the face of my Father. But they are then said to come...
come and present themselves before God, when they come upon some special business, or upon some special occasion. As it is with us here upon the Earth, we are never out of the presence of God; for Psalm 139. Which shall I go from thy presence? Yet when we come to pray and are in other holy duties we are said to present ourselves before God, and to draw near unto God, and God is said to draw near unto us at such a time, and yet God is ever with us, and we ever with him. So when it is said here, that the Angels came and presented themselves before the Lord, it noteth only this, their readiness either to give an account of what they had done, or to receive directions from God what to do. The Angels are most willing to go about the service and work of God, and that is all that is here meant by their presenting themselves before the Lord, for otherwise they are ever in his presence, as Luke 1. 19. The Angel answered and said, I am Gabriel that stand in the presence of God, and am sent to speak unto thee. I am Gabriel that stand, he speaks in the present time, even now while I am speaking unto thee, I stand in the presence of God. The Angel while he goeth into the world, is not absent from God, he beholdeth the face of God always. The School-men have an odd distinction, they say, there are assisting Angels, and there are ministering Angels. Those Angels that are assistants stand always before God, and never are sent out about the world upon any occasion: Others are ministering spirits, as Hebrew 1. 14. Are they not ministering spirits sent forth to minister for them who are the heirs of salvation? This is School Doctrine. But there needs no such distinction of some to be assisting or attending, and some to be ministering Angels; for whereas they are, they are always in the presence of God: and their presenting themselves before God, notes only their preparedness to attend the Lords service in whatsoever he shall employ them.

And Satan came also among them.

That is, the chief of the evil Angels, as it is conceived. The word Satan signifieth an Adversary, and so it is oftentimes applied to men; as concerning Solomon, it is said, that while he did walk exactly with God, there was neither adversary nor evil occurant; the word in the Original is, there was no Satan in his Kingdom; and in the King 1. 11. 14. it is said, The Lord stirred up Satan an Adversary against Solomon; and that acculation which those wretches
wretches in. Ezra 4. sent against the building of Jerusalem, is called Sinna, they sent Sinna an accusation or an opposing letter. It comes from the same root, any kind of opposition is called Sinna from Satan who is an opposer. It is sometimes used more generally concerning any opposition, as the Angel that came to oppose Balaam, Num. 22. 34. I will not (faith Balaam) that there was an adversary that stood in the way.

But how can it be said that Satan should come among the sons of God?

I said before that it was but an alluding speech to the dealings of men in their feasts and assemblies, and there is no necessity to make every particular hold. We may conceive it thus.

Satan came also among them.

It is not said that the sons of God and Satan came and presented themselves before the Lord; Satan did not join himself in with them. Satan did not offer himself for any good service; but thither he came, being so ordered by the over-ruling power of God.

But can Satan come into the presence of God?

No otherwise then a blind man can come into the Sun: he comes into the Sun, & the Sun shineth upon him, but he sees not the Sun. Satan comes so into the presence of God, that he is always seen of God, he is never so in the presence of God as to see God. It is question'd whether the lapse Angels ever saw God at all while they stood; because if they had seen God, it is conceived that vision would have been their confirmation. But it is most certain that the lapse Angels since their fall never saw God, nor ever shall; though it be said here Satan came among the sons of God; you know what the Apostle Jude teacheth, That the devils kept not their place, but are reserved in chains of darkness against the judgment of the great day. We shall open that afterward, when we come to speak of his compassing the earth, how he doth compass the earth, and yet is reserved in chains of darkness. But I say, there is his seat, there is his place, and all that is spoken of him in this, doth not infer any the least glimpse or fruition of God or communion with the Angels. In regard of his nature, he is still a spirit; but in regard of his sin he is a miserable spirit, he hath lost his excellency, though he hath not his nature.
nature. And being a spirit, he hath power to pass and re-pass, to go up and down the world, to ascend and descend at his pleasure (as good Angels may and can) when God doth permit him.

We see here the good Angels are called the sons of God; in this learn, the priviledg of Believers, they partake with the Angels in this title; the Apostle faith, Behold what manner of love the Father hath showed; that we should be called the sons of God; if you would know what manner of love it is, it is as great as the Angels in Heaven have: Christ took not upon him the nature of Angels, but hath given us the honour of Angels. Fallen Angels could not share with us in the benefit of Redemption, but we share with the Angels that stand in the priviledg of Son-ship. We are the sons of God as well as they, and in somewhat beyond them; they are created sons, but, not (as we) adopted sons.

Came and presented themselves before God.

This should teach us to imitate Angels; this we pray for, That the will of God should be done on Earth, as it is done in Heaven. The Angels always present themselves, they always stand before God, ready to do his Will; we should be ever in the presence of God in this sense, that is, presenting our selves, standing as in the presence of God, ready to take and receive Instruction, to do his Will, whatever it is. Lord, what wilt thou have me to do? is it were the voyage of an Angel standing before the Throne of God. It should be the voyage of every Soul, Lord, what wilt thou have me to do? This is the presenting of the Soul before God.

Then consider here, who Satan was; Satan was as good in his Creation, as any of those who are called the sons of God. They are called the sons of God; and he is now called nothing but Satan, an adversary. His condition was once as good as theirs. Note hence, There is no created excellency, but if it be left to itself, will quickly undo itself.

These Angels were as good at the first as any of those that were here called the sons of God. They were not confirmed, they stood upon their own bottom, they fell and had no Tempter at all; they turned about upon the freedom of their own will, and left their habitation (faith the Scripture.) There is no trusting to any estate out of Christ.

Further, note this, what was the difference between those sons of God and this Satan? only sin: one was as good as the other in the Cre-
creation; nothing else made an Angel a Devil, but only sin.

Sin despoils the creature of all its comfort and honour at once.

Again note this; the Angel falling and becoming sinful, hath his name presently changed, he is called Satan, an Adversary, an adversary to God, an adversary to man.

He that is wicked himself will soon be an adversary, an opposer of all goodness: no sooner a sinner, but a Satan.

Lastly, note this,

To be an opposer of good is to be conformable to the Devil.

The Devil is the Adversary, the Satan; and so proportionably, as any one is an opposer of good, so much of Satan, so much of the Devil he hath in him: Therefore Christ said to a chief Apostle, when he did oppose him in that greatest good of all, the working out of our Redemption in dying for us; get thee behind me Satan, Mat. 16. All opposition of goodness is a spice of the Devil. So the Apostle Paul, Acts 13:10, when he speaks to Elymas the sorcerer, faith, O thou child of the Devil, thou enemy of all goodness. To be an enemy of goodness is to be the child of the Devil: it is the very character of the Devil. He is a Satan in respect of all goodness, and good persons.

And surely (my brethren) if this be a character of the Devil, and to be conformable unto Satan, how conspicuous is that conformity in this age? How many thousands beare this mark of the Devil, not only in their hands closely, but in their foreheads openly? How many visible walking Satan are there among us, enemies of all goodness, oppressors of all righteousness, opposers of our peace, opposers of our liberty, opposers of the Gospel, opposers of Christ? These are all as so many Satans in the world, so many enemies. Now is a time that Satans are let loose in the world; the Devil, now if ever, works mightily in the hearts and spirits, in the hands and tongues of these children of disobedience. It becometh us then, that as there are many adversaries and opposers of goodness, to shew our selves friends and Patrons of goodness. Christ hath many challenges let him find some Champions. Now it is time to raise your spirits, not only to love the truth, but to maintain the truth; as it is the height of wickedness, not only to do evil, but to oppose good; so it is the height of holiness, not only to do good, but to oppose evil. This is full to be on the contrary point to Satan, he doth wickedness, and.
and opposeth good, let us do good and oppose all evil. To be a Satan against Satan is the glory of a Christian. Now let your selves against the Sathans, be adversaries to that Adversary and all his adherents, so shall you approve your selves the friends of Christ.

**JOB 1. 7, 8.**

And the Lord said unto Satan, whence comest thou? Then Satan answered the Lord and said, from going to and fro in the earth; and from walking up and down in it. And the Lord said unto Satan, hast thou not considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the earth; a perfect and an upright man, one that feareth God, and escheweth evil?

In the former verse we shewed you that great and glorious Session, the Lord with his holy Angels about him, and Satan too coming among them. In the verses following to the end of the 12. we have the businesse or acts of the Session recorded. God interrogates, Satan answers: Satan moves, God grants. This is the sum of all the businesse that pass'd in this Session. God puts two Interrogatories to Satan; one concerning his travels, or where he had been, ver. 7. The other concerning his observations, or what he had done; ver. 8.

In the 7. verse we have the first question, the Lord begins to with Satan; And the Lord said unto Satan, whence comest thou?

How the Lord speaks is a point almost unspeakable. There are many disputes about it, I will not stay upon them: only to open this, that you may take in all Scripture of the like kind wherein the Lord is said to speak. We must know, that as in Scripture God is said to have a mouth and a voice, alluding unto man by that common figure; so likewise when the Lord speaks, we must understand it by the same figure, it is but an allusion to the manner of men. God is said to speak, as men are said to speak: but God doth not speak as men speak, forming a voice by such organs or instruments of speech: But when the Lord speaks, it is
either by forming and creating a voice in the air; so God is said to speak sometimes. As when Christ was baptized, there came a voice from Heaven, saying, This is my beloved Son, &c. So Job. 12.18. There came a voice from Heaven, saying, I have glorified thee; which all the people heard footing in the air. Secondly, God is said to speak, when he manifests and declares himself either to the spirits of men, or unto angels who are spirits. God doth speak unto the spirits of men, sometimes without any forming of a voice: so the phrase is usual in the Prophets; The word of the Lord came unto me; which is to be understood, that the Lord did secretly reveal himself to the spirits of his Prophets, and not by any external audible voice; it was an inward, not an outward word. So when the Lord speaks unto spirits or angels, be they good or evil angels, you must not understand it of a voice formed or fashioned into audible words and syllables, but it is a manifestation or a declaration of God's Will and Mind unto the angels mind, good or bad, as God willeth. For the Will of God to declare himself unto an angel, is the speech of God unto an angel. So much as God intendeth of his mind should be known to the devil, is a speaking to the devil. The intention of one spirit is as plain to another spirit as the voice of one man is to another man, there is the same proportion. So here in this place where it is said, the Lord said unto Satan, this was only a manifestation of God's Will, as he willed unto Satan; God did manifest himself thus far to Satan, that it was his pleasure to know of him whence he came; this Will was his speech.

To pass from the manner of speaking, we will look upon the matter spoken; And the Lord said unto Satan, Whence comest thou? That's the first question.

This question is here put, not for information, as if the Lord did not know whence he came, as men usually question that they may be informed. But questions in Scripture (especially when the Lord putteoth them) are to be understood in some of these senses.

First, To exact a confession from the mouth of the party. He said unto Satan, Whence comest thou? not that he needed an information, but that he might receive a confession from the mouth of Satan. So he questioned Adam, Gen. 3. Adam, where art thou? Who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten of the Tree whereof I commanded thee thou shouldest not eat? These questions were not to inform God, but only that Adam might give
give a confession out of his own mouth concerning those things. So he questioned Cain, Gen. 4. Where is Abel thy brother? It was a question only to draw a confession from Cain of what he had done. There is a like question of Elisa to his servant Gehazi when he had run after Naaman and had got a reward from him, 2. King. 5. 25. Elisa faith to him, Whence comest thou? or where hast thou been? He asked him this only to draw a confession from him; for faith he afterward, Went not my spirit with thee when the man turned again from his chariot to meet thee? He knew before where his servant had been, God had revealed the thing unto him, onely he questions him, to make him acknowledge it. So here the Lord questions Satan, Whence comest thou? that he might have a confession from himself. Though the Lord doth know all the actions, ways, and thoughts of every creature, yet God at the last will question every man, that he may judge every man upon his own confession.

Secondly, This question may be understood, as intimating a dislike of the thing, or of the business that Satan had been about. Questions are many times put, not out of ignorance or negligence of what hath been done, but out of a dislike or abhorrence of the thing done. When the man or the thing is not approved, then God carryeth himself toward him and his action as if he knew not what he had been doing, and he must have it out by confession. Thus Hiram, 1. King. 9. 13, puts the question upon Solomon, What Cities are these which thou hast given me my brother? He saw and knew before what Cities they were, but thus he questioned, because they pleased him not, Ver. 12. In Hosea 8. 4. God is said not to know that they set up Kings: They have set up Kings, but not by me; they have made Princes, and I knew it not. That is, I did not like them, I took no notice of them by way of approbation. So God questions about things, as if he did not know them, when he doth not like them; and we may conclude that this question holds out to us God's dislike of the ways and works of Satan.

Thirdly, Questions, and this question may be understood in a way of adjuration or chiding. Satan whence comest thou? Thou hast been a tempting, thou art come now from murders, and Thefts, and Adulteries, and Blasphemies, from provoking me to all these wickednesses. As that question, Jonah 4. 4. was a chiding of Jonah, Dost thou well to be angry? So, Whence comest thou?
An Exposition upon the first Chapters.

Chap. I.

Shoul: As many times when you are angry with your servants, you ask, where have you been? There is a reprehension in the question: So God full of wrath toward Satan, faith, whence comes thou? Thou hast been doing all the mischief thou canst abroad in the world I am sure.

Lastly, for the better conceiving of the matter of this question proposed, whence comes thou? There is more to be understood than is expressed; for God doth not only enquire here concerning the places where he had been, but concerning the business and the work which he had done, all is included in it. Whence comes thou? what hast thou been doing in the world? what hast thy business been abroad? Every man, every creature, every Angel, good or bad, must give an account of themselves unto God: So much of the Lords question, now let us examine Sathan's answer.

Then Sathan answered the Lord and said, from going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and down in it.

If I am enquired (faith Sathan) whence I come, I answer, I come from walking up and down in the earth, from going to and fro in it. Here again it may be doubted how Sathan speaks to the Lord, as before it was about the Lords speaking unto Sathan. The speaking of Sathan and all spirits, is according to the manner before explained of Gods speaking. Then Angels speak one to another, or unto God, when they direct or intend such or such things to be known. As a thought, a conception in the mind, is a word in the mind: so the directing or putting forth, or an intending to put forth that word or that thought, is the speaking of the mind; then the mind speaks. As we know in ourselves, a man meditates, he conceives such and such things; he forms them all in his spirit under some words into such notions: And he can put forth these by desiring, though he doth not speak. And so we are said often in Scripture to speak unto God in our hearts, when the mouth doth not speak at all, as Moses, Exod. 14:15, is said to cry unto God: that was nothing but the directing, or actual intending of such and such secret desires unto God; that was a crying unto God. So it was said of Hannah (1 Sam. 1:13.) that she spake to the Lord in her heart. After this manner do Angels and spirits speak. As we can speak to God in our spirits, by our hearts, when we intend or lift up such and such thoughts unto God; so they speak in the same manner, by making known and revealing
so much of their minds to God, as they desire he should take notice of: For if a man have such and such thoughts, and only reserve them to himself, he is said to speak to himself, to speak within himself: So Angels though they have such and such thoughts, they do speak to themselves, and not to God, while they keep those thoughts within themselves: however God knows them all before, yet an Angel is said to speak no more to God, then he doth intentionally and obedientially (as some express it) make known and declare to God his desire, that God may take notice of it. So here Satan answereth and faith unto God, or he speaks to God these things, that is, he doth actually intend that God should know thus much of him, what he had been about, that he was come now, from going to and fro in the earth, from walking up and down in it.

From going to and fro, &c.

It may be doubted, how Satan can be said to go to and fro in the earth, and to walk up and down in it, whereas it is express in the Epistle of Jude, ver. 6. that the Angels which kept not their first estate; but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day. Now if Satan, if the Angels that fell be in chains, and in chains of everlasting darkness, and reserved unto the judgment of the great day, how doth Satan here spake of himself as being at liberty, going to and fro in the earth, and walking up and down in it?

I answer, That though the devil goeth up and down, yet he is ever in chains. He is in a double chain, even when he goes and circuits the whole earth abroad, he is in a chain of justice, and in a chain of Providence. He is in a chain of justice, that is, under the wrath of God, and he is in a chain of Providence, that is, under the eye of God, he can go no further then God gives him leave, then God lets out and lengthens his chain. So that still he is reserved under chains, even chains of darkness, when he goes abroad he goes like a prisoner with his fetters upon his heels.

But it may be here enquired further, if Satan be thus under the wrath of God, and be a condemned spirit, if he be in such darkness, how can he intend or attempt, plot or execute those designs of temptation for the overthrow of souls, and disturbance of the Churches of God throughout the world? Will not such torment...
and horror of darkness, difable and unfit him for such curious methods of doing mischief: can he have his thoughts upon any thing but upon his own woeful condition and miserable estate?

For this likewise (to clear it) we may conceive, that Satan although he be at the present under the wrath of God, yet he is not under the fulness of the wrath of God; he is not yet in extremity, he is not yet in that degree of judgment which hereafter he shall receive. Satan is now as full of discontent as he can be, but he is not so full of torment as he can be. This we see expressly in Mat. 8.29. where the devils say to Christ, Art thou come to torment us before our time? as noting that there will be a time wherein they shall have more torment, their fill of torment; such torment, as what they now endure, compared with it, may pass for no torment, if not for pleasure. Then they shall drink the very druggs of the Cup of God’s wrath, now they do (as it were) but sip or taste it. The devils, though they are already cast down from their glorious estate, yet they are not cast into such a woeful state as hereafter they shall be; therefore they may walk up and down in the world, and unceasantly set themselves about the destruction of others.

For the words, From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and down in it. Satan here speaks like a Prince, therefore some conceive, that this is the Prince of devils that is here mentioned in this Text; Beelzebul the chief of the devils; for here he speaks of himself as some great Prince that had gone about his Counties to view his Provinces, his Kingdoms and Cities; I come faith he from visiting my several places and Dominions, I come from going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and down in it.

These expressions are not to be understood properly: for properly spirits, such as Satan is, cannot be said to go or to walk: A spirit moveth, that is proper to a spirit: but properly a spirit doth not walk or go, that is proper only to bodies: But the word which we translate, from going to and fro, is translated by some, from compassing the earth, or from compassing about in the world, and then it is proper; the Original signifying to compass or circuit about by any kind of motion as well as by going.

Further, For the understanding of Satan’s going to and fro in the earth. We must not conceive that this is all that Satan doth, to walk up and down in the world, to go to and fro: he is no idle Peripatetick,
First, The exact discovery which Satan makes of all things in the earth. For the word [Shu’t] signifies to enquire, to search diligently into a thing. It is not a bare going about, but it is a going about as a spy, to search, to enquire, to observe and consider diligently all things as one pasteth along. The same word is used (Dan. 1:2:4) for discoursing, we translate it thus, Many shall run to and fro and knowledge shall be increased: now, we may wonder how knowledge should be increased by running to and fro, up and down: they that would increase knowledge, should rather sit still and consider, and debate things; but the word (so some translate it) signifies to discourse or dispute of things, they shall discourse or go about to enquire into things, and knowledge shall be increased. Thus Satan going to and fro in the earth, is a discoursing upon every thing, a disputing upon every point and person: he doth as it were debate every man’s condition as he goeth, and every man’s estate, every man’s temper, and every man’s calling: he considers what is fittest to be done against him, and how he may assail him with greatest advantage. That is the running or going to and fro which is here meant in the Text, it is a going to and fro to increase his knowledge, and inform himself of all things as he goeth. The same word is used concerning the good Angels, Zech. 1:10. It is said there, that they were sent to walk to and fro through the earth; it was not a bare passing through the earth, but a curious observing and prying into all things as they went: we translate it a walking to and fro, but it is a walking so, as to bring God in intelligence; for these were sent out as Christ’s intelligencers, to bring him in a report of the state of things abroad: for so there in the vision it is express after the manner of men; Though Christ needs none to inform him about the estate of his Church and people, yet he alludes to the custome of Princes, who maintain Intelligencers in all Courts and Kingdomes, to advise them how the affairs of other nations are transacted. The very same Original word is used of God himself, (Zech. 4:10.) The eyes of the Lord run to and fro through the whole earth; he is his own Intelligencer, exactly discovering and taking notice of every thing that is done in the world. So then this is the meaning, I have been going to and from the earth, saith Satan, that is, I have fully and thoroughly taken notice of all passages, of all persons in all places, of all conditions and sorts of men; that is the thing I
have been doing; Thus Mr. Broughton translates, From search-
ing to and fro in the earth, noting his exactness of enquiry in
his travels.

Then secondly, it noteth the unkindness of Satan. He is an un-
quiet, a restless spirit, being cast out of Heaven he can reft no
where. A soul that is once displaced and out of the favour of
God, hath no place to repose in afterward. Now faith he, all my
business is walking to and fro, going up and down, Satan hath
no rest. As the sentence of Cain was, Gen. 4, when God had cast
him out of his presence, thou shalt be a fugitive and a vagabond,
thou shalt do nothing but run up and down the world as long
as thou livest. Satan is such a fugitive, a vagabond, one that runs
up and down in the world, he is an unsettled, an unquiet spirit.
They who are once departed from God, can never find rest in
any creature, but running to and fro is their condition and their
curse.

Thirdly, Some understand it thus, that Satan makes (as it
were) a recreation of his tempting and drawing men to Hell. Sa-
tan cannot possibly in a proper sense, take any comfort or be re-
freshed, but as one doth well express it, he himself being lost,
undone and damned, seeks to comfort himself by undoing and
damaging others. It is a joy to some to have companions in sorrow.
All Satan's delight (if we can conceive he hath any delight) is in
this, in making others as bad and miserable as himself. Therefore
it may be he calls his trade of seduction and destruction, walking
up and down in the earth, as men are said to walk up and down for
refreshing and recreation; he speaks of it, not as of some toil-
some hard journey, but as of walking for delight: But I conceive the
former to be more proper.

Take two or three Notes from this.

First, Here we may observe, That there is no place in the
world that can secure a man from temptation, or be a sanctuary
from Satan's assaults. For Satan goeth to and fro through the earth,
he is an ubiquituary, he stays no where, but runs every where.
It is the folly of Popish Votaries, that think to shut themselves up
in walls from the temptations of Satan; Cloysters are as open to
Satan as the open field. Satan walketh to and fro through the
earth.

Secondly, we may note here the wonderful diligence of Satan,
Satan is very active to do mischief, He walketh to and fro, As
Peter
Peter expresseth it, 2 Pet. 5. 8. He goeth about as a roaring Lion, seeking whom he may devour. There is his diligence, and there is his intent. Satan speaks nothing of his intent here, he conceals that, he speaks only as if he went about like a pilgrim walking through the earth, his main business, that he went about, to devour souls is kept in silence; but the holy Ghost unmasks him, and discovereth the design of his walking to and fro, He seeks whom he may devour. If Satan be thus diligent going about to tempt, we ought to be as diligent, standing always upon our watch, to prevent his temptations. Mr. Latimer in one of his Sermons, where he taxes the Clergy, especially the Bishops of those times for their idleness, proposes to them the example of the Prophets, and Apostles, and of Christ himself, their diligence in going about to preach should quicken those idlers: but (faith he) if you will not follow their example, follow the example of Satan, he goeth about in his Dioces to and fro continually. Take example from him in doing evil, how to do good; we may take example thus far from Satan, to be as forward to do good, as he is to do hurt, to be as watchful against him as he is watchful against us. If this be his business to go to and fro through the earth, and his intent be to devour souls, then where ever we go in the world up and down, we ought to be careful to keep our own souls, and gain the souls of others.

Thirdly, We may observe from it, that Satan is confined in his business to the earth, he can get no farther then the earth, or to the ayreal part; he is called the Prince of the ayre. Satan being once cast out of Heaven cannot get into Heaven more. There is no tempter in Heaven, there is no Servant shall ever come into the celestial Paradise; there was one in the earthly Paradise, but there shall never be any in the celestial. Therefore when we are once beyond the earth, we are beyond the reach of all temptations, we are then at rest from Satan's snares and practices, as well as from our own labors.

Let us now consider what the Lord repliyeth, or his second Question to Satan. Well, thou hast been walking to and fro in the earth, faith God, Hast thou considered my servant Job? Tell me, hast thou taken notice of such an one? Hast thou considered? The word is, Hast thou put thy heart upon Job? So it is word for word in the Original, hast thou laid Job to thy heart? Hast thou seriously, fully, and exactly considered my servant Job? And so it is rendered out of the Septuagint, Hast thou attended with thy mind.
mind upon my servant Job. To put any thing upon the heart, is to have serious and special regard to it; as when the Scripture speaks of not putting any thing upon the heart, it neither affligs nor neglects of it. When the wife of Phineas was delivered, and they told her that she had brought forth a son, the Text faith, she answered not, neither did she regard; the Hebrew is, neither did she put her heart upon it: the same word is here in the Text. Thus Abigail speaks unto David, As for this son of Belial, do not my Lord put his heart upon him, or (as it is translated) let not my Lord regard this man of Belial; take no notice of such a one as he is, he is a fool, name and thing, do not regard him, do not put him upon thy heart. There are divers such expressions where putting upon the heart is expressed by regarding, and not putting upon the heart, by not regarding. Then here, hast thou put Job upon thy heart? That is, hast thou seriously weighed and considered Job? As if God had said, I am sure in thy travels and wanderings about the world, thou couldst not choose but take notice of Job, he is my jewel, my darling, a special man among all the sons of men. He is such a spectacle, as may justly draw all eyes and hearts after him: when thou walkest, didst thou not make a stand at Jobs door? I cannot but look upon him my self and consider him, therefore surely thou hast considered him. The eyes of the Lord are upon the righteous, and his heart is upon them too. A wicked man hath not the eye of God, a godly man hath his heart, and shall have it to all eternity. The sinner is

Psalm 34, 15.

This Question teacheth us, That amongst all the men that dwell on the face of the earth, Job was the most considerable.

_Hast thou not considered my servant Job?_ It is as if one should say to a man come from this City into the Country, were you at Court, or have you seen the King? Because he is the most eminent and considerable person. So God here speaks to Satan upon his account of walking about the earth, hast thou taken notice of Job? A godly man is the most considerable man in the world. But then you must, put your heart upon him, not your eye onely, for then, as it was said of Christ, (Isai. 53:3) you may perhaps see no beauty in him; his inside is the most considerable thing in the world. As a wicked man is the most unconsiderable, not worthy the looking unto, though he be never so great, as Elisha said to the King of Israel, Surely as the Lord of host...
hoasts livesth, before whom I stand, were it not that I regard the presence or Jehovah, the King of Judah. I would not look toward thee nor see thee: thou art not a man faith he, that deserveth so much as to be looked upon; A godly man is therefore described Ps. 15 4: to be one, in whose eyes a vile person, a wicked man, is despised.

But secondly, in reference to Satan. Some read these words not by way of question, but by way of affirmation, thus; thou hast considered my servant Job. Thou hast been abroad in the world, surely then thou hast taken notice of my servant Job, thou hast considered him; that is, of all men in the world, thou hast set thyself about Job to tempt him and to try him: when thou camest to Job's house, there thou madest an assault, there thou triedst his uttermost of thy strength to overcome him; thou consideredst him, what to do against him, how to overthrow him: and tell me, hast thou not found him a stuff piece? Didst thou ever meet with such an one in the world before? To consider a thing is to try all ways how to gain it, or how to compass such a thing, as Samuel said to Saul when he was seeking his fathers asses, 1 Sam. 9 20.

Take the words in that sense, and they yield us this instruction: That Satan's main temptations, his strongest batteries are planted against the most eminent godly persons. When Satan sees a man that is eminent in grace, against him he makes his hottest and subtlest assaults: he sets his heart upon such a man, yea and vexeth his heart too about him. Satan is most busy at holy duties (one said he saw in a vision ten devils at a sermon, and but one at the market, and about holy persons.) As for others, he doth not trouble himself about them, for they (as the Apostle shews) are led captive by the devil at his will, if he do but whistle (as it were) 2 Tim. 2 26.

they easily follow him and come after him presently, so that he needs not set his heart or vex himself about them. But when he cometh to a Job, he sets all his wits and all his strength a work, bends all his thoughts to consider what course to take to assault such a strong hold of grace: If he can get such a man down then there is
is triumph indeed, be sings victoria. Then (if we may so speak) there is joy in hell: as there is joy indeed in heaven at the conversion of a sinner; So there is a kinde of joy in hell, when one sins that is converted. If any thing can make the devils merry, it is this, to give a godly man the joy; though they see he is past their reach to destroy him, yet if they can but blemish or disgrace him, if they can but trouble and disquiet him; this is their delight. Hence it is that General Satan with his legions of darknes, those infernal spirits, encamp about such persons with deadly hatred. As when an Army meets with a strong Castle, or City, they sit down and there consider what course to take for the besieging and gaining of it.

Haft thou considered my servant Job?

The title which God gives Job is very observable, My servant Job. A Servant (you know) is one, that is not at his own dispose, but at the call and beck of another; so the Centurion describes a servant; For (faith he) I am a man under authority and I have servants, and I say to this man go, and he goeth, and to another come, and he cometh. Servants are at the word of another, they are not (sui juris) in their own power, therefore Aristotle calleth Servants, living tools, or living instruments, breathing instru-}

ments, because they are at the will of another, to be used and employed at the discretion of their Master. Here God calleth Job his servant. And he calleth him so, First, by way of distinction or difference; my servant, that is, mine, not his own; many are their own servants, they serve themselves, as the Apostle saith, They serve not the Lord Jesus, but their own bellies; they serve their own lusts, divers lusts and pleasures; Job is not such an one, he is my servant.

Many are Satan’s servants; as if God should have said to Satan here, Satan thou hast gone about the world, and thou hast found a great family of thine own, thou hast found many servants in all places, but hast thou considered my servant? There is one, I am sure, that oweth thee no service, and by his good will, will do thee none; hast thou not found my servant?

Some are the servants of men; but Job is my servant; not a servant of men, to subject himself to their lusts, either for hope or fear. He is not (as the Apostle speaks) the servant of men (in that sense) to please men, with finning against and provoking God.

Secondly,
Chap. I. of the Book of Job.

Secondly, *My servant,* by way of special right and property; So *Job* and all godly persons are called *God's servants:* First, by the right of election they are *God's chosen servants,* as *Paul* is called *a chosen vessel,* that is, *a chosen servant,* to carry the name of *God.* 2. They are *God's servants* by the right of purchase: my servant whom I have bought and purchased: So in 1 Cor. 6. *You are bought with a price,* be not the servants of men; that is, you are bought with a price to be my servants, therefore be not the servants of men in opposition to me, or to any disservice in any thing. So *Job* was *God's servant* by way of purchase; *God buyeth every one of his servants with the blood of his Son.*

Thirdly, *My servant,* by way of Covenant, *Job* was *God's Covenant-servant,* *God* and he had (as it were) *sealed indentures.* *Job* entered into Covenant with *God,* that he would perform the duty of a servant; and *God* entered into Covenant with him, that he should enjoy the privilege of a servant. Now that which is *God's by right of Covenant,* is his by special right.

Then again, we may further understand this, and all such like expressions: When *God* faith, *my servant,* he doth as it were glory in his servant. *God* speaks of him, as of his *treasure,* *my servant,* as a man doth of that which he glorifieth in. As the Saints glory in *God,* when they use this expression, *My God,* and *my Lord,* *my Master,* and *my Christ,* this is a kind of glorying and triumphing in *God.* So this expression carryeth such a fence in it, *Hast thou not considered my servant Job?* there is one that I have honor by, one that I rejoice and glory in, one that I can speak of with much more then content, even with triumph, *my servant Job: There's a man.*

It is a man's honor to be *God's servant,* and *God* thinketh himself honored by the service of man. It was once a curse, and it is a great curse still to be the *servant of servants,* as it is laid of *Cham,* but it is an honour, the great honour of the creature to be a servant to *God.* He that is a servant of *Christ,* is not onely free, but noble. And *Christ* reckoneth that he hath not onely work done him, but honor done him by *his willing people,* and therefore he glorifies in any such, *my servant.*

*My servant Job.*

There is somewhat also to be considered in that. When *God* speaks of his people by name, it noteoth two things in Scripture.

First, A special care that *God* hath over them. Secondly, A special love that *God* hath to them, *John 10. 3.*
He calleth his own sheep by name; this noteeth a special care Christ hath of his sheep, and a special love that he heareth to them. So Isai. 49. 1. The Lord hath called me from the womb, from the bowels of my mother hath he made mention of my name; it noteeth the special care, and the special love that God had of, and bare to Christ. See it eminently in that place, Exod. 33:12, where Moses speaks thus unto God, 1st thou hast said, I know thee by name: now what it is to know by name, is by way of Exposition added in the end of the verse, And thou hast also found grace in my sight. So that to be known by name, is in a special manner to finde grace in the sight of God; when it is said here, My servant Job, it shews that God did take an extraordinary care of, and did in an extraordinary manner love Job, above all that were upon the earth.

There is a great deal of difference between these two expressions; to know the name of a man, and to know a man by name. It is a truth, that God knoweth all your names, and the names of all the men in the world, but he doth not know all by name. Therefore the Scripture assures us, that God hath the names of some written, but the names of his own, as Moses faith in the former Chapter, If thou wilt not forgive the sin of this people, blot me, I pray thee, out of thy Book which thou hast written. Thou knowest me by name, my name is written in thy Book: So Luke 10. Christ had his Disciples that they should not rejoice so much that they had the spirits subject unto them, but in this they should rejoice, that their names were written in Heaven.

Note from hence,
That God doth take care of his eldest children and servants in a special manner above all other men in the world. The names of Princes, or Emperors, or Potestates, if they belong not to God, are not vouchsafed a place in his Book, but the names of the meanest of his Saints, are recorded for ever, and shall be had in everlasting remembrance.

 Hast thou not considered, my servant Job, that there is none like him in the Earth? &c.

We read before at the end of Vers. 3. that Job in reference to his riches was the greatest of all the men of the East: Now he goeth beyond that, in reference to his holiness, he is the greatest upon the Earth, there is none like him in the Earth.
This we may understand first as a cause or reason why Job fell under the special consideration or observation of Satan. Hast thou not considered my servant Job, because (to some render that particle) or in as much; or for that, there is not the like to him in the Earth? As if God should say, there is reason why he must needs be taken into thy consideration; because there is not such another man as he in the Earth. You know that a man is quickly taken notice of, when there are none like unto him, in the place or company where he is. If a man walk in the streets, or come into a house, who is of an extraordinary tallness, some will ask the question, did you not observe such a man, for there was never a man in the company, never a man in the street so tall as he? So one that is extraordinary in beauty, or extraordinary in rich apparel, every one hath an eye upon such. The reason why many are observed, is, because they are not like to others, they are beyond others in quality or in habit. So here, Hast thou not considered my servant Job, that there is none like unto him in the Earth? thou must needs take notice of him.

Or again, It may be understood thus; as the matter which Satan should consider and observe in Job. Hast thou not considered my servant Job, &c. in this thing, that there is not a man upon the Earth like to him? Hast thou not taken notice of this in him? Thou who hast looked over all men, and hast (as it were) sifted all men's manners, hast thou not observed thus much, That there is not such a man upon the Earth as Job? Hath not that fallen under thy observation?

So now in the words ["There is none like him"] there is a secret advancing of the praise of Job. For there is nothing that can be spoken more to the praise of man than this, to say, that there is none like him. Though you say no more, you have said all. As the Scripture (we know) sets forth the wonderful praises of God, Exod. 15. 11. Who is like unto thee, O Lord, amongst the gods? who is like thee? Which is resolved into the negative, there is none amongst the gods like unto thee, there is none like unto thee. This is the high praise of God. Mica. 7. 18. Who is a god like unto thee, that pardonest iniquity? It is the highest commendation of God to say, there is none like him, to set him above all creatures. In like manner here in the Text, when it is affirmed, That there was none like Job; this setteth him up in all praises and excellencies to the highest: though particulars be concealed, yet whatso-
ever may make for the honour of a man is included in this, that there is none like him.

But how should we understand this of Job, that there was none like to him upon the Earth.

We must understand it, not only in reference to wicked men, that there was no meek natural man, no wicked man like unto him: as if God had said to Satan, there is none in the Earth which is thy inheritance, no earthly man like my servant Job; look over all thy servants, thou hast not such an one in the Earth. That's too low. We will take it therefore in reference to all the Saints that were then upon the Earth, there was not such a godly man upon the Earth, none like unto him; and then we must expound likeness by a distinction. There is a double likeness; there is a likeness of Quality, and there is a likeness of Equality. When it is said here, that in the Earth there was none like to Job, you must not understand it of a likeness of quality, as if there were no man that had such qualities as Job had: for all the Saints that are in the Earth, have the same kind of qualities, they are all alike in the main, and in the general: namely, in the conformity of their nature to the will of God, which is holiness, that is the general quality; and thus all the Saints upon the Earth are alike: there is not any man can have any other likeness upon him then this, it is impossible. I say in this regard, the meanest and lowest Saint upon the Earth, is like to the highest and greatest Saint upon Earth: yea not only so, but the meanest Saint upon Earth, is like to Jesus Christ in Heaven, in regard of quality; he hath the same quality, the same nature, he is made partner of the divine nature: And the Apostle Paul exhorteth the Philippians, Let this minde be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus. The meanest Saint hath the same minde and the same quality, in reference to his new nature that is in God himself or in Christ, he is like to God; God begetteth all his own children in his own likeness. But in regard of the likeness of equality, thus Job was such a man as there was none like him in the Earth; no man like him in the degrees of these qualities, they were not equal to him in this or that, or the other grace. Job was a man above them all. As we know it is with wicked and natural men, all wicked men upon the Earth are as like one to another as can be; As face answereth to face in water, so doth the heart of man to man, the heart of one natural man to the other: but yet there are some wicked men so wicked, that there is none like them in the Earth. We have the very same words
words applied to Abab in wickedness, 1 King. 21:25. But there was none like to Abab, which did sell himself to work wickedness in the sight of the Lord. None like unto him, not I say (as in the former) that there were no wicked men that had the same sinful qualities; for all have the same sinful qualities, but there was none like him in equality of wickedness; Abab was a None-such, he was a Giant in wickedness, none were growen to such a stature of wickedness as Abab. In the same manner we must understand this concerning Job, none did reach to him in the equality of his graces, in the stature of the inward man, Job had out-grown all the world in grace at that time.

Yet a little further, for the understanding of this: We find sometimes when the Scripture faith of a man, that there is none like to him, the speech is to be restrained to some one particular. And it may be a Question whether we are to understand this of Jobs preeminence in the general, or in regard of some one particular grace? We read of Solomon, that there was none like him, Neb. 13:26. Among many Nations was there no King like him who was beloved of his God. There was no King like to Solomon, but he restrained it to this, who was beloved of his God, none to whom God did so much communicate himself as to Solomon, none like to Solomon in wisdom and knowledge, in those revelations and intimate communications that God had with him; he was, as it were; God's darling, as his other Name Jodediah importeth. Then it is said of Hezekiah (see another instance) 2 King. 18:5. That be trusted in the Lord God of Israel, so that after him was none like him among all the Kings of Judah. Now this we must understand of some one particular especially, that is, of his trusting in the Lord, in regard of his trusting so firmly in God, he went beyond all the Kings that came after him, there was none did so perfectly trust in God: for it said; he brake in pieces the brazen serpent that Moses had made, and smote it to powder, trusting in the Lord. Though some of his Counsellors might tell him, If you do these things, you may bring a world of trouble upon your self and the Kingdom; if you change these ancient customs, you will make your people mutiny; this serpent was of God, it was made in the wilderness, &c. Yet faith he, I see it is abused to Idolatry, I care not for all that you say, I will trust in the Lord however it go. Here was an high, an unparallel'd act of confidence. Yet afterward it was said concerning Josab, 2 King. 23:25.
That like unto him was there no King before him, that turned to the Lord with all his heart, and with all his soul, and with all his might. Here it is said after Hezekiah, that Josiah was such a King as there was none before him; and it was said of Hezekiah that was before him, that he was such a one, that after him there should be none like him. How shall we reconcile these two? Only by applying those expressions to such and such particulars: Hezekiah was such a man, as there was no King after him for trusting in God, and Josiah was such a man, as there was no King before him for desire, care, and zeal in reforming the Church of God: Josiah’s Reformation was the most perfect Reformation that was made by all the Kings of Judah; and so in that particular, in regard of his great zeal for God, there was no King before him, like him. How shall we understand this then concerning Job?

I answer, in two Conclusions. First, When it is said, there was none like to Job, we are to understand it in reference to that generation. Doubtless God had as great ones in grace as Job, both before and afterward, Noah and Abraham before him, were eminent ones; and afterward, Moses, and Josiah, and David, and Samuel. But take Job in the Time and the Age wherein he lived; so there was none like unto him in equality, we may understand it so; For Job is conceived to be in the darker Times, between Abraham and Moses; about the Time that the People of Israel were in captivity in Egypt; so that in reference to that Time Job lived in, he was the only man, the chief man, the greatest for grace in that Age: As it is said of Noah, he was a just man, and perfect in his generations, he was the justest man of all that Age, the most righteous of all that generation; so was Job in his.

Secondly, We may understand it, not only concerning some particular grace wherein he was most eminent: although it be a truth, That he had one grace, for which he was cried up in Scripture more than for others, to wit, Patience: Have you not heard of the Patience of Job? But we may take it for the whole latitude of Job’s holiness and graces, and there was not at that time such a man upon the Earth as Job: And so God himself seemeth to expand it, he doth not confine this to some one point, but faith, Hast thou not considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the Earth? a perfect and upright man, one that feareth...
God, and escheweth evil? God addeth this by way of Exposition, what he meaneth by a man to whom there was none like, who had no match upon the Earth. In those words the whole sum of godliness is compriz'd; whatsoever goes, or may be conceived to go toward the making up of a godly man, falls under one of those four members. And God faith there is none like him, take him in any, or in all these;

I shall only give you two or three brief observations from hence. There is none like unto him in the Earth. Learn,

First. That God hath servants of all sorts and degrees. All his servants come not to the like pitch, to the like height, here is one that is beyond them all, My servant Job, not a man like him upon the Earth.

Secondly. Note this, we ought not to set up our Rest in low degrees of grace, or content our selves to be like others in grace. We should labor (if it be possible) to go beyond all others in Grace. It did not please Job that he had gotten to such a degree, so such a frame and temper of heart, so such a course of holiness, as his Neighbors or Brethren that were good had attained unto, but he labored to go beyond them all; Not such a man upon the Earth as Job. It is an holy ambition to labor to exceed all other in grace and goodnes. We have a great many in the World that desire to be so rich, as none should be like them; to be so gay in their apparel, as none should be like them; so beautiful, as none should be like them; but where are they that desire and endeavor to have such a portion or Rock of Grace, that none should be like them? to be above others in holiness, as Job was? True Grace never rests in any degrees or measures of Grace, but labors to increase: he that hath any grace, would have more; do not think it enough when you are like others; you ought to labor to be beyond others.

Then see the Character that God giveth of Job. A perfect and upright man, one that feareth God and escheweth evil.

These have been already opened in the first Verse, and these are but a report of the History before going, therefore I shall not need to stay upon this place; only take these two Observations from it.

The first is this, God hath a perfect character of every Soul. He knoweth fully and clearly what the temper of your hearts and spirits are; just as the history and relation of Job was, such is Gods Testimony of him in a little.

Secondly,
Secondly this, God will give to every man a Testimony according to his utmost worth: God will not conceal any of your graces, or obscure your goodness, he will make it known to the world to the full, what you are. When God cometh to give Testimony, he giveth it so, as his Saints can never lose by it. Oftentimes man gives a Testimony short of his Brothers goodness, and draweth a curtain before another man's worth; but God will draw the curtain quite back, and unveil every Soul to the whole World. You shall see and hear a Testimony from God before men and Angels concerning your selves to the uttermost, what you are in all godly and gracious perfections.

Job was an excellent man, a man commended indeed, who was commended of God: as the Apostle concludes it, not be that commendeth himself is approved, but he whom God commendeth. It is good for us to have our Letters Testimonial from God, to have our Letters Commendatory from Heaven. It is not what a man faith in his own heart, what he flattereth himself; It is not what your Neighbours or others flatter you, and say of you, but what God faith of you, what Testimony he giveth of you. He is not approved that commendeth himself, or that other men commend onely, but he whom the Lord commendeth. And if God speak well of us, no matter though all the world be silent, or slander.

Job 1. 9, 10, 11.

Then Satan answered the Lord and said, doth Job fear God for naught?

Hast not thou made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he hath on every side? Then hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the Land.

But put forth thy hand now and touch all that he hath, and he will curse thee to thy face.

In the former Verse Job receiveth Testimony from God himself; in this, though Satan cannot deny it, yet he calumniates and mis-interprets what he cannot contradict. Satan grants indeed
deed that Job fears God, but the latter words embase the former, and falsen insincerity upon all his services. Doth Job fear God for nought? Fear is worth nothing, unless in this fence it be for nought. I have already shewed you what it is to fear God, I shall now clear the other term, and shew how much evil Satan charges Job with, when he questions, Doth Job fear God for nought?

Satan accuseth with a question, Doth Job fear God for nought? The question may be resolved into this Accusation; Job doth not fear God for nought. The word which we translate for nought, hath a three-fold fence from the Hebrew.

First, Some render it in vain, Doth Job fear God (frustra,) in vain. We are then said to do a thing in vain, when we cannot attain the end which we propose in doing of it. The Egyptians help in vain; that is, they cannot procure that salvation and deliverance which was desired or intended; and so the fence here may be, Doth Job fear God in vain? No, he doth not, he hath his end, he looked for riches, that he intended in taking up the service of God, and that he hath attained.

Secondly, It is interpreted by without cause, Doth Job fear God without cause? so the word is translated, Psal. 35.7. where David complaining of his enemies, faith, without cause have they hid for me their net in a pit, which without cause they have digged for my soul. As if he should say, I never gave them any cause why they should lay snares for me, I never wronged or hurt any of them. According to this fence, when Satan faith, doth Job fear God for nought? namely, without cause, it is as if he had said, The Lord hath given Job reason enough, he hath given him cause enough to do what he doth; Job seeth reason in his Flocks and in his Herds in his many Children, and in his great Household, in his Substance, and in his Honor; he seeth reason in all these, why he should fear God, and be a very obedient servant, having to bountiful a Master. Doth Job fear God without cause?

Or thirdly, The word is translated by Gratia (as we express it,) to do a thing gratis, that is, to do a thing without any reward, without any price, or without pay. I shall instance Scriptures wherein the word is rendered in that fence, Gen. 29.15. Laban faith to Jacob when he was come to him to serve him, Though art my kinsman, Shouldst thou therefore serve me for nought? that is, Shouldst thou serve me gratis, or without wages, as he explains.
plains his meaning in the next words, "Tell me, what shall thy wages be?" So that to do a thing for nought, is to do a thing without wages, without price. And so there is the same interpretation of the word, Exod. 21. 11. where Miæs is speaking of the Maid that was taken into the family, and was not married, faith. If I do not these three unto her, then she shall go out free without money: she shall pay nothing, she shall go out gratis, or for nought. So here, we may take in this sense to fill up the form, Doth Job serve God gratis? doth he serve God without price, or without pay? Surely no, thou hast given him sufficient hire, wages sufficient for all his service; Job doth not serve thee gratis, out of good-will and affection to thee, but he serveth thee for hire, because thou payest him so plentifully.

So the general sense of the words, Doth Job fear God for nought? is, as if Satan had bespoken the Lord in such words as these: Lord, thou dost enquire of me, whether I have considered thy servant Job? I confess I have, and I must needs acknowledge that he is a man very diligent and zealous in thy worship and service; neither do I wonder that he is so, seeing thou hast outbid all his labours and endeavors by heaps of benefits. There is no question but thou mayst have servants enough upon such terms, at such rates as these: so marvel, if Job be willing to do whatsoever thou commandest, when as thou bestowest upon Job whatsoever he deserveth. Thou seest, as it were, to neglect all other men, and only to intend the safety and prosperity of thy darling Job. Is it any great matter, that he who hath received a flock of seven thousand Sheep from thee, should offer a few, seven or ten, to thee in sacrifice? Is it any great matter, that he should give some of his fleeces to clothe the poor, who hath received from thee so many thousands to clothe and inrich himself? Is it a strange thing, that he should feed a few that hath five hundred yoke of Oxen? Is not Job well hired to work for thee? doth he fear God for nought who hath received all these?

Yet a little more distinctly, for the opening of this expression, I shall give you Satan's sense in three notable faultsies or lies, which he twits up together in this one speech, Doth Job fear God for nought?

First, That riches will make any man serve God, that it is no great matter to be holy when we have abundance; a man that prospers in the world cannot choose but be good. This Satan implies
plies in these words, and this is an extreme lye; for as there is no ambition, so there is no outward blessing can change the heart, or bring it about unto God; They did not serve the Lord in the abundance of all things, Deut. 28. 47. Abundance doth not draw the heart unto God: Yet Satan would infer that it doth. This might well be retorted upon Satan himself; Satan, why didst not thou serve God then? Thou didst once receive more outward blessings from God then ever Job did, the blessedness of an Angel; yet that glorious Angelical estate, wherein thou wast created, could not keep thee in the compass of obedience, thou didst rebel in the abundance of all blessings, and didst leave thy habitation; Satan, thou shouldst not have served God for nought; Why then didst not thou serve him? thine own Apostacy refutes thy error in making so little of Job's obedience, because he had received so much.

Secondly, There is this in it; Doth Job fear God for nought? Satan intimates that God could have no servants for love, none unless he did pay them extremally; That God is such a Master, and his work none as such would meddle with, unless allured by benefits; As if Satan should say, You have indeed one eminent servant, but you should not have had him, unless you had been at double cost with him. Here is another lye Satan windeth up closely in this speech: For the truth is, God's servants follow him for himself; the very Excellencies of God, and sweetness of his ways, are the argument and the wages by which his people are chiefly moved and hired to his service. God indeed makes many promises to those that serve him, but he never makes any bargains with them: His obey him freely. Satan makes bargains to hire men to his service, as he did with Christ, Mat. 4:9. All these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship me. God makes many large and gracious promises, but he never makes any such bargain and agreement with men for their obedience.

Then there is a third fence full of falsehood, which Satan casteth upon Job; Doth Job fear God for nought? that is, Job hath a byass in all that he doth, he is carried by the gain of godliness, not by any delight in godliness, thus to serve God. Job is mercenary, he serveth God for hire; Job hath not any desire to please God, but to benefit himself; Job doth not seek the glory of God, but he seeketh his own advantage. This is the fence which the words have in reference to the person of Job, that as once Satan accus'd God unto man, so now he accuseth this man unto God: He accuseth God
God unto man, Gen. 3. when God had forbidden him to eat of the Tree of knowledge of good and evil, and told him that in the day he did eat thereof he should surely die; *Thou shalt not surely die,* faith Satan; *for God knoweth that in the day you eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.* As if he should say, God hath not forbidden this tree, because it will do you any hurt, but because he would be God alone, he would have all the knowledge to himself, he hath an ill intent; he knows that if you eat of it, you will be like him, as gods, knowing good and evil. So here he accuseth man to God; Job serveth you indeed, and offereth you sacrifice, and obeyeth you, but it is that he may get by you, that he may receive more and more from you; he likes the pay, the reward, not the work; he cares not for God, but for the good that cometh from him. This is the accuation which here the slanderer casteth upon all the holy services and duties of Job.

Thus in brief you see the fence, I shall give you some Observations from it.

The first is this, *It is an argument of a most malignant spirit, when a man's actions are fair, then to accuse his intentions.* The Devil hath nothing to say against the actions of Job, but he goes down into his heart, and accuseth his intentions. Malice misinterprets the fairest actions, but Love puts the fairest interpretation it can upon foul actions. Malice will say when a man doth well, it is true, he doth it, but it is for vain-glory, it is to be seen of men, it is for his own ends, it is for gain; But when a man doth ill, Love will say, This he hath done through ignorance, or inadvertency, or violent temptations; Love covers a multitude of sins as fairly as possibly it may with wisdom and with justice: How fair a cover did Christ himself put upon the foulest act that ever was in the world, upon his own crucifying, Father, forgive them, they know not what they do; they do it indeed, but they do it ignorantly: So Peter afterward, I wot (faith he) that through ignorance you did it, as did also your Rulers. Love excuseth what is ill done in another, and Malice accuseth what others do well. Let such men learn from hence, that in so doing they are the mouth and tongue of Satan.

Secondly, We may observe from hence, *That it is an argument of a base and an unworthy spirit to serve God for ends.* Had this bin true of Job in Satan's fence, it had indeed spoiled & blemished.
all that he had done. Those that come unto God upon such terms they are not holy, but crafty; they make a trade with God, they do not serve God; it is not Obedience, but Mercatura, as one expresseth it; it is merchandizing with God, not obeying him. There is reward enough in God himself, there is reward enough in the very duties themselves, work and wages go together. Therefore for any to be carried out to the service of God upon outward things, argues a base and an earthly spirit: As sin is punishment enough unto it itself, though there were no other punishment, though there were no hell to come after, yet to do evil is or will be Hell enough unto it itself. So to do good is reward enough unto it itself. A Heathen Poet observed it as a brand of Infamy upon the age wherein he lived, that most did repent that they had done good or were good gratis, or for nought, that the price of all good actions fell in their esteem, unless they could raise themselves. If a Heathen condemn'd this, how damnable is it among Christians?

But here a Question will arise, and I shall a little debate it, because it doth further clear the main point; May we not have respect to our own good, or unto the benefit we shall receive from God? Is it unlawful to have an eye to our own advantage, while we do our duty? Must we serve God for nought in that strict fence, or else will God account nothing of all our services?

I shall clear that in five brief Conclusions, and these will (I suppose) fully state the fence of this Text, and of this speech.

The first is this, There is no man doth or possibly can serve God for nought: God hath by benefits already bestowed, and by benefits promised, out-vied and out-bid all the endeavors and services of the creature. If a man had a thousand pair of hands, a thousand tongues, and a thousand heads, and should set them all on work for God, he were never able to answer the engagements and obligations which God hath already put upon him. Therefore this is a Truth, That no man can in a strict fence serve God for nought. God is not beholden to any creature for any work or service that is done unto him.

Again, secondly, This is further to be considered: The more outward blessings any one doth receive, the more he ought to serve God, and the more service God looks for at his hands. That is another Conclusion. Therefore we find still, that when God hath bestowed many outward blessings upon any, either persons or Nations, he chargeth an acknowledgment upon them; Hos. 2. 8. She did.
did not know that I gave her corn, and wine, and oil, and multiplied her silver and gold which she bestowed upon Paul, therefore I will come and recover it, faith God. You having received this, you ought to have served me with it. You see how God upbraideth David, 2 Sam. 12:7,8. I anointed thee King of Israel, and I delivered thee out of the hand of Saul, and I gave thee thy Masters house, and thy Masters wives into thy bosom, and if this had been too little, I would moreover have given thee Sichem and such things. How is it then that thou hast despised the Commandment of the Lord to do evil in his sight? As if he should say, The more I bestowed on thee, the more obligations thou shouldst feel thyself under to obey me faithfully.

In the third place, it is lawful to have some respect to benefits both received and promised by way of motive and encouragement to stir us up and quicken us, either in doing or in suffering for God. Moses, Hebr. 11:26, had respect to the recompense of reward, therefore it is not unlawful, and Christ himself, Heb. 12:2, looking at the joy that was set before him. These are examples beyond all exceptions, that respect may be had to benefits and blessings received or expected.

Fourthly, Then reference unto benefit is sinful, when we make it either the sole and only cause, or the supreme and chief cause of our obedience. This makes any thing we do smell so of our selves, that God abides it not: when we respect our selves, either alone, or above God, God hath no respect at all to us. As Christ taxes those, John 6. You did not seek me, but the loaves; to have respect to the loaves more than to Christ, or as much as to Christ, is to have no respect at all to Christ.

Thus when the Sichemites, Gen. 34:23, admitted of circumcision, and so gave up themselves as a Covenant people to God, there was all the argument they proposed to themselves, Shall not their castle, and their substance, and every beast of theirs be ours? What beasts were these Sichemites, what shadows of Religion, who would take upon them this badge of Religion for the gain of beasts and worldly substance? Such pure respects to our selves, defile all our services, and render our persons odious unto God.

Therefore in all our duties and holy services, we must set the glory of God in the Throne, that must be above; and then we may set desires of Heaven and Glory on the right hand, we may set the
the fear of Hell and the avoiding of misery on the left hand, we may set our desires of enjoying outward comforts here in the world at the foot-stool. Thus we must marshal and rank respects to God and our selves. And thus we may look upon outward things, as motives and encouragements; we must not make them ends and causes; we may make them as occasions, but not as grounds of our obedience.

Lastly, We may look upon them as fruits and consequents of holiness, yea, encouragements unto holiness, but not as causes of our holiness, or we may eye these as media, through which to see the bounty and goodness of God, not as an object on which to fix and terminate our desires. So much for the clearing of the first part of Satans answer, Doth Job serve God for nought? Wherein you see he casts dirt upon Job's sincerest duties, and how we may carry our respects in the service of God to outward blessings, whether received or promised. It followeth.

Verse 10. Hast thou not made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he hath on every side? Thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the Land.

Here Satan more fully expounds himself, and what he meaneth by Job not serving God for nought. You shall see it is not for nought. He calls up the particulars of God's benefits conferred on Job, and they amount to a great sum. 1. He hath an hedge about him, that is somewhat. 2. He hath blessed him, that's more. 3. He doth increase and multiply, there's the highest degree of outward happiness. Here are three degrees of God's dealing with Job. These Satan reckons up in this verse, that he may make Job's goodness, of no account, and leave his person in no degree of acceptance with God.

Here is first: Proscription in the hedge. Hast thou not made an hedge about him?

Secondly, Here is a Benediction upon that which was protected. It was not a bare keeping of that from spoiling, but it was a blessing of it.

Thirdly, Here is also an increase or multiplication; he was not only blessed, to keep himself and all he had in the state and plight wherein he stood, but there was a daily increase and an augmentation.
An Exposition upon the 3 first Chapters

First, He speaks here of his protection, *Hast thou not made an hedge about him?* Some render it, *Hast thou not made a wall about him?* Or, *Hast thou not made a trench about him?* It is an elegant metaphor frequent in Scripture, shewing that as when a field is well hedged, or a town well wall'd and entrench'd, then it is safe. So when God is said to make an hedge or a wall about a man, or about a Nation, the safety of that man or Nation is assured by it. 

Hai. 5. 2. we have this word used, where God speaks of his Vineyard, *He plaited a Vineyard in a very fruitful hill, and he fenced it, or he made a wall or a hedge about it.* So ver. 5. when God is angry with his Vineyard, and will destroy it, it is thus expressed, *I will (faith he) take away the hedge thereof; that is, I will take away my protection from it.* In the same sense, Zech. 2. 5. *I will be (faith God) a wall of fire round about; that is, I will be a defence unto it.* So when it is said here, that *God had made a hedge about Job,* it notes divine Protection, he was under the wing and safeguard of the Almighty.

This hedge of protection is two-fold. It is said God made this hedge, *Hast thou not made an hedge about him?* First, There is an hedge which is made immediately by the hand of God: Sometimes God makes the hedge immediately, yea sometimes God expresseth himself to be the hedge or wall, as Zech. 2. 5. to Psal. 18. (all those are words of protection) ver. 2. *Thou art my Rock, and my Fortress, my Deliverer, my Strength, my Buckler, the Horn of my Salvation, and my high Tower,* &c. There God was the hedge, here God makes the hedge; God hath not put out this hedge to others to make, but he makes it himself; Satan observes as much; *Hast thou not made an hedge about him?*

Secondly, Sometime the hedge of protection is made by the hands of others. God sends out his Angels to guard his people, Psal. 34. 7. *The Angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear him.* Encamping and hedging are to the same purpose; God's hedge is as strong for safety as any wall, as any trench. Sometime God doth make one man to be a hedge or a defence to another. The servants of *Nabal, said of David, 1 Sam. 25. 16.* That he had been a wall unto them both by night and day; that is, he had been a protection
protection and a guard to them; he had defended them all the while his Army was quartered in those parts. God makes a good man to be as a wall to a wicked man. How much more will he make men and Angels to be walls and hedges for the security of his own people?

The Text further goes on and shews the compass of this hedge, what ground it takes in, how far it reacheth: and here we shall find that it was a very large hedge of a great extent. We know there are some Cities that have not only a single wall, but a double wall, yet some strong Cities and places have a treble wall about them: So we find a three-fold hedge made about Job, and they are all express here in this Text.

Here was a hedge, first about his Person, that was the inmost hedge, or the inmost wall, in these words, Hast thou not made an hedge about him? That is, an hedge about the very person of Job, an hedge about his body, lest any sickness, diseases or dangers should invade it, and an hedge about his soul, lest snares and temptations should take hold of, or prevail against that; thou hast made an hedge about him, so that I cannot come at the person of Job to hurt him.

Again, Besides this inmost wall, and the neereft about his person, there is a second wall or hedge, and that is express to be about his Family. Hast thou not made an hedge about him, and about his house? By house, we are not to understand the material house of stone or timber, the edifice in which Job dwelt, but by the house we are to understand the household, Job and his family, as oftentimes in Scripture, the house is put for the family. This day (faith Christ to Zacheum) is salvation come to thy house; and it is said of the Jaylor, that he believed and all his house, that is, all his household; so here, thou hast made an hedge about him, and about his house, that is about his Family, about his children especially: hence the Hebrew word for a child, for a son, doth signify an house, because children build up the house or keep up the name of their Fathers. So that the house hedged about, is the children, the family and the followers and servants of Job; as if Satan should say, thou hast made an hedge not only about his person, but about all that belong unto him, about his children and servants, I may not meddle with them neither. There is the second hedge.

Lastly, There is a third hedge or wall, Hast thou not made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he hath?
That is about his goods, about his cattle, and about his lands: so far as ever any thing of Job's doth extend, so far the hedge goeth; if Job have but the least thing abroad, God doth make an hedge about it, he hath not the meanest thing belonging unto him but is under guard and protection. That is the meaning of it.

There is yet another thing to be observed in the words to make it more full. Hast thou not made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he hath on every side? It is not only said, thou hast made an hedge about him, but thou hast made an hedge about him on every side, which is a phenomenon or redundancy of speech. It was a sign of God's care of Job, when he made an hedge about him, but to say he made an hedge about him on every side, here is express an extraordinary care, that God had not left the least gap for Satan or for any annoyance to come in unto Job. There is not the least breach, the least hole, thou hast hedged him round about on every side, whereby the wonderful safety of Job, his family and estate is set out under the protection of God. That for the opening of those words.

First, We may observe from the manner of this speech, Hast thou not made an hedge about him? Satan speaks very angrily. Questions as they ever express quickness of spirit, so they many times express much passion and trouble of spirit. Here Satan in questioning, speaks as if he were vexed, Hast thou not made an hedge about him? Hence note,

That the protection which God gives to his people and servants is the vexation of Satan and of all his Instruments. It troubleth them extremly that God doth so regard and hedge up his people, that they cannot come at them. No man can endure to see that defended, which he wistheth were destroyed.

Then again, if we consider the matter of Satan's speech, it is a truth and a most comfortable truth, a truth full of consolation to the people of God, Hast thou not made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he hath on every side? We may note hence,

That Satan the father of lies sometimes speaks truth for his own advantage. For, as it is said concerning Judas about his care for the poor, when he had had the ointment fold and given to the poor, This he said (faith the Text) not that he cared for the poor, but because he was a thief, and had the bag and bare what was put therein. So we may say here, Satan sets forth

the
the care of God over his people in most exact terms: And why doth he do this? Not that he cares to speak well of God, or to advance God in the eyes of his people, by telling his people and servants how watchful he is over them: but he doth this only for his own advantage, that hereby he may lessen the service and blemish the obedience of Job, because he received so much care and love from God. As it is many times with ungodly men, they will do good, not that they care to do good, but only for some by-end: So Satan will sometimes speak that which is true, not that he regards the truth, or that he would speak a word of truth (for he hath nothing but lies in his heart, there is a lye in his heart when there is truth in his mouth:) He never speaks truth, but to deceive and do hurt by it.

Thirdly, We may observe this, which lieth plain in the words:

"That the people and servants of God dwell in the midst of enemies, in the midst of dangers? Why else need there be an hedg, a wall about them? what need there be a guard about them, unless there were dangers about them? There are none in the world so envied and spighted, so aimed at and persecuted as the people and servants of God; you may see it by the wall that is made about them; God will not bestow costly and care in preserving and guarding where there is no danger of invading. If you should come to a City and see it mightily fortified, and see men make wall after wall about it, and bulwark after bulwark, you will presently conjecture, that City stands in great danger and is in the midst of enemies: So when we read that God was fain to make wall after wall, to make hedg after hedg about the person, the family, the estate of Job, it sheweth that the devil had an ill eye upon Job and upon all that was Job's; Satan and his instruments, had it not been for this hedg, would quickly have fallen upon him. No godly man should live a quiet moment, did not the Lord stretch forth his hand to save and protect him.

Fourthly, We may observe,

"That God himself doth undertake the guarding and protecting of his people. Thou hast made an hedg about him, and about all that he hath. God himself either doth it immediately, or he doth put those to do it to whom he giveth his power, strength and wisdom. There is no meer creature could be strength and security enough for us against our great malicious and mighty enemies, therefore
therefore God himself either is or makes the hedge. There is no strength in man but Satan can over-match it, Satan can over-power all the strength, and out-wit all the wisdom that is in the creature. Flesh and blood are no match for a spirit. And we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against Principalities and Powers and spiritual wickedness in high places, Ephes. 6. 12. But if God makes an hedge about us, it is not in the power of all the enemies in the world, whether men or devils to make a gap in it; they are sure that are under the protection of God. They that dwell in the secret place of the most High, they shall abide (safe) under the shadow of the Almighty, Psa. 91.1.

Fifthly, you see here how far the hedge goeth, an hedge not only about his person and household, but about all that he hath. Take the meanest thing that Job hath, God protects it and hedges it about. Then we may note this, That God hath an especial care, and doth exceedingly prize even the meanest thing that belongs to one of his servants. God would not bestow an hedge about it, if he did not prize it: A man will not hedge or wall that about, which he doth not value. God highly values the meanest thing that belongs to one of his servants. The Psalmist faith, Precious is the life of the Lord is the death of his Saints. But not only is the blood, the life of the Saints, precious in the sight of God, but every member, every hair of their head is precious: God numbers these. Not only are their children precious, but every thing that’s called theirs, their servants, their household, their cattle, their Oxen, their Asses, whatsoever they have is all precious in the sight of God.

Lastly, Observe,

That Satan hath a deadly spite not only against the persons of the godly, but against every thing that belongs unto a godly man. Satan would not only hurt and annoy them in their persons, but in every thing that’s theirs. If God (if we may so speak with reverence) should leave but a dog that belongs unto one of his servants unguarded, Satan would do it mischief; Satan would be doing at the least thing, rather then not do mischief. If he cannot destroy our souls he would be at the very hair of our heads; therefore Christ to comfort the Disciples in the time of trouble affords them, that the very hairs of their heads were numbered: As if he should say, God will have an account of every hair, the enemies cannot pull off a hair, but God will call them to a reckoning for it.
And it notes too that the enemies will take hold of any thing that belongs to the people of God: if they cannot get all, they will get a hair if they can, why else is it express that the very hairs of their heads are numbered? Those words at once intimate, God's care of all, and Satan's malice against all.

It followeth, Has't show not made an hord about him, &c. Thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the land.

Thou hast blessed.] The root Barac, which from the word here used, doth signify to bow the knee as well as to bless, because men used to bow the knee in blessing God or man. Blessings are carried three ways.

First, From man to man; one man blesseth another. There were Prophetical or extraordinary blessings, as Isaac blessed Jacob, and Jacob blessed his sons upon his death-bed; and there is a popular or ordinary blessing, to wish well to another is to bless another, every time we pray for our friends, we bless our friends. So man from man.

Secondly, Man blesseth God; and then man blesseth God when he praiseth God, when he takes notice of and returns thanks for the blessings received from God. Bless, the Lord O my soul, &c. (Psal. 103. 1.) and forget not all, that is, forget not any of his benefits. Thankfully to remember benefits, is to bless the Lord. The Cup in the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper, is called the Cup of Blessing, 1 Cor. 10. 16, because therein we commemorate the death of Christ, and render thanks to the Name of the Lord, for the unspakeable benefits conveyed to us by his blood.

Thirdly, as here, in the Text, God blesseth man. Now, God blesseth man, when he causeth that to prosper which man undertakes. Man's blessing unto man, it is only a wish, an opative blessing but God's blessing unto man is an operative blessing as Aquinas expresseth it, Dei benedixit esse benefacere, when God wisheth as good he doth as good.

So then the sense is, Thou hast blessed; that is, thou hast caused him to prosper and thrive in what he undertakes, as we shall see in the object of the blessing. Thou hast blessed the work of his hands.

The work of his hands.] We are not to understand it strictly for manual or hand-labours, as if Job were a man engaged in ordinary manual services, in the labour of his hands, but according
to an ordinary use of speech among the Hebrews, and likewise amongst other Nations, by the work of the hands, is understood any kind of labour, any kind of business whatsoever. As it is said of Christ, Isa. 53. 10. that the pleasure of the Lord did prosper in his hands; now the work that Christ had to do was not a handy work, yet it did prosper in his hands, that is, he managing and going about it, it did prosper and took success; it was effectual for the redemption and salvation of his people; this was prospering of the work in his hands. In this sense the work of the head may be called the work of the hands, the work of the tongue the work of the hands; any work, any business that a man doth, may be called the work of his hands. So then, Thou hast blessed the work of his hands, that is, thou hast blessed every thing that Job goeth about, as a Magistrate, as a Minister, or as a Master of a Family, in any of, in all his relations, thou hast caused his endeavours to prosper. In the 28. of Deuteronomy, an universal blessing is thus promised, ver 6. Blessed thou shalt be when thou comest in, and blessed shall thou be when thou goest out: between those two are contained all the labours and undertakings of that people: by their going forth is meant the beginning of their labours, and by their coming in is meant the end and conclusion of their labours; so that beginning and ending, when they set their hands to a business, and when they took their hands from a business, they should be blessed, that is, they should have a through blessing upon all their labours. So here, Thou hast blessed the work of his hands, that is, every thing he putteth his hands unto.

And his substance is increased in the Land. That is the third thing which Satan doth observe here concerning Job, that he was not only blessed in the estate wherein he was, but God did mightily increase and multiply his estate. He is increased in the Land. The word which we translate increased, signifieth not an ordinary increase, but such an increase as breaks the bounds; it signifieth so to increase in such an abundance, as that the former place where those things were, cannot contain nor hold them, but they must seek some new place, more room for them: such a kind of increase is here meant. So the word is used, Exod. 1. 12. concerning the people of Israel when they were in Egypt, when they were afflicted, The Text faith, The more they afflicted them, the more they multiplied and grew; the same word is there used, to
to shew the wonderful increase of the people of Israel when they were in their affliction. It was such as did break the bounds. As it is with a river, the more it is stopp'd, the more it swelleth and breaks all the banks and bays, whatsoever is set to hinder the course of it: So much is meant in that place of Moses, when the people of Israel were stopp'd and hindred from their increase, they like a river did flow ever all, they did increase so as they did break all the bounds. Thus of Job, his substance is increased, it is as if we should say in our language, he had so much that there was no end of, no room for his substance: as the rich fool said, Luke 12. when his estate was increased, what shall I do, my barns are not big enough? I must pull them down and build larger, that they may hold my estate. So Job's estate was so increased that the compas he had for that present could not contain it, he must make new folds for his Sheep they increased so; and he must make greater barns for his corn, his fields brought forth such plentiful crops; he must make larger stalls for his Oxen, he must build bigger houses for his family; he is increased, he is broken forth in the Land. Gen. 38. 29. When Tamar brought forth twins, the Text faith, that one put out his hand, and as he drew it back, his brother came out, and therefore they called his name Pharez, (the same Original word that is here used) because of the breach that he made. So this signifieth the breaking forth of the estate of Job in the Land, he increased wonderfully and exceedingly. Thus Satan by the most emphatical words, still heightens the dealings of God with Job, that he may the more debate the services of Job towards God.

Thou hast blessed (faith he) the work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the Land. We may observe here first, That all success in business is from the blessing of the Lord. Satan speaks very good divinity here, Thou hast blessed: It is from the Lord. It is said of Joseph, Gen. 39. 23. That whatsoever he did the Lord made it to prosper. We may do much, we may set our hands to do many things, but we cannot prosper any thing. Working is our part, but prospering is the Lords part. As it was with the Disciples, they could fish all night, but till Christ came they could not catch: when Christ came the blessing came, and when the blessing came, there was not onely fishing but catching, and there was catching in abundance. So it is in all the works of mens callings, men may be labouring, and sweating, and toiling, but
but there is no prospering, no succeeding till God come with a blessing. Thou hast blessed the work of his hands. Some take all to themselves; and thank their own labours, their own wisdom, policy and parts. Others ascribe all to their good fortune, &c. We see Satan himself here preacheth a truth that will confute them, he is more orthodox then these practical Atheists. Satan acknowledgest, Thou hast blessed.

Then again, we may observe. Thou hast blessed the work of his hands. Every one ought to be a man of employment. Every one ought to have some business to turn his hand unto. In the former part of this Chapter, we read of Job's piety and holiness and of his zeal in the worship of God. Here now we see Job's care and diligence in his place and calling wherein God had set him, which is called the work of his hands. Every one must have two callings, and the one helpeth forward the other; Job feared God, and Job went on in the business which God set him. Job is said to serve God continually; and yet Job did work continually. These two continualls may well stand together: for both the continualls are taken for their seasons; continually, that is seasonably, according to the several opportunities God called him to, and put into his hands. This rebukes those who have no labour, who can shew no work of their hands. It was said to Adam, and in him to mankind, not only as a curse, but as a command, In the sweat of thy face thou shalt eat thy bread till thou return to earth; this is laid upon all, In the sweat of thy face thou shalt eat thy bread. Not that every man is bound to labour in such an employment as causeth the face to sweat: But thereby is meant serious labour and employment in some honest calling; so here the work of the hands, is taken not strictly, but for any employment wherein Job was serviceable to God his Country.

Put these two together, Thou hast blessed, and thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and we may observe from both, That the Lord delighteth to bless those who are industrious. It is seldom that there is an industrious hand but there is a blessing of God upon it; Hence as we find in one place, The diligent hand maketh rich; so in another, The blessing of God maketh rich. The blessing of God maketh rich, and the diligent hand maketh rich, neither of them alone, but both conjoined; the blessing of God upon a diligent hand makes rich; a diligent hand cannot make rich without God, and God doth not usually make rich without
a diligent hand: Therefore it is said here, that God blessed the work of Job's hands. Up and be doing, and the Lord shall be with you. God will not be with us, unless we be doing. God doth not love to bless those that are idle; if we be doing, God will be blessing, his being with us, is put for his assisting and prospering us. So it is indeed in all things. God doth not work that we should sit still, nor bless to the intent that we should do nothing. As it is in the seventh of Judges, They proclaimed the Sword of the Lord, and of Gideon, those two must go together. Would you be blessed with protection? you must labor to protect your selves. Do not think that the Lord will protect you with your hands in your pockets, and your Swords rusting in your sheathes: while you labor in these times of danger to defend your selves, you may expect defence from the Lord: How unbecoming is it for you now to stand still and say, Lord help us? We must indeed stand still (as Moses counselled the people, Exod. 14. 13.) in regard of fear and diffidence, but beware of standing still in regard of care and diligence, as ever you hope to see the Salvation of the Lord. The Sword of the Lord and of Gideon must be cried up at once; those two must go together.

There is a fourth point that we must observe also from the connection of the two sentences in the Text. Thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the land. The blessing of God where it falleth is effectual. If God doth but bless, we shall increase, there is no question of it; if God doth but bless, we shall increase mightily. Thou hast blessed him, and he is increased: It is the word that followed the first blessing after the Creation, Gen. 1. 28. God blessed them, and said unto them, be fruitful and multiply. Blessing and multiplying go together; the blessing of God is a powerful blessing. It is mighty in operation, and carrieth all before it. You know what a strong Opinion Balak had concerning the blessing of Balaam, Num. 22. 6. I wot (faith he) that he whom thou blessest is blessed, and he whom thou cursest is cursed. A strong conceit, and but a conceit. As there are many at this day strongly conceited of the blessing of that Balaam of the seven hills, that blessing, but cursed Prophet. If they can get but a blessing from the Pope, they think all is safe. If they can but get a blessed Sword (such some have obtained) to do a cursed act, to cut the throats of God's people, or of their Prince, it must needs be effectual. You know, there was a blessed
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Standard
Standard or Banner given to them that came against us in 88, and
when that Standard was lifted up, that Banner displayed, with the
Popes special blessing, they accounted, nay called themselves In-
vincible. Such was their invincible Ignorance, till they were
taught better with Briers and Thorns, or rather with storms and
winds fighting against them. And though they have been often
cozened, yet still they retain such an esteem of the Popes blessing,
that they travel and throng for it, as for their lives, more then for
all manner of riches: I may say to them, as once that great Cardi-
nal did on the same occasion, Seeing this people will be deceived,
let them be deceived: But I desire to raise your esteem of Gods
blessing, for it is a certain Truth, That whom God blesseth, they
are blessed; Gods blessings are fixed and effectual blessings; if
he bless, we shall be blessed indeed: His blessings are irre-
versible, as Balaam was forced to confess, Behold he hath
blessed, and I cannot reverse it. If once God hath blessed, it is
not in Satan, nor in all his lying Prophets, nor in all the power of
the Creature to alter it, no nor to retard or hinder it for a mo-
ment.

If God now give us the mercy of protection, if he make the
hedge about us and bless us in these times, we shall be continued
and established in the land; yes, we shall be increased in the Land;
we shall break forth abundantly, to the amazement of all heers
and beholders. Though Rome curse, though Hell plot, yet if God
bless, we are safe.

This is the thing therefore that we should labor for, to be under
the influence of the blessing of God. If we have but that, we
have all; let means be what they will, greater or little, or none at all,
if God bless, he can make any thing serve the turn; any thing with
a blessing will do it; any thing with a blessing will make us in-
crease; yea make us a strong, a mighty, an invincible people. So
that Satan, and his Instruments, for very envy, shall be forced to ac-
knowledge, that there is a hedge about us, which they cannot break
through, that there is a wall about us, which they can neither scale,
nor batter with all their Engines and Artillery.

In these two Verses we have the Answer which Satan makes
to the Lords question: Hast thou considered my servant Job?
You see the slander that is in it, and how he doth advance the bless-
ings of God upon Job, that he might debate the services of Job
toward God. Now lest God should take him off presently with
a denial, and tell him that all this is false; that Job is no such man as he represents him to be, that he hath most presumptuously intruded into God's peculiar, namely the secrets of the heart, (for Satan had nothing to accuse him of, that was in sight, only he guelleth at his heart;) left God, I say, should presently come and check him thus, for his boldness and impudence, both in contradicting his Testimony and in charging Job with insincerity, Satan makes a motion in the next Verse. Put forth thine hand now, and touch all that he hath, and he will curse thee to thy face: As if Satan should have said, Lord, if ye be not satisfied that thus it is with your servant Job, if you will not take my word that he is an hypocrite, and that he doth serve you only for ends; do but stretch forth your hand, &c. Do but take away that which you have given him, and you shall see presently he will take away that which he hath given you; if you will withdraw his riches, he will quickly withdraw his service.

JOBS 1. 11, 12.

But put forth thine hand now, and touch all that he hath, and he will curse thee to thy face.

And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold all that he hath is in thy power, onely upon himself put not forth thine hand. So Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord.

This eleventh verse contains Satan's motion which he subjoyns to his Answer, ver. 10. But put forth thine hand now. By his Answer before he had wounded all the holy services of Job, and now he seek to wound his Estate and possessions. His Answer was full of malice, and his motion is as full of cruelty. Whom before he had fallly accused, he (in these words) destreth may be callishly afflicted. Put forth thine hand now. As if he should have said: There is great question concerning Job's integrity, this one experiment will quickly decide and determine it, Touch all that he hath, &c. This motion is grounded (as was before noted) upon a feared denial of his Answer in the former words. For there Satan had argued after this manner, That is an unfound and an hypocritical profession which is grounded onely upon outwared benefits,
benefits, but all the profession of Job is grounded onely upon the outward benefits, therefore it is unsound. Doth Job serve God for nought? This is the strength of Satan's Argument. Now he perceiving the weakness, or rather indeed the falseness, the extremity that was in the Minor, in the Assumption (namely, that the profession and holiness of Job was grounded onely upon outward things;) he (I say, perceiving that) seeks to confirm what he had affirm'd by his motion. If you doubt (saith he) whether it be so, or no, with Job, let that come to the tryal, touch all that he hath, and he will curse thee to thy face. The strength of the reason that lies in the motion may be thus conceived: That profession is grounded upon outward things which a man lays down, when outward things are removed and taken away; but if those outward things be removed and taken away from Job, he will quickly lay down his profession, yea he will take up blasphemy, he will curse thee to thy face; therefore the profession of Job is grounded upon outward things. This now is the Logick or the Reason, upon which Satan bottomes and infers this motion, that so he may bring Job upon a further tryal.

Put forth thine hand now.

The Hebrew is, send forth thy hand. To put forth the hand, signifies, sometimes to help, and sometimes to hurt. So in Psal. 144. 7. Send forth thine hand and deliver me. There is a sending forth the hand in a way of mercy. And so Act. 4. 30. there Peter prayerth that Christ would stretch forth his hand to heal. So that stretching forth, or sending forth, or putting forth the hand (for the words are all used in common to the same sense) signifies to do a thing for our good and preservation: But usually this; putting forth, or stretching forth of the hand, notes some affliction, some punishment. A man that standeth with his hand stretched out, is in a posture to strike. And so God himself is often described by having his hand stretched forth, when he is about to punish, as in the Prophecy of Isaiah divers times, Chap. 5. 25. Therefore is the anger of the Lord kindled against his people, and he hath stretched forth his hand against them, and hath smitten them: and Chap. 9. three times: Ver. 12. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still: and so at the 17 Verse, and at the 21 Verse, His anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still; that is, the Lord is still smiting and afflicting them.
In the sixth of Esther, Ver. 2. Two men were found in the Chronicle, who fought to lay (or put forth) their hands on the King Ahasuerus, &c. they would have slain him. Then the meaning of Satan here is, stretch forth thine hand, let him feel the weight of thine hand, in smitings and sore afflicitions.

Thy hand.

The hand of God in Scripture signifies, First, the purpose of God, as that, Act. 4. 28. They have done whatsoever thy hand and thy counsel determined before to be done, that is, whatsoever according to thy purpose thou didst determine. 2. The hand of God signifies the Spirit of God, in the mighty actings and workings of it; so a spirit of Prophecy is called the hand of God, Ezek. 1. 3. The hand of the Lord was there upon me: And Ezek. 37. 1. The hand of the Lord was upon me, that is, the Spirit of the Lord, a mighty power of Prophecy was upon me: So likewise a spirit of strength that is upon a man, is called the hand of God, 1 King. 18. 11. The hand of the Lord was upon Elijah, and he girt up his loins and ran before Ahab. Here the hand of the Lord is put for the power of the Lord, put forth thy hand, that is, put forth thy power; and so the hand of the Lord is used often, Isai. 52. 1. The hand of the Lord is not shortened, that is, the power of the Lord is not abated. The Lord hath a long hand, and his hand is always of the same length; so, stretch forth thine hand now, that is, do thou put forth thy mighty power.

This hand of the Lord's power (to clear that a little further) is taken three ways in Scripture.

First, For his protecting power. There is a protecting hand, as Job. 10. 28. No man is able to pluck them out of my Father's hand, faith Christ. God hath his sheep in his hand, and he will protect and safeguard them so, that none shall be able to pluck them away. This hand God put forth before, for Job.

Again, It is put for his correcting power: as Psal. 32. 4. His hand was heavy upon me, that is, the afflicting hand of God was heavy upon me. Let us fall into the hand of God, (David chose that, 2 Sam. 24. 14.) that is, into the afflicting hand of God, rather then into the hands of men.

It is put thirdly, for a revenging hand, for a wrathful hand, by which he both destroy and break in pieces those who are his enemies.
It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God. David desires to fall into the hands of God, &c. into his correcting hand, because he knew there was mercy, but it is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of God, when he cometh in wrath to take vengeance of those who contemptuously despise his mercy, as there it is expressed.

Now here when Satan saith, Put forth thy hand, that is, thine hand of power: Satan intendeth not that God should put forth the hand of his power to protect, nor barely to correct: He desireth more than barely a correcting or chastising hand upon Job, he would have his revenging hand, his breaking, his destroying hand, as we shall see afterward.

Further, Thy hand, that is, God's own hand, as if he did desire that God himself would take Job into his own hand to chasten and punish him.

The hand of God, his correcting or chastising hand, sometimes is an immediate, and sometimes a mediate hand. Sometimes it is immediate, when God by himself doth chasten or punish or afflict, when no second cause doth appear or intervene. So it may seem Satan here means, when he saith, put forth thine hand, that is, do it thine own self, let no other have the handling of Job, but thy self. God doth send such immediate afflictions; a man is afflicted in his body, in his estate and many other ways, and he cannot find any thing in the creature whence it should come; it is an immediate stroke of God, he cannot see how, or which way, or at what door this evil came in upon him: therefore it is called a creating of evil, Isai. 45. 7. I make peace, and create evil. Now Creation is out of nothing, there is nothing out of which it is wrought. So many times God bringeth evil upon a people or person, when there is no appearance of second causes, no matter out of which it is made, but it comes as a creature, formed by the only hand of God. Sometimes likewise it is called God's hand, when it is the hand of a creature, it is God's hand in a creatures hand; God's hand when it is the hand of wicked men, God's hand when it is Satan's hand. So that place is translated, Psal. 17. 14. Deliver my soul from the wicked which is thy sword (you see a wicked man is God's sword) and from men which are thy hand. Therefore thy hand may be understood of an instrument; Satan himself is God's hand to punish in that sense, as wicked men here are said to be God's hand; from the men that are thy hand: Though there be other readings of
of that place; some read it, Deliver me from men by thy hand; and others, Deliver me from men of thy hand: but our Translation may very well carry the sense of the Original in it, from men which are thy hand, as Nebuchadnezzar that wicked King is called God's servant, Jer. 43. 10. I will send and take Nebuchadnezzar, my servant; God speaks of him as his servant, or as his hand in the thing. So then, Put forth thine hand, it may be understood (I say) either immediately or mediately, do it by thy self, or do it by Instruments, strike him thy self, or give me Commission, or give others Commission to strike.

There is one thing further in this expression. Put forth thine hand now. Now. Some read it, Put forth thine hand a little; and some read it, I pray thee put forth thy hand. The Original word is translated to all these senses; we translate it, referring to the present importunity and insistence of Satan, Put forth thine hand now, let not this business sleep, let it not be deferred a minute, a moment, let commission go out speedily to afflict Job.

And touch all that be bath.

To touch, notes sometime a heavy and a sore affliction, and sometime a light and a small affliction. In the Scripture we finde it both ways used. Sometimes (I say) to touch, doth signifies the greatest and the forest affliction, or punishment that can be; and so Job doth express all the afflictions that fell upon him at the last one, by touching, Job 19. 21. Have pity upon me, have pity upon me, O ye my friends, for the hand of God hath touched me. Whereas Job at that time lay under the forest and heaviest affliction that could be, all his Estate was gone, and his body was full of diseases, and his soul was full of horror, and all this he doth express by this, the hand of the Lord hath touched me. So Psalm 73. 14. To be touched signifies the greatest affliction, All the day long (saith David) have I been plagued. That which we translate plagued, is the same Original word which we translate touch, in the Text; All the day long have I been touched, that is, I have been touched with the forest plagues, heavy afflictions have been laid continually upon me. So that to touch signifies sometimes the greatest, or the forest strokes of trouble.

Sometimes again, we shall finde it signifies onely a light affliction, as Gen. 26. in two places of that Chapter, at the 11 Verse Abimelech charged all his people, saying, he that toucheth this man or
his wife, shall surely be put to death, that is, be that doth them the least hurt or wrong. So at the 19 Verse, in that agreement between Abimelech and Isaac, they conclude thus, That thou wilt do us no hurt, as we have not touched thee, and as we have done unto thee nothing but good. So that to touch, notes the least ill or hurt that can be; we have not touched thee, that is, we have done nothing to thee but good. Any thing on this side doing of good to them, had been touching of them. We find the like expression in Psal. 105.15, where the Psalmist speaking of God's extraordinary care of his people; He suffered no man to do them wrong, he rebuked Kings for their sakes, saying, Touch not mine anointed, and do my Prophets no harm. Touch not mine anointed people, that is the meaning of that place, though in many other places we know Princes are called the anointed of God: yet here it is meant of the people of God in general, they are God's anointed (as the Context clearly carries it) for they have all received Unction from God, an Unction of Grace, an Unction of the Spirit, and an Unction of Priviledg. Touch not mine anointed, that is, do them not the least hurt. And the same that these words my bear, Put forth thy hand now and touch all that he touch, might be carried, as if Satan here intended onely a touch in the latter fence; Give him but the least stroke, lay but the lightest affliction upon him, do but touch him; you are so confident of your servant Job, that he is such a man, do but give him the least touch, and you shall see how he will discover himself. So some expound it.

He doth not say, wound him, smite him, break him to pieces, but touch him onely. Neither faith he, touch him, but his: And if thou give him but a touch with the top of thy little finger, thou shalt presently finde the rottenness of his heart. In that fence the word imports an extenuation of Job's sincerity, or heightening of Job's hypocrifie: as if he had been so rotten in his profession, that the least touch would overthrow him, and make him discover himself to be stark nought. Like the Apples growing about Sodom, which have fair outsides, but if you touch them, they moulder away into dust and ashes.

Though the words have this fence in them, and Satan carries it cunningly, expressing himself in such ambiguous terms, yet certainly Satan had a further intendment whatsoever his language may bear: he had an intention that Job should be touched in the former fence, namely that he should have a touch to the quick, as we fay,
fay, that he should have the forest and deepest wound that his e- 
state was capable of; he would have him whipt, not with cords, 
but with Scorpions; he would have the little finger of God heavier 
upon him, than his loyns upon others.

Destroy him, undo him by your touching. He speaks by the 
figure μίσθων, which is when we go less in our expressions than in 
our intentions, when our words are lower than our spirits; and 
that is proper for Satan, who is the great deceiver, the great jugler 
in word and deed; to desire that Job should only be touched, when 
he meant he should be utterly undone and ruined. Touch all that 
be bath, that is, all his estate, all his possessions, his children, his fa-
mily, his cattell, whatsoever belongeth unto Job, let all feel an un-
doing froak from thy hand.

Before I come to that which he undertakes upon the affliction, I 
shall observe two or three things from the words, thus far op-
ened.

Put forth NOW thine hand. We may note from that, The 
extrem impertunity of Satan to doe mischief; Hee would not give 
God a minutes, nor a moments respite to consider this thing, 
but doe it now, presently, let him presently be afflicted; he 
makes haste to destroy, he makes haste to shed blood, their feet are swift 
to shed blood, as the Psalmist speaks. So Satan, his feet are swift 
to shed blood. When Satan would have God to afflict us, do it 
presently, faith he. When Satan would have us sin against God, 
do it presently, faith he, now sin, now provoke God, do not 
stay till the next day; but when we are called to give up our selves 
to God, when to morrow will serve the turn, and next year will 
serve to repeat, yea when you are old, 'tis time enough to repent; 
when he tempteth to do any mischief, any sin, then now, now sin, 
but 'tis time enough to do good hereafter, to morrow will serve 
for that,

Put forth now thine hand, and touch all that he bath.

It is a truth which Satan here speaks concerning the hand of 
God; That if God do but touch the highest and greatest estate in 
the world, it will fall to peeces quickly. There is a truth in it, take 
it in the easiest sense that can be, if God do but lightly touch the 
estate of a man, it will soon fall in peeces; God is not put to any 
press to afflict and punish, as Psal.81.14. I should soon have sub-
dued their enemies and have turned my hand against their adver-
S
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saries: God expresseth the utter overthrow of the enemies of his people, but by the turning of a hand, if God do but turn his hand, they are all gone presently, soon subdued: If he do but touch the might, the pomp, the greatness, the riches and the power of all those in the world that are opposers of his Church, presently they fall to the ground: A touch from the hand of God will end our wars. If he touch the Mountains they smock (as it is in the Psalm) and consume to ashes: they that are the mighty and great ones of the world, the Mountains, by one touch of his hand fall as it were to nothing. So if God do but touch our estates, they moulder away, no creature can uphold them.

Then againe observe here, the cunning imposture of Satan that puts such sure, such heavy afflictions, into such light and easie expressions; he cloatheth his malice, his utmost malice here in very faire words, do but touch him, such as this enemy; but you see what Satan's touches are, touch all that he hath. Why Satan, would nothing have made a tryall, but only a touching of all? For Job to have lost somewhat, had been a tryall; a touch: for Job to have lost half his flocks of Sheep, or his Oxen, had been a tryall, and no very light one neither: for Job to have lost a sonne, to have found one of his children suddenly struck dead, had been an affliction and a heavy one too; such a touch as that might well have touched the father's heart: Would it not serve Satan that a sonne should dye, or that some of his cattell should be destroyed, but he must have all touched, all that he hath? The malice of Satan is unsatiable, there is nothing will serve him; unless he may devour all.

This touch of Satan, which he desireth might be laid upon Job is like the touch that many have given to those, who have come into their hands amongst us, they would but touch them; but they would touch them in all, when they put forth their hands (as they pretended) in the ways of justice, in their courts, they would touch men in all, touch men in their liberties by imprisonment, and touch them in their estates with extreme vast fines; and touch them in their names by disgrace, touch them in their bodies by whipping and cutting, and touch them in their relations, by keeping all friends from sight of them; No moderation, no bounds, but touch them in all that they had. And (O exactness of justice!) when God came to touch that power, he gave them a touch, just after the rate and proportion of their own touches: for when those Courts and persons came to have their power and actions scanned, it was not
not moderating, or regulating, or restraining, or abating, or limiting their power, that satisfied, they must quite down, and be taken away. God gave them a touch, just as they touched others before. So that a man may say certainly, there is a God that judgeth the earth. These are the touches of Satan, and the touches of merciless men are as like his as themselves are; they think there is nothing done unless men be undone: they never give over touching till they come to ruining.

Touch all that be bath, and he will curse thee to thy face.

Some render it thus, Touch all that be bath, if he curse thee not to thy face: So it is word for word out of the Original, nisi, unless, or Si non, touch all that be bath, and see if he do not curse thee to thy face. We give the sense of it in a direct affirmation, touch all that be bath, and he will, &c. Others put the force of an imperation in particularisation to it, Touch all that be bath, and see if he do not curse thee aliquum suban-to thy face, that is, as if he had said, let me never be beleaved, and never be trusted. Indeed Satan is so far disgraced and damned already, that he hath nothing to lose, he cannot damn himself for-ther, he cannot with any thing to himself worse then he already is, requiem meum, bis subintelligitur, Sim ven-mentem aliquum tale, Dur in loc.

Curse thee.

It is the same word which is used before, ver. 5. It may be my children have cursed God. The word signifies properly to bless. It was shewed that probably in that place, it might be translated Curse; but in this Text there is a necessity of translating it so, seeing a clear sense cannot be made out, taking the word properly. In cursing another these three things concur. First, an ill opinion or conceit of that person. 2. Hatred or malice against him. 3. A
desire that some evil may befall him. This Satan means when he undertakes that Job being afflicted will curse God. So then to curse God is to blaspheme God in our thoughts and words, to think or speak unworthily of God, and the ways of God; see, if he curse thee not to thy face, that is, see if his heart be not embittered against thee, see if his tongue be not sharpened to wound thy honour, to reproach thy goodness, to accuse thy providence: As it is said of those, Isa. 8. 21. They shall be hungry and bare breast; And what then? They shall fret themselves and curse their King, and their God, and look upwad, that is, they shall speak basely of their King and of their God, in whom they have trusted, and whom they have followed; he speaks of those who and those that did seek to false gods, or worship the true God falsely, they shall curse their King and their God. It is the very same, that here Satan promises him himself and undertakes with God that Job will do: Do but make him hungry (faith he) and hard breast, and he will fret himself, and curse thee.

It was very ordinary among the Heathen to do so: when their gods did not please them, then they would curse their gods. The Poets bring them in often raging against their gods, as she speaks of the mother that found her sonne dead; she calls the gods and the stars cruel, she flies in the face of heaven presently, Who would serve such gods as these are, that thus shew my sonne, &c. Satan interprets Job to be a man of the same temper.

Aquinat takes the word properly, Touch all that he hath and hee will bless thee to thy face: And endeavours to make out the sense thus, touch all that he hath, and thou shalt see he hath blessed thee to thy face, hee reads it in the Preterperfect tense, that is, if thou afflicthee thou shalt finde that all his former Religion was nothing but meer outside formality: that he served thee only from the teeth outward, served thee to thy face; he blessed thee, pray'd unto thee, and honoured thee only to thy face. He had no regard to thy worship in his heart; he did not worship thee. Ex., because he loved thee, or delighted in thee, but gave thee an outward complementall blessing, because thou didst bless him outwardly. As the Apostle directt servants, Eph. 6. 6. Not with eye-service as men pleasers. Satan makes Job an eye-servant to God, or as if, like those of whom Christ complained, Matthew 25. in the words of the Prophet, he had drawn nigh to God with his lips, while his heart was far from him. The heart of Job hath been
far enough from thee, he only blessed thee with his lips and to thy face: indeed this interpretation hath a faire face, but touch it by a serious examination, and it will be found without a heart. The construction of Grammar is quite against it, and for us to change the Text, and make it to speak in the Preterperfect tense of a thing past, whereas the words are in the future tense of an act to be done for the time to come, is too much boldness with Scripture. Therefore though that opinion hath plausible sense in it, yet I shall lay it by, and take the ordinary translation, that he indeed intended this, that Job would break forth into blasphemous revilings of God, if God did but try him with an affliction.

And when he saith that Job would do it to his face, the meaning of it is, that he would do it openly: he will curse thee openly, he will curse thee boldly, he will not goe behind the door to tell tales of thee, but he will speak of it before all the world, that thou art a cruel God, and unjust God, and a hard matter, he will tell such tales of thee, even to thy very face. We have a like speech, Gal. 2. 11. When Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him to the face (faith Paul,) that is openly, I did not goe behind his back to tell Peter his owne, but I told him it to his face, plainly, openly before them all, (as it is explained, vers. 14.) I said to Peter before them all, that were then present: Jerome (because he would not have Peter receive such an open reproof, judging it would be a disparagement to Peter, to be rebuked by Paul;) gives a quite contrary sense of those words of Paul: I withstood him to his face, that is, faith he, I did speake somewhat roughly to him before them, but there was no such thing in my heart. I did it but to his face, very slightly, lest I should offend the Jews, whose Apostle Peter was; and I did it to his face, a little, that I might satisfy the Gentiles who were scandalized by Peters walking: otherwise in my heart I had no quarrel with Peter: he and I agreed well enough. As if Paul had made but a shadow right (ad faciendum populum) to delude the people. But we must not be thus wise: I withstood him to his face, is not opposed to withstanding him cordially, but to a withstanding of him secretly, or behind his back. So here be will curse thee to thy face, that is, hee will curse thee (as the Greek Scholia hath it) openly, and impudently; himselfe indeed was afraid lest his soirote had cursed God in their hearts, but for all this neatness, and seeming fear of his childrens faining in secret, he will curse thee with impudence,
he will not only curse thee in his heart, but the curse will break out at his lips: **Out of the abundance of his heart, his mouth will speak blasphemy against God. He will curse thee to thy face.**

Wee may give some exemplifications, what it is to curse God, to blaspheme God thus to his face. You may read, what it is, [Psalm 3:14](https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+3%3A14&version=KJV). *Your words have been against me, O my soul;* when the Lord, you have spoken to my very face: why what had they spoken to the Lord? *What have we spoken say they so much against thee?* He have said, It is vain to serve God, and what profit is it that we have kept his Ordinance, and that, we have walked mouthfully before the Lord of Hosts? &c. This is to curse God to his face; when the ways of God are blasphemed and the worship of God reported as unprofitable, when men say it is in vain to serve God, when they cast aspersions and bring up an evil name upon any holy duty, this is to blaspheme God. They did only speak against the service of God, and they thought they had not blasphemed God in it. *Wherein have we spoken against thee?* Yes, faith God, you have spoken against me, in that you have spoken against and discredited my ways. So if Job had said the ways of God are unprofitable, and I see now it is, in vain to serve God and to fear him, this had been blasphemy and cursing of God to his face. [Psalm 73:13](https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+73%3A13&version=KJV), when he said, *I have cleansed my heart in vain, and washed my hands in innocency, because (faith he,) I am plagued every morning, the judgements and afflictions that were upon him, began to make him break out thus. But he presently, befools himself for such speeches and by that repaires God in his honour.*

Secondly, To quarrel and be angry with the Providence of God, as if he were not wise or just or good in his dispensations either to particular persons or to the Church, this I say likewise is a cursing, a reproaching of God.

Thirdly, To curse the servants and people of God is so to curse God. If he that toucheth them toucheth God, then he that curseth them curseth God too. And God is cursed in any of these senests two ways, first, by detraffing from himself, his worship, his works or his servants, the good they have or by, fastening on them and aspersing them with the evil which they have not.
Observe two or three points from this.

First, Note this, Satan can only guess at the hearts of men. He would undertake and enter warranty with God that Job would blaspheme, if God did but touch him, but he was deceived: Satan did but conjecture at most, and speak at a venture; if he did not by knowing, I am sure he did but guess ignorantly. Satan knows not what is in the heart, that's God's peculiar, that's God's cabinet. God knew there lay sincerity in the heart of Job all the while, although Satan would stand to it, that nothing was there but hypocrisy.

Secondly, We may note, seeing Satan accusing him of hypocrisy, would have him afflicted. That affliction is the tryall and touchstone of sincerity. When God doth afflict you, then he doth bring you to the touchstone to see whether you are good metal or no; he doth bring you then to the furnace, to try whether you be dross or gold, or what you are. Affliction is the great discoverer; that unmasketh us. Satan was not out in the thing, he hit upon the rightest way as could be, if any thing would discover Job, affliction would. Indeed some are discovered by prosperity and outward abundance. The warm Sun makes some cast off their cloak, which the wind and the cold caused them to wrap closer about them. Some, when they have gotten enough from God, care not for God; and when the fish is caught, they lay by the net, for they do but go a fishing with Holiinness, and the profession of Religion, and when they have their ends, there's an end of their profession. Affliction and the cross try others: Some will hold on with God as long as the Sun shines, as long as it is fair weather; but if the storm arise, if troubles come, whether personal or publike, then they pull in their heads; then they deny and forsake God; then they draw back from, and betray his truth; what they, such and such men? No not they. Trouble makes the great tryall; bring professors to the fire, and then they chew their metal. This course Satan took with Job; he knew Job had been abundantly tried by fulness and abundance, and these did not draw his heart from God, he must therefore now try another way. It is an excellent passage in the Church history, concerning Constantius the father of Constantine, that to the end, he might try the hearts of his Courtiers, he proclaimed.
proclaimed, that all they who would not for sake the worship of
the true God, should be banished the Court, and should have heavy
penalties and fines laid upon them: presently upon this (faith the
story) all that were base, and came to serve him only for ends, went
away, forsook the true God, and worshipped idols. By this
means he found out who were the true servants of God, and
whom he meant to make his own; such as he found faithful to
God he thought would prove faithful to him. What this explora-
tory decree of Constantius effected in his Court, the same did that
which the Apostle Julian set forth in good earnest against the
Christians. He no sooner caused it to be proclaimed, that who-
ever would not renounce the Faith should be discarded his service,
and forfeit both life and estate to his high displeasure; But presen-
tly upon the publication of that decree, they who were indeed
Christians, and they who had only the title of Christians, presented
themselves, as it were, on a common stage to the view of all men.
Such as these are Willows not Oaks. And as it was with Naomì
and her two daughters in law, Orpah and Ruth: All the while
that he was Naomi, beautiful, and had enough, they both stayed
with her; but when once Naomi became Marah, bitter, and
empty, then Orpah took her leave of her, but Ruth abides with
her. Here was the trial whether Orpha or Ruth had the sincerer
affection to Naomi; Ruth loved her mothers person, Orpha her
efforts and outward preferments. While Religion and prosperity
go together, it is hard to say which a man follows; but when once
they are forced to a separation, where the heart was, will soon be
manifest. The upright in heart are like Ruth, whatsoever becometh
of the Gospel, they will be sharers with it in the same condition;
be it affliction, or be it prosperity, be it comfort, or be it sorrow,
be it fair weather, or be it foul, be it light, or be it darkness, they
will take their lot with it. This is a clear truth, that, whatsoever
was the cause of our doing a thing, that being removed we cease
to do it; if outward comforts and accommodations in the world,
be the cause why we follow Christ in the profession of his Gospel,
than as soon as ever they fail, our profession will fail too. When zeal
is kindled only with the beams of worldly hopes, when worldly
hopes fail, our zeal is extinct, and our endeavour is cut off with our
expectation.

We are next to consider the Lords grant of Satans motion.
And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold all that bee hath is in thy
power,
Chap. 1. of the Book of Job.

power, only upon himself put not forth thine hand. So Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord.

We have in this verse; First, God's Commission or his permission unto Satan: Behold all that he hath is in thine hand. And Secondly, His limitation of the Commission: Only upon himself put not forth thine hand. Thirdly, Satan's speedy execution of his Commission: So Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord.

The Lord said unto Satan, All that he hath is in thy hand, thy power, so we translate it: the word in the Original is, all is in thy hand. Satan moved that God would put forth his hand against Job; and God puts Job into Satan's hand. Left Satan should cavil that God had touched him but lightly, he puts him into Satan's power and lets him do it himself, who would do it thoroughly. The hand (as we before noted) is put for power, and when any thing is put into the hand, it is put into the power or disposition of another, Exod. 4. 21. Thou shalt do all the wonders before Pharaoh which I have put into thy hand. And John 3. 35. The Father loveth the Sonne and hath given all things into his hand. This phrase of giving or putting into the hand, is taken either for good or for evil. Sometime the putting of a thing into one's hand, is only for the managing and disposing of it for good, as Gen. 39. 7, 8. Joseph said that his master had committed all that he had into his hand, that is, to take care of it, and to order it for his master's benefit, profit, and honour: But often to put or to give into the hand, is for evil, to do what you will, with persons or things, to punish or to afflict them, Jude 6. 1. God delivered the Israelites into the hand of Midian, that is, he left them to the power of the Midianites, to tyrannize over and vex them. And verse 7. God delivered Midian into the hand of Jg Dan. 1. 2. Israel, that is, he gave Israel power over them to destroy or afflict them. So here, he gave all into the hand of Satan, that is, he gave Satan leave to dispose of Job's estate as he pleased. As if God had said to Satan: Thou hast leave to do what thou wilt with Job's outward estate, spoil it, plunder it, destroy it, consume it, fire it; thou hast free leave, all that he hath is in thy hand.

We shall note a point or two from that. You see, as soon as ever Satan had made his motion, God presently answered, all that he hath is in thy hand. It is not always an argument of God's good-will and love to have our motions granted. Many are heard and
and answered out of anger, not out of love. The children of Israel required meat for their lusts, add God gave it them, he did not withhold from them their desire, they were not shorted of their lusts, they had it presently: many times his own servants cal and call again, move and move again, and obtain no grant: For this thing I besought the Lord thrice, faith Paul, yet Paul could not have what he sought. Satan did but move once, and presently all that Job had was in his hand.

But further, that which is chiefly here to be observed is, That until God gives commission, Satan hath no power over the estates or persons of Gods people, or over any thing that belongs unto them. Neither our persons nor our estates are subject to the will either of men or Devils; Christ must say, All that he hath is in thy hand, before Satan can touch a thoe-latchet: As Christ said Job 19. 11. unto Pilat, when he spake so stoutly, knowest thou not that I have power to crucifie thee, and power to release thee? He thought that he had all power in his hand: but Christ tells him, Thou couldst have no power at all against me unless it were given thee from above. If the Devils could not go into the swine, much less can they meddle with a man, made after Gods image, till God gives them leave. Every soul that hath interest in Christ may seek comfort and consolation in the saddest, in the sorrowfullest day from the breast of this truth. If Satan and wicked men cannot move till Christ faith, go, nor wound till Christ faith, strike, nor spoil, nor kill, till Christ faith their estates, their lives are in your power, surely Christ will not speak a word to their hurt, whom he loves, nor will he ever suffer his enemies to do a reall damage to his friends. Besides it may still the soule with unspeakable joy, to remember, that whilst a man is suffering, the will of Christ is a doing.

Thirdly, Satan doth very wickedly (according to his nature,) in moving that Job may be afflicted. He moveth in malice and in spite; God knew what his heart and intent was; and yet grants it; We may note from hence.

That which Satan and evil men desire sinfully, the Lord grants boldly.

The will of God and the will of Satan joyned both in the same thing; yet they were as different as light and darkeness, their ends were as different as their natures. Though it were the same thing they both willed, yet there was an infinite distance between them in willing it. The will of Satan was full, but the power given.
given Satan was just. Why? Because his will was from himself, but his power was from the will of God; Satan had no power to do mischief but what God gave him, but his will to do mischief was from himself. Therefore we find that the same spirit is said to be an evil spirit, and to be a spirit from the Lord, and yet the Lord doth not partake at all in the evil of the spirit, as 1 Sam. 16:14. The Spirit of the Lord departed from Saul, and an evil spirit from the Lord troubled him. An evil spirit from the Lord, spiritus & how was it an evil spirit, if it were from the Lord? can the Lord send forth any evil from himself who is only good? In that he was evil that was from his own will, but that he had power to trouble Saul that was from the Lord: So here, Satan's will and intent were most wicked, these were from himself; his power to afflict Job was from God, and that was good. Satan willeth Job should be afflicted for his destruction, God willeth it only for his trial and probation. Satan desireth it that God may be blasphemed; but God willeth it that himself might be glorified. Satan willeth it, that so others in his example might be scandalized and disheartened from entering into the service of God, seeing how ill he sped; but God willeth it that others might be strengthened and encouraged to enter into his service, beholding a man under such heavy pressures, and yet not speaking ill of God or of his ways. Satan willeth it, hoping thereby Job would discover his hypocrisy; but God willeth it, knowing that he would therein discover his integrity. So then, though the same thing was willed, yet there was a vast disproportion in their ends and intentions; and though the power by which Satan did afflict Job was from God, yet the evil intent with which he afflicted him was from himself; Thus we see how God without any stain or touch of evil grants this, which Satan did most wickedly desire. It followeth.

Only upon himself thou shalt not put forth thy hand.

God gives a commission, but it is with a limitation, there is a restriction in it; Only upon himself, &c. that is, not upon his person, not his body, thou shalt not afflict that with diseases, not his soul, thou shalt not afflict that with temptations. Hence note,;

That God himself sets bounds to the afflictions of his people; he limits out how far every affliction shall go, and how far every instrument shall prevail: as he doth with the Sea, Hither to.
(faith be) thou shalt come and no further, here thou shalt stop thy proud waves; so he faith to all the afflictions of single persons or whole nations, hither you shall come and no further. Only upon himself thou shalt not put forth thine hand. This limitation respects; Firstly, The degree or measure, thus far you shall affliet; that is in such a degree, to such a height and no higher. Secondly, It respects the time, thus far, that is, thus long, so many years, or so many days you shall have power and no longer. God leaves not either the measure or the time, the degree or the continuance of any affliction in the hand of Satan or his adherers: We read (Rev. 6. 10. ) That the souls under the altar cry, How long Lord; how long? They cry to God how long? they knew that he only had the time in his hand, he only could tell how long, and it should be as long as he pleased, How long Lord? They cried not to cruel tyrants, how long will ye persecute? but Lord how long will it be before thou come to revenge? And so David, Psal. 31. 15. My time is in thy hand, speaking of his afflictions. There is no affliction but it is in the hand of God, for the continuance of it, as well as for the manner of it; and as no enemy, man or devil, can make thy cross greater, or longer, or heavier, so no friend, man or angel, can make thy cross lighter, or lesser, or shorter, then God himself hath appointed; Only upon himselfe shalt thou not put forth thine hand, thou shalt not move an inch further, nor a hairsbreadth further. As our afflictions for the matter of them are by the will of God, (as the Apostle speaks, 1 Pet. 4. 19. While you suffer (faith be) according to the will of God: those words according to the will of God, note not only the righteousnesse of suffering, that it must be in a good cause, but also the spring from whence those sufferings come, they are Ex voluntate Dei, so Mr. Beza translates it, they are out of the will of God. Now I say as they are out of the will of God, or from the will of God, springing from his will and flowing from his dispensation of things in the matter of them) so also in every circumstance, God himself gives thy cross length, and breadth, and thickness; he fills thy cup of sorrow, he directeth how many drops to a drop, shall be put into it, thou shalt not have a drop more then God prescribeth, and (which is more comfortable) knows will be for thy good.

Secondly, Observe, That Satan is boundless in his malice toward the people of God. If God did not set him bounds, he would set himself no bounds, therefore faith God unto him, Only upon himself,
himself, &c. He had a mind to have gone further, he would have been upon Job himself, as well as upon his estate, if God had not stop'd and curb'd him. Therefore the Apostle gives that assurance for the comfort of the people of God, 1 Cor. 10. 13. God (faith he) is faithfull, who will not suffer you to be tempted above that you are able: As if he should say, Satan would with all his heart lay more upon you, than you are able to bear; Satan would break your backs if he were let alone, but God will not suffer it. Satan hath a boundlesse malice against the people of God. Some observe this from his name Leviathan, Isa. 27. 1. In that day the Lord with his great and strong Sword shall punish Leviathan the piercing Serpent. Leviathan is put there for Satan and for all the instruments of Satan; now Leviathan signifieth in the Hebrew an augmentation, an addition, or an increafe: And Satan is so called because (say they) he ever desires to lay more burdens upon, to increase the afflictions, troubles and temptations of God's people, he never thinks he hath done enough against them. His think to work mischief is never quenched, but still he desires to do more, he would faine have his Commission enlarged to do more mischief in the world. Therefore God is said not to strike after their stroak, in the 7. verse of that 27. of Isa. Hath he smitten them, that God hath not smitten him? In the Hebrew it is, He be potestatis hath not smitten him according to the stroak of thefe that smote him: according to their stroak, noting that the stroak of Leviathan and the stroak of his instruments is an unmeasurable stroak, a boundlesse stroak, they would never give over striking: They think the wound is never deep enough, nor bloodshed enough; but faith the Prophet, verse 8. God did it, in measure, So that he opposeth their striking to Gods afflicting by the measure of it; God keepeth his afflictions in such a bound and compass, he afflicts in measure, but Satan's stroak and the stroaks of wicked men are without all measure, that is, without all moderation: unless God stop them, they would never make an end.

Lastly, Observe how Satan is by this proved a deceiver, he intended more then he spake; you may see it plainly in this, because God put a restraint upon him. Touch all that be baths, faith Satan; that referred to his possessions & outward estate, as if that had bin the mind of Satan in the motion, do but afflict him in his outward estate, I desire no more to make this trial; now when the Lord faith, All that be baths is in thy hand, there he grants him the motion in the letter of it; but the
the Lord God said that Satan had a further reach, when he said, Touch all that he hath, which words seeme to extend no further then his estate, but had not God limited and restrained him, he by an infinite grant to his motion had likewise fallen upon his person, that was the great morsele he gaped after all this while, he would have been doing with Job himself, else there was no need of this limitation, Only upon himself put not forth thy hand; Satans fingers itch to be medling with Job, though his words called for what he had, not for himself.

And Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord.

As soon as he hath leave, and his Commission, he is gone presently, He went out from the presence of the Lord. The word is, he went out from the face of the Lord: Now the face of the Lord in Scripture it is taken sometimes for the essential glory of God that inaccessible Majesty of God, Exod. 33, uest. Thou canst not behold my face. Sometime the face of God is put for the favour and love of God, Cause thy face to shine upon thy Sanctuary which is desolate, Dan. 7, 19. and cause thy face to shine upon thy servant: So in many other places the face of God is put for the favour of God, because the favour and love of a man is seen and discovered in his face, so there is somewhat in those dealings of God which discover God, he is said to make his face to shine upon his people, when he doth discover by any act of his, that he loves and favours them; that is the shining of his face upon them: The face interprets the heart, and shews the meaning of the spirit: so in those things which interpret somewhat of the love of God to us, God is said to make his face shine upon us. On the other side the face of God is put sometimes for the anger and wrath of God, because anger is seen in the face too, so in those things by which God discovereth his anger, he is said to set his face against men, there is an express place for it, in this sense, Lam. 4, 16. The anger of the Lord (the Hebrew is, the face of the Lord) hath divided them; that is, the Lord hath done such things as have the character of anger upon them, that do represent and hold forth nothing but the anger of the Lord unto a people, and that anger of the Lord is called the face of the Lord into a people. Thirdly, by the face of the Lord in Scripture, we may understand the ordinances and the worship of God, because in them and by them God is revealed, manifested and known to his people, as a man is known by his face.
So in the Old Testament, coming to God in those institutions was called appearing before God, because in them God had promised to manifest himself unto his people. Lastly, the face of God is put for the common and general presence of God in the world, by which he filleth Heaven and Earth. Psal. 139. 7. 

Whither shall I go from thy presence?

Now when it is said that Satan went forth from the face of God, or from the presence of God, it cannot be understood in the first or in the second sense, for he cannot so come into the presence of God as before the face of God: before his face of glory, or before his face of favour Satan never came, nor ever shall. And as the presence of God is taken for his worship; so Satan cares not to come into his presence. Lastly, as the face of God signifies his common and general presence in the world, so Satan cannot possibly go out from his face, whether shall I go from thy presence? nor men, nor devils are able to go out of the presence of the Lord, in that sense, for he Psal. 139. filleth Heaven and Earth.

Then these words, He went out from the presence of the Lord, are spoken after the manner of men. When a servant cometh to his Master to receive commission to do some business and hath his errand given him, then he goeth out from the presence of his Master about his business. So Satan comes here upon a business unto God, he makes a motion, and desireth to have such power put into his hand, to do such and such things as the Lord grants it, and as soon as ever he had his dispatch, he goeth out of the presence of the Lord. So that the meaning is only this; that Satan left off speaking with God, left off moving God any further at that time, and went out to execute that which he got commission to do, as servants go out from the presence of their Masters, when they have received warrant or direction what to do. While a servant is in expectation of his message or errand, so long his eyes are upon his Master. Our eyes wait upon thee, O God, as the eyes of servants look unto the hands of their Masters, Psal. 123. 3. The eyes of servants wait upon the face of their Master till they have received their message, and then they go out from their presence.

It notes the speed that Satan makes when he receives power from God to afflict, or to chasten and try any of his children, he makes no stay; presently he goeth out from the presence of the Lord. Satan is speedy and active in executing any power that is committed.
committed unto him against the people of God, against any particular member, or against the Church in general: As soon as ever he hath but his Commission to afflict he is gone about it instantly: As the good Angels in Heaven are described to have wings, because as soon as ever they have received a command from God, they are upon the wing, they fly, as it were, to fulfil the will of God; and in that sense go out of his presence: So Satan and the wicked Angels are upon the wing too in that sense, as soon as ever they have received power, they presently put it in execution.

And we may in this make Satan himself our pattern. As we pray that the will of God may be done on earth as it is in heaven, in heaven by the good Angels: So in this sense (I say) we may desire that we may do the will of God with as much speed as the evil Angels. It is not unwarrantable to learn from Satan speedily to be doing about the will of God.

JOB 1. 13, 14.
And there was a day when his sons and his daughters were eating and drinking wine in their eldest brothers house.
And there came a messenger unto Job and said, The Oxen were plowing, and the Asses feeding besides them.
And the Sabeans fell upon them, &c.

In the former context we shewed you the affliction of Job, moved by Satan and permitted by God, Touch all that he hath, is Satans motion, All that he hath is in thine hand is Gods permission. From this 13. verse to the end of the 19. the afflictions of Job are particularly described; and we may observe 6 particulars in the Context concerning his afflictions.

1. The time or season of his afflictions, And there was a day when his sons and daughters were eating, and drinking wine in their eldest brothers house, ver. 13.

2. The instruments or the means of his afflictions. Satan who undertook the affliction of Job, stands as it were behind the door; he doth not appear in it, but sets on others. His instruments were first cruel and bloody minded men, the Sabeans verse 15. The Chaldeans.
Chaldeans verse 17. Secondly, those active creatures, devouring fire and stormy winds, the fire, verse 16. the wind, verse 19.

3. The matter of his affliction, or in what he was afflicted, it was in his outward estate.

4. The variety of his afflictions, he was not smitten in some one thing, in some one part of his outward estate, but he was afflicted in all, his Oxen, his Asses, and his Camels violently taken away, his Sheep burnt up by the fire, his sons & his daughters over-whelmed and crushed by the fall of an house, all his servants attending upon these, slain, consumed, destroyed, excepting only one from every stroke, to be the sad relator or messenger of these calamities.

5. The suddenness of his afflictions, they came all upon him in one day.

6. The unceasingness of the report of these afflictions, the sound of them all was in his ears at once: as they were all brought upon him in one day, so they are all told him in one hour, yea by the story it both appear, there were but very few moments between the first and the last. For the Text faith that no sooner had one messenger ended his doleful newes, but another begins, nay they did not stay so long as to let one another make an end: but the Text faith, While the former was yet speaking, there came another and said, and so while the next was yet speaking, there came another and said, and while he was yet speaking, another, &c. So that Satan did not give Job so much as the least minute of intermission to breath a while, or recollect himselfe. His troubles both in the actings and in the reporting, were close linked together, like a chain, one with another, and he within them all fast bound, and yet free.

These are observable through the whole Context concerning this great affliction of Job. Now we will consider the afflictions themselves, their several parts, and open the words in which they are presented to us.

Verse 13. And there was a day when his sones and daughters were eating, and drinking wne in their eldest brothers house.

And there was a day. ] To every thing there is a season ( faith Solomon ) and a time for every purpos under the Sun. God hath a time for his purposes, God hath his day : Man hath a time for his purposes, and so hath Satan : any day will not serve his turn,
An Exposition upon the 26th. Chap. I.

turn, he picks and chooseth. There was a day, it intimates a day extraordinary, and there is an express addition in the Original, which puts emphasis upon it, and makes it more than a day; there was that day, or special day: So it is used 2 King. 4. 8. And it fell on a day that Elisha passed to Shunem, or upon that day, a notable day wherein so many great things were done.

But what day was this? It is explained in the words, in the latter part of the verse. It was a notable day, for it was a day, or that day, when his sons and his daughters were eating and drinking wine in their eldest brothers house.

There are three things in those words, which prove that this was an extraordinary day.

1. It was a feasting day, and feasting days are extraordinary days.

2. It was an extraordinary, not an ordinary feasting day; For it is said, they were eating, and drinking wine. In the beginning of the Chapter (where the feasts of Jobs children are described), it is said only, That his sons went every one their day, to eat, and to drink: But here it is said, that they did eat, and drink wine: which notes an extraordinary feast. For still in Scripture, when we read of a banquet of wine, or a feast of wine, an extraordinary feast is meant: Queen Esther invited the King and Haman to a banquet of wine, not that there was nothing but wine at the banquet, but that addition did imply, that it was a plenteous banquet, a solemn banquet. It is more to make a banquet of wine, then to make a banquet, though scarce any banquet is made without wine. So when there wanted wine, the solemnity and glory of the feast was thought to be blemished, They have no wine, faith the mother of Christ unto him at the marriage feast in Cana, and when the Spouse would set forth the wonderful fulness of spiritual delights, which she had from Christ, she expresseth it thus, He brought me into the banqueting house, the Hebrew word is, he brought me into the house of wine, the house of wine notes extraordinary spiritually refreshing. What a banquet had the Spouse for her soul there? Christ called her to eat and drink abundantly, to be filled with his love. See the like Isa. 25. 6. So Jobs children were eating, and drinking wine, for they were at a plenteous and solemn feast that day.

3. It was a day of feasting in their eldest brothers house, that is another thing which proves it was an extraordinary feast day.
It was a feast, and a feast of wine, and a feast of wine in their eldest brothers house, who had a larger estate, a fuller portion, and to answer the dignity of his primogeniture, ought to make a more solemn feast then the rest did: This was the day that Satan picks out and chooses to bring all these sad afflictions upon Job, an ordinary day would not serve his turn; without doubt this was not the immediate day or time, after which he got that Commission from God, All that he hath is in thine hand. Satan went away, he would have been at it as soon as he could, but yet he waiteth for a special time, wherein he might do it with greatest advantage; and that is the point I shall observe from this.

That Satan observeth and watcheth his time to fasten his temptations most strongly upon the soul. He watcheth a day, there was a day, and there was not a day in the whole year, upon which he could have done it with greater advantage then upon that day. As the mercies of God are exceedingly indebted to us by the season in which they come to us: When they come to us in our special deed, how sweet is a mercy then! And as our obedience is exceedingly commended to the acceptation of God, when it is upon a fit day, when it is on the day, wherein he calls for and expects it: And as our sins are exceedingly aggravated, by the season and time wherein they are committed: what sin upon this day? A day of trouble, a day of humiliation? As Elsha rebuked Gehazi, Is this a time to receive money, and to receive garments? &c. Is this a time for thy heart to run out sinfully after the world? So likewise the temptations of Satan and the afflictions which he brings upon the servants of God, are exceedingly embittered by the season, and he knows well enough, what seasons will make them most bitter; and what can more imber a cup of sorrow, then to have it brought us upon a day of rejoicing? Solomon tells us, that as he that taketh away a garment in cold weather, and as vineger upon nitre, so is he that singeth a song to an heavy heart; If joy be troublesome in our sorrows, how troublesome is sorrow in the midst of our joys? Prov. 25. 20. Then, Satan could never have found out such a time as this: Must he needs be afflicting the Father, when the children were a feasting? Could he find out no other time but this? Must his tears be mingled with their wine? Must the childrens rejoicing day be the Fathers mourning day? Must Satan needs shew his malice against the Father, when the children were shewing their love one to another? It was
a love-feast: Thus he did with Christ; it is observed that when Christ had fasted 40 days and 40 nights and afterwards was hungry, then the Tempter came, he lays hold of this advantage, he would not come till he was hungry, to persuade him to turn stones into bread. What a strength had this temptation from the season? Who would not make bread for himself if he can, when he is hungry? Had Christ been full, there had not been such an edge upon, such a waight in the temptation. How many doth Satan provoke to turn stones into bread, when he comes to them in their hunger? Thou art in a strait, like to starve and perish, turn stones into bread, that is, procure thy self meat and provisio by unlawfull and sinful ways; this is indeed to turn stones into bread. So here at this time when Job was rejoysing (as doubtlesse he did) to see the love and unity of his children, now at this time Satan attempts to turn their bread into a stone, to bruise and break the heart of their tender Father, Afflictions press most when they are least expected.

Let us observe then this mixture of malice and cunning in Satan, in choosing his time. To carry a man from one extremity to another, puts him upon the greatest extremity: To make the day of a mans greatest rejoysing to be the day of his deepest sorrows; this is cutting, if not killing sorrow. To be brought from extrem sorrow to extrem joy suddenly, doth rather amaze then comfort the spirit of man: It is said that when the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion, the people were like them that dream: the change was so great, so sudden, that they were rather astonishe and amazed then comforted with it, for a while. So, much more to be hurried from extrem joy to extrem sorrow, from the borders of comfort to the brink of death on a sudden, is not so much to affliet a man, as to confound and distract him. This course Satan takes with Job.

It were well if we could be wise in this respect to imitate Satan, to choose out our day to do good when there is greatest probability of success, as he chose out his day to do mischief: It is the Apostles rule, as you have opportunity to do good; if we could be wise to lay hold upon opportunities, it would be a wonderfull advantage to us; as a word fitly spoken is a word upon the wheel, so a work fitly done, is a work upon the wheel, it goth on, takes upon the heart both of God and man. Let us consider whether now we have not a season, whether this be not a day that holds
holds forth to us a glorious opportunity. Surely we may present this day unto you, as a day to be doing in. Let us therefore be as quick in this our day to do good, as Satan was in that day to do hurt. This is a day wherein great things are doing, and grievous things are a suffering by many of our brethren, therefore you should be working this day, make a day on't. This is a day in which sons of Belial, men that will not bear Christ's yoke, are combining to break it, and to cast his cords from them. Then join this day, to help Christ; else, as Mordecai said to Esther; If thou al.Ec. 4,14., together holdest thy peace at this time (this was a day for Esther to work in) then shall their enlargement and deliverance arise to the Jews from another place, but thou and thy father's house shall be destroyed. So I may say to you in reference to the present opportunity; if you altogether hold your peace, hold your purses, and hold your hands at this time, at such a day as this, enlargement will come to the Church some other way, but you may be destroyed, who think to hold and keep your peace either by saying or doing nothing; if ever you will appear, this is a day to appear in to do good. Let us be wise to manage and improve our day; that it may never be said of us, as our Lord Christ did of Jerusalem: If ye had known, even ye, in this your day, the things which belong unto your peace, Luke 19, 42. It is a fadder thing to have had a reason and not to know it (is. not to believe), then not to have had it. Solomon tells us, Eccles. 8, 6. That, because to every purpose there is a time and judgment, therefore the miseries of man is great upon him. Misery cannot be greater to a man, because there is a time for every purpose, but because men are either so blind that they cannot see, or so sluggisht that they will not make use of the proper time for every purpose. Thus the preacher himself expounds it, Chap. 9, 12. For man also knoweth not his time, as the fishes that are taken in an evil net, and as the birds are taken in a snare, so are the sons of men snared in an evil time, when it falleth suddenly upon them. Consider what Solomon's experience taught him: Let not your inadvertisencie of these times, make you a new experiment of that ancient truth, And leave men that would be wise, especially that pretend to wisdom, to be numbered among, and compared with a silly bird, a silent fish.

Then again, Forasmuch as it was the day of their great feast, of their feast with wine, upon which this great affliction assaulted Job. Observe,
That the fairest and clearest day of our outward comfort may be clouded and overcast before the evening. It was as fair a day as ever began in Job's family, a feast, and a feast with wine, and that in the eldest Brothers house, and yet all was darkness before night.

This is true in reference to ungodly men, great and terrible judgements fall suddenly upon them; their light is turned into darkness in a moment, as Christ compares it to the days of Noah and the days of Lot; As it was (faith he) in the days of Noah, they did eat, they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage until the day that Noah entered into the Ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all; and as it was in the days of Lot, &c. both which are in two words set out by the Apostle; when they shall say, peace and safety, then sudden destruction cometh. Thus it is with ungodly men, their Sun often sets at noon, when they say, yea when they conclude all's well, then judgement mixt with wrath is at the door. This is a truth also in reference unto godly men; and the Churches of God, all their outward comforts may be clouded in a day, while they are eating and drinking not sinfully; but in a holy manner: suppose, as the Apostle adviseth, to the glory of God, yet even at that time all may presently be taken away. And therefore, as the Apostle saith, rejoice as if you rejoiced not in the creature, and eat as if you did not eat, and buy as if you possessed not. Why? For the fashion of this world, the Scheme of this world passeth away. You see it did with Job; in what a godly fashion was his worldly estate in the morning, how was it desest and adorned in perfect beauty, in all its excellencies (as we heard it before described,) yet before night, all the fashion of it pass away, and the beauty of it was quite blasted: Therefore you that have great estates, and good estates, estates well gotten, and well govern'd, be not high-minded, trust not in uncertain riches; if riches increase, and if they increase in a right way, yet set not your hearts upon them, for the fashion of worldly things quickly passeth away; Riches make themselves wings to fly away, when thou art making doors and locks, bolts and bars to keep them in. That for the time in the 13. verse.

But what did Satan upon this day? That is set forth in the 14. verse, and so on. And there came a messenger unto Job and said, The Oxen were plowing, and the Asses feeding beside them.
There came a messenger. The Jewish Rabbins and some of the Fathers, tell us that these messengers were Devils, evil spirits in the likeness of men. But surely the opinion hath little likeness with the truth, therefore with Beza, I lay it by and reject it amongst the tales of the Rabbins. These messengers were really the escaped servants of Job, as we shall see afterward.

Now the messenger bespeaks Job thus, The Oxen were plowing, they were hard at their work, and the Asses were feeding beside them. The word in the Hebrew is this, the Asses were feeding at their hand; or at hand; to be at hand, doth note neerless, in our language we say, such a thing is at hand, or such a man is at hand, the day of our fear is at hand, when we mean they are near; The Lord is at hand, Phil. 4. 5. se. nigh unto us for our help. So a Thes. 2. 2. It is applied also to neerless of place as well as of time, Neb. 3. 2. where the building of the wall of Jerusalem is described, it is said, Next unto him built the men of Jericho, the Hebrew is, at the hand of him built the men of Jericho, that is, next to him in place.

Now the messenger describeth all in such a posture, The Oxen were plowing, and the Asses feeding: by this to assure Job of the care and diligence of his servants about his business, for the securing of his Cattel, and improving of his ground: as if he should have said, this sad affliction which is come upon thee, did not come through our negligence or improvidence, we were about our business according to our several places; The Oxen were plowing, and the Asses were feeding by them; they were not carelessly left to danger, but our eye was upon them, yet notwithstanding they were all surprized and taken away.

From this relation of the posture of Job's servants and Cattel at the time when this affliction fell upon them, we may observe thus much.

That all our care and diligence cannot secure outward things unto us. Afflictions may take us in the midst of our best and most honest endeavours. A man may be looking to, and ordering his estate, and yet at the very time, while his eye is upon it, he may see it take its flight like an Eagle towards Heaven, while he is ordering of it, he may see disorder and confusion coming upon it, while he is settling of it by honest care, he may quickly see it unseated, removed, and all broken to pieces, as it was here with Job; he was in a very good way, his servants were honestly employed, but sud-
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Chap. 1.

duly all is gone, the Oxen were taken away, and the Asses that fed by them. But who made this attempt? The messenger informs that in the next words:

And the Sabeans fell upon them.

The Sabeans. The Hebrew is, Saba fell upon them, the Country for the people, Saba for the Sabeans. As we use to say, Spain made war, and France made war, that is, the Spaniards made war, or the French made war; so it is such an expression, Saba fell upon them, that is, the people inhabiting Saba.

Fell upon them. The word noteeth a mighty violence, they came upon them as from above, they came pouring down upon them like a storm. There is such a phrase in war, when they go violently upon a place, they are said to storm the place, to storm the gates of a Castle, or of a City; so here, they fell upon them, that is, they came violently upon them like a storm. In Prov. 1. 27: destruction is described to come upon wicked men like a whirlwind.

The Sabeans were a people (as it is concluded by most interpreters) inhabiting Arabia felix; neere the Country where Job dwelt. And for the manners of these people, it is observed by Historians, that they were a people famous only for robberies, a people that lived by pillage and by plundering of their neighbors, Such a people they were. These Sabeans fell upon them, they took away thy Cattell, and have slain thy servants with the edge of the Sword.

Here it may be questioned, How or why these Sabeans at such a time should fall upon the estate of Job? What hurt had Job done them? Job lived in a faire way with all his neighbors, and kept good quarter and correspondence with them; he was not a man of war or contention, how then commeth it to passe that these fell upon Job's estate and took it away, and upon that day too, in this nick of time?

As when the Widow of Tekjoh had told a fair tale to David about the bringing back of Absalom, the King asked her, Is not the band of Joab with thee in all this? So, when you see such men, Sabeans and Chaldeans falling upon the estate of Job, you may demand, Is not the band of Satan in all this? Yes, no doubt. These Sabeans fall upon Job's estate, but Satan first fell upon the Sabeans.
Sabeans, and by strong temptations provoked them to do this service.

But how could he prevail upon the Sabeans, that they should come and do his business now at this time?

The Apostle telleth us, that wicked men are led captive by Satan at his will. Satan doth lead men captive at his will, while they are as they conceive conquerors, riding in triumph, doing their owne will. These Sabeans come to execute their own designes, but Satan had a design upon them, he brought them thus to spoil the estate of Job.

But what could Satan do? How could Satan prevail with these? Can he force men to be his instruments, to execute his designes upon the people of God? Or hath he Sabeans and Chaldeans, Nations and people at his beck, or under his command?

No, Satan cannot force or compel them against their wills, but as that Scripture saith, he leads them captive at his will; and as another Scripture, he is a Prince of the power of the air, and he works in the children of disobedience, yea he works like a Prince, mightily and powerfully in the children of disobedience; Though he cannot constrain Ephes. 2:2, them, yet he can work mightily in them to effect what he hath to do.

But how doth he bring them about thus readily and suddenly to act what he projects?

Thus; First, He finds out the temper and disposition of the persons; That Satan can do; he is a great Naturalist, and hath a great deale of help to his skill, long experience, by both he can goe very far in discovering the dispositions of men, which way their spirits tend; and he found out that these Sabeans were a people given to robbery and spoyle, and so fit ministers for him to work by in his design of spoiling the estate of Job. Secondly, When he hath found out the natural temper or state of a mans heart, he can lay a bait of temptation suitable to that inclination and desire: finding out a people given to spoyle, he presently sets before them rich spoyle, there are a tempting object. See, yonder is a brave prize for you, yonder is a rich man, his estate will be good plunder, yonder are Oxen and Asses more, there's good booty to be had. Thus finding out their disposition, he presents or holds up an object to them which hits it fully. Thirdly, Satan deals with man to draw him to his purpose a degree further, by injecting and casting into the mind the motion to do this:

X

He
He not only presents such and such a thing, such and such an opportunity, but he casts in and injects the motion. As it is said of Judas, that the Devil put it into his heart to betray Christ; the Devil being a spirit hath access to our spirits, and can convey himself into them, and infill his suggestions as the Lord Christ did breath upon his Disciples, and so they received the Holy Ghost, and were filled with the Spirit; so Satan breaths filthy suggestions into the spirits of men, and fills them with all manner of wickedness, malice, unrighteousness, he fills them with the spirit of Hell: *Why hath Satan filled thine heart, faith Peter to Anna- rum?* Satan had fill'd his heart to be, to the Holy Ghost; thus he infilled these thoughts of gain by robbery and murder into the Sabeans and Chaldeans, and filled their hearts brim full: Then they resolve to act it with the hand, and so they become his instruments. Lastly, Satan can do somewhat more then inject and suggest such thoughts; he can mightily irritate and provoke, and stir up the heart to be willing to give entertainment to such a motion. He not only barely presents his temptation, but vehemently backs it, and will give no rest to a man till he yields it: As it is said of his tempting David, that Satan stood up and provoked David to number the people, He did not only inject such a thought into David, but he provoked him, he never let him alone, but followed him, solicited him to it. This Satan can do; And yet he cannot press men to take up arms for his designs, all those that fight under Satan's colours are Volunteers, he never constrains any, neither can he, the will is never forced by him; neither can it be. Satan uses no compulsion beyond a moral, persuasion well set on; he can but vex us (as the Midianites did Israel) which his wiles. He is an Achitophel, not an Alexander, a Machiavel, not a Caesar.

This is the manner of Satan's working in the children of disobedience. All these things he can do; yet I believe he is not always put to do all these upon every one over whom he prevails. Some come to this work on easier terms than others. He needs not provoke and solicit them, a suggestion wins them. The very sight of an object overcomes them: *Yea some stand ready offering their service unto Satan, and setting themselves to work any wickedness he will employ them in.* I have shewed you the most that Satan can do; I conceive he had not much to do with these Sabeans to invite them to this war: *That which is in motion*
tion is easily moved. And as we say, He must needs run whom the Devill drives, so the Devil needs not drive them who are running of themselves.

It being opened, what these Sabeans were, and how they came into the service of Satan, what made them take up Arms, as it were, in his cause; we may observe from hence.

First, That wicked and ungodly men while they satisfy their own lusts, are but doing the works of Satan and executing his designs. These Sabeans, though they did not think it, yet they came upon Satan's errand: So God, when he doth justly use wicked men to punish or correct his people, they do their own will, and they have their own way; but God hath his way too, he overrules them to effect his business at that time; As it is said of the King of Assyria, O Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, I will send him against an hypocritical Nation, and against the people of my wrath will I give him charge; Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth his heart think so, Isa. 10. he hath purposes of his own. So they that are agitated by Satan and provoked by him, they think not so, they think not; they are doing the will and work, the dirty drudgery of Satan, but the truth is, they do nothing else all the while. You are of your father the Devill, and his lusts will you do, saith Job. 8. Christ to the Jews, while they do their own, they fulfill the lusts and designs of Satan. As it is said in the Revelation, The Devil shall cast some of you into prison; it was not the Devil in person, Revel. 2,10. it was the Devil in his seconds or servants; and these men little thought that they did the Devil's service at that time, if one should have come and told them, you are now doing the Devil's work, and undertaking a service for him, you are so many instruments and agents for Hell; they would not have believed it; but the truth is, it was the Devil's work, and they did it so devilishly, that from both it is said the Devil did it, he cast some of them into prison. It is a fearful thing to persecute or oppress the people of God, such in serving their own lusts, are indeed the right hand of Satan, the Devil's hirelings.

Secondly, Forasmuch as Satan will have Sabeans and Caldeans to afflict Job's estate, he could have destroyed all himself if he pleased. Good Angels have mighty power, and so have wicked Angels too, if God will let them alone to put out their power therefore they are called Principalities and powers. Satan had Ephes. 6. leave, he might have taken what course he would with the estate
of Job: he doth not call in the Sabeans and the Chaldeans to this work, because he could not do it himself; No, it is because he would work by others, he would have instruments.) Note from hence;

That Satan loveth to draw others to be partakers with him in his designs. Though he can doe his work alone, yet he will have man joyn with him in it, if he can: And in this he imitates God himself, who hath an almighty power, is able to do all things alone if he please, yet he usually calleth in instruments: He is able to convert alone by the motion of his Spirit, but he will have Preachers to convert by the ministry of the Word: He is able to protect his people from their enemies by his own strength, yet he will have Armies mustered to do it by. And why doth God chuse to work thus? There is a double good in it. He doth it that he may do good two ways at once. First, His creature is saved and relieved, that's one good. Secondly, Men who are employed as instruments are honoured and respected; They having given helpe to God in such a cause, (so he interprets it, a coming forth to help the Lord against the mighty;) God gives them honour in the eyes of all his servants; there is another good. So Satan, while he setteth men a work, Sabeans, Chaldeans, and others to do mischief, he doth a double mischief at once; he doth mischief to Job or others whom he afflicts, and he doth mischief to his instruments, he makes these sin, as he makes others suffer: If he carry on the work alone, they suffer, but others do not partake in the guilt of the sin; but now when he useth instruments to effect his wicked designs, he makes one miserable and the other wicked. This is one of Satan's methods, he will work by means, and do his businesse by the hands of men, that he may at once do a double mischief.

Thirdly, In that these Sabeans and Chaldeans are observed in Histories to be a people given much to robberies and spoil, and these are the men whom Satan picks out for this businesse. Observe;

That Satan suiteth his temptations to mans natural temper and inclination. Wheresoever he tempteth, he takes this advantage if he can discover or obtain it. He is wiser then to set sail against wind and tyme, to row against the stream; Therefore he labours all he can to find which way the stream of every mans affections runs; and to what fits his relations, his calling or his opportunities
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And have slain thy servants with the edge of the sword.

This is a further aggravation of the affliction; they did not only fall upon Job's cattell and took them away; but they slew his servants. A man's servants are nearer to him than his cattell, than his Oxen, and his Asses; servants are next unto our Children. So that this was an heightening of Job's sorrow, not only are your cattell gone, but your servants are slain, and they are slain (faith he) with the edge of the sword; the word in the Hebrew is they are slain with the mouth of the sword.

We read in Scripture sometimes of the face of the Sword, and sometime of the mouth of the Sword. As Isa. 31. 8. where we translate, they shall flee from the Sword, the Hebrew is, they shall flee from the face of the Sword; the like Text you have, Jer. 25. 27. Now when the Scripture speaks of the face of the Sword, it is meant of war coming, or war preparing and approaching. But the mouth of the Sword is war inflicted, war acted. This phrase, the mouth of the Sword, is used to shew that the Sword is a great devourer: Deut. 32. 42. I will make mine arrowes drunk with blood, and my Sword shall devour flesh. War hath a terrible face, it hath a wide mouth and sharp teeth. They have slain thy servants with the edge of the Sword, the mouth of the Sword hath devoured them.

At this day we have great cause to have our hearts deeply affected with this thing. There hath been (as it were) the face of the Sword a great while looking towards us, but now there is the very mouth of the Sword gaping at us, yea tearing, gnawing, and devouring.
youring the flesh and bones of thousands amongst us. Where the Sword comes it will devour; war is a great judgment, one of God's sore judgments, the forest of all God's outward judgments. David chooseth the pestilence rather than the Sword; the pestilence is a devourer, but the Sword is a greater devourer. And though the Prophet Jeremiah in his Lamentations makes famine a forer judgment then the Sword (Cap. 4.9.) They that be slain with the Sword are better then they that be slain with hunger; Yet the Sword is in this worse then famine, because usually it is the cause of famine. The Sword cuts off food, the support of man's life, as well as the life of man. While the Sword is making it self fat, it hath famine in the belly of it.

We need not go to Jeremy or Josephus for the proof of this, in Jerusalem's Babylonian or Roman desolations: sad Germany, bleeding Ireland, are nearer witnesses and spectacles of it at this day. The Sword hath open'd a way for famine to enter both, and which of the two hath eaten most flesh, is hard to determine. Let us cry earnestly to God that the mouth of the Sword may be stopped, or continued open only to devour those who would devour the man that is more righteous then they; let us pray that blood may be spared, or none but corrupt blood spilt. Spare thy people O Lord; It is (I confess) one of the saddest prognosticks in my observation against this Nation: That God hitherto hath made little difference. Our Sword hath not yet been taught from Heaven to distinguish of men. Precious blood hath been drawn; and men whose very hairs were all numbered (that is highly priz'd) by God, have been numbered among the slain. It must satisfy us that the will of God is so. The answer which David gave Joabs messenger is good settling counsel now (2 Sam 11.25.) Let not this thing displease thee (He speaks this after the fall of noble Urijah) for the sword (not by accident but decree, not casually but providentially) devoureth so and so and such (as the Hebrew elegance hath it) one as well as another, so we translate. It is mercy, we are not all consumed by this eater, as in the Text ye may read all the servants of Job were, excepting one, only one got out of the mouth of the sword, it eat up all saving one, and he was saved; that by the report of this destructive sword he might destroy Job himself.
And I only am escaped to tell thee.

The Word in the Original is double, Tantum ego, solus ego, only I, alone am escaped, as if the man should have said between horriority and amazement, much ado I had to get away without losing somewhat of myself, I only single, single I got away and escaped. The sword was very hungry, when but one man of all Job's servants escaped the teeth of it.

But how cometh it to passe that this one man escaped?

Certainly, as I said before, the hand of Satan was in this also. For howsoever the Lord ordered and disposed all these things, yet he let Satan work in his circle, in his compass to contrive things as he pleased himself, the most aptly he could imagine, to afflict and trouble Job, therefore there is something in it, no good will (I believe) to Job, that this one man had the favour of quarter, or the mercy of an escape.

It was not out of any compassionate respect to Job that one of his servants comes home alive. It was rather to increase the affliction of Job and for the perfecting of his sorrows: this man was not slain, that Job may be more deeply wounded. There are two reasons, which may be assigned why one man escaped out of every one of these calamities.

First, That the report of his affliction might come suddenly to him. A man that escapes out of such a danger needs no driving, his fear will add wings to his feet; he will run home again.

Secondly, For the certainty of it. Reports fly abroad, they may be false, Fama menstruus, 'fame is a liar. Job might have had such reports from his neighbours in the Country, all your cattle are seized upon, and all your servants are slain; and Job might slight it and say, This might be but a rumor, I give no credit to it: Therefore Satan lets one of his own servants come frightened home with the news, one that was there, one that was an eye-witness, one that Job knew, one that had no reason, much less the boldness to bring false tales to him; that so the report coming speedily and certainly, his heart might be smitten presently. It is some abatement of an evil to have but a colour to doubt of it. If we can but lay hold of any circumstance which renders an evil report improbable, and may for a while strengthen our unbelief of it, we may in that interim get more strength of faith to bear it, when we see it is certain and unquestionable.
unquestionable. There was no mercy in such a sparing.
And we may observe out of it, that which Solomon speaks of
the mercies of the wicked is most true of Satan's; The very tender
mercies of Satan are cruel, the best of his mercies, his sparing are
woundings, he never sparest but with an intent to do further hurt.
Job's afflictions had not gone so deep, if this man had not been left to
bring the message.
It followeth,

Verse 16. While he was yet speaking there came also another and said, the
fire of God is fallen from Heaven and hath burnt up the Sheep
and the servants and consumed them, and I only am escaped alone
to tell thee.

In this verse we have the second charge which this great enemy
gives Job. While he was yet speaking, there came also another. Afflictions
seldom go alone; And therefore when one affliction is ended, look
another should begin, and labour to prepare for it. Job having re-
cceived this message of the loss of his cattell and death of his serv-
ants, while the messenger was yet speaking, a second comes with
a sadder story then that. Satan would not give him the least breathing
or intermission, while he was yet speaking, one evil will tread upon
the heel of another; as wave overtakes wave in the sea; so it was
here, here was wave after wave, to overwhelm his spirit. And as
it is said in the Revelation, concerning him that sat on the white
horse, that he rode out conquering and to conquer; there was no inter-
misison of his victories; so Satan goeth forth, afflicting and to afflict,
 vexing and to vex, tempting and to tempt, he will never give o-
ver. While he was yet speaking, there came also another, and said, the fire of
God is fallen upon thy sheep.

The fire of God.

Why is it here called the fire of God? Some conceive it is called
the fire of God, because sent from God: that is ascribed to God,
which comes from God, as that Gen. 19:24 where it is said, that
the Lord did rain fire and brimstone upon Sodom out of Heaven
from the Lord, or Jehovah did rain from Jehovah fire upon So-
dom to consume it: And Levit. 10:2. it is said, That a fire went
out from the Lord and consumed Nabad and Abihu. Elijah procure-
cures fire from Heaven to consume the Captains that came from the King to take him; 2 Kings. 1. 10, 12. The Psalmist speaking of the plagues of Egypt (Psal. 105. 32.) faith that the Lord sent flames of fire in the Land; So some expound that place, Psal. 104. 3. He maketh his Angels spirits, and his ministers a flame of fire, that is, he useth flames of fire for his ministers, for his messengers; God sometimes sends a fire on his errands, though we know that place is applied to the Angels by the Apostle, Heb. 1. 7.

But here rather it is called the fire of God in another regard; for howsoever this fire was sent of God, as all afflictions are; yet because the immediate kindler of it was Satan, he had the power put into his hand; therefore this was not a fire (in that sense as those other fires are said to be) sent from God. But it may be called (as usually in Scripture) the fire of God, because of the strangeness of the fire, it was a wonderful, an extraordinary fire; and so it is very ordinary in the Hebrew to use the name of God, El, Elohim or Jehovah, as an Epithet, as an additional word to heighten the excellence or rareness or things. We finde that phrase often, A man of God, the Hebrewes say to call one a man of God, is as much as to say, he is an extraordinary man, a man of an excellent spirit, a prophet, a Holy man: In that Psalm where the Church is shadowed under the similitude of a Vine, it is said, She did send forth her branches like the goodly Cedars; So we translate it, the Original word is, She sent forth her branches as the Cedars of God; that is, excellent Cedars, tall and extraordinary Cedars. In Psalm 36. 6. comparing the love of God to great Mountains; Thy loving kindness is as the great mountains, the word is, like the mountains of God; Psalm 65. 9. Thou refreshest it with the River of God, that is, with an excellent River:

Cant. 8. 6. speaking of love and of jealousy, Love is strong as death, jealousy is cruel as the grave, the coales thereof are coales of fire, which hath a most vehement flame, the word in the Original is, a flame of God; the coales thereof are coales of fire, the flame of God, that is, as we translate it, a vehement flame. So here the fire of God, that is, a strange fire, an unheard of, an unusual fire, a vehement fire, such a fire as had not been seen nor observed before. Therefore the Hebrewes call extraordinary things the things of God; because indeed all the wonders and excellencies, all the glory and goodness that is in creatures, is but a foot-step, a print or drop of that excellency and glory and power that is in God,
God, therefore every thing that is most excellent, is ascribed unto 
God. It is most equall that his name should be stampt upon all 
excellent things in the creature, who is the cause of all creature ex-
cellence. This fire being a strange and extraordinary fire, is said to 
be the fire of God.

This fire of God is conceived to have been some terrible flash of 
lightning, which in a moment destroyed and consumed the sheep 
and shepheards. And this is more probable because it is said; to fall 
down from heaven, that is out of the aires, for so often in Scripture, 
heaven, is put for the aires, the middle region of the aires, where Sa-
tan hath great power, therefore he is called, the Prince of the aire; He 
can do mighty things, command much in that Magazin of Heaven, 
where that dreadfull Artillery, which makes men tremble, those 
fiery Meteors, thunder and lightning, are lodged and stored up. Sa-
tan let loose by God can do wonders in the aires; He can raise storms, he can 
discharge the great Ordnance of Heaven, thunder & lightning, and 
by his art he can make them more terrible and dreadfull then they 
are in nature. If the skill and art of man can heighten naturall 
things, then much more the skill of Satan. I doubt not but many 
fearfull impressions are made in the aires by devils, carrying na-
ture (by Gods permission) farre above its owne course, and these 
are properly marvels or wonders, (such as the magicians wroght in 
Egypt by the help of Satan) for miracles are quite out of the devils 
sphere. But he can do wonders, and such was this fire falling from 
Heaven, &c: A marvel or wonder is nature mightly improved, a mi-
acle is nature totally crossed, if not contradicted. Observe this 
for the nature of that fire; the effect of it follows in the next 
words.

It hath burnt up the sheep and the servants, and consumed them.

The word in the Original is, It did burne them and eat them up. Fire is a devouring element. Devouring fire, as before a de-
vouring Sword; these were devouring judgements upon Job. Yet 
it doth not necessarily inferre that the sheep were all burnt to 
ashes; but that the sheep were all killed by that flame of lightning 
that came from heaven; for it is said of Nadab and Abihu (of which 
wee spake before) that a fire went out from God, and did 
consume them, it is the same original word that is here in the 
Text: A fire went out from God, and did eat them up, yet wee 
know,
know their bodies were not consumed, for they were carried out to their burial and their garments were upon them. So that this consuming doth not note the burning of things to ashes, but a striking of them to death; it is a devouring fire, because it is a destroying fire, it takes away life: and thus lightnings kill rather by piercing and penetrating than by consuming and devouring.

But now here it will be questioned for the further opening of this, why Satan chooses thus to consume the sheep with fire? why doth he not rather use spoylers to take them away? He could doubtless have got the Sabeans to have fetched away the flocks of sheep, as well as the droves of greater cattell; he could have procured them easily: why then doth he cause fire from Heaven to come down, the fire of God to consume them?

I answer, his reason for this was to put the greater sting into the affliction. He would not have the sheep taken away after the same manner that the Oxen and Camels were, that he might aggravate Job's trouble, and provoke him if he could to be passionate against God, yea, and (for that was his great designe) to blaspheme God; therefore he procures fire from Heaven to fall upon the sheep, thereby to beget an opinion in Job that God was now become his enemy as well as man. When we suffer from man, then the afflicted soule flies to God, makes his complaint and moane to him; as doubtless Job did when he heard of those crucell Sabeans, and what they had done; but lest Job should reform in his thoughts to Heaven, and comfort himself in God again, the next messenger telleth him that God is his enemy too, that the fire of God is fallen upon the sheep, an extraordinary fire; as if he should say, God fighteth against thee as well as the Sabeans; Alas, now to whom should Job make his moane! That speech of Eli concerning sinne may well be appled to suffering. If one man sinneth against another the Judge shall judge him, but if a man sinneth against the Lord, who shall interreat for him? So if a man suffer from men, he may goe unto God, but if God himselfe do appear to be an enemy and to fight against us, to whom shall we goe? Indeed Job knew how to goe to God, though he did appear as an enemy, but that is the greatest straight, and so doe thus notes the greatest spiritual both skill and strength.

Hence observe,

That Satan's great designe against the people of God or any servant of God is to provoke them to ill thoughts of God, to perswade them
them that God is their enemy, to bring the love and good will of God into suspicion; therefore he causeth this great fire, and (it is like) formed the servants language in that cutting phrase, The fire of God is fallen upon the sheep. Thou canst not put this off, as thou mightest do the other, and say, this is but the malice or the covetousness of the Sabeans, that rob’d me of my goods, and slew my servants; No, thou shalt see now that God himself is angry, Heaven frowns upon thee, the fire of God from Heaven consumes thee. Turne over the records of all antiquity, and see whether God ever dealt thus with any, but those cursed Sodomites upon whom God rained fire from Heaven; Thou who comest so near them in the punishment, hast reason to judge thy selfe not farre behinde them in linne.

Secondly observe,

Those afflicitions are most grievous wherein God appears to be against us. The malice of devils and the rage of men may be endured, but who can stand before God, when he is angry? If God doth but withdraw his comforts, the soul sinks under smallest trials, how then can it stand if God should reveal his wrath against us, when we are in great trials?

It may here be questioned, why the sheep were consumed with fire, rather than any other of his cattell, rather then any other of his substance?

There are two things in that. First, the Sheep were used in Sacrifice. When the days of their fasting were ended, Job offered sacrifice, and the sheep chiefly were offered in Sacrifice. Now Satan by consuming the sheep hoped to fasten this upon Job, if possibly he could, that God was angry with his very Sacrifice. God was angry with his services. As if he should say, Does thou thinke that the offering up of thy sheep in sacrifice hath beene pleasing to God? Certainly if the fire of those Sacrifices had delighted God, if he had smelt a savour of rest in them (as he is said to have done, when Noah offered Sacrifice after the flood, Gen. 8. 21.) Hee would never have sent a fire from Heaven to consume them. That is conceived by Expositours to be an especiall reason why the sheep were consumed, namely to cast Job upon this apprehension, that his very Sacrifices were rejected of God: that he might conclude of himself (as Solomon WITH THE WICKED) that his sacrifices were an abomination to the Lord, and to shew that God would now have no more of his Sacrifices, God himselfe made one.
one Sacrifice of them all. But Origen brings in Job excellently retorting this suggestion upon Satan. I sacrificed now one and then another of my Sheep to God, but now blessed be God, who hath accepted all my flock as one burnt-offering.

Again the Sheep were consumed by fire, as to make Job conceive that his former services were rejected, so to take him off and discourage him from offering any more such services; to make him despair of ever thriving in the way of those duties; and conclude, surely God is so angry now, that all my services, all my sacrifices will never appease him nor profit me: therefore I was as good lay by these duties as performe them, when I get no good. This is a dangerous temptation; if Satan by such prejudices against holy duties, can cause us to lay them by, the day is won: for then the soul is left naked & unarmed. We have not then then so much as a bullrush in our hands to smite him, or a paper breast-plate to secure ourselves. If we give over praying and seeking, we have no ground to expect Christ either assisting or protecting us. That for the second affliction.

While he was yet speaking, there came also another & said, The Caldeans made out three brands, and fell upon the camels, and have carried them away, &c.

This is the third affliction, the taking away of the Camels, the destroyng of the servants that waited upon them. There is not much to stay upon in this, having before opened most of the passages of it in the 15. verse.

While he was yet speaking, there came also another, and said, The Caldeans made out three Bands. Caldeans sometime note a condition or a ranke of men, such as were Diviners, Soothsayers and Astrologers, these are in Scripture called Caldeans. As the Indians called such skillfull persons Gymnosophistes, and the Persians called them their Magi, and the Romans called them Augures, so the Assyrians called them Caldeans. When Nebuchadnezzar dreamed a dream, it is said, that he sent for the Diviners and the Astrologers, and the Caldeans; and afterward the Caldeans take up all, he said to the Caldeans, and the Caldeans said to the King: The Caldeans were put for all those that undertooke the art of Divining and interpreting dreams. But here by the Caldeans, are to be understood, not a condition of men, but a Nation of men, or the people inhabiting Caldea: frequently spoken of by
by the Prophets, and described to the life by the prophet Habakkuk, chap. 1. where the Lord threatened to send the Caldeans against his people, and then describes them, That haste and bitter Nation, their Horses are swifter then the Leopard, and more ravenous then the evening Wolves; such a kind of people they were who were stirred up by Satan to take away the Camels of Job.

These are said to make out three Bands to spoile; They were a people like the Sabæans, delighting in warre and robbery; so much the Etymologie of their Name Cha'dim, (which is the word in the Originall) implieth, being derived from Sadad, which signifies to rob and spoil. These were a wicked generation, yea, these prevail over the estate of Job; victory doth not always attend a just cause. The way of the wicked often prospereth, and the way of these wicked Caldeans prospered so often, that the Prophet Habakkuk complains to God as one scandalized at it: Thou art of purer eyes then to behold evil, and canst not look on iniquity; wherefore lookest thou upon them that deal treacherously and holdest thy tongue when the wicked devoureth the man that is more righteous then he? If ever we should be brought upon a like case, to argue it thus with God, or (as Jeremia did, chap. 12. 1.) to plead with God about his judgements, let us remember to establishe our hearts (before we open our mouthes) with the Prophet Jeremias conclusion in that place, Righteous art thou O Lord, though the wicked devour the man that is more righteous then he. It is very rare that God makes one good man his rod to scourge another; he usually makes the worst of men his rod, his staffe, his sword, to inflict either trials or judgements upon his people. The duty Skullion covers the silver vessele, and makes it both clean and bright for his masters use.

Verse 18. While he was yet speaking there came also another and said, Thy Sonnes and thy daughters were eating and drinking wine in their eldest Brothers house.

Verse 19. And behold there came a great winde from the wilderness, and smote the four corners of the house, and it fell upon the young men, and they are dead; and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

This was as the fourth and last, so the greatest of all Satans assaults, the most fierce and terrible charge that Job had all the day, and Satan reserves this until the evening, till Job was spent and
and spiritless as he hoped. I shall note this in general from it.

That Satan usually keeps his greatest strength and most violent temptations unto the last. When he thinks we are at the weakest, then he commeth with his strongest assaults. If Satan had sent Job word of the death of his children first, [all the rest would have been as nothing to him: he would not have regarded the loss of his Cattell when he heard that all his children were crushed to death by the fall of the house. As some one great evil falling upon us, takes the heart off from having any sense or joy in a lesser good; so one great evil swallows up the sense and feeling of a lesser evil: that great evil which fell upon the Wife of Phineas, when she heard that the Ark of God was taken, afflicted her so extremely, that she could not at all rejoice in the birth of her son; she had no sense of that. Here was therefore the cunning of Satan, lest Job should have lost the smart of the lesser afflictions, lest they should have been all swallowed up in the greater, he brings them out in order, the least first, the greatest is reserved for the last. We observe in warre, that when once the great Ordnance are discharged, the Scouldiers are not afraid of the Musket; so when a great battery is made by some thundering terrible judgement upon the soule, or upon the body or estate of any man, the noys and fears of lesser evils are drowned and abated. Therefore Satan keeps his greatest shot to the last; that the small might be heard and felt, and that the last coming in greater strength might find the least strength to resist it.

And that this was a greater affliction then any of; or then all the former; is so clear that I shall not need to stay long in the confirming of it, only to quicken the point a little, take notice of the greatnesse of it in five respects.

Firstly it appeareth without controversy to be the greatest of all, because it was upon his children: a mans children are more then all that he hath in the world: a mans children are himselfe, every child is the father multiplied; A son is the fathers bowels: and therefore when Paul wrote to Philemon concerning Onesimus, whom (faith he) I have begotten in my bonds; (Acts, the faith of Christ;) Receive Philemon, &c. him who is mine own bowels; A spiritual son is the very bowels of a Minister; he doth but allude to a natural son; a son is the very bowels of the father; this affliction reached unto the very bowels of Job himself; Satan had no leave to afflict the body of Job, and yet you see he afflicts him in his very bowels.

Secondly,
Secondly, the greatness of it is seen in this; his children were all taken away; To loose all our children is as grievous as to lose an only child; Now that is made a cause of the highest sorrow, Zach. 12. 10. They shall mourn for him, as one that mourneth for an only son; that is, they shall mourn most bitterly. Now as the measure of mercies may be taken by the comforts which they produce, so we may take the measure of an affliction by the sorrow which it produceth; And that is the greatest affliction which causeth the greatest sorrow.

Thirdly, it was a further greatness of the affliction, that they were all taken away suddenly. Had death sent them summons, by its usual messenger sickness, but a day before to prepare themselves, it had much sweetened the bitterness of this cup; but to hear they were dead before he knew they were sick; yea when he thought they were merry and rejoicing, how sad was this?

Fourthly, that they dyed a violent death, by a mighty wind casting the house downe upon them. Had they dyed in their beds (though suddenly) it had been some ease to the Fathers heart: violent death hath an impression of wrath upon it. And men can hardly judge well of those, who fall by such judgments; Suspicion will arise, if censure pass not from better men than Barbarians, if they see a viper on the hand of Paul, Acts. 28. It is more then probable from our Saviours question, that those eighteen upon whom the Tower in Siloe fell, and slew them; were commonly supposed greater sinners, or sinners above all men that dwelt in Hierusalem, Luke 18. 4.

Fifthly, They were all taken away when they were feasting; and this did exceedingly aggravate the affliction upon Job, that his children were all destroied feasting; for you know what the thoughts of Job were concerning his children at their feasting; after they had done, he offered burnt-offerings according to the number of them all, for he said, it may be my somes have sinned and cursed God in their hearts. Now at this time, when Satan knew that Job was most solicitous lest his children should sinne, at that time doth he destroy them; that so their father might be afflicted with the thought, that his children dyed unreconciled to God, that they died with sinne upon them unrepented of: That they died a double death, death at once seizing upon both soul and body. This then was a further degree of Satans malice, to wound, vex, and grieve the spirit of Job unto the utmost, How sadly and passionately
I did David lament Absalom's death? Some conceive this was the head of the Arrow that pierced him, because he feared his sonne died in a sinfull condition, he was sodainly taken away in his rebellion, unreconciled either to God or man. Such a thought might fall upon Job's heart; my children are sodainly dead, and dead feasting, it may be they forgot God, it is possible they sinned in feasting, and cursed God in their hearts. Alas my children died before they could so much as thinke of death: I fear they are gone rejoicing to Hell, where they shall wepe for evermore. Doubtlesse Satan did or might fasten such a temptation upon his heart who was so tender of his childrens souls, and so fearefull of their sinning in feasting. So then it is cleere from all these particular considerations, that this was the greatest afflictions.

Be prepared then, not onely to receive another affliction, but to receive a greater affliction, and have thoughts of receiving the greatest affliction at the last. Satan will come with his strongest assaults when thou art weakest. At the time of death when he seeth thee can doe no more, but that he must then doe it, or never doe it, then thou shalt be sure to have the strongest temptations.

It should therefore stirre up the people of God, still to looke for more and more strength to beare afflictions and tentations, and to beg from Christ the greatest strength at last, because they may justly feare the greatest temptations at last. If as Satan doth greaten his temptations, Christ doth greaten his assistance, we shall be able to beare them and be more then conquerours over them.

So much of this fourth charge in the general; I shall now open the words more particularly (for those in the 18. verse I shall not need to say any thing of them, they have been handled before at the 13. verse, which runnes thus; And there was a day when his sones and his daughters were eating and drinking wine in their Eldest Brothers house,) The 19. verse describes the manner of this trial; And behold there came a great wind from the Wilderness, &c.

And Behold.] Ecce or behold, in Scripture ever notes more then ordinary matter following. 1. Great things call for attention. 2. That which is sodain and unexpected, calls us to behold it. 3. Rare things, things seldom seen, invite all to see and wonder at them. Here is matter of admiration. What God threatens in the Law, he seems to fulfill upon Job. I will make their PLAGUE's Deut. 28. 59. wonderfull
wonderfull. There is no Ecce prefixed to any of the former three afflictions; but this as being the most strange and terrible, comes in with an Ecce. And behold—

There came a great winde] It was a winde, and a great winde that came. The winde is elegantly said to come (as the Sun) out of his chamber, and rejoicing as a strong man to run a race, Psal. i. 9. 5. Hence the word which the Latines use for the winde, is derived from a word that signifies to come. Because the winde comes with force and violence. The wind (in the nature of it) is an exhalation arising from the earth, drawn upwards by the power of the Sun and other Heavenly bodies: but meeting and consorting a while with the cold of the middle region of the air, is beaten back again; and being so light that naturally it cannot descend, and so resisted that it cannot peaceably ascend, it takes a course between both, slanting with mighty violence through the air. Thus Philosophers teach. This winde is said to have been a great winde: great in quantity, much winde, a large winde; great also in quality, a vehement, boisterous, angry wind.

Further, this winde is described by the coast or quarter from which it breathed.

From the wil- derness, Or as the Hebrew is, from beyond the wil- derness, from the other side of the wilderness this winde came. Windes are differed by the quarters or points of the Heavens out of which they blow; This winde is described by the place from whence it came, from the Coast out of which it was raised, it was from beyond the wilderness.

There were many wildernesses. Here wilderness is set down indefinitely. There was the wilderness of Moab, and the wilderness of Ziph, and many other wildernesses spoken of in Scripture. What wilderness was this?

It is conceived, that this was either the wilderness of Idumea, or Edom, spoken of 2 King. 3. 8, or else it was Arabia the Desart, which is by way of eminency called The wilderness. It came from the wilderness, that is, it came over that part which is called Arabia deserta or Arabia the wild.

When it is said, this winde came from the wilderness, the coast is cleared, but the cause and firrer up of this winde was concealed. A winde came from the wilderness; but how this wind was rai- sen, and this storm was blown up, there is no mention. We must charge it on him who was the contriver and director of all this mischief;
mischief; Satan Prince of the aire raised up this mighty winde.

WIndes are said sometimes to come from God; As Exod. 10. 13. The Lord brought an East-winde upon the Land of Egypt that it was covered with Locusts, (one of the plagues of Egypt,) And verfe 19. The Lord turned a mighty West-winde which took away the Locusts. And Numb. 11. 31. There went forth a winde from the Lord, and brought Quailes from the Sea, Jonah 1. 4. The Lord sent out a great winde into the Sea. The Heathens (who divided the World among sundry Gods) gave the windes to Æolus, whom they supposed to have them all shut up and locked close in his lodge till he gave them command to fly abroad. It is an argument of a divine power to rule the winds. Who is this day those Sea-men, Mat. 8. 27. that even the windes and the sea obey him. As God only causeth the Sun to shine, and the raine to fall, so the windes to blow. The wind is originally in the hand of God, Hee gathers Prov. 30. 4. the winde in his fift (faith Agar of God,) and sendeth it which way hee pleaseth. But the windes were put for that present into the hand of Satan, and hee had leave to raise a storme for this speciall purpose. So then, there came a great winde from beyond the wilderness, that is, Satan stirred up a mighty winde in those parts and quarters, which came—

And smote the foure corners of the house, and it fell upon the young men, and they are dead.] Here wee see what was the worke of this winde. As it is described by the Region from whence the winde came, so by the effects which it wrought being come; It smote the foure corners of the house; The Hebrewe word is the same used verfe 11. Touch all that bee hath. According to Satan's sense, this winde touched the foure corners of the house. The corners of the house are the strength of the house, and the foure corners are all the strength. Christ is called the Corner stone, because hee is the strength and binding of the Church, hee holds all together. This winde smote the foure corners at once; It may seeme very strange, that one winde, a winde described to come out of one quarter, a southern winde, as this is conceived to have been, comming from the wildernesse, that this one winde should strike all the foure parts of the house together: must it not be a winde from the foure quarters of Heaven which strikes the four corners of a house? I answer, this was an extraordinary winde, there was a wonder carried on the wings of this winde; therefore you have an Ecce of admiration, a Behold set in the beginning of this relation,
tion; This winde did not worke according to the ordinary rate of winds. Or we may say it was a whirle-winde, that tempestuous whirle-winde, which Philosophers call Typhon; Such a winde, as whirls about in a circle, and so it might fetch in or assault all the parts and corners of the house with one blast. Further, Wee must take notice, that Satan was in this wind: He acted and wrought mightily with it for the sure and sodaine effecting of this dreadfull overthrow, the devill spirited this wind. The wind (though for the quicknesse and power of it, called a spirit) is a dull and weak thing compared to a spirit.

There came a great winde from the Wilderness, and smote the four corners of the house, and it fell upon the Young-men, and they are dead.

But what became of his three Daughters? did they escape? They are not named, but they also were involved. It is usuall in Scripture, under one Sex, the superior Sex, to comprise both. All Job's children perished under the ruins of that falling house. Hence Observe,

First, That Satan being left at his owne dispose, can raise and enrage storms and tempests. It is said, Psal. 148.8. That stormy windes and tempests fulfill the will of God. The windes goe often on God's errand; but as often as the Lord gives leave, these stormy windes and tempests fulfill Satan's will; Not his alone, much lesse against the will of God. Satan cannot raise so much winde by his own power as will wave a feather, but when God faith goe, doe such and such things, then the winde like wise fulfill his will: And then he can raise windes enough to move mountains, and raze the foundations of the proudest and strongest buildings.

It is reported, that some wicked wretches trade with witches for windes, they buy windes of the Devill; A most abominable merchandize, and the Lord doth answer them justly, to let them have what they pay for, windes of the Devill; as he speakes in the Prophet, I also will chuse their delusions, when men will be deluded, and go down to hell for help. God will chuse their delusions, saying in his wrath, you that think the devill can give you a wind, the devil shall give you a wind. A wind by which you shall fail at once to the port of your hope, and to the pit of desperation. A wind which (unless you repent) will carry you into that lake wherein there is no water, a lake burning for ever. And the breath of the Lord like a stream of brimstone kindling it.

Secondly,
Secondly, observe here, from the effect of this wind:

That a violent and sudden death, it is no argument of God's anger or disfavour. Here all Job's children were destroyed suddenly and violently, yet it was not in wrath towards the children, but for a trial unto the Father. When they told Christ of some whose blood Pilate had mingled with their Sacrifices; Thinkenot Luk.13.1. (for he) that either these or those upon whom the Tower of Sion fell and slew them, were sinners above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem; I tell you, except ye repent ye shall all likewise perish. As there is no judging of the sines of men, by such kind of exigents and events, for neither of the wrath of God; yet how many by such appearances judge unrighteous judgments being as barbarous as those Barbarians of Malta, who seeing a Viper conning out of the heat and fastening on Paul's hand, they (concluding he must die presently) cenured him to be a murderer, whom though he had escaped the Sea, yet vengeance followed on shore, and would not suffer to live. Wee must not ground our judgements upon the works of God, but upon his Word. In externals there is the same event to all, Eccles.9. Men cannot be distinguished for eternity by what they suffer, but by what they do; not by the manner of their death, but by the tenour of their lives. This is a certaine truth, That man can never dye an evill death, who hath led a good life. There is nothing makes death evil, but the evill which followeth death, or the evill that goes before death.

Thirdly, Here was death, a strange and sudden death surprized the Children of Job, and this when they were feasting, when they were eating and drinking Wine in their eldest Brothers house. Wee may observe from that also by way of admonition, Christians had need to take heed, and bee holy in feasting. While wee are eating and drinking, wee may bee dying; therefore eating and drinking, wee had need bee holy. Take heed to your selves (saith Christ) lest at any time your hearts be Luk.21.34. over-charg'd with surfeiting and drunkennesse; Take heed, lest at any time, because at any time the day may come upon you unawares. That day, whether it bee a day of generall calamity, or personall, may come upon you unawares. It becomes us to bee holy in all manner of conversation, though wee had an assurance of our lives: But seeing in what manner of conversing so ever we bee, death may surprise us, and wee have no assurance of our lives in our greatest
joyes, how holy should we be? Whether you eate or drinke, (faith the Apostle) or whatsoever you doe, doe all to the glory of God. Have God in your eye, let him be your aime. It is prophecied concerning the latter times, That every pot in Jerusalem and Judah shall bee holiness unto the Lord. The very pots in Jerusalem shall bee holy, that is, men at their pots shall be holy, to note that they should be holy in their eatings, in their drinkings: not holy only when they were praying, and holy when they were hearing, but holy in those ordinary natural actions of eating and drinking, holy at their Tables, and in all their refreshings with the creature. Then indeed there is holiness in the heart, when there is holiness in the pot; and 'tis but need, there should be holiness in the pot, when there may be death in the pot.

We may observe somewhat more generally from all these foure fore afflictions considered together. As first, Wee see how quickly the beauty of all worldly blessings may bee blasted. Job in the morning had an estate, as great and as good as his heart could desire in worldly things; there was lustre and strength in and upon all he had, but before night hee had nothing but sorrow to sup upon; He had no retinue of servants left, but foure, referred onely to report his losses. In one day all is gone. It is added as an aggravation of Babylons down-fall, that her judgement shall come upon her in one day. Revel. 18. 8. Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death and mourning and famine, and she shall bee utterly burnt with fire, for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her. In one day all the beauty of Babylon shall bee blasted. Wee neede not now trouble our selves to thinke Babylon is in a great deale of strength and beauty and glory; surely there must be a long time spent in contriving and acting the destruction of Babylon; no, the Lord can blast her beauty and destroy her power in a day; and the Text faith, hee will doe so, in one day all her plagues shall come upon her. That which Babylon hath beene gathering many yeares, shall bee scattered in a moment. She thinkes that by her wisdome and policy she hath laid such a foundation of her own greatnesse as shall never be shaken; And therefore concludes, I sit a Queene and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow. Yet all her strength shall not hold out one day, when God in his displeasure shall lay siege against her walls. So when thee looke upon other great and mighty, prosperous and flourishing enemies, such as flourish like greene bay trees, remember the Lord in one day can wither their branches and kill
kill their roots; yea root them up. Certainly the strength of the Lord is as mighty for the destroying of his enemies, as it is for the afflicting of his own people: if he sometimes gives Commission to take away all their comforts in a day, when their estates are highest and strongest built; Surely he will at last give Commissions for as speedy a dispatch against the estates of his greatest enemies.

And this may be unto us all, matter of Admonition, to prepare for changes, to esteem creatures as they are, perishing substance. Whoever had an estate better gotten, better bottom'd, or better managed than Job? yet all was overthrown and swept away in a moment. We can never expect too much from God, nor too little from the creature.

Lastly, we may learn from the foregoing story of these afflictions, considering that Satan was the contriver and engeneer, who set all a worke.

That Satan is mighty both in power and policy for the effecting of his designs, if God give him liberty and leave. You see he doth not fail nor miscarry in the least, he brings every affliction upon Job in the perfection of it, and he doth not bungle at it, or doe his worke by halves: but he is quick and speedy, both in laying the plot and executing it. There is nothing in this inferior world able to stand before him, no creature, no man, if God let him alone. The good Angels can match, yea and master Devils, there is no doubt of that: but if God stop his Angels and with-draw his hand, the devil would quickly over-run all the world. Wee, wrestle not with flesh and blood, but with principalities and powers. Evil spirits are called powers in the abstract, they have not onely a power, they are not onely powerfull, (hence called principalities, such as have great authority and sovereignty as it were) over others, but they are called Powers. It is not an empty title or a naked name that is given them, but they are filled and clothed with strength proportionable. Satan is a mighty Prince commanding in the spirits of wicked men (there's his throne) he can kindle their lusts and inflame their spirits, set them on fire from hell, and then cause them to goe on with a rage (indoing mischiefe) as high as Heaven. Hee can lead men captive at his will, though not against their owne will. Yet to shew the efficacy of his actsings, he is said to lead them captive at his will, to doe his will and execute his devilsbips designs. It is admirable what Satan can doe upon wicked men,
who are his willing vassals and bond-slaves; if he speak the word they goe, if he suggest they submit; if he move they obey. And likewise we see what a mighty Prince he is in the aire, all the elements and the meteors floop to his direction. Hee cannot only command men who have reason, but hee can command the fire, the water, the windes, the thunders, therefore hee is called the Prince of the powers of the aire; those powers that are in the aire he can command. For though it be true that Satan of himselfe cannot make one sparkle of fire, or so much as one breath of winde, yet if hee be let loose and unchained, hee can goe to Gods Store-house of winde and fire, hee can goe to Gods Magazin of thunder, storms and tempefts, he can fetch out such store of all these, and so enrage them, that no man is able to withstand their violence.

The Apostle taxes all naturall men, that they live without God in the world, that is, they live without a sensible apprehension of the Majesty, of the power, and holiness of God, they are not affected with God in the world. I may say in a sense unto many godly men (and it may bee a reproof unto them) that they live without the devill in the world, that is, they have not such apprehensions of the power and policy and sleights of Satan, as they ought to have. We doe not know, or apprehend as we ought, and as we might, who the devill is, or what his power is. I doe not speak this, as if I would have any meditate and pore upon the power of Satan, so as to be afraid of him; that's no part of my intent: but it is for this end, that our hearts might be raised up to blesse God, who doth binde up such an enemy, and bound such a power, who if hee were let alone, would doe us mischief an hundred times in a day. Nay he would unquiet and unsettle the whole world. This is the reason why we shoule consider the power and policy of Satan, to blesse God, who stops the mouth of this Lyon, so that he cannot stir to do that mischief unto the which his nature doth at once encline and enable him.
Verse 20. Then Job arose and rent his mantle, and shaved his head; and fell downe upon the ground and worshipped.

Verse 21. And said, Naked came I out of my Mothers wombe; and naked shall I returne thither: the Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away, blessed be the Name of the Lord.

Verse 22. In all this Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly.

These three verses contain the third Division of the Chapter, as we showed in the Analysis of it. We have seen in the first, the character of Job in his prosperous estate, and the description of his prosperity. We have seen his afflictions in the causes, in the time, in the instruments, in the matter, and in the manner of inflicting them. In this third part we have the carriage of Job, how Job took it, how he behaved himself in this sad condition. And likewise how God took it that Job did so behave himself. So then,

We may note two things in the general out of these 3 verses.

1. We have the carriage of Job, his behaviour.
2. We have the testimony of God concerning his carriage and behaviour.

The carriage and behaviour of Job is laid downe, verse 20.

21. And concerning his carriage, the Text gives us to consider:

1. What Job did.
2. What Job said.

1. What he did, and that is in the 20. verse, and there we find mentioned five distinct actions of Job upon the receiving of the relation of his affliction.

1. He arose.
2. He rent his mantle.
3. He shaved his head.
4. He fell downe upon the ground.
5. He worshipped.

2. What he said, and that is in the 21. verse, And he said, Naked came I out of my mothers wombe, and naked, &c.

His sayings contain two strong and undeniable augmental Propositions, and one cleare Conclusion, flowing naturally from them both, or from either of them; by which he doth acquit the Lord in his afflicting of him, and also support and strengthen his own foule under those afflictions.
The testimony of God concerning Job's carriage is in the 22. ver. The Lord comes in, as it were like an umpire to determine who got the day, which is resolved when he faileth, In all this Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly. These words expressly set the Laurell of Victory upon the head of Job. Satan undertook that Job (if touched) would curse God; now faith God, looke upon him touch'd, see what he hath done, examine all his actions that are past; observe what he hath spoken, weigh every word that hath come out of his mouth in the balance of truth and reason; and when thou hast done, both, tell me whether he hath yet cursed me.

I pronounce, that in all he hath done, in all he hath said, Job hath not charged God foolishly. That in the general, for the sum of the Context, and for the parts of it.

To begin first with what Job did, his actions.

Then Job arose and rent his mantle, &c.

Then. Job stood out the three former assaults unmoveably, but when he had received the fourth, then his bowels were moved, and then, &c.

Job arose. This was his first action to arise is properly an act of one that sitteth; he is said to arise that before did sit or lie. But yet in Scripture to arise is not always taken so strictly, neither is it in this place. To arise in the Scripture language notes two things. First, the swiftness of doing a thing: when a man doth a thing instantaneously or presently, he is said to arise to do it, to arise and do it, though he were standing or walking before. This is an Hebraism, He arose and rent his mantle, that is, He presently rent his mantle upon the hearing of these messages, especially the last. And so you have the word in divers places, as Judg. 20. 18. The Children of Israel arose and went to the House of the Lord; that is, they went presently up to the House of the Lord, 2 Sam. 14. 31. Then Joab arose and went to Absalom, the meaning is only this, that upon the receiving of that Message, he went with speed, he made no delays: And Neb. 2. 18. when Nehemiah exhorted them to the great work of building the house of the Lord, the people shewing their willingness and readiness express it thus, Let us rise up and build: that is, let us build (as we say) out of hand, speedily.

Secondly, To arise implies the courage, constancy, and strength of those who undertake or go about a business, they arise and do it, that is, they doe it with spirit. So here it may import as much
much concerning Job in his sufferings. He arose and rent his mantle, that is, though he heard all these sad relations, yet his spirit was not over-whelmed, he was not drowned in those sorrowes, he did not sinke downe under them, but he arose and rent his mantle, &c. as if he had raised himselfe up to wrestle with the temptation and the tempter, to wrestle with Satan himselfe. In this fence the Lord is said to rise, Isa. 33. 8, 9. Where there is but sad description of the Land, The Earth mourneth and languisbeth, Lebanon is ashamed, &c. Now will I rise saith the Lord, now will I be exalted, that is, Now will I come and shew my selfe with a mighty power for the deliverance of my people. I will be exalted and they shall rejoice. That Prayer of the old Church, Arise O Lord, and et thine Enemies be scattered, hath the same intendment, desiring the Lord to go forth armed with strength for the helpe of his people and the subduing of their Enemies. Thus Job arose bound with a foure-fold cord of affliction: he raised himselfe up like Samson, though in humility, yet with strength and courage. And so it is opposed to the sinking of the spirit under troubles, as you know the spirit of Eli did, 1 Sam. 4. 18. There was sad tydings brought to Eli concerning the death of his Sonnes and the taking of the Arke, the Text saith, As soon as he heard these things, he fell downe backward, he had no spirit, no strength left in him, he did not arise and rend his garment, but he sinked downe and brake his neck. When Nabal heard of the danger that his churlish and inhospitable answer had almost drawne upon him, 1 Sam. 25. 37. His heart dyed within him, and he became as a stone. When all that Job had was dead and gone, his heart lived, yea he had as (eretit animo) of a raiseed spirit, not only when he arose, but when he fell upon the ground: for then he worshipped, and worship is the lifting up of the soul to God: In the worship of God while the body is upon the knee, the mind is or ought to be upon the wing.

And rent his mantle.

That is the second Act. Renting of garments is very often spoken of in Scripture, and we finde it especially in these two cases. In case of extreme sorrow, and in case of extreme indignation.

In case of extreme sorrow, and that of two kinds, either in the sorrowes of afflictions or in the sorrowes of repentance; in both these we finde renting of the garments.
For the sorrowes of outward affliction: so we read frequently of renting garments: When Jacob heard of the death of Joseph, when his sones brought him home the bloody Coat, saying (but falsely) that surely their brother was torn with wild beasts: he presently rent his garment. And when the relation of the death of Saul was brought to David's eare, to expresse his sorrow, He tooke hold on his cloathes and rent them, and likewise all the men that were with him: and so againe afterward at the funerall of Abner, David rent his clothes, and gave order to all the people that were with him to do the like. In great funerals or fatall mournings, it was usuall among the Hebrews to rent their garments. This also was a frequent custome among the Heathen, as the Poet describes a mourner in his mixt lamentations for private and publick losses, he went with his garments torn, being astonisht at the death of his wife and the ruine of the City. Many such instances there are amongst their ancient Historians.

Secondly, It was used in token of Repentance, when sorrowes for sinne brake forth and multiplied, 1 Sa. 7. 6. When Joshua humbled himselfe upon the defeat, flight and slaughter of the Israelites before Ai, it is saied, he rent his cloathes and fell to the earth: This renting of their garments was in respect of the outward affliction, but withall in token of repentance, for Joshua and the people humbled themselves with fasting. So when the Booke of the Law was read to Josiah, and he saw how farre they had departed from the rule and word of God, it is saied, he rent his clothes, and he was afraid, he humbled himself, and his heart was tender before God.

But it may be objected that in the 2 Joel v. 13, when we are exhorted to rent the heart, we are stopp'd from renting the garment, Rent your hearts and not your garments: in the case of Repentance.

For answer to that I say, the, No, there is not an absolute prohibition of renting the garment, it is not so much a negation, as a direction, Rent your hearts and not your garments, that is, Rent your hearts rather then your garments: or, Rent your hearts more then your garments: or, be sure that you rent your hearts whateuer you doe with your garments. Negations doe not alwais quite deny a thing; in the 2 Cor. 3. 6. take an instance for it, where the Apostle treating of the preheminence of the Gospel in the new dispensation faith, Who hath made us able Ministers not of the letter, but of the Spirit, No, there doth not deny, as if the Ministers of Christ did not speake and publish the letter of the word:
for the letter of the word is the vessel wherein the Spirit is contained, and unless we speake the letter to the ear, the Spirit cannot in an ordinary way come into the heart; therefore understand the Apostles meaning thus, he hath made us able Ministers, not of the letter, but of the Spirit, that is, he hath made us Ministers rather of the Spirit than of the letter, or more of the Spirit than of the letter, because of the promise of the plentiful effusion of the Spirit, after the ascension of Christ.

A further instance we have in that speech of God, I will have mercy, and not sacrifice. That is, rather mercy then sacrifice. Sacrifice is not rejected, but mercy is preferred. So Rent your hearts and not your garments; that is, rather rent your hearts then your garments. For otherwise you finde that not only it was lawfull (as in the former places) in times of repentance and forrow to rend the garments, but they are taxed because they did not repent and rend their garments. The not rending the garment is charged as a conviction of an un-rent heart. When the roll of curses that Jer. 36. 24 Baruch wrote from the mouth of Jeremiah was read before Jebojakim and his Courtiers, the King cut the roll with a penknife and cast it into the fire, their impenitence is thus described, yet they were not afraid, nor rent their garments, neither the King nor any of his servants then heard all those words. As it had been said, this was a time that called them aloud to rend their garments, to humble themselves and repent before the Lord, when they heard such words as these (clothed with their own shame and God's wrath) read unto them, but they did it not, yet they were not afraid, neither did they rend their garments. So there, rending of the garment was used as a ceremony of repentance, as a shadow of godly forrow, it had nothing in it felle to move God, only it testified the greatness of their grief, that their hearts did rend as their garments were rent.

Further, Renting of the garment was used in case of extreme indignation. Indignation is anger & sorrow bow'd up to the height it is as it were the exarct and spirit of them both. And it is stirr'd especially when the ear of a man is filled with a voyce of blasphemy, or his eye with a spectacle of bold transcendent wickedness against the Lord. Word being brought to Hezekiah of the blasphemy that Rabshakeh had belched out against God, when he heard how he had reproached the living God, in saying, who is the King (Isa. 37. 1), God of Jerusalem that he should deliver it out of my hand? A 3.
Text faith, that Hezekiah rent his cloathes with indignation; that report fill'd him with a mixture of grief and anger; he was grieved that the holy name of God was blasphemed; he was angry with the blasphemer: these caused holy indignation, and this the renting of his garments. Thus also when Paul and Barnabas had restored the Creeple at Lystra, the superstitious Lysrians would have done sacrifice to them as Gods; Which when the Apostles Paul and Barnabas heard of, and saw the preparations (Oxen and Garlands brought to the Gates) for that abominable Idolatry, they rent their cloathes, and ranne in among the people saying, Sirs, why do ye these things? We also are men of like passions with you. They rent their cloathes with indignation, being grieved and vex't to see men so befotted, and God so dishonoured.

This act of Job in the Text, renting his garments, may referre to either of these, it may referre to all these. If it be demanded why did Job rend his garments? I answer, first, He rent his garments for the greatness of that sorrow that was upon him in regard of his outward affliction. Secondly, He rent his garments, to testifie his deep humiliation under the hand of God, with repentance for all his sinnes. Thirdly, He rent his garments, being filled with indignation at those blasphemies which Satan suggested to him; This latter I cleare thus; you know it was the maine designe, the very plot of Satan to provoke Job to blaspheme God, do this faith he, Touch all that he hath, and he will curse thee to thy face. He did promise this to himself, and did undertake with God to bring Job to that height of impatience. If so, then there is no question, but as these messengers of sorrow came to him, so Satan came with them and pointed every message with this or the like paifonous suggestion. Now see what a Master you serve, now blaspheme God; why shouldst thou make scruple of thinking, or of speaking evill of him, who hath powred out all these evils upon thee? Never stand so much upon his honour, who stands so little upon thy comfort. It is no question but Satan provok'd Job in some such manner. He was not wise to promote his owne ends, unlese he did spile him with temptations to blasphemy. Now Job being most sensible of these temptations, it being to him (as afterwards to holy David, Psal. 42. 10.) as a sword in his bowels, while the Enemy said unto him, where is now thy God? he ariseth with indignation and soule-abhorrence of these injections, rending his garments, &c. That for the second act. The third follows.
Shaving of the head was used sometimes to express sorrow, sometimes to express bondage, and I find it used in Scripture in opposition to both these, as in times of joy and liberty.

First, Shaving of the head was used as a note of sorrow. Isa. 15. 2. The Lord speaking by his Prophet of the great affliction that should come upon the Jews, saith, "On all their heads shall be baldness, and every beard cut off; that is, they shall mourn, that's the meaning of it." And Isa. 22. 12. In that day did the Lord God of Hosts call to weeping, and to mourning, and to baldness; that is, to shaving of themselves or cutting off their hair; the meaning of it in joying baldness and mourning was only this, to shew that there should be extreme sorrow and mourning in the Land. The Lord called to mourning and baldness, that is, to an exceeding great mourning, such as those mournings used to be when they shaved their heads; And the Prophet puts in this as an aggravation of their sin, that when the Lord called for such a mourning as was joined with baldness and shaving the head, that then there should be joy and gladness, slaying Oxen, and killing Sheepe, eating flesh, and drinking wine. See this more clear, Jer. 7. 29. when the Prophet forehewes the great affliction of Jerusalem, he thus bespeakes them, Cut off thine haire O Jerusalem, and cast it away, and take up a lamentation. To adde one instance more, Micah 1. 16. In case of their sore affliction the Prophet saith, Make thee bald and pole thee for thy delicate children, enlarge thy baldness as the Eagle; The meaning of all is, mourn bitterly, or mourn greatly for thy delicate children, thy delicate and sweet children they are destroyed, mourn greatly for them, enlarge thy baldness as the Eagle; As the Eagle, because the Eagle (as naturalists observe) casteth her feathers, and her head is many times quite bald, therefore it is said here, enlarge thy baldness as the Eagle, that is, be exceeding bald, cut off all thy haires in that great mourning. We may illustrate this by a contrary rule given by this Prophet Jeremia, and likewise by Ezekiel, when mourning was forbidden, Jer. 6. 6. where he speaks of some that should die and have none to mourn for them, he saith, they shall not lament for them, nor make themselves bald for them, Ezek. 24. 17. Make no mourning for the dead, what followeth? Bind the tire of thine head upon thee, when they should keepe on their haires, their tire, that was an argument that there was no mourning.
Further we find, that the cutting of the heire, the shaving of the head, was a signe of bondage and reproach; when David sent messengers to Hanun, Samuel records, that Hanun tooke the messengers and shaven off the one halfe of their beards, and cut off their garments in the middle, and the men were exceedingly ashamed; now the shame was not onely because their beards were halfe cut off: for if that had beene all, they might quickly have cut off the other halfe and have delivered themselves from the shame; for they were at liberty: but it is therefore said that the men were greatly ashamed, because amongst them it was a marke of shame and slavery to be shaven. Hereupon David giveth order that they should tarry at Jericho, till their beards were grown; it was a dishonour to be shaved; And it is noted in Plutarke concerning Demosthenes, that when he had a minde to see close at his study and would not goe abroad, or to be interrupted by visits of friends at home, that he would shave himselfe, that so he might be ashamed to goe forth or see any body, but be constrained to keepe to his booke for two or three monethes together till his haires were grown againe: The bondage and reproach that Nebuchadnezzar brought upon Tyre is thus described, Every head was made bald: And Aristotle observes, that the haire was a token of liberty. Thus the shaving of the head in Job might be a signe both of his sorrow and great reproach that was come upon him, being one now that was ready to be mocked and made the scorn and by-word of the world, as we see afterward he was, during this affliction.

Yet it is considerable from Scripture example, that the cutting off the haire, and shaving of the head, had not alwayes either of these significations hitherto discusst, but did vary according to the diversity of places and of times. In the booke of Genesis, we read that cutting and shaving of the haire, was a token of joy and liberty both together. When Joseph was delivered out of prison, it is said, that he shaven himselfe and came to Pharaoh. And it is noted concerning Mephibosheth, as a matter of his sorrow for Davids absence, that he let his haire grow. He trimmed not his beard, being much troubled at the Kings absence. I confesse neither of these instances come home enough to the point; both of these neglecting the care and culture of their bodies in their troubles, now being delivered, prepare themselves by shaving and trimming the haire for the presence of those Kings. But it is in some
some Nations, having hath been a mark of Honour, All the
Romane Emperours were shaved, till Nero. And it was an Aus. Gel. 1.3. c. 4.
ancient Proverbe, Thou art a slave, for thou wearest lockes or long
haire.

There is an Objection that may be made concerning this Act of
Job, (because afterward it is said, that in all this Job sinned not)
whether or not Job might have his head without sinne? for you
have an express rule to the contrary, Levit. 19. 27. cap. 21. 5. "You
shall not round the corners of your heads, neither shalt thou marie
the corners of thy beard; and so you have it againe in Deut. 14. 1.
that they should not cut their haire or make any baldness upon
their heads for the dead, namely by shaving or cutting off the haire.
How is it therefore here that Job shaved himselfe for the death of
his children, and in regard of those great troubles that were upon
him?

I answer briefly for that, first, Job lived (as we have cleared
when we spake of the booke in generall) before that Law was gi-
ven, which did prohibite the cutting off the haire in that man-
ner.

Secondly, it appeares in those places, where those Lawes are set
downe, that the Lord did forbid only conformity to the Heathen;
they must not have or cut themselves, as the Heathen did: who cut
their heads round like a globe (as it is observed concerning them)
and were wont to dedicate their lockes to their Idoll-gods. That
vain fashion and and grosse superstition were the things forbidden
in the Law of Moses.

Thirdly, Though the Jewes were forbidden to shave their heads,
as mourning for the death of their friends; yet (in the judgment
of learned Junius) the shaving of their heads was not only, per-
mitted, but commanded in case of mourning for Sinne, or in time
of solemn repentance and humiliation. He instanceth in two pla-
ces before mentioned. First, the Prophet Isaiah reproofing the un-
seasonable mirth and desperate security of the Jewes in a time of
publicke trouble and treading downe, tells them, In that day did
they probari
the Lord God of Hofts call to weeping and to mourning, and to bald-
ness, and to girding with sack-cloth, Isa. 22. 12. Secondly, There
is counsell given answerable to that reproofe by the Prophet Mi-
cah cap. 1. 16. Make thee bald, and pole thee for thy delicate children,
enlarge thy baldnesse as the Eagle, for they are gone into captivity from
thee.

Bb

We
We will observe something from these two actions, the renting of his garments and the shaving of his head. These refer to the expression of his sorrow for those losses in estate and the death of his children: As the other two actions, his falling upon the ground and worshipping referre to the expression of that homage and honour that he tendered up to God in the midst of these sorrows. From those two acts of sorrow learne we,

First, That when the hand of God is upon us, it becometh us to be sensible of it, and to be humbled under it. Job hearing these sad relations, doth not stand out stoutly, as if nothing had touch’d him: but to shew that sorrow did even rend his heart, he rent his garments; to shew that his affliction touch’d his spirit, he shav’d his head. There are two extremes that we are carefully to avoid in times of affliction: and the Apostle doth caution all the sones of God against them both in one verse, Heb. 12. 5. My sonne despise not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when thou art rebuked of him. Those are two extremes, despising and fainting when God doth correct. He would not have us despise his chastening, to say, I do not regard this; let God take all if he will: If my estate must goe, let it goe; if my children die, let them die, this is a despising of the chastening of the Lord, and God cannot bear it, that we should bear it thus lightly. There is another extreme, that is, fainting; If when goods are taken away, the heart be taken away, and when children die, then the spirit of the Parent dies too, this is fainting. Take head of these two extremes. Job walkes in the middle: in the golden meanne betweene them both. He doth not carelessly despise, neither doth he unbelievingly faint: he riseth up and he rends his garments. He would have it known that he fainted not under the stroke, and he would have it known, that he felt the stroke, he was not like a flocke or a stone; he would not carry it with a Stoicall apathy, but with Christian fortitude and magnanimity. Senselesse ones are taxed, Jeremiah 5. 3. Thou hast striken them, and they have not grieved. Such are compared by Solomon to him, that lies downe in the midst of the Sea, or as he that lieth upon the top of a mast, secure and careless in the greatest dangers. They have striken me shal thou say, and I was not soke, they have beaten me and I felt it not, Prov. 23. 34, 35. The Prophet Hosea reproves the like. Strangers ( faith he ) have devoured his strength, and he knoweth it not, yea gray hairies are here and there upon him and he knoweth it.
it not, cx. 7.9. That is, he is in an afflicted, in a declining condition, and yet he layeth it not to heart. A man may out of the greatnesse of his spirit (but not out of the carelesnesse of his spirit) say as Luther once did, when things went very ill, If the World will goethus, let it gse thus. Otherwise it is a most unbecoming temper to be stricken of God, and not to tremble, at least to take it to heart. When God afflicteth us, then we should afflict our selves and be humbled: when God's hand is upon us, our hands (in this sense) should be upon our selves: We must beare our crosse upon our backs, we must not make a fire of it to warme our hands. Indeed the Apostle exhorts to rejoice in tribulation, and it is an excellent thing to rejoice in tribulation; but we must not slight, much lesse make a sport of tribulation. Rejoycing ariseth from a holy satisfaction that the soule hath in the dealings of God with us. But flieghting ariseth from an unholy contempt of the best from a stupid insensiblenesse of Gods dealings with us. The former hath in it the height of wickednesse, and the latter hath not the least degree of goodnesse, It is no vertue to beare what we doe not feele.

Secondly, observe,
That in times of affliction we may expresse our sorrows by outward gestures, by sorrowful gestures. Job was not only sorrowfull, but he acts sorrow, he putes himselfe into mourning postures, he rents his garments, he shaves his head, downe he falleth upon the ground. It is no hypocrisy to appeare what we are: it is hypocrisy to appeare what we are not. We use to say, he mourneth truly that mourneth without a garment; but if a man mourneth in truth, a mourning garment is comely. To mourn in our cloaths and laugh in our sleeves, is both sinfull and base. Now Job mourned indeed; the shaving his head and renting his garment, was but to keepe an outward correspondence with what he was within. Therefore take heed of cenfuring those who in great sorrows use sorrowfull gestures, striking upon their breasts, tearing their haire, or the like. Only let all take heed of excessive and immoderate mourning; mourn not like Hacael, who would receive no comfort, mourn not like the Heathen who had no hope. To be above passions will be our happiness in Heathen, to rectifie passions is much of our happiness on earth. To be without natural affections, is to fall below a man: to sleepe and manage them, is one of the heights of a Christian.
Thirdly, We shewed that this...this repentance; whence note;

That when God afflicteth us with sufferings, we ought to afflict our selves, to humble our soules for sinne. Smarting times are good repenting times; and worldly sorrow should get the company of godly sorrow. It is not safe to be alone with worldly sorrow: that workes death: but if we mingle a few teares for sinne, and our unkindnesse to Christ with those teares; then they will refresh us. We get by lose: in our outward estate, when they lead us to look to the lose and repair the breaches of our spirituall estates: no question but Job at this time felt a searching of his heart and a tryning of his ways, renewing his repentance and assuring of his peace with God. When afflictions cause us to returne thus into our owne breasts, they have then a sweet influence, a blessed operation upon us.

Lastly, Observe,

That thoughts of blasphemy against God should be cast off and rejected with the highest indigitation. Job rent his garments, when Satan sollicites Job to rent the name of God with reproach and cursings. Thoughts dishonoring God must needs be vexing to every good heart. Nothing touches a godly man, like that which touches God. When the glory of God is engaged and concern'd, he cannot contain. So much for those two acts, he rent his garments, and he shewed his head.

The two other acts are,

1. He fell:th upon the ground.

2. He worshippeth. The Originall words doe both signifie a bowing to the ground; He fell upon the ground and bowed, so some translate it, you shall see the reason by and by. He fell upon the ground and worshippeth; that is, He fell upon the ground to worship. To fall upon the ground is a posture of worship, and not only is it a posture of worship, when the worshipper mournes, but it is likewise a posture of worship, when the worshipper rejoiceth. Great joy as well as great sorrow transports a man in his next actions. It is said, Matt. 2.10.11. that the wise men when they found Christ, rejoiced with exceeding great joy; and presently, they fell downe and worshipped him. Neither is this posture peculiar to worship in times or upon occasions of extraordinary joy and sorrow (unless in the degree of it) for the ordinary invitation was, O come let us worship and bow downe, let us kneele before the Lord our maker, Psa. 95.6. Laid in the degree, for to fall downe is more then to bow.
bow down. Falling downe in worship proceeds not only from sorrow, but from joy, when the heart is filled with joy, then we fall down and worship. And it is probably observed that the ancient Prophets and holy men, the servants of God, were called Ne-
phalm (form Nephal, which is the Original word of the Text) 
Cadentes or Prestrantes, that is, prostrates or fallers, because in 
their worship they usually fell upon the Earth to humble 
themselves before God. And because adoration was so commonly made by falling to the ground, by bowing the head, by bowing the 
knee, by bowing the whole body, therefore the same Original word 
which the Hebrewes use for worshipping doth properly signifie to 
bow downe the body. And that phrase to bow the body, as it is often 
joyned with worshipping; so sometimes to bow the body, put a-
alone, doth signifie to worship, 2 King. 5. 18. When I bow my selfe in a room 
the house of Rimmon, foil. when I worship, &c. So likewise the 
Greek word to worship hath the same sense in it, for that word 
signifies (as a learned writer observeth upon it) to bow after the man-
ner of dogs that crouch at the feet of their Masters for favour, or for feare. 
So in worship the people of God crouch down and abase themselves at 
Gods feet, as not worthy in themselves to eate the crumbe under his 
Table.

Yet we are not to looke upon this, as if it were the only true 
and acceptable worship-gesture; for we shall find in Scripture that 
there were other worship-gestures with which God was well plea-
shed. Some have worship'd God standing, some sitting, some walk-
ing, all these are worship-postures. For standing we find it, 
1 King. 8. 22. at the Dedication of the Temple, Solomon stood be-
fore the Altar of the Lord, and made that prayer. For sitting we have it 2 
Sam. 2. 18. When Nathan brought that message unto David con-
cerning the building of the house of God, that it should be deferred 
till his sonses time, the Text saith, That David went in and sat before 
the Lord and said, Who am I O Lord? And in the end he faith, 
Therefore have I found in my heart to pray this prayer unto thee. We also 
find walking in prayer, Gen. 24. 63. Ifacac went out into the field to 
pray. He walked and pray'd, we translate it to meditate, but in the 
margen of your bookes, you find it to pray, as being nearer the 
Hebrew. So that walking, and sitting, and standing are likewise 
praying gestures or postures of holy worship; But chiefly that 
posture of bowing down the body or bending the knee is the wor-
ship-posture; so it follows in the Text.
He fell upon the ground and worshipped.

And worshipped.] To worship is to give to any one the honour due unto him: So the rendring unto God that love, that feare, that service, that honour which is due unto him, is the worshipping of God, that's the Scripture definition, Psal. 29. 2. Give unto the Lord the honour due unto his name; then follows by way of exposition, worship the Lord in the beauty of holinesse, that is, in his holy Temple, in his beautifull Sanctuary, or in the comely honour of his Sanctuary. So that worship is the rendring of honour to the Lord, in a way honourable to him, namely according to his own will and laws of worship: which is intimated by coming to worship him in his beautifull Sanctuary, where all things about the service of God wereexactly prescribed by God. And then there was beauty or comely honour in the Sanctuary, when all things were ordered there by the rule of his prescription; varying and departing from which would have filled that holy place with darkenesse and deformity, notwithstanding all the outward lustre and beauty had been preserved.

The worship of God is twofold; there is internall worship, and there is externall worship. Internall worship is to love God, to feare God, and to trust upon him, these are acts of inward worship, these are the summe of our duty and Gods honour contained in the first Commandement: And so you may understand worship in the text. Job fell downe and worshipped, that is, presently upon those reports he put forth an act of love and holy feare, acts of dependance and holy trust upon God, in his spirit, laying to this effect within himself; Lord, though all this be come upon me, yet I will not depart from thee, or deal falsely in thy Covenant. I know thou art still the same Jehovah, true, holy, gracious, faithfull, All-sufficient; and therefore behold me prostrate before thee, and resolving still to love thee, still to feare thee, still to trust thee; thou art my God still and my portion for ever. Though I had nothing left in the world that I could call mine, yet thou Lord alone art enough, yet thou alone art all. Such doubtlesse was the language of Jobs heart, and these were mighty actings of inward worship.

Then likewise there is externall worship, which is the summe of the second Commandement, and it is nothing else but the serving of the Lord according to his owne Ordinances and institution, in
those several ways wherein God will be honoured and served, this is outward worship, and as we apply ourselves unto them, so we are reckon'd to worship God. Job worshipped God outwardly by falling to the Ground, by pouring out supplications, and by speaking good words of God (as we read afterward) words tending to his own abasement, and the honour of God, clearly and fully acquiring and justifying the Lord in all those works of his providence and dispensations towards him.

This is worship both internall and externall. Internall worship is the chief, but God requireth both: and there is a necessity of joyning both together, that God may have honour in the world. Internall worship is compleat in itself, and pleasing unto God without the externall: The externall may be compleat in it selfe, but is never pleasing to God without the internall. Internall worship pleases God most, but externall honours God most: for by this God is knowne, and his glory held forth in the world. Externall worship is Gods name. Hence the Temple was called the place where God put his Name; I.e. his worship, by which God is knowne, as a man by his name. They that worship God must worship him in Spirit and in Truth: In Spirit, that is, with inward love and feare, reverence and sincerity. In Truth, that is, according to the true rule prescribed in his word. Spirit respects the inward power, Truth the outward forme. The former strikes at hypocrisie, the latter strikes at Idolatry. The one opposes the inventions of our heads, the other the looseness of our hearts in worship.

Observe further, that it is only said, Job fell down and worshipped; no thing is said of the object to whom he did direct his worship, or whom he did worship. The object is not express but understood, or presupposed: And indeed worship is a thing so proper and peculiar to God, that when we name worship, we must needs understand God. For nothing but God, or that which we make a god, is or can be worshipped. Either he is God whom we worship, or (as much as in us lies) we make him one. What creature so ever shares in this honour, this honour (ipsa facto) sets it up above, and makes it more then a creature.

The very Heathens thought every thing below a God, below worship: therefore there needed not an expression of the object; when the Text saith, Job worshipped, that implies his worship was directed unto God, yet there is a kind of worship which is due to creatures.
There is a civil worship mentioned in Scripture, as well as divine worship. Civil worship may be given to men. And there is a twofold civil worship (spoken of in Scripture.) There is a civil worship of duty, and there is a civil worship of curtesy. That of duty is from inferiors to their superiors, from Children to their Parents, from servants to their Masters, from Subjects to Kings and Magistrates. These gods must have civil worship. As Gen. 48. 11. when Joseph came into the presence of Jacob, his Father, he bowed downe to the ground; this was a civil worship, and a worship of duty from an inferior to a superior. And it is said of the brethren of Judah, Gen. 49. 8. when Jacob on his deathbed blessed the 12. Tribes, Thy brethren shall worship thee or bow downe to thee. It is the same word used here in this Text. Judah's honour was to wield the Scepter, the government was laid upon his shoulders; now he being the chiefest Magistrate, all the rest of the Tribes, all his brethren must worship him or give civil honour unto him.

Secondly, there is likewise a worship of curtesy, which is from equals, when one equall will bow to another, or when a superior (as sometimes in curtesy he will) bowes down or worships his inferior: As it is noted concerning Abraham, that when he came before the men of the Country of Heth, he bowed himselfe; Now Abraham was the Superior, he was a Prince and a Great man, yet coming before the men of the Country, he bowed himselfe, and it is the same word:

So then this civil worship may lawfully be given unto men. But as for divine worship, that is proper and peculiar unto God, that glory they will not give to graven Images, man or Angell, and therefore we must not. Hence we find that when Cornelius and John did at their civil worship a little too far, they were presently taken off for feare they should intrench upon the divine worship. Civil worship when it is excessive and goeth too far, is sinfull; As in Act. 10. 25. Luke relates that as soone as Peter came in, Cornelius met him and fell at his feet and worshipped him; the worship was to Peter, for wee are not to thinke that Cornelius was so grossely ignorant as to take Peter for a god, and to give him divine worship; but the meaning of it is, that he fell down at his feet and gave him an honour and respect beyond what he ought to have done, he was excessive in it: therefore Peter takes him off, Stand up (faith he) I my selfe also am a man, I am a man as thou art,
art, though an Apostle give me such respect as becometh a Minister of Christ, take heed that you give me no more than belongeth to a man. So the Angel, Rev. 22. 8. When John fell down to his feet and worshipeth, he takes him up. See thou do it not, faith he, for I am thy fellow servant: This is too much for man, worship God, as it is in the end of the verse, such worship belongeth properly and peculiarly unto God.

So much for the opening of these two latter actions of Job in reference unto God. We shall now give you some Observations. He fell downe upon the ground and worshipped. You see how Job in his servis divides himselfe and his afflictions in this time of his affliction, that he bestowed upon his Children and Servants, and losses, they shall have his sorrow and tears, He rent his mantle and shaved his head, but they shall not have all: God shall have the better part, loc. his love, his fear, his truth, his body to bow to him, and his soule to worship him.

Learne from hence, That a Godly man will not let nature work alone, be mixt and tempers acts of grace with acts of nature.

We must not sorrow as those that are without hope (faith the Apostle) qualifie sorrow with hope, these mixt doe well. A man must not for outward things, as though we had nothing else to doe, but to sorrow, he must remember he hath a God to worship and honour. Job bestowes somewhat upon his children, but more upon his God, while his body fell to the earth, his heart was raised up to Heaven. He fell downe and worshipped.

Secondly observe,

That afflictions send the people of God home unto God; afflictions draw a godly man nearer unto God; Then Job fell downe and worshipped. Afflictions are a great advantage to the servants of God; for when the world frownes most, then they begge most for the smiles of God, when theworld is strange to them, and will not looke on them, then they get more familiarity and closer communion with God, they seeke his face. Wicked men in their afflictions, in their sorrows, are either quite drowned in and over-whelmed with them, so that there is nothing but sorrow, as we say, all amours; or else they go out to help and relieve themselves with worldly refreshments: trouble drives them to sinne, it may be as low as Hell to seeke reliefe. The more poore they are, the more wicked they are; such are not poore as Job, though they are as poore as Job. Jobs poverty sent him to God, rich in mercy. He fell downe and worshipped.
Thirdly learne,
That the people of God turne all their afflictions into Prayers or into
prays. When God is striking then Job is praying, when God is
afflicting, then Job falls to worshipping. Grace makes every condi-
tion worke glory to God, as God makes every condition worke good to
them who have grace.

Fourthly, Job falleth downe and worships: observe here,
That it becometh us to worship God in an humble manner, though
God (as we shewed before) may be worshiped in another posture,
yet we should rather choose that posture which is most humble,
and may lay our bodies as low as our soules, if it may be. These
were some lately amongst us, who cried aloud, as great patrons
for humble postures in worship: and all were censured for a stiff
neck and an Elephants knee, who refused to bow with them, or to
bow their way. I may well add their way, for God's way of
bowing was neither questioned nor refused; all their humility in
bowing went but one way, they must bow towards the East,
and towards the Altar at least, if not to it. Some of their sto-
manacks I believe would have digested that before this time, espe-
cially being a little help'd with a distinction.

Lastly, We may here observe,
That divine worship it is God's peculiar. Papists have worship
for creatures, and they have a distinction for it, but no Scripture
for it. They tell us of Latrun, which is they say worship proper-
only to God, and their Dulia, which is for Saints, and then their
Hyperdulia, which is for the Virgin Mary, and for the signe of
the Cross. Thus they make vain distinctions which God and the
Scripture make not. Vain distinctions are good enough to main-
taine vain superstitions: They that invent a worship, must in-
vant a doctrine to maintain it by. Some perhaps may humble at
that Text, Rev. 3. 9. where this promise is made to the Church of
Philadelphia. Behold I will make them of the Synagoge of Satan, which
say they are fewest and are not, but doe lie, behold I will make them to
come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee. May
not worship then be given to a creature?

Answ. This worship may be taken for civill worship; namely
for that submission which the Enemies of the Church shall be
forced by the power of Christ to make unto her, as was promised
by the Prophet, Isa. 60. 14. The Sonnes also of them that despiseth thee,
shall come bending unto thee, and all they that despiseth thee shall bow them-
theselves downe at the soles of thy feet.

Answ. 2.
Chap. I. of the Book of Job.

Answ. 2. If this be divine worship, then worshiping at the
feet of the Church, notes worshiping in the Church, not wor-
shiping of the Church. The worship is not terminated in the
Church, but in Christ; who dwells and rules in the Church, who
is both Head and husband of the Church. These Enemies, being
convinced of the presence of Christ in his Church shall worship
him. This David prophesies of Christ, speaking in his own
person, Psalm. 18. 43, 44. Thou hast made me the head of the Heathen,
a people whom I have not known shall serve me. As soon as they hear
of me they shall obey me: the strangers shall submit themselves
unto me. That of the Apostle will more illustrate this sense, who
speaking of the great benefit of prophecy, in a known tongue
concludes his Discourse thus. If all prophecy and there came in one that
believeth not, or one unlearned, he is convinced of all, he is judged of all. And
thus are the secrets of his heart made manifest, and so falling down on his
face, he will WORSHIP God, and report that God is in you of a truth. The
worship then is not given to the Church, but to God, who in such
ordinances, or other acts of his power and goodness is evidently
revealed as present the Church.

So much for the actions or gestures of Job, what he did? Hee
rent his mantle and shaved his head, and fell downe upon the ground and
worshiped.

Now we come to his words, to that which Job spake in the two
last verses.

Verse 21. Naked came I out of my mother's wombe, and naked shall I
returne thither.
Verse 22. The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh, blessed be the name of
the Lord.

Words are or ought to be the interpreters of the heart, and the
Comment of our actions. This speech of Job doth indeed inter-
pret his heart and expound the meaning of his former actions. This
speech (I say) of Job is the true Comment of his own actions;
for some seeing Job renting his garments and shaving his head, and
casting himselfe downe upon the ground, they might not know the
meaning of all this, they could not read his heart in these strange
behaviours, they might not understand what his intentions were,
probably they might judge that he was enraged and madde, that
he was distracted or drunke with sorrow: that hee was either
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Therefore now to confute all such surmizes, he speaks forth, the words of truth and soberness. And by that which he faith, sets so faire and true a globe upon his actions, as might then render them, not only rational and ingenious, but holy and gracious in the eyes of all men, as they were before in the eyes of God, who knew his heart. Satan was now, like the servants of Benhadad before Abab, watching for words, he had done his businesse and now he was trying how it would worke; what the event and issue would be; he harke ned when some irreverent speech should come from the mouth of Job, he looked presently that he should blaspheme God: he could not but smile surely, when he saw him renting his garments and having his head and falling downe to the ground, O now it worke, I shall heare him blaspheme and curse God presently. He that is thus disordered in the carriage of the other members of his body, will not surely be able long to rule (that unruly peace) his tongue. One undutifull of dishonourable word cast upon God, would have beene Mysick to Satans care and joy to his heart. He would have catch'd it up as nimibly as the men before spoken of, did, brother Benhadad, from the mouth of Abab. But how blanke look'd Satan, how was he cloathed with shame at the fall of those words from Job. Naked came I out of, &c.

When David spake concerning the words of his Enemies (Psal. 55. 21. Their words were smoother then butter, but warre was in their heart, they were sweeter then honey, and softer then oyle; yet were they drawnne swords;) we may speake of these words of Job considered in reference to Satan, and in reference unto God. These words of Job in reference unto God were as sweet as honey, as smooth as butter. For this breath had nothing in it, but meeknesse and patience, humility and holinesse, in all which God delights: but in reference unto Satan, they were as drawnne Swords, as poyson'd arrowes, Satan was hardly ever so smitten before, as he was by these words of Job. There is no word in this sentence, but gave Satan the lye, and refuted all his slander. And in the close Job gives him the deepest stabbe of all, It was a dagger at the very heart of the devil, when he heard him say, Blessed be the name of the Lord. No words could be uttered upon the longest study, more crosse to Satans expectation, or more answerable to the former testimony of God, and therefore the Lord crownes all, both his actions and his speeches, with a new testimony; In all this, Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly. So
So much of Job's words in general, I shall now examine them distinctly in the parts.

Some conceive that Job at that time spake out his mind more largely, but that the Holy Ghost in the penning of this story did gather and summe up the strength of all his speech into these two conclusions.

Naked came I out of my Mother's womb; and naked shall I return thither.

The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away, blessed be the name of the Lord.

We will consider the words a little first in the Grammaticall sense of them; and then we will consider the reason of them. For here they are used logically as a strong and mighty argument, both for the supporting of his own spirit under those afflictions, and for the justifying and acquitting God in so afflicting him.

Naked came I out of my Mother's womb, &c.

Naked, &c. There is a two-fold nakedness; there is an internal nakedness, and there is an external nakedness. There is a nakedness of the soul as well as of the body. The nakedness of the soul is, when it is destitute of all its gracious ornaments and endowments. When Job saith, Naked came I out of my Mother's womb and naked shall I return thither, it referreth especially to the nakedness of the body; for though it be a truth that Job came naked into the world in regard of his soul, yet he knew he should not goe naked out of the world, in regard of his soul. Seeing then he referreth nakedness to his going out of the world as well as to his coming in, therefore it cannot be here meant of an inward nakedness, his soul came naked in, but he knew his soul should goe out clothed. Neither can it be meant of a then present spiritual nakedness; for Job was never so richly and gorgeously attired in his soul, never appeared in such glorious ornaments of grace, as when he was stript of all worldly comforts. Therefore the nakedness here is bodily nakedness, that which Moses speaketh of Gen. 2:25: describing our first Parents, They were both naked, and there was no shame; and this which Job speaketh of, though they were both
both bodily and externall) were very different and unlike: for that nakedness of Creation needed no covering, nakedness was then an ornament. Man was richly attired when he had no garments. The nakedness of Creation was the absence of clothing or a not using of clothes, it was not the want of clothing. But the nakedness Job speaks of, is the nakedness after the fall properly, where nakedness importeth not only a not having of clothes, but want of clothing; and so nakedness is a part of that curse and punishment which followed sinne. Naked came I out of my Mother's wombe, that is, I came into the world in a sad and miserable condition, weake and poore: And so nakedness is put not strictly as opposed only to clothing, but we may take it more largely for the want of all outward comforts whatsoever, I came a poore destitute creature into the world, I had not only no clothing upon my back, but I had no comfort for my body, I brought neither Sheepe nor Oxen, nor Children nor Servants into the world with me, I had none of these things, nothing to helpe me of my owne, when I first set foot into the world.

Some Naturalists considering this kinde of nakedness, have fallen out into great complaints against nature, or indeed rather against the God of nature, as Pliny in the Preface to his seventh Booke of his naturall History, doth as it were chide with Nature for turning man into the world in such a helpelesse forlorn condition, as if a man were dealt with more hardly then any other creature, then any beasts of the field or fowles of the aire. Other creatures, saith he, come into the world with haire, or fleeces, or bristles, or scales, or feathers, or wings, or shels, &c. to defend and cover them, but Nature cast her naked upon the naked ground. This he spake, not considering that nakedness was once no trouble, but rather an honour and an ornament, and this he spake not knowing whence or how that kinde of troublesome nakedness came into the world: And this he spake, not observing as he might, how many ways God hath provided for the help and supply of that nakedness; giving man understanding and reason in stead of weapons and clothes, which also are a means for the procuring of all things necessary for the supporting of that naked and weake perishing condition.

Naked shall I returne thither.

The difficulty that is in this lyeth onely in that word Thither;
the doubt is, what place he means or whither? What into my Mothers wombe? There is no such returne, as Niedemus said, Shall a man that is old goe into his Mothers wombe, and be borne againe? John 3.

Some answer it thus, The Adverbe [thither] doth not necessarily referre to the literall antecedent: but in Scripture sometimes Relatives referre to somewhat in the minde or in the thought of the speaker, and not to that which was before spoken by him; as that of Mary she wetheth, Job. 20. 15, when she commeth into the Garden and findeth that Christ was risen, she meeteth Christ and supposing him to be the Gardiner, faith unto him, Sir if you have borne him hence: Him, what him? There was no antecedent mentioned to which Him should relate, only Mariæ minde was so full of Christ, that she thought every one would understand, what him, or whom she spake of: as if none could speake of or thinke any thing but of Christ only. Therefore she made the relation to that which was in her own spirit, and not to what was formerly express. So some interpreters make the [thither] to be God or the grave, I shall returne unto God, or I shall returne to the grave; to the house of the grave, as the Chaldee paraphrase hath it. For they suppose Job had his minde full of those thoughts, therefore he may make a relation to that.

Another consideration for the clearing of it is this, that such Adverbs of place as this is, doe not only signifie place, but a state Qvod dictur in illum statum quern babu- or a condition, wherein any one is, or to which any thing or person is brought; as it is ordinary in our speech to say Hither I have brought the matter, that is, to this state or to this condition; So when Job saith, Naked shall I returne thither, that is, I shall returne to the grave, to such a condition or to such an estate, as I was naked before, so I shall returne to such a state of nakednesse againe.

But thirdly, that which was more clearely carry it, the thither which Job here speakes of may be understood of the earth or the grave, Naked came I out of Mothers wombe, and naked shall I returne thither, to the wombe of the earth which is the grave: and so there may be in the latter a reference unto the former, taking the one properly, and the other improperly, taking the earth for his mothers wombe in an improper sense, so the earth which is the Sæc & Magnæ common parent from whence we all came, and to which we all returne, the earth shall receive and take in all mankind againe, when man dyes, the earth opens her bowels and receiveth him in, and which makes her once more a mother, the earth at last being, as it were,
were, with child, or rather bigge with Children, shall travel in paine, and groaning to be delivered, shall by the mighty power of God, being forth man-kind againe. There shall be a mighty birth from the wombe of the earth at the last day. In Scripture the resurrection is called a birth, in the day of the resurrection man-kind is a new begotten by God, and man-kind is a new-born, that clears it, Psal. 2. 7. Thou art my Sonne, this day have I begotten thee, which words are applied by Paul, Acts. 13. 33. to the resurrection of Christ. God hath fulfilled the promise made unto the Fathers, unto us their children, in that he hath raised up Jesus againe, as it is also written in the second Psalm, Thou art my Sonne, this day have I begotten thee. And as Christ, so all men, but especially all Christians shall be again begotten by the power of God, and borne from the wombe of the earth in the day of their resurrection.

So much for the understanding of those words, Naked came I out of my Mothers wombe, and naked shall I returne thither.

I shall collect some observations from them two ways. First as they containe a generall truth. 2. As they are an argument or a reason for the support of a man in such a sad condition as Job was then reduced unto. In the former way observe,

First, That every man is borne a poore, helplesse, naked creature. The soule is naked of all that is good, there is not a rag of grace upon it, when we come into the world. Our bodies are naked too, so that we are born with nothing upon us, but oneely an ugly dresse of sinne, such as may justly make God loath us, and us a terroure to our selves. Naked came I into the world; this one thought well taken in and fully digested, will lay pride in the dust; this thought that we were borne thus naked, will strip us of all high and proud thoughts of our selves.

Secondly, Naked shall I returne. Note,

When death commeth it shakes us out of all our worldly comforts and possessions. Death is called an uncloathing, 2 Cor. 5. 4. We that are in this Tabernacle doe groane, being burdened, not for that we would be unclothed, that is, not that we would dye. Death is called an uncloathing, because it pulleth all outward things off from a man; it pulleth off all his rayment, his riches, his lands, his honours, yea death uncloathes the very bones; our flesh weares off quickly in the grave. We have a usuall phrase a-
mong us, and it is a very proper one: when a rich man dies (we say) he leaves it indeed, for he cannot carry it with him, he must go out naked, how well-clothed soever he was while he was here. The Apostle doth more then intimate, that some rich men do scarce believe this for sound doctrine: he speaks as if he would beat them off from some thought of carrying the world with them out of the world; while they live, they are buried in their riches, and when they dye they hope their riches will be buried with them, yea, and rise with them again. Such a conceit (I say) the Apostle seems to meet with, for in the 1 Tim. 6. 7, having said, *We brought nothing with us into this world, he addeth in the next words, and it is certain we can carry nothing out;* he doth not say, *We brought nothing into this world, and we can carry nothing out,* as Job here speaks, but as if Job's affection had come into question in Paul's time, he faith, *we brought nothing into this world, and it is certain, never doubt of the truth of it, we can carry nothing out, we shall go out as we came in.* Many, as the Prophet Habakkuk speaks, Chap. 2. 6. *lade themselves with thick clay.* But as the question there followes, *How long? This lading must be laid downe again.* If riches end not before thee as thine, they must end with thee. Yet if any would carry riches and clothing out of the world, it will be their wisdom to labour for spirituall riches, for spirituall clothing, when such die, as they shall not be found naked, so they shall not goe out naked: All your other clothing and riches must be left on this side the grave, but get spirituall cloathing and riches, and you shall goe out of the world adorned and enrich'd for ever, the cloathing of grace, the robe of righteousness, a vesture of spirituall ornaments will endure to all eternity.

Thirdly note here further, how the Holy Ghost describes the life of man. *Naked came I into the world, and naked shall I returne.*

*The life of man is nothing else but a comming and a returning; Here is nothing said of staying or abiding; We have here no continuing City, while we are here, we can hardly be said to continue here, and after a few daies we shall not be here at all. It is but a comming and a going, it is but a floud and an ebb, and then we are carried into the Ocean of eternity.*

We may yet consider the words as they are an argument (and so I shall note two things from them) So Job uses them as an argu-
argument both to support himself and to acquit God. Then ob-
serveth.

First, That a godly man in his straits studieth arguments to ac-
quilt and justifie God in all his dealings with him. Job could not
have found out upon longest study a better or a stronger argu-
ment for the acquitting of God then this is, I have as much as I
brought, then what wrong is done me in all this? As wicked men
when they fall into straits or troubles, especially when they fall
into sin, study arguments, how to shift themselves out, and lay all
the blame upon God; as Adam and Eve our first Parents in Para-
dise (there it began) when they had sinned and were naked, they
began to devise shifts how to put it from themselves and to ascribe
the fault upon God. David on the other side labours as much to
clear God, if ever he should be stript naked, Psal. 51. 4. I will
confesse my sinne, that thou maist be justified when thou speakest,
and clear when thou judgest. Weigh the reason why David con-
fesseth his sinne in that Psalme, I doe it, faith he, that I may by this
meanes acquit God, whatsoever God shal doe with me hereafter,
whatsoever affliction God shall bring upon me; men it may be will
begin to judge God for it, and to say that he hath dealt hardly
with me, notice having been taken, what an eminent servante of
God I have been. Behold faith he, I confesse my sinne before thee
that thou maist be clear when thou judgest, or as the Apostle Paul
quotes the place, according to the Septuagint, Rom. 3. 4.
That thou mightest overcome when thou art judged. David knew men
would be apt to judge God, if they saw him afflicted, and
therefore to strop their mouthes, or to give God the day against
them, he confesseth his sin, thereby shewing cause why God might
chastise him, either for correction of sin past, or prevention of sin to
come.

Secondly, as the argument referreth unto Job himself, wee may
observe this,

That the consideration of what we once were, and of what at
last, we must bee, may relieve our spirits in the greatest outward
afflictions of this life. Art thou for the present in a naked condi-
tion? Consider thou waist naked once, and ere long shalt be nau-
ked again: Consider the two extreames, the beginning and the
ending, and that will bear thee up in the middle condition. There
is many a man that complains, and faith, I have nothing but the
cloathes upon my back left me, and they are but rags, but mean
ones
Chap. 1.

of the Book of Job.

ones nether: Why! With nothing but the clothes upon thy back? Know O man thou wert born with nothing but thy skin upon thy back. Consider this, and leave complaining; this was one thought which helped Job to bear this burden, the want of all. And the Apostle Paul useth this argument to the very same purpose, 1 Tim. 6. 6. having said, That godliness with contentment is great gain, he subjoyns presently this argument of Job, for faith he, we brought nothing into this world, and it is certain we shall carry nothing out; To consider what (not long agoe) we were, and that very shortly we must be, will mightily work to the soule to contentation in what estate so ever we are, it followes.

The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away.

This is the second argument which Job useth to both the former purposes, and it is a more spirituall and sublime argument than the former. A man who hath nothing in him but nature may say as much as Job did before, though he could never say it with Job's spirit; for though godly persons use naturall arguments and common reasons, yet being concocted in their spirits, they become heavenly and spirituall: Naturall men (I say) or Heathens have taken up such an argument as that, as when word was brought to a Heathen Philosopher, that his son was dead, I know (faith he) that I begot a some mortal, and subject to death; he did but look back to the common condition of man and supported himselfe. But now I say this second argument is higher, it is not an argument bottomed upon the frailty of nature, but upon the soveraignty of God; This argument is grounded upon the equity of divine providence and dispensation. The Lord (faith he) hath given, and the Lord hath taken away.

The Lord hath given.

Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above. James 1. 17. What gifts doth Job here meane? He meanes good and perfect gifts in their kinde; but not the best and most perfect kinde of gifts. The Lord once gave me those Oxen, those Sheep, all these outward things that now I am stripp'd of; The Lord hath given; A gift is any good freely bestowed; when we receive a thing which another was not engaged to bestow, that is a gift. Now God doth not, onely give us those transcendent, grace and glory, faith
faith in Christ here, and for fruition of Christ hereafter: not only are these gifts, I say, sent in from God and undeserved by us, but outward things, riches and honour, children and servants, houses and lands, these are the gifts of God likewise; we have not the least creature comfort of our own, we have nothing of our own but sinne. What hast thou, that thou hast not received? is a truth concerning every thing we have, even to a hoofe or a shoe-latchet: We are indebted unto God for our spirituals, for our temporals, for all. We must say of all little or much, great or small, The Lord hath given.

How did the Lord give Job all his riches and estate?

The Lord doth give either immediately or mediate. When Job faith, the Lord hath given, we are not to understand it, as if the Lord had brought such a present to him, and said, here take this estate, take these cattle, these servants; but God gave them mediate by blessing the labours of Job. So when the Lord prospereth us in our honest endeavours and labours and callings, then the Lord giveth us outward things.

The Lord hath given, Job doth not say, by my strength and diligence, my policy and prudence, I have got this estate; as the Assyrian said, Isa. 10, 13, by the strength of my hand, have I done this, and by my wisdom, for I am prudent. Job takes no notice of himself; he was not idle, yet he speaks as if he had done nothing, the Lord hath given.

This should teach us in the first place to acknowledge the Lord as the fountain and donor of all our outward comforts. When you get wealth, do not say, this I have gotten (such language is barbarous in divinity) but say, this the Lord hath given. We finde an express caution to this purpose, given by Moses from God, not only against the former language of the tongue, but of the heart. When the Jewes should come to Canaan and should grow rich and great there, When thou hast eaten and art full, then thou shalt bless the Lord. Beware thou forget not the Lord thy God for the good land which he hath given thee, and say in thy heart, My power and the might of my hand hath gotten me this wealth, but thou shalt remember the Lord thy God, for it is he that giveth thee power to get wealth: It is he that giveth thee power:

Many who are persuaded that God gives them grace, that God gives Heaven and Salvation, are hardly persuaded, or at least do not so well consider it, that God gives riches, &c. their hearts
their hearts are yet ready to say, that they have gotten this wealth, they have gotten this honour. It is a sweet thing when a man looks upward for these lower things, and can say on good grounds that his earth hath dropt down to him from Heaven, The Lord hath given.

Further, when Job faileth, The Lord hath given, it is an argument of his owne justice and equity in getting: Job did not enrich himself by wrong, by grinding the faces of the poor. If hee had done so, he could not have said The Lord hath given. So much as wee get honestly, wee may look upon as a fruit of Gods bounty. Look into your estates and whatsoever you have got by wrong dealing, take heed of saying, this is of Gods giving, for so you make God himselfe a partner in your finnes. God sometime gives when we use no means, but he never gives, when we use unlawful means. What God said concerning the setting up of those Kings, Hos. 8.4. they have set up kings, but not by mee, hee faith of all, who enrich themselves by wrong, they have gotten riches but not by mee. When men leave the rule of justice, God leaves them. And though unlawful acts are under the eye of Gods providence, yet they are not under the influence of his blessing. Wicked men thrive often, but they are never blessed; their prosperity is their curse.

Thirdly, it is observable, that when Job would support himselfe in the losse of his estate, he calls to mind how he came by his estate; and finding it all given in by the blessing of God upon his honest labours and endeavours, he is satisfied. Note,

That what we get honestly, that we can part with contentedly. He that hath got his estate by injustice, can never leave it with patience. Honesty in getting causeth quietness of spirit in losing outward things. Keep a good conscience in getting the world, and you shall have peace when you cannot keep the world. Whereas a wrong-doer and a wrong-dealer, is in such a day under a double affliction, he is afflicted with his present losse, and he ought to be afflicted for his former gain.

Fourthly, These words, the Lord hath given, being rightly handled, will be as a sword to cut off fourne monsters or monstrous lusts, which annoy all the world; or as a medicine to cure four diseases about worldly things. Two of these lusts are strongest in the rich: and the other pair assault the poor. The poor pine either with discontent, because they have so little; or with envy, because o-
thers have so much. The rich swell with pride, because they have abundance, or they are fill'd with contempt of those that are in want. Let the rich seriously weigh this speech, it will cure them of pride. Charge them that are rich (as the Apostle, 1 Tim. 6, 17,) that they be not high minded. You see how subject rich men are to this inflammation of pride. But with what doth he prick this bladder? It is with this thought that God gives all riches, Let them trust in the living God, who giveth us all things richly to enjoy. That argument of the Apostle, 1 Cor. 4, 7. If thou hast received it, why dost thou boast? is as strong and as true in regard of temporals, as of spirituals. Consider seriously that your estates are the gift of God, and downe falls pride. If you come honestly by them, they are the gift of God: if you come dishonestly by them, they are the gift of Satan, and you ought to be ashamed of them and restore them, not to boast or be proud of them.

Then secondly, it will cure the rich of all contempt of others; what the Apostle Iames observed and censured in the rich of those times, is found by too much experience among the rich at this day, See have despised the poor, Chap. 2, 6. Consider it is the Lord who gave, and he gave as a Lord freely; he might have given thing estate to that poor man, and have left thee in that condition, thou so much despisest in thy brother. God gave him as much as his wisdom thought fit; and it seems he hath given thee more than thou art fit for. In despising him, thou dost asperse the dispensation of God, and whilest thou woundest him in his poverty, thou woundest God in his providence. Consider it is the Lord that gives, and then be unconvinc'd, if you can, that while you contemne man in his wants, you question God in his wisdome; busie thy self hereafter in praising him who gives All, and leave despising him who hath received lesse.

Then likewise let the poor look upon this Text, and it it will cure them of two diseases into which they often fall, and by which they are much endangered, even in the vitals of grace, discontent and envy. It is the Lord that giveth, that shapes and cuts out your condition, why then should you not be contented with his allowance, and be thankfull in your lot? If your estates be proportioned from above, you ought to be content with your portion. Ignorance or inadvertency from whom we receive, causeth murmuring at what we have. Do not think thou hast lesse love from God, because thou hast a lesse allowance from God. The power of God
God is as much acted in making a Fly, as in making an Elephant; and his love may be as much, and is often more acted in giving a penny, then in giving a talent. Know this, thou who art a child of God, if thy portion be but a penny, it hath upon it the image and superscription, a Father's love, which is better than life.

This also will cure the poore of envy; many times the poor have an evil eye of envy at the rich, they cannot bear it, that others have so much and they so little: Consider it is the Lord that giveth. This argument Christ useth, Matth. 15.20. to him that was angry that they who came at the latter end of the day had as much as he, May not I doe with mine owne what I will? Is thine eye evil, because mine is good? The envious eye is an evil eye, envy is the disease of the eyes. This Text is one of the best medicines that ever was prescribed. Wilt thou be sick, because another is in health, and make thy brothers happiness the ground of thy misery? Do not think that all is lost, which is not cast into thy lappe; or that thy estate is better or worse, because thou feelest one having a greater, or a better. Must God aske thee leave, or ask thee counsel, how and in what measure to distribute his favours? Were all but well catechised in this one principle, that God gives all, it would soon dispell this malignant vapour, and all would rest satisfied, not because they or others have received thus or thus, but because God hath thus disposed to all.

Observe one thing more.

If the Lord gives us all, then we should be willing to give back somewhat unto the Lord again. And this consideration that God gives us, will make us willing to give unto God. What is the reason that many are so unwilling to give somewhat unto God? It is because they will not understand that they are beholding to God for all. If they were persuaded of their receipts, from him, a little oratory might persuade a gift from them, in the cause of God; especially when God intreats them, who may of right command them; when he is content to take it as a curse, who may send for it by authority, and expect it as a duty. God himself who firs and enjoys all things, hath sometimes (in a sense) need of your estates. Christ who is Lord of Heaven and Earth is sometimes in want of a penny. Christ tells you of his wants and poverty, Matth. 25. and shewes how and when he is relieved. And as Christ wants in a member, some particular believer; So he often wants in his whole body, which is the Church or whole company of
of believers. If you have any spiritual wisdom to discern times and seasons, you may know, that now Christ wants money (as I have explained) now God (in his cause) hath need. He goes about (in those who solicit his cause) and asks a relief at every one of your doores. Now then do but consider, when anything is asked for the Lords sake, that the Lord gave all, this will be a key to unlock your chests; this will at once untie your hearts and your purses. Will you let Christ want, shall the cause of God want, while you have it, whereas what you have, God gave? It is expressed concerning Nabal, that this was the reason why he would not part with a loaf of bread to relieve David and his Army, 1 Sam. 25. 11, shall I take my bread and my water, and my flesh that I have killed for my bearers, and send them to a fellow I know not who? You see the man was all in his possessions, my bread, and my water, and my flesh; he never thought that God had any share or interest in his estate, that God gave; it, therefore he would not give to a servant of God. You shall see on the other hand, how Davids munificence and that of the nobles with him, 2 Chr. 29. sprung from this root, the acknowledgement that nothing was their own, it came in all from God; when they had offered so willingly and bountifully towards the building of the Temple, David shews the myne which yielded so much treasure, even this we have digged in all this while, All things come of thee, and of thine own we have given thee, ver. 15. They confessed that all came of God, they were but Stewards, he was the Owner, and his own they could not with-hold from him. God giveth us the use of the creature, but he keepeth the right to them in his owne hand, when we have the possession of them he hath the property. Wherefore let the consideration that God giveth all make us ready and open handed to give unto God, when he calleth and requireth it at our hands.

And the Lord hath taken away.

When God gives it is an act of bounty, and when he takes it is an act of justice, for he is Lord, Sovereigne Lord in both. But why doth Job here charge this upon God, The Lord hath taken? Was it not told him by the messengers, that the Chaldeans and Sabeans came and took away his cattell, plundered and pillaged his estate? They told him that the fire consumed his sheep, and the wind blew downe the house upon his children: Why doth Job say, The Lord hath
bath taken? What? will Job charge all those robberies upon God himselfe? Doth not this looke like the blasphemy that the devill hoped would have come out of Job's mouth?

I answer, when Job faith, the Lord hath taken, it doth but set forth the supreme power and sovereignty of God in ordering all things; and (as we opened before) that God gave the commission to Satan, or leave to spoyle him, or else Satan could not have touched one of the dogs of his Flock. Job knew that God had all men and devills, fire and wind, all creatures in his hand. He faith, the Lord hath taken, because none could take but by the will of God, and he was satisfied, that God willed that in righteousness and in judgement, which they acted with so much cruelty and injustice. Is there any evill in the City, and the Lord hath not done it? Amos 3.6. Every evill of affliction or of trouble is said to be the Lords doing, because it cannot be done without the Lord. Wicked men in all their plotts, and in all their successses, are either the rod of God to chasten his people for their sins, or else they are as God's furnace to try his peoples graces, and purge them from their sins. Thus the hand of the Lord is in all our sorowes, The Lord faith Job, bath taken away.

We should from hence learne, In all our afflictions to looke beyond the creature. In all the evils we either feele or feare, let our hearts be carried up unto God. As then we rightely enjoy outward blessings: when those blessings carry us up unto God, when upon creatures our hearts are raised up to Heaven. So when we make a right use of afflictions, of crosses and troubles, when we are led by crosses (in our meditations) unto God, Job doth not say, the Lord hath given and the Chaldeans have taken away; the Lord hath enrich'd me, and Satan hath robb'd me, but as if he had never heard any mention of Satan or Chaldeans, of fire or winde, he faith, the Lord hath given and the Lord hath taken. He doth not fall out with man or complaint of the Devill, he is not angry with chance or fortune, with stars or constellations; many in the troublesome evils which they suffer are apt to fly out upon all creatures andophysical causes, rather then to cast an eye upon God: whereas indeed we should not take either good or evil out of the hand of any creature. There were some of old, Marcion and his followers, who could not relish this Doctrine, nor endure that we should carry our evils and lay them before God's doore, and say, The Lord hath done this.
Therefore they found out two beginnings, that is two Gods, rather then they would make the same God the authour of such extremes (as they taught) of good and evil: They said, There was one God that was a good God, and another an evil God; the one a giving God, the other a taking God; the one a loving God, a merciful God; the other an angry God, a severe God. Many of the Heathen taught better divinity then those Heretikes. For they feigned that their Jupiter had two great vessels placed at the entrance of his Palace, where of the one was filled with Good, and the other with Evil. These he dispensed according to the dictate of his own will among the sons of men. And they painted Fortune in two forms, with two faces of contrary colours, the foremost white, the hindmost blacke, to signify that good and evil, which they shadow'd under white and blacke, come both from goddesse Fortune: which comes nearer that language in the Prophet: Isai. 45. 7. I cause the light and darkness, I make peace and create evil. And we are taught to look upon the same God, as the spring and fountain of all good, and all this sort of evil. Though it be a truth (as the Apostle speaks) that the same fountain cannot send forth bitter water and sweet, take it in a natural or moral sense, yet the same fountain may send forth bitter and sweet, take it in a civil sense; that is, the same may be the authour of outward corrections and of outward favours. God is not the fountain of good and of evil in a moral sense, to nothing but good floweth from him: but take it in a civil sense, and so both good and evil, bitter and sweet come from the same fountain.

Consider the words as they are an argument, and then see their strength to the purposes, for which Job doth especially here apply them; Firstly, the acquitting or justifying of God. 2. The supporting and comforting of himselfe: and so wee may note from them:

First, That the absolute sovereignty of the Lord over us is enough to acquit him from doing us any wrong, whatsoever he doth with us. Job saith onely this, The Lord hath given and the Lord hath taken: He is the sovereigne Lord, therefore I have no reason to complain; he doth it, upon whom I have laid no engagement, upon whom I have no tie at all, to doe this or that for me; he doth it, who may resolve the reason of all his actions into his own will, be it the Lord. God cannot injure his creature; therefore the Apostle
postile hath recourse to that onely in the 9th Rom. for the answer of all cavils and objections against God's dealing with man, Hath not the Potter power over the clay? The sovereignty and supremacy of the Lord is enough to beare him out whatsoever he doth with, or to his creatures. O man, who art thou that repliest against God?

Then, it is as strong for the second end, for the support of the soule in bearing evil, to consider that it is the Lord that giveth and the Lord that taketh. The thought of God's sovereignty over us, and over ours, may quiet our spirits in all that he doth unto us or ours. As it doth justify God, so it should quiet us: heare David Psa. 39. 9. I was dumbe, faith he, and opened not my mouth, because thou diddest it: he doth not say, I was contented because thou dealtst thus and thus with me, but I was dumbe, I opened not my mouth, because thou diddest it; that it was the act of God the soveraigne Lord satisfie him, he had not a word to say, because God did it. So Job here, The Lord hath taken away, is as if he had said, I could not have borne this at the hands of any creature but at the hands of my soveraign Lord that may dispose of me and mine, and doe what he pleaseth; at his hands I not onely beare it, but take it well.

Joseph had not a word of discontent to vent against his brethren, being thus resolved, It was not you that sent me hither but God, Gen. 45. And David layes aside all revenge against rayling Shimei on this ground, So let him curse, because the Lord hath said unto him, curse David, 2 Sam. 16. 10. A godly man cannot be angry at the doing or speaking of that, which pleaseth God, that it should be done or spoken. And it takes away all complaining. That the Lord hath taken away.

Blessed be the name of the Lord.

The Septuagint, and so the Vulgar from them insert here another sentence betwenee these two. The Lord hath taken away, blessed be the Name of the Lord; reading it thus. The Lord hath given and the Lord hath taken away, as it pleaseth the Lord, so commeth things to passe, blessed be the name of the Lord; but we have no more in the Hebrew, then our owne translation gives us.
Blessed be the name of the Lord.

This is the triumphant conclusion which floweth from the former Propositions, this is the issue and result of them both. A conclusion as opposite to Satans designe as the two Poles of the Heavens are one against the other. Satan waited to heare conclude with blaspheming the name of the Lord; and now he heareth Job conclude with blessing the name of the Lord. How did this vex and sting Satan? This one word of Job did wound Satan more then all the afflictions which Satan procured, wounded Job. Though I returne naked, though all be taken from me yet blessed be the name of the Lord.

Blessed be the Name of the Lord. ] The Name of God in Scripture is taken, first for God himselfe. The name of a thing it is put for the thing named, Psal. 44. 5. Through thee wee will push downe our enemies, thorough thy Name we will tread them downe that rise up against us, Thorough thy Name, that is, thorough thee: Thorough thee and thorough thy Name are the same. So Psal. 48. 10. According to thy name, so is thy praise, that is, thou art praised like thy selfe; as thou art in thy selfe, so thou art or oughtest to be praised by thy people; the name is put for the person. You have it clearly, Act. 1. 15. The number of names together were about an hundred and twenty, that is, the number of persons, so many persons, because numbered by their names.

Secondly, the Name of God is often in Scripture put for the attributes of God,

Thirdly, the Name of God is put for his Ordinances or worship, Go ye now to my place which was in Shiloh, where I set my name at the first, Jerem. 7. 12. that is, where I first set up my publike worship; because as a man is knowne by his proper Name, so is God by his proper worship. And therefore false worship is the setting up of a strange god. When we mistake the name, we mistake the person.

Fourthly, the Name of God is that reverence, esteeme and honour, which Angels and men give unto God. As we know amongst us, the report and reputation, that a man hath among men, is a mans name; what men speake of him that is his name; such an one hath a good name, we say; such an one hath an ill name, that is, men speake or thinke well or ill of such persons: So Gen. 6. 4. When Moses describes the Gyants, he faith, they were men of renown, the
the Hebrew is, They were men of name, because the name of a man is the opinion he hath amongst men; as a man is esteemed, so his name is carried, and himself is accepted in the world. So the name of God is that high esteem, those honourable apprehensions, which Angels and men have of God; such as the thoughts and speeches of men are for the celebration of Gods glory and praise, such is his name in the world, Blessed be the name of the Lord.

By blessing God we are to understand, either, first what we express in word concerning God. God is blessed by his creatures, when his goodness, and greatness, and mercy, and bounty, and faithfulness, and justice are published with thanksgiving and praise. Or God is blessed likewise, when we have high and great and glorious thoughts of God: when we inwardly fear and reverence, and love, and honour God, then we bless God. The one is to bless with the tongue: the other to bless with the heart. The tongue blessing without the heart is but a tinkling cymball: The heart blessing without the tongue makes sweet, but still musicke; both in comfort make that Harmony which suits and delights Heaven and Earth. When Job saith here, Blessed be the Name of the Lord, we are to understand it both ways, that Job speaks out the blessing of God with his mouth, and likewise he had high and reverent thoughts of God. His heart and tongue met at this work and word.

Blessed be the name of the Lord.

We may note from hence,

That God is worthy of all praise and honour, not onely when he doth enrich and strengthen us, when he fells and proceeds us; but also when he doth impoverish and weaken us, when he empties and smites us, when he gives us up to the will of our enemies, to the will of devills and wicked men, even then God is to be blessed. It is a good thing, and it is our duty to bless God when we are rich and when we are full, as Deut. 8. 10. When thou hast eaten and art full, then thou shalt bless the Lord: But it is a farre better thing (yet but our duty) to bless the Lord, when we are poore and weake; when we are empty and have nothing to eat, then to bless the Lord is the breathing of an excellent spirit indeed. 1 Thes. 5. 18. In every thing give thanks; Let God doe what he will with his children, they have cause to thanke him. As he is God.
God in himselfe, blessed for evermore. When God thunders in judgements so loud, that he breaketh the Cedars, and shaketh the Wilderness; then to give unto the Lord the glory due unto his Name, and in his Temple to speake of his glory, argues a spirit highly ennobl'd, and glorious in grace, Psal. 29. Therefore his children should not rest in this, that they beare afflictions, but they should labour to bring their hearts to blesse and glorifie God in, and for the afflictions that they beare. And a soule that thus honoureth God shall assuredly receive honour from God. That which the Apostle speakes of the Saints suffering persecution, is true of them in any kind of holy suffering, The Spirit of glory and of God doth rest upon them, 1 Pet. 4. 14. The spirit of God is spoken of, as if it were unsettled or unquiet, and knew not where to fix it selfe, till it had found such a soule: like Noah's Dove, that went hovering about and knew not where to rest the sole of her foot, till it came to the Ark; so the Spirit of God is express, as hovering about from person to person, from place to place, as if it could not rest any where till it finde a soul triumphing and bles-sing God in affliction, at least lying quietly under affliction till God takes it off, and there the Spirit rests and settles it selfe.

Observe further, that Job here blessed God in his afflictions, and that makes the difference; his afflictions now are good unto him.

*If we blesse God in our afflictions, then our afflictions are blessings unto us.* We have so much blessing in our affliction, as we can blesse God for our affliction. There is a mighty power in this speech, I blesse God, it changeth evill into good, here is an heavenly Alchimy (as we may so speake) whatsoever affliction you touch with blessing God, you turne that affliction to a blessing; if you have an Iron yoake of affliction upon you, doe but touch it with blessing God, it turneth it into gold. When you have a heavy crosse upon you, ready to weigh you down, doe but touch the crosse with this word from the heart, and it makes it as a crowne of glory upon your heads. Thus (I say) you may turn every evill into good, every affliction into a comfort and a blessing, if you can but touch it, with blessing the name of God.

We will come to the conclusion.

*In all this Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly.*

This testimony the Lord giveth concerning Job, both in refe-


rence to what he did, and to what he spake. In all this, in rent-
ing his mantle, in shaving his head, in falling to the ground, in
worshipping, in saying, Naked came I out of my mother's wombe, and
naked shall I returne thither. The Lord hath given, the Lord
hath taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord: In all this
Job sinned not, neither charged God foolishly. God himself puts all the
actions and all the speeches of Job into the bannacle, and finds not
any lightnes in them, he bringeth all that he had done, and all that
he had said to the touchstone, and finds them pure metall. The
Holy Ghost, the great and infallible moderator of this cause, and
question betweene Job and Satan determines, That in all this Job
sinned not, neither did he charge God foolishly.

But it will be objected, Is there any man that sinneth not? Or
is there any man that sinneth not in every thing? How then are we
to understand what the Holy Ghost pronounceth, In all this Job
sinned not? Is any man so holy, or can his heart be kept in so holy a
frame, as to doe and speake so much, without any touch of sinne,
without any spot of defilement? Job's question, Cap. q. affirms,
that no man can doe any one act purely pure, Who can bring a
cleane thing out of that which is uncleane? Now Job himselfe in his
nature was uncleane, he had uncleanenesse in him, how then was
a cleane thing brought out from Job? Whence had he such a pri-
vilege above his brethren, as not to sin in doing and suffering so
many things?

There are some Popish Commentators who would build the
Tower of perfection upon this and other the like Scriptures, tell.
That a man may in this life be freed from all sinne. For the refuting
this sense and clearing of the text, I will give you the resolution
in a distinct or two.

First, if we consider sinfull actions, they are of two sorts: There
are actions sinfull in the matter, when the very thing done is a sin;
as to stole, to lye, to be drunke, to commit adultery and the like;
the very thing done is a sinne materially. There are other actions
that are sinfull in the formality or manner of doing; so a good
worke in the matter may be sinfull in the manner of doing. Wee
does not affirme that all the workes of regenerate persons are sinnes,
as if they were sinfull actions, or that all that they doe is sinfull in
the matter, for that were a reproach to the Spirit of Christ, that
were to reproach the grace of Christ, by which they being regen-
rated doe, and doe these things. But we positively affirme that to
the
the workes of regenerate persons, to their best workes some defilement cleaves, so that though the action be not sinfull, yet there is some sinne in the action. There is a great deale of difference between a sinfull action and sinne in an action: We have that difference expressly, Exod. 28. 38. Where the High Priest is said, to bear the iniquity of the holy things; holy things, yet iniquity in them; holy things in the matter of them, yet iniquity in the manner of performing them.

Now when it is said here, "In all this Job sinned not, we are to understand it first thus; Here were no acts sinfull in the matter of them, such as Satan d'id promise unto himself, and did undertake with God, that Job would speak and break out into: Satan was confident that Job would blaspheme and curse God to his face; this was an act of an high nature, sinfull in the very matter of it, an act abonnable. In all this Job sinned not such a sinne, he was not transported by passion or impatience to reproach and curse the living God.

Secondly, in Scripture language we are said not to sinne, when we doe not commit such and such sinnes; as is cleare in that instance about David, of whom this transcendent testimony is given, 1 King. 15. 5. That he turned not aside from any thing the Lord commanded him all the daies of his life, save only in the matter of Uriah the Hittite; a high expression of his holinesse. What then? shall we thinke that David never sinned at all, but in that matter? No, the meaning of it is, that David never fell grossely or soulishly, but that time; in comparison of that act, all the rest of the life of David went for so holy, as if he had lived without any sinne at all. In this sense the Apostle John giveth the command not to sinne, 1 John 2. 1. I write unto you little children, that you sinne not (it is a possible precept in an evangelicall sense) that is, that you sinne not as wicked men doe, who can doe nothing else but sinne. In this sense Job sinned not, he carried himself like an holy person, like an obedient child of God, like one born of God (as the Apostle speaks) whose character and privilege it is; that he cannot sin. Such have the blessing of impotency in the unregenerate part, so that they cannot sin strongly; though, as yet they have not that blessed ability, in their regenerate part, not to sinne at all.

The Septuagint addes to this clause, He sinned not before the Lord, or against the Lord. The Vulgar addes, those words with his
Chap. 1. of the Book of Job.

his lips. Neither of them mend the sense of the Hebrew Text, and the latter makes it worse. For it is a higher and clearer testimony to say, *In all this Job sinned not, then to say, In all this Job sinned not with his lips,* for he might sinne in thought, &c. though it be most true which the Apostle James speaks, Chap. 3.7. *If any man offend not in word, the same is a perfect man.*

*Or charged God foolishly.*

The translations are somewhat different, the Septuagint thus, *He did not cast any folly upon God;* others, *He did not offer any thing unfa- voury of God;* Another, *He did not accuse or complaine of God.* The word in the Originall is, *He did not give, we translate, he did not charge.*

The word which we translate adverbially [*foolishly*] is a Noune in the Originall, yet it is fully enough to the sense, *he Mon.-noured God foolishly,* or *be charged not God with folly,* so it is ra- ther in the Originall. That word which is here translated folly [*טָוִּים*], signifieseth in the generall anything that is *indebite dispostitum,* anything that is unduly disposed, anything in disorder. And we finde it in Scripture referred divers wayes.

First, It is put for unfaavoury meat without Salt or Sawce, as Job 6.6. *Can that which is unfaavoury be eaten with out Salt?* The word [*unfaavoury*] there is the same with this here rendered folly or foolishly.

Secondly, it is used for *morter* that hath not a due temper or mixture in it, as Ezek. 13.14. *I will break downe the wall that yee have dawbed with untempered morter;* morter that is not well tempered, is unfit for use.

Thirdly, it is put for any rude, undigested or indiscreet speech, as La. 2.14. *The Prophets have seene vaine and foolish things for thee,* They have seen foolish and unfaavoury things for thee. Hence the word is used to expresse madnes, because madness is the height of folly being without any seasoning, without any temper, a thing that hath no taste of wisdom or goodnes in it, Jer. 23.13. *I have seene folly in the Prophets of Samaria, that is, they are unfaavoury, their speeches are untempered morter, they are foolish and vaine.* So then he did not charge God with folly, or charge God foolishly, hath this F 发
sense. Job did not speake any thing rashly, or unbecoming the Majesty of God; or charge him in the least to have dealt unwisely or unjustly with him. As if the Lord had said, Satan, thou diddest expect that Job should now at this time have charg'd me home, and have laid load upon me with complaints, for dealing thus with him: thou expectedst that he should have broken out into the dialect of hell it selfe, such words as these, Why, what have I done against God, that he should deal thus with me? Is this the wages that I shall receive for the worke and service I have done him? Will he discourage and dishearten others, from coming on to his service by my sad example? Is it justice in God that I who have lived so innocently should be thus extremely afflicted? Could the Lord finde out no swearers, no drunkards, no adulterers in the world to let Satan loose upon, but he must needs turse him loose upon me? Had he no other Butt in the world to shoot the arrows of his indignation at, but at an innocent breast? Is this a just God who uses his servants thus? Or if he be omniscient and omnipotent, why then did he not protect me from Satans rage? Why did he not defend me from the violence of those evil men? Such kinde of speeches, or to this effect, Satan expected, Job would have uttered rashly against the Lord: but he is deceived, Job hath no such thought, much lesse did he speake such words, either against the justice, or wisdome, or power of God; he charges no folly upon God, the onely wise God, but gives him glory, saying, Blessed be his Name whatsoever he doth with me or mine.

Learn from hence first, what blasphemy is; or what it is to curse God; To curse God, is to charge God with folly, or with doing things foolishly and rashly. For these expressions expound one another. Satan said Job would curse God; the Holy Ghost saith, Job hath not charged God foolishly, therefore that is a definition of Gods owne making, plainly declaring what it is to curse God: Yet every speech or act unbecoming the Majesty, wisdome and power of God, doth not presenyly denominate a man a blasphemer: There may be blasphemy in what is spoken, and yet the person speaking not a blasphemer. Job himself spake many things afterward unadvisedly in the heat of dispute, but he blasphemed not. Blasphemy or cursing of God properly taken, is ever joyned with an intent to cast reproach upon God: As every one is not a liar that
that telleth what is not true, but he that telleth an untruth, knowing it to be an untruth, with an intent to deceive and wrong others. So he that thinkes or speakes a thing unbecomming God, with an intent to reproach or slander God and his wayes, this is blaspheming indeed.

Secondly observe,

Impatience under, and murmuring at the cross, which God lays upon us, is a charging of God with folly. Murmuring against God, questions the wildeome of God. Complaints have a charge in them. We taxe what is done while we submit not to what is done. When we lie under God's hand quietly and silently, then we speake the praise of God, then our carriage ascribes all wildeome, honour and glory unto him.

Thirdly, In that it is said by way of excellency concerning Job, that in all this Job sinned not, referring it to his behaviour under these afflictions, as if the Holy Ghost had said, it is matter of admiration that in this, in all this Job should not sinne. Note from hence,

That it is an high alt, one of the highest acts of grace, to be composed in thought and word under great afflictions. In all this Job sinned not, as if he had said, it had not beene much for Job not to sinne in other things, but in this affliction, in this distresse, being fo put to it, being thus tried, in all this not to sinne, is Grace almost to a miracle.

Lastly, Note this,

What is well done by us, shall be sure to receive a faire testimony from God. When Job had carried himselfe discretely, and spoken discretely, the Lord hides not this in darkenesse, he shuts it not up in silence: but proclaims the innocency and uprightnesse of his carriage in this present passage of his life, as he had done before, concerning the whole course of his life and conversation, that he was perfect and upright. The Apostle publisheth, Glory and honour and peace to every man that worketh good, Rom. 2. 10. They that carry themselves well, either in sufferinge or in working for God, shall have glory and honour and peace from God. No man needs blow a trumpet in his own praise, when he hath done well, as the Pharisees did, Matth. 6. What we doe well, the Lord himselfe will report to all the world. In all this Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly.
And so we have done with this third part of the Chapter, and with this whole Chapter, which contains (as you have heard) those three generals, the description of Job’s prosperous estate; the description of his trials and afflictions, and the description of his carriage under those afflictions. Now, when he is come off from this assault without wound, without any touch of sinne, Satan, perceiving himself defeated and frustrated in this attempt, will not yet give it over, he is restless, he will attempt him once more. We shall find him in the next Chapter at the Assembly again, renewing his motion for a second assault, that he may have leave to lay his sledge nearer and closer to Job, presuming that though he had not prevailed at the first, yet he shall at the second charge; let me charge him but once more, and then see his fall, He will curse thee to thy face.

JOB
JOB 2. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

Verse 1. Again there was a day when the Sonnes of God came to present themselves before the Lord, and Satan came also among them to present himselfe before the Lord.

2. And the Lord said unto Satan, From whence comest thou? And Satan answered the Lord and said, From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and downe in it.

3. And the Lord said unto Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the Earth, a perfect and an upright man, one that feareth God, and escheweth evil? and still be holdeth fast his integritie, although thou movedst me against him to destroy him without cause.

4. And Satan answered the Lord, and said, Skin for skin, yea, all that a man hath, will he give for his life.

5. But put forth thine hand now, and touch his bone and his flesh, and he will curse thee to thy face.

6. And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold he is in thine hand, but save his life.

The Prophet Ezekiel, when in vision he had beene led forward to a second and a third and a fourth, with Come see a greater abomination then this or these. Or as the Angell proclaimeth in the Revelation, One woe is past, and another woe is at hand. The same may we say concerning this History of Jobs sorowes. Having shewed you his first affliction in the former Chapter, I must now lead on your attentions, with, Come behold a second, a greater then that; and having shewed you one woeful day, I must now shew you a second. Again there was a day when the Sonnes of God came to present themselves.

This whole Chapter presents us in the generall with Jobs sorowes.
cond tryall. About which we may observe these particulars.

1. The occasion of it.
2. The causes of it.
3. The manner of it.
4. The consequents of it.

1. The occasion of it was Satan appearing at that heavenly session, and being there questioned about that former affliction of Job, he answers with slander, and desir'd that Job may be brought about to a second trial.

2. The causes of this affliction (as of the first) are two.
   1. God. And
   2. Satan.

   1. God permitting and limiting it.
   2. Satan provoking and then inflicting it. Both are laid down in the words of the context now read, to the end of the sixth verse.

3. The manner of this affliction was the striking and limiting of Job's body with a sore and not some disease, which you have contained in ver. 7, 8.

4. The consequents of this affliction, or what followed upon it, and those are three.
   1. His wives sinful counsel, ver. 9. As soon as she saw him thus smitten, What (faith the) dost thou still retain thine integrity? Curse God and die. There's her counsel.
   2. His wife and holy reply, ver. 10.
   3. His friends loving visit, vers. 11, 12, 13. They hearing of the affliction of Job, came from a far country, to see him and to comfort him.

These are the distinct parts of the whole Chapter.

These six verses decipher the occasion and the causes of Job's affliction, Satan inciting and provoking the Lord; and the Lord permitting and limiting Satan.

The three first contain the same matter which we have opened and explained in the former Chapter, and they are almost word for word the same; therefore I shall not need to stay long upon them: Only I shall enquire a little further about two things.

First about the day of this great appearance. And secondly, about the persons appearing, who are said to be the Sommes of God.
To the former of these, the Jewish Doctors contend much, That this was the first day in the recourse or returne of the yeare: initing, if not contending, that the first day of every yeare was as Gods day of generall Audit, in which he conveen'd or called together his Angels, to give him an account of all the passages and dispatches of the yeare past, and to give them instructions what to doe the yeare coming; which opinion I leave under the censure of a learned Interpreter, as grosse and groundlesse.

Others fix it upon the laft day of the weake, affuring that this was the Sabbath day. And that this was a convention or Assembly of the Church on Earth for the solemnne worship of God upon that day, which is here called, A presenting themselves before the Lord; in concurrence with which opinion, the Sonnes of God must needs be interpretated holy men. I finde some affuring, that men are not called the Sonnes of God in all the old Testament, but the Angels onely. And so they take that Text, Gen. 6. 2. The Sonnes of God saw the daughters of men, &c. for the Angels either good or bad, who being taken with the beauty of those daughters, assurming bodies came into them, of whom came the Giants. A conceit as monstrous as those Giants, and fitter for a Fabulist than a Divine. On the other extreame, * Chrysostome denies that the Angels are at all called the Sonnes of God.

We may walke safely in a middle way betweene these two. For both Angels and men are called the Sonnes of God: Why Angels are called the Sonnes of God hath been shewed. Chap. 1. v. 6. Men are called the Sonnes of God for two reasons; either for their power or greatnesse; so they Gen. 6. 2. might be called the Sonnes of God, because great and powerful on the earth. Or rather secondly, for their piety and holinesse by which they resemble God, & in which they serve God as a sonne doth the Father. Indeed the Apostle affirms that the privilege of sonship was brought in by the Incarnation of Christ, who is said, In the fulnesse of time to be made of a woman, &c. That we might receive the adoption of Sonnes, Gal. 4. 5. But in Scripture a thing is spoken of as newly done, when it is more fully done, Job. 7. 59. The Holy Ghost is said not to be given at that time, because he had not been so plentifully given. And the Apostle to the Hebrews speakes, as if the way into Heaven had been but then opened, because it was then more clearly opened, Heb. 9. 8. So we are said to receive the adoption of Sonnes, when Christ came in the flesh, because then our Son-ship was more...
more apparent, though before it was as reall.

So then according to this interpretation the sense of the words is. That upon the Sabbath day, when the servants of God, the faithfull of that age and place, were met together to celebrate the publick worship of God, Satan (the evill spirit) who is ever ready to oppose and resift us, to interrupt and hinder us, when we appeare before the Lord in holy duties) came also among them to present himselfe before the Lord.

I propose this as an opinion to which my own inclination is not strong. These words with the context (as was noted in the former Chapter) seeming to me, rather a representation of Gods providence towards man, then a description of mans worship tendered unto God.

Againe there was a day.

It may be yet further enquired how much time passed betwene the first and this second day of appearance. Some affirm it was the immediate day after: others the immediate Sabbath after. A third opinion deferrs it to the yeare after; Satan cunningly delaying the business all that while, to the intent he might more fully see how the former affliction wrought, what effects it had or would have upon Job before he attempts a second.

The text resolveth us in neither of these, but leaveth it indifferent and undetermined, saying onely, Againe there was a day. It is most probable that there was such a distance of time betwene these two afflictions, as was competent to a full discovery of Jobs spirit, under the first. As when Christ was tempted and had for- led Satan in that temptation, it is said, the Devill departed from him for a season, he left him, probably, to see what effects might follow upon the former temptation: So Satan having tempted Job, and tempted him by a temptation, though one in the generall, yet with a foure-fold assault, foure severall messengers, making (as it were) foure charges upon him, he leaveth him for a season, and
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Againe when there was a day, he returns to renew the assault and battery.

I shall passe over the two verses following in all that they containe, opened in the former Chapter. But in the latter end of the third verse, there is somewhat added very materiall, where the Lord bespeakes Satan concerning Job, Hast thou considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the Earth, a perfect and
and an upright man, one that feareth God and escheweth evil? (This was the Character which God gave of him before in the former Chapter, but now he goeth on.) And still he holdeth fast his integrity, although thou movest me against him to destroy him without cause. This is supper-added to his testimony, his commendation is enlarged. Job (you see) hath gained in this conflict: he was described before as an holy man, now he is described as a tried man, as an approved Souldier. Job hath obtained this honour in the former combate with Satan, a glorious addition to his character: As the patience and other graces of Job did increase, so did the testimony of God increase concerning him. Note from this addition onely in the generall thus much.

That such as honour God, God will honour. If we do any new or further service for God, God will add some further honour and respect unto us. If we do, or say, or suffer any thing extraordinary for God, God will say, or doe somewhat more than ordinary concerning us. The old character did not serve, when Job had done this new service. God will never conceal any of our graces, no nor the improvement of any of our graces. If we speake but a word for God, we shall hear of it againe; God takes it and pens it downe, as it is said, Malae. 3. 16. They that feared the Lord, spake often one to another, and the Lord hearkened and heard, and a booke of remembrance was written; God fet's it downe presentlie. So he recorded that Job had spoken, and gives it him in at the next meeting with Satan. We can never lose either by doing or suffering for God. All shall be recompenced to the utmost farthing. As it is usual with Kings and great-men of the world, for great services done them (especially in warres and battells) to make additions to the titles of honour, to give some new motto's or put some new devices in the Coate-armour of those who serve them. Thus doth God here. Job having play'd the man (as we say) or rather the Saint in that former combate, he hath a new title of honour put into his file: Now it is not onely Job, a man that feareth God and escheweth evil, but Job a man that holdeth fast his integrity.

Consider the words themselves,

And still he holdeth fast his integrity.

The words [And still] or to this present time, may have a double reference. First, barely to the time past: Job was not onely
Ly a perfect and a sound man in former times, but he is so still, so at present. Or rather secondly, it referres to the affliction and losses he had suffered; as he was in former times, so he is at this time; as he was in prosperous times, so he is in troublesome times. When the day was light and cleare to him, Job was a perfect man; and now the day hath nothing but darkness and gloominesse in it, Job is a perfect man still; though wounded in his estate and broken in his outward comforts, yet he is as sound and whole in his spirit, as ever he was. Though Cattell, servants, Children be dead and gone, be spoil'd and lost: yet grace is safe, and faith triumphs, he still holdeth fast his integrity.

Holdeth fast.

This which we translate by two words, is but one word in the Hebrew. Our language is not comprehensive enough to express the fulness of that word; in a word, Job doth not onely hold his integrity, but he holdeth it fast: the word imployes a strength in holding, to hold a thing firmly. And more, the word hath a further Empliassis in it; it signifieth not onely to hold a thing by that degree of strength, wherewith formerly we did hold it; but it doth import thus much, to waxe stronger in the holding of it, to prevale or increase in strength. As when David sent Joab to number the people, Joab was unwilling, and said to the King, Now the Lord by God addeth unto the people an hundred-fold, but why doth my Lord the King delight in this thing? Then it followes, Notwithstanding the Kings word prevailed against Joab. That which is there translated, And his word prevailed, is the same with this we translate here, Holdeth fast; the Kings words did take a prevailing hold upon Joab, or held him fast to the doing of the Kings command, though he would have got off from the business: So we may understand it here, still he prevailed or waxes stronger in his integrity.

The same word is used by the Prophet Malachi, cap. 3: 13, 14. Where God convinceth those proud spirits that puffed at his service, Your words (faith he) have beene stout against me. That which we translate, have beene stout, is the same with this in the Text of Job; your words have beene stout, that is, they have grown stronger and stronger against me and my wayes; you are confirmed in wickednesse; whereas your hearts should have beene brought
brought downe and humbled, you are increast and hardened in your obstinacy and rebellion. Such is the strength and meaning of the word in this place. Job by this opposition growes more strong and stout in his integrity, he is so farre from being daunted, that he is encourag'd; he is as he was, nay more than he was, he is increased, still he holds fast his integrity.

His integrity.

It is a word of the same root with that used, Chap. 1.ver.1. There was a man in the Land of Uz, and this man was perfect, and these words illustrate and expound one another; to be a perfect man, is to be a man of integrity; there, he was a perfect man; now, he is a man holding fast that perfection, namely, his integrity.

From this first branch observe,
First, That Satan in all his temptations plants his chiefest battery against sincerity. Hence it is here express' that Job still held fast his integrity, as if the holy Ghost would intimate this unto us, that Satan pulled more at that, than at his estate. Satan did not care at all to pull Job's Oxen from him, or his Sheepe from him, or his children from him, but to pull his grace from him; therefore it is said, Job held that fast: Without question Satan assaulted that most, which Job held most; the thing that Satan aimed at, was not to make Job a poore man, but to make him a sinfull man; and he would never have troubled himselfe to robbe him of his riches, but only in subordination to the robbing him of his graces. That was the booty Satan look'd for. Satan look'd at his cattell, only as pay for his army of Sabeans, and Chaldeans: but he look'd upon his grace (if he could have got it from him) as pay for principalities and powers. As grace gotten or improv'd is the joy of Angels: So if grace could be taken away or destroy'd, it would be the joy of Devils. This was Satan's hope.

Secondly, Note this, Job holdeth fast his integrity.
That whatsoever a godly man loseth, hee will be sure to lay hold of his graces, he will hold spirituals, what ever becomes of temporals. He will be sure to take fast hold of these, when all is going, when riches are going, when children are going, when friends are going, when liberty is going, yea when life is going too, then he lays fast hold upon his integrity; And faith (as Jacob to the Angell) I will not let thee goe, and he faith it without exception:
for he knowes he cannot be blessed if that goe. Integrity is his Benjamin, all the Children he hath shall goe, but this sonne of his right hand must not; For indeed his life is bound up in the life of grace. And if he part with that, he must dye downe with sorrow in his grave. Wherefore he is resolved not to part with that, whatsoever he parts with. As it is with a man at Sea in a Shipwracke, when all is cast over-board, the corne that feeds him, and the cloathes that cover him, yet he swims to the shore if he can with his life in his hand. Or as it is with a valiant Standard-bearer, that carries the banner in warre, if he sees all lost, he will wrappe the Banner about his body, and chuse rather to dye in that as his winding sheet, then let any man take it from him or spoyle him of it, he will hold that fast, though he lose his life for it. So doth Job here, so doth every one that is of Jobs heavenly temper and spirituall resolution: in the greatest storme, in the hottest assault, he will wrap himselfe round about with his integrity, winde that about him, and will not let it goe. Kill him if you will, destroy him if you will, he will never part with his integrity, though he part with life. Indeed there is nothing else can stand a man in stead to any purpose, if that be lost all's lost. A man that is in danger of drowning will lay hold upon any thing, upon a straw, upon a rush, though it have no strength to support him: Men in danger will lay hold upon somewhat; they that are wise will lay hold upon the Rock, upon that which will doe them good in an evil day. They will lay hold upon Christ, they will lay hold upon promises; (in laying hold upon our integrity, all that is done) then they are sure to live: for Wisdom (that is, Christ) is a Tree of life to all that lay hold upon her. Prov. 3. 18.

Thirdly, it is considerable, that this word is used for the laying hold upon our weapons, either to defend our selves or to offend and assault our Enemies, Psal. 35. 2. David prays, that God would take hold of shield and buckler, and stand up for his help. We may note from hence,

That integrity is our arms. Integrity is a Christians weapon. Job layes hold upon his integrity as a sword to wound his Enemy, and as a shield and buckler to save and defend himself.

Fourthly, from that exposition of the word, that it signifieth not onely to be strong, but to prevaile; it signifieth an overcoming power; he doth hold fast, that is, he prevaileth with his integrity. Wee may note,
That grace doth not only oppose but conquer Satan and all his temptations. He doth prevail in his integrity (so the Hebrew may be rendered in the letter.) Sometimes (you know) there is a warre and opposition, when there is no conquest; a warre may be carried on divers yeares in a nation, or betwene nations, when there is no absolute victory on either side: as we see by woefull and lamentable experience in Germany, where there hath been opposition, one side against another above these 20. yeares, and yet no side hath prevailed. But as grace makes warre, so grace gets the better, grace gets the day, and will shortly make a small conquest, yea, there is not only a conquest (faith the Apostle, Rom. 8.) but thorough Christ we are more then Conquerours.

In the fifth place, I told you that the word signifies to increase in strength, be boldeth fast his integrity, or be increaseth in strength in his integrity. Note hence, that.

True grace gains by opposition. True grace is increased the more it is assaulted. Satan comes a purpose to destroy Job's graces. Job waxeth stronger in his graces. True grace will doe so in whomsoever it is. Hypocrites (who have but a shew of grace, painted grace) fall off in times of trial, in times of temptation; that which only seemeth to be somewhat, cometh to nothing, but that which is somewhat, cometh to more.

Lastly, Consider the Emphasis of the words. God speaks of this in a kind of admiration; he putteth a greater Emphasis upon this than upon the other part of Job's character.

Verse 3. Hast thou considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the Earth, a perfect and upright man, one that feareth God and escheweth evil? and still he holdeth fast his integrity.

God speaks of it, as a matter of wonder, a rare thing. From this observe,

That to hold our integrity in evil times, is not only good but admirable. It is that which doth even (as we may so speake) provoke God himselfe to an admiration. It is a truth whether it be in regard of personall troubles or nationall troubles, to hold fast and keep close to God in such distresses is admirable. To continue good while we suffer evil, is the height and crowne of goodness. As it is that which putteth one of the greatest aggravations upon the

Gg 3
An Exposition upon the 3 first Chapters

The sinfulness of them, that they will hold fast their sinnes in the midst of judgements. The Prophet Amos, with much elegancy of speech and vehemency of spirit urgeth this against the Jews. Cap. 4. I have given you cleanness of Teeth, yet have ye not returned unto me: I have with-holden the rain, yet have ye not returned unto me: I have smitten you with blasting, yet have ye not returned unto me: I have sent among you the pestilence and the sword, yet have ye not returned unto me, saith the Lord.

The Prophet Jeremy takes up the same argument, having before spoken of judgements sent upon them; to. (faith he) they hold fast deceit, and refuse to return (Cap. 8. 5.) they held fast deceit, though they were afflicted, that aggravated their sinfulness. Now (I say) as it makes sinne out of measure sinfull, to hold it fast when God afflicteth; so it makes grace out of measure gracious, putteth a wonderfull splendour and glory upon it, if we hold fast our grace when troubles and afflictions meet us in the holding of it forth; and God will put an Emphasis upon such a one for grace, as he did upon Ahab for his sinne, 2 Chron. 28. 22. In the time of his distress did he trespass yet more against the Lord. This is that King Ahab, that brand is put upon him. So there is an honour stamp’d on Job in this testimony, that in the time of his distress, he did yet more good. This is that Job: to serve, believe and love God more in distress, this is integrity to a wonder, this draws the heart of God toward such, and makes them truly glorious in the eyes of godly men.

That which followes in the Text, doth yet more advance the honour of Job in this victory; still he holdeth fast, &c.

1. Though thou movedst me against him to destroy him without cause.

2. Though thou movedst me] The word here used to move, signifies more than a bare motion, it carries in it a perswasion, and more than a bare persuasion, it carries in it a vehement instigation: As when a man doth perfwade a thing by arguments and strong reasons; that is the force of the word; as in that place, 1 King. 21. 25. There was none like Ahab which did sell himselfe to worke wickednesse in the sight of the Lord, whom Jezabel his wife stirred up: stirred up is the word in the Text, thou movedst me; Jezabel moved Ahab, incited him, never gave him over, by arguments and reasons, by this consideration and that consideration to doe wickedly in Israel: So here, Satan did as it were plie
ple, God with arguments and reasons to instigate him against Job, Thou didst move me against him. Satan is a cunning Orator, and knowes how to handle a matter, that it may take with greatest advantage.

Some may question, how can this be? Will God be moved by Satan? Is not the Lord unchangeable? Have Satan's words and arguments such power with God to move him to doe a thing?

I answer it two wayes; We may cleare it first thus; As the Saints and people of God in Prayer are said to move God, and to prevaile with God, they are said to carry a business with God. Now you know what they doe in Prayer, they do not onely spread a Petition barely before God, but they strengthen it with all the arguments they can, argument upon argument, pleading upon pleading; yet the Lord himselfe is not stirr'd, he is not changed at all by the Prayer of his people, it is not to be thought that the Lord upon the Prayers of his people takes up any new thoughts, or puts on any new resolutions to doe this or that; for a mercy that is but a day old in regard of our Prayer obtaining it, is an eternity old In regard of God purposing it, therefore God is not changed at all; but he is said to be moved to give or doe, as or when we pray, because he giveth and doth what he himselfe had purposed to give; when we should pray: for as God from all eternity did purpose to give to his people such and such mercies, so he did purpose and decreed, to give them when they prayed. Now then as it is in regard of his peoples prayer and seeking for mercy, they move God; but it is only the bringing forth of that which he had in his heart from all eternity to doe for them: So here in this case, God had a purpose from all eternity to try Job, and likewise he did purpose the way and the meanes of it, that it should be done upon the motion and instigation of Satan. For although God cannot be moved by any to doe a thing, which before he intended not, he is unchangeable: yet by his eternall will and counsell, he doth produce things in time: So likewise from eternity he did order and will the manner of their producing, he purposed to do good for his Church upon the supplications of his servants, and sometimes to afflict his Church or servants at the instigation of Satan.

Secondly, This place [Thou movedst me against him] is to be understood by a figure, very frequent in the Scripture; God speaking of himselfe after the manner of men; because as men usually
when they doe a thing, or are moved by others to doe it and by per-
tuitions are sometime prevailed with, to doe that which they in-
tended not an hour before. So God is said to doe a thing up-
on motion, though he intended it from eternity, often descend-
ing to express himself by that which is common to men, though
his manner of doing it be transcendent, infinitely beyond men.

From the force of this word so explained, Thou movest me against
him; Observe,

That Satan is an earnest and importunate sollicitour against the people
and Church of God; he without ceasing provokes God against them,
he bends his wits and strainghis language to the height, in plea-
ding against them, to get them delivered up into his hands, or into
the hand of his instruments.

And if Satan be thus zealous, so importunate a sollicitour a-
gainst the Saints; It may teach us to be as earnest and zealous for
the Saints. Satan doth not onely move, but he moveth by argu-
ments, he incites: It is not enough to pray by proposing our de-
fires, but we must pray enforcing and pressing our desires; such a
holy unquietness of spirit, as is expressed by the Prophet, Is. 62. 1: For
Zions sake will I not hold my peace, and for Jerusalems sake will
I not rest, &c. Such was that required of the Watch-men set upon the
walls of Jerusalem, which should never hold their peace day nor night:
Ye that make mention of the Lord, or ye that are the Lords remem-
brancers, keep not silence, and give him no rest till he establish, and till he
make Jerusalem a praise in the Earth, Is. 62. ver. 6, 7. This du-
uty is now doubled on us by the great afflictions and greater feares
of Sion. When Christ was in his agony, he prayed more earnestly,
Luk. 22. 44. And when his Church is in an agony, we ought
to pray more earnestly. At such a time we must mingle more fire
with our Prayers, we must pray more fervently. At such a time
we must mingle more water with our Prayers, we must pray more
repentingly: we must with Jacob ( Hos. 12.) weep and make sup-
plication. At such a time we must mingle more faith with our
prayers, we must pray more beleevingly. In a word, at such a
time, every Prayer must be a pleading, yea a wrestling with God;
a wrestling with resolution not to let him goe until we have got
a blessing, till we prevaile with God to destroy his Churches Ene-
mies, as Satan in the Text moved God to destroy Job, his servant
and his friend. So it followes, Thou movest me against him to destroy
him.
To destroy him.

The word Destroy signifieth to swallow up or to devour: You have it Gen. 41. 4. where it is said, that the seven lean ears, and seven lean kine, did devour or eat up the seven full ears, and the seven fat kine. And Exod. 7. 12. the Text faith, That Moses his rod did swallow up the rods of the Magians. Psal. 124. 3. Vnlesse the Lord had been on our side, they had swallowed us up quick. In all these places it is the same word we have here, thou movest me to destroy him.

In the former Chapter where Satan desired God to touch Job, I shewed what kinde of touches Satan desired to lay upon the people of God; you see it now cleared by God himselfe, Thou movest me to destroy him, to swallow him up. The words were moderate and diminutive, doe but touch him; but thy intentions were bloody and destructive, thou movest me to destroy him, to make an end of him, that was thy meaning.

Without cause.

But will the Lord, the wise God doe any thing without cause? A wise, a prudent man will not doe any thing without cause; though Satan may be so brutish and unreasonable to move God to doe a thing for which there is no cause, would the Lord be so persuaded, by his motion to doe it without cause? The Text seemeth here to speake so, thou movest me to destroy him without cause, and God hearkned to his motion before, and gave him up all his estate to do with it as he pleased.

Briefely to cleare this. Without cause. It is the same original word used in the former Chapter, Doth Job serve God for nought, or without cause (as was then opened) so here, Thou movest me against him to destroy him without cause, or thou movest me against him for nothing or for nought.

We may consider this phrase of speech [without cause] three ways. First, in reference unto Satan. Secondly, in reference unto God. Thirdly, in reference unto Job himselfe: From each of these considerations light will shine into this point.

First in reference unto Satan. God tells Satan, thou movest me against him without cause, that is, Job never gave thee any cause why thou shouldst make such a motion against him; Job had never wronged thee, or done thee any hurt, as David saith of his Enemies,
Enemies, they are mine Enemies without cause; I was never injurious or unjust unto them. So Satan was Job’s Enemy without cause, Job never gave him occasion: Indeed the holiness and goodness of Job was Satan’s grieve and Satan’s trouble; but for any other trouble or wrong Job never did him; therefore without cause, it was in reference unto Satan.

2. In reference unto Satan, without cause, that is, Thou didst not alledge any sufficient cause or charge him with any particular crime; thou didst not bring in a general suspicion against him, there was not so much as a common fame (as you know it was a course to accuse men upon common fame.) So faith God here, it was nothing but a suspicion raised out of thine owne braine (as indeed those common fames, that we heard of nor long since, upon which many were accused, yea condemn’d; were only suspicions borne in the braines of those men.) So here Job was charged meereely upon the suspicion of Satan; there was no crime directly alleged, nor any evill report in the world against him; cause was not they’d legally, therefore without cause thou movest me against him.

3. In reference unto Satan, without cause, that is, it now appeareth upon the trial, that thou didst move me against him without cause, that which thou didst pretend to be the cause, was not found in Job; thou pretendedst he was an hypocrite and served me for himselfe; now thou seest thy selfe confuted, it appeareth he did serve me for nought sincerely, and not for his owne ends. He is no painted sepulcher, no rotten selfe-seeker.

If we consider the words in the second place with reference unto God, Thou didst move me against him without cause, then we must take heed of thinking that God doth any thing without cause; No, the wise God doth every thing in number, weight and measure; he doth every thing upon great reason, upon the highest reason. God will not do the lowest thing, but upon the height of reason, he doth the least thing upon greater reason than the greatest Polititians in the world doe the greatest. Therefore God had reason, important reason to give Job up to be afflicted. He did it for the tryall of Job, he did it for the magnifying of his free-grace, and the graces of his free Spirit in his weak creature; he did it that Job might be set up as an example of patience, he did it to discover the slander of the devill; therefore he did it for strong reasons; it was not without cause in reference unto God himselfe.

Lastly,
Lastly, if we consider it in reference unto Job, it was not absolutely without cause neither; for though there was not that cause in him, which Satan pretended, namely grosse hypocrisy: yet if the Lord should search & sift him narrowly (as it he should search and sift the holiest of his servants, his pure eyes and holy nature would finde sinne enough in them, which might justify him, or shew to his justice sufficient cause. (take the sinne in it selfe.) not onely to afflict them temporally, but to lay his hand upon them for ever.) Should God (I say) have tried him thoroughly and looked upon sinne in it selfe, he might finde cause to afflict him in regard of his sinne. So then absolutely in reference unto Job, it was not without cause, God might have found cause in regard of his sinne.

But there were other causes in reference unto Job, it was to try Job, to exercise Job, it was that Job might have further honour after the tryall: There might have beene a reason in sinne (if the Lord had marked iniquity.) And there were many reasons in reference to his good, why the Lord did leave him thus in the hands of Satan to be afflicted.

To winde it up; If we looke upon Satan, then it was without that cause he pretended, it was without any direct charge, it was a meere suspicion; Job had never wronged him. But if we respect God, it is not without cause, God doth all things for weighty reasons. And if we respect Job, God (possibly, yea easily) might have found a sin in him (any sinne in it self considered would doe it) as the cause of his afflication; And he had other actual reasons in reference both to the being and improvement of his graces, why he left him thus in the hands of Satan.

Hence we may learne, First (in that God faith, 'Thou movest me against him to destroy him without cause.')

That pure or rather impure malice, stirreth Satan against the people of God. Though he alwayes pretends somewhat in them, yet the cause is in himselfe. God now discovers he doth nothing but out of very malice, pure malice against his servants. Satan hath two names in Scripture, noting his two speciall workes, Temptation and accusation. He solicites good men to doe evil against God; Hence he hath his name, the Tempter. He solicites God to confound evil of good men; and hence he hath his name, the Slanderer or Accuser.

Secondly, we may note,
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That God doth afflict his people sometimes without respect unto their sines. Thou diddest move me against him without cause. It was not in regard of his hypocrisy or of any thing thou diddest charge him with, why I did afflict him and lay my hand upon him. Though all men have always sinn when to the meritorious cause, yet oftentimes sinn is not the moving cause of their afflictions. When the Disciples put that question to Christ concerning the blind man, Job. 9. 2. Master who did sinne, this man or his parents, that he was borne blind? Jesus answered, neither hath this man sinned nor his parents, (not as if either of them were without sinne, but to shew that they had not sinned as to this purpose, &c. their sinne was not the cause of this blindness, and therefore in the next words, he assignes the cause.) But (&c. he was borne blind) that the worker of God should be made manifest. Afflictions are always from sinne, but not always for sinne. Neither are they at all for sinne (upon believers) by way of the least satisfaction to the justice of God (that chastisement Christ hath so fully borne, Isa. 53. that no believers sinner shall ever feel in that sense.) But they are often afflicted for sinne by way of purgation or prevention.

Thirdly, we may note this likewise,

That God will at the last give testimony for the clearing of the innocency of his servants against all Satan's malicious accusations. God himself gives testimony here a second time concerning Job, Thou didst move me against him without cause, thou didst move me to it, it is clear, and I give my sentence, there was no such cause as thou didst suggest against him, why I should destroy him.

When the Lord had thus called Satan to account concerning Job, whether he had considered him both in his radical graces, and in this additional grace, the holding fast of his integrity; Then Satan comes forth to answer this also. Hast thou (faith God) considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the earth, a perfect and an upright man, one that feareth God and escheweth evil? And still he holdeth fast his integrity, although thou movestst me against him, to destroy him without cause? Yes faith Satan in the 4. verse, And Satan answered the Lord and said, Skin for skin, yea all that a man hath will be given for his life. But put forth thine hand now and touch his bone and his flesh, and he will curse thee to thy face.
Chap. 2.

Here is Satan's answer with his motion upon it.

By his answer he labours to blot and obscure the glory which Job had gained in the former battle; and by his motion he labours to bring him about unto a second trial. As by his answer in the former Chapter (a little to compare him with himself) Satan slandered Job's actions, so by his answer here, he slanders Job's sufferings. There it was for something that Job served God, and here that which Job had suffered is nothing.

It is Satan's trade (and he hath many children of the same occupation) to slander and to slight whatsoever the servants of God either do or suffer. Before he slandered Job's active obedience, now he slanders his passive obedience. What is this (faith-he) stuff, Skin for skin, yea all that a man hath will he give for his life: It is a flight trial that he hath past yet; what great matter is it if he hold fast his integrity; who would not, who could not hold fast for any thing that hath been done to him yet? Let us try him again.

For the clearing of this we will examine the words.

Skin for skin, yea all that a man hath will he give for his life.

We see here that malice is steeped in wit, Satan answereth by a Proverb, Skin for skin, etc. A proverbiall, quick, sharp speech, the general sense of which and Satan's intentions are very clear.

The general sense of this proverbial speech is this. That life is the most precious treasure, that a man will part with any thing upon these terms, The saving of his life. That all a man suffers comes not very nare him, while that is out of danger. Such is the general sense, and Satan's intentment in speaking this, is as clear: namely, that as Job before had served God for his wealth, so now he doth serve him for his breath; that as before Job kept close to God, that he might enrich him; so now Job keeps close to God, lest he should destroy him: He seemeth to hold fast his integrity (so you tell me) but it is only that he may hold fast his life; he serveth you for wealth, and now he serveth you for breath. His fear of losing that makes him humble himselfe, and give many thanks: Search him to the bottom and you will finde him still a mercenary servant, holding his integrity that he may hold in with thee, and live. This is the general drift of Satan.
But to give the speciall meaning of his words doth somewhat trouble interpreters, Skin for skin and all that a man hath, will he give for his life.

First [Skin for skin] Some interpret it thus, A man will venture the skin of one member to save the skin of another, which being cut off or wounded, his life is more in danger. As for instance, if a blow come at a man's head, he will hold up his hand or his naked arme, he will venture the skin of his hand to save his head. And the reason is, because his life is more in danger, if he be wounded in his head, then in his hand. Here is skin for skin, he gives the skin of a member which is further off from the seat of life, to save the skin of that member which is so near the seat of life.

Secondly, by skin in the former place, some understand all the outward estate that Job had. It was usuall in those times to express all riches by the word skin, and the reason of it was this, because (as was observed before) their substance was cattell, and so from the skin of their cattell, they did denominate their estates. Or as others, because their money was made of skins, and so they did express their wealth and riches under the word skin. Answerable to which custome, the Latin word for household-stuffe or household goods, is derived from that word which properly signifies a skin, because either they were wont to wrap up their goods in skins, or because they did put a great value upon skins, and so their whole outward personal estate was comprehended under that notion. Hence that common Proverb amongst the Ancients, Thou brestest out of another mans skinne. To be liberal out of another mans estate, was called a being lavish upon another mans skinne. And then skinne in the second place doth signify the man himselfe, or the person of a man: the thing containing or that which covereth, being put for the whole; by a Synecdoche; the skinne for the whole man. And it is usuall in good Authors to put the skin for the whole man, as to looke to the skin is to looke to the whole body; Take it thus, that skin in the first place is all outward things; and skin in the second, is taken for the skin that covereth the body, and so the sense runs thus, Skin for skin, &c. that is, a man will give all his outward estate, to save the flesh upon his back, that is, to save his life. As if Satan had said, this act of Job, which is so cryed up, and made a matter so considerable, being examined, will be found as ordinary as the High-way. It being common, to a Proverb, for a man to part with all, that he may preserve himselfe.

There
There is a third exposition much labored by a learned Interpreter, who by skin in the first place understands not generally all his estate, but more especially his apparel, his clothing, which at the first were made of skins; and were used long after for clothing, by Princes and great men in divers Countries, form which the sense of the Proverb is thus given, skin for skin, &c. A man will part with his cloathes, cast them off willingly, easily, that he may save the skin of his body, save his life: And so he expounds it by that act of Job in the former Chapter, verse 20, where it is said; that Job rent his mantle and cast it off: as if Satan had alluded unto that, and said, No marvel if Job humbled himselfe to the dust, and renting his garment, cast that away, when he heard all was taken from him; Job parted with the skin, his garment, that he might move thee to compassion, and so save his other skin, the garment which cloathes his flesh; which he feared thou wouldest rent by wounding, and so let out his trembling soule, his beloved life.

A fourth gives this interpretation of the words, Skin for skin, &c. The Original Preposition, which we translate (for) is often in Scripture likewise translated (upon) as in 2 King. 4. 5. The widow went from Elisha, and shut the doore upon her and upon her Sonne. So in other places; then the sense is made out thus; Skin upon skin and all that a man hath, will he give for his life; that is, if a man had never so many skins, if he could be supposed he had an hundred skins one upon another, he would let all be taken off to save his life. That place is expounded as a parallel, John 1. 16, where it is said, That of Christ's fulness we receive grace for grace that is, grace upon grace, or abundance of grace, all the grace we have; this grace and that grace, faith, and love, and patience, and humility, every grace, all grace you receive from Christ. Thus some illustrate these two places one by another. So Satan faith of Job here, Skin for skin, that is, skin upon skin, a man will give all his skins, suppose he had many, he would part with all: or take skin for never so much of his outward estate, he will let all goe to save his life.

There is yet another interpretation given of this, Skin for skin, yea all that a man hath, will he give for his life; take the words comparatively; we translate it, yea all he hath. That copulative particle in the Hebrew is rendered sometime and, sometime yea, sometime so, according to which last exception, the sense standeth thus, as a man will
will give skin for skin, so a man will part with all he hath for his life. We finde some Scriptures wherein this particle is taken in the very same sense: To give you instance, Prov. 25. 3, there the Hebrew reads it thus, "The heavens for height, the earth for depth and the heart of Kings is unsearchable." Now this is cleare, that the sense is comparative, and it is thus to be given, as the Heaven is unsearchable for height and the earth for depth, so the heart of the King is unsearchable. So verse 25. of the same Chapter, it is thus read out of the Original, word for word, "Cold water to a thirsty soule and good newes from a farre Country;" now we translate it according to the sense, and make it a comparison thus, "As cold water to a thirsty soule, so is good newes from a farre Country." Thus also we may interpret this place, and it carryes a good sense; Skin for skin and all, &c. As a man would give skin for skin, one outward thing for another (for they take skin in both places for outward things, for the goods of this life) as a man would give or barter away one commodity for another. So a man will give all outward things for his life; life is more valuable to all outward things, than any one particular thing is to another. It is ordinary to a Proverb among men in danger to say, "Fare my life, and take my goods." How willingly doth the Mariner in a storme unladde his Ship, and cast all his rich wares over-bord, that he may preserve that precious jewel, his life? As a godly man will give life upon life, a thou(and) and lives (if he had them) rather then lose his soule: So a natural man will give skin upon skin, gold upon gold, treasure upon treasure, that he may save his life. Let life lye at the stake, and a man will give all things he hath in the world for it, and thinke he hath a good bargaine.

Here are 5. expositions you see offered: The two latter to me seeme the most cleare, howsoever every one of them hath a faire sense in it; and so we are agreed upon the generall, which is only to set forth the excellency and preciousness of life, there cannot be any miscarriage in pitching upon either of these Interpretations. I shall give you some notes from hence.

First, observe what a blessing life is. Skin for skin and all that a man hath will he give for his life.

Life is the most precious treasure, the most excellent thing in nature. And let me tell you, life is the treasure, that is now so much digged for: there are many abroad that are digging for your precious lives. Consider what lies at stake, and what will you give for
the securing or reducing of it. Have we not cause to lay of some of our bloody brethren, as Jacob did, Gen. 32: 12. when his brother Esau was marching towards him, I fear him; (faith he) left hee will come and slay me, and the mother with the children; Loss of life was the thing. Jacob feared. And Heifers speech in her Petition to the King, imports that all other losses might have beene borne, but loss of life, Cap. 7. ver. 3, 4. Let my life (faith she) be given at my Petition, and my people at my request; for we are sold I and my people to be destroyed, to be slain, and to perish: But if we had been sold for bond-men and for bond-women, I had held my tongue. See how she wrought for life, for her owne life and the life of her people, and thought liberty not worth the asking for, compared with life. Moses made many demurrers and excuses, I am not eloquent, &c. when God gave him commission to goe into Egypt; but we heare of no delayes at all, when once God had said, Return into Egypt, for all the men are dead, which fought thy life, Exod. 4: ver. 19. God had not spoken thus, if he had not knowne there was such a scruple in his mind, which would have galled him worse in his travels to Egypt then any peble in his shoe.

Secondly, If life be the most precious thing, the richest Jewell in the world: then in the next place, learne to value your lives. You see how Satan values life here, out of an ill intent, onely to extenuate, and undervalue all the sufferings of Job; he sets his life at a very high rate, that he might make all his losses of no rate, not worth the speaking of. Let our intent be good, and then it is good for us to value our lives high, and to tell them at as deare a rate as we can, if we must sell them. You know what Solomon faileth in the person of a natural man; A living dog is better than a dead Lion, Eccles. 9: 4. We read what is said of the woman in the Gospell, that had spent all she had on Physicians. What was it for? Onely to restore her health, which is a degree below life. Certainly if she spent all that she had to obtaine health, which is onely the comfort of life, shall not we spend a part of that we have to save our lives? As ships in danger to be wrack'd in a storme, are often preserved by casting some of their rich lading into the Sea: So it is possible, yea probable that the casting away of some of your estates in this great storme, may be a means to save both your ship and your lives; your estates kept may sink the vessel, and then you must sink with it, and certainly die, or swim for it, and hardly
hardly live. When Esau (Gen. 25:32) was hungry and could not obtain a morsel of pottage from his brother, but upon very hard terms, the failure of his birth-right, Sell me thy birth-right; faith Jacob, a precious jewel indeed, which Esau should have valued more than his life; he comes to his price of this ground. Behold I am at the point to die; and what profit shall this birth-right do to me? He was profane Esau for saying so, that's the Apelles style, Heb. 12:16. It was profaneness to prefer a morsel of meat before his birth-right, because the birth-right was a Spiritually privileged as well as naturally: but there is no more natural blessing, but we may both in wisdom and conscience part with to keep our lives: when we are ready to die, yea may say; what will this estate, these riches do us good? If that your estates may be the price of your lives, ye have reason and it is your duty to part with them willingly; give some, give all, for what will these riches do you good, when you are ready to die, or already dead?

Further be ready to give more than your estates, for your lives. Give some of your blood for your lives, that's more, Skin for skin and all that a man hath will be given for his life: and which is yet more, give a limbe for your lives. The whole is better then a part; and which is highest of all, venture your lives to save your lives. That which I intend is only this, do not barter away your lives upon mean rates, upon low terms. If it comes to it (as we have great cause to fear it will, we see many have been put to it already) fell your lives as dear as you can. Indeed there are none in so great danger to lose their lives as they that will not venture their lives. That of Christ is true in this sense also, he that will save his life shall lose it; such saving tends to undoing, yea it tends to death. And whosoever will (venture to) lose his life, shall (most probably) find it, Matt. 16:25. Let it not be said that you died to save charges, let it not be said that you died to save your skins, or to save your blood, yea let it not be said that you died to save your lives, I mean that you feared to hazard your lives for the securing of your lives. Give all that you have for your lives, venture life and all, your safety depends upon this hazard, by such a noble liberality, you are in the fairest way, not only to save all you have, but to gaine more than you have.

Thirdly, If your lives be so much worth, what are your souls worth? What is this life, which is valued thus above all that a
man hach? the Apostle James makes the question, and gives the
answer. It is even a vapour that appeareth for a little time, and then
vanisheth away. Jam. 4. 14. a man's breath it is but in his nostrils,
it is gone presently, yet you see in a true value all the world is be-
low that. If you are to esteem your lives so, at what price will
you set your soules? To save your lives and save your soules are
two things. A man may save his life and yet lose his soule; yet
many labour to save their lives in doing that, which will be the
loose of their soules, poor creatures. Therefore looke to that, set a
high rate indeed upon your immortall soules; when estates and
liberties and lives are called for, count them all as trash, that you
may save your soules, hazard not your soules: If life be more
worth then all the world, the soule is more worth then a thou-
sand lives, what will it advantage a man to gaine the world and lose
The truth is, a man shall not gaine much to get the whole world
and lose his life, that loose is a loose irreparable, irrecompensable
from the creature. Nature teacheth us to prize our lives above
the world, and grace teacheth us to value our soules above our
lives. Therefore how unnarticall are they that preferre a little pro-
sit before their lives; but O how ungracious are they, who preferre
a little profit before their soules. Some will sinne (as we say)
for sixpence, selling their owne soules (as those falfe Prophets
did the soules of their people) for handfuls of barley, and for pee-
tes of bread. Ezek. 13. 19. And whereas a man should give all for
his life, they will give their soules for a thing of nought. Know
therefore the worth of your soules. Jesus Christ thought soules
worth his life, and therefore dyed to save soules. How much
then doe our soules transcend our owne lives? And if Christ
laid down his life to ransom soules, doe you rather lay
downe a thousand lives (if you had them) then indanger your
soules, either by acting sinne or by submitting unto error?
In that case let estate goe, let liberty goe, let life, let all goe, for
life hath not so much preheminence over all, as the soule hath over
life.

Fourthly, If your lives are worth so much, then what is the Gos-
pel worth? If a man would give all for his life, what should he
give for his religion, to mainaine and uphold that in the purity
and power of it? life is a precious thing, a thing of great value,
but when the Gospel comes in competition, then life is a poore
commo-
commodity: and our breath but a perishing vapour. Such was the
judgement of That great Apostle, Acts 20. 24 when the holy Ghost
had witnessed in every city, that bonds and afflictions did abide him,
in preaching the Gospell; he thus resolves. But none of these things
move me, neither count I my life deare unto myself, so that I might fi-
nish my course with joy, and the ministry which I have received to tes-
tifie the Gospell of the grace of God. His life came to a low rate in his
esteem: how cheap was life when the Gospell was spoken of? I count
not my life deare, faith Paul; as all other outward things are mean
and low compared with life, so life itself is a mean, a low thing
in comparison of the Gospell. This life is but the life of the body,
but the Gospell is the life of the soule. Many men live, but no
soule lives on this side or without the Gospell. Now if you will
offer much to save you lives, will you not offer much more to save
the Gospell? In and about this we may make the best improve-
ment of Satan's argument, skin for skin, and all that a man hath,
should be give for the Gospell; for Gospell privileges, for Gospell
ordinances, for Gospell light. Where, or for what will you venture
and bid high, if not for the precious Gospell?
Lastly, If life be worth all, then hereby we may take measure of
the love and bounty of Christ to poore sinners, who not onely
spent himself in all to his life, but spent life and all, that they
might not perish. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ was excee-
ding great towards us. That though he was rich, yet for our sakes he be-
came poore. 2 Cor. 8. 9. That though he was, in the form of God, and
thought it no robbery to be enall with God, yet be made, himselfe of no
reputation, Phil. 2. 6.7. But how superabundant was his grace to-
wards us, that though he was the Prince of life, Acts 3. 13: Yet became
obedient unto death, even the death of the cross. Phil. 2. 8. That we might
live. If a man loves his life, so that he will give skin for skin, and all
that he hath, to redeem it: then O how did Christ love his Church,
who gave not only his riches, and his reputation, but his life also
for, it's redemption.
But put forth thine hand now, and touch his bone and his flesh, and he will curse thee to thy face.

And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold he is in thine hand; but save his life.

So Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord, and smote Job with sore boils, from the sole of the foot unto his crown.

And he took him a potsherd to scrape himself withal, and he sat down among the ashes.

In this first verse Satan goeth on, and makes a motion unto God (as we observed his method in the former Chapter,) but put forth thine hand now, and touch his bone and his flesh, and he will curse thee to thy face. This is Satan's motion. In the sixth verse we have a grant of this motion, bound up yet with a limitation, as it was in the former Chapter.

For the motion, But put forth thine hand now and touch, &c. What it importeth to put forth the hand, that was opened in the former Chapter, verse iii, when we have the same expression, therefore we shall not stay upon it here. Consider now only that which is differing, a new object upon which the hand must be put forth, and which Satan describeth might now be touched. It is the laying of his hand, not upon his face, or upon his eare, or upon his children, but upon his flesh and his bone. Touch his bone and his flesh; that is, afflict his body. The bone and the flesh are the two chief parts, the material parts of the body; of them the whole Fabrique doth consist: the bone, it is as the timber in this house, and the flesh it is as the lime and morter filling of it up. Touch this, saith Satan. And in that he saith, touch his bone and his flesh, he intends and requires a deep and a sore affliction upon his body; for if he had said only thus, Touch his flesh, that had been an affliction upon his body; For we know often in Scripture, the flesh is put for the whole body; and sometimes for the whole man; therefore Satan is not satisfied with an expression generally, but he putteth it in direct and express terms. Touch his flesh, and his bone, that is, touch him so as that the paine and the distemper may...
sink into his very bones, into his very Marrow, touch him thus
and then you shall see what he will do.

The Bone it selfe is a part without feelings; yet to touch the bone,
imports the greatest pain that can be felt. Touch his bone and his flesh,
and then faith he;

He will curse thee to thy face.

What it is to curse to the face hath bin opened already in the for-
mer Chapter, at the eleventh verse, and I must referre you thither for
the sense of this phrase; only in a word take it thus, Hee will curse
thee to thy face, is as if Satan had said thus; Though Job did blest
thee when he had a full estate, and though he did blest thee when
thou diddest empty him of his estate, and tooke all his goods from
him; yet if thou do but touch his body, and afflict his bones, he will
break forth into cursed language, both concerning thy person, and
concerning thy service.

I will only minde you further of that which is here secretly
touched in this expression, Touch his bone and his flesh and hee will
curse thee to thy face: here is a secret imprecation involved, he
rhetorically subjects himselfe to the curse of God, if Job curse not God.
As if Satan should have said; If he do not curse thee to thy face,
then doe so and so to me; and thinketh thus and thus of me. If you
would have the meaning of Satan from the language of his chil-
dren, you may take the plain English of it thus, Touch but his bone
and his flesh, and damme me, if he do not curse thee, send me to Hell
presently. Satan indeed keepeth this cursed imprecation close wrapped
up in that form of speaking; But now his children speake it out;
If you would have Satan's heart from the mouths of the sones of
Belial, a cursed and cursing generation amongst us, the plain Eng-
lish of it is this. God damme me, send me to Hell presently, if he
curse thee not. Satan we fee was more modest then these sones of
impudence and perdition; who openly imprecate upon, and de-
vote themselves unto the wrath of God almost every word; these
do not only intimate, but exceed the copy which Satan sets them
here, by bold blasphemy and horrid execrations.

And he will curse thee to thy face. We may from hence observe.

First, Satan had tried in vain to make Job curse God; Now he
attempts a second time, Note, That

When Satan cannot prevaile against us by one means hee doth

no
not despaire of prevailing by another; he gives not his cause over for lost, because he cannot carry it at first, he will try and try again. As it was with Balak, Numb. 23. when he sent for Balaam to curse the people, and saw the business did not prosper, or succeed according to his malice, Balaam could not curse them; he brought him to Numb. 23. 27. another place; come (saith he) I pray thee, I will bring thee to another place, perchance it will please God that thou mayest curse them from thence, though you could not doe it in one place, you may in another. So Satan if he cannot work his will one way, he will try a second or a third.

Satan's unweariedness in a bad cause when it succeeded not, reproves those who are so one weary of a good one, if it succeed not; many are ready to give up if one means will not doe it, they cast off hope and say, the cause is desperate. If one, or two, or three, or many means we use, faile, we ought to try still, never despair of the end while the work is good and the means are faire; In the morning sow thy seed (saith the Preacher) and in the evening with-hold not thy hand: for thou knowest not whether shall prosper this or that. I may add, with-hold not thy hand in the evening, though thou feest the morning seed doth not prosper; this may have a blessing, though that had not.

Secondly observe, Satan trieth another way and he trieth a way more probable and efficacious for his ends then the former, when a weaker will not doe it, he provides stronger means. As God in punishing or chastening sinners, when a lesser judgement will not humble them, he sends a greater; God commeth not onely with another, but with a lesser judgement; If ye will not yet for all this hearken unto me, then I will punish you seven times more for your sins: So Satan, when by one temptation he cannot overcome, prepares not onely another, but a stronger; he assails them more and more, he not onely musters new forces, but more compleat, to foil the soul. This should teach us when we cannot subdue a corruption in our own hearts by one means, then to seek a better. And when by one prayer we cannot obtain a blessing; then to pray againe, and to pray better, to pray with more life, with more faith, with more humility; then mix more fire with prayer, more zeal and fervency of spirit: mix more water with prayer. As Jacob Hof. 12. wept and made supplication; above all mix more of Christ in prayer, go out in his name and strength. When Balak's first messengers could not obtain Balaam to come with th
with them; Balak was not discouraged or put off, but (faith the Text) Balak sent yet again to Princes more and more honourable, Num. 22: 15. Let not us be discouraged, if our last prayers (which are our Messengers to God) are not answered; but let us send more and more honourable, more strong cries, more spiritual desires, which may take upon the heart of God. Why should Satan do more against us, then we will do for our selves?

Thirdly, Note that for our own caution, That we must not only expect continued or renewed afflicts and assaults from Satan, but we must expect greater & greater afflicts and assaults from Satan. He hath some assaults that are but as Foot-men, he will bring out his Horse-men at the next bout; And if having run with Foot-men, they have wearied thee, bow wilt thou contend with Horse-men? Jer. 12:5. Be ready then not only to run with the Foot, but to contend with Horse-men; prepare your selves for other, for more violent charges then you ever felt. Satan will, if he can, lay a closer Siege to thy soul, then ever he hath done: As that one evil Spirit returned into the person out of whom he was gone, Luk. 11:24. with several Devils worse than himself, so he often returns with seven temptations, worse, stronger then before.

Fourthly, observe what Satan picks out to be the matter of this second and stronger temptation, it is, to pinch Job in his flesh, to pinch his body. Note from hence; That the paine of the body is very powerfull to disquiet and trouble the mind. Satan is very confident to trouble and vex the mind of Job, by casting darts and diseases into his body. Physicians have a rule, That the paines of the body do follow the temper of the body, and it is a more certain rule, That the mind is much carried according to the disquiet of the body; when the body is distempered, the mind is seldom at rest: the body and soul are such nearest neighbours, that they cannot but sympathize in each others sufferings. Some interpret that place of the Apostle, Gal. 4:13, 14. concerning the weaknesses and sickness of his body, Thou know (faith he) how through infirmity of the flesh I preached the Gospel: Wee may safely joyne it with those other troubles, afflictsions and reproaches which he endured, and were so great a disadvantage to his acceptance in the world. So the meaning is, that though his body was infirm, though he had many weaknesses upon him, yet he preached the Gospel. And then it follows in the next verse, My temptation which was in
in my flesh you despised not. Observe, he calleth his bodily infirmity a temptation; The afflictions of the body are great temptations to the soul. It is very considerable to this purpose what the Apostle James faith when he speakes of the severall conditions of the Saints and their duties in them, Chap. 5. v. 13, 14. Is any man afflicted? let him pray, (he speakes that in generall) Is any man merry? let him sing Psalmes. Is any man sick? Is he pained by sicknesse in his body? What shall he doe then? He doth not say, Is any man sick? let him pray, but, Is any man sick? let him call for the Elders of the Church, and let them pray over him: As if he should say, A sick man is very unfit to pray himselfe, though for himselfe, he hath need to call others to pray with him and for him, he hath enough to do, to wrestle with his pain and conflict with that affliction: In other afflictions let him pray, but if he be sick, let him send for the Elders of the Church, and let them pray over him. A diseased bodie unfitts the mind for holy duties. The prayer of sick Heceljah is called chattering: like a Crane or Swallow, so did I chatter, Isa. 38. it was rather chattering then praying, such a disquietness and uncomposednesse was upon his spirit through, or by the infirmity of his flesh. Paine is a piercing shaft in Satans quiver of temptations; Though the spirit of a man will sustaine his infirmity, yet oftentimes, a wound in the body wounds the soul, and the diseases of the flesh make the spirit sick: A wounded spirit no man can bare, and a wound in the body, is a burden too heavy for many men.

And if it be so, Then the pain and the weaknesse of the body is no advantage to repentance and returning unto God. How pitifully are they mistaken, who put off repentance till their bodies be in paine, till they are sick and weake; they doe it upon this ground, because when they are in paine, they think they shall repent with more ease. Observe, if Satan thinks to have such an advantage upon a holy man, as to make him blaspheme when he is in paine, doest thou thinke paine will be an advantage to thy repentance? It is said, that at the pouring out of the fourth Viall, Rev. 16. 9. when God did smite the inhabitants of the earth, and scorched them with great heat, that they blasphemed the name of God, (they did that which Satan presumed Job would doe) and they repented not to give him glory. It is a woeful thing to put off repentance to a pained body: paine in its own nature fits us rather to blaspheme and turne from God, then to returne to him. Never thinke to
have help for the cure of your souls, by the diseases of your bodies: usually we find, that either sick persons repent not, or theirs is but a sickly repentance. At the most, paine can but restrain your lusts, it can never heale them. The actings of some sinnes are quickned by diseases; At the most, a disease can but abate the acts of sin, it can never destroy the life of it. Death it self cannot kill sinne: The sinnes of wicked men live when they are dead: the grave cannot confume them, nor the fire of Hell waft their strength: the sinnes of unbelievers shall remaine not onely in their guilt, but in their power to all eternity. So much of Satans notion; But put forth thine hand now and touch his bone and his flesh, and he will curse thee to thy face.

Verse 6. And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold, he is in thy hand, but save his life.

Here we have the Lords grant unto that motion of Satan, He is in thy hand, but save his life: Thou mayest doe with his bone and his flesh what thou wilt, He is in thine hand. We have opened what it is to have a thing put into the hand, in the former Chapter, where the same expression is used, therefore I shall passe those words here. Note onely this, that the Lord faith here, He is in thy hand, to prevent Satans cavill: as if he had said, Thou movest me to touch his bone and his flesh; well, lest thou shouldst say, that I have dealt too gently with him, and have smitten him with favour, I will put the rod or staffe into thine hand, doe thou with his bone and his flesh what thou canst, spare him not. We know the Lord is able to strike stronger strokes, and give deeper wounds infinitely then Satan can, if he pleaseth; yet, the love of God to his children, stops his hand and breaks the blow: He corrects in judgement, and debates in measure, Isa. 27:8. when he strikes his children, he strikes them as children, gently; Thus (2 Sam. 7. 14.) speaking of Davids family, If he commit iniquity (faith God) I will chasten him with the rod of men, the word there used is Emash, which signifies a weake man, I will chasten him with the rod of a weake man, of one that hath but a weake arme or hand, the hand of a sickly fraile man: A weake, a sickly man cannot strike very hard. Thus faith God, I will chasten thy children if they commit iniquity: they shall rather see my care, then feel my power in their corrections. Now (I say) lest Satan should pretend partiality, God puts Job into Satans hand, and gives him liberty to lay
as hard as his hand acted with utmost malice could smite him, thou hast liberty to smite him into the very valley of the shadow of death, to bring him so near death that he may looke into the graves mouth, but no further.

Save his life.

Here is Satan's Chaine, the limitation or restraint of his power. When God puts any of his servants into Satan's hand, he keeps Satan in his own hand. And as all the Elect are in God's hand, to keep them from taking hurt, so the devill is in God's hand, to keep him from doing hurt to his Elect. Save his life.

The word Nephesh here used, signifieth properly the soule and the soule is in Scripture often put for the life: because the soule is the spring, the fountain of life; life is derived or diffused into the body from or by the soule: and as soon as the soule is parted from the body, life departs. Hence both this Hebrew word, and the Greek word Ψυχή, have their names from breathing or respiring: For life goes out when breath goes out; when we cease breathing, we cease living. Our life is but a blast, a breath; the Lord formed man out of the dust of the earth, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and he became a living soule, Gen. 1. 7. This is that vitall spirit by which all quick things move; therefore Beasts, Birds, Fish and creeping things are called living soules, Gen. 2. 20. 25. And this life is called the bloud, because it is contained or carried in the bloud, Gen. 9. 4. Further, it is very observablie, that the Hebrewes call the body separated from the soule, or a dead corps Nephesh, Numb. 5. 2. 6. 9. 10. c. 19. 11. Hag. 2. 14. Though thy life be quite gone out, departed from the carkeste or body of a dead man, yet that dead body is called life or soule; to note that it shall live again, and that the soule shall returne unto it: The mystery of the Resurrection from death was implied in the name of the dead. We finde also that the Heathens called a dead body a soule; possibilly from some glimpse of the resurrection. We lay up a soule in the grave, faith the Poet. Animam sepulchro condimus.
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But how is this worke put into Satan's hand, The saving of his life? What is Satan become a Saviour? what salvation can we expect from him, whose name is Apollyon, and Abaddon, Rev. 9. 11. both which signifie a destroyer? Shall we send to the Wolfe to save the sheepe? or to the Vulture to save the Dove? Destruction
Observe then, That here to save life, notes only a sparing from death, not a deliverance from destruction, but a forbearing to destroy. Satan saved his life negatively, that is, he did not take it a-way: he cannot save positively, or restore that which was ready to perish; he doth not save as a deliverer, but as a murderer, who would kill his brother, but cannot. He saves not for want of will, but for want of power: when he is forced to spare, his nature is to devour. This devouring Lyon hunts for the precious life, even when God faih, Save his life.

It may be questioned here, Why Satan (for that is implied) desired so to destroy the Life of Job? God would never have limited and chained him up, but that Satan had a mind to suck his blood, or afflict him unto death.

These two reasons may be given, why Satan would have his life.

The one might be this, Because it was a thing doubfull with him (though he bragged much of it) whether he should attain his end or no, to make Job curse God, when therefore he saw he could not overcome his spiritual life, it would have beene some revenge to him to destroy his natural life. As some wicked ones his agents, when by all their treas or flatteries they cannot make a man sin, which is to destroy his spiritual life, their revenge breaks forth against his natural life, to destroy that; This is the method of persecution, first to attempt the death of the soul, by drawing or terrifying unto sinne, and if they fail of that, then death is inflicted on the body.

Or againe in the second place, he being doubfull in himselfe (though he made no doubt in words) whether his plot would be successful, to make Job curse God; he (I say) doubting this designe might not draw him to sin, resolved to take away his life, that so Job might never have told tales of his victory, or have reported his conquest to the world. At least by his death he might obscure the businesse, and bury it with some slander: saying that Job died with discontent and griefe, that he blasphemed God when he died, that he wished for death, and could not hold out any longer. Much like that device of some Jesuits, who have blowne it abroad, that our most zealous opposers of Romish errors, whom:
whom they could never move, either by writing or disputing, while
they lived, have yet recanted all when they died. Wherefore left
Satan should have drawn a curtail over the glory of Job's victory,
by aspersing him after his death, the Lord faith, Save his life, Job
shall survive his troubles, that matters may come to light, and
a true report be made and left upon record both of thy implacable
malice, and enmity, and of his invincible patience and sincerity.
And this may lead us yet further to consider; why God was so
careful of that precious part, his life.
For some may say,
Had it not been glory to God and honour to Job, (like that of
Martrydome) if he had died under the hand of Satan, holding fast
his own integrity, blessing God even unto death?
I grant this, but yet God knew that the saving of his life would
be more advantagious both to himself and his Job, for those ends:
wherefore he faith, Save his life, destroy him not.
First thus, God intended to make Job a Monument of mer-
ery, as well as a Monument of suffering, he intended to set him
up to all the world as one, in whom they might behold the good-
ness of God in raising up, mixt with his wisdome in casting down;
that men might learn hope from Job, as well as patience from Job.
Therefore faith God, Save his life, I have somewhat else to do with
him; I will raise him up again, and in him an everlasting Monu-
ment both of his patience in suffering, and of my own power in
restoring. Indeed if he had died in the conflict and left his bones in
the field he had been a wonderful example of constancy: but he
had not been such an example of mercy, if his life had not been
saved.
There may be this in it too, Save his life, faith God, I will have
him preserved in this combate, his courage and carriage in it is my
delight. God loveth to see his people holding out, tugging and
continuing in such assaults and temptations. If any thing in the
world gives delight to God, this is the thing that delighteth him.
The Heathen thought this the sport of their Gods; Seneca in his
Booke of Providence, speaking of Cato, and other gallant Romans
Heares the voice of the spirits, faith the gods delighted to look upon them in their conflicts
with fortune. To see them wrestle with some great calamity, with
some great danger, was such a spectacle as would draw off Jupiter
from his greatest businesse. It is a most certain truth, that the most
ture God doth love and delight to see his children wrestling with
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some great calamity to see a poore man, man who is but flesh and blood wraffling with principalities, and powers, with the devill and powers of darkenesse; this is a fight God himselfe (as we may to speake) rejoiceth in. When Abraham had finished that great combate about sacrificing his sonne, he calleth the place Jehovah-jireh, the Lord will see, or the Lord doth see; the Lord doth behold as it that had been a fight which God himself came downe to look upon. As when some great man or strange shew passeth by, we goe out to see it; so God cometh down upon mount Moriah to see a fight: And what was it? To see Abraham in that great temptation assaulted and overcoming. Here was a spectacle for the great Jehovah, and therefore he calleth the place Jehovah-jireh, the Lord hath seen. I doubt not but this place also of Job, might have borne the same name. As the Lord will bee seen in the mount of our afflictions to provide for us, so he will see us in the mount of our afflictions, to please himselfe. The Psalmist describeth God looking downe from heaven upon the children of men, to see if there were any that did understand, that did seek God, Psal.53.2. Surely then if any doe seek God, much more if they suffer from him, or for him in a holy manner, he will looke downe from Heaven to see them.

Thirdly, I will note that as another ground why God would have his life spared, because he had much use of him, when he was in that condition, full of sores and scabs. A godly man is never in such an estate but God hath some use of his life. Therefore faith God, Save his life, though he be full of sores, or rather from the crown of the head to the sole of the foot one continued sore: though he be a most lamentable creature, and cannot wag hand or foot in any service of man, yet spare his life, for he may thus stand me in great stead, and doe me more service then many thousands, who (as we speake) are found winde and limbe, and have not one blemish upon the whole body. A godly person is ever usefull to God; though he cannot stirre a limbe, yet his life may be usefull to God: whereas a wicked man though strong and healthy, though furnish with outward comforts and accommodations, is altogether unserviceable, he will not doe God a stroke of worke, though he have received great pay and wages afore-hand. A godly man will serve God in and by his poverty, in and by his sickness, when diseased, when distressed, when nothing is to be seen upon him but scabs and boiles. Grace will worke through all the defects and de-
cayes of nature. And when the life of nature can scarce move one
member upon the outward man upon the earth, the life of gaase
moves all the members of the inward man toward Heaven; Though
the outward man perish, yet the inward man is renewed day by day,
2 Cor. 4. 16.
Lastly, God saved his life, as a punishment and vexation upon
Satan. The Talmudists are vouched to assure that it was not so
grievous to Job to be afflicted in his body, as it was to Satan when
God restrained him from destroying his life. As if a man should be
permitted to crack the glasse, but he must not spill the wine. That
his life must be kept whole in him, was Satans wound. It is a tor-
ture to malice not to doe the utmost mischief. So much for the
clearing of these words, Behold, it is in thine hand, but save his life.
From the Lords grant observe first, That God doth oftentimes give
up the bodies of his faithful servants to be abused and tormented by Sa-
tan and his instruments. He is in thy hand, thou mayest doe with him
what thou wilt, on this side death. Touch his flesh and his bone,
or touch his flesh to the bone, strike as hard, wound as deep as
thou canst. It is said, Rev. 2. 10. that Satan should cast some of them,
that is, of the servants of God, into prison. God gave up their bod-
ies to Irons, and Fetters, to the stripes and shackles: He permits
those bodies which are Temples of the holy Ghost, to be thrust in-
to dungeons and the chambers of death.
Therefore doe not thinke it strange to see the bodies of the
children of God put into cruell and bloody hands; though they
are vessels of honour and Temples of the holy Ghost, yet God
may give up those bodies to be defiled and polluted with the out-
rages of the most abominable wretches; consider what the
Apostle speakes of the Jewish Martyrs, Heb. 11. How were
their bodies abused and mangled? They were stoned, they were
slain asunder, they were slaine with the sword: they wandered
about in sheep skins and goat skins, being destitute, afflicted,
tormented, of whom the world was not worthy: Their bodies
had not a house to dwell in, nor garments to put on, in whose
soules God himselfe dwelt, and had put upon them the gar-
ment of Salvation. Who is able to express, yea to conceive what
strange inventions of cruelties have been brought into the world to
vex and torment the bodies of the Saints? The stories of the Prin-
mitive times are full: but the Fathers of the Romish inquisition
have exceeded them all. Satan here invents a strange disease as an
engine,
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engin to torture Job's body, in that he mixt the rack and the wheel, the sword and the law, the fiery gridiron and the boiling oyle: The paine of a thousand deaths was heightn'd in that malignant di.temper.

Secondly, he is in thine hand, but save his life, faith God. The matter wherein Satan is limited is life, then not e

That life and death are in the hand of God. It is truth, that all we have is in the hand of God, but God keeps our life in his hand last of all, and he hath that in his hand in a special manner. So David expresseth it, Thou holdest my soule in life; though the soule continue, life may not continue, there is the soule, when there is not life, life is that which is the union of soul and body, Thou holdest my soule in life; that is, thou holdest soul and body together. So Daniel describes God to Belshazzar, Dan. 5. 23. The God in whose hand thy breath is, and whose are all thy ways, hast thou not glorified. The breath of Princes is in the hand of God; and the same hand holds the breath of the meanest Subject; This may be matter of comfort to us in such times as these are; times of danger, and times of death; when the hand of man is lifted up to take thy life, remember thy life is held in the hand of God. And as God said here to Satan, Afflict the body of Job, but save his life; so God faith still to bloody wretches, who are as the limbs of Satan, The bodies of such and such are in your hands, the estates of such and such are in your hands, but save their lives. The life of a man is never at the mercy of a creature, though it be a common speech of men, when they have a man under them, Now I have you at my mercy; though some brag as Laban did to Jacob, It is in the power of my hand to doe you hurt; yet God often checks them (as he did Laban) from so much as speaking hurt, Gen. 31. 29. but the God of your Fathers spake unto me yester-night, saying, Take thou heed, that thou speake not to Jacob either good or bad. Creatures though full of love cannot speak good, and though ful of malice they cannot speak bad, if God forbid: then much lesse can they doe us hurt, and least of all hurt our lives, if God with-hold. David triumphs in his interest in such a God, Psal. 68. 20. Our God is the God of salvation (that is, of deliverance, of outward deliverance (for that is especially there meant) and to God the Lord belong the issues from death, or the goings out from death, that is, God hath all wayses that lead out from death in his owne keeping, he keepeth the key of the door, that lets us out from death; when a man is in the valley of the shadow of
of death, where shall he issue out? where shall he have a passage? No where, faith man, he shall not escape; but God keepeth all the passages; when men thinke they have shut us up in the jaws of death, he can open them and deliver us. To him belong the issues from death; It is an allusion to one that keepeth a passage or a door: And God is a faithfull keeper, and a friendly keeper, who will open the door for the escape of his people, when they cry unto him. It is express so in Psal. 141. 7. Our bones are scattered at the graves mouth: as when one cutteth or cleaveth wood upon the earth; that is, we are even ready to die, to be put into the grave. What then? But mine eyes are upon thee, O God the Lord: in thee is my trust, leave not my soul destitute. Keep me from the snare which they have laid for me. Let the wicked fall into their owne nets: whilst I withall escape, that is, make me a way to escape; As if he should say, Thou hast the key of the gate by which we may issue out from death: Lord, I looke that thou shouldest now open it for me.

Let it comfort us that God hath our lives, and the issues from death in his owne hand. When Satan thought he had Job fast enough lockt up in the valley of the shadow of death, God kept him safe, he opened a door and let him out.

Thirdly note, that as God hath life in his hand in a speciall manner, so he takes speciall care of the lives of his people. Save his life (faith God) I will look to that: Psal. 116. 15. Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his Saints; Precious is their death; not that death it self is precious, a privation hath no preciousness in it: but their life is precious, therefore he will have a great price for their death; God puts off the life of a Saint at a deare rate. Woe unto those who violently and unjustly take away that which is so precious in the esteme of God; at one time or other he will make them pay dear for such Jewels.

Fourthly observe, It is mercy to have our lives, though we lose all things else. You see here God faith concerning Job, Save his life. I have given thee his estate, thou haft spoiled that; now I will leave his body in thine hand, wound that, affliet that, but save his life. Here was mercy. Therefore it was a speciall promise and priviledge made and granted to some in times of great publike sufferings and common calamities, as to Ebed melech the Ethiopian, Jer. 39. 18. and to Baruch the Scribe, Jer. 45. 5. that their lives should begin to them for a prey; as if God had said, It is no ordi
dinary favour in times of common danger to have your lives for a prey; you complain of this loss and that loss, and you have cause too, but think withal that you have your lives. And why is it said, that they should have their lives for a prey? A prey you know properly is that which we take out of the hand of an enemy, that which was in his possession; the lives of these persons were said to be given to them for a prey in those perilous times, because God by his care and providence did (as it were) fetch back their lives from the hand of the enemy: their lives in natural reason were in their enemies hands, but God undertakes to fetch them back, and recover them out of their hands, and so they were promised to have their lives for a prey. Thus God giveth to many of his people their lives for a prey, and they are to bless God in this behalf, whatsoever afflictions and troubles are upon them, that yet they have their lives.

Lastly, we may hence raise our meditations to consider the wonderfull love of God to us in Christ: when God sent Christ into the world to save sinners, he put him into the hands of Satan and his instruments; yet he doth not say (as here) to Satan, Save his life; Afflict him as thou wilt, persecute him in his cradle, despise him, slander him, revile him, accurse him, crown his head with thorns, scourge him, buffet him, spit in his face, &c. but save his life; No, this bound is not set to the malice of Satan or the rage of men, God gives them leave to take life and all. Concerning his servant Job, God said to Satan, Spare his life; but when he sendeth his Son, he gives no order to have him spared, but gives his cruel enemies full scope. How wonderfull is the love of God, who for our sakes was so expensive of his Son's life; when as he thus spared the life of a servant? If Satan had been chained up from taking the life of Christ, he had been at liberty to triumph over our lives, to all eternity. We had all died, if God had said to Satan concerning Christ, Save his life.

Thus we see the commission of Satan against Job, and the limitation of it. Satan was not tied up so short as he was in the former Chapter, and yet still he is tied. There he might meddle with Job's estate, but not with his body; here he may meddle with his body, but not with his life: Though God lengthen Satans chain, yet he never lets Satan loose; though he beat more liberty then before, yet he is in custody; there is a But of restriction upon him still. It is our comfort that though Satan (as Philosophers speak of liquids, water,
water, and the like) cannot keepe himself in his owne bounds, yet he is easily kept in bounds by the word and power of God.

Verse 7. So went Satan forth from the presence of the Lord, and smote Job with sore boiles, from the sole of the foot unto his crowne.

Verse 8. And he tooke him a potsherd to scrape himself withall, and he sate downe among the ashes.

So Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord.] He is presently upon execution, as soon as he had his commission. We have explained these words in the former Chapter.

See then what he doth. He smote Job with sore boiles from the sole of his foot unto his crowne.

He smote Job, saith the Text. In the former afflicitions Satan had instruments to work by. He stirred up the Caldeans and Sabeans: he moved the fire and the winde into a conspiracy against Job. Here he (that he might be sure it should be done fully) doth it himselfe.

He smote Job.] When the devill smiteth, he smiteth thorowly, he smiteth home. When Angel's strike, they strike to purpose. It is said Matt. 12. that an Angel of the Lord smote Herod, and he was eaten of worms, and gave up the ghost. Spirits have mighty power.

He smote Job; why, he did not demand to smite Job, he did but desire to have him Toucht: you heard before somewhat of that. Satan moves that his flesh and his bone might be onely touched; now his motion being granted, it is said he smote him. There are two things in this smiting: First, It notes suddeneness: he did not afflict him by a disease that grew upon him by degrees, as you know boiles and sores ordinarily are longa gathering; breeding in and breaking out of the flesh, but he was all over full of these boiles in an instant.

Secondly, Smiting intimates the vehemency of it, a killing stroake, a deaths wound; the Hebrew word signifieth to strike to death. So here was a sudden stroake, and a vehement stroake. It must needs at once wound both his mind and his body; on a sudden, in a moment, to be filled with sores, and covered with a scab; he saw no cause, he had no prognosticks which might induce a suspicion that his body was in such a distemper; and so it looked the more like an immediate stroake from an offended God. Every word
word hath its weight and emphasis to adde weight and anguish to this affliction.

It may here be questioned, how Satan can be said to smite? And the same doubt ariseth about this action of good Angels; one of which, as executioner of God's wrath smote of the Assyrians in one night an hundred and fourescore and five thousand, Isa. 37. 36. and another smote Herod, Act. 12.

I answer, how Angels smite is a secret that we cannot express, nor fully comprehend. For this and the like expressions of smiting, are futed to the nature of the Patient, not of the Agent; man being a material substance, is susceptible or capable of smiting, or of a stroak: But an angel being an immaterial substance, cannot smite properly, and he is therefore only said to smite a man, because we cannot signify an effect or impression upon a body, but by such a word. We know that in the plague or other diseases, when they are immediately inflicted by Angels, man receives a stroake, and therefore is said to be smitten. But how the Angel gives that stroak or smites, is not known. Man may feel himself smitten by an Angel, but how the Angel smites he cannot understand. This word is fitted to the recipient, not to the efficient cause of the disease, or plague, or death.

He smote him with boiles. The Hebrew word signifies an ulcer, a burning or an inflaming ulcer, an ulcer that commeth from extreme heat; or is extreme hot. Satan did (as it were) kindle a fire in the bowels of Job, inflamed his blood, and heated the humours of his body, from whence these boiles, these ulcers, these sores did arise. The Grammarians express it sometime more generally, A filthy scab; sometime more particularly, An ulcer, a boile, sometime a leprosie; it is indeed any soule disease breaking out upon the body.

The same word is used, Exod. 9. 10. where it is said, that God smote the Egyptians and the Magicians with boiles. It was one of the plagues of Egypt that was inflicted upon Job; we need say no more of it then that, to shew that it was a grievous plague, a most painfull sore; for it is added in that place of Exodus, that the Magicians could not stand before Moses because of the boiles.

Againe, it is not onely a smiting, and smiting with a boile, but there is an Epithite added, he smote him with sore boiles, with an evil boile: among evils some worse, these were the worst kinde of boiles. There are many sorts of boiles, some are not so bad as others, though all are bad enough, now left any should thinke

Job
Job's boyles were not the most painfull and malignant, a word is joyned to express it to the height: in the kind they were boyles, and (intensive or) in the degree, they were the worst and most tormenting boyles.

Further in the fourth place, we know it is painfull for a man to have one boyle, especially an angry burning one, a boyle of the worst fort; but it is subjoyned, he was smitten with boyles, from the sole of his foot unto his crowne. To be all over boyles, and to be all over-run with the most painfull kind of boyles, what a vehement pain must this be? From the sole of his foot unto his crown, there is the extent of this stroke. Intensive, it was the worst kind of boyle, and extensive, it was all over his body; no part free.

From the sole of his foot to the crowne. It is usuall in Scripture thus to signify the whole body. As Deut. 28. 35. The Lord shall smite thee in the knees and in the legs, with a sore botch that cannot be healed, from the sole of the foot to the top of the head, or to the crowne. And Isa. 1. 6. when the Prophet would express what a general blow the body politique had received from the hand of God by his judgements, (so it is there to be understood) he faith there were wounds and bruises, and putrifying sores, from the sole of the foot even unto the head. That is, the whole body politick, the whole State had at one time or other, or all at one time received wounds and blowes, and strokes from the hand of God. The extremes comprehend all the parts. That which extends from one extreme, or utmost part to another, is extended through all; From East to West, is all the world over; and from head to foot, is all the body over. So then, Satan smote him from the sole of his foot unto his crowne, is, He smote his whole body.

All paines and distempers were gathered into this one malady, and all the parts of his body were smitten, as if they had been but one member: only his tongue was untouched, as is commonly observed. That it might be free to blaspheme God, who had thus polluted the beauty and comlinesse of his body, who had thus im-bittered the comforts of his soule.

Job being thus smitten, would surely looke out for help. Though it be exceeding sinfull (with Asa diseased in his feet) to secke to The Physitians and not the Lord, yet it is our duty to secke to the Lord and the Physitian; To trust in means is to neglect God; 2 Chro. 16. 12; to neglect means is to tempt God. Doubtlesse holy and wise Job walkt in a path between these two; He neither trusted nor neg-
lected meanes, but used them; yet alasse it was with Job, as it is
said in the Prophet concerning Ephraim and Judah, That when
Ephraim saw his sickness, and Judah saw his wound, Then went E-
phraim to the Assyrian, and sent to King Jereb; Yet could he not heale
you, nor cure you of your wound. Though Job (as they in their civill
sickness) seeing his sickness and his wound, had sent to this and
that Physician: Their answers would have been, we cannot heale you
nor cure you of your wound. His disease was of the nature of those
which are called The Physicians reproach: They could not discover
any natural cause of it, and therefore they could not prescribe any
artificial cure of it. Physicians of greatest value, in Jobs case, were
Physicians of no value. And therefore to shew that either all had in
vain attempted to cure him, or that none durst undertake the cure,
the Text saith, That he took a potsherd to scrape himself withall, and
he sate downe among the ashes.

These words are a further aggravation of Jobs affliction. When
he is in this manner smitten, smitten with boyles, smitten with
the worst of boyles, smitten with boyles all over, from the sole of
his feet unto his crowne: surely a man in this pickle had need to
have some good tendance and looking to; suppose the Physicians
and Chirurgians could not cure him, yet they might ease him,
if they had pleyed him with Fomentations and suppling oyles, if
they had bound up his sores with fine linnen to mitigate and
mollifie them. If such applications and attendance had not bin a
refreshing to him, yet they would have bin a respect to him; if they
had not bin an allay to his paine, yet they would have bin an ho-
nour to his person. But (as this 8th verse showed us) when the man
was thus nothing but sore, he had then nothing to helpe him: He
might say (as David afterwards in a sad condition, Psal. 142. 4.)
I looked on my right hand, and beheld, but there was no man that
would know me, refuge failed, or perished from me, no man cared
for my soule. When thus, Lover and Friend, Physician, and Chi-
rurgian, Wife and Servant were far from him; at least in duty and
affliction; then he is forced to be both Patient and Physician, sick
and nurse, He took him a pot-sherd to scrape himself withall: Poore
man! He who was lately in health, and the greatest man in the
East, being now sick, hath nothing left him but a pece of a bro-
ken pitcher.

There are foure aggravations of his affliction in this.
The first is this, that he could get none to dresse him, he was
faine
faine to doe it himself: faith the Text. Neither Wife, nor Servants, nor Friends would meddle with him. A hard case!

Then secondly, consider what a toole he had to doe it with. He was left to be his own Chyrurgian and his dressing instrument was a pot-sheard. The word signifies, sometimes a whole earthen pot, sometimes a broken piece of it, a sheard as we call it. Here is no mention of fine linnen and salves to heal, or of oyle to supple these soares; only a hard pot-sheard is the toole, and scraping is all the surgerie: A hard case!

Thirdly, This intimates either that his body was so loathsome by reason of the disease, that he was loath to touch himselfe with his hands: As we say proverbially in our Language concerning a deformed or filthy creature; *A man would scarce touch such an one with a pair of Tongs.* So, as if *Job* had so abhorred himself that he was loath to touch himself with his bare hands, he must take something, and for want of a better, a pot-sheard to scrape himselfe: He had not the heart (as it were) to touch himself, his disease was so foule, that (as we say) it turnd his stomack. This some give as a reason why he tooke a pot-sheard, his body was so filthy that he was loath to touch it with his hands.

Or as others give the reason, his boiles and sores did so overspread and envenome his hands to the very nailes, that it was a paine for him to touch himselfe: his fingers were so sore, that he had scarce any use of them; this constrains him to make a poore shift, even to take a pot-sheard to scrape himself withall. What a lamentable case was this!

Fourthly, There followes yet a further aggravation of his affliction. If a man be sick and full of sores, yet if he can get an easie bed or some soft place to lie upon, it is a great comfort. You know how men will remove from bed to bed, from place to place, when they are distempered and in pain. But see where *Job* lies, he hath no down-bed nor soft pillowes, neither couch nor chair to sit in, but

*He sat downe among the ashes.*

There are two explications concerning this; For his sitting in the Ashes, may be taken as a voluntary act, or as a necessary act. Some take it as a voluntary act of *Job*, and that he did it electively, when he was in that condition, he went out and chose to sit among the Ashes; And so his sitting among the Ashes was a note of his humi-
humiliation and abasement; As often in Scripture, to sit downe in ashes, is as much as to repent and humble our selves deeply before God, to lie in the very dust; as it is express of Job, (Chap. 42. 6.) when he had seen God, I abhord my selfe, faith he, and I repent in dust and ashes; Alluding to that custome of fitting in ashes when they did repent. So you finde in that solemne humiliation of the Ninivites, Jon. 3. 6. that when word came to the King of Ninive (namely, that Jonah had prophesied the ruine of the City within forty dayes) he arose from his throne, and he layed his robe from him, and covered himselfe with sack-cloth, and sate in ashes. Christ upbraiding Chorazin and Bethsaida, tells them that if the mighty works which were done in them had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they had repented long agoe in sack-cloth and ashes, Math. 11. 22. In great mournings, the Heathen used to sit in or sprinkle themselves with ashes. As Homer reports of Ulysses after a Ship-wrack, and of others, whom Drusius hath observed on this Text. Isa. 61. 3. the promise is, that God will give beauty for ashes, that is, they that humble themselves and lie in ashes, shall have a happy and comfortable restauration. So that this act of Job might be voluntary, and a gesture of repentance; sitting downe among the ashes, to humble and abase himselfe before God.

To the papists are superstitiously ceremonious in this point at this day: Annually observing a day which they affect to call Ashwednesday, on which they sprinkle themselves with ashes, as a preparatory to their former Lenten Repentance. But we have not so learned Christ.

Secondly, We may take it for a necessitated act, that he was forced to this, to goe and sit among the ashes (or, as most from the Septuagint translate it, to sit downe upon a dung-hill) and that in two respects.

First, in regard of his poverty and want, as if he were so bereft and destitute of all outward things, that he had not a house to put his head in, nor any other conveniencies to make use of, but was constrained to goe out, and sit upon the dung-hill or amongst the ashes.

Secondly, others rather conceive, that the necessity did arise from the contagion and loathsome enesse of his disease, so that he was forced to goe out of doores, he filled the house with such a noisome smell.

Or he was forced to goe out as a Leper; concerning whom the Law
Law was afterwards, you know that they should be put out of the Campe or City; and it was a Law grounded uppon reason, and the Lev. 13, 14. common light of nature, though it had a spirituall signification, as 45. given to the Jewes. The Septuagint say expressly, he sat upon the dung-hill without the City, as Lepers were wont to be according to the Law of Moses; and as we see executed in that case of Uzziah's Sept. the King, being a Leper he dwelt in a house by himself alone, and was cut off from the house of the Lord, 2 Chro. 26: 21.

But that Job sat either without the City, or upon a dung-hill is only a conjecture, and besides the Text. Which way soever we take it, it is a great aggravation of Job's sorowes. Take it for a necessitated sitting in the ashes abroad, it inferes, that either he was so poore as that he had not a house to be in; or that his disease was so contagious that he could not be endured in the house. Or take it for a voluntary act, that he did choose to sit in ashes, it was an aggravation of his affliction; for then it notes that he was in the loweft, in the saddest condition that can be imagined: sitting in ashes, being an emblemme of extreme sorrow, and never used but in times of greatest calamity, publick or personall.

So that every circumstance is an aggravation of Job's affliction. He was smitten by Satan, and he smote hard enough: he smote him, and he smote him with boyles. He smote him with the most malignant kinde of boyles; he smote him with such boyles all over, from the sole of his feet to his Crowne; and when he was in this condition, he had no Nurse, no chirurgian, no physitian to helpe him, he was forced to take a pot-sherd to scrape himself; he had no soft bed prepared to lye on, nor (as many have thought) house to be in; but out of the City, or out of his house he must, and among the ashes, upon the dung-hill. Lo there he sits. What one said of an exact History of a great Prince, That surely it was written rather in theory as a pattern or picture of a Prince, then according to the truth of a History; So we may say of this description of Job's troubles: That surely it was written rather as a studied pattern of mans sufferings, then as an accomplisht History of the sufferings of any man: yea who almost can goe so farre in imagination, as Job went in reall passion? But we will passe from the description of his sorrow to some Observations upon them.

First, Here we see, That Satan if he be permitted, hath a power suddenly to afflict the body with diseases; And that is a power far transcending all the power that is in man; Man is able to wound
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wound the body of his brother with a material instrument, but all the Tyrants in the world cannot smite the body with a disease, or command a man into sickness; Though God should say to them as here to Satan, I give you leave, yet they must leave that to Satan: whose help is sometime begg'd by envious wretches, who would kill their brethren without a Sword, and vex them unseene. Man must have a weapon to smite, but Satan can smite and kill without a weapon, if God say the word. Man can spill the blood, but Satan can poison the blood: He can infect the humours, and taint the spirits more subtilly, more speedily than the most skillfull poisoner in Rome. We shewed before how suddenly Satan can raise commotions in the ayr, storms and tempeft there; he can do the like in our bodies: for such are diseases in the body as storms and tempeft in the ayr. Stormes make (as it were) a confusion among the Elements, and are the distemper of nature: diseases make a confusion among the humors, and distemper the constitution and spirits of the body. It is said of the woman in Luke 13, 16, that Satan had bound her 28 years; Observe in that, the power Satan had over the Body, if God give him liberty to execute it. As cruel men can bind in chains, and cast the body into prison for many years, so Satan can bind the body with a spirit of insinuimg as with a chain.

Secondly observe this, That health and strength of body are a very great blessing: You see Satan desires to try Job by taking away this blessing last, and he thought this would make Job curse God: you may see the value of it by his desire to destroy it. Health is the Prince of earthly blessings. We say he lives miserably that lives by medicines, who to uphold nature is in the continuall use of art. How miserable then doth he live, whom art and medicines cannot restore to health, who is diseased beyond the helpe of Physick?

Loose mind you likewise from this, to remember what fragile bodies we live in, even such, as have in them the seeds of all diseases. Sin indeed is the seed of sickness and of death. And hence it is, that if the humours of the body be a little stirr'd, they quickly turn to a disease: and this house of clay is ready to dissolve and fall. What is the strength of the body, that we should trust it? or the beauty of the body that we should be proud of it? We see in Job, how quickly, the strength of it is turned into weakenes, and the beauty of it into blacknesse. All flesh is grasse, and all the goodli-
And here likewise note this, you that enjoy health of body, whose strength yet continues, and yourselves are free from the bonds of any bodily infirmity: while you hear of one smitten with a disease from the crowne of the head to the sole of the feet, consider what a mercy you have, who have no paine from the Crowne of the head to the sole of the feet; who have not an aking joint, nor paine so much as in a finger. It is like that many of you can say you have this blessing, you do not know what paine in any one member meanes; looke upon a man, that knew nothing but paine, upon a man that had not one member free, and praise your blessing.

Such likewise who have paine and infirmities, in one or two, or more parts of the body, may see in this spectacle cause to bless God, that they have any part free. To have but one or but a few sore, is mercy, sparing mercy, when we behold another nothing but a sore. Indeed when one member suffers, (whether in the body natural or mysticall) all the members suffer with it. But compassion is not so heavy a burden, as passion is. And as the sound members sympathize in sorrow with those that are smitten, so they that are smitten, sympathize in joy with those that are sound. The care of one part mitigates the disease of another, and it is an abatement of our troubles to see those whom we love in peace. Two are better than one (saith Solomon,) for if one fall, the other may help him up; but if both fall, who shall helpe? And if every member suffer, there is passion in all, but compassion in none; much lesse support or helpe.

Thirdly observe, Job in this condition was left of all. Do not thinke it strange if you be brought into such straights, as to be left alone, when you have most need of assistance. Job was as a man friendlese, Physitianlese, wifelasse, servantlese, all forsooke him. It is the comfort of the people of God, that they know how to be alone, and yet can never be alone: though they be left of all visible friends, yet they have an invisible friend who will visit them, stay with them by day, and watch with them by night, for he hath said, I will never leave thee nor forsake thee. In the Greeke there are two negatives to affirm this, that God will not leave his, Heb. 13: 5. And be that hath him alone, hath infinitely more then all the world in one. When friends and Physicians will not come neere, when wife and children take their leave or stand a farre off, when
servants hold their noses, being not able to bear the stench and ill
favour that cometh from the body, yea, when a man comes to be
an abhorring to himself, yet at that time God delights in him;
Christ at that time imbraceth him, and takes him in his arms,
and kisseth him with the kisses of his lips, which are better than
wine, yea better than life. Job was never so near God, so in the
bedome of God, as when no creature in the world would so much as
touch him; Job was never so beautifull in the eyes of God, as when he had
nothing but boiles upon him.

Fourthly, I may present you with Job as he was upon his Ash-
hill in want of all things; from thence be admonished, That the
Children of God, his dearest servants may come to uttermost out-
ward extremities. When a man is among the ashes, then he is at
the lowest: what can a man be lesse then that? The Apostles were
made, as the filth of the world, as the off scouring of all things, as
tweepings and offall which are cast out upon the dung-hill. So was
Job in the sense of many interpreters. They who are of most worth
may be used as if they were worth nothing. Job was a pearle
though upon a dung-hill. They who were brought up in scarlet embrace
dung-hills; as Jeremy in his Lamentation for Jerusalem, chap. 4. 5.
We may say. They who are brought up and clothed in better then
scarlet, even in the robes of righteousness, and in the Garments of
Salvation, may yet be brought to embrace a dung-hill. There is
no judging, by Appearances; No man knowes love or hatred by all that is
before him (or upon him) Eccles. 9.

Lastly, looke upon Jobs sitting in the ashes, as a voluntary act,
and then observe, (which is of much concernment and use for us
now in regard of the present condition we are in:) That as the afflic-
ting hand of God dath increase upon a people, or upon a person; so
ought the humiliation and repentance of that person or people to increase.
When the hand of God was upon Job before, he rent his Mantle,
he shaved his head, there were acts of great humiliation,
but now Job having a nearer and a deeper affliction upon him,
humbleth himself yet more. Then he fell upon the ground, but now
he sitteth among the ashes. Greater afflictions call to greater hu-
miliation. We ought not only to be humbled when God afflicteth,
but to be humbled in a proportion to the affliction. As it is in re-
gard of sin committed, Great sins call for great sorrow; And as it
is in regard of mercies received, Great mercies call for great
praises: so Great troubles call us to great humiliations; and till
the
the greater troubles are the greater our humiliation ought to be. This is one way of accepting the punishment of our iniquities, and of improving present evils for our everlasting good. Consider whether this be not the work of this day.

We have had the hand of God upon the Nation in lesser judgments heretofore, we have had warning peeces shot of amongst us; but now we hear the report of murthering-peeces every day. Divers yeeres God made warre upon us with the sword of the Angel, by which thousands have fallen in our streets, but now God hath put a sword into the hands of men. The former sword was a Favour compared with this; Those wounds, a kisse compared with this. Both David and experience resolve it thus. Many of our deare brethren are slain and fallen by the sword, their bloud hath been spilt like water, and their bones have been scattered as when one cleaveth or cutteeth wood upon the earth. The spoyled cry to us for bread, the sick and wounded for help and healing. Many townes have been plundered, many Matrons and Virgins have been ravished, many families have been scattered, many wives and children deprived of their husbands and parents, many parishes bereft of faithfull Pastours, some of our dwellings turned to ashes; And is it not time for us, not only to rent our garments, but to sit in ashes? do not these things call us to eat ashes like bread, and mingle our drink with weeping. Is it not time for us not only to write but to act a Lamentation, and to say, For these things I wepe, mine eye, mine eye runneth downe with water. There is one thing yet, which may and ought to be a Lamentation to us, beyond all our own sufferings, namely, this, God is dishonored, his name is blasphemed, his people are reproched. The enemies strike this sword in their bones. A scornfull enquiry, Where is now your God? Psal. 42. 10. Should not tears be our meat day and night (as they were Davids) while they say continually, Where is now your God? Psal. 42. 3. Our not sitting in the ashes for such things as these will bring us unto ashes; and if we will not sit upon the dung-hill of our sins in humiliation, our sins will bring us, and our land, unto a dunghill of desolation. In this day, as of old by his faithfull Prophet (Isai, 22. 12.) doth the Lord God of hostes call to weeping, and to mourning, and to baldnesse, and to girding with sackcloth; And not only to these, but to Job's posture of sorrow, sitting in ashes; the voyce of the rod calleth to this, the voyce of the trumpet heard daily in our streets, calls to this. We have cause to cry out.
out as the prophet Jeremiah in his fourth Chap. v. 19. My bowels, my bowels, I am pained at the very heart, my heart maketh a noise in me, I cannot hold my peace, because thou hast heard, O my soul, the sound of the trumpet, and the alarm of war. And because the sound of the trumpet among us, like that on mount Sinai, Exod. i. 9. 19, doth not only sound long, but also louder and louder; it becomes us, not only to continue our mourning, and our crying unto God, but to cry louder and louder. If we increase not our humiliations, God will yet increase our judgments: if we will not sit in ashes, he will bring us to ashes, and punish us yet seven times more for our sins.

Therefore receive the counsel of the Apostle James, in these your affictions, Be afflicted, and mourn and weep; let your laughter be turned to mourning, and your joy to heaviness. Humble yourselves in the sight of the Lord, and he shall lift you up. God lifts them up who call themselves downe; and if (in this sense) we be afflicted, we shall not be afflicted. Christ hath purchased, Free Grace befloues deliverance; and we receive it, when we returne, repent and beleeve.

---

**Job 9. 1, 10.**

Then said his wife unto him, Dost thou still retain thine integrity? Curse God and die.

But he said unto her, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speaketh: what? shall we receive good at the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil? In all this did not Job sinne with his lips.

**We** have already considered out of the former parts of the Chapter Job's second affliction: First in the occasion of it; secondly, in the causes of it: and thirdly, in the manner of it, together with those aggravating circumstances which made his sorrowes out of measure sorrowfull. And now we must look upon that Jewell among the ashes, and consider what befell him there: These things make the fourth part of the Chapter, namely the consequences of his affliction.
of the Book of Job

Chap. 2.

These consequences are three:
1. His wives unseemly and sinfull counsel, vers. 9.
2. His wife and holy reply, vers. 10.
3. His friends visit to comfort him, vers. 11, 12, 13.

First, we will discourse his wives unseemly and sinfull counsel.

Then said his wife unto him, &c.

There are two Questions raised concerning Job's wife.

1. Who she was?

2. How it came to passe that she was spared, when all his outward comforts were removed?

For the first, in a word. It is the opinion of many among the ancient Jewes, that Job lived in the time of Jacob the Patriark. And that he took to wife Dinah Jacob's daughter; but I leave the Rab bins to prove that, if they can. Why she was spared in the time of so general calamity may beare some further inquiry. For seeing a wife is the chiefest of creature comforts, and the very reason why God at the first did institute that relation, was that man might have a help meet for him: it may seeme somewhat strange, why Satan, going about to bring upon Job trouble in its perfection, should leave him that, which is the perfection of all outward comforts, a wife. What were Job's Oxen, and Asses, and Sheep, and Camels to a wife? And what were his children to a wife? When Adam had not only such a number of Cartell, but all the cartell and riches in the world in his possession, and under his dominion, God saw him defective till he provided him a wife, a wife was the complement of all. How then cometh it to passe, that when Satan would afflict Job to the uttermost, he leaves him his wife?

To clear this, before we come to examine the words that she spake, The Jewes which are the Authors of that aforesaid opinion, that his wife was Dinah, tell us (to lengthen out the dream) that she was spared for Jacob her Fathers sake. It is a truth, That Children doe often fare the better for holy Fore-fathers. It is no mean privilege, to be born of those that are in Covenant. As God visits the iniquity of the Fathers upon the Children unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate him, so he shewes mercy to thousands of those that love him, &c. Exod. 20, 5, 6, but in this place we have no stock to graft this truth upon, but a mere imagina tion. I passe on.

Secondly, some conceive that his wife was out of Satans Commission, that he had nothing to doe to medle with her, she being compre-
comprehended under that clause of exception in the first Chapter, verse 12. All that he hath is in thy power, only upon himself put not forth thine hand; his wife (they say) was a part of himselfe, according to that Gen. 2. 24. And they (viz. the husband and the wife) shall be one flesh. So that Satan could not smite her, but he must smite Job too; therefore she was exempted, say they, and set beyond the reach of Satans stroak.

Though this may have some shew of wit in it, and somewhat of reason too, referring unto the first part of Jobs affliction; yet there is no shew of either in reference unto the second, where Satan had a Commission to afflict his body, his flesh and his bone; for then she also (take it in the sense before) was comprehended under the Commission of Satan, being (though not as Eve from Adam, bone of his bone, and flesh of his flesh, yet) according to the Law of marriage given to all, One flesh with him, Gen. 2. 24.

Therefore in the third place, that which I conceive and agree with others in for the true reason why she was spared, is this: That she might be a further instrument of her husbands affliction. Satan meant to make use of her for his owne purpose, to drive on the maine designe: and whereas she should have been a help to her husband, Satan imployes her against her Husband: this was his aime, and therefore she was spared. Hence one of the Ancients calls her the strongest and fittest weapon, with which Satan did assault; the choiifest Arrow in his Quiver, by which he wounded the soul and spirit of Job. She that should have had her hands busied in the washing, suppling, curing, and healing of his wounds, smites him with her tongue, a piercing and potson'd instrument. Th'rib was not smitten, that it might smite the head. Another compares her to a Ladder, by which Satan hoped to scale this impregnable tower, that death might creep in at the window of his eares, by hearing and con-enting to her sinfull persuasions.

Seeing then Satan spared Jobs wife, that she might be the instrument of this additional affliction; which most conclude to be as the sting of all his afflictions,

First note this, That Satans mercies have always somewhat of cruellie in them. He spareth his wife, but it was that she might further vex the husband. His mercies are like the mercies of wicked men, Their tender mercies are cruell, that is, they are no mercies at all, Prov. 12. 10. There is a punishing mercy, and there is a sparing cruelty among men. Such are Satans sparings ever lined.
lined with cruel and bloody intents.

Secondly observe, that the greatest outward blessings may prove the greatest outward afflictions. A wife is made a cross, a snare. Our greatest danger may be from our helper; and that which was given for our good, may be to us an occasion of falling.

Satan can make use of our friends to do us hurt by. He tempteth not only by himself, but by creatures: And not only by creatures that are at a distance from us, but by those who are nearest in relation, and by those, most. He can make a servant, a child, a wife, instrumental for our ruine. In this sense, we may apply that Caveat of the Prophet, (Jer. 9.4.) Take ye heed, every one of his neighbor, and trust ye not in any brother. That also of Micah, Trust ye not in a friend, put ye not confidence in a guide: keep the doors of thy mouth from her that lieth in thy bosom. Yea, take heed, lest organum diabolis.

Thirdly observe, Satan is very subtle to make choice of such instruments as may do his work most effectuall. Of all those that were about Job he could not have picked out any to have carried on his plot so powerfully, and with such probability of success. First, in regard of her nearness, she had opportunity to come unto him, and freedom to improve that opportunity. Saul knew what he did when he married his daughter to David: I will give him her (said Saul) that she may be a snare to him, 1 Sam. 18. 21. Politick marriages are usually made for temptation, not for comfort: snares are tied fastest with a false lovers knot.

Secondly, the motion or persuasions of a wife, whether to good or evil, are very taking upon a husbands heart: We see it in the first wife that ever was, she by persuasions overcame Adam unto sin, she was the Devils agent for the undoing of her husband, and the world. Ahab was very wicked, but he had a tempter in his bosom. But there was none like unto Ahab, who did sell himself to work wickedness, whom Jezabel his wife stirred up. Unparallel’d wickedness is ascribed to the provocations of a wife. When a Prince hath given up his affections, and his conscience, into the hands of a malicious, wanton woman, he will quickly sell himself to such wickedness as will be his own trouble, and entitle him (like King Ahab) the troubler of the Kingdom.

Thirdly, Satan knew that a wound is deeper by how much the hand
hand is nearer that strikes it. Afflictions press us most when they are from our friends. What, thou my son? said Caesar in the Senate. What, thou my wife? is thy hand upon me in my own house, might Job say? The Prophet brings in one questioning, What are these wounds? And Christ answering, Those with which I was wounded in the house of my friends, Zech. 13. 6. The height of enmity is thus express: A man's enemies shall be the men of his own house, Mic. 7. 6. This caused David to complain so bitterly, Psal. 55. 12. It was not an enemy that had done this, but it was thou my friend, and my equal, and my companion: The friend wounded more than the Sword. So might Job complain. It was not an enemy, it was not a Sabean, or a cruel Chaldean that spake this, but it was thou my equal, my friend, my companion; and which is more then all these, my wife, my second self.

I grant, that in one sense the wounds of a friend are precious: Precious are the wounds of a friend, but the kisses of an enemy are deceitful. Precious are the wounds of a friend, when a friend doth wound with holy reproof; but when a friend wounds by sinful counsel, or solicitations unto sin, those are pernicious wounds. If that which is light in us be turned into darkness (as Christ speaks) how great is that darkness? So, if that which should be our comfort, be turned into our sorrow, how great is our sorrow? Therefore we see why Satan spared the wife, that she might be an Instrument, and a most effectual Instrument, either to prevail upon him, or to vex him in case he did not prevail. Doubtless Job did not feel so much smart, when Satan smote both flesh and bone, as now, when his flesh and bone smote him. Thus we see the cruelty of Satan's mercy: He spared Job's tongue, and he spared Job's wife; he spared his tongue, that Job might have a member free for an Instrument of sin, in cursing God; and he spared Job's wife, that himself might have an Instrument to bid him sin, Curse God and dye. This was her counsel.

And his wife said unto him, Dost thou still retain thine integrity? Curse God and dye.

Her words consist of two parts:
1. A sharp and a scornful Exprobation.
2. A wicked and sinful Direction.

Her scornful Exprobation, in these words: Dost thou still retain thy integrity?

Her sinful Direction, in these words: Curse God and dye.
Doest thou still retain thine integrity?

Words quick and short. It is probable we have here only the

compendium, or brief of that discourse which passed between Job scriptura, qua

and his wife. We have only the poesy, and the Antidote, as a learn-

ed Expositor hints it upon this place.

The Septuagint have taken the boldness (if they be not falsified) to set down his wives speech at large, and joyn it in with the body of the Text, thus: A long time being spent, his wife said unto him, How long wilt thou hold out, saying, Behold, I wait yet a little while expecting the hope of my Salvation? For consider, thy remembrance is blotted out from the Earth, even thy sons and thy daughters, the pains and travel of my womb, whom I have brought forth in vain. Thou thyself sittest here in the rottenness of worms, abiding all night in the open air. I poor hand-maid wander from place to place, from house to house, looking when the Sun will set, that I may take a little repose from the pains and sorrows which now oppress me, but utter thou some word against the Lord and die. The Greek Authors comment upon these words, as upon the Text itself. But I shall wave them wholly. Neither shall I stay here in the Explication of the words, according to our reading out of the Hebrew, because we have handled them at the third verse of this Chapter. In the testimony which God giveth concerning Job, where he speaks thus to Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job, how that he is a perfect man, &c. and that he still holdeth fast his integrity? God taketh it to the praise of Job, still he holdeth fast his integrity; his wife speaks it to his reproach, and upbraiding him with it, Doest thou still retain thine integrity? The words spoken by both are the same, but the sense and intent of the speakers is quite different. God speaks them in honor to Job; his wife speaks them in contempt of Job, and therefore she forms them into a question, a cutting kind of speech, Doest thou still retain thine integrity? As if she should say, What? art thou so senseless and so stupid, so mad and fottish, to go on in this course still? what hast thou got by it? where are thy earnings? what is the advantage of holiness? or what is the profit of integrity, that thou hold'st and upbraidedst it so fast? Doest thou still retain thine integrity? This I conceive is the sum of the question, it is an upbraiding a reproaching question; and from that we may observe,
First, That those things which commend us most to God, usually render us most contemptible before the world.

Doest thou still retain thine integrity? She slighteth him and scorneth him for this, whereas God highly commendeth him, speaketh it to his praise. That which is highly esteemed amongst men, is abomination in the sight of the Lord: And that which the Lord esteemeth highly, man abominates.

Secondly this, It is the endevor of Satan and his Instruments to persuade, that the profession of holiness is vain and unprofitable.

Satan hath taught wicked ones, and they (like forward Schollers say it without book) say it openly, It is a vain thing to serve the Lord; Satan would fain infuse this cursed principle into the hearts of God's own people, and make them believe their faith is also vain. Doest thou still retain thine integrity? Come take a little counsel at the last, work like a wise man, wilt thou hold a thing thou canst get nothing by? Take it on my word, thou canst not thrive this way, thou canst not make nothing of it, what dost thou mean to go on madding in such a course as this? Thou shalt never get bread by it to put in thy head, no nor water to wash thy hands; all thou gettest by it will be a knock, a rod upon thy back, a dishonor upon thy name: And wilt thou still be so strait-laced, and hold fast thy integrity?

Thirdly, Observe further from Satan's intendment in putting such words as these into the mouth of Job's wife, That his great design is to take advantage from outward troubles and ill successes, to discourage the hearts, and weaken the hands of God's people in holy duties. That was his project, quite to discourage Job, and from the ill successes he had in the service of God, to get him put off his Livery, and give over his service: It is the course that the world, instructed by Satan (as here Job's wife was) still holdeth with the people of God. Their language is, Why are you so precise, why so hot? &c. Do you not observe, you get nothing by your prayers? nothing by your fasting? nothing by your holiness? All that you have got you may put in your eyes, and see never the worse. Shew us some of your gains; what have you got? where are your deliverances? where are your victories? where is your Salvation? You have prayed till you are almost undone, you have fasted till all is almost lost; things are worse then they were; will you still go on in these duties of fasting and praying? of humbling and seeking? of waiting and believing? This is the language of Satan, this the Divinity
of Hell: And I shall answer it in one word, It is far better to dye praying, then to conquer blaspheming. Such doctrine may stop up a hypocrites mouth, and weaken his heart from duty. But it will more open the mouths, and enlarge the hearts of those who are sincere. Will the hypocrite always call upon God? will he delight himself in the Almighty? faith Job. No, he delights in God no longer, then God gives him worldly delights; nor calls upon God any longer, then sensible blessings are sent in unto him: If God lays his hand, he stops in duty; he quickly takes up Satan's blow, and will no longer hold his integrity. But grace shews us wages in the work: A godly man hath his fruit in holiness, and therefore though he receives no outward fruit, he still holds fast his integrity. But what would Job's wife advise to him to do, in case he should let go the holiness of his life? That follows in the next words; having endeavored to take him off from one course, she directs him to another.

Curse God and dye.

Here is the second part of her counsel, cursed counsel indeed. Curse God and dye. It is the same original word which we have opened before, and met with two or three times already. In the proper signification it noteth blessing, and so the word is by many Expositors rendred in this place, Bless God and dye; Mr Broughton translates it so in one entire sentence, Doth thou still retain thine integrity, blessing God and dying? We must therefore examine both sides, that we may find out more fully the sense of these words.

Some take the words in a good sense, and some take them in an ill sense. Some take the words in a good sense, Bless God and dye; And others who translate, Bless God and dye, do yet expound it to an ill sense.

First, Some make a good construction out of these words of Job's wife, affirming that she gave her husband wholesome advice, and so they render the words, Bless God and dye, to this sense: What? dost thou still stand upon terms with God? wilt thou not humble thy self? shouldst thou not, rather bless God? that is, pray unto God, humble thy self, and seek his face; so to bless, signifies to pray, to make supplication. Thou feelest in what a doleful condition, thou art, therefore bless God, make thy humble prayer before God, and dye; that is, desire him to take thee out of this
this miserable world, to release thee of thy pain; beg that he
would cut the thread of thy life, which (to appearance) is the only
remedy of all thy troubles; death will be thy best friend: Thou
mayst dye with more ease, then live as thou dost. Thy life is a
continual death; it were better for thee to dye once, then to dye
daily.

Mr Beza is very strong in this opinion, excusing, yea acquitting
Job's wife, in making this motion to her husband. He grants indeed
that she being deceived and over-wrought by Satan, did work
strongly for him; yet denies, that either the counsel in itself, or in
her intendment was evil. He lays the whole matter thus: That
she observing her husband's silence under the hand of God, in these
great afflictions, suspected that he stood too much upon his own
integrity, that he was too well opinionated and conceited of his
own worth; or that this proceeded from fearfulness of Conscience,
and insensibleness of God's dealing, and his own condition; and
therefore she adviseth him to consider, that surely God was very
angry with him, to consider that God had brought all this evil
upon him, to humble him; and should he now defend his own
innocency? Should he either be silent and not acknowledg his sin,
or stand upon terms with God in defence and justification of him-
sel? Dost thou persevere in those high thoughts of thy self? Will
not all this bring thy stomach down? What? will not thy
uncircumcised heart be humbled? Dost thou still retain thine in-
tegrity? dost thou still lean upon that broken reed, thy own in-
tegrity? Bless God; that is, confessest thy sins; and acknowledg thy
transgressions. (Indeed confessing of sin is the blessing of God:
it is a giving glory to God, and our giving glory to God is our
blessing of God: 10th. 19. Give glory to the Lord God of Israel,
and make confession unto him.) Thus bless God, that is, confessest
thy sin, and so prepare thy self to dye in a holy manner; seeing
thou art past hope of life, address thy self piously for death.
Thus he; and all upon these grounds: First, because he could not
be persuaded that a wife, the governess of such a holy family as
Job was, a wife, the companion of such a holy man as Job was,
should be so full of the Devil, so wicked to speak the Devils
words with the Devils heart. And secondly, because Satan himself
could not be so senseless as to believe or hope, that such desperate
counsel could ever take upon Job's heart: and therefore he con-
ceives that she advised him only, as any one would a dying friend,
or a malefactor condemned, and ready to be carried to execution, yet persisting in his sin, or unlaending the wickedness which procured that sentence. Her error, faith he, was only this, that she judged him wicked, because he was thus mitten, and that he trusted upon his integrity, because he held it fast: whereas indeed Job looked for no good, but out of the hand of Free-grace, and accounted his very integrity but dung, to the Righteousness and Redemption of the promised Messiah.

But (with humble respect to so reverend an Author) there are two Reasons strong against this Exposition, in my apprehension, which I shall propone, and submit to the Readers judgment.

The first is this: It had been quite against Satans design, that Jobs wife should give her husband good counsel: For it had been so far from being an addition to Jobs affliction, that it had been a great abatement of it, to hear his wife speak so holy, and administering such wholesome counsel in the substance of it, though mistaken in the application of it to him. And surely a heart so composed as Jobs was under all these pressures, would have shaped out such an Answer as this: My dear wife, I thank thee for thy care and counsel, thou hast a holy jealousy over me, that I am not in such a posture of spirit, as becomes a dying man. Though there be an error in thy advice as applied to me, yet I take it as an error of love, and thy reproof, though misplaced, is very acceptable and precious unto me.

But (which makes my second Reason) He reproves her for it, and tells her plainly, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speaketh; whereas if that had been the meaning of her words, she speaketh as one of the wise women; like a wise woman indeed. It is an act of wisdom and of love, both to suspect ill of another, when that suspicion leads us only to advise him for his good. It is an excellent thing when jealousies are improved into faithful counsels. Surely then Job had never numbered her with the foolish women, if that speech of hers had imported only an humble preparation for his approaching death.

In the second place, Some who translate the words, Bless God and dye, do yet expound them as very sinful counsel: though the words sound fair, yet the fence is made very foul. These understand them as an Irony, as if his wife, scoffing and jeering her husband, had said; Dost thou still retain thine integrity? blessed God and dye; thou shalt have enough of thine integrity, take thy fill
null of blessing of God; thou art all for blessing God, and holding
fast thy integrity; go on if thou wilt, and bless God still, and see
what thou shalt get by it; thou shalt have no other reward then
a wound, thou shalt receive no wages of this Master but death,
bless God and dye; repeat that speech now, which you used un-
der the first affliction; Repeat again that beloved maxim, with
which you seem to be so much delighted, The Lord hath given,
and the Lord hath taken away, blessed be the Name of the Lord;
you shall see it will not fright death away, or be any security
from the grave; you thought when you spoke those words first,
that they would have prevented a second trouble, and that God
who law you take the former stroke so kindly at his hand, would
not strike you again; But you see good words are no defence
against blows; And if thou shouldest be so foolish to fly for re-
tuge to the same submissive language, experience would quick-
ly teach thee, that as before it could not protect thee from this
fore disease, so now it would be no protection from the arrest
of death. Bless God and dye.

Some strengthen this fence from the form of speaking here used,
which is imperative, Bless God and dye: She bids him do it, I, do
it and spare not. Such expressions import a mixture of scorn, as
Lam. 4.21. Rejoice and be glad, O daughter of Edom: Here is a
grant, if not a command; a seeming direction, if not an injunction,
to rejoice and be glad: what is given as the occasion of this
joy? The Cup also shall pass through unto thee; What cup? A cup
of blood, a cup of trembling: And is this to be rejoiced in? Surely
in such joy the heart must be heavy, and the acting of such mirth
is sorrow; yet he bids her rejoice: as if he had said, Be as merry
as you can, yet the cup shall pass through unto thee, thou shalt
not escape. So Eccles. 11.9. Rejoice O young man in thy youth,
and let thine heart cheer thee, and Walk in the ways of thine'
heart, and in the sight of thine eyes, (do so,) but know, that for all
these things God will bring thee into judgment. Thus here, Bless
God and dye; Go on I pray, take thy fill of blessing God, bless him
as much as and as long as thou wilt, yet I see the image of death in
thy face, dye thou shalt. Mr. Broughton seems to incline to such
a meaning in his Translation, Dost thou still retain thine integrity,
blessing God and dying; As if she had said, Wilt thou be such a
fool to go on blessing God and dying, blessing God while he
is killing thee; which was indeed Job's wisdom, and his resolu-
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tion a little after, *though he kill me, yet will I trust in him.*

So far of those who translate the Text, *bless God and dye,* with that twofold: Exposition upon it; I shall now consider what fence we are to make out of these words, as we translate them, and as they are indeed most generally translated; *Curse God and dye.* This reading of the Text seems most answerable to Satan's design, which being to provoke Job to curse God, it was most proper to suit his Wives spirit with such thoughts, and to put his own words into her mouth. *Curse God and dye:* This spirit is of the same spinning with the former, and carries Satan's plot home upon his own principles; she speaks this adversarial minde as fully as he could himself, when she bids her Husband *Curse God and dye.*

But could *Job dye* when he lifted, that she biddeth him *Curse God and dye?* What means this language?

Some interpret her meaning to be this, *Curse by thy own hand, destroy thy self;* as sons of Belial use to say, *Go hang thy self, murder thy self,* make an end of thy self. *As God by these plagues is thy Judge, so be thou to and the master;* the over Instruction. Or as others; *Curse God, that so he may be provoked to take thee out of the world quickly.* Or *Curse God and dye,* safe thy heart somewhat, and give it vent by breaking out against God in blasphemies, take this revenge upon him, and then let him do his worst. *Curse God, though thou dye for it.*

Lastly, *Curse God,* That so the Magistrate taking notice of it, thou mayst be cut off by the Sword of Justice. We know blasphemers were sentenced to death without mercy by the Law of Moses; and it is not improbable that the light of Nature might carry those Nations to as high and severe a revenge against that highest sin. We know Scripture was adjudged to death by the Athenians (as their natural Divinity taught them) for an injurious or dishonorable speech concerning their gods. I conceive her counsel, *Curse God and dye,* had some of these intendments in it; the best of them is bad enough, and so bad, that it renders this Objection against them all.

It is objected, that surely any of these carry too high a strain of wickedness for Job's wife; surely she could not imagine, much less have the boldness to offer such advice to her Husband.

I answer first in general, A good man may have a very bad wife. A Husband cannot infuse Holiness or make his Wife good: Marriage doth not change the heart; Marriage with Christ death, but
but not marriage with a Christian, or the holiest man that ever lived. Therefore that reason is not cogent.

Secondly, this speech, and a holy person, are not altogether inconsistent: possibly Job's Wife was a good woman, though actually she spake thus wickedly. Divers of the Jewish Doctors have an Opinion, that it was not Job's Wife that spake, but the Devil in her likeness. I shall leave that among their other dreams. It is conjectured by others, (though it were not the Devil that spake, personating his Wife, yet) that it was the Devil speaking in or by the person of his Wife, as he spake in or by the Serpent, Genesis 3. Or as persons really possessed of the Devil, who speak Satan's words, and do Satan's works, not their own. Some (I say) carry it thus, that she was for that time not only acted, but actually possesse by the Devil, and so spake the Devils language: One of the Ancients is express to this purpose, These are Devils words, not the Woman's words: which another illustrates by that in the third of Genesis, where it is said, The Serpent said unto the Woman, but it was the Devil that spake unto the woman by the Serpent; so here it is said, His Wife spake unto him, but the truth is, it was the Devil spake unto him, in and by his wife. And if so, put the Language into the worst Exposition given, or give a worse (if Truth will bear it) and it will be no wrong to such an Orator. I believe we cannot expound the words to a higher fence or strain of wickedness, than Satan could speak.

But we need not make Satan himself the speaker, and yet clear the matter too; though we neither say as the Jewish Doctors, that it was the Devil personally, taking the shape of Job's Wife, or as those Christian Fathers, that the Devil did actually possess her; yet we may say (and to solve the difficulty) that she was mightily overpowered, and acted by the temptation of Satan, to be an Instrument of temptation, in this gross manner, against her Husband: Though she were not acted as the Serpent was, in whom Satan spake to Eve; yet we may well say, she was acted as Eve; by whom Satan spake to Adam: Eve spake the Devils mind, being prevailed upon by his temptation, to persuade her Husband to eat against the command of God; and Job's wife overcome by a like temptation attempts the perwasion of her Husband to curle God.

For as it is possible for one that is good to fall into the grossest and most blasphemous temptation himself, so it is possible for one that is good to be made an Instrument of such Temptations unto others,
others. We may see an instance near, if not fully reaching this affec-
tion in the Apostle Peter, who hearing Christ foretelling his suffer-
ings, takes him aside, and began to rebuke him, saying, Be it far
from thee, Lord; this shall not be unto thee: Matt. 16. 22, 23.
Peter asked Satan part in this, against his Master, though unwit-
ingly, yet so wittily, to the life, that he got his name by it; Christ
said to Peter, Get thee behind me Satan: It was Peter's tongue,
but Satan turned it. Isaac said of his son Jacob in Esau's dress, The
hands are the hands of Esau, but the voice is the voice of Jacob.
Christ perceived here Satan's counsel in Peter's words, he saw the
wicked spirit through the clothing of Peter's flesh; and therefore
rebukes the Organ, under the title of the chief Agent: Get thee be-
hinde me Satan. Now as Peter, though a holy man, and full of
good intentions to his Master, yet spake the Devils minde and lan-
guage so fully, that the Devil himself (as to that purpose) could
scarcely have mended it; So likewise Job's Wife might be a godly
woman in the main, though abused and milled by Satan, she thus
excited her Husband, in the grossest construction those words can
bear, to curse God and die.

There is somewhat in the Text, which may give us a hint of this:
That though she spake this, yet Job esteemed her a good woman;
For, observe Job's Answer to this advice. What doth he say? He
doeth not say, Thou wicked woman, thou abominable wretch, why
doest thou give me such counsel? All that he saith is this, Thou
speakest as one of the foolish Women speakest. Observe it, he doth
not call her foolish or wicked Woman, but, Thou speakest as one
of the foolish Women; As if he should say, How now Wife? what
words are these that I hear from thee? thou dost not speak now
like thy self, I use to hear other Language from thee; thou and I
have had other kind of conference, and I have received other kind
of counsel from thee then this; Whence is it that thou art so unlike
thy self? where are thy words seasoned with Salt, which have so
often ministered grace unto the hearers? thou art degenerated in
manner, and corrupted in thy speech; thou speakest now as one of
the foolish Women: Intimating that she used to speak wisely and
discreetly, or as Solomon describes the virtuous Woman (Prov. 31.
26.) that heretofore she opened her mouth with wisdom; and
now she spake only as a foolish or wicked Woman; He doth not
say she was one; one act is enough to assimilate, but it is not e-
nough to denominate. Thus much may serve to evince that, though
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we
we take the words in that worst sense, yet it doth not necessarily infer, that Job's Wife was a wicked, an ungodly Woman, which is the Objection against that Exposition.

From the words translated, curse God and dye, and thus expounded, we may observe,

Firstly, That Satan is restless and unwearied in this design to bring the people of God to think ill and speak ill of God. It is that he labored for in the carrying on of this whole business concerning Job; and every stone is turned, every way tried, to accomplish this proposed end.

Secondly, In that he persuadest Job by his Wife, when he was in this woful condition, to curse God and dye, Observe, That Satan would persuade us to ease our selves of troublesome evils, by falling into sinful evils. Job was grievously diseased; you see the medicine and the cure that Satan prescribeth, Go sin, faith he; curse God and dye; whereas one of the least evils of sin is worse then all the evils of suffering that can befall us. All sorrows are more eligible then one sin. It hath been rightly taught us from Antiquity, That the lowest degree of a lye (because sin) is not to be made or admitted (if that medium could be assured so noble an end) for the saving of a World. What a father and teacher of lies then is Satan, who directs many a poor soul to live it self from, or help it self out of a small affliction, by venturing upon some great Transgression?

Thirdly, Curse God and dye; It is sinful to wish our own deaths; though we are under pains more painful then Death. It is sinful to desire death absolutely; we may desire it with submission to the Will of God: To live is an act of Nature; but to be willing to live, because God wills it, is an act of Grace: And as it is our holiness to do the Will of God while we live, so it is our holines to be content to live, while we suffer according to his Will. On the other hand, to dye is an act of Nature; but to dye because God wills it, is an act of Grace: Christ is said to be obedient unto death, because he dyed in contemplation of God's Decree, and in conformity to his good pleasure. To dye thus, is the duty of a Christian, and the crown of all his Obedience. Satan would have us live as we will, and dye when we will; he tempts us as much to dye when we lift, as to live how we list. Satan puts Job upon it peremptorily, Curse God and dye, desire or procure thy own death. To wish death that we may enjoy Christ, it is a holy wish; but yet we
we must not wish that neither absolutely. The Apostle Paul, Phil. 1:23. desired to be dissolved, and to be with Christ; yet you see how he qualifies and debates it. To wish for death, that we may be freed from sin, is a holy wish; but yet we must not wish, that absolutely neither, we must refer ourselves to the pleasure of God, how long he will let us conflict with our corruptions and with our lusts, with this body of death and sin, which we bear about us. But to wish for death because our lives are full of trouble, is an unholy wish; God may, yea and hath as much use of our lives in our troubles as in our comforts: We may do much business for God in a sick-bed: We may do God as much work when we are bound hand and foot in a prison, as when we are at liberty; passive obedience brings as much glory to God as active doth: therefore we must not wish for death, especially not with an absolute wish, because we are under troublesome evils. And if it be sinful to wish for death, how wicked is it to procure or hasten death, to pull down our house of clay with our own hands, because we are under troublesome evils?

Fourthly, Observe further, Satan would persuade that death is an end, at least an ease, of outward troubles: Wouldst thou have an end of thy troubles and of thy sorrows? Curse God and die, here is the remedy. We say indeed of some remedies, that they are worse then the disease; but I am sure this is. Death to ungodly ones it is so far from being an end, or an ease of their troubles, that it is to them (as Christ speaks in another case) the beginning of sorrows, the entrance to eternal death, and the very Suburbs of Hell. Yet, how many doth Satan persuade (when they are in Job's case, in great extremities) that death will be the cure of all their troubles!

Fifthly, Observe, That Satan would make men willing to dye, when they are most unfit to dye. You see what preparation Satan directs Job unto, he biddeth him curse God and dye. Would not Job, think you, have been in a fit posture, in a fit frame for death, when he had been cursing God? Repent and die, pray and die, humble thy self and dye, believe and dye, take fast hold of Christ, who is our life, our way to life, and dye, are the counsels and voice of the holy Ghost; but Satan's language is curse God and dye, sin and dye, be impenitent and dye, blaspheme and dye. And it is an experienced Truth, that oftentimes they seem most willing to dye, who are most unfit, most unready for death; you shall see some men 
venturing, yet casting away their lives without fear or wit, the whole visible business of whose lives hath been nothing else but a working out of their own damnation, without fear or trembling; They as it were give diligence all their days, to make Hell and Reprobation sure, and yet go out of the world as if they were sure of Heaven. This is Satan's preparation, Curse God and dye.

Lastly, note this, That the holiest person is liable to the most blasphemous temptation. One would have wondered that Satan should ever have ventured to suggest such a gross thing as this to so holy a man as Job. But Satan, where he hath been foiled, grows impudent, and will then suggest such things, not because he hopes to prevail, but because he resolves to vex such as he cannot overcome. He troubles as much and as many as he can.

So much of the counsel which Job's wife gave him, reproving him as foolish and ov er-credulous in holding fast (that unprofitable thing) his integrity; and advising him to be worse than mad, or outrageous, in cursing God and dying.

Let us now consider Job's holy and wise reply in the tenth Verse.

But he said unto her, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speakest; What? shall we receive good at the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil?

These words contain Job's Reply, wherein two things are considerate. First, a Reproof. Secondly, a Refutation.

First, He rejects her counsel with a sharp and wholesome reprehension, and then he refutes her counsel by strong and solid reason. The reprehension in these words, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speakest. The reason of his reprehension in those which follow, What? shall we receive good at the hand of God, and not evil?

To begin with the Reprehension, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women. In the Hebrew, woman is not exprest, it is only a feminine, as one of the foolish ones: we translate it, foolish women; That word cometh from Nabal, which signifieth properly a thing fallen off like a dried leaf, or blasted withered fruit, without life, without strength, without sap and moisture, exhausted and kil'd through excess either of cold or heat: and so by a Metaphor it noteth any one without the sap or juice of wisdom, goodness, and honesty; such a person we call, a sapless person. Or it signifieth one that is vile, and base, and low, one that hath a base, withered, low, fallen
fallen spirit, a spirit fallen below all noble or holy resolutions. Na- bal is such a fool, as hath his judgment and understanding faded and corrupted, in regard of any holy principles, though he may be wise in regard of natural principles. Such the Prophet describes, they are wise to do evil, but to do good they have no knowledge, Jer. 9. 22. Hence the Latin word (Nabalus) which signifies a Knave, is by good Etymologists derived from the Hebrew Nabal; because such are dull-heads in goodness, and witty only in wickedness. Such was he. 1 Sam. 25. 15. Nabal is his name, and folly is with him: That proper name is the same with the Apellative here; that's the Male, this the Feminine, Thou speakest like a Nabile: We finde the word often used elsewhere to signifie wicked, worthless and vile persons, Psalm 14. 1. The fool hath said, &c. Deut. 32. 6, 21. at the sixt Verse, O foolish people and unwise, do ye thus requite the Lord? And Ver. 21. They have provoked me to anger by those that are no gods, and I will provoke them to jealousy by them which are not a people, and move them to anger with a foolish Nation; by them which are not a people, by a foolish Nation: A foolish people delveref not the name of a people. Look upon this word in the Abstract, folly is wickedness; and to work folly, is, in the language of the Scripture, as much as to work wickedness, to work the greatest wickedness. Hence it is sometimes translated villany, Jer. 29. 22, 23. The Lord make thee like Zedekiah and like Ahaz, whom the Kings of Babylon rosted in the fire, because they have committed villany in Israel. And throughout the Book of Proverbs, the fool and an ungodly man, a wise man and a godly man, are (Synonyms) words signifying the same thing. Thus Job reproves his Wife, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women, like one of those who have no wisdom, no goodness, not angry sense or sap of goodness in them. But who were these foolish Women, at whom he ayms in this comparison? that is not clear; some conceive he intends the Women of Idumea, Thou speakest as one of these Heathen Women, these Idumeans; I have heard indeed such language from them when things have gone amiss with them, I have heard them cursing their Idols, cursing their gods; I have heard them rail at Fate, fall out and wrangle with Fortune; Thou speakest like one of them. Thou takest thy pattern in this from the custom of the Heathen, who use their gods coarly, when they think they have but coarse usage from their gods. If their gods be angry, they will.
will be angry with and revile their gods. Thou speakest after the rate of these foolish women; Thou didst never hear such doctrine in my family, or among those who fear and love the true and ever-living God.

Job you see is now somewhat warm in his speech. Job had endured much, and all his sufferings hitherto had not stirred any passion in him but that of sorrow; as we saw in the latter end of the former chapter: Not any angry posture, not any angry expression all along; but now, that God and the ways of God are concerned, Job can hold no longer: this speech of his wife cast dishonor upon both, and now passion begins to stir, he cannot forbear her, though his Wife, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speakest. Observe, That

Passion becometh us in the cause of God: Our Lord Christ teaching his Disciples the true meaning of the Law, tells them, Matt. 5. 22. He that is angry with his brother without a cause, shall be in danger of the judgment; but he that is not angry when there is cause, especially when there is such a cause as this, the like wise is in danger of the judgment.

Secondly, Job is not only angry with her, but he reproofs her, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women. It is lawful sometimes to express holy anger and passion by sharp reproofs. Christ who was meekness and humility it felt, yet when he had to deal with Pharisees, he can call them a generation of vipers, painted Serpents, blinde guides, an adulterous generation, children of the Devil; Anger can hardly be silent, and that anger is admirable, which speaks and sins not. He that knows not how to be angry, knows not how to love. And he that knows not how to reprove with love, knows not how to be angry.

You may discern love in Job, mingling with and moderating his reproof. Job rebukes his Wife, but it is with the spirit of meekness. First, He doth not speak positively or down-right, Thou art a fool; but comparatively, Thou speakest as one of the foolish women use to speak; That seems one mitigation or allay of this reproof; yet I confess such speaking by way of similitude hath often in it the force and intent of a direct assertion.

Another thing observable for the meekness of Job, is this; He doth fall out with the whole Sex, and say, ye women are foolish, and ignorant, and impatient; But thou speakest as one of the foolish women. He doth not charge the whole Sex, he knew there were
were wise women, as well as foolish, such Solomon describes, Pro. 31 26. She openeth her mouth with wisdom, and we know Abigail the wife was wife, and her husband was Nabal, a fool. Job doth not lay it upon women in general, he falleth not out with all, because he knew there were some foolish ones; and because he saw his wife in that act, imitating those foolish ones.

There is a third thing mitigating the sharpness of the reproof; Job doth not fall out with, or disquiet the ordinance of God, because his wife spake thus; he saith not, who would marry to be yoked with such as you? It is enough to make one forswear marriage, to have or hear of such a wife; better be in any condition then in a married condition. How often do husbands discover this folly? if their wives displease them, presently the ordinance of God displeaseth them, who would be married? It is very sad, when mens miscarriage makes us question, or disbelieve the institution of God.

In the fourth place, Job is not only not angry with the ordinance of God in general, but he is not angry with the special act of God's providence, in his own particular choice. There are many will say, if their wives trouble them, I wish we had never seen the faces one of another, we may curse the hour we ever met together. Job's spirit was far from this; he was indeed angry with his wife, but he was not angry because this woman was his wife: He doth not reject her because she was bad, but labours to make her better. To convince another of folly, is the readiest way to make him wise. Thus we see, though there were sharpness in the reproof to search the wound, yet there was none to exasperate the person: This reproof was an exact compound of love, and anger, of zeal and knowledge.

From the ground of her counsel, and this reproof compared together, we may observe; That it is an argument of a low and of a foolish spirit, to judge of any man's condition by God's outward dealings with him. For, this was it, that she grounded her counsel upon; seeing his outward condition, she thought him as a miserable man, and therefore adviseth him to curse God and die. Thou speakest (saith he) as one of the foolish women. It is an argument of folly and madness, to judge a man miserable because poor, or unhappy, or unhealthy.

Again observe, That unworthy and low thoughts of God, argue a low and a foolish spirit. Thou speakest as one of the Nabalisses:
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Thou hast such low thoughts of God, and speakest so poorly of God, that at present I cannot but number thee among the fools; for as there is nothing ought to be so high in our thoughts, as God and his ways; so we ought to have high and reverent thoughts of God and his ways, whatsoever he doth with us: though we change, yet he and they change not; God is the same, and his service the same for ever.

Lastly, Observe, That to do or speak wickedly, is to do or speak foolishly. Sin is the greatest folly in the world, sin is a declining from the rule of right reason, both from spiritual reason and from natural; Lo, they have rejected the word of the Lord, and what wisdom is in them? Jer. 8:9. True wisdom, is to walk by a right rule, to a right end. While we sin, lust (in some degree or other) is the rule, and self is the end. In both which we joyn hands with folly, and are the companions of fools; Thou speakest as one of the foolish women, &c.

From the reproof it self, we come to consider the reasons of the reproof. Thou speakest as one of the foolish women speakest; what! shall we receive good at the hand of God and not evil? Here is the reason upon which he grounds his reproof, Shall we receive good at the hands of God, &c. The Hebrew runs thus in the letter, Shall we receive good from God? &c. The emphasis of the words carry it thus, shall we receive good with hand or heart, as the hand of God, and shall we not in the same manner receive evil? The word Cabal, whence this is derived, signifies the receiving of a thing with the hand and with the heart; that is, to receive gladly and thankfully, as it were to kiss the hand and receive a thing: Or to receive a thing with much reverence and veneration. Hence the Jews call the Doctrine which is received and transmitted from hand to hand, namely their traditional Doctrine, Caballa: That which the word Tradition imports, among the Papists, the word Caballa imports among the Jews; Then the meaning of lob is, That good and evil are to be alike received and entertained, as from God; that is, they are to be received with the same reverence and cheerfulness. We receive good things cheerfully, thankfully, reverently, we kiss the hand and take them. And shall we not receive evil? The words do not refer to the act of receiving, but to the manner of receiving; We shall receive evil whether we will or no, but shall we not receive it, namely so, and so, as we receive good, cheerfully, thank-
fully, reverently respecting God and his ways of providence towards us. And then the question may be resolved into this affirmative conclusion: That look in what manner we receive good from the hand of God, in the same we ought to receive evil. Or thus, Where we have our good, thence we must have our evil. One and the same rod moderates and dispenses both. Wherefore, shall we receive good and not evil?

Shall we receive good? Some interpret the good here to be mean of the good of the next life; shall we be in expectation of everlasting good? Shall we be in expectation of enjoying Christ, and seeing the face of God forever in Heaven? Shall we be at least in hope of a crown of glory, laid up in store for us? and shall we not be willing to receive evils, and digest troubles, to bear the cross a few days while we are here? I (faith the Apostle Paul, Rom. 8. 18.) reckon that the sufferings of this present time, are not worthy to be compared to the glory which shall be revealed. Shall we have glory in the eye of our faith, and shall we not endure a little trouble in the eye of our sense?

But rather, by good here, we are to understand the good things of this life; shall we receive good? i.e. outward comforts and prosperity, and shall we not receive evil? from whom? Evil from the hand of God.

What Evil? Sooner shall the Sun send forth a cloud, then God send forth any evil properly taken; therefore evil here, is only afflictions, as contrarietit to the good before named: So the sense is, shall we receive comforts as the hand of God, and shall we not receive afflictions? Afflictions are evil, not moral evil, not natural evil: but they are called evil, either first, because they are usually esteemed so, or secondly, because they are so to sense, or thirdly, because they are many times abused, and so in the event, they prove evil unto us: lastly, they are often evil negatively, that is, they do us no good; but they are never evil positively in themselves, or relatively, as they are received from God.

We may take notice (for the further clearing of this passage) of the form of the argument. It is proposed by way of question or expostulation, as we render it. What? shall we receive good? &c. There is a great deal of force in the manner of proposing; questions are full of quickness and spirit. Job doth not only give his wife a Logical reason, but a Rhetorical reason, words with life, to convince her by? What? faith he, shall we receive good? &c.
As if he had said, this were an absurd thing, once to imagine, a blind man may see this, it is so plain, and a fool may understand it; the reason lies all in sight; That if we receive good from the hand of God, we must at least with patience receive evil.

From this reason in general, Observe, That reproofs come then most strongly upon the heart, when they are backed with reason. Some reprove with rage and not with reason, with passion and not with wisdom, they reprove with their wit rather then with their spirit. Job mixes reason with his passion, and gives her an argument, as well as a rebuke.

More particularly, from the matter of this reason, Observe first, That good and evil are both from the hand of God. Give me neither poverty nor riches, saith Agur, Prov. 30.8. both are the gift of God. Poverty is God's gift as well as riches. If God do not give us poverty, all the world will not make us poor. I form the light and create darkness. I make peace and create evil: I the Lord do all these things; Isa. 45. 7. The same Prophet teacheth us that these two are equally the prerogative of God, and such a prerogative, as equally distinguisheth him from all idols and false gods; Shew the things that are to come hereafter, that we may know that ye are gods: yea do good or do evil, that we may be dismayed, and behold it together. No creature hath ever answered this challenge, or ever shall, Isa. 41. 23. Creatures do good and evil, as ministers of God's will, not as masters of their own. Good of every kind, and all kind of penal evil come forth from God. Indeed, God usually conveyeth these to us by the hand of man; but it becomes us to receive them as from the hand of God. Much, both good and evil, comes to us at the second hand, but we ought to take it as from the first. This truth well wrought upon our hearts, will make every good we enjoy better, and every evil we feel, not so bad. This latter branch shall be cast into a second Observation.

Which may be this, To look on evil as coming from the hand of God, will quiet the heart in bearing evil. Shall we receive good at the hand of God, and not evil? And this in two respects: First, because of the sovereignty of God, he being supreme Lord, may do what he will: and his will being the supreme rule of justice, he can do no wrong. This notion of God assures us, that whatsoever we receive from the hand of God, is just and right; hence the inference is natural, If God send evil,
I must receive it quietly, for he sends it justly. Secondly, because of the assured faithfulness, and love and goodness of God to his, even when he sendeth them (which are all he sends) this sort of evils. As if Job had said, any thing is welcome that commeth from one that loves me, and hath done me good; as God I know doth, and hath done often, and will do for ever. Will not a man take a nominal evil kindly at his hand, from whom he hath received much real good. While we look only upon creatures and what they do, the burthen of trouble is intolerable; but as i: commeth from God, from a God that loveth us, we cannot but receive it in love. Afflictions coming from the creature, are the rod of Moses upon the ground, a biting, a stinging Serpent: but considered in the hand of God, they are as the Serpent in the hand of Moses, a rod to correct, and a staff to comfort us. David we know fled from Saul in fear of his life; envious, bloody Saul had threatened to kill him. In his flight, David meets with his beloved Jonathan, and faith unto him (1 Sam. 20. 8) Jonathan, if there be any iniquity in me, slay me thy self, for why shouldst thou bring me to thy Father? He would die rather by the hand of Jonathan, then by the hand of Saul; death from the hand of Jonathan who loved him, was sweet; whereas from Saul, it had been a bitter cup indeed. Take another instance. Elijah flyeth from Jezebel, 1 Kings. 19. 4. and why doth he fly from her? She seeks my life, faith he, to take it away. Thoughts of this pressed him so hard, that when he came into the Wilderness (the Text faith) he sat down under a Juniper tree, and requested for himself that he might die, and said, It is enough now O Lord, take away my life. But Elijah, if thou be so willing to die, why dost thou fly from Jezebel? She would have given thee thy whips presently, and satisfied at once her own malice, and thy longing: I but death from the hand of Jezebel was his fear, not his desire: He could welcome it from the hand of God, but not from the hand of a spightfull woman. But you will say, death is from the hand of God, though it come by the hand of the creature. True, but as every good we receive, is so much the more sweet, by how much the more we see of the hand of God in it; and less of the creature; so every evil is so much the more bitter, by how much we see less of God, and more of man in it. If God will take away my life, I am pleased, but I beg deliverance from the hand of Jezebel: He fled for his life for fear of Jezebel, but he calleth upon God to die. VVs
may exemplifie this in Christ, Job. 18. 11. The cup which my Father hath given me, faith he, shall I not drink it? It is puerilum charitatis, a grace-cup to poor sinners, a cup though bitter in itself, though mixt with the wrath of God as a judge, due to sinners, yet tempered and sweetened with a Father's love everlastingly assured unto me, I cannot but drink it, it cometh from my Father.

But it may be objected, that I lately affix'd it as one reason, why Satan spared Job's wife; namely, That she who was his nearest friend, being made an instrument of his affliction, the affliction might be more afflictive and vexatious; And David complains most of a friend, that smote him, Psal. 55.

I answer, when love turns to hatred, and friendship to unfaithfulness, when former kites (like that present one of Israel) are changed into treachery; this is very wounding and grievous indeed. But when God strikes his friends, he is their friend still; when he afflicts, it is in faithfulness, (Psal. 119. 75.) He is good to us, when he sends us evil, and he sends us evil for our good. To be smitten by a friend whose very smiting is friendship, and who heals us by wounding cannot be offensive. Hence David's choyce, Let us fall now into the hands of the Lord (for his mercies are great) and not into the hand of man, 1 Sam. 24. 14.

Hence a third observation from the strength of the argument and reason, may be thus framed: To consider that all the good we have, descends from God, makes it both reasonable and equitable, that we should bear evil quietly when he is pleased to send it. Shall we receive good and not evil? faith he. It is Solomon's advice, (Eccles. 7. 14.) In the day of prosperity be joyful, but in the day of adversity consider. What shall we consider? Consider this, and mark it well, that as the day of prosperity was from God, so the day of adversity is from God likewise; for it follows, God also hath set the one over against the other. Therefore seeing God hath set one over against the other, thou must take the one well as well as the other; at least thou must bear the latter as patiently, as thou didst receive the former joyfully. They who have shared with others in gains, think it but equal to share with them in losses; they set the one over against the other. And so must we in respect of God's dispensations towards us. If we set our present wants over against our former fulness, our present sorrows over against our former comforts, our present sickness over against our former health, our present war over against our former
former peace; if we thus set the one over against the other, our accounts will be balance'd, yea our former receipts of good will be far greater, and out-balance our present sufferings of evil. Especially if we remember, that we never deserved the least part of the good we have received, but we have deserved more than all the evil that we suffer. We may say as Ezra did, (Chap. 9. 13.) Then our God hath punished us lest, then our iniquities; and we may say as Jacob (Gen. 32:10.) Lord, we are not worthy the least of all thy mercies.

This argument may be of great use to us of this Nation, in these times of darkness and fear. What shall not we receive evil from the hand of God, who have received so much good? we have received many years of peace from God, fourscore years of peace; shall we receive so many years of peace, from the hands of God, and shall we take it ill, if we receive some years of war? We have received many years of plenty, shall we take it ill, if we should have some years of scarcity? We have had the Gospel many years, every one sitting under his Vine, and under his Figtree; what, if now we hold the Gospel standing upon our guard, or marching in the Field? what if we hold it a while sitting in Tents, and standing under our displayed banners?

Fourthly, Forasmuch as the same word is applied here to express the act of the mind in reference both to good and evil; observe, That outward evils are to be received in the same manner, and with the same mind that good things are received with. Yet a caution is to be given in with this. There are two sorts of outward evils or sufferings: Sin is the cause of some sufferings, and grace is the cause of other sufferings, either grace acted or grace to be tried. Now we are not to receive the evil of suffering, whereof sin is the cause, with the same mind as we do good; joy and cheerfulness doth not become such evils. But when our sufferings are caused by grace, either of those ways, then it becomes us to rejoice. The Apostle faith more, Rom. 5:3. We glory in tribulation. And again, (2 Cor. 6:10.) as sorrowful, yet always rejoicing. The sorrow of godly men is like the joy of the wicked: only in appearance; Paul had only a shadow of sorrow, as sorrowful; but his joy was substantial and continual, always rejoicing, though his outward estate cast up, mounted but to this, poor, and having nothing. The reason is, because God is the same in all variety of our estates: God loves as well when we are poor, as when
we are rich, yea as well when himself smites, as when he heals. He is as good to us when we receive evil, as when we receive good: therefore if God be the same, surely we ought to be the same too, and take it as kindly at his hands, when we are impoverished, as when we are in health, when we are in prison, as when we are free. Shall present evils make us either insensible of, or unthankfull for past mercies? Shall present troubles be as a grave wherein to bury the memory of all our former comforts? Shall (as it was in Pharaoh's dream) the lean kine, and the blastedears of corn, eat up and devour the fat kine, and the full ears? The Heathen Philosopher confesses him for a fool, who thinks there is no benefit in benefits, nor blessing in blessings, except they be present; And he brands him as unthankfull who accomplishes the end of a mercy an injury; or thinks he is wronged, when free gifts are not continued. If a Heathen saw so much obligation, in the past benefits of a man, Christians should see it much more in the past mercies and blessings of their God. Wherefore, to conclude this point, with the counsells of the ancient, Remember the heaps of good things received, weigh the good and the evil together: Thou shalt never find any man's life, at all times alike; It is the priviledg of God alone to be without changes: But if thou grievest at what is present, take comfort in what is past: Now thou mournest, but heretofore thou didst rejoice: Now thou art in want, but thou hast had abundance. We have a saying, It is a miserable thing to have been happy: But a godly man is happy in the midst of all his misery: he may say with undaunted Luther, Let him be miserable that can be miserable, I cannot. He that hath not a God to lose, nor a soul to lose, cannot be miserable, whatsoever he loseth; while Christ is safe, a believer hath no reason to be unsatisfied. Thus we have discussed Iobs answer, and have found it full of wisdom and of holiness; like those words of the Wife, which the Preacher saith (Eccles. 12. 11.) are as goads, and as nails fastened by the Masters of Assemblies. Iobs words were as goads by the sharpness of reproof; to awake and quicken lazy drones; they were as nails, by the piercing efficacy and strength of reason, to confirm and fasten wavering minds.

We have the Word and Warrant of God for this, in that high Elogium, or commendation given him at the conclusion of all.
In all this did not Job sin with his lips.

Job reproves his wife for speaking so, and he refutes what she had spoken; in both he hits the right: Now In all this did not Job sin with his lips.

This is the same testimony for the matter, and almost the same in words, with that given of Job's victory, in the close of the first days battle; and having explicated them in that place, I shall but briefly touch them here. In all this did not Job sin with his lips.

We see in general, the Holy Ghost gives the victory to Job. Satan is foiled, his plot fails, the weapons of his warfare are all broken and unsuccessful; all his his fiery darts are either quenched or beaten back upon himself: Job stands like a mighty rock, or like a house built upon the rock, unshaken, unmoved; He that is held up by everlasting arms, shall stand fast for ever. In all this Job sinned not.

The words refer to what was past; For Job afterward did fail and sinned with his lips; through vehemency of pain, and heat of disputation, he spake some things rashly, though nothing blasphemously; So he confesses, Chap. 42:13. I have uttered things that I understand not. But in all this, so far as Job had gone, he had not sinned with his lips. As Samuel after many victories and deliverances, sets up a stone or a pillar with this inscription, Eben-Ezer, The stone of help, saying, Hitherto hath the Lord helped us (1 Sam. 7:12.) So here the Holy Ghost doth (as it were) erect a pillar, raise a monument, of Job's compleat and glorious victories over Satan. Thus engraven, Hitherto, in all this Job hath not sinned. Yet you may remember, that such speeches concerning the Saints, are to be understood in a qualified sense, not in an absolute sense. For, who can bring a clean thing out of that which is unclean? Perfection out of imperfection? Not to sin, is here our duty, and should be our endeavour, it shall be our reward in Heaven. On earth we are said not to sin, when we desire not to sin; as hath been more at large shewed upon those words of the last verse of the former Chapter. In all this Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly. There read the point handled more distinctly. For the opening of these words, note only this; that when it is said, In all this Job sinned not; There is more to be understood, then is express: for Job did not only not sin, but he overcame, and triumphed gloriously over Satan: he did excellently,
and he spake excellently in all this; So then, these words carry the sense not only of a bare acquittal, but of a high approbation:

**In all this Job sinned not with his lips.**

*With his lips.* Some of the Iowes infer from hence, that he sinned in his heart; because it is said, he did not sin in words, they conceive there was some irregularity in his thoughts. Surely if his heart had been disordered, his tongue would have been disordered too; for out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh, therefore it is rather an argument that his heart was free from sin, because his tongue was.

*In all this Job sinned not with his lips.* That is, he did not murmur, or repine, or blaspheme; these are the sins of the lips.

Observe first; *Not to sin, is the highest and truest, the most honourable and lasting victory of all.* This victory God himself applauds, the Holy Ghost will cry you up for strength and valour, when you come off from a temptation untouched; you shall be recorded for it among Christ's worthies: In all this Job sinned not.

And secondly, To govern the tongue under great and sore afflictions, is a high act of grace: It is spoken as a matter of wonder; in all this Job sinned not with his lips. Moses, you know, was a meek man, yet he was so put to it, that he spake unadvisedly with his lips; He opened his lips so unadvisedly, that God shut him out of the temporal Canaan for it: rash words cost him dear. David was a very holy man, and very careful over his tongue, Psal. 39.13 I said I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not with my tongue. I will keep my mouth with a Bridle: And knowing (though as the Apostle James teacheth us, we put bits into the Horses' mouths that they may obey us, we can turn about their whole body, Jam. 3. 3.) that no bridle of his putting could keep his mouth, he puts this work into the hand of God, praying with all earnestness; Set a Watch (O Lord) before my mouth: keep the door of my lips. Notwithstanding all this, we find him finning with his lips more then once, Psal. 73. 13. Verily I have cleansed my heart in vain, and washed my hands in innocency. And again, Psal. 116. 11. I said in my haste all men are liars. Job had the preheminence in this, he sinned not with his lips; no not when he was afflicted and smitten with bitter words: He that offendeth not in words (such the Apostle James, is a perfect man, he is a perfect man indeed, who can rule his tongue,
and to keep the door of his lips, as that he offendeth not either by silence or by speech. The lips do offend both ways, negatively as well as positively, by speaking, and by not speaking: Sometimes silence is a loud sin, not speaking is to some on some occasions, a crying sin; Job sinned not with his lips, either by being silent when he should speak, or by speaking wherein and when he should be silent. And so much concerning this second consequent of Job's affliction: His wise and good counsel, with his prudent and gracious answer; sharply, yet moderately rebuking; strongly, yet lovingly convincing her folly: In and by both, faithfully endeavouring at once to discover and cure her error.

The third consequent of his affliction now follows, namely the visit of his friends, described in the three last verses of this Chapter, which leads us into the body of the Book, with all the debates, disputes, and arguments held and maintained with much acuteness of wit, and strength of reasoning between him and these three, his friends and visitors.

JO B 2. 11, 12, 13.

Now when Job's three friends heard of all this evil that was come upon him, they came every one from his own place: Eliphaz the Temanite, and Bildad the Shuite, and Zophar the Naamathite; for they had made an appointment together, to come to mourn with him, and to comfort him.

And when they lift up their eyes afar off, and knew him not, they lifted up their voice and wept; and they rent every one his mantle, and sprinkled dust upon their heads towards Heaven.

So they sat down with him upon the ground seven days and seven nights, and none spake a word unto him: for they saw that his grief was very great.

These three verses contain the third general consequent of Job's second affliction. In the division of the Chapter, we called
called it his friends visit. In which visit you may here observe;
First the number of the visitants. They were three. Now when
Jobs three friends.
Secondly, We have here the names of these visitants. Eliphaz the
Temanite, and Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the Naamathite.
Thirdly, We have the occasion of their visit: And that was the
report of all the evil that was come upon Job. Now when Jobs
three friends heard of all this evil that was come upon him, then
they came.
Fourthly, We have the ground of this visit. It was a mutual
agreement, or a compact made between them; so faith the Text,
For they had made an appointment together to come.
Fifthly, We have the end or the intendment of their coming,
what they aimed at, in visiting Job. And the end is express in the
Text to be two-fold.
1. To communicate with him in his sorrow.
2. To communicate unto him their comforts. First, To mourn
with him. And secondly, To comfort him.

The former of these two ends, viz. their mourning with him,
we have largely set down in the two latter verses; they put that
end into act presently, as soon as they came, they fell a mourning
with him. And we may observe five distinct acts of Jobs friends,
solemnly condoling or mourning with him.
The first act is this, They wept. And to shew that it was no or-
dinary weeping, the Text faith, They lift up their voice and wept.
The second act of their mourning was, their renting of their
Mantles, And they rent every one his Mantle.
The third act was, the sprinkling of dust upon their heads, and
the sprinkling of dust toward Heaven, which was another aggra-
vating circumstance of their sorrow.
The fourth act was, their sitting down with him upon the ground,
seven days, and seven nights.
The fifth act of their mourning with him, was their silence,
And none spake a word unto him.
The cause or the reason of this solemnity in their mourning, the
reason of these five Acts, but especially of the last, of their silence,
is given us in the latter words of the verse. For they saw that his
grief was very great, and therefore it must have great sorrow, and
great silence, to wait the fittest season for the administering of
counsel.
counsell and consolation. Thus for the parts and resolution of the words contained in these three verses, I shall come to the opening of the particulars.

And when Job's three friends:

The word which we translate (friends) springs from a root which signifies to feed a man's self, or others, or to eat together, as Sheep eat together, and so from the same word, a Pastor or a feeder of Sheep is derived, Psal. 23:1. The Lord is my Shepherd and feeder. And by a Metaphor it is translated for a friend: because friends do usually feed together, eat and converse together; So David describes a friend, Psal. 41:9. My familiar friend that did eat of my bread. Job's visitants are thus express, his friends or familiars:

The word sometime notes only a friend at large, or any neighbour; So in the Law, Exod. 20:16. Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour, or (it is the same word) against thy friend: there it is taken in a large sense, for a neighbour, that is, for any besides thy self, to whom offices of love are due, as Christ expounds it, Luke 10:30. But usually, it is put strictly, for a special friend, as in Deut. 13:6, when he speaks of intenders to Idolatry, If thy friend (faith he) who is as thine own soul; there is the same word, and he shews by a circumlocution, whom he means by such a friend, namely such a one who is as thine own soul; one that lyeth in thy bosom, and is as near and dear to thee as thy self. I suppose here in this place, Job's three friends were not friends at large, but intimate and special friends, or (as we use to say) birth friends. And therefore when it is said, Job's three friends, we are not to understand it, as if Job had but three, as if these were all the friends Job had; but amongst all his friends, these carried away the name, these were the chief and choyce; Job's three friends: As it is said concerning David's worthies, 2 Sam. 23: David had many Worthies, but there was a first three, a chief three among them all. So here, Job doubtless had many friends, a large Catalogue of friends; but in these you have the top of his friends, the chief three, the first three: These three special friends came to visit Job, to mourn with him, and to comfort him.

The occasion of this visit presents. It self next, when these three friends heard of all this evil that was come upon Job, when they heard of it. The troubles of Job were noised all the Country.
over, yea into strange Countries. Two things are swiftly carried about upon the wings of fame, and posted about by reports: firstly the finnes. Secondly, the afflictions of Godly men. If they fall into any finne, it will be heard of all a Country; it may be all a Kingdom over. It shall be told in Gath, and published in the streets of Askelon. Again, if they fall into any great affliction, every one descents upon it, and many will pass deep censures. It becomes matter of wonder, that men eminent in godliness, great professors, such as have held forth the name, and upheld the truth of Christ, that they (I say) should fall into great afflictions, is reported, discoursed, admired all a Country over.

There is nothing that is more talked of, then the trouble that befallen godly men; when the three friends of Job heard of all this evil that was come upon him.

When this report about Job came to them, they came to Job. They came (as the Text) every one from his own place. The word Place, is often used in Scripture, to signify a Country, a City, or a Region. Now here it is conceived, that the place from whence they came, was not only the place where they dwelt, but the place where they governed. It is frequently asserted by the Jewish Doctors, with whom the Septuagint agree, and most of the Jesuits are in it to, that these three friends of Job were Kings, either Reges or Reguli, such as had the government of those Countries where they lived. Beza rejects this as a Fable, and tells us that this opinion hath no footing or foundation in Scripture, but is grounded only upon that usual boldness of the Jewish Doctors. But whether they were Kings or subjects, whether they came from their private dwellings, or from the places of their dominion, needs not trouble us. This is clear, that they were great men, eminent persons in their Country; and the disputes which follow, testify that they were men of very great wisdom and understanding according to all the learning of those times.

These three friends of Job are here set forth by name, by a double name. By the name first of their persons. Secondly, by the name of their Country, or of their Family. For that's a question, whether the additional name be derived from the Country where they dwelt, or from the Family out of which they were extracted.

Eliphaz the Temanite, he is the first. We read Gen. 36:11. that Esau begat Eliphaz; that Eliphaz was the eldest Sonne of
Esaun and Eliphaez begat Teman. This Teman, descending from Esaun, is supposed to be the Father or the Ancestor of this Eliphaez, from whom he is called Eliphaez the Temanite, and to Temanite, is a note of the Family from whence Eliphaez descended. It is usual likewise in Scripture, to give such additional names from the Countries or places, and so Eliphaez the Temanite may be from Teman; of which we read often in Scripture; Teman signifies the South, it was a Southern Country.

Further Teman was a place, wherein it is observed that the Schools of Learning were seated, Jer. 49. 7. Concerning Edom, thus saith the Lord, Is wisdom no more in Teman? Two things may be gathered from that Text. First, That Teman was in Edom or Idumea. Secondly, That it was a place wherein there was much profession of wisdom and learning. So then, we may take the word Temanite, either as referring unto the Stock from which Eliphaez sprung; or unto the place where Eliphaez lived. The Hebrews refer it unto his Stock or pedigree; And the Caldean Paraphrase is for the place or Country.

Job's second friend was Bildad the Shuhite. All that I find for his pedigree, is, that he came from one of the Sons of Abraham by his second wife Keturah, of whom it is said, Gen. 36. 11. That be bare him Zimram and Jokimam with others, and Shaah; From which Shuhah was the family of the Shuhites; And it is conceived, that Bildad was of that line, and therefore here called Bildad the Shuhite.

And for the last, Zophar the Naamathite; there is less certainty concerning him; Some will have him to be Zepho, mentioned Gen. 36. 11. who was Grand-child to Esaun by Eliphaez his Eldest Son. And for his additional name Naamathite, the best conjecture which I find, takes it from Naamah, the name of a City, spoken of Josh. 15. 41, in the division of the promised Land to the children of Israel.

Now it is said, that these three, upon the report of all the evil that was come upon Job, came to visit him; for they had made an appointment together to come, or they all agreed together; they came not by accident, but by appointment. The word signifies, to meet by solemn agreement. Hence, the place where the children of Israel used to meet to solemnize the worship of God, before the building of the Temple, was called, the Tabernacle of the Tabernacles, because they were to congregate or meet there.
at set times to celebrate the name of God according to his own institution. And in the thirtieth chapter of this Book, the grave is called Rosh-mogned, (v. 23.) the house of the gathering together of all men, according to that Statute of Heaven, It is appointed unto men once to dye, Heb 9. 27. It is the fancy of Origen upon this place, that these three friends came at adventure, that they came all of them severally ways, unknown to, or without the privy of one another, from their several countries, and met as it were by miracle at Job's house, the same day and hour. But the Text is clear, that there was a professed covenant and agreement made, by which they came together.

They came (faith the Text) to mourn with him and to comfort him. In these words we have the end or intendment of their coming.

First, They came to mourn with him. The word which we translate, to mourn, signifies to move the body, or to pass from place to place. Cain (after that sinned of his in murdering his brother, Gen. 4.) hath this judgment passed by God upon him, that he should be a fugitive and a vagabond, he should be Nod, a mover from place to place; and afterwards it is said, he dwelt in the Land of Nod, which some interpret for a special place, for a Country called Nod: but it is taken by others thus, he dwelt in the Land of Nod, that is, where ever he dwelt, he found the Land as it were moving; it was a moving, a shaking, a trembling Land to him, He dwelt in the Land of Nod: His conscience quaking continually, by reason of the guilt that was upon him for murdering his brother: the earth also seemed to quake under him, wherever he went or dwelt. That only by the way. The same word here used in the Text, by a Metaphor, signifies to mourn or compassionately the afflictions and miseries of another. So, Nahum 3. 6. Nineveh is laid waste, who will bewail her? And Isa. 51. 19. These two things are come unto thee, who shall be sorry for thee? And the reason why this word which signifies properly to move, is translated to signify mourning in compassion with others, may be, either first this: because such persons will run, go or move from place to place, to give and administer comfort to their friends, whose afflictions affect and grieve them, as we see here in these friends of Job: they took a long journey, they moved indeed when they came to mourn. Or rather secondly (as I conceive) for this reason, because such compassionate sorrows and mourn-
nings when our friends are under deep and fore afflictions, are usually exprest by moving the body, or at least moving some member of the body; as many times the hand is lifted up, and we stroke our breasts, or we shake the head: It is ordinary in compassionate forrows, thus to move the hand or the head, and so the word is used to signifie mourning; from that act which accompanies or testifies mourning. And the same word is sometimes used to signifie that trepidation or trembling of the heart, those convulsions of the spirit, upon the approaches of our own troubles; So I/a. 7. 2. That fearful motion and disquietness both of Prince and People, when they heard of the invasion of their Country by Rezin King of Syria, &c. is thus exprest, The heart of the King; and the heart of his people were moved, as the trees of the wood are moved with the wind.

Secondly, It is said they came to comfort him. The word which is there used to comfort, signifieth likewise to mourn: and especially the mournings of repentance, or to repent for sin with sorrow: the reason is given, because true comfort doth spring from repentance; Joy often ariseth out of sorrow, and so the same word is applied to both. Worldly joy and sorrow are contraries, but godly joy and sorrow are con-causes, mutually effecting and helping one another.

We have here an excellent pattern held forth unto us of our duty, in reference unto distressed persons or Nations.

First thus, It is both an art and an argument of true friendship, to mourn with and comfort thoso that are in affliction. A man doth then set his seal to it, that he is a friend, when he will partake and share in his friends afflictions; when he will divide with him in all estates whatsoever it is, whether sweet or sour, joy or sorrow, he will have his part. Many friends will come and rejoice with you, they will come to a feast with you, they will meet at a house of mirth with you; but they fall off and go back, when they must weep with you, when if they come, they must come to a house of mourning. Solomon (Prov. 17. 11.) gives us the true character of a friend, A friend loveth at all times, and a brother is born for adversity. It is the note and trial of our love to God, when we love him at all times, whatever he doth with us: And it is the argument of true love unto our brethren, when we love and own them at all times, whatsoever they endure from the hand of God, or man: This Christ approves and commends in his Dif-
ciples, Luke 28. 22. Ye are they (faith he) who have continued with me in my temptation. It is an easie piece of friendship or discipleship, to continue with Christ at a feast, or at a full Table; but in a temptation to continue with him, speaks a Disciple indeed. Some friends are like the Swallow, they come in the Summer and sing with you, but when it is Winter, cold and frost, then farewell, they must seek a warmer climate. These are summer friends; while the summer of comfort, the summer of riches, the summer of outward contentment lasteth, you cannot be rid of them: but if the winter come, the winter of trouble, and sorrow and poverty, and sickness, they are gone; they will not once look on you, they pass on the other side of the way, as the Levite did when he saw the man lie wounded and wretting in his blood, Luke 10. 32. These are summer friends, not winter friends, not they.

Secondly observe this, As it is an act and an argument of friendship to do thus, so it is likewise a duty to do thus; It is a duty to mourn with those that mourn, and to visit those that are in affliction. Many look upon it only as a complement, to visit their dead friends, we must look upon it as a duty. Christ puts it (Mat. 25. 36, as one of those visible acts of duty, upon which he will pronounce the blessing of that day,) Come ye blessed, why? I was sick, and ye visited me. Christ is not sick in his person, he is in Heaven, where is no sin, and therefore no sickness shall ever enter: and indeed he never was sick in his person, when he was here upon the earth; Christ did not bear our personal infirmities, but bore only our natural infirmities: I know it is said, he bore our sicknesses (by compassion and by compensation) but he was not sick; Whereas then Christ faith, I was sick, he means sick in his members; And when he faith, ye visited me, he means his sick distressed servants; he takes it so kindly, when done to his, that he reckons it as done to himself: It is an act you see and an office of love, upon which Christ hath a special eye. The Apostle James, (Chap. 1. 27.) doth as it were put all Religion in this: It is such a fruit of Religion as doth evidence the truth of Religion, and therefore hath obtained not only the name of Religion, but is made the definition of Religion. True Religion (faith he) and undefiled before God the Father, is this. What is it? To visit the fatherless and the widow in their affliction. This is a definition from the effect: It is not put in general, that to visit the fatherless and the
the widow, but to visit them in their affliction, is pure Religion; that is, this is a fruit, that which growth up from the root of pure Religion: If pure Religion live in the heart, this will be a fruit in the life. Wherefore look not upon the visitation of a disconsolate friend, as a matter of Indifference, but of duty; and do it not only for love, but for conscience.

Thirdly, The Text faith, as soon as they heard, or when they heard of all the evil that was come upon Job, they came to mourn with him. Then Observe.

The very report of another's suffering, should move us to mourn and suffer with him. Report should bring us, when we do but hear of such a thing: It is very unwarrantable to judge or censure a friend upon report and heat-say; but a report is warrant enough to pity and pray for him, to visit and comfort him. Remember them that are in bonds (faith the Apostle,) Heb. 13. 3. as bound with them: Remember them. Remembrance is of things and persons which are absent; remember them, though you see them not, though absent from you, yet make their case as present; be as bound with them, be as afflicted with them, yes hasten into their presence. Bear one another's burdens, Gal. 6. 2. Rejoice with them that rejoice, and weep with them that weep, Rom. 12. 5. Be ye all of one mind, having compassion one of another, 1 Pet. 3. 8. are Apostolical rules for, and tryals of Gospel-love. It was a sad condition that David was in; and it was a very sinful condition that others about him were in, when he faith, Psal. 69. 20. I looked for some to take pity, but there was none, and for comforters, but I found none. But if it be sinful not to ease (when it is in our power) the sorrows of others, how sinful is it to add to their sorrow? Such David found (typing Christ in his sufferings) who gave him gall for meat, and in his thirst they gave him vinegar to drink. Thus the Lord complains of those Heathen by the Prophet Zechariah, (Zach. 1. 15.) I was but a little displeased with my people, and they helped forward the affliction.

Again, If it be a duty to mourn over the afflictions of others; how exceeding sinful is it to rejoice at the afflictions of others? This was Edom's wickedness, reproved by the Prophet Obadiah, ver. 12. Then shouldst not have looked on the day of thy brother, in the day that he became a stranger: neither shouldst thou have rejoiced over the children of Judah, in the day of their affliction: neither shouldst thou have spoken proudly in the day of distress.

R. a

We
We may further press this point, in reference unto the present condition of our brethren in many places of this Nation, in reference to the whole Nation of Ireland, yea of the whole Church of God: Are they not all mourners? And if we are to mourn with private friends much more then with publick, with whole Kingdoms and Churches. We may bespeak all passengers in the language of the Prophet Jeremy, lamenting over the defolations of Jerusalem, Is it nothing to you, all you that pass by England, Ireland? Is it nothing to you that travel, (though but in meditation) into the Churches of Christ in Germany? &c. We read of Nehemiah, Cap 1. 4. when he heard the report of Jerusalem's defolation, though himself was far off at Babylon, though himself was rich and full, and preferred in the Court of that Persian Monarch, yet he mourned many days. And Daniel, (Cap. 10. 2.) mourned three full weeks, that is, one and twenty days together, over the distrest estate and condition of his people. Jeremy willeth, Oh that my head were a fountain of tears, that I might weep night and day for the slain of the daughter of my people! Chap. 9. 1. We have had many slain, choyce ones slain; this should be matter of mourning to us. Take heed of such a spirit, as is reproved in those, Amos 6. Who sate upon beds of Ivory, and stretched themselves upon their couches, who eat the lambs out of the flock, and the calves out of the midst of the stall: Who chant the sound of the viol, and invented to themselves instruments of Musick like David, who drank wine in bowls, and anointed themselves with the chief ointments, but they were not grieved for the afflication of Joseph. If ever that of Solomon were appliable, it is to such a time as this, (Eccles. 2. 3.) I said of laughter, thou art mad, of all worldly laughter and outward mirth, what dost thou? if ever it were mad, now it is mad: Now sorrow is sobriety, and tears are in season. No song so musical as that which is set to the highest strain of lamentation. I remember the Prophet Elisha's passion, when he foresaw evils that should be acted; he looked upon Hazaël, faith the Text, (2 Kings 8. 11.) and wept; and Hazaël said, Why weepest thou my Lord? he replied, Because I know of all the evil that thou wilt do unto the Children of Israel: their strong holds wilt thou set on fire, and their young men wilt thou slay with the sword, and wilt dash their Children, and rip up their women with child. This made him weep, he wept, because he saw blood and fire, murders and burnings in the face
of the Book of Job.

face of Hazael, what would he have done then, if he had seen all fulfilled with his hand? Christ himself wept over Jerusalem, when he prophesied how the enemy should come, and cast a trench about it, and compass the City round, and keep them in every side, &c. Luke 19. 43. If Christ wept for the evils that were to come on others, how should we weep for the evils that are already come upon us? Mine eye affrighteth my heart, faith lamenting Jeremiah (Lam. 3. 51.) An eye of prophesie hath affected some hearts, and shall not an eye of sense affect ours? Our ears were smitten long ago, with sad messages out of Germany, out of the Palatinate and Bohemia: we were smitten nearer home by the reports of those inhumane butcheries, exercised upon our brethren in Ireland: we are now smitten at home; both ear and eye, the sword hath passed the Seas, and hath spilt Rivers, is like to spill a sea of blood out of our own bowels; for our brethren that have been slain, for our brethren that are in captivity, for our brethren that have been spoiled, let us mourn and lament with a brotherly lamentation. It is true; they ought (as those ancient Worthies) to suffer joyfully the spoiling of their goods; Heb. 10. 34. but we ought to grieve when they suffer the spoiling of their goods. It is an excellent spirit in them, to suffer it with joy; but it is a sinfull spirit in us, which rejoiceth, when they suffer. Some trees keep their greenness and their leaves, winter and summer; let the time be what it will, hot or cold, they are all fresh and green: Some spirits are like those hard-grain'd trees: but the spirit of a Christian should be like ordinary trees, which when winter cometh, cast their leaves, put off their beauty and bravery. The story faith of Nera, that when he had set the City of Rome on fire, he got him up to an high place, to behold the fire; and feed upon the flame; for there and then he sang songs of the destruction of Troy: To sing songs, to rejoice in the midst of Sions afflictions, argues not a Christian, but a Neronian spirit: To shut up this point, let us prefer Jerusalem above our chiefest worldly joy; let us even resolve to enjoy nothing of the world, till we see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, and the joy of the whole earth. The wife of Phineas, 1 Sam. 4. would not enjoy her son; (and that is the chiefest joy) because the Ark of God was taken. She enquires, where is the glory? as if he had said, you drew me a somne, but can you shew me the glory? : No. The glory is departed from Israel, for the Ark of God is taken. There is nothing in the world to be rejoiced in.
when God departs from us; and there is but little, if any thing, to be rejoiced in, when Ordinances (which are the signs of God's presence, and the means of Communion with God) are taken or departing from us.

Thirdly, These friends of Job came to mourn with him; they were not sent for; they were not invited by letters or messengers, but they came of their own accord. Observe,

*It becomes us well for the comforting of our friends, to prevent the invitation of our friends.* Some out of a kind of modesty (that is the best we can say of it) will not come to a troubled friend, unless they be sent for. I do assure you this, *it is good manners to be an unbidden guest at a house of mourning.*

Another thing I would offer to you from hence, is this; It is said, that before they came, they made an appointment to come, to mourn with him and to comfort him; you see, they agreed upon their end, before they set a foot in the way. Note this then,

*If it is an excellent point of holy prudence, to be settled about our end, before we undertake or enter upon any action.* Some go about business, and they know not why; they visit their friends, and they know not for what. That was justly called a confused assembly (Acts 19:32.) when the most part knew not wherefore they were come together. Though no man can know the end of his action, respecting the event, yet every wise man doth and ought to know the end of all his actions, in respect of his own intended. His end is first intended, though it be last, yet though it be not attained. Observe further,

*Wisdom doth not only propose an end, but a suitable end.* Job's three friends proposed two of the most suitable ends that could be for such a business, *to mourn with him and to comfort him.* If a man were to visit or converse with a wicked man, it were good to say, I will go to counsel him, to convince him of his sin, to convert him from sin. If I go to one who is full of doubts, it were best to say, I will go see, if I can settle and resolve him: A suitable end is the beauty and grace of all our undertakings.

Again, Consider the order and method of these two ends, it is said, *they came to mourn with him, and to comfort him.* Comfort is the higher and the nobler end, the last end and ultimate end in regard of man; it is the end into which all actions are resolved, and all ends emptied at the last; all the acts of holiness have a tendency unto joy; all godly sorrow leads unto comfort; Therefore
the Apostle writes to his Corinthians, that he was not glad, because he had made them sorrowful by an Epistle, but that they sorrowed for themselves, as they might rejoice. How was that? They sorrowed to repentance, their sorrow wrought repentance unto salvation, not to be repented of. But is there any more in true repentance, but only this, that it is not to be repented of? Surely yes. For if there be joy in heaven (Luke 15.), even repentance; then certainly, there is abundant ground of joy on earth. If Angels rejoice when a sinner repenteth, much more may the repenting sinner rejoice. So then repentance, not to be repented of, is repentance greatly to be rejoiced in. Repentance that brings not forth joy, is to be repented of: We must mourn for all sorrows which end in sorrow; for sorrow is not good for its own sake, but for comforts sake: Job's friends came not to mourn with him, that he might mourn, but they came to mourn with him, that he might be comforted: To add sorrow unto sorrow, is to be swallowed up with sorrow; he sorrows rightly, that would be swallowed up with joy: You see the ends which these men proposed: in coming to Job, to mourn with him, and to comfort him. Excellent ends both, and without all question they did propose and purpose them sincerely. They came to mourn with him, and they mourned, they came with hearts resolved to comfort him, but they did not comfort him; they did not attain that end, they could not attain it: Then Observe, That as the way of a man is not in himself, so much less is the end of a man in himself. The way of a man is not in himself, faith the Prophet Jeremy, Chap. 10.23. that is, a man's actions are not in his own power, he is not master of his own will, or of his own way. If a man's way be not in himself, much less is his end in himself, that is, in his own power to have what end he pleaseth and proposeth: Man proposeth, but God disposeth. These friends came to comfort Job, but they did nothing else then comfort him: In stead of comforting, they afflicte him; which forced him to complain, Miserable comforters are ye all: And yet their errand was to comfort him.

Some indeed are of opinion, that they were false friends, that they came upon him with prejudiced and indittered spirits: but the preparatory circumstances, and manner of their coming, clears the impropriety of their intentions, and confutes that slander. Doubtless they came really to comfort him, and ease his sorrows, and
and yet behold they doubled his forrows, and proved a greater affliction to him then all the rest. Job had nothing left him, but the integrity of his ways, and the uprightness of his heart; His estate was gone, his children were gone, his health was gone, his body was broken, he was undone quite, yet he had a heart full of integrity. And when Satan the enemy could not cheap him of this, he sends his wife: First, to jeer him out of it, but he takes her off quickly as a foolish woman; Secondly, he sends these friends, gravely and learnedly to dispute and beat him out of it, by dint of argument. O how long did these hang upon him, with many serious and weighty, with many pious and divine (much misapplied) discourses, he could not get rid of these, whose words were as drawn swords, often making his wounded soul bleed and breathe out his complaints; and yet they came to comfort him. A mans heart (Solomon, Prov. 6:9) deviseth his way, but the Lord directeth his steps. Man deviseth, but God directeth: He orders the actions and overrules the ends of every creature: We can neither cut out our way, nor make our conclusions, by our own strength or wisdom. And so much for the tenth verse, His friends visit, They came unto him.

I told you before, that the two following verses, do but set forth the particulars of the first end, their mourning. They came to mourn with him: Their mourning is expressed by many of those particular circumstances, observed in Jobs sorrow, c. 1. v. 20. therefore I shall not insist much upon them.

And when they lifted up their eyes afar off, they knew him not.

This is the preface to the several acts of their mourning.

And when they lifted up their eyes. To lift up the eyes, is a frequent Scripture phrase for seeing, Gen. 26. 63, 64. There is a reason in nature for it; man having a special nerve in the fabric of the eye, by the motion of which the eye turns upward. I only offer that, because the same word is used for lifting up the veyce.

Afar off. Some hence infer, that Job lay abroad; and they take this for a further argument, that he was put out of the City or house where he dwelt, as a Leper. But this afar off, might be within the compass of his own house, or in his Chamber; as if it had been said, as soon as they stepped into the place where he lay, and espied him in such a forlorn condition, they knew him not;
though it be not improbable that he was sometime abroad for the benefit of the ayr, by reason of the slightness of his diseas; and to his friends might find him abroad. But that he was turned out of his house, is refuted, chap. 7.13. where he speaks of his bed, and of his couch: When I say, my bed shall comfort me, my couch shall ease my complaint, &c. that is, when I thought to find ease by lying down upon my bed, or leaning on my couch; therefore he had a house furnished with bed and couch.

When they lift up their eyes afar off, they knew him not. We need not take it absolutely, as if his disease had so disfigured him, that he could not be known to be the same man: For often in Scripture, that which is put as an absolute negative, is intended for a weak affirmative. It is said, (John 1.11.) When Christ came, he came to his own, and his own received him not; there is an absolute negation, (yet it followeth,) But to as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God. His own received him not, yet some did receive him; some of his own kindred and Country did receive him; So that, his own received him not, is as if it had been said, few of his own received him, or he had but cold entertainement among his own. So Hos. 9.6. Ephraim is smitten, their root is dryed up, they shall bear no fruit: There is the sound of an absolute denial, yet the sence will bear a weak affirmation; for it followeth, yea, though they bring forth, yet I will slay the beloved fruit of their womb: They may bring forth a few or some fruit perhaps, but I will destroy it. So here, They knew him not, that is, they could scarce discern him, or distinguish who he was, his disease and sores had so discolour'd or blotted out the lines and feature of his face, that they could not suddenly assure themselves, this was he. They stood as men amazed; What? is this Job? What a spectacle is here? How strangely is his visage changed, and his whole body disfigured? Such kind of doubting language, doubtelefs, pass'd amongst them. When they saw him afar off, they knew him not. The Prophet Jeremy observes the like, after the hard siege of Jerusalem, which caused him thus to lament, (Chapter 4.7, 8.) Her Nazarites were purer then snow, they were whiter then milk, they were more ruddy in body then Rubies, their polishing was of Sapphire: But see the change; Their visage is blacker then a coal, they are not known in the streets. Famine had eaten up, not only their flesh, but their form, misery had altered their very complexion and visage; they...
who shined before like Rubies and Sapphires for colour and cosmetics, were now dark as a coal, or dusky like ashes, they were not known to be the same men and women. It is said of Christ in his affliction, Isai. 52. 14. That his visage was so marred, more than any man, and his form more than the sons of men. Great afflictions change the very form, and utterly blast the beauty of the body. Sin doth so change the Soul, and disfigure the mind, it so deforms the spirit, and defaces the image at first stamped upon it; that God faith, I know you not, you are not like the men that I made. But this is the comfort of a Job, of a godly man, that when his face is most deformed, his Soul is most beautified; and though a disease may disfigure him, so that his nearest friends know him not, yet God knows him still; No sickness can wear out the marks by which Christ knows thee. When thy face is blacker then a coal, he sees the face of thy Soul, shining like the face of an Angel. A person or a people are then in a woful condition indeed, when God shall say to them, as he did to those hypocritical professors, Mat. 7. 23. Depart from me, I know ye not. We may be in such a woful condition, that our friends and acquaintance coming to visit us, cannot know us; yet for the main, well enough, blessed enough at that time, beautiful in the eye, welcome into the presence of a glorious God.

They knew him not. What then? Then they lifted up their voice and wept.

This is the first act of their mourning. And we may observe five acts of mourning here specified, whereof one is a natural act, and the other four are ceremonial. The natural act was this of weeping: They lifted up their voice and wept. The ceremonial acts were these: First, They rent every one his mantle. Secondly, They sprinkled dust upon their heads towards Heaven. Thirdly, They sat down with him on the ground seven days and seven nights. The fourth ceremonial act was their silence, And none spake a word unto him, for they saw that his grief was great.

First, They lifted up their voice and wept. The word is Baca, and from that the place Judges 2. 5. is called Bochim, where the people are said to lift up their voice and weep, when the Angel reproved them. In Psalm 84. 6. we read of the valley of Baca, which some translate the valley of weeping, or the valley of tears; Others from Baca, a Mulberry-tree, the valley of Mulberry-trees, which being a dry place, the travellers to Jerusalem at the solemn
Deists, did so dig for water, that they made all as one Well.

Further, It is said, they did not only weep, but they lifted up their voices and wept. We may note two things in that phrase: First, the vehemency of their sorrow; as when a man doth lift up his voice and speak, he speaks vehemently. Isaiah 58. 3. Lift up thy voice like a Trumpet, that is, speak with a loud and strong voice: so here, They lifted up their voices and wept, that is, they wept vehemently, they wept exceedingly. Secondly, To lift up the voice and weep, notes the eating of the mind in sorrow; for it is an ease to the mind burdened and oppressed with sorrow, to lift up the voice and weep; to cry out in sorrow, less the strength of the sorrow out. We say, that sorrow which is included, strangulates the spirit; sorrow kept in, is like fire kept in, more augmented: As David speaks, Psalm 39. concerning himself, While I kept silence, even from good, my sorrow was stirred, my heart was hot within me; while I was musing, the fire burned. His sorrow was increased, when he had not a vent for it: Silent mournings are the foremost mournings; lifting up the voice, vents the sorrow. The Holy Ghost expresses great sorrow, by that of a woman in travel, crying out. To cry out, notes (I grant) great pain, and yet crying out is a lessening or mitigation of pain. It is observed, that the midwife seeing a travelling woman hold in, and conceal her pains, will bid her cry out. Some lift up their voice, and weep, then they are not in pain, when they mourn not at all: There are Crocodiles' tears, tears and voices too of dissimulation. Isaiah had tears in his eyes, and revenge in his heart, Jer. 41. Others are in pain and mourn, when they lift not up their voices nor weep; Like one that hath a deadly wound, they bleed inwardly: But when there is the highest flood of sorrow in the heart, weeping will make an ebb, and you may let much of those waters (which are ready to drown the spirit) out at those issue of the eyes. This is the first act, the natural act, They lifted up their eyes, and saw such a spectacle, as made them lift up their voice and weep.

There are four Ceremonial Acts.

First, They rent every man his mantle. We have spoken of that, when we opened the 20 verse of the former Chapter, together with the grounds of rending clothes, sorrow, indignation, &c. I shall refer you thither for further information in this point.

The second Ceremonial act of their sorrow was, The sprinkling
dust upon their heads toward Heaven. In the 20 verse of the former Chapter, Job shrewd his head: Here is another Ceremony, They sprinkled dust upon their heads; And which is yet more considerate, They sprinkled dust toward Heaven: There were two ways of sprinkling dust. There was first a taking the dust and sprinkling it upon the head barely; And then there was another way of taking the dust, and throwing it up in the ayr, and so letting it fall upon the head: This act was significative, it typ'd, that all things were full of sorrowful confusion, the Earth and the ayr were mingled, the Heavens also were cloudy and darkened, therefore they cast dust toward Heaven: For as by a stormy wind and tempest the dust is raised, which thickens the ayr, and obscures the Heavens; so by that act of casting or sprinkling dust in the ayr, stormy, tempestuous and troublesome times were signified. In the Acts (Chap. 12. 23.) those wretched Jews to whom Paul preached, being vexed and enraged, cried out, and casting off their clothes, threw dust into the ayr: Their action had this voice in it; This man hath, or will, if let alone, fill all the world with trouble, and disturb the peace of Nations. This they express (together with their own rage) by throwing dust into the ayr. It was a judgment, which God threatened his people with, that he would make the rain of their land dust, Deut. 28. 24. And when men make it rain dust, by sprinkling it towards Heaven, it shewed great trouble or judgment upon themselves, or upon their land. Further, the sprinkling of dust upon the head, was a memento of mortality. They put dust to dust, that man might remember himself to be but dust.

And they fasted with him upon the ground seven days and seven nights. Here is the third Ceremonial act of their sorrow. In the 20 verse of the former Chapter it is laid, Job fell upon the ground; these fast upon the ground; As falling, so sitting upon the ground, is the posture of a mourner, of a mourner greatly humbling himself under the hand of God, and the sense of his own or other men's afflictions. When God lays us low, he can lay us lower, and therefore it is best for us to lay our selves as low as we can; so doth he, who sits upon the ground, if his heart sit down with him too. It is possible for the body to lie, groveling upon the Earth, when the spirit is nestling among the stars: not in faith, as the Saints do, but in pride, as Lucifer did, Jsa. 14. 13. How ever, he either is, or appears to be humbled to the lowest, and...
emptied to the full, of wordly comforts, who, with Job's friends, sits down upon the ground, especially if he sit long there, as Job's friends did, seven days and seven nights. The time seems almost incredible. How could they hold out to sit so long? or how could Job, a sick and diseased man? For it is said, They sat down with him seven days &c. I answer, We need not interpret it for seven continued days and nights, without any intermission: it is frequent in Scripture to put a part, especially a greater part, for the whole; that which is often done, is said to be always done; as Luke 24.53. The Disciples were continually in the Temple, praising and blessing God: And Luke 2.37. it is said, That Anna the Prophetess departed not from the Temple, but served God night and day: Not that she was there without any intermission, but the greatest part of night and day, or at the usual time both of night and day: Paul testifies before the Church of Ephesus, that by the space of three years, he ceased not to warn every one, night and day with his tears, Acts 2.31. Did he therefore actually preach three years night and day without intermission? That had been a long Sermon indeed. Then his meaning is but this, that in those three years he watch'd and made use of all possible opportunities, both by night and by day, to preach the Gospel: So we may understand it here, they sat down seven days and seven nights, that is, a great part of seven days and seven nights, or all the time of those seven days and seven nights which were fitting for such a visit.

Origen will have it, seven nights and seven days without intermission; In maintenance of which assertion, he faith, they were preserved by miracle, without sleep and without meat, all that time. But here is plain truth, without a miracle.

Secondly, Whereas it is said, seven days and seven nights; we may note further, that the number seven (as other numbers) may be understood indefinitely, a certain time being put for an uncertain; as Jer. 15.9. the Prophet faith, She that hath born seven (that is, many children) languisheth: And Eccles. 2.7. Give a portion to (even) that is, to many. Thus we may interpret it here, they sat down seven days and seven nights; that is, many days and many nights; as it is express of Nebuchad. Chap. 1.4. That when he heard of the calamity of Jerusalem, he mourned many days.

Thirdly, We may take it strictly, for seven precise days and nights,
nights, and then it refers to the Ceremony of mourning for the dead; it was a custom to mourn seven days for the dead. Job's friends looked upon him as a dead man, and so they mourned for him according to the manner of mourning for the dead. Joseph made a mourning for his Father Jacob seven days, Gen. 50. 10. We have the like time of mourning mentioned, 1 Sam. 31. 13. The time of mourning varied both in times and places. The Egyptians mourned for Jacob three-score and ten days, Gen. 50. 3. The Israelites mourned for Moses thirty days, Deut. 34. 8. which custom of mourning thirty days for the dead, continued long after among the Jews: For Josephus reports, that when the Jews thought he had been killed, they mourned thirty days for him. So that we may take it here precisely for seven days and seven nights, and refer it to the custom of mourning for the dead, or in cases of extreme sorrow among that people. It followeth:

And none spake a word unto him. This is the fourth Ceremony of their mourning, their silence. In great mournings, silence makes up their solemnity. So Lam. 2. 10. these are joined together, The Elders of the daughters of Zion sit upon the ground, there is the former Ceremony, and kept silence. Now, whereas it is said, they kept silence; we need not understand it so strictly, as if for seven days and seven nights they never spake a word. It is usual likewise in all languages, and very frequent in Scripture, that what is but seldom done, or done but a little, is said not to be done at all; as in Acts 27. 33. Paul relates of those that were in the Ship, That for fourteen days they had fasted, having taken nothing; a thing beyond the strength of man, take it strictly, to fast fourteen days, taking nothing. But it is usual to say, that is not done at all, which is but a little done; They took nothing to eat, that is, they took very sparingly, they did eat only so much as would, according to our language, keep life and soul together. In Isaiah 20. 3. it is said, that Isaiah walked naked and barefoot for three years: Now it cannot be conceived, that the Prophet walked, as we say, stark naked, for three years together; He is said to walk naked, because he had not much or so much clothing as formerly and usually he had worn. So here, they spake not a word to him, that is, they did not speak much, they spake very little to him; Or secondly thus, Restrictively to the matter, they spake not a word, by way of dispute or argument (which was
the business they fell upon afterward) either to convince him or reprove him.

The reason of this fourth ceremonial act of mourning, their silence, is added in the last words of the Chapter, For they saw that his grief was very great.

The word here used for grief, though it had been alone without any Epethite to heighten the sense, notes a very intensive, a deep and great sorrow: And it is put sometimes for grief and sorrow arising from the pain of the body; and sometimes for grief and sorrow of mind: Now here I conceive it may carry both senses; they saw that the grief and pain of his body was very great, his body was in a woful plight; and they saw that his spirit was much perplexed too, his mind was troubled. But if this word alone signifies as it were all degrees, and all kinds of sorrow, then consider both the variety of kind, and intention of degrees, collected in Job's sorrows, which a word so comprehensive is not sufficient to express; the aid of two other words is called in to help out our conception of his sorrows: They saw his grief, they saw his grief was great; yet you have not all, They saw his grief was very great, exceeding great; this aggravates his grief, and windes up his sorrow to the highest; as if now the affliction were grown to a full stature: God threatens Babylon, Isai. 47. 9. These two things shall come upon thee in a moment, in one day; the loss of children and widowhood, these things shall come upon thee in their perfection. Sometimes imperfect Judgments are upon a people or a person; they are as it were Infant Judgments, Judgments beginning; anon they grow to a greater height, and anon they come to a perfect stature, to be mighty ones, giantly Judgments; at that time God had even brought Job's affliction to its perfection, and his grief was proportionable, very great: For this reason his friends kept silence; this reason hath an influence on all the acts of their sorrow, but especially upon this, their keeping silence; For they saw his grief was very great.

From these ceremonial acts of sorrow, I have observed divers things heretofore: Now take one thing in general, That great sufferings call us to, and warrant us in solemn mournings, Job's friends do not only mourn, but they mourn as it were in state; there is a kind of magnificence in mourning, a pomp in mourning; I approve not a proud pomp, but an humble pomp; they mourn you see with all the formalities of mourning: so it becometh
becometh us sometimes; as great mercies call for great rejoicings,
so great afflictions call for great lamentings. There is a decency
in it, when our affections keep pace with the dispensations of
God, whether they be mercies or judgments, comforts or afflic-
tions.

Secondly, Forasmuch as Job's friends, seeing his sorrow to be
thus very great, kept silence: Observe,

That in great, in overwhelming sorrows, the mind is unfit to
receive and take in comfort. When grief is very great, words
give little ease, precious words are wasted and thrown away, com-
fort it, self is a trouble in the greatness and height of trouble. I
am sure a mind full charg'd with sorrow, hath no room for com-
fort, is not at leisure for counsel. It is a profitable Rule in visit-
ing friends that are sick, or in distresses; when you see them in ex-
tremity of pain of body, or in extremity of anguish and trouble
of spirit, keep silence, wait a while. Let the waters affrage a lit-
tle, and the winds fall before you meddle: Let them come to
themselves before you move them. As sudden anger, so sudden
sorrow is a kind of Phrensie: No wise Physician will give a medi-
cine in a fit: The body must settle before it is fit for physick, and
so must the mind too; silence is as good as physick in some distem-
pers both of mind and body. A talkative comforter is another
disease to a sick man; unseasonable counsel is a wound in stead of
a plaster, and in stead of healing, tortures the Patient. It is as high
a point of prudence to know when, as to know what to advise a
distressed friend. Solomon tells us in general, (Ecclef. 3. 7.)
There is a time to keep silence, and a time to speak: Let me ad-
vise this for one particular time or season to keep silence, namely
the extremity and height of trouble. The Prophet Amos, c. 5. 13.
Speaks of a time, wherein the prudent shall be silent; and he shews
us why, in that time the prudent shall keep silence, for it is an
evil time. Some interpret this as an addition to the common
calamity of those times: They should be so evil, that wise men
would hold their peace. The Apostle prophecies of such times,
wherein men will not endure sound doctrine (2 Tim. 4.3.) in Reli-
gion. And such times may be, wherein men will not endure sound
document in Policy. Then the prudent hold their peace, and none
speak but fools or flatterers. Such times make the quickest market
for their sophisticated wares, no other will go off: Such are very
evil times, and this is a fore judgment upon those times. There is

hope
hope of good when wise men speak: A word from their mouths may cure and deliver a nation. Yet I conceive that this Text of Amos may be understood as a description of a wise man's duty, at least of his property, in some high and great discontents upon a people. He sees them uncapable of counsel, to give them good advice, is (at that present) but the casting of pearls before Swine, all is lost and undervalued, if not trampled on: Yea he sees that the more he labours to reform, the more he enrages them; therefore till this fit be over, prudence teacheth him to keep silence.

Thus also it is, private persons, in regard of the evils they endure, they cannot endure faithful counsel in such an evil day upon any private person, let the prudent keep silence, and wait for an opportunity, which may open a passage to let in their reproofs, or directions, or consolations, with a taking advantage into the hearts of their afflicted friends and brethren. The Prophet Isaiah seeing the troubles approaching Jerusalem, resolves to take his fill of mourning. Therefore said I, look away from me, I will weep bitterly labour not to comfort me, Chap. 22. 4. He either thought that the beholders would faint to see him, and therefore faith, look away from me; or that seeing him, they would say, he fainted, and so would be giving him comfort; that therefore his sorrow might have full scope: He faith, Look away from me, I will weep bitterly, labour not to comfort me. When a man is resolved to mourn, let him mourn, your advice may anger him, but it will not help him: Let sorrow have its way a while, and that will make way for comfort.

We have thus far carried on the sad story of Job's visitation, his grief is now come to the height. It is very great. We have also seen his friends visit, with a double intendment, both to mourn with him, and to comfort him. We have seen them mourning, they fully reach that end. We leave them now silent, waiting for a time to attempt and accomplish the other end: they miserably failed in that, it was to comfort him, but they proved miserable comforters: Which in the progress and process of this book, will receive a large and full discovery.
JOB 3, 1, 2, 3, &c.

Verse 1. After this Job opened his mouth, and cursed his day.

And Job spake and said,

Let the day perish wherein I was born, and the night, wherein it was said, There is a man-child conceived, &c.

The former Chapter concluded with the astonishment and silence of Job's three friends: This Chapter begins with an astonishing speech of Job. We may be as much amazed at what Job spake as we were at their silence; And there appears the same reason of both: namely, the greatness of his grief. They saw his grief so great, that they forbore to speak; Job feeleth his grief so great, that he cannot longer forbear to speak; it must have a vent. After this (as the Text) Job opened his mouth. Why, Job had opened his mouth before; he had spoken twice since he was encompassed with those sorrows. True; but Job never opened his mouth as now; he opened his mouth before, to justify and to bless his God; now he openeth his mouth to accuse, and curse his day, and therefore the Chapter may well begin with, After this Job opened his mouth, he never spake in this manner before: For he no sooner opened his mouth, but he cursed his day.

The argument and subject of the whole Chapter is contained in this first verse, the cursing of his day; and concerning this, the Chapter holdeth forth three things most considerable. There are three particulars belonging unto this Chapter.

First, the Matter and the Manner of this Curse; what it is, and how express; Job pronounceth a curse upon his day, and unfoldeth the curse; he unfoldeth it with much Rhetorick and strains of eloquence: Troubles will make a man Rhetorical. Job (as it were) calls up all his spirits, whets his wit, and heightens his invention,
vention, to prepare a proper curse for his day. This he doth from this first verse to the end of the nineteenth.

Secondly, in this Chapter Job holds forth to us, the ground or reason of this curse: He is full of passion, but his passion is rational. He curseth, but he shews you why. This reason (with some occasional intermixtures) is demonstrated from the ninth to the end of the nineteenth verse. If I am asked a reason of my anger, why I am so bitter against my day, This is the account I give, Because it was not up my mother's womb, &c.

Thirdly, we have an inforcement of this curse upon his day, by a vehement expostulation, against the lengthening and continuance of his days. He complained in the beginning of the Chapter, that ever he had a day, and now he complains as much that he hath any more days. He wonders why his life began, and he is troubled because it doth not end. Whereas is light given to him that is in misery? &c. This expostulation concludes the Chapter.

The nine former verses contain the first division of the Chapter, Job's curse upon his day, both the matter and the manner of the Curse.

We have this curse, first pronounced upon his day in general.

Then Job opened his mouth, and cursed his day.

Secondly, he fixes a curse upon his day, in the several parts of it. Take a natural day, for the space of 24 hours, and then it consists of two parts, of day and night, light and darkness. According to which division the curse runs, ver. 3. Let the day perish wherein I was born, and the night wherein it was said, a man-child is conceived.

Thirdly, he pronounceth a special proper curse upon each part of his day. Take the day for the light, for that space between Sun-rising and Sun-set. He curses that, ver. 4. and 5. Let that day be darkness, let not God regard it from above, neither let the light shine upon it, &c.

Then follows a curse upon the night, in the 6, 7, and 8. verses. As for that night, let darkness seize upon it, let it not be joined unto the days of the year, &c.

So then Job pronounceth this curse, first in general against his day.

Secondly, he divides the curse upon the several parts of the day.

Thirdly, he fastens a special curse upon each part.
You see how accurate, how exact Job's sorrows have made him.

We will begin with that which is first here, the curving of his day in general, contained in the first verse. Then Job opened his mouth, or after this Job opened his mouth and curbed his day.

Then, or After this, hath a double reference.

First, after the seven days silence, after his friends had sate by him so long upon the ground, neither moving question, nor administering a word of consolation, then Job opened his mouth. Or secondly,

After this, That is, After his sorrows were (as it were) boyed up to the height, and began a little to remite, so as he could breathe, recollect himself and consider, in what condition he was.

After this, After there was some allay, some ebb and fall of his over-flowing sorrows, then he breaks forth in these words. Sorrow doth sometimes not only oppress the spirit, but stop the mouth, I am so troubled that I cannot speak, faith David, Psal. 77.4. That, he could not speak for trouble, speaks the greatness of his trouble. Plenty of sorrow makes a scarcity of words: Hence sometimes the Saints in great afflictions and grief of mind, pray and cry much to God, when they speak little. Hanna continued praying before the Lord, (2 Sam. 11.12. Eli) the High-Priest marked her mouth (faith the Text.) Now Hanna, she spake in her heart; only her lips moved, but her voice was not heard. Would you know, why in so much praying, there was no speaking, why her heart spake, and not her tongue. Her soul gives the reason at the fiftieth verse. I am a woman of a sorrowful spirit. And verse 16. Out of the abundance of my complaint and grief, have I spoken: thereof. Ic. not with my lips, but with my heart. All which is given us at the tenth verse; She was in bitterness of soul and prayed unto the Lord, and wept sore. Thus it was with Job, sorrow silenced him. Sorrow in the height caulsed that high silence, but as soon as that asswaged, Then he opened his mouth and spake:

A man cannot speak till he open his mouth, yet to open the mouth and speak, is more then to speak.

First, to open the mouth and speak, is to speak with a loud or clear voice; as he that speaks softly, is said to speak in his throat. Or as they who have familiar spirits, or wizards, are said to peep and to mutter, 1 Sa. 8. 19. A witch or wizard, is called there and in other places of Scripture (Lev. 20. 27. Dact. 18. 11.)
Chap. 3. of the Book of Job.

Oh, which signifies a bottle or bladder, because such being possessed or acted by an evil spirit, spake with a hollow voice as out of a bottle, and (as some affirm) with swollen bellies; From which manner of utterance, the Greeks call them Belly-speakers. And

Junius, upon that 8. of Isa. 19 apprehends this as a description of those Hell-prophets, in opposition to the true Prophets, who used to speak with a clear, loud, distinct voice: Or as Job here, to open their mouths and speak.

Secondly, To open the mouth and speak, is as much as to say, he spake with his mouth; And there is an elegancy in that; as in those like expressions. I heard it with mine ears, that is, I did certainly hear it, or I did fully hear it. I saw it with mine eyes, that is, I am sure I saw it. So the Scripture saith, We are bought with a price, 1 Cor. 6. 20. A thing cannot be bought, but with a price, there must be some price or other, either money or moneyworth, somewhat answering the intrinsic value of everything that is bought; but, to shew that we are bought with a full price, that Christ did not compound our debt with his Father, but paid the utmost farthing, it is said, we are bought with a price. So the Prophet Malachi tells the sacrilegious Jews, Ye are cursed with a curse, ch. 3. 9. A man cannot be cursed but with a curse, but to shew the greatness of the curse, he faith, ye are cursed with a curse. So here, Job opened his mouth and spake, or opened his mouth and cursed, that is, he cursed his day greatly; even with a bitter and grievous curse. He cursed it (as he said) for purpose. Thus to shew the excellency of Christ's Doctrine, that his was A Sermon of Sermons, And he the Messenger, the Interpreter, the Aperuit sermon, One of a Thousand, yea the One of All the Thousands that ever shewed to man his uprightness: The Gospel faith, Matt. 5. 1. When he saw a great multitude, he opened his mouth and spake. Hence,

In the third place, To open the mouth and speak, is to speak up-on mature deliberation, to speak considerately, prudently, punctually, to speak elegantly, to speak orderly, to speak the words of truth and sobriety. A fool is said to speak with an open mouth: But a wise man openeth his mouth and speaks. A godly man hath his tongue at his command, but a fool's tongue, commands him: His tongue runs faster than his wit, as we say. A fool's mouth (as Solomon tells us, Prov. 15. 2.) poureth out foolishness: Their mouths are always open; and therefore they,

Tt 3. cannot
cannot be said to open their mouths: A fool hath not a door to his mouth (therefore also he cannot be said to open his mouth) much less hath he a lock and a key, a bolt or a bar to his mouth: but a wise man hath a door to his mouth, yea his mouth is locked with wifdom key, and that unlocks it. I will open my mouth (faith the Psalmist, Psal. 78.2.) in a Parable. Parables are the speeches of wise men, yea they are the extracts and spirits of wifdom. The Hebrew word signifies to rule or have authority: because such speeches come upon us with authority, and subdue our reason by the weight of theirs. Now when he is about to speak Parables, he faith, I will open my mouth. When Wisdom calls for audience and obedience, Prov. 8.6. he faith, Hear, for I will speak of excellent things, and the opening of my lips shall be right things. David invokes God to open his mouth, when he would shew forth that excellent thing, the praise of God, Psal. 51.15. God opens not the mouth of a fool, neither doth a fool open his mouth and speak, but his speech opens his mouth.

But did Job open his mouth in this sense wisely and discreetly? did he well to be so angry with his day? spake he wisely in cursing his day? I answer, though there was much passion in this speech, yet Job spake out of much deliberation, he considered what to speak before he spake. A man may speak with much passion, and yet speak out of much deliberation, and so did Job here; in that long silence he was learning what to speak. And as there was much heat of passion, so there was much light of wifdom in what he spake.

Fourthly, To open the mouth and speak, is to speak boldly and confidently, to speak with freedom and liberty of speech; (as the Greek word signifies) to speak all a man's mind, without fear or favour of any man. Prov. 31. 8, 9. Open thy mouth for the dumb, open thy mouth, judge righteously, &c. that is, be bold for those that are poor and dare not appear themselves, speak thou aloud for the dumb, and freely for those that cannot plead their own cause, or make out their own innocence. The Apostle begs of the Ephesians, Chap. 6. 19. that they would pray, that assurance might be given him, that he might open his mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the Gospel: and neither fear the faces of men, nor conceal the truth of God.

You see then by the opening of this expression, there was more then bare speaking meant, when Job opened his mouth and spake;
When a wise and a holy man opens his mouth, you may look for more then words, even the treasures of wisdom and of knowledge.

Let us now examine what treasure we can make of those words which Job spake, when he opened his mouth.

_He opened his mouth, and cursed his day._

But is there any treasure in a curse? except that which the Apostle speaks of, as the fruit of God's abused patience, Rom. 2. 5. A treasure of wrath. Or did Job deliberate for a curse? was he moulding and fashioning so deform'd an issue as this in his thoughts so long? Yes, faith the Text, he opened his mouth, and cursed his day.

The word here used, to Curse, is not the word which we have met with so often in the two former Chapters: where Satan undertook that Job would curse his God. That word, in its native sense, signifies to blest. But here when Job curseth his day, a word is used which hath neither name nor shadow of a blessing: And it is derived from a root which signifies a thing that is light, movable or unsetled. And so by a Metaphor, it signifies any thing or person which we despise, contemn or slight, or the act of despising and cursing; and the reason of it is, because those things which we despise, contemn or curse, we look upon as light things, trivial, or vain, or hurtful: On the contrary, the word in the Hebrew for honour and glory, comes from a root which signifies male dizit; heavy or ponderous; because that which we honour and respect, we look upon as a thing that hath weight and substance in it: And the Apostle calls that most glorious estate of the Saints in Heaven, a weight of glory, 2 Cor. 4. 17. The opposite word which we have in the Text, is frequently translated, to despise or contemn, and likewise to curse and blaspheme: and doth properly signify such a cursing, as arises from the contempt, or light esteem, which we have of a thing or person. So we have the word clearly used, Levit. 20. 9. Every one that curseth his father or his mother, Now observe, cursing of the father or mother, it is directly opposed to the fifth Commandment, which faith, Thou shalt honour thy Father and thy Mother, thou shalt look upon thy father and thy mother as upon persons of weight and honour, whom thou art bound to reverence and esteem; so that to curse the father or mother, is to account them vile and contemptible. The same word expresses, that...
that vilanous act of Shimei, 2 Sam. 16. 15. Who came forth and cursed David still as he came. That act was alike opposite both to the rule and word of the fifth Commandment, which faith, honour thy father, &c. taking in the civil father as well as the natural: Shimei's cursing David, lightly esteemed David, he did not look upon him, in or according to the weightiness and honour of his Kingly person, or of his Kingly Office, a King is a weighty person, a Crown is a weighty thing, Shimei despised and so cursed both. Sometimes the word is translated directly to despise: I will give you two Texts for that, Gen. 16. 4. When Hagar saw she had conceived, her Mistres was despised in her eyes, (it is the same word with that used here for cursing,) the meaning is, she did lightly esteem her Mistres; Thus she thought, now shall I have the honour of raising Abrahams family; now I am at least as good a woman as my Mistres, thus she despised Sarah. Again, 1 Samuel 2. 3c. where the Lord faith concerning Elis sons, Them that honour me I will honour, and they that despise me, shall be lightly esteemed. I will make little account of them that make little account of me, and woe be to those (though all the World honour them) whom God despiseth: That man loseth more then honour, whom God doth not honour; And they who deny God his honour, deny him all good, and offer him all evill; such a despising of God, is a cursing of God.

Further, To curse (if we consider it in the nature of the thing, and not strictly in the literal sense of the word) is to wish evill to a thing or person; This also is the meaning of the curse in this place; for when Job explains this curse in the parts of it, he doth (as it were) with wonderfull art and skill, gather together whatsoever may be thought the evill of a day, or the evill of a night, and calls it up, to seize upon them. A curse, or to curse, virtually contains in it all evill; As a blessing, or to bless, contains in it virtually all good. Every mercy we enjoy, is a blessing specified; And so an evill that falls upon man, (as Sword, Famine, Pestilence &c.) is a curse specified; Howsoever possibly those things which are in their nature evill, and in their matter a curse, may be qualified (in reference unto some person) into a blessing. But take a curse properly, and it containeth all evill, and only evill in it. Therefore as when God had given the world an esse, a being, that he might give it, a bene esse, a well being, he adds to the work of Creation, the word of benediction, And God blessed them, and said
said unto them, be fruitful, &c. Gen. 1. 22, 28. So afterward when
man had finned, and the Lord intended to leave the world groan-
ing under part of those evils which sin had brought upon it, he
wraps up all in the word of a curse, Curfed be the ground for thy
sake, &c. Gen. 3. 17. So then when Job curseth his day, he willit
all the evil to it, that a day is capable of. And Job opened his mouth
and cursed his day.

But, what was this day that Job was so angry with it? and that
his passion doth so burn against it?
The Text speaks indefinitely, Job cursed his day.

Some understand it of the day of his present suffering, he cursed
the day on which such troubles befell him: And we find some-
times in Scripture, that a day put thus alone, is an evil or a trou-
blesome day; As in the twelfth verse of the Prophesie of Obadiah,
the Lord rebukes the children of Edom thus, Thou shouldest not
have looked on the day of thy brother, that is, the day of thy bro-
ther Jacobs sufferings, the day wherein I had him under my rod
and afflicted him. So the day of the Lord, is the day of the Lords
anger, when he pours wrath and trouble upon the earth. Isa. 2.
12. The day of the Lord of hosts shall be upon every one that is
proud and lofty, and upon every one that is lifted up, and he shall
be brought low. The day of the Lord, or the day of a man unde-
termined, often signifies an evil day.

But here we may rather understand it for that day which was as
the occasion, or for the occasional day of all Job's troubles, and that
was his birth-day; If his birth-day had been prevented, all his
troublesome days had been prevented; therefore he falls out with
that, as himself explains it, verse 3. Let the day perish (faith
he here) wherein I was born, and the night in which it was
said, there is a man-child conceived. It is usual to call a man's
birth-day his day, so the Scripture is conceived to speak, Hos. 7. 5.
In the day of our King, the Princes have made him sick with bot-
tals of wine; That is on his birth-day, which among Princes is
commonly solemnized with feasting: As we read of Pharaoh and
of Herod. So then, the day is his birth-day, the day of his nativity:
which some take precisely, for the day upon which he was born;
and others more largely, for the annual return of that day; as if he
had laid in a curse for a day, whensoever or how often soever it
should return in the years of his life.

A little further to clear the sense of this curse, let us consider the
whole
whole matter as we have considered the words. There are two or three questions, which being debated and resolved, will give light to this context.

Iob you see takes upon him to curse. First, it may be questioned whether a curse be in the power of man or no? Can a man curse per se or things?

Surely blessings and cursings are both in the hand of God, whether we respect persons or things. There is a ministerial curse, and a ministerial blessing in the power of man: but it is not in the power of any man, magisterially to make any thing or person blessed, or to make any thing or person accursed. It was a great brag which Balaam made of Balaam, (Num. 22, 6.) I more (faith he) that he whom thou blessest is blessed, and he whom thou cursest is cursed. He thought he had the curse in his command, he could curse whom he pleased, and what he pleased, and when he pleased, but he was deceived; he reckoned beyond his strength, and beyond the strength of a creature. What the Apostle speaks in another case concerning the ministry of the word, Paul may plant, and Apollo may water, but it is God that giveth the increase, is as true in this; one man may plant a curse, and another man may water it with a hearty wish, that it may grow, but it is God only that giveth the increase of evil, and the decrease of good. Curses are not in the power of any creature, if they were, we should have a miserable world quickly. How many should we daily be blasted with the breath of malicious executions? Some months are full of cursings.

Pl. 109. 7. They love cursing; they clothe themselves with cursing, as with a garment; Pl. 109. 7, 18. Cursing (As one of the Ancients complained in his time) is now made the common weapon of anger, and wrath wishes that evil, which (because of weakness) it cannot work. If cursing could have done it, we had not been a people at this day. How often hath Balaam (out of fear or envy at our prosperity) sent to Balaam (I mean the False Prophet that dwells on the seven hills) Come curse Israel; come, defile England; how often hath Balaam cursed us? We have heard of his Anniversary Anathema’s, wherein this Church and State have been struck with the thunder and lightning of the Papal curse. But the curse could not (faith Solomon) shall not come. And we may say to England as Moses did to Israel concerning Balaam’s curse, Deut. 23. 5. Nevertheless the Lord thy God would not hearken unto Balaam: But the Lord thy God turn-
ed the curse into a blessing unto thee; because the Lord thy God loved thee. And what David prayed about Shimei's curse, we have seen come to pass: The Lord hath required as good for his cursing, 2 Sam. 16. 12. We have far greater cause to fear the blessing of Rome, than the curse of Rome: But to return. The result of all is this: When God pronounceth a curse, he makes it to be a curse; man at the worst, can but wish a curse and pronounce it. Man, is but the Minister, God is the Master of the curse, God can inflict it, man can but think or wish it.

Another thing here questionable is, Whether it be lawful to curse the creature? Job curseth his day; The rule of the Apostle is, Rom. 12. 4. Bless and curse not.

In some cases, to curse is God's command and our duty, and then we are God's Ministers for wrath against the wicked. Many times man (though forbidden) curses, then it is his sin, and he is Satan's Minister for evil against his brother.

There are some cases wherein we may curse. When the Patriarch Jacob was upon his death-bed, and bed of blessing, yet he pronounced a curse upon the rage and anger of his two sons Simeon and Levi, Gen. 49. 7. Curseth be their anger for it was fierce, and their wrath for it was cruel. I will divide them in Jacob, and scatter them in Israel. We may curse the plots and counsels of wicked men, enemies of Christ and of his people: we may curse the persons of wicked men, as implacable enemies of Christ, and of his people: So David more then once in the Book of Psalms, yet it is to be considered, that some of those Psalms are Prophecies of a curse, not pronouncements of a curse. And in all lawful cursings we must observe these two rules. First, To aim the curse at the destruction of the sin, not of the sinner. Secondly, Where the sinner appears incorrigible, yet to desire the clearing up of God's justice in punishing, not the punishment itself. To curse any thing or person passionately, is infirmity: To curse any thing or person maliciously, is gross impiety.

There is a third doubt, the resolving of which will further clear the Scripture to us, that is, Whether a day be an object capable of a curse or not; It is a question moved by the School-men, whether a blessing and a curse do belong to any but a reasonable creature? or whether any thing else be a subject capable of a blessing or a curse? And they resolve it, that nothing is properly the subject of blessing and cursing, but a reasonable creature. Therefore a day which
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which is a part of time, is in itself incapable of a curse; those things only are capable of penall evils which are capable of moral evils; a day is not, cannot be morally evil, though there be many moral evils acted in the day. The Apostle adviseth us, so redeem the time because the days are evil, Ephes. 5. 15. Times are called evil, in regard both of troublesome evils and sinful evils; from evil men and evil manners, days are denominated evil, yet days in themselves are not evil morally, and so not liable to a curse, which is a penall evil.

Further, those creatures which have life in them, and have no reason in them, are on the same ground incapable of a curse, whereas as it is said, that God cursed the ground, and cursed the serpent, Gen. 3. 14. 17. Neither the ground nor the serpent were cursed in themselves, or for their own sakes. The serpent an unreasonable creature, had not the knowledge of God, and the earth a senseless creature could not feel the power of God; therefore the curse upon those creatures, was only in order to, and as punishment of the sin of man; The Text is express, Gen. 3. 17. Cursed be the earth for thy sake; The earth there comprehends all the creatures living on the face of the earth, besides man: These are cursed for man's sake. As those creatures at the first received not a blessing for themselves, but for man good, so they receive not any evil or curse but for man's punishment: So we are to understand those places in Deut. 28. Cursed be thy basket and thy store, &c. God threatens a curse on these creatures, the fruits of the earth, &c. in order to man's disobedience: But it shall come to pass, if thou wilt not hearken unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe to do all his Commandments, &c. that all these curses shall come upon thee, and overtake thee. ver. 15. Observe, That the curse is threatened to come on them, to overtake them; When the basket was cursed, when the increase of the kine and the flocks of the sheep were cursed, man was cursed: For we may lay in the letter, as David did in a figure, when the Angel of the Lord smote his people with the pestilence, (2 Sam. 24) Alas what have these sheep done? that they should be smitten with a curse. As in pulling down the house of a Traitor, the revenge is not taken against the materials of the house, but against the Master of the house. So then for the resolution of this point, take it thus: No creature below man, is or can be cursed by God or man properly, terminably, or ultimately: That is, in itself or for itself, from itself, but only improperly and
and relatively, namely with respect to what man should do, hath done, or suffered. First, in reference to what man should do; so Christ cursed the fig-tree, to teach man either the duty of fruitfulness to the glory of God, or of faith in the power of God. Secondly, in reference to what man hath done, the sin of man, thus God cursed the serpent and the ground: The serpent was cursed both for admonition to man, and for a punishment on man; God to admonish man, how much he hated sin, punishes an irrational instrument of sin, and by that enmity planted in the serpent as a curse, punishes man too much familiarity with the serpent. And as the enmity of the serpent was man's scourge, so also was the barrenness of the earth: That barrenness in bringing forth good fruit, that fertility in bringing forth briers and thorns, were both as rods for the back of man. Thirdly, the irrational or senseless creatures are cursed in reference to that, which man suffers. Thus David cursed the mountains of Gilboa, 3 Sam. 1. 31. because there Saul and his beloved Jonathan were slain by the sword of the Philistines, because the shield of the mighty was vilely cast away, the sword of Saul, as if he had not been assisted with enmity. In this sense, (as David cursed a place,) so Job curses a time, his day; the day which either gave occasion to his sufferings, or the day in which he actually suffered such a world of evils. Thus also Jeremiah curses his day with a vehement curse, Jer. 20. 14. Cursed be the day wherein I was born; let not the day wherein my mother bare me be blessed: And not only so, but he curses the man who first reported his birth, verse 15, 16. Cursed be the man who brought tidings to my father, saying, a man-child is born unto thee, making him very glad. And let that man be as the cities which the Lord overthrew and repented not: and let him hear the cry in the morning, and the shouting at noon-side, &c. And in the quain, why so bitter a curse? was it against the day for it self, or against the man himself? Jeremiah shows it was not, verse 18. Where-fore came I out of the womb to see labour and sorrow, that my days should be consumed with shame? To curse any thing under the notion of a creature, or as it is the work of God, is to blaspheme God; to curse any unreasonable or insensible creature in itself, is to be, if not senseless, yet (I am sure in that act) unreasonable. So far of this cursing his day in general. It follows,
Venice. And Job spake and said.

This verse is only a transition into the matter of the next, it is as if the Holy Ghost had said, Job cursed his day; and would you know how he cursed it? He did it after this manner, or in this form of words, Job spake and said, thus, &c. Only note, that the word which we translate speak, is in the original answered; and to, often in Scripture, he is said to answer who begins to speak, Job answered and said.

We shewed you before, that this day in general was the object of this curse; now he curses it in the parts of it, the day and the night. Let the day perish, &c. At which words the title alters, that which you read forward to the fifth verse of the 42. Chapter, is actual Poetry; Job breathes out his passion in verse, and in verse receives his answer. It is questioned, whether Job at that time opened his mouth; and vented his sorrows in verse, or whether it were after contrived so by the pen-man of this book. As I see no profit in moving this question, to I think there is no possibility of resolving it; And therefore I leave it as I found it, a queere still. Only this is observable; that writing in verse is most suitable, where the matter written is deeply steeped in, and chiefly wrought out of our affections. Hence we finde, That those parts of Scripture, which set forth strongest affections, are composed in verse: As those holy flames of spiritual love between Christ and his Spouse in the Canticles of Solomon; The triumphant joy of Deborah, after deliverance from Sisera's Army: Of Moses and Miriam, after the destruction of Pharaoh: The afflicting sorrows of Hezekiah in his sickness: And the Lamentations of Jeremy, for the captivity of the Jews. The book of Psalms is as it were a throng of all affections, Love, joy, sorrow, fear, hope, anger, zeal, every passion acting a part, and wond'ring in highest strains by the Spirit of God, breathing Poetical eloquence into that heavenly Prophet. So this book of Job, whose subject is sorrow, hath a composure answerable to the matter. Passion hath most scope in verse, and is freest when tied up in numbers. The words follow;

Let the day perish.

What this day was, we shewed you before; It was the day of his nativity, the day (faith he) wherein I was born. How should this day perish?
To perish signifies first, not to be. A thing is said to perish when it is annihilated; when it returns to nothing: As the Psalmist speaks, Man being in honour, and understandeth not, is compared to the beasts that perish. The perishing of a beast, is the non-entity of a beast; when a beast dieth, it perisheth, it is not. A beast is no more, but vanisheth quite, and is gone for ever. Then, which men likeness to a beast is not in perishing, but in the want of true understanding. He doth not say, man perisheth like a beast, but he is like a beast, that perisheth. A wicked man how honourable soever, is a beast, man, ver. 10. For he knoweth nothing spiritually, and what be knoweth naturally, is that, like a beast, he corrupteth himself; as the Apostle Jude speaks; ver. 18, of his Epistle. But between the perishing of a foolish man and a beast, there is a vast difference; A beasts perishing is a not-being, A foolish mans perishings is a miserable being.

For secondly: To perish signifies either a miserable being, as in Job 3:16. God saw the world, that it was good, but only begotten. Some, that who ever believe, should not perish, &c. Not perish: the meaning of it is not that all unbelievers shall lose their being, become a nothing, and with their existence, part from their essence. Some wicked beastly men would be glad of this, that they might live here wickedly, and afterward die like beasts in that state eternally: If this were the perishing that is threatened unbelievers, many of them would be ready today out of love and losing to their lafts, as Esther did out of love and zeal to the cause of God, if once perished, we perish; If this he is perish, let us perish. But that perishing is of another nature. They shall have no end; shall perish; and, they shall live and perish; they shall be, and be-destroyed for ever, in the wrath of a displeased God, and the sting of a polluted conscience, shall torment them to all eternity.

Thirdly, To perish, is to be empaired, or lose former dignity and respect. So, let the day perish, may be taken in this sense, lest that day be solemnized, lest it not be remembered with wonder, joy and gladness, a day which hath usually been solemnized, may be said to perish, when that solemnity is laid down, and utterly difus’d. In ancient times (and the custom in some places remains to this day.), Great men, and Princes, kept the memory of their birth-days with feasting and triumph. Thus we read, Gen. 40:20. And it came to pass the third day, which was Pharaoh’s birthday, that he made a feast unto all his servants. And Mark 14:6. We
14.6. We read, that when Herod's birth-day was kept, the daughter of Herodias danced before them. It is generally conceived that Job did solemnize his birth-day, and so many interpreters take those feasts spoken of in the first Chapter, to have bin the birth-day feasts of Job's children. Origen in his fragments upon Matthew, affirms, that the Scripture gives no testimony of any one good man celebrating his birth-day. The truth is, while we reflect upon our birth, sin, we have little cause to rejoice in our birth-day. The new-born infant seems to forbid this solemnity, and by his tears weeps and speaks down this joy. The birth-day of Nature should be mourned over every day, much more upon the day of our birth. The birth-day of Grace is our joy and our glory, and is worthy to be rejoiced in, not only in this day of grace, but in that of glory, and so it shall. Eternity which is the day of glory, is one continued triumph for our birth-day in grace. Notwithstanding this, I see no cogent reason why a godly man may not celebrate and rejoice in his natural birth-day; so he rejoice in God, who took him out of his mother's womb, and hath preferred him ever since he was born. So then, we taking Job's day for his birth-day, he saying, Let that day perish, means, let it be no more solemnized, let there be no more joy, no feasts upon that day. Or fourthly, Let that day perish, may be thus understood, let not that be reckoned upon, let it be lost, let it not be counted in the Calendar of the year. A day whereof no use is made, is called in Scripture, a lost day, a fallen or perished day. In the sixth of Numbers, the number of days is prescribed for the separation of the Nazarites, thus and thus it shall be, and so many days! Now, if the Nazarite had continued many days, according to the Law of his separation, yet if he were polluted with a dead body before the full number was accomplished, then he must begin again, for (saith Moses,) the days that were before shall be lost, because his separation was defiled, verse 15. In the Hebrew it is, all the other days shall fail; he must not reckon upon those: So here Job saith, let the day perish, that is, let it not be numbered or reckoned, let it be as a day lost or fallen: So then the summe of all is this; let the joy and solemnity of my birth-day be laid aside, let it never be celebrated more in the return of the year. I could wish that day had never been, but seeing that is impossible, it having been already, yet let it be as if it had never been, let it be put out of all accounts, let it be taken off from all records; and not only not remembered with
with mith and feasting, but not be remembred at all.

And the night wherein it was said, a man-child is conceived.

So we translate: The elegancie of the Hebrew speaks thus, The night which said, a man-child is conceived; as if the night had been the messenger, and had brought word of his conception. Some render the Hebrew word [Hara,] (which we translate conceived) Born, applying both parts of the verse to his birth, Let the day perish wherein I was born, and the night in which it was said, a man-child is brought forth; And the Original word will bear it, being used (as learned Mercer observes) for production as well as conception. So 1 Chron. 4.17. And she bare Miriam and Shammua, &c. She bare; is the word in this Text of Job: We may take it either way; the sense is clear according to our Translation, that Job sends this curse beyond his birth-day, even to the night wherein he was conceived: Or if we refer it no further back then to his birth, it is as if he had said, whether I were born by night or by day, let the time of my birth be accursed, if it were upon the day time, let that day perish wherein I was born; Was I born in the night? let that night perish wherein it was said, a man-child is brought forth. This distribution notes a resolveness to curse it; and let he should miss the time of the day, he curseth both the divisions of time in every day. As Benhadad in his charge for the taking of those young men that came out of Samaria, to shew how fully he was resolved to have them taken, faith, Whether they be come out for peace, take them alive, or whether they be come out for war, take them alive, 1 King 20.18. As if he had said, I'll have them taken whatsoever comes on't, or for whatsoever they come, they shall not escape. Or as Herod, who, that he might be sure to slay Christ in his infancy, commands all infants to be slain: So Job, that the curse might not miss the time of his birth-day, curses all the time of that day, the day and the night. For though a man be born in the night, yet that is not called his birth-night, but his birth-day: And to be born, is to come into the light, though the birth-time be the darkest of the night. Hence the Heathen called their Juno, whose help they invoked in time of womens travel, (Deam lucinam) the goddess bringing into light.

So much for the opening of this curse, both in the general and in the parts of it, respecting the object, day and night. In the next words he cuts out of proportions a special curse, as the portion
of each part: The day hath a share, and the night hath a share, each by its self. Before I open this box of curses any further, I shall observe somewhat from the discovery thus far made.

And first I must answer a doubt arising upon the whole matter; for it may be questioned upon this you have already heard, though we carry on his complaint no farther, How Job can be set up with so much admiration for a mirror of patience, who makes such bitter complaining, and breaks out into such disconsolate passion, cursing his day? May he not rather be an example of impatience, an unimitable pattern of an unquiet, an uncomposed spirit? Are these the words of patience and sobriety? Is this the language of submission and humility, Cursed be my day? He seemeth to be so far from patience, that he wants prudence; so far from grace, that he wants reason it self and good nature; his speeches report him mad or distracted, breaking the bounds of modesty and moderation, striking that which had not hurt him, and striking that which he could not hurt, his birth-day. In this Job appears much like that proud Emperor Zerxes, of whom the Historian reports, that when the raging Hellespont broke down the bridge that he had made over it, he in a rage caused some hundreds of stripes to be inflicted as a punishment on those waters, and caused a pair of shackles to be cast upon those waves, to teach them submission: was not this madness? What cared the waters for stripes? or why should Zerxes take revenge upon the waters? And was not Job as mad? What cared his day for the curse? or why should Job take revenge upon his day? But as the Prophet saith, Hab. 3:8, Was the Lord displeased against the rivers? Was his wrath against the sea? Should the Lord set his anger against irrational creatures? Doubtless he doth not. Therefore enquire further into the matter: So, did Job fall out with his day? was he angry with his day? This is yet further to be enquired into and answered.

There are some who on the one hand protest the impatience of Job with much impatience, and are over-passionate against Job’s passion. Most of the Jews with Writers tax him at the least as bordering upon blasphemy, if not blaspheming. Nay they cen- ture him as one taking heed to, and much depending upon Astrological Observations, as if men’s fate or fortune were guided by the Constellations of Heaven, by the sight and aspect of the Planets in the day of his nativity, as if Job had ob served some malignant Conjunction of the Stars upon that day. As if, like the Superstitions Hebrews,
he divided days into lucky and unlucky, good days and bad days; as if he had denied the providence of God, at least the particular providence of God, in guiding individual persons or passages of our lives here below.

There are others who carry the matter as far on the other hand, altogether excusing, and which is more commending, yet applauding Job in this act of curst his day: They make this curst an argument of his holiness, and these expostulations as a part of his patience; contending first, That these did only express (which he ought) the suffering of his sensitive part, as a man, and so were opposite to Stoical Apathy, not to Christian patience; to a stone, not to a man.

Secondly, That he spake all this, not only according to the Law of Sense, but with exact judgment, and according to the Law of sounder Reason; And which is far more, that he spake all this, not out of impotent anger against his day, but out of perfect love unto his God: That he spake this curst, not in his own, but in the behalf of God, pleading for the providence of God against the fortunes of men: For (say some) he feared lest his friends seeing him (whom they ever took for a godly man) thus afflicted, should accuse the providence of God; As if he had said, I would I had never been born, or it had been better for me not to have been born, rather then I should be an occasion for any to take up hard thoughts against God, or that his Name through my sufferings should suffer. So that the love of God, not weariness under, or unwillingness to be under the cross, constrained him thus to speak: And if he was besides himself, (as the Apostles word is) it was to God, 2 Cor. 5.13.

I do not say, but that Job loved God, and loved him exceedingly all this while; but whether we should so far acquit Job, I much doubt, especially seeing Job himself saith, Chap. 42. I have spoken, and I will speak no more: If Job had spoken so much from the love of God, and to the honour of God in this curst, having spoken once, he ought to have spoken again and again: And had it been so, surely Job might have spared his repentance, as to this point, and needed not have said, Now I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes: If Job had spoken all this according to exact reason, and the exactness of holiness, he had no reason to repent, especially to repent in dust and ashes, for what he had thus spoken: No man needs abhor himself for that, wherein he both intentionally and actually honours God.

X x 2

We
We must therefore state it in the middle way, that Job is neither rigidly to be taxed of blasphemy or prophaneness, nor totally to be excused, especially not flattering commended for this high complaint. I conceive it must be granted, that Job discovered much frailty and infirmity, some passion and distemper in this complaint and curse; yet notwithstanding we must afford him for a patient man, yea for a mirror of patience; and there are five things considerable for the clearing and proof of this Assertion.

As first, Consider the greatness of his suffering; his wound was very deep and deadly, his burden was very heavy, only not intolerable: The sufferings of Christ being exceeding great, caused him to complain, that his soul was exceeding sorrowful even unto death, Matt. 27:38. Yet in this complaint there was not the least imaginable touch of impatience. When he hung upon the Cross, he cried out, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? vers. 46. Yet in this cry, no impatience. To cry out for every light touch, argues indeed a vain and an impatient spirit: But he that sometimes fetches a groan under a weight of sorrow, is yet untouched either in his wisdom or in his patience. In such a case to cry out, is a discovery of humane frailty, but not of sinful frailty: Grace doth not take away sense, it heightens nature, but it doth not abolish it. Consider how much Job endured, and then you will find little impatience, though he complained much.

Secondly, Consider the multiplicity of his troubles; they were great and many: many little afflictions meeting together, make a great one; how great then is that which is composed of many great ones? Many pebble stones will make a heavy burden, how then is he burdened, who hath (if such a thing may be supposed) many mill-stones upon his back? Job's afflictions came upon him as an Army, and encompassed him round about. He had many particular afflictions, any one of which might make a very patient man complain; then Job, who bare them all, was not impatient, though he complained.

Thirdly, Consider the long continuance of these great and many troubles, they continued long upon him, some say they continued divers years upon him. We use to say, A light burden is heavy, if the journey be long; a man may bear anything for a brunt, or for a spurt, but to have a sad load continued upon the shoulders all the day, pinches sore. Job's load lay upon him day and night, day after
after day, year moneth after moneth; Chap. 7.3. I am made (faith he) to possess moneths of vanity: yea, as some have calculated them, his troubles continued year after year for seven years. Though a man make some, yea great complainings, under many great, long lasting afflictions, an easie Apology may acquit him of impatience.

Fourthly, Consider this, that his complainings and acts of impatience were but a few, but his submissions and acts of meekness under the hand of God were very many. Now we know, that one or a few acts though evil, do not denominate a person, especially when they are ballanced by many acts of good in the same person, and about the same thing. How often doth Job in this Book breathe forth patience, humility, faith, love, and steadfast trust in God, whatsoever he should do with him: these ballance his complainings, yea indeed they over-ballance them so much, for the setting of our judgments about Job's patience, that they leave not so much as an opinion of the contrary.

Fifthly, Take this into consideration, that though he did complain, and complain bitterly, yet he recovered out of these complainings: he was not overcome by impatience, though some impatient speeches came from him: he recalls what he had spoken, and repents for what he had done. See how he submitteth himself (Chap. 42.) how low he lies before God, even in the dust, and faith, I will speak no more. If I have been impatient, I will use no more impatient speeches; if I have been impatient, I repent of it, I repent of it in dust and ashes: To repent of impatience, takes away the imputation of impatience, and to say I will do evil no more, gains (through the mercy of God in Christ) an acceptance of us, as if we had done no evil: A man is a Conqueror, though in the battle he suffers many foils, and receiveth many wounds, and loseth much blood; though for a great while in the day a man be worsted, yea though a whole Army be worsted, yet if in the evening, in the close of the day, he and they keep the field, and foil the enemy, the day is won, and victory goes on this side. Job was in a great battle, in a fierce fight of afflictions; though it be granted that he received some wounds, and had some foils, and sometimes looks as if he had been beaten, and speaks as if he had been overcome; yet in the close, in the evening, in the making up of all, he went away a Conqueror; the conclusion was victory and glory; Job had the victory, and God the glory: Therefore as the Apostle
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Apostle James, Chap. 5.11. When he speaks of enduring with Job, he refers us to the end of Job's day of troubles, to the end which the Lord made; 'tis he that had the patience of Job, and have seen the end of the Lord. So look to the end of Job, to the end which through the strength of the Lord Job made, and there you shall see patience having a perfect work, or the perfect work of patience. Look not alone upon all the actions of Job, when he was in the height and heat of the battle; look to the conflict, he was so very patient in the beginning, though vehemently spurred, that Satan had not a word to say; look to the end, and you cannot say, but Job was a patient man, rife, a mirror of patience, if it was not a miracle of patience; a man whose face shone with the glory of his grace above all the children of men.

So much for that Question; I shall now add two or three Points of Observation.

The first thing that we may observe from hence is this: If we compare Job in the two former Chapters, with Job in the third, we shall find that the case is altered with him; he speaks like the same man. Hence observe in the general, That the holiest person in this life doth not always keep in the same frame of holiness. There is a great deal of difference between what he spake in the former Chapters, when he heard of and felt these things first, and what he speaks now. The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the Name of the Lord. Shall we receive good at the hand of God, and shall we not receive evil? This was the language we lately heard, but now cutting: certainly his spirit had been in a more holy frame, more sedate and quiet then now it was. At the best in this life, we are but imperfect, yet at some time we are more imperfect then we are at another: Faith is never very strong, yet at some time faith is weaker then at another: Our love to Christ is never very hot, but yet at some time it is colder then at another, we cannot keep it in the same degrees of heat. A man at one time can both do and suffer, and a while after he can neither do nor suffer as he could at that time, he is out of frame, and bungles in both. Take the life of a Christian altogether, it is a progress, it is a continual growing; yet take his life apart, consider him in every circumstance and stage of his life, then there are many stops and stands in his life, yea many declinings: As it is with a child, Take a child, and his life from his birth to his full age is in a growing condition, yet con-
sider him at some particular time, and the child may abate, the child may not only be stronger, but much weaker then he was a year or a moneth before. So it is with us from the first hour of our spiritual life, till we attain full stature of it in Christ: Only this is our comfort, that in Heaven our Souls shall be set up in such a frame of holiness, as shall never be moved nor abated in the least degree: Look in what frame the hand of God sets us up in that day, we shall continue so to all Eternity, and that will be the highest and most exquiste frame both of holiness and of delight. But now we are up and down; one day patient, and another day impatient; now believing, and another day distrustful; now the heart cast down, and very tender, and at another time passionate, and at another so angry, that he spake unadvisedly with his lips. How full of faith was Peter at one time; how resolved to stick close to Christ, yet shortly after, how full of fear, and for fear denying Christ. We who receive good gifts and perfect gifts, are subject to turns and variations; only he from whom every good and perfect gift comes, is without variableness or shadow of turning.

Secondly observe, That great sufferings may fill the mouths of holiest persons with great complaining. Job was not only afflicted, but afflicted greatly; Job did not only complain, but he complained greatly: You see what complaining David made in his great troubles, Psal. 77.2. In the day of my trouble I sought the Lord, my soul was faithful also toward thee; and yet I cried, and yet I cried, And yet I am afflicted, and thou shouldest hear, from my mouth, when I speak, while I suffer thy terror I am distracted. Hebrews under the greatness of his affliction (Jer. 38.14.) Faith, Like a Crane or Swallow, so did I chatter; I did moan as a Dove, etc. Jeremy, a holy Prophet, speaks, If not our speaks Job in this complaint, Chap. 20.7.4. Curfed be the day wherein I was born, let not the day wherein my mother bare me be blessed: Curfed be the man who brought my tidings to my father, saying, a man-child is born unto thee; He doth not only curse his birth-day, but the messenger of his birth; and he curses both with a word of deeper detestation then Job employed to ease or empty his troubled spirit by; Jobs word signified but
but his disesteem, and himself regardless of his day; but Jeremiah employs that very word, through which God poured out his wrath and everlasting displeasure upon the Serpent and the Devil, Gen. 3. 14. In each of these Jeremiah went a strain of impatience beyond Job, and yet holy Jeremiah still. The Lord (saith the same Prophet, Chap. 8. 14.) hath put us to silence, and given us waters of gall to drink, because we have sinned against the Lord. When we remember our own sins, we have reason to be silent, though the Lord feed us with waters of gall, bitter waters. And if we be silent, and open not our mouths, because we have sinned, he bears with our cry, as we are pained: He knows, whereof we are made; and remember that we are but dust. A little thing troubles our flesh, therefore it is no wonder if flesh and blood cry out in great troubles, though they be subdued by grace unto the spirit. And if God (in this case) bear with us, we ought also to bear with one another, and not to be scandaliz'd or take offence, when we see good men mourning and lamenting under the evils which they endure. He that understands men, will compassionately the sorrows, not question the sincerity of a complaining, groaning brother.

Thirdly, Job complaineth bitterly, and he curseth; but what doth he curse? He curseth his day. Observe from thence, That Satan with his utmost power and policy, with his strongest temptations and assaults, can never fully attain his ends upon the children of God. What was it that the Devil undertook for? was it not to make Job curse his God? and yet when he had done this work, and spent his malice upon him, he could but make Job curse his day? This was far short of what Satan hoped: Doubtless when the Devil heard the word, cursed, come out of Job's mouth, he then began to prick up his ears and triumph, surely now the day is mine, now he will curse his God; but at the fall of that word cursed be the day, Satan's hope fails, and down goes he: that word day, was darkness to the Devil, and as the shadow of death; he fails of his end, and is confounded, he goes away ashamed, and hath not a word more to say, but leaves his friends to say the rest. The gates of Hell shall never prevail against those who are founded on free grace, and the Rock Jesus Christ.

Fourthly observe, That God doth graciously forget, and pass by the diestempered words and bitter complaining of his servants, under great afflictions. Job spake this curse, but when God comes to question with Job, we do not hear a word or circle of
this curse charg'd upon him: God takes notice that he had spoken of him the thing that is right, Chap. 42.7. God commends him for what he had spoken well, but Job doth not hear a word of what he had spoken ill: When the iniquity of his speeches was sought for, there was none, and his failings, they could not be found, for God had pardoned them as the Prophet speaks of Israel and Judah, Chap. 42.20. Our Lord Christ faith, That of every idle word you shall give an account at the day of Judgment, and by your words you shall be justified, and by your words you shall be condemned, Mat. 12.36,37. We had need look to our words, God writeth what we speak, and keepeth a book of all we say. You will say, How then were Job's disTempered complainings forgotten, and all taken for well spoken that he had spoken? I answer, First, None of Job's were idle words, though there was error in his words. Secondly, His right words were more then his erring words. Thirdly, His heart was upright when his tongue slipt. Fourthly, He repented of those slips and errors. And lastly, God forgiving, blotted them out of his book for ever. Further (in a sense) we may say, that God makes allowance to his people for such failings: not allowance of connivance and dispensation; God doth not dispense with any to do the least evil, or express the least impatience in their speeches; but he makes an allowance of favour and compassion, considering their weakness, and the strength of temptation, he abates proportionably, when in such a condition they speak impatiently; though their actions and speeches want some grains of that weight which they ought to have, yet weighing them in the scale of favour with his gracious allowance, they go for currant, and pays in account with God, as good and full duty of that pay he expects from us, and we owe unto his Majesty.
Job 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, &c.

Let that day be darkness, let not God regard it from above, neither let the light shine upon it.
Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it, let a cloud dwell upon it, let the blackness of the day terrify it.
As for that night, let darkness seize upon it, let it not be joined unto the days of the year, let it not come into the number of the months.
Lo, let that night be solitary, let no joyful voice come therein.

We have already given the Analysis and parts of this Chapter: the subject of it is Job's curse upon his day. The first Section of it in the nine first Verses contains the matter and the method of that curse.

And he curseth his day, First, in general, (vers. 1.) After this Job opened his mouth, and cursed his day. Secondly, He curseth it in both the parts of it, (vers. 3.) Let the day perish in which I was born, and the night in which it was said, There is a man-child conceived.

In these six Verses which remain, appertaining to the first Section, he affixes a particular curse to each part of his day; taking a day for a natural day, and then dividing it into day and night, he gives a special curse to each of these parts; a curse upon the day, and a curse upon the night.

The curse poured out upon the day, lies in the fourth and fifth Verses of this Chapter, Let that day be darkness, let not God regard it from above, neither let the light shine upon it; let darkness and the shadow of death stain it, let a cloud dwell upon it, let the blackness of the day terrify it.

Here are six distinct branches of this curse.
First, Let the day be darkness.

Let the day.

Here we are to take day, not for a natural day, but for the day as it is the continent of light, the whole space of time from the rising to the setting of the Sun. Now faith he, Let the day be darkness.
Be darkness.

There is a great aggravation of misery in that, as Christ speaks, Matt. 6:23. If the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness? While Job wisteth that his very day, which is light, should be darkness, how great a darkness doth he wish unto it? And if the day be darkness, how dark must the night of that day be?

Then again, Let the day be darkness; he doth not say, let the day be misty, or cloudy, or dusky, or dark; he doth not wish it like that day described Zech. 14:6. It shall come to pass in that day, that the light shall not be clear nor dark; but he faith, Let it be darkness. Both in Scripture and common language, Abstracts are emphilically significant, and carry more then an ordinary sense in them: When David saith, Psal. 27:1. The Lord is my light, there is more in it then if he had only said, the Lord doth enlighten me: So to set forth the woful condition of those who are unregenerate, or in the state of nature, the Apostle tells them, Ephes. 5:8. Ye were sometimes darkness; not only in the dark, but darkness: So here, to express how great a curse he wishes upon his day, Job saith, Let the day be darkness is self.

Now darkness may be taken two ways: Either

Properly, or

Improperly.

Proper darkness is nothing else but a privation of light, it is no positive creature, it hath no cause in nature, but is the consequent of the Sun's absence: When Job wisteth, Let that day be darkness, we may understand it of this darkness, as if he had said, wheresoeuer that day cometh about, in the course and revolution of the year, let it be darkness, or a very dark and gloomy day. This had been a great evil upon his day. This kind of darkness was one of the ten plagues with which God smote Egypt. And yet there is darkness, which is a greater evil then this, I mean darkness improperly taken; and so frequently in Scripture any sorrowful, troublesome, sad condition, is expressed by darkness. A condition of darkness is a sad condition; a dark day is as much as a sad day: So then, Let that day be darkness, that is, let it for ever be accounted a sad and sorrowful day. Thus the Prophet Joel, Chap. 2:2, calls a day of great trouble, a day of darkness and gloominess, a day of Clouds and of thick darkness.
ness. When Solomon, Eccles. 12. 2. would shew by way of Antithesis the sad and evil condition of old age comparatively to youth, he unfolds it by darkness; Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth; make haste, serve God betime: But what needs such haste? I tell thee why; as times change, so thy estate will change: Evil day will come, I therefore counsel thee to do it, while the evil days come not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them; while the Sun, or the light, or the Moon, or the Stars be not darkened: A day without pleasure, is a day without the Sun; take away the joy of a day, and you take away the light of a day. Young men have the Sun, and the Moon, and the Stars, all kind of light and comfortable influences upon them; but these will be darkened and eclipsed when old age cometh, that will put out, or at least obscure, your light, your day will be gone, and your night will have neither Moon nor Star in it; therefore work while you have light, that is, while you have health and strength of body, while you have freedom and activity of spirits fit for that great service; remember, that is, know and serve your Creator.

So in the Text, we may take darkness improperly, as darkness notes an uncomfortable estate, and it is used in Scripture to note a two-fold uncomfortable estate. Fift, An estate of sin; Secondly, An estate of misery. This latter darkness is the daughter of the former. The Prophet Isaiah, Chap. 9. 2. speaks of the people that sat in darkness; which is repeated Mat. 4. 16. that is, in the darkness of ignorance, of sin and guilt. They had natural light enough, and they had civil light enough, abundance of outward comforts; they had health, and strength, and riches, and peace, and plenty, but they had not a Christ to take away their sins, and cleanse their consciences, and therefore they were a people that sat in darkness. Job's curse intends not this darkness of sin, but that other improper darkness, the darkness of sorrow, the darkness of penal evil; As if he had said, Let sorrow and sadness over-shadow, let mourning and tears overwhelm, let calamity and trouble for ever possess the day upon which I was born.

Let not God regard it from above.

Here is a second part of the curse, and a more grievous curse than the former.
Let not God.] We may observe here, the Name whereby God is expressed, it is Eloah.

The learned Hebræians observe, ten several Names of God in Scripture, three of which note his Being; Jehovah, Jah, Ehejah: Three his Power; El, Eloah, Elohim: Three his Government; Adonai, Shaddai, Jehovah Tsebaoth: One his Excellency, or Super-excellency; Gandelon. The Name Eloah here used, is derived from El, which signifies Mighty; and so by that addition to the word, there is an addition made to the sense, Eloah is Most Mighty, or Almighty. This word in the singular number is very rare; the Name Elohim, which is the plural, is very frequent in holy Scripture: Christ upon the Cross cries out to God by his Name in the singular number, Elai, Elai, my God, my God; as calling for the Almighty Power of God to support and carry him through his sufferings. David uteth it in Psalm 18.31. Who is a God, save the Lord? Who is Elah, save Jehovah? that is, who is a mighty strong God, save the Lord Jehovah? So the next words explain it, Who is a Rock, save our God? So Job being about to implead and accuse his day, calls to the mighty God (as it were) to judge this day his everlasting neglect. Let not God regard it from above.

Regard it from above.] The word signifies sometimes to enquire and search after, or to take an account of a thing exactly and judiciously, as they that are called to reckoning or to judgment are enquired after, and so it hath relation to that Name of God, (Eloah,) a powerful or mighty Judge. Let not God regard it, is, let not God take any account of it, or enquire after it; let it pass as not worth the looking after.

Secondly, The word signifies to have a care of a thing, to have a thing or person in account, as well as to call unto account; to take care and be watchful over another for good, is our regarding of it. In this sense the word is used; Deuteronomy 11.12, where Moses speaking concerning the Land of Canaan, faith, It is a Land which the Lord thy God careth for; (Careth for) is the same word with this, and this Text may well be expounded by that which follows as the meaning of it, The eyes of the Lord thy God are always upon it, from the beginning of the year even unto the end of the year. So that to have regard to a thing, to a day, or to a person, is to make account of these, to take care for these for their good, as a part of one's charge or duty, or as an act of grace and bounty.
When Job faith, _Let not God regard it_, this may be the sense, let not God take any care for it, or make any account of it; let not his eyes be upon it, to do it any good, or do any extraordinary good upon it; let it not be honoured by God with any special work of providence, which might make it recorded and remembered with honour among men.

The Apostle, _Rom. 14:6._ speaks of man's regarding of a day, _He that regardeth a day, regardeth it unto the Lord._ The Apostle treats in that Chapter about the observation of days; finding that many believers could not be taken off from solemnizing of those feasts, which were of God's own founding and instituting among the Jews, he advises that they should not be judged or hardly construed for going according to their conscience, for he that out of conscience, and according to his light, regards that is, doth solemnize or observe a day, _he regards it to the Lord_, that is, to the honour of God, and with a sincere desire to please him. But the thing I seem to be alleged in this Text, is to give light to the point in hand: What is it to _regard a day?_ The Apostle is plain, that _Man's regarding of a day, is to have a day in special account_, as those days were, which God instituted among the Jews for special ends, commanding them to observe them, and promising a blessing in their observation. Proportionably God's regarding of a day, is the special esteem he hath, or care he takes of it, and the special blessing his poureth down upon it. Some practical Truths are hence observable:

First, Consider these two parts of the curse, as they are placed in succession one after another, or in conjunction one with another, _Let the day be darkness, and let not God regard it from above_.

This may teach us, _That there is no day so dark, or condition so troublesome_, but _if God regard and take notice of it, man may take comfort and rejoice in it_. Though the day be darkness, God's eye will make it light; his regarding is a blessing; we never lose all, till God leaves us. If in the hour and power of darkness, (as Christ calls the time of his passion) _God doth lift up the light of his countenance upon us, we shall be saved_. Jobs with of darkness had done his day no great hurt, unless he had taken the eye of God off from it also. All the light that is in the world, the light of Sun, Moon, and Stars, is but darkness to us, if God hide his face; but let Sun, Moon, and Stars hide their faces, let all creatures withdraw their comfort, if God regard us, we are well: Therefore Job puts the
the thing of the curse in God's not regarding and withdrawing from his day.

Secondly, When he wishes that God would not regard his day, he desires God to lay aside or suspend his continual work.

Observe then, That God doth observe and take particular notice of every day. As all persons shall be accountable to him for their actions, so also for their time: God will enquire after every inch of time, after every moment of our lives. Many men regard not a day, they value not their precious time, they know not how to spend or be rid of it, how to wear it out and pass it away: But God observes and regards every moment. The Apostle calls to redeeming of time, Ephes. 5. 16. and he subjoins a motive, because the days are evil. We may give in this of Job for a motive: God regards time, therefore let us redeem time. If a day be within God's regarding, surely it may command ours.

Thirdly, Let not God regard it: We may observe, That the blessing and comfort of every day depends upon the care and respect of God to it: The eyes of all things look up unto God. Why do all things look up unto God? It is that God may look down upon them: If God look down upon the creature, then the creature revives and is refreshed: there are influences from the eye and sight of God, which are able to quicken the deadest times, and make glad the saddest hearts. As we pray for, and humbly expect every day to be daily bred from God, so every day doth (as it were) expect a daily blessing from God, which is his regarding of our days.

It is the greatest evil that can befall the creature, when God regards it not: all the blessings of the creature are bound up (like Abel's life in the life of Benjamin) in that respect which God heareth to them, and in the case which he hath of them. The Apostle Paul, disputing with the Philosophers of Athens, shews the state of that time, which they accounted his golden age. (Acts 17. 30.) The time of the Gentiles, that God winked at. If we translate it, the word properly signifies, God did not regard it; and there are some Translations which express it in the very tenth of the Text. The time of that ignorance God regarded not: for we are not to think, there ever were any times, which God winked at in the matter of his justice, to be not to call them to an account: I grant that times of ignorance are comparatively winked; in respect of Justice, God will not proceed so severely with them as with
with knowing times: but God never winketh at any person, or at any times, how ignorant soever, so as to let them go unpunished, and never call them to an account. Such connivance God hates, as being inconsistent both with his Providence and his Justice. The Apostle is direct, They who sin without Law (that is, without the knowledge of the Law written) shall perish without Law, namely, the written Law, only according to the sentence of that Law, which the finger of Nature hath written in their hearts, Rom. 2:13. Ignorance shall not be so winked at, as to be altogether excused. How then did God wink? There is a two-fold winking. 1. Of disrespect. 2. Of dispensation. God’s winking is his disrespecting. He winked at those times, that is, he lightly passed them by, his eye was not upon them for good, he regarded them not in such a manner as to provide for them, and send amongst them that great blessing, which now (faith Paul) he sends you by my hands, the knowledge of Jesus Christ.

When the blessed Virgin heard by that message of the Angel, that she should be Mother to the Saviour of the World, the blessed God in this phrase, Thou hast regarded the low estate of thine handmaid: When God in a way of favour doth but look towards us, our lowest estate is raised up, Thou hast regarded the low estate of thine handmaid; it is but a look of gracious regard from God, and all is well with man. On the other side, if God take off his eye, wink and disregard, all is blasted, yea accursed, our high estate fails, our comforts are lowered and turned into a lamp of sorrow. We may say of all outward excellencies, as Haman did, Est. 5:13, of all his honour, and greatness, and favour at Court; All this I have, but all this availeth me nothing, so long as I see Mordecai the Jew sitting at the King’s gate: All his comforts were clouded, all the light of his high estate was eclipsed, because there was a new Star, Mordecai, shining still at the King’s gate. Much more may we let down, and casting up all that we have and are, make the foot of our account nothing, without the favour of God: What do riches, what doth credit, what doth beauty, or parts avail us, if God regard not? All is nothing at all without God. What are times, what are days, what is your condition, if God withdraw himself? This aggravates the curse, this is mournful, when God regardeth not. Job goes on to a third branch of the curse.
Let not God regard it, neither let the light shine upon it.

That which before he spake against his day, by willing it darkness, he speaks over again and more in other words, by willing light might be denied and withheld from it: To have no light, is not a bare repetition or an explication of what it is to be in darkness, but it is an addition to, or an aggravation of it: So the Prophet, Isai. 50.10. by him that walks in darkness, and hath no light, sets out the saddest condition of an afflicted Soul. No light is not only darkness, but pure darkness; as when the Apostle John would advance the glory of God, he faith, God is light, and in him there is no darkness at all, (1 Ep. c. i.) God is pure light; so darkness without light is pure darkness.

Let not the light.] As darkness, so light may be taken either properly for natural light, that which God first created: light was the first perfect visible creature, light was the first day's work, and by the work of the fourth was gathered into those heavenly Vessels, the Sun, Moon, and Stars, and there put, that it might be dispensed and carried about the world, especially by that Chariot of the Sun. Let this light, this natural light, be withheld, let it not shine (faith Job) upon that day. The withdrawing of natural light is a great affliction to the world: Light is the most incorporeal of all corporeal things; the spiritualness of it shews the goodness of it: Light is the beauty, and discovers all the beauty of the world. As a goodly adorned furnish'd room without a window, or a candle, such is the world without light. Light is not only the light, but the life of the world, it quickens and comforts the motions of nature; it is the instrument by which all the influences of Heaven are communicated to the Earth, which being stop'd, the course of nature stops: This caused a great Philosopher to cry out (when at the passion of Christ the light of the Sun was totally eclipsed,) *Either the God of nature suffers, or the whole frame of nature dissolves.* Was it not then a dreadful curse, when Job wishes the light (taking it for natural light) might not shine upon his day?

But further, take it improperly, then, *let not the light shine upon it,* hath this voyce in it, *Let there be no comfort, no joy, no good thing in the compass of that day.* Light in Scripture expresses all good, as darkness all evil: That great blessing which was promised unto the Church in the great Restauration of it, is shadowed by light, and by
an increasing light, in Isai. 30. 26. Moreover the light of the Moon shall be as the light of the Sun, and the light of the Sun shall be seven-fold, as the light of seven days, in the day that the Lord bindeth up the breach of his people, and healeth the stroke of their wound. We are not to conceive, that there shall be such an increase of the natural light of the Moon or of the Sun, but there shall be an increase of the comfort of the people of God, which shall be as if the Moon and the Sun had in one day the light of seven days, as if the Moon had got the light of the Sun, and the Sun had got a seven-fold light more then it had before. And he who is the chief, the choicest and most transcendent blessing of all, the joy of all our hearts, Jesus Christ, is called light, he came as light into the world, he is the light of the world, the Sun of Righteousness. The Creator of all good things found nothing so good to shew his own goodness by, as light. Christ is light, God is light, and in him there is no darkness at all. If then we take Job's speech metaphorically or improperly, Let not the light shine upon that day, it amounts to a higher los when the former. Truly (faith Solomon) light is sweet, and it is a pleasant thing to behold the Sun; and we may say, truly all sweetness is light, and every pleasant thing is as the Sun: Though the Sun shine upon us, yet if comfort be removed from us, we are in darkness. Such a condition the Prophet speaks of, (Isai. 50. 10.) Who is among you that feareth the Lord, and obeyeth the voice of his servant, that walketh in darkness, and hath no light? No light, is no comfort, none for the outward man, none for the inner man, both being delighted, both deserted. Hence observe, That it is a greater judgment to have good things removed from us, then to have evil inflicted on us. He speaks more against the day, when he saith, Let not the light shine upon it, then when he saith, Let it be darkness. The punishment of los is greater then the punishment of sense. He that is deprived of all good, is by that act involved with all evils. The most woful condition of ungodly men in this life, is exprest by the punishment of los, There is no peace, faith my God, to the wicked, Isai. 57. 21. That they have trouble is not so bad, as that they have no peace. And the worst part of that everlasting woe which ungodly men shall suffer, is a punishment of los: The heat of the fire shall not trouble them so much, as the want of light: God hath fully resolv'd that their day shall be darkness, that himself will never regard it from above, nor let the least beam of the light of his countenance shine upon it; Hence the
condition of the damned is called outer darkness, (Mat. 22. 13.) By outer darkness Christ means darkness without any ray of light: Outer darkness is their portion, who are without, Rev. 22. 15. As the greatest blessing we receive by Christ is positive, Job 3. 16. God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whoever believeth on him, should not perish, (here is the removing of evil,) but have everlasting life, here is the bringing in of good: And this is the better part of the blessing. So on the other side, to have all good, light and life removed, is the most bitter part of the curse.

Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it.

Darkness and the shadow of death.] These words are the fourth branch of the curse upon his day; he repeats the former curse, but with new additions: He had said before, Let this day be darkness; now he faith, Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it.

The shadow of death.] The word, considered in the composition of it, may be translated image of death. And because the shadow of a body gives us the image of a body, (as in the shadow of a man, you have the image and proportion of a man; in the shadow of a Tree, you have the image and representation of a Tree,) because (I say) the shadow gives the image of a body, therefore the Hebrews by a Metonymy, call an image a shadow: So that the shadow of death, is such darkness as is like death, the very image of death: He was not contented in general to say, Let darkness stain it; but if any would know what kind or degree of darkness he intends, these words expound his meaning to be the worst darkness that can be: Any darkness is evil, but darkness and the shadow of death is the utmost of evils. David put the worst of his case, and the best of his faith, when he said, Psal. 23. 4. Though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil; that is, in the greatest evil I will fear no evil. The estate of those men who lived beyond the line of the Gospel, (and that is a very doleful place to live in,) though a Paradise for outward pleasure, is thus described by the Prophet, Is. 9. 2. The people that walked in darkness have seen a great light, (Jesus Christ,) they that dwell in the Land of the shadow of death, upon them hath the light shined. Again, The shadow of a thing in Scripture, notes the power of a thing; and to be under the shadow of a thing, is to be under the power of a thing. The Bramble (Judg. 9. 15.)
said unto the Trees, If in truth ye anoint me King over you, then
come and put your trust in my shadow; that is, trust to that help
which I am able to afford you. So likewise, to be under the shadow
of the Almighty, under the shadow of his wings, is to be under the
power of the Almighty, for safety and protection: Thus we may
conceive it here; to be under the shadow of death, is to be so un-
der the power or reach of death, that death may take a man and
seize upon him when it pleaseth. Though I walk in the valley of the
shadow of death, that is, though I be so near death, that it seems to
others death may catch me every moment, though I be under so
many appearances and probabilities of extreme danger, that there
appears an impossibility (in sense) to escape death, yet I will not
fear.

Thirdly, To be under the shadow of death, is to be under the in-
fluences of death; the influences of death are those fears and doubt-
ings, divisions and vexations of spirit, those distractions and distem-
pers of mind which fall upon man in times of imminent and un-
avoidable danger. Let the shadow of death stain it, that is, let it be
filled with those fears, and cries, and confusions, which usually ac-
company or prepare the way for death.

Fourthly, Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it, that is,
such darkness as dwells with death, such darkness as fills the house
of death, the grave: The grave is a dark house. We use to say of
that which we would have forgotten, let it be buried in darkness.
There is no work in the grave, and therefore there needs no light in
the grave, neither indeed can there be.

Lastly, thus; Darkness and the shadow of death, that is, deadly
darkness, thick slating darkness, such as is in deep pits and mines un-
der the Earth, where vapours and noysom damps do many times
strike men with death. We may here take notice, how Job heaps up
words, words very like in sound, and all alike in sense, or concurring
to make up one sense: Such amplifications in Scripture are vehe-
ment affeverations; As, Job. 1. 20. It is said of the Baptist, He con-
fessed and denied not, but confessed, I am not the Christ: And those
phrases, Thou shalt dye, and not live; I shall not dye, but live;
Thou shalt be low, and not above. So Job of his day, Let it be dark-
ness, let not the light shine upon it, let darkness and the shadow of
death stain it.

The word which we render [stain.] signifies properly to re-
deeem a thing, either by price or by power; to redeem a thing by
by paying for it, or to redeem a thing by rescuing of it: Hence among the Jews, he that was to redeem his deceased brothers land, and marry the widow, was called Goel, from this word, as we may read in the fourth of Ruth. So the avenger of blood was called Goel, Numb. 35.12. because he likewise did redeem the blood of his brother, fetched it back again as it were by a price in the execution of justice. The learned Janius, with some others, translates according to that fence of the Original word, O that darkness and the shadow of death had redeemed that day, or fetched back that day, (he refers it to the day past upon which he was born,) and so takes it for an allusion to the first state of things: We know at the first darkness had dominion over all, over all that Chaos or rude matter which God made at first: Darkness (faith Moses) was upon the face of the deep, Gen. 1.2. Then God gave a command to light, saying, Let there be light, ver. 3. presently light went forth and rescued the creature from under the power of darkness. Now faith Job here, O that darkness and the shadow of death had redeemed that day, or fetched again that day out of the hands of light! O that darkness had recovered that which in the beginning was under its power! that so my day being wrapt up in darkness, might be without form and void.

But the word is frequently translated (and well here) to pollute or to stain a thing; as Mal. 1.7. Ye offer polluted bread upon mine altar, and ye say, Wherein have we polluted thee? And that of lamenting Jeremy, They have polluted themselves with blood, so that men could not touch their garments, Lam. 4.14. So darkness is said to stain or pollute the day, as filthiness or blood stains and pollutes, discolours and defiles the beauty of a garment: Darkness obscures and blinds the beauty of the most glorious creatures; natural darkness doth it. Suppose you should come into a room furnished with the most exquisite and costly ornaments, hung with the most curios and lively pictures; if there be no light there, the beauty of all is lost to us, darkness stains it, you may have as good a sight in a dungeon as there. Again, take it for Metaphorical or improper darkness, that also stains the beauty of the creature; if you have never so great a stock and estate of riches, or honour, &c. let but sorrow and trouble, war and divisions arise, the beauty of all is stained. What is honour then, but higher unhappiness? And what are riches then, but golden thorns? What is liberty then, but freer misery? And what is strength then, but
but stronger pain, and an ability to bear a heavier burden of afflication? The glory and beauty of the creature is gone in dark times; when such a day comes as Joel speaks of, a day of blackness and gloominess, where's your bravery? what becomes of your fineness? But that which stains the creature most, is mystical darkness, the darkness of ignorance, and of sin; the darkness of guilt, and of God's displeasure: O how is the beauty of the Soul (which is far more glorious then all visible creatures) how is the beauty of that stained, when it lies under any of these darkesses? Hence therefore we see what a blessing light is, and how we are bound to bless God for light, for natural light, for the outward light of a comfortable condition, but especially for the light of his countenance, which is better than life; for the light of knowledge, for the light of grace, how should we forever bless the Father of lights?

Let a Cloud dwell upon it. 1. This is the fifth branch of the curse. A Cloud (as Naturalists teach) is a thick vapour raised up by the heat of the Sun to the middle region of the air, and thereby the cold condensed becomes so thick, that it stops and intercepts the light: Clouds and darkness go together, as in the ninety-seventh Psalm, ver. 2. If there be Clouds, there is darkness; Clouds and darkness are round about him. So that to say, Let a Cloud dwell upon it, is but a further exemplifying of the same things before it was, Let darkness be upon it; now, Let a Cloud dwell upon it.

Dwelling, notes the continuance and consistence of darkness; he doth not say, let a Cloud pass over it, (for Clouds properly are un fixed, Clouds move continually, and are carried on the wings of the wind;) But God would have his Cloud a fixed Cloud, a Cloud so black and so strong, as might not be dissolved, but cause a continued eclipse upon the day.

A Cloud, and the dwelling of a Cloud, imports sometime the care and protection of God over his people: Exod. 40. 38. We read of a Cloud that was continually over the Tabernacle, a Cloud was over it by day, and a pillar of fire by night. In the fire there was direction, in the Cloud protection, and mercy in both. So Isai. 4. 5. God promiseth to create upon every dwelling place of Mount Zion, and upon her Assemblies, a Cloud: which is expounded in the close of the verse; For upon all his glory (his Church and Saints) there shall be a defence. But here the Cloud, and the dwelling
dwellings of it, notes continued darkness: As if Job should have said, If the light do shine upon that day, I wish that a curtain might be drawn perpetually between the world and the Sun; let a Cloud dwell before the face of the Sun, which may muffle it, and intercept those beams which would enlighten and refresh the Earth.

Clouds are refreshings, yet Clouds you see may prove afflictions: As a Cloud is a protection at one time, so it may be an affliction at another: As a Cloud shades us from the heat, it is a blessing; but as a Cloud eclipses the light, so it is a curse. The same creature may be employed both for a curse, and for a blessing. Yet further, Job would not only have it a dwelling Cloud, but a condensed Cloud. Some Clouds are so thin, that the Sun appears, and light shines through them; Job desires this may be thick enough, not only to cause darkness, but to cause blackness; which is the last branch of his curse upon his day.

Let the blackness of the day terrify us.

Job's heart was so full of passion, that his sorrows could not come out at once, he takes time and breath. Now faith he, Let the blackness of the day terrify us.

Blackness is more then darknes, therefore we find blackness an addition to darknes in the Epistle of Jude, vers. 13. where giving divers elegant characters of wicked men, whom he calls spors in their feasts of charity, clouds without water, trees without fruit, raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame, Wandering Stars: And what is the portion of men thus qualified, but Hell, Wrath, and vengeance? So he tells us in the next words, To whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever. Darkness, and the blackness of darkness, is the portion of those that shall for ever lie under the wrath of God; blackness of darkness is the beauty of Hell, that fire will besoot the damned to all eternity; Then the blackness of darkness, is the darkest darknes that can be imagined; blackness of darknes was Egypt's plague; that was darkness, and thick darkness, darkness to be felt, Exod. 10. 21. So dark, that no man could see another, neither arose any from his place for three days, vers. 23. This was blackness of darkness, the picture of Hell, that chamber of darknes. The word in the Hebrew signifies heat and blackness: The reason is given, because heat makes things black and
and swarthy; from the same word those Idolatrous Priests, spoken of in 2 Kings. 23. 5., were called Cheamarims, or the black Priests; and they were called so, either from the black veils or garments which they commonly wore, or from the heat and fire of their furious zeal, either in the defence or exercise of their superstitious worship; or from the smoky incense which they offered, fit enough to black themselves, but no way pleasing unto God.

Let the blackness of the day terrify it,] Terrifie what? Terrifie the day. The day is not capable of fears, or of affrightments; but the meaning is this, let the blackness of the day make it a terrible day, or let it be a terrible day by reason of the blackness of it; As we use to say, such a day was a terrible day, it was a black day.

Changes in the course of nature are full of terror. That which is proper and natural to the day is light, therefore to see the day covered with blackness, must needs affright us: when we look for light, as they in the Prophet, and behold darkness, that troubles; but when we look for light, and behold blackness, that terrifies. The vulgar Latin Translation reads it thus; Let (as it were) the bitternesses of the day terrify it; The bitternesses of the day, are those sad accidents and troubles which fall out upon that day. To which fence the Calæe paraphrase thus expounds it; let such bitternesses of the day afflict it, as the Prophet Jeremias was afflicted with, for the destruction of the Temple, or as Jonas when he was cast into the Sea. Hard bondage made the lives of the Israelites bitter, Exod. 1. 14. And when the Lord threatens to turn their feasts into mourning, and their songs into lamentation, he concludes thus, and I will make it as the mourning of an only son, and the end thereof as a bitter day, Amos 8. 19. Hence afflictions are called gall and wormwood, bitter things. And the Chaldeans, whom God made so great a scourge to his own people, are called a bitter Nation, Hab. 1. 6.

We have opened these words, which concern the curse upon Job's day; Now follows his curse upon the night.

Ver. 6. As for the night, let darkness seize upon it, let it not be joyed to the days of the year, let it not come into the number of the months. Ver. 7. Lo, let that night be solitary, let no joyful voice come therein.

He goeth on in his former passionate Rhetorick, to load the night
night with as many evils (if not more) as he had done the day; As for that night, let darkness seize upon it.

We have heard of darkness before, darkness upon the day. What doth Job mean here to call for darkness upon the night? The night is itself full of darkness, yea darkness is proper to the night. Is it any curse to say, Let Wormwood be bitter? or to say, Let Lead be heavy? The natural property of a thing cannot be the punishment of a thing. How is it then that Job faith, Let that night be darkness, or Let darkness seize upon it.

Though it be true, that darkness is proper to the night, yet there are degrees of darkness, and every darkness is not proper to the night. The word here used for darkness, is observed by Grammarians, to signify an extraordinary thick darkness, yea darkness joyned with tempest: Let thick tempestuous darkness seize upon, or take hold of that night; for the word signifies, to grasp, or take a thing in one's hands, let darkness grasp it. Though the night be dark, yet it may be darker; we call some nights light nights, in comparison of others. Note from this,

That there is no estate so ill, but it is possible it may be worse. The night is dark, yet you may super-add darkness to it: and though the condition of any person or people be as the night, dark, yet the darkness may increase more and more to a perfect night.

You know what God faith concerning the people of the Jews, when he threatened them with troubles, I will punish you yet seven times more for your sins. God can make such a night, as that the former night shall seem a day to it; God can add darkness to the darkness of the night: God can add bitterness to the bitterness of Wormwood, and make Lead more heavy than Lead: There is no man on earth in so sad a condition, but he may be in a worse. Art thou poor? God can send thee such poverty, as that thy former poverty was riches compared with this. Art thou weak and sick? God can add more sickness, and make thee so weak, that thy former sickness may be accounted health, and thy weakness strength, compared with this. In this sense darkness seizeth upon the night. He wishes a second evil upon that night.

Let it not be joyned with the days of the year.

Some read it thus, Let it not be computed in the days of the year. Others, Let it not be in the days of the year. This is another evil he calls down upon the night. The glory of the night.
consisteth in its conjunction to the day; hence light and darkness put together, come both under the denomination and notion of day; Night is called day, as being a part of the natural day: Now that which is the chief privilege of the night, this curse strikes at: Job would have it rent and disjoyned from the day. Let it not be joyned to the days of the year.

Diffusion and division is a great curse, when the night is not joyned to the day, it is the curse of the night. The Rabbins have a conceit, why after the work of the second day was finished, God (holding what he had done) did not add any approbation to it; When he made the Light, which was the first days work, he approves it, God saw the Light, and said it was good, but to the work of the second day God subjoined no approbation, by saying it was good: The reason (I say) which many of the Rabbins give of it, was this, because then was the first diffusion, that made the first second that ever was; all before was one (sub unifimo Deo) under the one most God: I shall leave this fancy to the Rabbins. But there is somewhat in the notion itself, namely, that division and diffusion are the evils of the creature. The night hath glory by union with the day; the weakest things, and the obscurest things, have an honor, by being joyned with the stronger and more excellent.

And as these natural diffusions are the affliction of natural things; so civil diffusions and civil divisions are much more the affliction of People and Nations. Christ assures us, that the strongest Kingdoms divided cannot stand. Mark 3. 24. Weak things are strong by union, and that not only by union with the strong, but by union among themselves. Weak things united are strengthened, joyn weak with weak and they are strong. And things obscure, united, are honorable, especially if united with that which is honorable; The glory of the wife is in the band of union with her husband; she shines with the rays of her husband's honor: whatsoever natural or civil excellency is in him, reflects upon her; The woman is the glory of the man. (as the Apostle speaks, 1 Cor. 11. 7.) in regard of subjection: It is man's glory, that God hath given him superiority over so excellent a creature. But in another fence, the man is the glory of the woman, she communicates with him in all his dignity how great soever. Thus also the day is the glory of the night: The night shines by her marriage with the day. Job fies out a divorce between them; Let it not be joyned to the days of the year.
And let it not come into the number of the Months. The Original may be translated, in the number of the Moons: The same word among the Hebrews, signifieth the Moon and a Moneth: as likewise among the Grecians: And the reason is, because their Moneths were counted by their Moons, and the Moon is renewed every Moneth. Every Lunation made a Moneth, and thirteen Luniations made a year, their Moneth consisting of 28 days, which is a Lunar Moneth; So that when Job saith, Let it not come into the number of the Moneths, he would take away one special benefit of the night; And it is as if he had said, let that night be useless, nameless, and stand for nothing in the Calendar of the year. To every (πυρ) men

thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the Heavens; Ecclesiastes 3:1. So every season hath some-thing to do, and there is a purpose for every time under Heaven. A purpose for Summer, and a purpose for the Winter, a purpose for the day, and a purpose for the night. And for any of these to be disappointed of their purpose, is (as far as they are capable of affliction) their affliction. We may observe hence;

That it is a great curse upon any creature, to be made an useless creature, to stand for nothing. This is to lose the end of its being, and therefore it must needs lose the happiness of its being. Every thing was (by the Law of its Creation) ordained for some use, and therefore cannot but be unhappy when it is made useless. And if it be the glory of inanimate Creatures when God will use them, or when men make use of them for God; how glorious then is the condition of those men, who are (as God speaks of that King, Jer. 22. 28.) like a despised broken Idol, which hath no honor, and is of no use. Who are as vessels wherein there is no pleasure, vessels laid by the walls, (as we speak) laid aside, as unfit or unworthy to be looked after, and employed in any public service.

Lo, let that night be solitary, let no joyful sound come therein.

This solitariness of the night may have respect to the former words: He would not have it joyned to the days of the year, he would not have it come in the number of Moneths. What then? then it must needs be like a solitary widow, all alone, Let that night be solitary. Or secondly, his meaning may be this, Let there be no meetings that night. The night is not solitary in itself, but then the night is called solitary, when the society of friends is broke
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and interrupted. It was the custom of those times, and it is a custom continued in many places to these times, for friends to meet in the night: and such meetings make night as day; good society is comfortable: A solitary condition is a sorrowful condition. So then Job compleats his curse in this Verse, and makes up a full sum of misery upon his night. What can be said more against it, then now he faith? He had before wist it dark in it self, divided from the day, of no number in the months: And now he would not have friends meet to refresh themselves by mutual communion and loving converse that night. Much of the comfort of our lives is brought in by the society of friends. Man is defined a sociable creature, as well as a reasonable creature; solitariness is opposite both to the nature and happiness of man. Wo be to him that is alone (saith Solomon,) two are better than one, and especially in times of trouble. As our comforts are multiply’d upon them that are near us, so our sorrows are allayed and eafe’d by them. There is a solitariness which is the sweetest part of our lives, when we retire a while from the World, from the throng of men and busineses, that we may be more intimate with Christ, and take our fill in communion with him: To go alone, that we may meet with God in Heaven upon Earth: But to be so left alone and scattered, that we cannot meet with men, is (if not a Hell, yet) one of the greatest afflictions upon the Earth. Such solitary times are sad times.

*Let no joyful voice come therein.* As if he should say, If men will meet that night, and converse together, let them meet only to mourn together, and let their conversation be made up with mutual sorrows; let them only tell each other the sad stories of their afflictions. Thus let them meet to lament together, but let none meet to rejoice together, let there be no meeting with any joyful voice that night. He alludes again to the custom of those times, which were wont to have as meetings in the night, so to rejoice in those meetings; They feasted with songs and musick, a joyful voice was in their meetings. Musick is sweetest in the night: The stillness of the night gives advantage to the voice. The Roman History tells us, that their greatest feasts, their most luxurious banquetings and curious musick was in the night; The Apostle alludes to that custom, when he faith, *They that are drunken, are drunken in the night,* (1 Thes. 5. 6.) Works of darkness seek times of darkness. *He that doth evil hateth the light,* Job. 3. 21. principally
the light of knowledge, and with all the light of Sense. There are
two Opinions about this joyful voyage, which I shall but name and
pass on. First, The Cudtide Paraphra {t} will have this joyful
voyage to be the voyage of the Cock, *Let not the Cock crow that
night;* the crowing of the Cock is a comfortable voyage in the night;
The Cock is a natural Cock; and by his crowing tells us the hours
of the night: As if Job had said, in stead of the cheerful voyage
of the Cock, let that night be filled with the doleful voyage of the
Owl, or of the Shreecch-Owl. A second Opinion faith, this joy-
ful voyage which Job puts from and denies his day, was the voyage
of the Stars, spoken of, as they would have us to conceive, Chap.
38. 7. When the morning Stars sang together, and all the sons of
God shouted for joy. But to leave these as fancies, rather than ex-
positions; The Interpretation given is clear and suitable to the me-
thod of the curse: *Job* would have no meeting on that night, or
if any were, he forbids their joy, *Let no joyful voyage be heard
therein.*

It is a great evil upon any Time, when the voyage of joy is taken
away from it: It is a great evil upon Times, when joyful meetings
can no more be observed; when if any do meet, they meet and fight
together, they meet and lament together, they weep and bemoan
each others losses and calamities. The Prophet *thus* speaks of a
time when the songs of the Temple shall be howlings, (Chap. 8.
Verl. 3.) And Verl. 10. *I will turn your feasts into mourning, and
your songs into lamentation.* It is very sad, when the songs of our
private houses are changed into howlings: but much more when
the songs of the Temple. Both these are pronounced against Ba-
bylon, as a part of that dreadful curse which God will pour out
upon it, when his wrath comes to the utmost, *Rev. 18. 22.* *The
voyage of harpers and musicians, and of Pipers and Trumpeters,
shall be heard no more at all in thee, and the sound of the millstone
shall be heard no more at all in thee, and the voyage of the Bride-
groom and of the Bride shall be heard no more at all in thee. That
is, O Babylon, there shall be no joyful voyage any more at all in
thee: Not the voyage of musick, no not the voyage of a millstone.
We have great cause to fear that the joyful voyage may suddenly be
taken away, not only from our nights, but also from our days;
not only from our houses, but also from our Temples; For the
voyage of sin hath been heard from both. Darkness hath begun to
seize upon our light; the seed of division is not only sown, but
*Az a az prung*
sprung up among us; our troubles increase, yet our joyful voice is already changed into the sound of the Trumpet, and the Alarum of War into the neighings of Horses, and the confused noise of bloody battels, Isai. 9, 5. And which may afflict our hearts more, we hear the mournful voice of the widow crying out, My Husband, my Husband. We hear the mournful voice of the Orphan, crying out, My Father, my Father. Husband and Father slain by the sword, while they went out to help the Lord against the mighty. It is time for us to sit solitary and alone, to mourn every Family apart, and our wives apart, (Zech. 12. 12.) to lift up our voice in prayer night and day, lest the joyful voice be utterly taken away, and for ever silenced amongst us: Left it be said of us as of Jerusalem, (Lam. 1. 1.) How doth the City sit solitary that was full of people? How is she become as a widow? So that was great among the Nations, and Princes among the Provinces, how is she become tributary? As that Heathen said of the time past, I had perished, if I had not perished: So we may say of the time to come: We shall mourn, if we do not mourn; we shall be solitary, if we sit not alone. Our nights of sinful joy in chambering and wantonness have bereft us, and will beraeven more of refreshing joys. And instead of the voice of friend and brother, you may hear only the voice of the enemy and avenger: and that is no joyful voice. When Jacob was informed of the approach of Esau his bloody brother, he put all things in order, and presently the Text saith, Jacob was left alone, Gen. 32. 24. What, deserted? did his company run from him? No, it was an elected solitaryness, not a necessitated solitaryness, he desired to be alone; and he stayed alone that he might not be alone: He stayed alone that he might get God nearer in communion with him and his, that his family might not be scattered from him, and his house left desolate. So, if we would be voluntarily alone, from the world to be with God, wrestling our nights in prayer as Jacob did, we might (as he did) prevent solitary nights, and prevail with God by the voice of prayer, in the mediation of Jesus Christ, and the powerful cry of his blood, to continue unto us the voice of joy.
Job 3:8, 9.

Let them curse it that curse the day, who are ready to raise up their mourning.
Let the Stars of the twilight thereof be dark, let it look for light, but have none, neither let it see the dawning of the day.

In the former Verses Job himself curseth the night; in this he envietet others to curse it; that his sorrow might appear not only serious, but solemn, he calleth for those who made mourning their profession, and to weep for and with others, their trade: such as used to rise early, and awaken their companions to come away and joyn in prepared and studied lamentation. This I take to be the sum and fencel of these words, which yet in the letter are very full of difficulty, and have divided Interpreters exceedingly. I shall briefly touch the most of those fences given, and then more fully present you with what I apprehend as suitable to this Text, and consonant unto Truth.

First, Take a brief of the divers readings of this Verse, Let them curse it that curse the day, who are ready to raise up their mourning: So we in our Bibles.

The Vulgar and the Septuagint read it thus: Let them curse it that curse the day, who are ready to raise up Leviathan.

Another renders the latter clause, Who are ready to raise up the Dragon. Theodot.

Mr Broughtons Translation runs thus: May they curse it who do curse the day, who will hunt Leviathan.

Junius and Tremellius have a Translation different from all these, I would they had cursed thee that enlighten the day, who are ready to stir up Leviathan, or the Whale. That which all other Interpreters I have met with call cursing of the day, they call enlightening the day.

You see there is much variety about the rendering of these words out of the Hebrew. And there is as much diversity of Opinion grounded thereupon.

First, Some apprehend that Job in this Verse alludes to the custom of a certain people in Ethiopia, called the Atlantes, frequently
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[Text continues as follows:

...quenty mentioned in divers Histories, who living under the torrid Zone, in an extrem hot Climate, used to curse the Sun when it arose, because it scorched them with vehement heat: This made them in love with the night, and hate the day. And so the Senate is made out thus, Let them curse this night, who use to curse the Sun rising every day, whose pain heightening and imbittering their spirits, caused them to pour out the most bitter and revengeful execrations.

But I will lay this by, though some set much store by it, as a special treasure of invention; For I much question, not only whether this custom of cursing the day amongst that people was known unto Job, but whether he ever heard of such a people being so remote and distant from him.

Secondly, I shall a little open the meaning of that Translation given by Lusius, Let them curse it who enlighten the day, who are ready to raise up Leviathan or the Whale.

By those who enlighten the day, he faith the Stars are understood; Let those curse thee who enlighten the day, that is, let the Stars curse thee; And who are ready to raise the Leviathan, that is, let the winds be against thee, let the winds curse thee, or be a curse unto thee. The reason he gives, is because Stars are (Illustratores Dei) the enlighteners of the day; And to salute it, we must not (faith he) take the day strictly for a day artificial, for then the Stars are of no use, but for that part of the day natural which is dark, namely the night; the Stars are enlighteners of the day, namely of the dark part of the day, the night; And so Job calls here to the very Stars, that they should oppose and trouble that night.

We read in that notable History, Indg. 5. 20. That the Stars in their courses did fight against Sisera; such expressions there are, making as it were the Heavens angry, the Stars to oppose the designs of men. The hoast of Heaven is under the command of the Lord of Hosts, when he calls them forth to the help of his people. Thus he conceives Job envying the Stars to take part with him in this quarrel against his night; Let the Stars curse the day, those enlighteners of the day.

Then he understands by them that stir up Leviathan, the winds; those words (who stir up Leviathan,) are (faith he) a Paraphrasis, or description of the winds. The reason which he gives is, because when great winds arise and blow strongly, that mighty...]

...
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fish: the Whale or Leviathan lying at the bottom of the Sea, by the motion of the waters is rouzed and stirred up, and so mounts to the superfi cis or top of the water, or appears above it. Thus the winds raise up Leviathan. His fence from both, is, that Job sets the Stars and the winds against this night, and bids them combine to make it troublestom and tempestuous. This Opinion, for the reverence of the Authors name, deserveth to be looked upon with respect; but I should not (neither do I) apprehend that to be the meaning of Job in this place.

Thirdly, The difficulty is resolved by making these words an allusion to fishermen, as if Job here did but describe the condition of those, or shew what by accident doth befall those whose trade and art it is to catch Leviathan or the Whale. These take the word Leviathan in the proper sense, for that mighty fish described in Chap. 41. of this Book of Job, Canst thou draw out Leviathan with an hook? or his tongue with a cord which thou lettest down? &c.

Leviathan is derived from Laishah, which signifieth joined or coupled together; whence (to note it by the way) the word Levi, the name of the third son which Jacob had by Leah: She called his name Levi, For now, faith she, will my husband be joined unto me, because I have borne him three sons, Gen. 29. 34. The same reason is given, why that dreadful fish is called Leviathan. His description clears this, Job 41. 15. His scales are his pride, shut up together as with a close seal, one is so near to another that no eye can come between them, they are joined one to another, they stick together that they cannot be sundred. He hath his name Leviathan from the close joyning or compactedness of the scales, that cover or harness him like an impenetrable armour of proof. Now taking the word thus properly for the fish Leviathan, Job is conceived to allude to the custom of those who hunt for the Whale; who observing the night to be most advantageous for that work, are troubled at the approach of light, and therefore the fishermen as soon as ever they saw day begin to break, curved the day, as an enemy to their success in pursuing and killing the Whale. That fishing is a business of the night, is evident from that speech of Peter to our Saviour Christ, (Luke 5. 5.) Master, we have fished all night, and have taken nothing. According to which allusion, the meaning of Job must be, as if he had said, I will not strive any longer for words to express my passion against this night, let it be blasted with the curse of Bb
those who are most skilful in the dialect or language of excrava-
tions, even with such a curse as those Sea-hunters the fishermen
use to pour forth upon the day, when it breaks too soon for their
profit, so that they are hindered in catching of Leviathan or the
Whale.

There is a Proverb among us, *If you swear or curse, you will
catch no fish.* And it seems these were wont to swear and curse
when they could not catch. And hence it was a Proverb in other
Countries, when they would set out an enormous Swearer, or one
given to profane cursing, they said, *He sweareth, or he curseth like
a fisherman.* A generation of men whom that age had branded
on the tongue, whose mouths were full of cursings, and then ordinary
discourse as much oaths as words.

But against this Exposition experience is objected, that the usual
time of fishing for the Whale is in the day, not in the night: If it be
so, then the ground of this opinion is quite overthrown. That some
kind of fishing is a night-work, the words and practice of Peter
before mentioned, are proof enough: Whether Whale-fishing were
exercised in the night, I shall not much contend to prove, seeing I
approve but little of that interpretation, which is bottomed and
built upon it.

Besides, I find others, who sticking to this Translation (the fir-
ing of Leviathan,) do yet wave and pass by this conceit of night-
fishing; and they say, that the curse here is not to be referred to
their rage against the light, because it brings the day; but to the
day, because it brought them to success. So that day is not opposed
to night, but a good or successful day to a bad or successless day of
fishing. And then the reason is to this effect, that Job calls for such
a curse upon his day, as profane fishermen, who attempt to catch
the Whale, usually spend upon that unhappy day, wherein they
lose their labour, and after all their hazard and cost come home
empty.

And when it is objected against this opinion; Why doth Job
mention Leviathan or the Whale, if that be his meaning to allude unto
the sinful passion of disappointed fishermen, for vain
men in that employment are as apt to curse and be passionate when
they miss of their intendments in labouring to catch any kind of
fish.

To this answer may be given in two things. *First,* This busi-
ness of fishing for the Whale is a business of great charge and greater
danger
danger; and because greatest losses raise greatest passions, and the
higher our disappointments are, the higher is our language: there-
fore Job, who intended here the highest and greatest curse, wifhes
it parallel with that, which the greatest curters belch forth, when
(as they pretend) they have greatest occasion, yea (as they call rea-
son) reason to curse: And who should these be but ignoraut or
idolatrous fishermen, and they at such a pinch, when they have lost
the hope of their greatest gain. As if Job had said, Let as big a curte
fall upon that night, as ever fell from the mouths of those prophane
fishers, not only when they have been succeless in fishing for a Her-
ring or a Sprat, but when after all their pains and cost they cannot
take Leviathan. Micha's mother cursed when the eleven hundred
shekles of silver were stolen from her, Judg. 17. 1, 2. To lose
what we hope for, vexes corrupt nature as much as the loss of what
we have. They who have not treasure in Heaven, and to whom
godliness is not more the earthly gain, cannot but be enraged when
the hope of their gain is gone upon the Earth.

Secondly, We may say, he nameth the Leviathan by a Synech-
doche, one principal for all, or for any; thechielest of a kind is put
for all of a kind: and then it is appliable to those Sea-hunters, what-
ever game they pursue. I shall touch one way more of illustrating
the opinion of those who take Leviathan in this Text for the
Whale. We may conceive it thus, that Job doth not here allude to
fishing for the Whale, and so to that succesless fishing which pro-
vokes to cursing. But take it in the general; The Whale (we know)
is a very formidable Monster to Sea-men and Mariners, the whole
Ship, with the lading of it, and all their lives, being endangered if
a Whale strike it. So we may understand that of Job, speaking of
Leviathan, Chap. 41. 25. When he raiseth up himself, the mighty
are afraid. Now the Whale being so formidable and dangerous
to Sea-men, they perceiving the Whale neer them, or themselves at
unawares ready to stir up or raise the Whale, are exceedingly afraid;
And as great fear in some sets them a praying; and causeth strong
prayers, so fear in others sets them a cursing, and causeth strong
curses. Prophane Mariners, seeing themselves in such imminent
danger by the approach of the Whale, presently curse the day that
ever they loosed Anchor, or set sail from the Harbor, the day that
ever they fell within the reach of this Sea-monster; now ready to
sink their Vessel, and overwhelm them all. Such a curse Job withes
upon that night, the night of his conception, as men of this rank
conceive and bring forth in the day of their most pressing fears, when anguish and sorrow take hold of them, as travel upon a woman with child, and they cannot escape.

Thus I have given you the sum of those apprehensions which are offered for the making up of this Exposition; namely, That the word is here to be taken for that mighty fish Leviathan; and that, either in respect of those who make it their business, and go out purposely to catch Leviathan, or of those who unawares are ready to be caught by Leviathan: The former disappointed of their hopes, and the latter surprized with fears, making a curse their refuge, and easing themselves by execrations.

There is a fourth Opinion which giveth the sense of these words quite another way, though it retains the same Translation. For passing by the allusion to fishing, or customs of fishermen, they make these words as a character or description of the extremest and vilest of wicked men; as if Job saying, Let them curse thee that curse the day, who are ready to stir up Leviathan, had said, let the worst or most wicked among the children of men curse this night; And we know, that the worst of men are most for cursing, they curse deepest; as the best of men are most for prayer, and they pray highest and holiest. So then, Job's mind being to lay the forest curse upon this night, thinks or finds his own spirit too frail, his own heart not large enough to do it; therefore he doth (as it were) call in aid from those Masters of cursing. Let the most expert, the most skill'd in cursing, such as are versed in oaths and blasphemies, the very dregs and scum of men, let them pour out the dregs, the worst, the bitterest of their curses upon that night.

But how shall we make out this notion, that the vilest of men are here described? That we must consider and open further, to shew the substance and dependance of this Opinion.

The worst and wickedest of men are conceived to be here meant in two expressions.

First, By them who are said to curse the day, Let them curse it who curse the day.

Secondly, In those words, who are ready to raise up Leviathan. Both these are supposed as descriptive circumlocutions of the most wicked and vilest men.

How so?

First, They that curse the day. That which a man hates, he is forward
forward enough to curse: Wicked men love darkness, and they hate the light, therefore they curse the light. Light is of two sorts, either natural, that of the Sun, or metaphorical, that of knowledge. Take light either way; take light properly, for the natural light; or take light improperly, for the light or the day of knowledge, wicked men, and especially the worst of wicked men, will be found cursers of the day. First, They are so express in this Book of Job, respecting the natural day, Chap. 24. where having described many acts of violence committed by cruel oppressors, who know not God, ver. 1. he concludes, ver. 13. They are of those that rebel against the light, they know not the ways thereof, nor abide in the paths thereof: And ver. 16. In the dark they dig through houses, which they had marked for themselves in the day time; they know not the light: For the morning is to them even as the shadow of death: If one know them, they are in the terrors of the shadow of death. Men to whom the morning is a terror, and light as the shadow of death, cannot but curse the-day, whose approach hinders them in their night-works, in their black designs and purposes. Secondly, Other Scriptures discover more deadly hatred in wicked men against the light of knowledge; they rebel more against the day of grace, then against the day of nature, or the natural day: The former hinders only the outward practife of sin, but this opposes the inward principles of sin. We see what cold entertainment, yea what war this light found in the world, and why, (Job 3, 19, 20.) Light is come into the world, (that is, Christ and the knowledge of his ways:) and men (not men in general, but ungodly men) loved darkness rather than light; Why? Because their deeds were evil; (evil deeds and evil doers seek covert in this darkness,) for every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved. They are ignorant willingly, that they may sin more freely: For though they are resolved to sin in and against the light of knowledge, yet they had rather sin in and with the darkness of ignorance; no man can sin with so much ease and delight in this light, as he can in darkness. A man that hath light in his understanding, can hardly sin without smart upon his conscience: Hence they who love sin hate knowledge. On this ground it is as clear as the day, that wicked men are (Lucifuge) such as avoysd, shun, and hate the day, no marvel then if they curse the day; And to be angry with or curse the day,
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is an evidence (as clear as the day) of a wicked man. He that desires not to know the truth, hath no desire to practice it: And he who hates the knowledge of the truth, hates the practice of it; yea he therefore hates knowledge, because he hates practice: This is wickedness at the height. To commit a sin against light, is not so great an argument of an evil heart, as to be troubled at the light which rebukes or would prevent the committing of that sin. Thus we see in what fence, by those who curse the day, we may understand the worst of wicked men.

But for the second part, [Who are ready to raise up Leviathan,] How is this a description of wicked men?

To make out this, we must expound Leviathan, not properly for the Whale, but improperly and mystically for the Devil, that great Leviathan: Under which name, he with all spiritual wickednesses, the Opposers of Christ and of his Church are comprehended by the Prophet, (Isai.27.1.) In that day the Lord with his sore, great and strong Sword shall punish Leviathan, the piercing Serpent, even Leviathan the crooked Serpent, and he shall slay the Dragon in the Sea. Now they that raise up this mystical Leviathan the Devil, are surely the vilest men.

But who do thus? or how can this be done?

They are said to raise up Leviathan, who seek occasions of sinning, such as do not stay till Satan tempts them, but they (as it were) tempt Satan. They are so hasty, so forward to do evil, that they think the Devil comes not fast enough, and therefore they do even go out to meet, provoke and raise up the Devil, they invite temptation: There is a truth in this, All sins are not from the temptations of Satan; our own hearts are not only the spoon, and have in them the seed of all sin, but they are Sun and rain, to warm and water those seeds that they may grow. And as a godly man (from the new principle at first planted in him by the Holy Ghost) doth often stir up the Holy Ghost to come and help him, he doth not always stay till the Holy Ghost sensibly comes, but finding his own weakness and wants, and deadness to and in duty, he goeth and stirreth up the Spirit of God, and prayeth that the Holy Ghost would breathe upon him, quicken and enliven him in prayer and other holy duties: So many ungodly wretches do not stay for Satan, or wait till he comes to tempt them, but they (such as their desperate wickedness and delight in sin) with that he would tempt them oftner. They do not only keep open house, and open hearts for
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for him, ready to entertain and welcome him when he comes, but they would solicit his company and his coming. This is to stir up Leviathan.

So that the whole fence according to this Exposition may be given to you thus, as if Job had said, Let this night be cursed with a grievous curse, even with as black and foul a curse as can be molded and fashioned in the hearts, or spit out of the mouths of the vilest miscreants, even of such as are so set upon sin, that they hate the light, and curse the day, which either the Sun makes in the air, or which knowledge makes in their hearts, lest that should stop and hinder them in the acting of sin; yeael, such a curse be upon it, as they use to vomit out, who are set on mischief, and engaged for their lusts; that they pray in aid from the Devil, to assist and quicken them in their wickedness; that to their natural corruptions being cloyed and smoothed with his temptations, their motions to sin (and indeed to Hell) may be swifter and more violent. These are they that give diligence to make their damnation sure; these are they from whom the Kingdom of Hell suffers violence, and these violent ones (rather than not have it) will take it by force. Surely their damnation sleeps not, who, (left they should not sin enough) awaken the Devil to shew them sinning opportunities. To such as these (according to the interpretation now suggested) Job commits his night to cursing; Let them curse it who curse the day, &c.

Now though there be a Truth in the things which are asserted in this Opinion, taken abstractedly; though it be a Truth, that wicked men are such as curse the day of aiy-light, and the day of knowledge-light; though they are often so mad to be sinning, that they provoke and tempt the Devil; yet I will not give this harsh sense and meaning of the words, rather you may take it, and make use of it, as an Allegory upon, then an Exposition of the Text.

The last Opinion, with which I shall conclude the opening of the words, is this: That Job in this Verse doth allude to the Custom of his own Country, and of other Eastern Countries, who had certain persons among them, both men and women, who, upon solemn occasions, either of joy or sorrow, they were wont to hire or call in for reward, so come and help them out either in rejoicing or in mourning. We find mention of such in Scripture divers times, who were thus called and invited to mourn and lament, at times of glad and forlornful accidents, whether personal
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Sensual or public. These had (Lachrymas venales) tears to sell, or sale tears, making both a profession and a profit of mourning. Such the Prophet speaks of, Jer. 9. 17, 18. Thou shalt the Lord, Consider ye, and call for the mourning women, (he speaks of them as of a society or sisterhood well known, and as well custom’d,) and cunning women, that they may come, (that is, women cunning in mourning,) and let them make haste, and take up a wailing for us, that our eyes may run down with tears, and our eye-lids gush out with waters; for a voice of wailing is heard out of Zion, How are we spoiled? And ver. 20. Teach your daughters wailing, and every one her neighbor lamentation; (you see it was an art taught amongst them,) for death is come up into our windows; &c. In 2 Chron. 35. 25. we have a Record to the same effect, concerning the lamentation for Josiah: And Jeremiah lamented for Josiah, and all the singing-men, and singing-women spoke of Josiah in their lamentations to this day. So that there were both men and women prepared and usually called forth to lament such occasions of sorrow. Again, Amos 5. 16. Therefore the Lord, the God of Hosts, the Lord saith thus, Wailing shall be in all streets, and they shall say in all the high-ways, Alas! And they shall call the husbandman to mourning, and such as are skilful of lamentation to wailing. Observe here different mourners, they shall call the husbandman to mourning, and such as are skilful of lamentation to wailing. You see he speaks of two sorts of persons, they shall call the husbandman to mourning; Husbandmen are such as mourn when they mourn; when the mourn, they mourn indeed, they mourn down-right; But besides these who mourned (Ex animo) really, there was another sort who did but perforate sorrow, and act a part in grief; So saith the Prophet, Call in some who are skilful of lamentation, men or women who have studied the point, and know how to move a passion, and to heighten an affection beyond that which the plain husbandman can do; Let the husbandman mourn, but besides that, let there be art and solemnity in the mourning, call in those that are skilful of lamentation. There was a kind of profession, trade or art of mourning; which is further evinced, (2 Sam. 14. 2.) Joab sent to Tekoah to fetch thence a wise woman, (which is interpreted in the words following to be a woman skilful in lamentation,) and said unto her, I pray thee feign thyself to be a mourner: Thou art a cunning woman, thou knowest how to act the
the part and postures of a mourner to the life, Go to David, and sign thy self to be a mourner, and as a woman that had a long time mourned for the dead. And it is observed to this day in many places (and as I have been informed frequently in Ireland) that not only friends and neighbors are called to lament at the funeral of their friends and neighbors, but many others no way related, scarce ever known to the person deceased, who come professedly to strain for tears, and make lamentable outcries over the dead. To such a custom or profession Job here alluding, faith, Let them curse it who curse the day.

If it be objected, That this Text speaks of such as curse the day, and not of such as mourn upon or bemoan the day: That is easily removed, because upon those days of mourning they were wont to mix excreations with their lamentations, and curses with their tears; crying out, Oh the day! alas for the day! oh that ever such a day came! In Ezekiel 30.2. the Lord faith, Son of man, prophecy and say, Thus saith the Lord God, Howle, woe worth the day. These did curse the day; and such were hired in that fence to curse the day. As Balaam (who loved the wages of unrighteousness) was hired to curse the people of God, Numbers 22. So then the cursing here meant was a doleful with, that the day had not been, or that such things had not happened upon that day: And so these words, Let them curse it who curse the day, who are ready to raise up their mourning, are only a circumlocution describing those mercenary cursers or mourners: As if Job had in more words said thus; Let this night be cursed in as high a strain, and mourned over with as enlarged forrows, as the art and invention of those, whose trade is cursing, and who have tears at command, ever did or can put forth, when hired on purpose to mourn over the saddest spectacles, and most calamitous events.

Now this being taken for a groundwork, that in those times and Countries men and women were hired to mourn, and that an art of mourning was then professed; The difficulties that are in the Text opposing this, are further to be examined: For here still it seemeth doubtful, how this word Leviathan can fall in with such an Interpretation, or be applied to those hired and professed mourners. Towards the clearing of which, I shall a little open three words.

The first is [Gnatidim] who are ready: which signifies a prepared and meditated actue readiness; as we find in two
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Texts
Texts of the Book of Esther, The Copy of the writing for a Commandment to be given in every Province, was published unto all people, that they should be ready against that day, Chap. 3. 14. and again Chap. 8. 13. So that in Job, to be ready to raise up the mourning, notes more then an immediate going about a thing; As we say, I am ready to do a thing, that is, I will or must do it presently: For it notes also a studied readiness or preparedness to do a thing.

The second word is [Gnorr.] to raise up, which is properly to raise from sleep, as in that place, Psal. 44. 23. Awake, why sleepest thou, O Lord? Arise, cast us not off for ever.

The third word is [Leviathan] which hath two other significations, both applicable to this interpretation.

First, Divers of the Rabbins translate it by the Hebrew word [Ebel] which signifies mourning or sorrow; and with the pronoun affixed, Their sorrow or their mourning. And this is asserted by the learned Mercer for the plainest meaning of the word, and so found in the writings of the Hebrew Doctors, which also directly answers our Translation, who are ready to raise up their mourning.

Secondly, The word [Leviathan] is derived (according to the opinion of others) from Lova, i.e. joined or associated. Hence Leviath, i.e. society or fellowship; to which the same pronoun being affixed, the word Leviathan is made up, and according to that extraction and composition, is rendered (societatem suam) their society or their company. And the word in this derivation and construction of it, falls in with the sense of the former Interpretation, who are ready to raise and stir up their company, namely to go forth and mourn, or their company of mourners. And the Reason is two-fold, why they are or may be said to raise up their company of mourners.

First, Because those solemn mourners were usually a great many, they were a company, a Chorus or a Quire, making a doleful lamentation; and to when they were to mourn, they called together or raised up their company of mourners. And the word [raised] is proper for a second Reason, because in such mournings it was customary to rise up very early, or early to rise up one another. As David, speaking of musical rejoicing, Psal. 108. 2. faith, Awake, Psaltery and Harp, I myself will awake early: The Hebrew is very emphatical in that place, word for word thus, I myself,
self will awake the morning; as if he should say, the morning shall not awaken me, but I will awaken the morning; the morning shall not find me sleeping, but I will be up first, and call up the morning. So those mourners used to awake early in the morning, or rather to awaken the morning; and they had one woman whom they called (Praefica) the Leader; the first or the chief of the Quire and company of mourners (plangendi Magistra) whose office it was to call up and bring on the rest. It appears in the Gospel of Matthew, that the Jews (in those times) used to call in musicians to their mournings: For when Christ came to the Rulers house whose daughter was dead, the Text faith, He saw the minstrels and the people making a noise, (Mat. 9.23.) And Josephus relating the story of his own supposed death, shews how all the City of Jerusalem continued a mourning for him thirty days. And he adds, προσευχόμενος, τ(choice directly to this point, That many Musicians were hired, for reward, to lead those songs, or direct the solemnity of those lamentations.

This Exposition (upon the supposition of alluding to that custom in morning, and the allowance of those significations of the word Leviathan) hath a clear and a fair sense, respecting the series of the Text: Job having so far poured out a curse upon, and lamented his night, he (as it were) calls for those to finish and conclude it, מנוונין יררים. Mos est Scripturae. ut sperum agitur de actionibus cantandis, legendi, & etiam aduen- ter amandis, ut atiquam nominibus masculis verba feminis generis junctantur, vel affixis feminis masculina nomina affectu, in excellentia ilius affectus indicetur, quia multiores in his jussmodi actionibus excellunt: Bolduc, in loc.
express such joys or sorrows then men are.

For the close of this point, I shall add the apprehension of a learned Expositor, who taking these words in this last sense, as referring to those solemn mournings, yet conceives that the word Leviathan must stand here in the letter; not as if Job had any intention to speak of the fish Leviathan, or to allude to fishing for Leviathan: but either because Heathens in those execrations did invoke or provoke Leviathan, that is, the Devil: Or because in those solemn songs of lamentation, Leviathan was a word much used, or Leviathan was the first word of some of those lamenting songs; For in execrations, strange, uncouth, dreadful words were purposely used, the more to affect and astonish the hearers: Now there is no word more dreadful then Leviathan, whether we take it for that Sea-monster the Whale, or for that Hell-monster the Devil. And so the meaning is this; Let them curse it who curse the day, who are ready to raise up Leviathan; that is, Let those mourners, who sing that most passionate song of mourning, which begins with or is entitled Leviathan. It is ordinary among us, to call for a song, or to call a song by the general subject matter of it, or by the first word of it. And so many Books of Scripture have their names in the Hebrew from the first word; as the Book-of Genesis is called Bereith, or In the beginning: And Exodus, Veclie-sanoch, (that is,) And these are the names: because both begin with those words in the Hebrew. So the song, which was the form of those Lamentations, might be called Leviathan, because (faith this Author) it began with that word; and he allgeth a proverbial Tradition for it out of Mariana, which he had received from a Jew, that it was forbidden upon the Feast-day to raise up Leviathan; that is, they might not take up that execratory song which beginneth with Leviathan. I only present this opinion, because it suits with and illustrates the former notion of solemn mourning.

Thus I have, with as much speed and clearness as I could, given you the meaning of these words. That which favours their sense most, who keep to the word Leviathan, is, that this Book speaks afterward of Leviathan, to shew the power of the Creator in that powerful creature. And I find the very same phrase of raising or stirring up Leviathan used in that place, Chap.41.10. None, so fierce that dare stir (or raise) him up. The Hebrew word which there we translate stir, in this third Chapter is translated, raise Leviathan.
viathan. Yet I rather encline to the latter Exposition respecting mourning, both because it hath the Authority of our English Bible to countenance it, our Translators putting mourning in the Text, and Leviathan in the Margin; As also, because it carries a clearer correspondence and agreement both with Antecedents and Consequents, both with the matter and with the frame of Job's complaint and curse in this Chapter.

Taking the words in this sense, that Job calls to have his nights cursed in such a solemn manner, as those hired mourners used to lament and bewail the days of humane calamities, we may observe, First,

That hope of profit will turn some spirits into any posture. Lamenting and mourning is an unpleasant work, but profit and reward sweetens and makes it pleasant. Some men will be in any action so they may get by it, they will mourn for hire, and curse for hire; So did Balaam. Balaam was sent for: to curse the people of God, Numb. 22. He made many delays, and seemingly conscientious scruples, yet at last he goes about the work, as black and bad as it was. But what overcame him, and answered all his doubts about the undertaking of such a work? The Text in Peter resolves us, he loved the wages of unrighteousness. He that loves wages, will quickly love any work which brings in wages. Upon the stage you might have any passion for your money: \textit{Joy and sorrow, love and hatred, all act and personated (beyond the personal temper or occasions of the men) merely for reward}; And (which is the highest argument of a mercenary spirit) some act holiness for hire, and are godly for outward gain.

Secondly, in that Job calls others to mourn over and condole that night; Observe,

That some troubles exceed our own sorrows; And we may want the eyes and tongues of others to express them by. My heart (faith Job) is not large enough, and I have not art enough to act, much less to aggravate my own afflictions; let them do it whose profession and practice is by to curse the day. Sometimes the mercies which we receive, and the joy that the soul conceives, is more than we can express or be thankful enough for: and then we send to others, both private Christians and whole Congregations, desiring them to help us, to lend us their hearts and their tongues, their affections and their voices in that Angelical work, the praises of our God. \textit{Let them bless God who bless the day, (who are vers'd in}
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in days and duties of thanksgiving) who are ready to raise up their rejoicings. David saith, Come and hear all ye that fear God, and I will declare what he hath done for my soul, Psal. 66.16. He had not told them what God had done for his soul, but to gain the help of their souls in praising God, or for what he had done.

Sometime also a Christian is so engaged in prayer for the obtaining of a mercy, and finds his heart so much below his suit, that he calls out to all those who have any holy skill in praying, Pray for me, pray with me, the business is too big for me alone. How earnestly doth Paul beg prayers, Now I beseech you brethren, for the Lord Jesus Christ's sake, and for the love of the Spirit, that ye strive together with me in prayers to God for me, that I may be delivered, &c. Rom. 15.30.

As it is thus in praying and rejoicing, so it may be in mourning and in sorrowing; And troubles are very deep when they exceed our own sorrow; as mercies are very great when they are beyond our own praises: We in this Nation have cause to fear such troubles, even such as may cause us to invoke the hearts and spirits, the bowels and compassions of all the Christians in the world to come, and lament over us: we may be forced to send not only for the Husbandman, those plain-hearted mourners, but for those also who are skilful in lamentations; such as Jeremy, to set a song in the highest strains of lamentation, for the bewailing of our troubles, and say, Let such lament our day as lamented Jerusalem; let such lament it, as have lately lamented Germany, such as now lament the ruins and desolations of Ireland.

Verse 9. Let the Stars of the twi-light thereof be dark, let it look for light, but have none, neither let it see the dawning of the day.

This is the last part of the curse which Job passeth upon his night: Let the Stars of the twi-light thereof be dark. Some comforts of the night are natural, others are accidental. Job in the former Verses wisheth away the accidental comforts; the meeting of friends, and the voice of music: In this Verse he removes the natural comforts of the night, which are two. First, The present light of the Stars. Secondly, The expected light of the Sun.

The first comfort of the night is, that though it be dark by the absence
fence of the Sun, yet there is some light by the presence and shining of the Stars: And it is a greater comfort in the night, to remember, that though now I have no light but from a glimmering Star, yet shortly the light of the glorious Sun will shine upon me. But in how dark a condition is the night, when the Sun is gone and the Stars too; when the Stars are clouded from shining, and the Sun stayed from rising. This Job wishes as the state of that night, Let the Stars thereof be dark, yea let it have no hope to see the Sun, that is, let it be an everlasting night.

Let the Stars of the twi-light thereof be dark.] By twi-light we are to understand the beginning of the night, or the evening when the Stars first appear; the word signifies both twi-lights, the twi-light of the evening, and the twi-light of the morning. The Stars of the twi-light, are those resplendent Stars (so much observed by Astronomers, and observable by the Vulgar) which shine in the evening and the morning.

When Job would have these Stars of the twi-light to be dark, He at once takes away a three-fold benefit from the night. First, These Stars are a great ornament to the night; What a glorious spectacle is it, to see the Canopy of Heaven bespangled with the Stars, as a garment set with Studs or Oes of Gold? Secondly, The Stars are a great delight and comfort in the night. Thirdly, The Stars are for direction, and as guides in the night. Hence Sea-men and Travellers mourn when they cannot see the Stars. The Stars are the Mariners guide in the night: While his hand is upon the Helm, his eye is toward Heaven; and in the Heavens his eye is upon the light and motion of the Stars. The woful condition of those Sea-men in a storm is thus exprest, Acts 27:20. Now when for many days neither Sun nor Star had appeared. When Sea-men feel a storm in the night, and cannot see a Star in the night, their case is almost desperate: Though the light of a Star be little, yet the benefit is very great.

Let it look for light, but have none.] The Hebrew is, Let it look for light, and none; which is an usual Ilesipes, we supply the word [have,] Let it look for light, and have none.

Let it look for light.] He putteth that in to aggravate the sorrow of that night. I would have this night expect the light, let it wait and look for it earnestly, but let it have none; let it be full of hopes, but empty of enjoyements. Let that night know no succession of a day; whereas usually the Sun goes and returns, it sets and rises.
rises, now let it go and not return, let it set and never rise again.

Neither let it see the dawning of the day.

He doth not only with away, full, clear and perfect light, but the dawning of the day, which is imperfect light, yet not so much as the beginning or first moment of a morning succeed that night. The words in the Original are, Let it not see the eye-lids of the morning: It is a very elegant expression, noting the first breakings of light, when the Sun peeps above the Horizon, which Poets call the Rays of light, streams of light, or the wings of the morning: As our Lord Christ the Sun of Righteousness, is said to rise with healing in his wings, (Mal. 4.2.) So the eye-lids of the morning, alluding to the Sun, which is the Eye of Heaven, and when the day dawneth, the eye-lids of Heaven open, the Sun awakens and looks out: Even as when a man awakes first, his eye-lids open: These Rays of the Sun are compared to eye-lids, because like the eye-lids they twinkle or move continually, darting themselves forth into the ayre, and upon the Earth.

In that job forbids the Star-light, and would take away the hope of Sun-light from that night; Observe first,

That in sad times small comforts may pass for great mercies. In the day time no man looks after the Stars: Star-light is not valued, while Sun-light is enjoyed: but in the night a Star is a welcome light. He that is full (faith Solomon) despiseth the honeycomb, but to the hungry Soul every bitter thing is sweet. When a man is hungry and wants, a little is pleasant to him; as our Proverb hath it, Half a loaf is better than none. A great Emperor once drank puddle-water with more delight (he professed) than ever he had done the most delicious wines. Sad times and hardship make that pleasant and very acceptable, which in plenty we slight and pass by. Hence it follows, That the removing of small comforts in sad times are great afflictions: If Stars (which have but little light) be taken from the night, a great affliction is added to the night. Some can lose more than another mans all, and yet feel it not, yet think they have lost nothing. We are not troubled at the loss of small things when we enjoy greater; But when all we have are small, then any thing we lose is great. As in Nathans Parable, (2 Sam. 12.) when the poor man having lost but one Lamb had lost all, he complains greatly.

Secondly,
Secondly, Job saith, Let it look for light but have none; There is much in that: He doth not say, Let this night have no light, but, Let it look for light and have none. From this we may observe,

That the want of that afflicteth us most, which we expect most. If the night (that is, man in the night) did not expect and look for light, it would not be much troubled with the absence of light. To lose our expectation, is more then the los of the thing expected. It is said of Sisera's mother (Judges 5. 28.) when her son was upon that expedition against the people of God, that she looked out at a window, and cried through the lattice, why is his chariot so long in coming? why tarry the wheels of his chariot? She looked for a victorious success and rich spoils, for her wise Ladies answered her, yea she returned answer to her self; Have they not sped, have they not divided the prey? to every man a damsel or two, to Sisera a prey of divers colours? &c. This cut her to the heart, that she looked for great booty, and reckoned upon a victory, when Sisera was fast nailed through the temples, never to return.

That man is greatly burdened, from whom others expect much, but he who expects much is in danger to be more burdened. Therefore David prays, Psal. 119. 116. Let me not be ashamed of my hope. As shame arises from doing a thing against known light and common principles, so also from losing or suffering a thing against known hope and common expectation. It is noted as an aggravation of that peoples affliction in the Prophet, We looked for peace, and behold no good came, and for a time of health, and behold trouble, Jerem. 8. 15. For a people to be in expectation of some great mercy, doubles the sorrow of their miscarriage. Now in these Times, we being in our night of Trouble, and (as it were) looking when day will break, when our Peace will return, when Truth will prevail and be setled, when Error and the abettors of it shall be overthrown: How would it augment our sorrows, if we looking for these mercies should not have them? As it is a greater affliction to be miserable when we have been happy, so when we have long hoped to be happy. God expresseth himself as much troubled, when he loseth his expectation from us: It provokes the Spirit of God to anger against us, when he looks for the fruits of his care and love in our obedience and findeth none, (Isai. 5.) God looked that his Vineyard should have brought
brought forth grapes, and it brought forth wild grapes. He looked for judgment, and behold oppression, for righteousness, and behold a cry: This disappointment provoked the Lord to lay his Vineyard waste. So in the Gospel, when Christ cometh to the fig-tree three years, seeking or looking for fruit and findeth none. What then? Cut it down: faith Christ, he is very angry, thus missing his expectation. Now, as it provokes the anger of God, to come looking upon man, his creature, for duty, and finds none; so it doth likewise exceedingly grieve the spirit of man, when he looks to God for mercy and findeth none. And how just is it that God should cross our expectation, when we so often cross his. No marvel if we look for light and behold darkness, for peace and behold trouble, for success and behold disappointments: When as God looks among us for repentance and behold presumption, for faith and behold unbelief, for patience and behold complaining, for reformation and behold backsliding, for fruit and behold barrenness, or but leaves.

Fourthly, He saith, Let it not see the dawning of the day, that is, let it be quite out of hope ever to receive any light, therefore let it not see so much as a glimpse of light. It is the strongest denial of the whole, to deny the least or the first part: As when the Apostle would have us abstain from all evil, he exHORTS to abstain from the appearance of evil, (1 Thes. 5, 2.) So here, when Job would put his night quite out of hope to see a day, he saith, Let it not see (so much as) the dawning (that is, the least appearance) of the day. And this as it is the last, so it is the heaviest sentence upon his night. Observe then, That

A hopeless condition is the worst condition of all other. Let a night be never so dark, never so tempestuous, yet the hope of a morning is a mercy and a light. A man will bear any heavi ness, when he can say as David, Heaviness may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning. Solomon tells us, that the hope deferred makes the heart sick, Prov. 13, 12. How sick then are they who are hopeless, or who have quite lost their hope? Everlastingness is the head of the Arrow, the sting and poison of all miseries; it is indeed the sting of Hell: that Hell is such a night as never shall see the dawning of the day, hath more torment and pain in it than all the pains in Hell. As the punishment of loss in Hell pinches more than the punishment of senile, so in the loss this pinches most, that the loss is irrecoverable: They are deprived of the glory of God, and
and shall never see the least ray of it for ever. They are in darkness, and they have no hope of light at all for ever.

As that which makes Heaven so full of joy, is, that Heaven is above all fear, so that which makes Hell so full of terror, is, that Hell is below all hope: Heaven is a day which shall never see any approaches of the night, and Hell is a night that shall never see any dawning of the day. So, proportionably in any affliction of this life, to be hopeless of deliverance, to say it shall never end, I am in such a night as shall have no day, no not the dawning of a day, this is the utmost evil, the extremity of affliction.

So much concerning the curse it self which Job poured out with so much passion, both against the day of his birth and the night of his conception. We shall now here see the reason of this passion in the words which follow.

---

**Job 3. 10, 11, 12, 13.**

Because it shut not up the doors of my mother's womb, nor hid sorrow from mine eyes.

Why did I not die from the womb? Why did I not give up the ghost when I came out of the belly?

Why did the knees prevent me? Or why the breasts, that I should suck?

For now should I have lain still, and been quiet, I should have slept; then had I been at rest.

---

We are now come to the second general part of this Chapter. You may remember, the whole was divided into three Sections. The first shewed us the curse which Job poured out upon his day. The second, the cause or ground of that curse. And the third, a vehement expostulation about the continuance of his life, and the lengthening of his days.

We have heard the curse opened already in the nine former Verses: Now followeth the cause of the curse. Job gives an account or reason of his passion: If any should check him with, why dost thou thus breathe out complaints against the day of thy birth? Why dost thou write such bitter things against the night of thy conception?
conception? He answereth, as David did his brethren in another case, 1 Sam. 17. Why, what have I done or spoken, Is there not a cause? Or as Jonah when God reproves him about his passion for the withered gourd, Dost thou well to be angry? Jonah replies, Yes, I do well to be angry even unto death, Chap. 4. 9. So saith Job here to any that should rebuke him, with, do you well to be thus angry with your day? Yes, I do well to be angry with my day, and I shew you why, because it shut not up the doors of my mothers womb, &c.

The reason or the argument stands thus. There is cause I should curse that day and that night, which not hindering my conception or my birth, brought me forth upon the stage of the world, to act a part in all these sorrows: But the day and the night did not hinder my conception or my birth, therefore I have cause, I have reason enough to break out in such complaints and curse them. I do it, because these shut not up the doors of my mothers womb. This is the argument or reason by which he defends his passion: and this argument will be found to have more passion in it then reason, if we examine it to the bottom. For he complains of that as the cause, which was not the cause of his troubles: what did the night or the day, that he thus chargeth them? They had no efficiency in bringing those evils upon him, circumstances are not causes; Effects are produced in time, but time doth not produce effects. Onely this we may say to help it, he doth not curse the day as if it could have shut the doors of his mothers womb, but because on that day those doors were not shut.

But leaving the reason of his speech, we will consider the fence of it.

The Hebrew word for word is thus rendered, Because it shut not up the doors of my belly. And that the Chaldee Paraphrase renders thus by way of explanation, Because it did not shut up the doors of my lips; the mouth (saith he) being (as it were), the door or the in-let to the belly or stomack, every thing goeth in by that door; and so he carries the fence thus, let that night be cursed because it did not stop my breath, and so make an end of me: The Septuagint hath it thus, Because it shut not up [the doors of my Mothers belly], which answers our Translation, the doors of my Mothers womb. Mr Broughton to the same fence, because it shut not up the door of the belly that did bear me, that is, my mothers belly.
I shall in silence pass over that secret or mystery in Nature, which may be the ground of this expression. There are two secrets in Divinity which are the grounds of it, and of them I shall speak.

The first is this, When God lays that afflication of barrenness upon the woman, he, according to the phrase of Scripture, is said to shut up the womb; And when he sendeth the blessing of fruitfulness, he is said to open the womb. We have both, Gen. 20. 18. When Abimelech had taken Sarah Abrahams wife, the Lord fast closed up all the wombs of the house of Abimelech. The meaning of it is this, he made all the women barren, or withheld the blessing of conception: The Jewish Expositors render the meaning in the very words of this Text, that the Lord had shut up all the doors of the wombs of the house of Abimelech. And so likewise for fruitfulness, God is said to open the womb, as Gen. 29. 31. And when the Lord saw that Leah was hated, he opened her womb, but Rachel was barren. Then, to shut the doors of the womb, notes the power of God in denying; and to open those doors, the blessing of God in giving conception and making fruitful.

Secondly, It may refer to the birth; for, there must be an opening of those doors, and that by an Almighty power, for productivity, as well as for conception: And therefore David (Psal. 22. 9.) ascribes it to the Lord; Lord thou art he who tookest me out of my Mother's womb. It was not the Midwife did it, it was not the Women's help that stood about his Mother, but Lord thou didst it; The hand of God only is able to open that door and let man into the world; Unless he (as we may for speak) turn the key, the poor Infant must for ever lie in prison, and make his Mother's womb his grave.

In either or both these respects Job here speaks against the night, because it shut not up the doors of his Mother's womb, to stop his conception, or stay him in the birth: For then either he had not been, or he had not been brought forth as the subject of all those calamities. Hence observe, first,

That fruitfulness, or conception is the especial work and blessing of God: God carries the key of the womb in his own hand. From him we receive life and breath, (Acts 17. 25.) even in his Book are all our members written, which in continuance were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them: We are fearfully
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and wonderfully made; our substance is not hid from God, when we are made in secret, and curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the Earth. As the Holy Ghost admirably and most elegantly describes the conception and formation of man in the womb, Psalm 139, 14, 15, 16.

There are four keys of Nature, all kept in the hand of God. First, the key of the Rain. The clouds cannot open themselves, the flood-gates of Heaven cannot be unlocked, nor those fountains opened to let down a drop of rain, until God turn the key, Deut. 28. 12. The Lord shall open unto thee his good treasure, the Heaven to give the rain unto thy Land in his season.

Secondly, the key of Nutrition, or of Food, Psalm 145. 16. Thou openest thine hand and satisfiest the desire of every living thing. The strength of the creature is shut up in the hand of God, and until he unlock his hand, the creatures cannot strengthen or nourish us, though we have our houses and our hands full of them.

Thirdly, the key of the Grave, Ezekiel 37. 13. I will open your graves and cause you to come out of your graves. We are so fast locked up in death, that all the power in the world is not able to release us, till God speak the word and turn the key of the grave-door. That place in Ezekiel is meant (I know) of a civil death; but it is as true of natural death: And the argument is stronger for it; if when a nation (as the nation of the Jews then did) lies in the grave of bondage and captivity, no man can unlock that door without the key of God's special providence; much less can any hand or power but his, open the door, and bring us out of the grave of our corporal dissolution.

There is this fourth key belonging to the door spoken of in the Text, the door of the womb: Which was shadowed in that Ceremonial Law among the Jews, of giving their first-born unto God, as a thankful acknowledgment, that the beginning of all propagation and increase was from him: Further observe,

That our birth and production is the special work of God. Thou art he that tookest me out of my mother's womb (Psalm David); and he apprehended the power of God so great in his natural birth, that he from thence takes an argument to strengthen his faith, that God could do any other thing for him, how hard ever. He knew he could never be in such straitness, but the power of God could deliver him, when he once remembered that it was God who...
who took him out of his mothers womb: For in the words immediately foregoing, he bringeth in his enemies laughing at, yea reproaching him and saying; He trusted in God that he would deliver him, let him deliver him, seeing he delighted in him; They jeer him with his God, let him deliver him. David answers, What do ye think God cannot deliver me? Lord (saith he) thou art he that tookest me out of my mothers womb. Can I ever be in such straights as I was then, can I ever be in a more helpless condition? Can I ever be in more need of an Almighty help, then when I was struggling to get into the world? There is more of the power of God put forth in bringing a poor Infant into the World, then in bringing him out of any trouble or strait; he can fall into, in his travels through the world; And hence the great deliverances of a people from danger, and their Reformations from Error, are called a birth, as King Hezekiah speaks in his message to Isaiah, 2 King. 19.4. The children are come to the birth, and there is no strength to bring forth. As if he had said, great things are now attempted, but nothing can be perfected; great troubles are discovered, but we cannot be delivered by any humane power or policy; Therefore lift up a prayer for the remnant that is left. Every new deliverance and reformation of a Church is a new-birth of that Church. Who hath heard such a thing? who hath seen such things? shall the Earth be made to bring forth in one day? or shall a Nation be born at once? for as soon as Zion travailed, she brought forth her children. That is, Zions mercies were speedily and suddenly obtained. She uses to have long travel and many throes, but now the mighty power of God opened the door of the womb, a door of hope, and Zion was easily delivered of a man-child, A glorious mercy, Isa.66.8. You see how the Holy Ghost parallels the working of great things for the Church, to the travel of a woman, whose Infant, sticks in the birth, if God suspend his help, but if he open the door by a hand of gracious providence, she brings forth, Even before she travels, (as the same Prophet speaks,) and before she is in pain she is delivered. I have adventured to lengthen out this notion somewhat further then that hint in the Text doth well bear, onely because we being a people now in strong travel, and wanting strength to bring forth, may be directed to consider whose hand holds the key which opens the womb of Nations as well as persons, and at the turning of whose hand we shall quickly be delivered; and being delivered, we shall quickly forget all our pains and
and pangs, for joy that a man-child, such a masculine blessing, is born into the world. But the Text goes on still in Tears: As follows,

Nor bid sorrow from mine eyes.

The word which we translate sorrow, signifies more properly labor and weariness, or the weariness that doth arise from labor, and so from thence it is translated to signify any kind of sorrow or trouble.

Because it hid not sorrow from mine eyes.] By the hiding of sorrow from his eyes, he notes only thus much, that he should have been delivered from the sense and experience of sorrow. He had mist those evils which he met with, since his coming into the world, if those doors being shut, had shut him out of the world. When sorrow is hid from our eyes, then all evil is removed, as in that speech, (Isai. 65. 16.) Because the former troubles are forgotten, because they are hidden from mine eyes, that is, as if he had said, we fear no trouble, no danger, no evil hangs over our heads, now the former evils are forgotten, they are hidden from mine eyes; As we use to say of great dangers, that they are imminent dangers, they hang over our heads, or hang before our eyes, because they lie so near, and are in such a readiness to oppress and fall upon us.

Now when Job subjoyneth sorrow to his birth, as if as soon as ever the doors were open for him to step into the world, the first object he met with was trouble, and he was saluted by sorrow as soon as ever he saw the light. Observe,

That man is born to sorrow. He sees sorrow the first thing he sees. Sorrow is his first acquaintance. The connection is very close, Because it shut not up the doors of the womb, nor bid sorrow from mine eyes. Eliphaz tells us, (chap. 5. 7.) That man is born into trouble, as the sparks fly upward. He is born to it, the expression implies that trouble and sorrow take hold of us, or we enter upon and take hold of trouble, as soon as ever we enter upon the world we are born to them, trouble and sorrow are a man's inheritance; as an heir is born to his Land or Estate. Man hath a right to those troubles, they are his birth-right, and all his birth-right by nature; and as soon as ever he is born, he takes possession of sorrow, or sorrow possesseth him. Many a man is born to riches and a great Estate, but he stayeth a great while for the possession of them; man is
is born to trouble, and he enters upon that as soon as ever he enters the world; sorrow is not his inheritance in reversion, but in possession; Even as the Sparks fly upward, that explains it to be so, as the sons of the Coal, (to the Hebrew,) that is, sparks as soon as ever they are born out of the coal fly upward, and are presently ascending; so is man tending unto trouble. Few and evil have the days of the years of my life been, saith Jacob, (Gen. 47. 9.) How few forever they have been, they have been evil: If his life had been but one day, that had been an evil day. If his life had not been lengthened to the least number of days, yet his evils had multiplied to a number: in few hours we have many sorrows.

Some make the Infants Tears a preface of these sorrows, as if he wept to think upon what a store of trouble he is landed: Or rather into what a Sea of storms he is lashing, when he comes into the world; such storms as he shall never be fully quit of, till he is harbored in his grave. Wherefore as the Angel said unto the woman, Luke 24. 5. Why seek ye the living among the dead? So I may say to you, Why seek ye Peace in a Land of Trouble, and joy in a Land of Sorrow? These are reserved for us in our Country which is above, expect them not here, for this is not your Rest.

Secondly, We may note from this expression, Nor hid sorrow from mine eyes.

That the sight of the eye wounds the heart. He doth not say, and hid trouble from my Soul, or trouble from my spirit, but hid sorrow from mine eyes. It is a proverbial speech among us, What the eye sees not, the heart grieves not. And when the Lord would shew how he was moved with the sufferings and knew the sorrows of his people in Egypt, he doubles it upon this sense, I have seen, I have seen, or I have surely seen the affliction of my people, Exod. 3. 7. Your sorrows are not hid from mine eyes. Mine eye afflicts my heart, saith the Prophet Jeremy, Lam. 3. 51. That is, mine eye afflicts my heart. While Jeremy went about the City, and saw so many woful spectacles in the ruine and captivity of his people, that sight smote him to the heart. It is said, that when Christ came to Jerusalem and beheld the City, he wept over it, Luk. 19. 41. And for the sorrow of repentance, the sight of the eye hath a great influence upon the heart, They shall look on me whom they have pierced, and they shall mourn, &c. Zech. 12. 10.
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As the eye doth affect, or rather infect the heart with sin, from sin-occasional objects; a sin that is in the eye will be presently at the heart, which caused Job to say, (Cap. 31. 1.) I made a Covenant with mine eyes, why then should I think upon a maid? He meaneth, sinfully to lust after her; as if he had said, there is a quick, a speedy passage from the eye to the heart, though in the fabric of the body there seems a great distance between them: Therefore I have made a covenant with my eyes to avoid occasions of sin, lest mine eyes should pollute my heart with motions unto sin. And as it is in pleasure-provoking objects, that which is a pleasure to the eye, will presently be a pleasure to the heart, a refreshing to our spirits: And that pleasure which shall last for evermore in Heaven, is from a Vision that shall last for ever. Joy shall for ever be before the eye, and therefore joy shall for ever fill the heart. The joy of Heaven consists in Vision, in seeing God as he is (1 Job. 3. 2.) or in seeing face to face, (1 Cor. 13. 12.) which is the Vision beatifical. So likewise there is an afflicting Vision. The eye affects the heart with sorrow-occasioning objects; if sorrow be in the eye, it will not stay long from the heart. Hence when Sarah Abraham's wife was dead, Abraham thus bespeaks the people among whom he dwelt, If it be your mind that I should bury my dead out of my sight, &c. (Gen. 23. 8.) It did afflict the heart of Abraham with sorrow, to see the body of his deceased Wife, or the coffin wherein she lay, whom he had so entirely loved, therefore bury her out of my sight. It is very observable, that when Joseph would do somewhat purposely to afflict and touch the heart of his Brethren with more remorse for their former unkindness unto him, the History saith, (Genes. 43. 24.) that he took from them Simeon, and bound him before their eyes: He heard them in their private conference whisper one to another, We are verily guilty concerning our Brother, in that we saw the anguish of his Soul, when he besought us, and we would not hear, therefore is this distress come upon us. When Joseph perceived their Consciences began thus to work, he resolves to give them a pill at their eyes, (even a doleful spectacle, yet the lively picture of their dealing with him) to make their Consciences work fatter, with godly sorrow: He took from them Simeon, and bound him before their eyes. And Judah when he pleadeth afterward, Chap. 44. for the carrying back of Benjamin, you know what a pathetic Oration he makes; O, father, do not detain Benjamin, for when I come to thy servant my Father,
ther, and the lad be not with us, (seeing that his life is bound up in the lad's life,) it shall come to pass, that when he seeth that the lad is not with us, he will dye, Ver. 30, 31. That very sight will kill my father: and for me to see my father dye, will be death to me also; for so he concludes, Ver. 34. How shall I go to my father and the lad be not with me, left peradventure I see the evil that shall come upon my father? Oh (saith he) let me carry him back, my father will dye if he see not the lad, and so shall I, if I see the evil that shall come upon my father; he knew that sight would be as a sword to his heart, and as a dagger in his bowels. The Lord threatens his people thus in case of disobedience, Deut. 28, 31. Thine Ox shall be slain before thine eyes, thine Ass shall be violently taken away from before thy face. Thy sons and thy daughters shall be given to another people, &c. So that thou shalt be mad for the sight of thine eyes which thou shalt see, Ver. 34. And Ver. 67, he shows what convulsions and divisions of spirit the visions of the eye would bring upon them. In the morning thou shalt say, Would God it were even; and at even thou shalt say, Would God it were morning, for the fear of thine heart wherein is thy fear, and for the sight of thine eyes which thou shalt see. The fear of the heart and the sight of the eye are nearly joyned. The sight of the eye caused the fear of the heart, and both were as concourses of those distracting thoughts and wishes of hastening the morning to the evening, and again suddenly reducing back the Evening to the morning. Unles sorrow be hid from the eyes, it can hardly be kept from the heart. It is an usual custom if a man be but let blood, to bid him turn away his head if he be faint-hearted, for the sight of his blood will make his heart faint; And so from more gatly spectacles, men commonly turn away their faces, &c. which is to hide sorrow from their eyes. It follows,

*Why dyed I not from the womb? why did not I give up the ghost when I came out of the belly? why did the knees prevent me? &c.*

These two Verses contain a further aggravation of the former Reason by three other steps. Before he spake against his conception and his birth, now, *Why dyed I not from the womb?* As if he had said, though I were conceived, and secondly though I were born, yet why did not I make my cradle my grave, or my first swaddling.
swaddling clothes my winding-sheet; though I were born, yet why did not I dye so soon as ever I was born? why dyed I not from the womb? why gave I not up the ghost when I came out of the belly? Having received the discourtesy of a birth, death would have been a favor: It had been best for me, not to have been born, and next best to have dyed quickly, or as soon as I was born; that's the meaning in general of the eleventh and twelfth Verses. But I shall a little examine and enlighten the particular expressions.

Why did not I give up the ghost? The Hebrew is but one word, which costs us five in English, I give up the ghost, the word signifies that last act of those who are in the agony of death. In the Greek and Latin that act is express by one word, Luk. 23, 46. where it is said, that Christ gave up the ghost. The word is conceived to note a willing cheerful resignation of our selves in death, a dying without much reluctance or resistance, a being active in death rather than passive; we call it well a giving up the ghost. Some apply it onely to the death of the godly, (as Gen. 25. 8. of Abraham, &c.) whose lives are not violently snatcht from them, but willingly surrendered. When a godly man dyes a violent death, he doth not dye violently: Whereas a wicked man dyes violently, when he dyes naturally: and though sometimes (being weary of his life, or despairing of relief.) he drives out his ghost, yet in a strict sense he never gives up the ghost. It is said to the wicked rich man in the Gospel, (Luk. 12. 20.) Thou fool, this night shall thy soul be required of thee, demanded indeed, but O how unwillingly doth the rich man pay this natural debt, who is so able to pay all civil debts. Yet it must be confessed that we finde the word often used promiscuously, applied as well to the death of the wicked as of the godly; to Ismael (Gen. 25. 8.) as well as Abraham, to Ananias and Saphira, Acts 5, 10. Yea it is applied to the death of any or all living things, Genes. 7. 21. And all flesh dyed that moved upon the Earth, both of fowle, and of cattel, and of beasts, and of every creeping thing that creepeth upon the Earth, and every man.

Then again, If I had not so much favor to dye as soon as ever I came from the womb, or to dye in the very birth; yet, why did the knees prevent me? or the breasts, that I should suck?

Here are two steps aggravating the cause of his curse against his day. If I had not been born dead faith Job, or dyed naturally as soon
soon as I was born, yet why was I not left to perish? I should have dyed quickly if they had let me alone, though I were born alive into the world; that is the meaning of those words, Why did the knees prevent me? why was there any care taken of me? why did the Midwife and the Assistant women take me upon their knees? why did they wash me, swathe me and bind me up? If they had not been so kind, it had been a kindness unto me; if they had spared their labor, they had done me a favor; if they had omitted their care, how many cares had I escaped!

Why did the knees prevent me? or (which is a further step and the fifth step by which this speech ascends) why the breasts, that I should suck? As if he had said, if they would needs be so favorable as to take me upon the knee, to wash me, to bind me up and clothe me, yet why was the breast presented to me? why was I laid to the breast? If they had kept me from sucking the breast, I should have stuck'd but little breath; I had dyed quickly.

So that in these words there are five gradations by which Job aggravateth the cause of this curse against his day. First, Because he was conceived. Secondly, Because the door was opened for him to be born. Thirdly, Because being born, he did not presently give up the ghost, or dye as soon as he came into the world. Fourthly, Because there was so much care taken for him, as to take him upon the knee, and bind him up. Fifthly, Because there was a breast provided, and paps for him to suck. If any of these latter acts had been neglected, Job had dyed, and so escaped all these ensuing troubles of his life, sorrow had been hidden from his eyes.

And it is observed (especially in these latter acts of this gradation) that Job alludes to the custom of those Times, wherein unnatural Women left their Children upon the cold Earth, naked and helpless, as soon as they were born: or casting them out, expose them to misery, or the casual Nursey of Nature lent them by beasts, more merciful then those beastly Mothers, who would not afford them knees to prevent, nor breasts to give them suck. As in these places, Ezekiel 16. 4, 5. the woful condition of such an Infant is express, to shadow out the sinfully polluted and wofully helpless estate of that people, and of all people by nature, till the Lord prevents them by the knees of free-grace, and suckles them with the breasts of his consolation. Thy father was an Amorite, and thy mother an Hittite; (of a barbarous people, and what then?) In the day thou wast born, thy navel was not cut; neither wast thou washed
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washed in water, they were not salted at all, nor swaddled at all, none

eye pized theoe to do any of these unto theoe, but they were cast out

in the open field, to the loasting of thy person in the day that thee

was born. Now this is a certain Rule, that such Parabolical and

Allegorical Scriptures are grounded upon known customs and

things in use; it is certain there were some so unnatural to their

Infants, that they would be not no care upon them when they

were born, neither wash nor cleanse nor bind them up, but cast

them out (as the Prophet speaks) to the loasting of their persons.

The Heathen Romans had a special goddess or deity, whose name

imported her care and office, that children when they were born,

should be taken up from the Earth and set upon the knee. And

for the preventing of this unnatural cruelty, (very frequent as it

seems amongst them,) the Thebans made an express law, that

Infants should not be neglected or cast out when they were born,

though the Pagans thought they would be a burden to them by

reason of the charge, or no delight to them by reason of their de-

formity.

Now faith, Job, I could wish I had had such a father, or such a

mother, or such friends, who forgetting natural affection, would

have called me out when I came first into the world; why did she

kneel to prevent me? From hence also we may observe, first,

That an Infant, as soon as he liveth, hath in him the seeds of

death: So Job speaks of himself, why dyed I not from the womb?

why did I not give up the ghost when I came out of my Mother’s

belly? or why was I not stirred in the womb? why was ever that

door opened to let me into the world? I could have died as soon

as I lived. Not only is man acting sin, but Nature infected with

sin, the subject of, and subjected to the power of death: So the

Apostle teacheth us, (Rom. 5. 14.) Death reigned from Adam to

Adso, even over them that had not sinned after the similitude

of Adam’s transgression; And who were those? Even little In-

fants, they had life, yet death reigned over them, they were under

the dominion of death, and subject to that King of Terror. Sin is

the seed of death, and the principle of corruption. God doth In-

fants no wrong when they dye, their death is of themselves, for

they have the seed of death in them; We may affirm; in one sense,

that when Infants dye, they have no lofs; and we are sure (in every

sense) when they dye, they have no wrong; All death (except death

to sin) is the wages of sin, and therefore can be no injury to the

sinner.

Second-
Secondly, We may observe concerning man in his birth, what a helpless creature man is. If I (faith Job) had been left a little, I had been gone quickly, there had been an end of me: I could not have helped myself, if the knees had not prevented me, if the breasts had not given me suck, if I had been destitute of these succours, then presently I should have been free among the dead, I should have been quiet and gone into silence.

Thirdly, Observe,

That every step of life stands in need of a step of mercy. When the Infant is conceived, there must be an act of mercy to quicken it, an act of mercy to nourish it in the womb; an act of mercy for the birth, an act of mercy being born to take it upon the knee, an act of mercy to bind it up, an act of mercy to give it suck. The beginning of our lives, and the progress of our lives, our generation and our preservation call for acts of mercy, or else (poor creatures as we are) we quickly perish and return unto our dust. We owe our lives to God at first, and we owe them every moment; if he did not renew mercy every moment, we could not continue life one moment. As it is with our natural life, so it is with our spiritual life, so it is with our natural. Our lives are hid with Christ in God, Col. 3:3. Of and from our selves we cannot subsist, either in Grace or Nature. It follows,

For now should I have lien still, and been quiet, I should have slept; then had I been at rest.

These words are an enlargement of the former reason, taken from a description of the state and condition of the dead; For now (faith Job) I should have lien still: If you should ask me a reason of my former reason, why I was so angry with that day or night wherein I was conceived and born, wherein I had that (to me unacceptable) mercy to be preserved and kept alive? This I subjoin for the reason of it, If none of those unwelcom favors or natural rights have been done me, then, I had lien still, I had been quiet, I should have slept, I had been at rest; Either I should have been as one that never was, or I should have been at rest and quiet. The Argument lies thus: Rest and quiet are desirable things, but death, in the omission of those succors, would have given me rest; therefore I desire those succors had been omitted. This conclusion is in the eleventh and twelfth Verses, which we heard before. The assumption is in this thirteenth Verse, which he further confirms in
in the six Verles following, by an Argument which we may thus form. I will prove, faith he, that in death I should have rest and been quiet; and lain still, for all conditions and sorts of men are quiet and lie still in death. There (or in that estate) where all degrees and sorts of persons are at rest, there sure I should have found rest; but in death all sorts and degrees of persons have found rest, therefore I should have found rest too.

Now that all sorts of people lie still and are at rest in death, he proves by an elegant enumeration of the several sorts and conditions of men. He makes an argument by way of induction of all or most of the ranks of men. First, He shews it in Kings and Counsellors of the Earth, these men that make such a bussle in the world; when once they are dead, they are quiet enough. And then he shews it in Rich-men and Princes, who load themselves with thick clay, who toy and moyl all their days to heap up and amass much wealth; when these come to the grave, there’s an end of all their labors, then they must give over all their pursuit of Riches. Fourthly, He shews it in children, either abortives, born before Nature’s time, or born in full perfection of Nature, Ver. 16. Lastly, He shews it in oppressors and the oppressed; in prisoners and those that imprison them; in the small and in the great, in the servants and in their Masters; Thus making an innumeration of all these, from whence he infers, That if all these are quiet, when they are in the grave, then surely his condition had been so too; I should have been quiet and lain still, then I should have slept, and been at rest.

We must here take notice, that Job speaking of the state of death, speaks only in reference to an outward condition, and our resting from outward calamities and troubles; he doth not handle the point at all concerning man’s eternal estate; For, death is not rest to all sorts of men in that sense: Kings and Counsellors, and rich men, &c. may rest from the troubles of this world, and go to a world of everlasting troubles. Such a total rest is the sole privilege of the Saints. Thus only blessed are the dead which dye in the Lord, from henceforth, yea faith the Spirit, that they may rest from their labors, and their works follow them, Rev. 14:13. When the Saints dye, they rest from their labors, and their works follow them (through Free-grace) in glorious rewards. When the wicked dye, they rest from their labors, but their works follow them (through Divine Justice) in everlasting punishments. And
Job resting stilled of his own eternal Rest, wishes only a rest from those temporal commotions.

Further, we may observe four words used by Job to express the same thing. First, I should have lain still. And been quite, there is a second. I would have slept, there is a third: and fourthly, Then I had been at rest.

I should have lain still.] The word signifies to lie down in any kind, and it signifies to sleep, Gen. 19. 4. Before they lay down, that is, before they went to bed: It is applied likewise to the sleep of death, 2 Sam. 7. 12. 1 Sam. 43. 17. They shall lie down, they shall not rise; (that is, they shall die, so the next words expound it.) They are extinct, they are quenched as now.

And been quiet.] The word signifies also to be silent, we may put both together, then had I lain still and been silent, and you know, death and the grave are called silence; I had been like those that go down into silence (Galatians the Psalmist, Psa. 115. 17.) that is, like those that go down into the grave. And Hezekiah in his mourning describes that silence, Isai. 38. 18. The grave cannot praise thee, death cannot celebrate thee.

I should have slept.] Sleep is the image of death, and death is more than the image of sleep; sleep is a short death, and death is a long sleep. Many of them that sleep in the dust of the Earth shall awake; some to everlasting life, and some to everlasting contempt, Dan. 12. 2. Our friend Lazarus sleepeth (faith Christ to his Disciples, Job. 11. 11.) but I go that I may awake him out of sleep. In the 14 verse, Jesus said unto them plainly, Lazarus is dead.

Then had I been at rest.] We usually say, when a man goes to sleep, he goes to rest: Yet rest is more then sleep, for sometimes a man sleeps when he doth not rest, his very sleep being troubled; and he troubled in his sleep: But when rest is joyned with sleep it is perfect sleep. The word here used, signifies a very quiet, settled and peaceable condition: Hence Noah had his name, And be called his name Noah, saying, this son shall comfort us, concerning our work and toil of our hands, because of the ground which the Lord bath cursed, Gen. 5. 29. He was rest and comfort to the old world, by preaching righteousness, even the righteousness which is by Faith, which alone gives Rest unto the Soul, and is able to refresh us in the midst of all those toils and labours which that first curse brought upon the World, both new and old.
Such rest and sweet repose had I found (faith, Job) from all my toyl in the house of death and bed of the grave.

Having thus four words concurring, in the same sense, we may here not unprofitably take notice of that elegant multiplication of words in the holy Scriptures. There, store is no more, and variety is no superfluity, yea there Tautology is no superfluity: It is the usual Rhetoric of the Holy Ghost, to speak the same thing in divers words, yea sometime in the same words; We finde such a congeries or heaping up of words used for the most part in some heat of passion, or vehemency of spirit; As first, when God would express a great deal of anger and wrath against a people, he speaks thus, (Isai. 14. 22, 23.) I will rise up against them, saith the Lord of Hosts, and cut off from Babylon the name and remnant, and son and nephew; I will also make it a possession for the Bittern, and pools of Water, and I will sweep it with the beam of Destruction. Here are a multitude of words, and all tending to the same purpose, setting forth the fierceness of God’s anger, and the resolvedness of his Judgment for the ruining of Babylon. The towering confused pride of the King of Babylon is presented to us in such a heap of words, (Isai. 14. 13, 14.) hear the pure language of pride from that Kings heart; Thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into Heaven, I will exalt my throne above the Stars of God, I will sit also upon the mount of the Congregating, I will ascend above the heights of the Clouds, I will be like the Most High. The manifold Apostacies and Backslidings of Judah are described in many words by the Prophet Zephany, Chap. 1. 6. And them that are turned back from the Lord, and those that have not sought the Lord, nor enquired for him; (Chap. 3. 2.) She obeyed not the voice, she received not correction, she trusted not in the Lord, she drew not near to her God. When our Lord Christ would shew the extremity the ignorance and darkness of his Disciples, in those great Articles of his Sufferings, Death and Resurrection, having taken the twelve unto him, and discoursed of those points, he concludes, Luk. 18. 31, 34: And they understood none of these things, and this saying was hid from them, neither knew they the things that were spoken. As if Christ had said, their ignorance in these mysteries was so great, that they had not the least glimpse or glimmerings of light about them. So here, I should have lain still, and been quiet, I should have slept, and been at rest; and all to note the inturrupted, quiet, and tranquility
of the grave. As if he had said; Had I dyed them, not onely had not these storms been upon me, nor these waves gone over me, but the least breath of wind had never blown upon me. Hence we may observe, First,

That in regard of all outward troubles, death is the rest of man. Blessed are the dead that sleep in the Lord, for they rest from their labours. And they who die out of the Lord, rest from all that labor they have had in this world. There is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the grave whether thou goest, Eccles. 9. 10. This life is a day of working, and death is a night of resting. The Sun ariseth, man goeth forth to his labor until the Evening, Psal. 104. 23. When the Sun of our life ariseth, we go forth to our labor, until the Evening of death. This life is a continued motion, death is a continued rest. This life is but noise and tumult, death is silence. Our life is a stormy passage, a tempestuous Sea-voyage, death bringeth us to the harbor.

There is a four-fold rest which we obtain in death. First, A rest from labor and travel, no working there. Secondly, There is a rest from trouble and oppression, no Wars, no bloody battels there. Thirdly, There is a rest from passion, no sorrow, no grief shall afflict us there. In the grave there is a fourth rest better than all these, a rest from sin, a rest from the drudgery of Satan, a rest from the winnowings and buffetings of Satan, a rest from the law of our members, warring against the law of our mindes. When Saul went to the Witch of Endor for advice with Samuel, that Samuel, or the Devil: in the appearance of Samuel, speaks as one disturb'd being raised from the grave; Why (faith he) hast thou disquieted me to bring me up? 1. Samh 28. 15. I was at rest, why didst thou call me up to a Land of trouble? It is the observation of an Ancient Father, and the resolution of an Ancient Counsel, concerning Christ's weeping over Lazarus, Job. 11. That not his death, but his rising drew those tears. When Christ came to the grave where Lazarus lay, the Text faith that Jesus wept. Why lachrymas fuit Christus, did Christ weep for Lazarus, in comforting a mother that had lost her daughter? It is clear that Christ wept over Lazarus that was dead, but he did not weep thy tears; Christ did not weep because Lazarus was dead, but he wept rather because Lazarus was to be raised up again; he wept to think that his friend Lazarus should be brought back into so troublesom a world. And it was the resolution of the third Toletane Council, that Christ did not weep.
weep over Læzarm because he was dead, but because he was to be raised up again to feel the burdens and afflictions of this life: that was their apprehension of it. And it is a truth, that whosoever lives the common life of Nature, lives in trouble: But such is not the life of him who is raised from the dead: The lives of such, though here upon the Earth, must needs lie out of the common course: And what their condition is, is such a secret as we cannot understand but by enjoying it.

Again, From that particular expression, in that he faith, "I should have slept," We may observe,

That as death is the rest of the whole man, so death it is the sleep of the body. So you finde it often in the Scripture; Our friend Læzarm sleepeb, faith Christ, when he was dead, Job. i. 11. And the Apostle, 1 Thess. 4. 13. I would not have you ignorant concerning those which sleep, that is, concerning those who are dead. Lighten mine eyes. (faith: David) left I sleep the sleep of death, or as the Hebrew, Left I sleep death, Psal. 13. 3. And hence the grave is called a bed, Is. 57. 2. The righteous are taken away, &c. they shal enter into peace, they shall rest in their beds. When a righteous man dyes or is taken away, he is but gone to bed. Therefore we call those places where the dead are laid up and buried, dormitories or sleeping places. Both the Greek and Latin words meet in the same signification.

Some of the Ancients were of Opinion that this sleep took hold of and seiz'd upon all man, namely upon his Soul as well as upon his Body; Asserting that the Soul is in a sleep or slumber, that is, that the Soul from the time of its disunion from the Body until the Resurrection, lies still, without any motion or operation. I grant that many operations of the Soul do cease when it parteth from the Body. There are some acts of the Soul which are organical, and there are other acts that are inorganical or immaterial: The organical acts, that is, whatsoever the Soul acts by the members of the Body, those acts I say must needs cease; but the Soul can act of itself without the assistance of the Body; as we may collect by many experiments while our Bodies and Souls are joyed together. How often do we finde our Souls at work, when our Bodies lie still and do nothing; when sleep bindes up all our senses, and shuts up the windows of the Body so close, that we can neither hear nor see: yet then the Soul frames to itself and beholds a thousand various shapes, and hears all sorts of sounds and voyces; then the Soul
Soul feeleth, and the Soul heareth, and the Soul delighteth, and the Soul discourseth, the Soul grieves, and the Soul rejoiceth, the Soul hopeth, and the Soul feareth, and the Soul electeth, and the Soul refuseth: All this the Soul doth in dreams and visions of the night, when deep sleep falls upon man. So also in extasies and ravishments, the Body is as it were laid by, as useless and uninstrumental to the Soul. I know a man in Christ about fourteen years ago, (so the Apostle Paul saith) whether in the body, I cannot tell, or out of the body, I cannot tell, God knoweth, 2 Cor. 12, 2. As if he had said, I was lost as to my body, I could not tell what I was, I did not feel my self; yet he had mighty operations in his soul, his spirit wroth strangely, and then took in such Revelations of God, and from God, as his bodily organs could never fashion into words, or represent by speech: He heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful (or possible) for man to utter. The Soul hath an ear to hear such words as the Body cannot finde a tongue to express. So the Apostle John in his divine ravishments, was in the spirit upon the Lords day. As for his Body, that was, as to that business, laid by and suspended as useless in that day; and his spirit called up to that angelical work, the receiving of Visions, and Revelations from on high. And among other things which John saw, he saw under the Altar the Souls of them that had been slain, for the Word of God, and for the testimony which they held; These Souls were not asleep, though their Bodies were, for they cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood? &c. Rev. 6, 9, 10. From all these Texts and experiences we may conclude, that the Soul wakes while the Body sleeps, that sleep of death. And the death of the Body is called a sleep.

First, Because as sleep, so death brings the body to rest, as was observed in the former point.

Secondly, Natural sleep is not perpetual, we sleep and wake again; so though the body lie in the grave, yet death is but a sleep, the man shall awake and rise again.

Thirdly, As a body asleep can easily be awaked and called up by the power of man; so the body when it is dead, can with infinitely more ease be raised by the power of God: It is but a call from Heaven, and we awaked out of the dust. God can, beyond all comparison more easily awaken us from that dead sleep of death, then we can awaken one another from the lightest slumber.

Fif 3 There
There are two questions which I shall propound and endeavor to resolve upon the whole matter of this Context.

First, We finde Job complaining, because things were not otherwise ordered about him, he is troubled, because he was born, or because he was not cast away in the birth; for then it had been better with him, he had been asleep and quiet; he was troubled things were with him as they were. Hence it may be questioned, whether it be lawful for us to wish or to desire, that had not come to pass, which we see come to pass? And are we not bound to rest satisfied with the present and fore-past dispensations of God, and so be content with the things that are, or with things as they are?

For this, I say in general, such wishes or desires are not sinful. It is not absolutely sinful, to wish that not to be, which is; Nay some things which are, ought to be wished they had not been, and it is a sin not to wish, they had not been. As those things that are displeasing to God, provocations to the eyes of his glory; things that are dishonorable to God, we ought to wish that such things had never been. God himself wisheth in that manner, Ps. 81.13. O that my people had harkened unto me, and Israel had walked in my ways! They did not walk in his ways, he wisheth they had, he desireth they had been better, more holy and more obedient than they were. To wish that a thing had not been, out of a tenderness that God should be offended by sin, is not only lawful, but very commendable. But to wish things otherwise than they are, as murmuring against, and misliking God's administration, or out of a tenderness, because we suffer, is not only sinful, but abominable. When our wills rise up against the will of God, when we cannot be contented to be what God will have us to be, and to suffer what God would have us suffer, when we who should learn to be content in every estate, are angry with our Estates, and on that ground wish; O that this had never been, O that I had never seen this day, because it hath so much trouble in it; this wish hath I know not how much evil in it. So, like wise when men shall (as it were) take upon him, to direct the Almighty and only wise God in governing the world, secretly murmuring, or openly complaining, what things might be dispensed and managed with more wisdom, justice and moderation; such boldness is plain blasphemy. Some are ready to say in their hearts about the Lord Christ's governing the world, as Absalom did concerning his father David's govern-
ment of Israel; Things are carried, as if there were none deputed to, hear or redress the wrongs of men. O that I were made judge of the world, that every man which hath any suit or cause might come to me; and I would do him justice: Things should not go thus if I had the ordering of them; such boldness is highest blasphemy. And yet with caution of due reverence to the Name of God, he gives us leave to debate the matter with him, both concerning the state of things in publique, and our own personal Estates.

First thus, If we, while we are debating, adore his secret Justice and unsearchable wisdom, in that which we neither see nor are able to understand. Thus while the Prophet Jeremy took liberty to plead with God about the Administrations of the World, he humbly premises, Righteous art thou O Lord when I plead with thee, yet let me talk with thee of thy judgments; Why doth the way of the wicked prosper? We may ask God the question; and plead with him about his Judgments, but we must not have the least jealousy or suspicion of his Righteousness or of his Judgments.

Secondly, We may sit down and bewail the state of things, or our private Estates; In that sense we may with things not to be that are, so as to bewail that such things are, and this is in which Job especially doeth in this Chapter, he sits down bewailing his condition; And so may we while we keep within our bounds, and duly regulate our lamentings. The bounds and rules may be such as these. First, Deal not too much with the Creature, either in complaining of the Creature, or in complaining to the Creature. Let second Causes pass, or look upon them but in the second place: pour your complaining into the bosom of God. Secondly, Consider from whence your bewailings move; take heed they spring not from delicacy of spirit, or an unwillingness to lie under the cross, because it spoils your fair fame in the flesh: While we bewail our own cross or publique crosses, we should be working our hearts to a willing and cheerful submission of the cross. Though a man doth not love that which he bears, yet let him love to bear: It is a high strain of spiritualness in bearing, when a Christian can say, I love not that which I suffer, yet I love to suffer; I love not that which I bear, yet I love to bear. To bear is the patience of necessity, to love to bear is the patience of virtue; to love to bear, hath in it the highest affection and the lowest subjection unto Christ.

The
An Exposition upon the first Chapters

The Apostle's spirit was raised to this heroic pitch, and somewhat above it, when he said, *I rejoice in my sufferings, Colos. 1. 24.* (Joy is a degree beyond love) when he said, *I take pleasure in reproaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses for Christ's sake, 2 Cor. 12. 10.* (Pleasure is a degree beyond joy.) But especially when he said, *I glory in tribulation, Rom. 5. 3.* And God forbid that I should glory [*in any thing else*] save in the Cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, Galat. 6. 14. To glory in a thing is more then to take pleasure in it. Again, Take heed your complaints and bewailings do not arise out of distrust and unbelief; such complainings are provocations. It was called the provocation, when the people of Israel made such distrustful complaints, Psal. 95. 8. *Harden not your hearts as in the provocation in the day of temptation in the wilderness.* And that the provocation lay in their unbelief, the Apostle is express, Hebr. 3, where quoting this Text of the Psalms, he concludes his whole discourse thus, Ver. 19. *So we see they could not enter in because of unbelief.* If we mix Faith with our Tears, and while we bemoan our condition, yet believe, that God is good and good to us, that God is all-sufficient, and all-sufficient to deliver us; we may wish that the things that are, were not, and that God who changes not, would make a change in our estate.

For the close of this Point, I shall lay down these three Conclusions,

First, A man may desire that which God wills not, and not sin in that desire: As the deliverance of a people whom God will destroy.

Secondly, A man may sin in desiring that which God wills: When it is the Will of God that the father shall dye, the child sins in desiring it.

Thirdly, A man may without sin desire that not to be, which God wills; or which is the same, that not to be which is; such desires being qualified according to the cautions before given.

There is a second question arising upon a part of this complaint: For Job complaints not only of his troubles, but of his life: And seems to have been angry with his very Being, while he wishes he had never been conceived, or that his mother had been denied the blessing of conception. The question then is, *Whether an evil or a trouble from Being be worse then no Being? Or whether it be better not to be than to be miserable?*
I answer, There is a two-fold miserable Being, one Temporal, the other Eternal. An eternal miserable Being is eternally worse than a not-being. But a temporal miserable Being, at the worst, is better than a not-being. And the Reason is, because our Being is far more excellent than the outward Comforts of our Being, these being only accidental to our Being, and therefore it necessarily follows, That it is better to be without outward Comforts, then to be without a Being. Again, Life is better then all outward things, (Satan spake truly in the former Chapter, All that a man hath will be given for his Life.) That which a man parts with rather then his life, is below his life. If then life be better then riches, or health, or pleasures, then much more is our Being better then all these. As a man may hold his life when all his estate and comforts are gone, so he doth hold his Being when his life is gone; Life is brittle ware at the best, but mans Being is of an everlasting make. I know there are some who dispute and conclude, That a Being, even an eternally miserable Being, is better then no Being: And I grant it is so in a Metaphysical or a Philosophical Notion, but it in a Theological Notion it is not. A Philosopher (keeping within the sphere of Nature) can see no misery so miserable, or evil so bad, as not to be. But a Divine can, he sees two things worse. First, An everlasting stain and guilt of sin lying upon the Soul. Secondly, The everlasting wrath and displeasure of God poured out upon the whole man. Hence Christ faith of Judas who betrayed him, Mat. 26.24. It had been good for that man, if he had not been born; because that occurred as joined with his impenitence and unbelief, subjected him to everlasting misery, to wrath for evermore; It had been good he had never been born, rather then to fall into such a sin, and from that to fall into Hell. Not to be born, is in this place, as much as not to be. And it had been good for him not to have been born, is as much as to say, it had been better for him not to have been born. It had been better for him not to have been, then to have committed such a sin, to lie under such wrath, and to lose such happiness for ever. Though a state of damnation (considered abstractedly) be better then no state at all, that is, then a not-being, yet, in the Concrete, it is not better to be damned then not to be: In itself, eternal misery is better then a non-entity, but a man eternally miserable, is worse then a non-ens. And without doubt it will be the eternal desire of the damped (and that desire...
is both a part and an increase of their misery; that they never had been, or now might cease to be, rather then continue be miserable.

Now to shut up and resolve the question, as to the ground of it, Job's complaint in this Text, I say, Job was only in the present feeling of temporal troubles, and he was beyond the fear of eternal: Therefore number this among his failings, that he wish'd he had never been conceived, because he was thus afflicted.

Job 3. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18.

With Kings and Counsellors of the Earth, which built desolate places for themselves:
Or with Princes that had gold, who filled their Houses with silver:
Or as an hidden untimely birth, I had not been; as infants which never saw light.
There the wicked cease from troubling; and there the weary be at rest.
There the prisoners rest together, they hear not the voice of the oppressor, &c.

From the tenth Verse of this Chapter to the end of the nineteenth, we have shewed you, that Job layeth down the cause of his former bitterness and complaining against his day. At Vers. 10. he is angry because it hindered not his conception and his birth; And at Vers. 13. he giveth a further cause of that cause. For them (as he) I should have been at rest. Now being about to prove that in death he should have found rest, he doth it by an induction of particulars; As if he had thus said: Where all sorts of persons, even they who have been hardest wrought, and most troubled in the world, find rest; there surely I should have found rest also: But in death, persons that have been hardest wrought and most troubled in the world find rest; therefore there I should have found rest too. Now for the proving of this Assumption, That in death all sorts of persons find rest, even those who have been most travelled, tired and worn out in the world: To prove this (I say)
he gives instance in divers, almost all ranks, degrees and conditions of men.

First, In those who are great, rich and wise, in Kings and Counsellors of the Earth, which build desolate places for themselves: And in Princes who had gold, who filled their houses with treasure, &c.

With Kings and Counsellors of the Earth.

With Kings.] The word here used, properly noteeth such as rule by Law, such as are opposed to Tyrants, who rule according to the dictates of their own will. With such Kings Counsellors are usually joyned; With Kings and Counsellors of the Earth. Great Princes have their Counsels, and it is a happy conjunction when good Kings and good Counsellors meet together. Yea many times bad men are good Kings, when they are attended with good Counsellors: Whereas evil Counsellors often make a good man a bad King, and by their poysonous whispers and instillations at the ear, corrupt the hearts, and taint the spirits of the best Princes. In the multitude of Counsellors (saith Solomon, Prov. 15. 21.) there is safety. The safety of Kings, and the safety of Kingdoms, both consist in following this multitude. Where there are good Counsellors, and a multitude of them, we may expect good, and much good, a multitude of blessings upon a Nation.

Now when Job had named these eminent persons, Kings and Counsellors, he added somewhat further by way of their description, he giveth as it were a character of them from their studies and employments, With Kings and Counsellors of the Earth, which build desolate places for themselves.

It may seem very doubtful what is here meant by these desolate places and the building of them. The word in the Hebrew is, destru
soliations, or destructions; It comes from Chabah, which signifies to dry up, because dry places are desolate places, as a desolate wilderness for the dryness of it, being unfit to sustain man or beast. Hence the name of the Mount Horæ, Exod. 3. 1. called so from dryness, because there was no water, Dent. 8. 15. The same word also signifies, a sword; because the sword (as we see by woful experience) makes places desolate. But what Job should mean by this, That Kings and Counsellors of the Earth build solitary places for themselves, is questionable.
First, Some take it for an expression of vast and mighty buildings, Palaces and Houses of such largeness and content, that when great Princes and Kings have their full retinue and families in them, they can scarce be seen: But I see no Reason at all for that fence, and therefore I pass it; a little touch will make that opinion desolate.

Others by these desolate places, conceive that Job meaneth Forrests and Parks, places of pleasure, which Kings and great men use to build and make up for delight and recreation.

Or thirdly, That by desolate places are meant houses built in desolate or solitary places in Woods and Forrests. Princes and great men will have their houses far remote from Towns and places of resort, that they may be free from suitors, and retire when they please from the throng of the multitude; It is said concerning Solomon, 1 King. 7. 2. that after he had built the Temple and his own house for his Kingly residence, he built a house in the Forest of Lebanon; But this may be called a building in, rather then a building of desolate places.

Fourthly, Rather, I conceive that Kings and Counsellors of the Earth may be said to build desolate places, when finding places desolate and ruined, they with vast expences raise up and build stately Fabriques upon them, to get themselves a name. As want and poverty, War and Troubles turn a Palace into a desolate place; so riches and plenty, power and peace, meeting together in Kings and great men, turn desolate places into Palaces. Kings and Counsellors are of such wealth and power, that they can alter the most desolate and ruinous places, into delicate edifices and stately dwellings.

Or lastly, Which doth best suit with the subject of Job's discourse or curse in this Chapter; He speaking so much of death, by the desolate places, we may understand, Tombs and Sepulchres, places of Burial; which Kings and Counsellors build to or for themselves: And so taken, the fence may be given thus, as if Job had said, If I had dyed, I should have lien in the grave with as much ease and quiet, as those great Princes and Kings of the Earth, who build themselves stately monuments to lie in; It would have been as well with me as with any of them, though inter'd under stately Tombs. We know it was an ordinary thing for Kings and great men (especially in ancient times) to prepare for themselves costly Monuments while they lived, as houses for their bodies being dead.
dead: Which grew to such excessive charge among the Romans, Nostre quidem that they were forced to make a Law to restrain it. The Egyptians bestowed more care and cost in building their Tombs than their houses. Even Abraham (Genes. 23. 16.) bought him a burying place before he built himself a house, though while he lived, he dwelt in a movable Tent, yet he would be as sure as he could of a certain grave. And good Joseph of Arimathaea had made himself a sepulchre in a rock. Mat. 27. 60. And it is said of Absalom, 2 Sam. 18. 18. That in his life time he had taken and reared up a pillar, (that is, he had artificially raised a great pile of goodly stones) in the King's dale; For he said, I have no son to keep my name in remembrance; And he called the pillar after his own name. Now as this pillar was to keep his name, so he intended it likewise to keep his body when he should dye: For it being related in the Verse before, how as soon as he was slain, they made no more ado with him, but cast him into a great pit in the wood, and laid a very great heap of stones upon him; The Holy Ghost to shew us the vanity of man in preparing for a dead body, while he neglects an immortal Soul, and how God disappoints the vain conceits of men in supposing to perpetuate their own name and greatness; The Holy Ghost (I say) to shew this, presently subjoyns in the sacred story, Now Absalom in his life-time, &c. As if he had said, Do ye observe how this ambitious Prince was buried, even tumbled into a pit with a rude heap of stones cast upon him. This man had prepared himself another kinde of monument, even a sumptuous pillar, &c. So that under or by that pillar, he had arch'd a curious vault for himself to be buried in, called Absaloms place, namely his burying place.

And the word which we have here for desolate places, is in Scripture clearly applied to the grave, or a place of burial. We have it in Ezek. 26. 20. where the Prophet foreshewing the destruction of Tyre, speaks from the Lord, thus, When I shall bring thee down with them that descend into the pit, and shall set thee in the low parts of the Earth, in places desolate of old. There are three words in that Verse; and they are all Synonimata, words of the same signification: First, The pit. Secondly, The low parts of the Earth. Thirdly, The desolate places: and all these are but several expressions for the grave, or for a place to bury in; It is no more but this, When I shall bring thee down, even with those that lie buried in the grave. So that the word which we translate
desolate places, being also in other places used for the grave or a
place of burial, we may very well expound it so here, that deso-
late places are the graves or sepulchres of Kings, and Princes, and
Counsellors of the Earth; which we may do especially, be-
cause Job treats in this place about death, and the state of the
dead.

Now Tombes and Monuments may be called desolate places in
two respects.

First, Because when the body is laid in there, all company and
all friends leave it; you shall have a mighty train following their
friend to the grave, but there they leave him. Kings and Coun-
sellors have stately Funerals, but when their subjects or friends,
favorites or flatterers, have brought them to the Tomb, and open-
ed the door of the grave, they go no further, they will not go in
with them, and dwell with their bodies in the dust of death, as
much as they honored or adored them when they lived: so that, they
are in desolate places.

Secondly, Graves may be called desolate places, because Tombes
and Sepulchres were in desolate places, they were made in some
high Mountain, or caved Valley, in some place remote from the
company and habitations of the living; for in former times they
did not bury in Cities or in Towns, but in places where few came,
till they were carried, and therefore properly called desolate places.
It is observed, that among the Romans, the first Emperor that was
buried in Rome was Trajan. And the Law of the twelve Tables
did prohibit both the burial and the burning of the dead within the
City. So then it is clear, that anciently Tombes and Monuments
were erected in desolate places, and that great cost was bestowed
in building and beautifying of them; both which favor and il-
nstrate the Exposition given. It follows in the Text;

Or with Princes that bad gold, who fill their baseness with treasure.

The word Sar, a Prince, in the Hebrew, as in most other lan-
guages, signifies the chief, the head, the first: Some Critics con-
ceive that our English word [Sir] comes from it; it is very near
in sound, and so is the French word [Monsieur] to this Original,
for a Prince or Chief.

Job describeth Princes thus, they are such as bad gold, noting
both what the study and endevors of Princes are, namely, to lay up
gold;
gold; and likewise what is requisite for them: Gold is of great use in a high estate; Treasures are necessary for Princes: Princes that had gold. Therefore Solomon that wise Prince faith of himself, Eccles. 2. 8. and he putteth it among his Princely works, I gathered me also silver and gold, and the peculiar treasure of Kings: When the wise men came to Christ, the first thing they offered him was gold, and they did wisely, for he was a Prince: gold being the chief, and as it were the Prince of Metals, is a very proper offering for Princes. And howsoever wisdom and good-nets, justice and clemency are far more necessary requisites in Princes then gold, yet there is such a necessary conjunction of these two, that we finde him in the Prophet (Isai. 3. 7.) refusing the Government because he was poor. Be thou our Ruler (say they Ver. 6.) and let this reign be under thine hand, that is, be thou our Prince and take charge of us: Not I faith he, I will not be an healer, for in mine house is neither bread nor clothing, make me not a Ruler of the people: As if he had said, I am but a poor man, a man of a weak estate, Princes must have treasure and great estates to bear up the dignity of their places: As covetousness, so poverty is very unbecoming in a Prince. The Roman story tells us, that when two great Consuls stood in competition for a great employment in the affairs of that Commonwealth, One of the Senators being ask'd upon which of the two he would bestow his Vote, Answered, upon neither: And gives this reason, One hath nothing, and the other can never have enough: One was so poor that he had nothing to support him, and the other was so covetous that nothing would satisfy him. Therefore, as before Job joined Counselers with Kings, so here he joineth Gold with Princes; The next expedition for Princes to counsel and wisdom, are gold and treasures. We finde indeed, that God gives it in charge to the Kings of Israel, concerning their gathering of treasures, that they should not be excessive, (Deut. 17. 17.) Neither shall he greatly multiply to himself silver and gold: He doth not say, your Prince or your King shall not multiply silver or gold, but he shall not greatly multiply silver or gold, that is, he shall not set his heart upon them, or think he never hath enough, he shall not greatly do it, but let him be careful to do it proportionably to his occasions either of peace or war.

Further, It is added, Who fill their houses with treasure. The word which we here translate treasure, is ordinarily translated silver.
silver: The root from which it springs signifies to desire, and the reason is, because treasure, silver or gold, are such desirable things, or things upon which the desires of most men are set: therefore the Hebrews give silver a name proper to its own nature, or rather to the nature of men, whose desires are enflamed after it. With this desirable thing, Princes fill their houses.

What are these houses?

A house is a place wherein man liveth, or inhabiteth while he liveth: this is the ordinary acceptation of the word; and so it may be taken here, for the ordinary dwelling houses or Palaces of Princes; and then it is an heightening of the fence, They had gold, yea, they had so much, as they filled their houses with it.

Then again, (That we may keep in this clause to the Exposition given in the last, of the desolate places,) we may understand by the houses that these Princes filled with treasure, the Graves, the Tombs wherein they were buried; And it is the language of Scripture, to call the grave a house, mans house. Two Texts I will give you for it, one out of this Book, Job 30. 23. where Job speaking of the grave, calleth it the house appointed for all living; And Eccles. 12. 5. where Solomon calls it our long home, Man dyeth, and goeth to his long home; the word in the Original is, he goeth to the house of his age, or to the house of age. God is called the Rock of ages, because he is an everlasting strength, Isa. 26. 4. The grave is called an house of age, because it is a very lasting house, an abiding house, a house where man must abide till God found him up by the voyce of a Trumpet to the resurrection; So then the grave is likewise called an house, the house of all living, because thither every one that is living is travelling, man travels to the grave as to his house; And a long home, in opposition to our short home, our uncertain abode in those houses wherein we dwell upon the Earth.

Princes (faith Job) that had gold, and this is one use they make of it, they fill their houses, that is, their graves or their tombs with this treasure. In those Times (it seems) they did not only bestow great cost upon their Tombs and places of Burial, but they put great store of treasure into the Tombs with them. According to this Interpretation, the meaning of Job may be thus represented.

If I had dyed before, and had been buried poorly and obscurely, yet I should have done as well as Kings and Counsellors, who with vast expence of treasure build stately Tombs for themselves, yea
as well as Princes that put their treasure into their Tombs with them.

That it was a custom to put in much treasure into Tombs, is observed by Josephus in his 13. Book of Antiquities, and 15. Chapter, shewing how Hircanes opened David's Sepulchre, and took out three thousand talents; And in his 16. Book, Chap. 11. he notes, that afterward Herod opened the Sepulchre of David, and thought to have found a great deal of treasure there, but found only some precious garments, &c. And the story is famous out of Herodotus concerning Semiramis, That she having built a stately Tomb, makes this Inscription upon it, *Whatsoever King shall succeed here, and wants money, let him open this Tomb;* Which Darius in after ages being in straights for want of treasure attempting to do, in stead of money found only this Reproof written and laid up there; *Unless thou hast been extremely covetous, and greedy of filthy lucre, thou wouldst not have opened the graves of the dead to seek for money.* The Lord threatens by the Prophet Jeremiah, that the Chaldeans shall bring out the bones of the King of Judah, and the bones of his Princes, and the bones of the Priests, and the bones of the Prophets, &c. out of their graves, Chap. 8. 1. It is conceived, that the Reason why the Chaldeans dig'd up and raked in the graves of the Jews, was not so much from cruelty as from covetousness; they having heard that the Jews used to put rich ornaments upon the dead, or riches into their graves with them. Or this might be a just punishment of that greediness after gain, so eminent in the Jews, that the Prophet in the very Chapter where this is threatened, chargeth them thus, ver. 10. *Every one from the least to the greatest, is given to covetousness.* Thus it is clear, that there was a custom to put riches and treasure into the grave with the dead, to which Job might allude in this place.

So much for the opening of the words from the fence given. Observe, first,

*That neither power, nor wisdom, nor riches, are any priviledg at all against the stroke of death.* Here are Kings, men that have great power; Counsellors, men full of wisdom; Princes that have riches, so much gold that they can stuff their graves with it, yet these cannot defend themselves against death: Death will not obey the Authority of Kings, nor doth it fear their frowns;
the subtilty or policy of Councellors is not able to defeat it; there is no Eloquence, no Rhetorick can persuade death to depart; all the gold and riches in the world cannot bribe death, or stay its hand; I (faith Job) should have found Kings and Councellors, and rich men, even all these rest in the grave, and we should have rested together. Riches avail not in the day of wrath; (Prov. xi. 4.) but righteousness delivereth from death. Righteousness delivereth from death; why, shall not righteous men dye? Surely Job might have said, with righteous men, with holy men should I have rested, with Abraham, with Isaac, and with Jacob, these are in the grave, death seized on them as well as other Princes, and Councellors: How then doth Solomon say, that righteousness delivereth from death? Death is there either to be understood of some dangerous Judgment; for, faith he, Riches avail not in a day of wrath, that is, in a day of publick calamity; but righteousness delivereth from death, that is, from those troubles and dangers; God hath respect to a righteous person, and hideth him from that death. Or righteousness doth deliver from death, that is, from the evil of death, from the sting of death, from the bitterness of death; the bitterness and evil of death is past to a righteous man. But riches they avail not at all, they cannot at all, as not deliver from death, so not mitigate the pain, or pull out the sting, or sweeten the bitterness of death; yea rather riches increase all these: That is a Truth, O death, how bitter is thy remembrance to a man that is at ease in his possession! Men may put their riches with them into the grave, but riches cannot keep them a moment out of the grave. This thought, How bitter!

Secondly, When Job speaks of Kings, and Councellors, and Princes, these great men of the world, he sheweth us what their study and business for the most part is in the world, it is about worldly things; They build desolate places, they have gold, they fill their houses with treasure; These are their employments, the current of their cares and endeavors runs out this way. Hence observe,

That the thoughts of the greatest and wisest of the world, are usually but for and about the world. The poor receive the Gospel, and the rich receive the world. As a godly man is described by his faith, Abraham believed God; by fear, by uprightness, by justice, as Job in the first Chapter of this Book; by weakness
ness, as Moses, &c. by the heavenliness of their spirits and conversations, Our conversation is in Heaven, Phil. 3. 20. So worldly men are described by their proper studies. Kings, Counselors and Princes, build Palaces, gather riches, heap up gold. They buy, they sell, they build, they plant, they eat, they drink, as the worldly world is pictur'd, Luk. 17. 27, 28. In the 17 Psalm, great men are called, the men of the world, as if they were for nothing but the world, or all for the world; as if all their provisions were laid in for this world, so it follows, who have their portion in this life, ver. 14. It is a sad thing to have received our portion.

It is said of the rich man, Son, remember that thou in thy life time receivest good things, thou hast had thy portion. In Psal. 49. 11. it is said concerning such men, That their inward thought is, that their houses shall continue for ever, and their dwelling places to all generations, and they call their lands after their own names. Their inward thoughts are upon these things. It is somewhat a strange kind of speaking, to say, their inward thoughts; for there are no thoughts but inward, thoughts are all wrought in the secret shop of the heart. But there is an elegance in it, the Hebrew is their inwards, their internals; Their inwards are, how they may get themselves a name and riches; not only are their thoughts about these things, but the very inmost of their thoughts, the most retired thoughts and recesses of the Soul are about these things, these lie nearest to their hearts: As the story faith of Queen Mary, when she dyed, she had them open her, and they should find Calice at her heart: It was a pitiful case, that a rotten Town should lie (where Christ ought) at the heart of such a Princess: The heart is the place where Christ and the thoughts of Heaven should lodge: All below Heaven should be below our hearts. But as a godly mans inward thoughts are for Heaven and the things of Heaven, for grace and for holiness; he hath thoughts upon the world, but (if I may so speak) they are his outward thoughts, not his inward thoughts: That which lies nearest his heart, his inward thoughts are for Heaven; So the inward thoughts of worldly men are for the world; the Apostle might well say, Not many wise, nor many rich, nor many noble are called; the thoughts of wise Counsellors, of potent Kings and rich Princes, are legible in their actions.

Thirdly, Having expounded these desolate places to be Tombs, and these houses graves; Observe,

Hnh a That
That some take in their life time more care for their Sepulchres, then they do for their Souls. Here are great men, what do they? They build desolate places, they will be sure to have stately monuments; And they had gold, they will be sure to fill their graves with treasure, they will be buried richly, or they will have their riches buried with them: But what care did these take for their poor Souls in the mean time, where they should lie? Had they taken order what should become of their Souls? When all things are disposed of, this choyce piece for the most part is left undisposed of, unprovided for. Some will carefully provide for their children, they will provide for their familes, they will provide for their dead bodies, for their carkasses, but for their immortal Souls there is no provision made: While their bodies are assured of a resting place, they may say of and to their departing Souls (as that trembling Emperor beipake his,) O our poor fleeting wandering Souls, whither are you going? Where is the place of your rest? As it is said of Absalom in the place before cited, He in his life time had reared up a Pillar (a Monument, or a Tomb) for himself in the Kings dale: What a careful Prince was this for his body! But how careless was this Prince for his Soul! He will have a Pillar to preserve his name, and yet runs out in rebellion against his own father, to the destruction of his Soul. The great busines of the Saints on Earth, is to get assurance of a place for their Souls to lodge in when they dye: It troubles them not much what lodging their bodies have, if they can put their spirits into the hand of Christ: What though their bodies be cast upon a dunghill, or trodden upon, like mire in the streets, by cruel men? A Heathen said, The losfs of a Funeral, or of a Sepulchre, may easily be born; I am sure, a Christia:n may: That losfs will never undo any man, especially not those who beleive. For in the person of such the Apostle speaketh, 2 Cor. 5. 2. We know, that if our earthly house of this Tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God, an house not made with hands, eternal in the Heavens. All that rich wordlings, and ungodly great ones, can say when they dye, is, We know when the earthly house of this Tabernacle shall be dissolved, we have a building of man, a stately Tomb made with hands, and with all the skill of the cunning Artificer: We have seen it done already, or we have taken order in our wills to have it done. The Believer erects his Pillar in Heaven, and his whole life is a preparation for his house which is above; And often he settles the business so, that he can say, Absurd that...
that when this house of my body is taken down, I have a building, &c. And he can say, I know, with far greater assurance then any worldly man, who hath sealed it in his will, that thus and thus his body shall be entombed. It is a sad thing to take care for a rotting carcase, and forget an immortal soul.

Job having thus paralleled or compared himself in death with Kings, Counsellors and Princes, notwithstanding all their pompous Funerals and curious Tombs, passeth as it were in the next Verse to the other extremity.

Verse 16. Or as an hidden untimely birth, I had not been, as infants which never saw light.

As if he had said: If any think that I have strained too high in making my self equal in death with Kings, &c. yet surely I should have been as those that never knew themselves to be in this world, or as those that the world never knew to be, that is, as an hidden untimely birth, or as infants which never saw the light.

An hidden untimely birth. The word [Nephel] in the Hebrew for an untimely birth, comes from [Naphal] which signifies to fall down, or fall off, as untimely fruit falls off from a Tree; quasi decidum aut immaturum fructus quia antequam tempus ex ar- were [Nephe] Giants in the Earth in those days, Gen. 6. 4. and the Reason why they are so called, is, as some apprehend, because they were Apostates, such as fell off from God, from true Worship and Religion: Or because they did fall upon men, as that phrase is applied to cruel men, they did fall upon the poor; So the word is used, Chap. 1. v. 15. of this Book, The Sabeans fell upon Jobs Ozen, &c. They who fall from God by impiety, will quickly fall upon men by cruelty. Or because the dread and terror of them made men to fall down for fear before them: It is very observable, that the same word should signify an infant of less then a span long, and a Giant, (it may be) of more then six cubits and a span, (as Sam. 17. 4.) and both upon equal reason, and with equal significancy.

Further, we may take notice, that the Hebrew express any dead body or carcase by the same word; the dead body of the

Hh h 3 oldest
oldest man is called Mapplethorpe, from the same root and reason too, in part, from which they denominate an untimely birth, that never lived a day. When the old man dies, he falls as well as the newly conceived embryo. The one falls off as a blossom from the tree, the other as the fruit fully ripe, which (if you pull it not off) makes fall off. The Greek word for a dead body, and the Latin, have the same reason of their derivation, namely from falling: So faith Job, I had been as one of those untimely births, that fall to the Earth before their time.

The Apostle Paul, concerning himself, (1 Cor. 15.8.) I was as one born out of due time, I was an untimely birth: Some of the Naturalists say, that word signifies such abortions as are after the seventh and before or at the fortieth day after conception. Others, that it signifies those who are born the eighth month, which usually as they are untimely, so they dye. Now Paul calleth himself an untimely birth, to suit the humble thoughts which he had of himself, with an humble expression of himself, which Reason he seems to give in the next words, ver. 9. For I am the least of the Apostles, which are not meet to be called an Apostle, &c. Even as an untimely birth is not fit to be called a birth; or, because children that are so born, are very imperfect, they are lesser and weaker than those of full growth: So faith he, I am as a poor abortive, as a child born out of due time, I am the least of the Apostles, and I am less than the least of all Saints, Ephes. 3. 8. I am not come to that stature and growth of a timely birth. Secondly, He calleth himself an untimely birth, or one born out of due time, probably for this Reason, because of the suddenness or violence of his conversion; For you know every abortion, or untimely birth, comes from some sudden danger into which the mother falleth; some strain or violence causeth abortion: Paul in this sense was an untimely birth, his conversion was a wonderful violent conversion; Christ came upon him of a sudden, whereas the other Apostles were a great while a forming, a shaping, a fitting to an Apostleship, but Paul was as it were in a moment conceived and born, brought forth and perfected an Apostle, and so from the suddenness and violence of his new birth, he may call himself an untimely birth.

But to pass on from that to the words of Job, As an hidden, untimely birth, I had not been. Here are two things distinct about this birth. First, It is called an untimely birth. Secondly, A hidden birth.
An untimely birth is called a hidden birth, because it is hid from
the eyes of others; abortives are unpleasing and undesirable spec-
tations, therefore they are covered and laid by; there is no remem-
brane of their form or likenesses, therefore Solomon, speaking of an
untimely birth, Eccles. 6. 4. thus describes it, He cometh in with
vanity, and departeth in darkness, and his name shall be covered
with darkness.

As a hidden untimely birth, I had not been.

An untimely birth is said not to have been. A not being is taken
two ways. First, Strictly for that which never had any life at
all, and so some interpret this, for there are abortions, or untimely
births, before quickning, or before there is any life. Secondly, Not
to be, is not to subsist, or not to live: When that which hath lived
dies, it is said not to be. The Prophet brings in Rachel, weeping for
her children, and would not be comforted, because they were not,
Jer. 31. 15. that is, because they were dead. Joseph's brethren plead-
ing before unknown Joseph, tell him, Thy servants are twelve bre-
thren, and behold the youngest is this day with his father, and one
is not, Gen. 42. 13. that is, one is dead. So Jacob speaks at the 30.
verse of the same Chapter, Joseph is not, &c. Hence that answer of
the Wise-man to Alexander, who demanding of him, whether the
living or the dead were more in number, said, The living, for the
dead are not.

As infants that never saw the light.] This clause may be an
Exposition of the former clause, shewing what Job means by an
untimely birth, even an infant that never saw the light. Yet all
infants that never see the light are not untimely births. Infants are
often still born, when their mothers have gone out their time to the
last hour, before the pains of travel come upon them. And therefore
I rather understand this as distinct from the former. In the one
Job-intending such as are born before time, which births are com-
monly called abortions or miscarriages. And in the other, those
who dye in the birth, who are commonly called still-born. The
word which is here used for an infant, signifies properly a weaned
infant, but it is likewise transferred to signify an infant dying in the
birth, which is therefore said never to see the light: So Solomon ex-
tum, ps. Cat-

prefeteth it, too in that place, Eccles. 6. 5. Moreover, he hath not
therein upon it so seen the Sun: And in allusion to this, David, when he cursed the
plots of wicked men, that though they have conceived mischief,
and
and though they have gone with it a long time, and are ready to bring it forth, yet in Psal. 58. 8. faith he, Let them be (that is, let their counsels and designs be) like the untimely birth of a woman, that they may not see the Sun; that is, let them be dashed and blasted, let them never bring forth their poysonous brood to the hurt and trouble of the world. To these faith Job, I am sure I should have been like, if not to Kings and Counsellors, and had been as well, and all one to me. In death, untimely births, and those that go down to the grave as a sheaf of corn that cometh in ripe, are all one; there is no difference in the grave between the infant that never saw the Sun, and him that hath lived to see an hundred recourses of the Sun.

The speech of Job proceeds to a third sort, he strengthens his argument of rest in death. I should certainly have had rest in death; for in death, even they who have been most vexed, who have had least rest, who have been even restless in the world, they have found rest in death: This he clears by a further Induction, in the 17, 18, 19. Verses.

There the wicked cease from troubling, and there the weary be at rest.

There the prisoners rest together, they hear not the voice of the oppressor.

The small and great are there, and the servant is free from his master.

When he had spoken of the rest of death, concerning those great and mighty ones, and the rest of death concerning untimely births and infants, then he speaks of the rest which poor oppressed ones, or which wicked oppressors have in death; all these have a rest in regard of outward bodily troubles, agitations and labours in the grave, therefore certainly there I should have been at rest.

There (that is, in the grave) the wicked cease from troubling: True rest and wickedness never meet, rest and the wicked meet but seldom. And it is but half a rest, and it is rest but to half a wicked man, to his bones in the grave; and it is rest to that half but for a little time, only till the Resurrection.

The word which is here used for wicked is considerable: Though every wicked man be a sinner, yet every sinner is not a wicked man: It is one thing to sin, and another thing to be wicked; there are divers words in the Hebrew Tongue, which signify as it were
the divers features of sinners; and the degrees of sin; and the Hebrew which usually expresseth many things by one word, doth here use many words to signify one thing, only differing in degree.

First, A sinner is called sometime [Cata] that's the lowest expression, noting one that doth miss a mark or his way, he aimst at the mark, yet misses it; he would go in the right way, yet mistakes it or is misled: So every man, the holiest men are sinners, they often miss the mark, the white which God sets up, though they take their aim, and level carefully at it.

Secondly, A sinner is called [Peshang] which signifies a willingness to sin, and an unwillingness to obey, it signifies pride in sinning, or a sinning from pride, which is plain rebellion.

Thirdly, The word here used, and in divers other places, signifies wickedness in the height, and men most active in wickedness: So that when Job faith, There the wicked are at rest, he means superbia. Trans-those who had been restless in sin, who could not sleep till they had done mischief, nor scarce sleep for doing mischief: He means those who had out-run others in the sinful activity, or rather turbulency and unquietness of their spirits; such as are without peace themselves, and seek to molest and disturb the peace of others: The Prophet describes them to be like the troubled Sea which cannot rest, (Isai. 57. 20.) The proper signification of the word (wicked) in the Hebrew, is the word, unquiet, vexatious, or without rest: 1 Sam. 14. 47. Wherefore ever Saul turned himself vexed; and the Reason of it is given, because men of this height and stature in sin, are men of troubled, unquiet and restless spirits. As it notes a height in holiness and grace, to have a kind of unquietness upon the spirit till we can do good; and compasses holy designs and purposes, when we are not only pious, but zealous; As David resolveth, Ps. 132. 3, 4. Surely I will not come into the Tabernacle of my house, nor go up into my bed, I will not give sleep to mine eyes, nor slumber to mine eye-lids, until I finde out a place for the Lord, &c. So unquietness upon the spirit, till it can put sin into act, and compass an evil project, notes a compleatness in the sinner. Sin wakes and works in them to purpose, who cannot sleep till they have wrought out their sin: of these it is properly that Job speaks here, these Troublers of themselves, and Troublers of Israel, these whom the Lord shall trouble this day, or one day: There, &c. in
the grave, these wicked ones cease from troubling; there they have a kind of rest being dead, who could not rest while they lived; there at least they cease from raging. This word (Ragac.) notes any vehement motion, either of mind or body, arising from fear, or grief, or anger, or the concurrence of them all: As when David heard of the death of Absalom, the Text saith, 2 Sam. 18. 33. The King was much moved, &c. He was as it were for a time enraged or distracted, much troubled, I am sure, with passions, or the working of many passions together. The word, you see, in the Hebrew, hath a near affinity in sound and sense with our English word raging, and we translate it so, Psal. 2. Why do the Heathen rage? It is the same word; So here, the wicked cease from raging, or from troubling; that is, from that madness of rage in troubling the poor, especially such as fear God: Wicked men are not only sinful, but they are mad in their sin; As Paul speaks of himself before his conversion, I persecuted them oft in every Synagogue, and compelled them to blaspheme, and being exceedingly mad against them, I persecuted them even unto strange cities, Acts 26. 11. In Paul unconverted, see the picture of a wicked man's spirit, he could not cease from troubling, but in death he shall.

And there the weary are at rest.

The weary.] Some by the weary, understand those whom the wicked have wearyed by troubling of them; and that is a truth, That in the grave, the wearyed, those that wicked men have turmoyled and vexed, are at rest; so the fence is made out thus; That in the grave, they that trouble others, and the troubled, the poor perfected, and the proud persecutors, are at rest. But rather, by the wearyed, we are to understand only the wicked themselves, There the wicked cease from troubling, and there the weary be at rest; that is, there those wicked men, who weary and tire out themselves with vexing and troubling of others, are at rest; they then cease from those vexatious undertakings, which have consumed their spirits and worn out their bodies: And the Reason why I rather expound the weary to be the wicked (though the other be a good fence) is, because Job afterward speaks of the rest of those that are wearyed, who are passive under the cruelties and plottings of those wicked ones. There the wicked cease from troubling, and there the weary be at rest. Hence observe, first,
That wicked men are troublers both of themselves and others. There the wicked cease from troubling, as if the wicked did nothing in the world but trouble the world. As before Job had given the special character of great ones and Princes, They get gold, build Palaces and Sepulchres, and fill them with treasure; so when he speaks of wicked ones, he faith, There the wicked cease from troubling; As intimating, that while they live in the world, they are a perpetual trouble to the world. The Prophet Isaiah is express, (Chap. 57. 20.) The wicked are as the troubled Sea, that cannot rest; they can do any thing better then be quiet, they have not strength enough to sit still, they cannot rest. King Ahab had this apprehension of Elijah, (1 King. 18. 17.) when the Kingdom of Israel was full of trouble, (for God did vex them with great adversity;) Art. not thou he (faith Ahab) that troublest Israel! No faith Elijah, (who could make up a better judgment then Ahab in that point) I am not he that troubleth Israel, but it is thou and thy fathers house. Ahab had fold himself to work wickedness, and so had stock enough to purchase trouble for Israel; wicked ones are the troublers of all; they are troublers of their own families, troublers of the places and Cities where they live, the troublers of a whole Kingdom, troublers of the Churches of Christ, and the troublers of their own Souls, they are born to trouble both active and passive, they love to trouble, and they have what they love: It is the character and the argument of an extrem wicked man, to be a troubler; Even as it is a great argument of great grace, when you see one a comforter of others, or base to help others, to do good to others; The tree is known by the fruits.

Secondly, Taking the latter words of this Verse, (There the weary be at rest;) for those wicked men who are wearied by troubling others, we may observe,

That wicked men by troubling others, do as much weary and tire out themselves; And though they finde that in troubling others they weary themselves, yet they will not give it over, they will trouble still. Job faith thus of a wicked man, in the fifteenth of this book, Ver. 20. The wicked man travaileth with pain all his days, not onely doth he put others to pain, but himself is in pain; and they are frequently expressd in Scripture as wearying themselves, sometimes as weary of themselves, so Jer. 9. 5. They weary themselves to commit iniquity; And thou art wearied in
the multitude of thy counsels, Isa. 47. 13. Thou art wearied in the greatness of thy way, Isa. 57. 10. and that was but a way of troubling the Church; She weareseth her self with lyes, Ezek. 24. 12. The sins which wicked men commit only in and against themselves, weary them; but they are most wearied when they are persecutors of others: It is observed of Antiochus Epiphanes, that famous Troubler of the Church, (by him that hath written the Itinerary of the Saints) that he did undertake more troublesome journeys, and went upon more hazardous designs, meerly to trouble, and vex, and oppose the Church of the Jews, then ever any of his predecessors did about any other conquest or noble enterprise; that he travelled more miles to do mischief, then (as the Author doth compare their journeys; any of the Saints did do good; and therefore he concludes the story of him, with this general Truth concerning persecutors, All such wicked men go with more trouble to eternal death, then the Saints do to eternal life: they toy themselves more, and suffer more, to work out their own damnation, then the godly do in working out their own salvation: To be wicked in the height, is the height of Trouble. Solomon saith, that a good man is merciful to his beast, but a wicked man is unmerciful to himself, he will tire himself more than a good man will tire his beast. This is a certain Truth, he that will follow sin and serve his own lusts, (especially the lust of pride and oppression, whatsoever serveth those lusts) serveth a hard master, a master that will make him toy, and sweat, and weary himself while he lives, and at the last pay him with death. The work of sin is bad enough, but (as to the sinner) the wages of sin is worse.

The last thing I shall note from it is this: There the wicked cease from troubling. There, where is that? At the grave; when they come to dye, they make an end of their troubling, not before: Observe then,

Wicked men will never cease troubling until they cease to live. In the grave they cease troubling, there they are at rest; If they should live an eternity in this world, they would trouble the world to eternity. As a godly man never gives over doing good, he will do good as long as he lives, though he fetches many a weary step; so wicked men never give over doing evil, until they step into the grave. And the Reason of it is, because it is their nature to do evil, and that which men do naturally, they do always; they never
give it over, nothing but death can suspend and stop Nature.

There are indeed two cases wherein wicked men cease troubling, while they live. One is, when they are desperate in their designs, and see they cannot by troubling themselves, trouble others sufficiently, when they cannot have their will nor compass their ends fully; they being in despair of doing the mischief they would, will do no more: So the Historian notes concerning Dioeclesian, the most bloody persecutor that ever the Church had, at the last he gave over the Empire, and declined the Government (not because he was weary of persecuting, but he was weary of being disappointed.) Because he saw he could not, ut imperi...he puts himself out of power to do that mischief, resigns the Empire. A second case, wherein wicked men cease troubling, is, when they have fully attained their ends in this life; sometimes they bring their work to such perfection, to such a period, that they think they have attained all, all their plots have taken, all's theirs; and when they have fully done the Devil's work, then he gives them a play-day, they have some cessation: But otherwise, except in these two cases, they never cease from troubling; therefore the Apostle Paul, Gal. 5. 12. prayeth, that they which trouble them, might even be cut off: As if he had said, they are such a kind of men, there is no curing of them, they will never have done doing mischief, until they be cut off by death. As God threatens death to deter men from sin, so sometimes he is (as it were) constrained to send death to keep or take men off from sin: A godly man of faith, If God kill me, yet will I trust in him: and some wicked men say (in effect, if not in the letter) Till God kills us we will infect us a pec...sin against him. The Psalmist asks the question, Psal. 94. 4, 5. canto eft. How long shall the wicked? how long shall the wicked triumph? How long shall they utter and break hard things? and all the workers of iniquity boastst themselves? They break in pieces thy people, O Lord. What Answer shall we give, what date shall we put to this, How long? The Answer is given, Vers. 23. The Lord shall bring upon them their own iniquity, and cut them off in their own wickedness: yea, the Lord our God shall cut them off. As if he had said, except the Lord cut them off in their wickedness they will never leave off doing wickedly. The wicked (faith
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Hannah
Hannah in her song, 1 Sam. 2:9.) Shall be silent in darkness; The wicked will sin while they have any light to sin by, therefore God puts out their candle, and sends them down into darkness, and there they will be quiet. The wicked shall be silent in darkness. They will sin against the light of the Word, as long as they enjoy the light of the World, and do the works of spiritual darkness, till they are shut up in penal darkness. It follows,

There the prisoners rest together, they hear not the voice of the oppressor.

Here is another sort, The prisoners.] The word is, those that are bound: And these prisoners may be of two sorts. First, Slaves and captives, who are under hard taskmasters, such as set them to hard labor; Or men that are in debt, and put into prison by cruel creditors: Prisoners in either of these respects are at rest, or they rest together in the grave; when they have paid that debt to Nature, all their other debts are discharged; death is their debt to Nature, and when they have paid that debt, they (faithfull) receive an Acquittance, (a quietness;) they rest together, when they have done that work, the work of dying, poor captives and prisoners have done all, and pay'd all.

It is added, They hear not the voice of the oppressor.] The word which we translate an Oppressor, signifies by violence to compel one to work, or to pay a debt; So the Task-masters, Exod. 5. are said to compel the people with violence to go on about the work. The same word signifies both an Exactor and an Oppressor; An Exactor of Debt, an Exactor of Tribute, an Exactor of Labor; in all these ways the word is used: and because those three, (Tribute, Debt and Labor) are demanded many times against Right and Equity, often with much violence and cruelty, therefore the word signifies also an Oppressor; Exaction is always within a step of Oppression, and is often put for the same; and because Oppressors use bitter words, and hard speeches, wounding with their tongues as much as with their hands, therefore poor prisoners dying, are said to be free from the voice of the Oppressor: Poor prisoners hear not the voice of the Oppressor in the grave; there they are beyond the sound, and out of the hearing of those vexing, railing Taskmasters, or exacting Creditors. Hence observe, first,

That an estate of bondage is a miserable restless estate. There the
the prisoners rest together; Captives and bondmen have little rest
until they rest in the grave: The language of prisoners is a sorrow-
ful language; their speech is sighs, Psal. 79. 11. Let the sighing
of the prisoners come before thee; and Psal. 12. 5. Because of the
oppression of the poor, and for the sighing of the needy. It is a rest-
less condition which yields nothing but sighs and groans: Indeed
we read in the Acts, (Chap. 16. 25.) of prisoners that spake an-
other language, even the language of joy; we read there of the
sighing of the prisoners, Paul and Silas did not sigh but sing in the
night while they were bound in prison, but this was extraordina-
ry; They receiving enlargement of heart, and wonderful consola-
tion from the Holy Ghost, pray in prison and sing praise to God:
Christ sent the Comforter that night to them, who made them a
feast in the prison, and they sung to it, they made music, heaven-
ly music, they sung praise to God. It was not from the good cheer,
or any comfortable message which they had from the Jaاور, or
from their Oppressors, but Christ came and visited them; any
place, or any estate is comfortable, when Christ is present to the
Soul: But in it self imprisonment is a sad condition. Therefore
the Apostle biddeth us, remember those that are in bonds, even as
bound with them, Hebr. 13. 3. and Christ takes a prison-visit as
a special point of service and kindness done unto him, I was in
prison and ye visited me, Mat. 25. 36. I, in my afflicted mem-
bers was in prison, and your visit was an ease to my affliction, and
(as it were) a loosening of my chains. Such visits are now reason-
able: now remember the bondage and captivity, the hard usage
and imprisonment of our brethren in many parts of this Nation,
Let the sighing of the prisoners come up before you, even the sighing
of those Josephs whose feet are hurt in the stocks, and the Iron
enters into their Souls, As some translate that, Psal. 105. 18. When
you are at your Tables, and have plenty, then remember the bread
of adversity, and the water of affliction, which the poor prisoners
your brethren are served with, and be not contented with every
day, or starve in prison. When you are in your pleasant, warm
chambers and soft beds, think of the cold, loathsome dungeons and
hard boards, in which, and on which many of them lie. And when
you hear the voice of love, and such speaking to you, who have
the law of kindness in their tongues, Prov. 31. 26. then remem-
ber those who hear the voice of the Oppressor. From which take
this second Observation,

That
That the words of Oppressors are wounding words. The voice of an Oppressor is a terrible voice; And therefore Job puts this in, as a special priviledge that the poor prisoners shall have in the grave, They shall not hear the voice of the Oppressor; who can rest where they speak, or hear their words, and not be troubled? Therefore not to hear the voice of the Oppressor, is a circumlocution, noting full liberty: The wilde-Asses is so described, Job 39.7. he regardeth not the crying or the voice of the driver; the Original word is that in the Text, he regardeth not the voice of the Oppressor, or of the Exactor: This is the liberty of the wild-Ass which was never in hand or under burdens; whereas other Asses that are in hand, and are employed to bear and travel, they must bear the voice of the driver, they hear the voice of their Oppressors: And some men are very unmerciful to their beasts; It is grievous to the poor Cattel to hear the voice of such drivers; and the groans of those beasts will rise up in judgment against their drivers: And if so, how then will the groans of the Saints rise up against their drivers? We have lately heard of Oppressors turn’d Drivers, they have driven their poor Brethren as beasts or cattel before them; and more cruel then any such drivers, they have not suffered them to drink of the puddled water through which they passed; And yet more, the words of those drivers, as goads and staves, beat their ears, and prick them to the very hearts in their passage. The voice of these Oppressors is the voice of scorn, the voice of slander and reproach; and David shews us from his own experience, how Reproaches work, (Psal. 42.10.) as with a sword in my bones mine enemies reproach me. And the Apostle (Hebr. 11.36.) speaks of the believing perfecuted Jews, that they had this trial of cruel mockings, their Oppressors sharpened their Tongues as well as their swords against them; the Tongue wounds deeper then the sword, the Tongue wounds the spirit, but the sword cannot reach beyond the flesh: And God will take as deep, if not a deeper revenge upon Oppressors for their Tongue-woundings, then for their Sword-woundings: hard words, as well as hard blows, must be accounted for. And the Apostle Jude assures us, Vers. 15. That the Lord cometh to execute vengeance upon all, and to convince all that are ungodly among them, of all their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly committed, and of all their hard speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken against him. If any shall say, When did we speak against the Lord?
Lord? Christ will answer as in the Gospel, (Mat. 25.) In as much as you have spoken against any one (and you have spoken against many) of the least of these my brethren, ye have spoken against me. To how many of my brethren have you said many times, Where is now your God? To how many have you said, as they (Psa. 22.9.) in that Prophecy of Christ, You trusted on the Lord that he would deliver you, let him deliver you? To how many have you said, Where are your prayers and fastings? Where is your Parliament? Where are your hopes? These are hard speeches. This voice of the oppressor cuts the heart of the poor prisoner; he can with more ease dye, than hear such blasphemies and reproaches. The wicked (Mal. 3. 13.) bluster and speak big against God himself; Your words have been stout against me, saith the Lord: If wicked men will speak stoutly against God, the high God, how stoutly will they speak against a poor oppressed captive, that lies under their feet?

Seeing then it is such a wound and a terror to be under the power of insulting oppressors, who will not only strike with the sword, but strike with every word: Let us pity and pray for our brethren that are under the hands, yea feet, and which is worse, under the tongues of such drivers; pity them, in regard of the wants which they feel, and of the words they hear every day. And let us betimes harken to another voice, that we may not at last come to hear this voice, O that my people had harkened unto me. (Psa. 81.) If we would harken to the voice of God, we should not hear the voice of such men. It is the punishment which God lays upon a people (and it is a suitable punishment) for not hearing his voice, that he gives them up to hear this voice: When a Nation will not hear the voice of the Prophets, then they must hear the voice of Oppressors. Let us hasten to hear the voice, the sweet voice, the pleasant voice of our God in his Ministers of the Gospel, lest we be given up to hear the dreadful, grating, cutting voice of such miscreants, who yet are the Ministers of God's just displeasure against a disobedient people. If we, like the deaf Adder, stop our ears at the voice of the Charmer, charm be never so wisely, (Psa. 58.) doubtless the Lord will (yea he hath done it in part already) send Serpents and Cockatrices among us, which will not be charmed; and they shall bite us, (with bitter and sharp words.) Jer. 8. 17. Let us therefore to hear the voice of the Word, that we may be delivered from this...
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this rod of the voyee (which smarts worse then the voyee of the rod,) and from the scourge of tongues. And let us pray, that God would hasten the performance either of that gracious promise, (Isa. 14.2.) They shall take them captives whose captives they were, and they shall rule over their oppressors; or of that, (Isai. 60.17.) that he would make those great and notable changes in the Church, and give us for brass gold, and for iron silver, and for wood brass, and for stone iron: That he would also make our Officers Peace, and our Exalters Righteousness: This will be a time of refreshing indeed; And as the time of the restitution of all things which God hath spoken by the mouth of all his holy Prophets since the world began, Acts 3.21. namely, when our Officers shall be Peace, and our very Oppressors Righteousness: When the very Troublers of a people become their Peace, how great is that peace? When they, who were the Oppressors of a people, are turned to be very Righteousness, how great is that Righteousness? And where there is great Righteousness and great Peace, how great is the joy of that people? Yet howsoever the wiles God shall order these outward dispensations, yet His prisoners have freedom in, though not from their captivity: And they shall hear the voyee of his Spirit speaking more comfort to their hearts, then the voyee of their oppressors can speak terror to their ears. And their ears shall not long be smitten with the hard speeches of ungodly men: Death, a blessed death, will shortly lead them into the house and chambers of silence, where, as Job here speaks, they shall never hear the voyee of the oppressor any more.

Verse 19. The small and the great are there, and the servant is free from his master.

The last instance which Job gives of rest in death, is contained in this 19 Verse. In the words before he said, There the prisoners rest together, they hear not the voyee of the oppressor; here he adds, The small and the great are there, and the servant is free from his master.

The small and the great are there.

Small and great. There is a two-fold quantity, in which men may be considered. There is a natural quantity, and there is a civil quantity, and in both quantities small and great are there.

First,
First, there is a natural quantity, by which men are distinguished into small and great, children and men of full growth; in the grave such small and great are mixed: little children, children of a span long, mingle their dust with men of highest stature.

Again, there is a civil quantity, and so the small are the poor, the low and the mean, they are small ones in a civil account: And civil greatness is power, riches and honour: The honourable they are the great men, and the rich are great men, in a civil quantity; so the word is used, Chap. 1. 3. Job was the greatest of all the men of the East; he was the greatest in civil quantity, in regard of his power, honour and riches. The Prophet Jeremy opposes the poor and the great, (Chap. 5. v. 4, 5.) Therefore I said, Surely these are poor, &c. I will get me unto the great men, &c. the rich and honourable, the Princes and the Magistrates.

The small and the great are there. In Scripture, when we find the two extremes, (small and great are extremes in quantity,) we are to understand all the middle acts, or things, or persons, that is, all that lies between those extremes. We read such Scripture language concerning the actions of men, Psal. 139. 2. Thou knowest my down-sitting and my up-rising. Here are two extremes, the two terms of a man's actions and of his life, his down-sitting and his up-rising: Now when it is said, God knows these two, we are to understand, that God knoweth whatsoever a man doth, all his actions between his down-sitting and his up-rising. So in that promise of a continual blessing from God, Psal. 121. 8. The Lord shall preserve thy going out and thy coming in: Here are two extremes; between these, we are to include and suppose all that a man doth while he is abroad. God shall preserve thy going out and thy coming in, that is, every thing thou taketh in hand (according to his will) from the time thou goest forth or beginnest thy work in the morning, till thy coming home from work, or the end of thy work in the evening: Thus it is clear about things or actions. It is likewise clear about persons. Psal. 49. 2. when David calls high-and-low, rich-and-poor to hear, he calls all to hear: Give ear all ye inhabitants of the world, ver. 1. So when it is said in this Text, The small and the great are there, it is not as if those only were there, or that those of a middle quantity, either in regard of natural or civil proportion, were not there; For death seizeth upon middle men, as well as small and great: There are graves of all imaginable sizes and dimensions between
tween small and great: According to that of the Apostle, Heb. 9. 27. It is appointed to men once to dye, to men indefinitely, of what sort, or degree, or size, or quantity, or quality for ever; it is appointed to men; therefore small and great are there, and many of all sorts are there.

There is a further elegancy yet in the Original; we read it, small and great are there; but the Hebrew strictly read in the letter runs thus, the small and the great are there the same: Or as Mr. Broughton renders it, little and great are there all one. The words taken thus, yield these two Points to our meditation. First this,

Death seizeth equally upon all sorts and degrees of men. The small and the great are there: The small cannot escape the hands, or slip through the fingers of death, because they are little; the greatest cannot rescue themselves from the power, or break out of the hands of death, because they are big.

That the small are there, should be an admonition to young ones; take heed of putting off repentance until you are great, for the small are in the grave: That the great are there, should be an admonition to the greatest and strongest to prepare for death; for all your strength and greatness, your honours, your swelling Titles, your vast riches, cannot oppose, much less prevent or overcome death. The small and the great are there. Secondly, observe,

That death makes all men equal, or That all are equal in death. As death equally takes hold of all men, so death makes all men equal; not only are the small and the great there, but there the small and the great are the same: Death takes away all distinctions, and the grave knows no difference among the sons of men. While men live, they are at a great distance one from another. There is and there ought to be distinctions among men, and men ought to know their terms of distance, and to acknowledge men in their greatness, power and places. As there is one glory of the Sun, and another glory of the Moon, and another glory of the Stars, for one Star differeth from another in glory, 1 Cor. 15. 41. So there is one terrestrial glory of Kings, and another glory of Nobles, and another glory of the Common-people, and these have not the same glory in common, even among them, one man differs from another man in this worldly glory. But when death comes, there is an end of all degrees, of all distinctions. There the small and the great are the same. As the Apostle speaks of our being in Christ, in regard
gard of the priviledges of the Gospel, Col. 3.11. In Christ there is neither Jew nor Gentile, there is neither male nor female, there is neither bond nor free, that is, all have a like and an equal share in Christ, and in the priviledges of the Gospel; the Gospel makes no distinction between poor and rich, in regard of spiritual priviledges and benefits: So death takes away all distinctions in regard of civil priviledges; In death there is neither small nor great, neither male nor female, neither bond nor free; the greatest shall be as low as the smallest, and the highest as low as the meanest; every one there shall be but as his neighbor, and as his brother in the flesh. There is but one distinction that will out-live death, and death cannot take it away; the distinction of holy and unholy, clean and unclean, Believer and an Insidr; these distinctions remain after death, and shall remain for ever: but rich and poor, honorable and base, high and low, King and Subject, these distinctions shall be done away, and forgotten as if they had never been: no difference, no distinction (but that which God makes, and that which grace makes) can stand out against the power and stroke of death. There the small and the great are the same.

And the servant is free from his Master.

The servant.] There are two sorts of servants: There are some who are voluntary servants, and others who are servants by constraint. There are some who might be free, but they will not; and there are others who would be free, but they cannot: Of the former sort we read a Law, Exod. 21.5. where the servant that loved his master, and refused his freedom, saying, I will not go out free, must be brought before the Judges, and have his ear bored through with an awl, in token of his willingness to serve that Master for ever. Others are servants by constraint, as the people of Israel in Egypt, who were made to serve with rigour, Exod. 1.14. to serve whether they would or no, which is servitude rather than service.

We may understand the Text of both; The servant, that is, either he that doth voluntarily serve, and willingly puts himself under the command of another; or he which is under the command of another whether he will or no: to both these death giveth freedom, whether their Masters will or no. The servant is free from his Master.
The word which we translate [is free] noteth that formal manumission or setting at liberty which is used in places or Corporations, where freedoms are either purchased by money, or deserved by appointed service.

And the word here translated Master, is plural, Masters: it is one of the Names of God, Adonai, which Name the Lord hath from Government; That very name is given to Masters of Families, because they ought to govern and order the affairs and business of the family with wisdom and justice; Every Master of a family is a Governor of the family; he is (as it were) a King in his own family. The servant is free from his Master. Hence note, first this,

Sin brought in servility, and the subjection of man to man. I ground it thus, because Job speaks of service as of an estate of affliction, as of an estate of trouble, under which many groan, and from which they can get no release, till death break the bands, and sets them free.

In the state of innocency, there was a dominion granted to man over the beasts, but there was no dominion granted to man over man: In the state of integrity relations should have continued, but subjection should not have been found, only that natural subjection of children to Parents; but as for civil subjection there had been no such thing in the world: Before man forsook the service of God, he needed none to serve him; service comes in by sin, and the increase of it by the increase of sin: As we see, when Canaan was so vile as to forget the duty of a son, he is set below, or in the worst condition of a servant, Gen. 9.5. Cursed be Canaan, a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren, that is, the lowest and most abject servant: As God of gods is the greatest, God, and Lord of Lords is the Highest Lord; so servant of servants is the lowest, the basest servant. So then, as civil subjection came at first from sin, so the increase of subjection, which is to be a servant of servants, came from the increase and progress of sin. Observe secondly,

A servant is not in his own dispose. Though he be a voluntary servant, yet he must serve the lawful will of his master. He may, yea he ought, in every ingenuous service, to serve willingly; but he is not at his own will, to serve when, or where, or how he will.

Some have thought they have a freedom from service by the liberty of the Gospel, of Gospel-priviledge; and that is the Reason why
why the Apostle, 1 Tim. 6. 1. gives that Rule, Let as many servants as are under the yoke, count their own Masters worthy of all honour, &c. He speaks of believing servants. Some presumed they had such freedom by Christ, that they might cast off subjection to men; No, faith the Apostle, as many as are under the yoke, that is, while they continue servants they must submit to their condition, yea though their Masters be unbelievers, as the next Verse shews, And they that have believing Masters, let them not despise them, &c. nothing takes away subjection but death: For as he that is called in the Lord, being a servant, is the Lords free-man, 1 Cor. 7. 22. So he that is the Lords free-man, being called to it, is and ought to be mans servant: The Centurion in the Gospel shews the servants duty, I say unto one, Go, and he goeth, and to another, Come, and he cometh, and to my servant, Do this, and he doth it. The servant is at his Masters beck, not at his own dispose, and nothing can free him but death, so long as he continues under the yoke in that relation. Hence observe thirdly, That death concludes the subjection of man to man. In the grave, or there, the servant is free from his Master; there is no more service due to man, when once death, that king of terrors, hath carried us into his dominions.

**Job 3. 20, 21, 22.**

Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery, and life unto the bitter in Soul? Which long for death, but it cometh not, and dig for it more then for hid treasures, which rejoice exceedingly, and are glad when they can find the grave, &c.

At this 20 Verse, the third and last Section of the Chapter begins, Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery, and life to the bitter in Soul? In the former part of the Chapter, Job wished that death had surprized.
surprized him as soon as ever he set his foot into the world, yeas before he came into the world, that he might have dyed in the very womb: Here Job begins to expostulate, why he having made so long a journey, and in his latter time so troublesome a journey in the world, why (I say) he is not (at his request) cut off and taken away by the stroke of death; Why is light given to him that is in misery, and life to the bitter in soul? We may frame his Argument thus, out of his words, as they are here couched: There is no reason, or if there be, show me a reason, why his life should be prolonged, who liveth miserably, and would dye willingly; But I am the man who liveth miserably, and I would dye willingly; Wherefore then, where is the reason, or show me a reason, why my life is prolonged? That is the force of his Argument. The main Proposition of the Argument is contained in the 20, 21, 22, 23, Verses, namely, that there is no reason why a man that liveth miserably should be denied to dye; Wherefore is light given to a man that is in misery? He endeavors to prove the Assumption at the 24. verse, where he shews that he lived in great misery, which he doth amplify in the two last Verses of the Chapter. This may serve for the sum and scope or intendment of this last Section.

To the words themselves. Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery?

Wherefore. There is a wherefore in Scripture, first of doubting, and secondly there is a wherefore of mourning, and thirdly a wherefore of complaining. In this wherefore, in this question, we may include all three. Job doubteth, and Job mourneth, and Job complaineth, Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery?

Wherefore is light?

Light. Some take light here for knowledge, Wherefore hath a miserable man so much knowledge to see himself, and to know himself miserable? It is some abatement to the sense of misery, not to know that we are miserable; Wherefore is light given? If I did not understand the sadness of my condition, it would be less to me. There is a truth in that; and it is the thing that will so much torment and vex the damned to all eternity; That while they are in the darkness of hellish misery, they shall have so much light in Hell, (I mean the light of knowledge concerning their own condition, whereby they shall fully and clearly discern their own
own unhappiness; if they were ignorant and did not know how miserable they were, their estate were far less miserable. On Earth, the light of the knowledge of God's Will increases the sin of men; in Hell, the light of the knowledge of their own woe will be an increase of their punishment. As Christ faith to the Jews, Job 9:41. If ye were blind, ye should have no sin: but now ye say we see, therefore your sin remaineth. So we may say of those who are separated from Christ for ever; if ye were blind, ye should have no sorrow, but now because in that estate of utter darkness, ye shall have both eyes and light to see your misery, therefore your sorrow shall remain. When a wicked man goes to the generation of his father, where he shall never see light, sc. of comfort, Psal. 49:19. even then he shall have light enough (and more then he would have) to see his sorrow. And in Hell he shall be as much pained with, and hate the light of his own condition, as upon earth he hated and was pained with the light of divine Revelation, Job 3:20, &c. So that the damned shall for ever cry out, Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery?

Yet I take not this to be the sense here, Wherefore is light? by light here, understand natural light, and then it is no more but this, Why do mine eyes yet behold the Sun? Wherefore doth the light shine upon me, when as I am under the clouds and in the darkness of this condition? Or by light, we may understand life, and so the sense is, Wherefore is life continued (which is expressed in the next clause) to him that is in misery?

To be in misery is more then to be miserable. As to be in the flesh, notes a mere carnal man, and to be in the spirit, notes a very spiritual man; to be in misery, notes a very miserable man. The Hebrew word properly signifies labor; at the tenth Verse it was translated sorrow: and it notes any toil from molestation, which either we ourselves endure, (Psal. 25:18.) or cause others by guile or mischief done them, to endure. Hence it is translated guile, miseria & sapa utroque modo sumitur con.

And life to the bitter in Soul.

Life is the union of Soul and Body, when life departeth, Soul and body take leave and part: The Philosopher defines Life to be the bond or colligation of Soul and Body together: Now (faith:}
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Job) why is this life, why is this bond continued to a man whose Soul is in bitterness? while my life was pleasant, it was pleasant to live; while my Soul was sweet, it was sweet to have it knit to my Body; but now my Soul is in bitterness, or I am bitter in Soul, and what sweetness or pleasure can I finde in my Body?

To be bitter in Soul, notes deep, intrinsic or inward sorrow; the greatest sorrow makes the Soul bitter. As in Scripture, when we finde Soul added, respecting the evil of an estate, or the good of an estate, evil and good are meant in the highest degree. As when Christ saith, Matt. 26:38, My Soul is exceeding heavy, or exceeding sorrowful, even unto death; that is, I am in the lowest deeps of sorrow: Sorrow unto death is sorrow within one step or degrees of death. My Soul is sorrowful; there can be no sorrow but in the Soul; the Body (take it as a distinct from the Soul) is not capable of sorrow: sorrow is a passion or an affection of the Soul, an affection of the mind, and therefore all sorrow is seated in the mind; yet when our Lord Christ saith, My Soul is exceeding sorrowful, It is far more then to have said, there is sorrow or exceeding much sorrow in my Soul. So here, this phrase, To him that is bitter in Soul, or whose Soul is bitter, Notes the most bitter and grievous sorrow. When the Philistit would fer forth the great sorrow of Joseph in prison, Psal. 105:18. One Translation saith, that the iron entered into his Soul, and the Hebrew word for word is this, his Soul came into the iron: We know the Soul is to pure and spiritual that iron cannot enter it; We know that only the Soul can be bound with chains: The Soul could quickly slip from the most watchful keeper, and break out from the strongest irons, were it not to keep company with the Body. Whereas then it is said, his Soul came into the iron, it is only to shew that Joseph was under very sore affection, even the sorest affection of the Body. As on the other side, when Mary said, My Soul doth magnifie the Lord, my spirit rejoyseth in God my Saviour. We know, nothing properly can magnifie the Lord, or rejoice, but the spirit or the Soul; yet when the faith saith, my spirit doth rejoice, this notes a deep, pure, internal, spiritual joy, with which the was ravished at that time: And as they who rejoice in Soul, would even willingly be rid of their Bodies, they are above the Body: So they who are bitter in Soul, are defirous to be rid of their Bodies; the Body is a burden when the Soul is bitter. This bitterness of Soul causeth those bitter complaints before, and now this vehement Expostulation,
Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery?

Wherefore? We are apt to think there is no Reason for that, for which we can see no Reason. Job was in a dark condition, and could not see the Reason, and therefore almost concludes there was none. When we are posed, we think all the world is posed too. If we cannot interpret and expound the dealings of God, we think none can; nay, in such cases, some are ready to think (at least to speak as if they thought) that God himself cannot give a good account of them; This wherefore goes through the Earth, and reaches Heaven. Tell me O my friends, shew me O my God, Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery?

Why Job, there may be many Reasons, many Answers given to this, wherefore a man should be in light, though he be in misery: and why his life should be continued, though his soul be in bitterness. What if God should appear and tell thee, It shall be thus, and the Reason of it is, because I will have it so? Is not that therefore answer enough to any man wherefore? The Will of God is Reason enough for man, and ought to be the most satisfying Reason; If God say, I will have life remain in a man that is bitter in soul, that man should say, Lord it is Reason I should, because it is thy pleasure, though it be to my own trouble. Yet it is but seldom that God makes his Will his Reason, and answers by his bare prerogative: He hath often given weighty Reasons to this query. First, The life of Nature is continued, that the life of Grace may be increased. Again, Such live in sufferings, That they may learn obedience by the things which they suffer. God teaches us by his Works, as well as by his Word, his dealings speak to us: And It is as great an act of holiness to submit our selves to the Will of God in his Works, as it is to the Will of God in his Word. Another Reason of this wherefore may be this, God sets up some as patterns to posterity; he therefore gives the light of life to some that are in misery, to shew that it is no new, nor strange thing for his Saints to be in darkness: And what if God doth it to magnify the strength of his own power in supporting, and the sweetness of his mercy when he delivers, such bitter souls. Further, Observe, first, That

The best things in this world may come to be burthens to us. See here a man, weary of light and life; light one of the most excellent creatures that God made, the most excellent next to life, Lila yea
yea life, the best, the most excellent thing in Nature, both thse become burdensome; How gladly would Job have been rid of light, how gladly rid of his life? Consider then, how burdensome other things (which at the best are burdens) may be unto you: If you hear a Soul complaining of light and life, and why are these given me when I am in misery? Then what comfort think you will Hope give you? or what comfort will riches give you? or what comfort will beauty give you, in such a condition, as makes you weary of light and life? What comfort will sin give you, what case will your lusts give you, in such a condition as makes you weary of light and life? I never heard of any of the Saints that were troubled at any time with their grace, or weary of the favour of God. I never heard of them say, why is grace given to one that is in misery? or the light of God's countenance to the bitter in Soul? I never heard any say, Wherefore is Faith given to a man that is in misery, or hope and patience to the bitter in Soul? grace was never a burden to any man, under greatest burdens, or unsavoury to the bitterest Soul; when you are weary of all other things in the world, these will be your supports. Therefore labor after those things, which you shall never be weary of, even after those things which will be more pleasant to us, then ever light was, when light shall be to others more troublesome then ever darkness was to any; let us labor after those things which will be more sweet to us, then ever life was, when life shall be to others more bitter, then ever death was to any. Secondly observe,

It is a trouble to possess good things when we cannot enjoy them. Would you know, how Job spake here as one weary of light and life? It was not under the notion of light and life, as if he had been weary of these in themselves, but it was because he could not enjoy these. Solomon assueth us, (Prov. 25. 20.) that, As he that taketh away a garment in cold weather, and as vinegar upon Nitre, so is he that singeth songs to an heavy heart: Musick to one that is in sorrow, doueth his sorrow; why? because he cannot enjoy the musick; a heavy heart can worse intend musick then a heavy ear; one of those things which we can enjoy in the use of them, please in the possessing of them: Of all temporals, the possess and enjoyment may be separated, but for spirituals, the very possession of them is joy, therefore enjoyment; their presence is a pleasure, and therefore their presence shall ever please. We may distinguish between their use and their comfort, but we can never separate them.

One
One thing further, When Job saith, Wherefore is light given, and life given? The meaning of it is, wherefore is light continued, and wherefore is life continued? for he speaks of himself and others that had light and were alive, and yet he faith, Wherefore is light given? &c. From this we may learn, That

Every act of continuance of good things to us, is a new act or deed of gift to us: Mercy is given, every moment it is enjoyed; not onely is a new mercy, and a renewed mercy a new gift, but continued mercy is a gift; and a new gift; life is a new gift every hour of time we live on the Earth; and glory will be a new gift, every minute of Eternity we shall live in Heaven.

Which long for death and it cometh not, and dig for it more then for hid treasures.

This 21 verse doth further explicate who are the bitter in Soul, even such as long for death; when a Soul (from natural principles) finds a sweetnes in death, that Soul is in bitterness: Our affliction and our misery is indeed worm-wood and gall, as the Church complains, (Lam. 2.19) when death is as honey, and long'd for as the honey-comb. There is bitterness in the death of the Body, and yet some are to bitter in Soul, that they account the very bitterness of death, sweetnes; They say not as Agag, (1 Sam. 15.32.) Surely the bitterness of death is past, but O that the sweetnes of death would come. To be rid of sin makes us long for death spiritually, to be rid of pain makes us desire death naturally; therefore he faith, the bitter in Soul long for death.

The word which we translate [by longing] signifieth a very vehement desire, as you know in our Tongue, To long for a thing, from Hiawit, imbavit, or aprly intiusus alis, concupisit, exspectavit, not at etiam, vera fi de, patruique expectations anhelare ad r.m prom Sam.
from the house of Jacob, and I will look for him. The Prophet Hosea applies the word to robbers and thieves, who stand watching and longing for the Traveller, and looking at every turning. Chap. 6. 9. As troops of robbers wait for a man. Yet further to clear this, we may take notice, that in the Hebrew there are two words which come from this root, whereof the one signifies the palate of the mouth; because the palate is the part affected with the taste of such meats as we long for: Hence we say, the mouth waters after such or such a pleasing dish. The other word signifies a Fish-book, and the Reason is double, either because those hooks are pleasently baited, which when the fish sees, he longeth after it, and greedily swallows it down. Or because when the Angler hath cast in the hook, he is in great expectation, waiting and looking earnestly when the fish will be enticed and bite. By all these uses of the Original word, we may collect the exceeding intenseness of that desire which is here express by longing for death: They long for death, even as a hungry man longeth for any meat, or as a woman with child longeth for some special meat, as a fish longs for the bait, or as an Angler longeth till the fish bites, or as a Believer (which as it is the most spiritual, so the most ardent desire of all) desires to have any promise fulfilled, upon which he hath pitched his faith; and anchors at by hope.

Which long for death and it cometh not; that is, it cometh not so soon as they would have it; for death will come at one time or other, but death doth not come at their time, or their pace. It cometh not, in the Hebrew it is onely thus, which long for death and it is not, we supply, it cometh not.

And dig for it more then for hid treasures.

To illustrate the greatness of this desire after death, he adds a similitude of those who seek for treasures; if there be any natural desire more strong, then that of a woman with-child, or a longing woman, it is the desire of a covetous man; the desire of gain or treasure; covetousness is the strongest appetite.

Observe but what a gradation there is in this expression, to set forth the greatness of their desire after death: they do not only long for it, but they dig for it, digging you know is no ordinary labor, it is an extraordinary work, a hard labor; As longing is a strong desire, so digging is strong labor, hard labor. And then it is no ordinary digging neither, but digging for a treasure: men will
will dig hard for treasure; you see men will dig hard for a stone, for iron, for coals, how then will they dig for any mine of gold or silver! A man will dig the Earth for a little money, but when a man diggeth, hoping to finde money in the Earth, that will make him work indeed; now they dig after such a manner: And beyond that, he faith, they dig for it as for hidden treasure, that's a further degree of their endeavor after it.

That which we translate, hidden treasure, is but one word in the Hebrew: It signifies any hidden thing, especially treasures, because treasures use to be hid or close laid up. And there is a two-fold hiding of treasures: There is a natural hiding, and there is an industrious and artificial hiding. There is a natural hiding, so treasures are hid, that lie in the bowels of the Earth, they are naturally hid. Then treasures are hid by industry and by art; when we are afraid we shall be spoyled of our treasures, or that they shall be taken away, then there is a hiding them, and often a digging to hide them in the Earth: As now in these times of spoyle and violence, if a rich man hear that those spoyleers are nigh, he presently hides his treasure. Now either as robbers dig and search for treasures industriously hid, or as myners dig and search for treasures naturally hid, so (faith Job) with such careflesnesse do these dig for death.

There is one thing here to be resolved by way of question before we come to the Observations; Namely, whether it be lawful to wish for, or to desire death? Job here proposteth such as long for death: Is it lawful to desire death? doth he speak here onely (de facto,) of a thing which some do; or of that which may be done?

I answer, first, That death in it self is no way desirable; and it is not an object of desire. We cannot desire that (for it self) which is an enemy or destructive unto us. If any should desire death as death, or under the notion of death, they should desire that which is destructive, that which is their enemy, so the Apostle calls death; 2 Cor. 15. The last enemy which shall be destroyed is death. Death is an enemy, therefore (as death) no man can desire it. Indeed, many have desired death, but still we finde somewhat else at the bottom of that desire. But what bottom or ground makes the desire of death lawful? I answer,

First, It is a holy desire of death, if we desire death to be free from sin; when the Soul faileth thus, because I see, onely the end of
of living will be the end of sinning, therefore I long for death that I may sin no longer.

Secondly, It is lawful to desire death, that we may have more full communion with Christ the Lord of life. I desire to be dissolved, saith Paul, but why? not that he desired dissolution, but that he might be with Christ, Phil. 1. 23. Christ is life, and Christ is our life. It is better to enjoy life, then to live: How much better then is it, to enjoy Christ who is life, then to live!

To both these we may refer that of the Apostle, 2 Cor. 2. We that are in this tabernacle groan, being burdened; they were burdened with sorrow, and burdened with sins, while they were in the tabernacle of the body, yet (faith he) it is not that we would be unclothed, but clothed upon; he did not groan for the grave, but for glory; not that he might be unclothed, but clothed with immortality; not barely that he might dye, but that mortality might be swallowed up of life.

Under these notions we may desire death; yet with this caution, that for the time of it, we refer our selves to the good pleasure of God. For what the Apostle James speaks of the inordinate desires and absolute resolves of worldly men, about gaining in that or t'other City, is by allusion appliable to these spiritual greedy merchants, after heavenly glory, Chap. 4. 13. Go to now ye that say, to day or to morrow we will go into such a City, and continue there a year, and buy and sell, and get gain, &c. For that ye ought to say, if the Lord will. So I may say, Go to now, ye that say, to day or to morrow we would dye, (for to dye, to us is gain, Phil. 1. 21.) and go to that heavenly City, that City having foundations, whose builder and maker is God, and continue there for ever, taking in and enriching our selves with that glory which Christ hath bought: for that ye ought to say, when the Lord will, or now if the Lord will. On such conditions as these, and with this caution, we may desire death, yet long for death.

But to long for death, onely to be rid of the troubles of this life, to desire to lie down to sleep in the bed of the grave, onely to ease our flesh, and rest our outward man, is sinful. The Apostle saith, (Acts 20. 24.) I count not my life dear, so I may finish my course with joy; But we shall account our lives too cheap, if we fear to finish our course with sorrow; If we think that it is not worth the while to live, unless we live in outward comforts; we exceedingly undervalue our lives, when a cross in our lives makes us weary.
weary of our lives. This was Jonah's infirmity, when he had taken
pet about the gourd; (Chap. 4.) he would needs dye, and he con-
cludeth the matter, It is better for me to dye then to live; and all
was, because he could not have his will, because he was troubled.
This also was Elijah's infirmity, when he was persecuted by, and
fled for his life from Jezebel, 1 King. 19. 4. He requested for him-
self that he might dye, and said, It is enough now, O Lord, take
away my life, for I am not better then my fathers. This is an in-
firmity at the best; we ought rather to seek to God that he would re-
move the evil from us, then remove us from the evil: for God hath
a thousand doors to let us out of trouble, though he doth not open
the door of the grave to let us in there, and out of the world. He
can end our troubles, and not end our lives.

Yet such a wish is much allayed, yea (in some cases) lawful,
if we keep the former caution, and say, If the Lord will. If we
refer out selves to the will and good pleasure of God, we may
desire to be laid to rest by death, that we may be rid of those
pains and evils which we suffer in this life. And yet I desire
rather to raise the spirits of all above these troubles while they live,
then satisfy them how they may desire freedom from them by
death. When Solomon returned, and considered all the oppre-
sions that are done under the Sun, and beheld the tears of
such as were oppressed, and they had no Comforter, and on the side
of their Oppressors there was power, but they had no Comforter:
Then he praised the dead, which are already dead, more then the
living, which are yet alive, (Eccles. 4. 1, 2.) that is, he pronoun-
ced the dead to be in a better condition then the living. Yet know,
that Solomon in this place speaks the words of meer natural
Reason, not of divine Reason: For he speaks (though with a di-
vine Spirit) yet in the person of a natural man. Natural Reason
faith, It is better to dye, then live under oppressions; but divine
Reason faith, There is more honour to be gained by living under
oppressions, then there is ease to be attained by dying from under
them. To bear a burden well, is more desirable then to be deli-
ivered from a burden; especially, if while we are bearing, we
can be doing, doing good (I mean) and I mean it especially,
if we can do publique good. A Christian should be content, yea
he should rejoice, in suffering much evil upon himself, while he
can be doing any, especially if he can do much good to others.
A graciously publique spirit will triumph over personal troubles
and
and labours, so long as he sees himself a blessing or a help to the
publique: and though he longs to dye for himself, and to be with
Christ, which is better, yet he is loth to dye; so long as he can say
with blessed Paul, Nevertheless to abide in the flesh, is more need-
ful for you, (or others,) Phil. i. 24. When a Heathen Emperor,
Cesar, said, he had lived long enough, whether he respected Nature
or Honour; Tully the Orator answer'd him well, But you have
not lived long enough for the Common-wealth. Much more may
we say, when we see able and godly men longing for death, be-
cause they have lived long enough, whether they respect common
Nature or their own Honour; But you have not yet lived long
enough for the Church of God, and for the common good of his peo-
ple: We should be willing to live so long, as God or his people have
a stroke of work to be done, which our abilities and opportunities
fit us to do: In this fence, A living Dog is better than a dead Lion,
Ecceis. 9. 4. That is, it is better to live (though we are the mean-
est) working for God, then dye, or be dead, though we have been
the chiefest.

I inlarge this the rather, because of the present troubles, and the
infirmitie of our flesh, which sometimes is ready to envy those who
dye, because we live in sorrow; and is not satisfied with this,
that our Souls are here shelter'd from death, and under the covert
of Christ, unless our bodies also may be shelter'd in death, and lie
under the covert of the grave. So much to that question.

Let us note something from the words themselves, Which long
for death, and it cometh not, and dig for it more then for hid trea-
urses: Observe first, That

Many afflictions to our sense are worse then death. They long
for death, because they are in misery. It is said, and it is a
Truth, O death, how bitter art thou to a man that is at ease in his
possession? And there is a truth also in this, O death, how sweet
art thou to a man that is bitter in his Soul? It often falls out, that
to dye is but a short affliction, but affliction many times is a long
and a continued death, a frequent death, as the Apostle speaks of his
afflictions, in deaths often, (2 Cor. i. 11. 23.) That there is a bitter-
nesses in death, the speech of Agag implies, (1 Sam. 15.) Surely
the bitterness of death is past: Yet while a man (as lamenting
Jeremy complains, Lam. 3. 19.) remembers his afflictions, and
his misery, the wormwood and the gall, that is, his afflictions and
misery more bitter then gall and wormwood, his sense over-
comes his judgment, to conclude, that there is a pleasantness in that bitter thing which we call death. Secondly observe, That

As death finds many before they look for it, so some look for death, and cannot find it. How many are there, whom death surprizes before they are aware, and seizeth upon them when they think not of it? when as others are expecting, and longing, and gaping, and gasping after death, and they cannot meet with it, it cometh not. Indeed it is a great deal better for a man to expect death when it cometh not, then to have death come upon him when he expects it not. Some are calling for death, crying out for death, before they know how to dye, before they know how to live, yea before they know why they lived. It were well for such if they might lose their longing, and long for death long enough before it cometh; for upon the matter (poor Souls) they long for Hell while they long for death, and while they are hastening from that life and misery which will quickly have an end, they are plunging into that death and misery which will never end. Thirdly observe,

As death is a punishment to most, so not to dye is a punishment to some. Job speaks of it as of an affliction upon such, they long non veniens, for death and it cometh not. Death is an affliction to all, it is a miseriam et punishment to all unbelievers, a punishment with a sting; And as

All wicked men are punished with death, so some of them are punished with this, that they (for the present) cannot dye, (Rev. 9.6.) In those days men shall seek death, and shall not find it, and shall desire to dye, and death shall flee from them. It is laid as

Their punishment that they should live, and as an affliction beyond all their afflicts, that then they could not dye. They are in a sad condition, who can have no remedy or cure of their troubles but death; but how sad is their condition, who cannot obtain that remedy? It is like the punishment of the damned in Hell, they shall long for death, but it will not come, and they shall ever seek for death, but shall never find it. No wicked man did ever part so unwillingly with his Soul when he dyed, as he will unwillingly meet with it when he rieth again: And as the first death doth part Soul and body unwillingly, so the second death keepeth Soul and body together unwillingly. They have a taste of this misery in this life, whose Souls are truly said to be imprisoned in their bodies; And O how desirous are they to dig down these mud-walls,
and make an escape, but cannot. Fourthly observe,

It is an affliction to Nature, to be debarred of any thing it desireth, how destructive soever it be unto it. It is (in one sense) a natural desire to long for death, and yet death is the destruction of Nature. A man under distempers of body, in a disease, a Fever, &c. is often troubled and grieved, because he cannot have those things which will hurt him: He longs for such meats and drinks as given him, would kill him, and yet a denial angers him: The hope of death deferred will make the heart sick, and when the desire (death desired) comes, it is as a tree of life: Grief ariseth from the unsatisfaction of our desires, and therefore though the thing had, which we desire, will undo us, yet the not having it doth affect us.

Which long for death, and it cometh not, and they dig for it more then for hid treasures. Take somewhat from this latter branch, and they dig for it more then for hid treasure. As soon as ever Job had exprest their longing desire after death, you fee presently he tells us that they dig for death. From this observe,

That where desires are true, they presently produce endeavors. He that longs for a thing will labour for it, they are digging presently, (Prov. 18.1,) Through desire a man having separated himself, intermedleth with all wisdom: If it be death a man desires, he will be endeavoring after it. There are some velleities, lustful wishes and woudlings, which produce no endeavors; but true desires are ever active, natural desires are seconded with natural endeavors, and so spiritual desires with spiritual endeavors. If a man desire death, he will dig for it; surely then he that desires Christ, and longs for eternal life, will be digging for the enjoyment of them. Observe further,

That proportionably to the strength of our desires, is the strength and earnestness of our endeavors. As real desire causeth real endeavor, so strong desires cause strong endeavors: It was not a bare desire, but an earnest longing (as was cleared in opening the words:) And it is not a bare labour, but hard labour, digging is strong labour. A mere natural man, whose desires after sin are strong and vehement, acts sin with equal vehemency. The Holy Ghost faith, he doth evil as he can, that is, to utmost his cunning or ability; He draws iniquity with cords of vanity, and sin as it were with Cart-ropes. He doth evil (faith another Scripture,
Mich. 73. With both hands greedily. To do a thing with both hands, notes the greatest endeavor: As when the Pharisees are said not to touch the burdens which they laid on others with their little finger, it notes their refusal of the least endeavor, Matth. 23. 4. So a spiritual heart, having his desires turned Heavenward, he digs for heavenly treasure every day, and gives diligence to make his calling and Election sure. They who have strong desires after Christ, labour strongly after Christ. So they are exprest, (Pro. 2. 4.) where Solomon speaks of wisdom, which is Christ, and all that is Christ's, If thou seest her as silver, and searchest for her as for hid treasures: Such is the search and endeavor that ought to be after Christ, and such it will be if there be true and great desires after Christ.

Thirdly, In that he faith, They dig for it as for hid treasure, we may observe,

That the best things are hardest to come by. If you will have treasures, you must dig for them; you may have pebble stones, flints, above ground, but treasures lie deep: And in proportion, the better every thing is, the more digging it requireth; and the best things ought to be most dig'd for. They that will have the great blessing, must wrestle for it, or the Crown, they must strive for it: We must dig for heavenly hidden treasure before we have it; and yet both the treasure, and the strength to dig for it, are freely given. Fourthly observe, That

Those things which we esteem most, we labour to secure most. It is said that they dig'd for treasures, and that the treasures were hid. I told you in opening the words, there is a natural hiding of treasure, and an indultrious hiding. Take it in the last sense; men that have treasures will labour to preserve them, why? because treasures are much esteemed, and the things we esteem most, we preserve most. In the Hebrew, the word that signifies treasure, signifies the hiding of treasure, or hidden treasure. Among all treasures, spiritual treasures are most hidden; they are so hidden, that they are called mysteries or secrets? The knowledge of Christ was a hidden Treasure for some thousands of years; The Apostle in his time calls it, the mystery which was kept secret since the world began, Rom. 16. 25. Again he calls it, the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom which God ordained before the world unto our glory, which none of the Princes of this world knew, 1 Cor. 2. 8, 9. And as spiritual know-
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ledg, so our spiritual life, is called a hidden life. Your life is hidden with God in Christ, Col. 3.3. And as our life, so our spiritual comforts are hidden, therefore called Hidden Man, Rev. 2.17.

All our spiritual estate is treasure, and it is all hidden treasure, so hidden, that the Saints dig deep to find it, and when they have found it, they hide it, as Christ shews us (Mat. 13.44.) speaking of the Kingdom of God, which he compares to a treasure hid in the field, the which when a man hath found, he hideth: He hideth it, not to obscure it from the light, but to secure it from danger. Mary hid those precious sayings of Christ her Son and her Saviour in her heart, Luke 2.51. And David having found the Commandments of God, which he prized above any treasure, above thousands of gold and silver, he hid them in his heart: Thy Word (faith be) have I hid in my heart, that I might not sin against thee, Psal. 119.11.

Verse 22. Which rejoice exceedingly, and are glad when they can find the grave.

Having said, that they long for death, and dig for it as for hidden treasure: Now supposing, that they find death, he shews how it affects them, they rejoice exceedingly, and are glad when they can find the grave. There is little or no obscurity in these words, only consider the emphasis of this expression: The word which we translate rejoice, or rejoice exceedingly, note such a rejoicing as breaks forth in some outward gesture, as when a man doth leap for joy: And Mr. Broughton translates it thus, which joy till they skip again, noting an extraordinary joy and gladness when they can find the grave, that is, when they dye. Yet some join the sense of this Verse with the former, to carry on or lengthen out the similitude, thus: Which long for death, and dig for it as for hidden treasures; And finding death, they are affected as they who (seeking for treasures) find a grave: For if in digging they did but hit upon a grave, then they thought themselves sure of treasure and great riches, because treasure and riches was used to be put into graves, as was shewed in opening the fifteenth Verse of this Chapter. The sense is fair, and comes up to the same point, from either of these Expositions. Observe hence, first, That

What as one time we fear most, in that at another time we may exceedingly rejoice. Death is cheerful, and the grave is a place of
of darkness, yet here is joy and rejoicing, yea exceeding joy and rejoicing when they find the grave.

Secondly, They rejoice in it, but why? It was that which they had longed for, that which they had long sought for: If at another time they had been shewed the grave, or commanded into the grave, they would have taken little pleasure in it. The same thing inflicted or threatened by another is dreadful to us, which desired by ourselves is pleasant and delightful: It pleaseth us to have our desire satisfied, though the thing desired be never so unpleasant: And to be eased of present evil, makes a future evil appear in the likeness of a present good. For Joy is an affection of the mind, arising from the apprehension of some present good, even as hope springs from the apprehension of some good that is to come.

Further, We may consider the issue of all these acts; after they had longed for death, and digged for death, and found death, presently upon the finding of it, they rejoice, and rejoice exceedingly. Hence observe,

That which any one truly desireth and endeavoreth to find, causeth him to rejoice when he hath found it. If you desire death, and seek for the grave, the finding of these will be to you as life, and as a house of mirth: How much more then shall we rejoice, having found good things, the best things; after earnest longing and digging for them. When the wife Merchant had found the treasure hid in the field, the next words inform us of his joy, *Mat. 13.44.* When the man after long seeking on the mountains had found his *lost sheep,* and the woman, after lighting her candle, and sweeping her house, and diligent search, had found the *lost piece,* they both rejoiced, and called in their neighbors and friends to rejoice with them, (Luk. 15.) It troubles a man to be found of that, or him, whom he hates or fears; *Hast thou found me* *O mine enemy?* faith *Ahab to Elijah,* 1 *King. 21.20.* And it cannot but delight us, to find that, or him, whom we love and long for. *Have I found thee O my friend?* will such an one say. And if a miserable man rejoices exceedingly when desiring he finds death and a grave, how will the Soul leap for joy, when we shall find him who is the longing and desirer of all Nations. *Jesus Christ?* How exceeding exceedingly will the Soul rejoice, when we shall find what we have so much longed for, not death, but life, and life not only in Christ, but with Christ; when we shall find, not the house of the grave, but a house of glory, and glory in the height, an exceeding exceeding surper-excellent weight of glory.

And
And by this effect we may make proof of grace here. If thou hast found Christ in Ordinances, in Duties, in Meditation, in Prayer, in the Promises; for here, in these things, the longing Soul digs after Christ; joy will at one time or other fill thy heart, yea thy heart will leap for joy, thou wilt rejoice in Spirit, as Christ did in his Father, Luk. 16.21. For this joy is a fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5. 22.) and one of the first fruits. And God seldom misses to give the Soul a taste of this joy at the first, or presently after conversion, though afterwards clouds may come over us, or at least our light of joy not be so clear.

Further, If a man long after any truth, and digs it, how exceeding joyful will he be when he can find that Truth? When a Philosopher had found out the resolution of a question in the Mathematicks, he was so ravished with it, that he ran about crying, I have found it, I have found it. Surely the finding of one Divine Truth (which is the mind of Christ) should affect us more than the compleat knowledge of all that is knowable, or can be known in the whole course of Nature. Every Truth is beautiful, but the Truths of God are Beauty. Thus we may try our desires in all their pursuits, by this issue of them, joy in finding the things which we pursue.

Lastly observe, That as he doth rejoice, so this joy answers to the desire in the degree of it: Proportionable to our desires and endeavors in seeking, are our joys and comforts when we have found. There is not only a joy, but a proportionable joy, the desire was very great, and the endeavor was very great, and now the joy comes up to both, that is very great too, not only do they rejoice, but they rejoice exceedingly; they rejoice, so as they skip for joy: That is (I am sure it ought to be) more apparent in our regular desires after things good for us, than in our irregular desires after things which are hurtful to us. If that exceeding desire after death will produce exceeding joy in death, then exceeding desire after life and spiritual good things will work exceeding joy when we have found them: Desires is that which widens the vessel to take in abundance of joy; large desires after any thing open the heart, and enlarge the faculties to take in abundance of joy, when we have found the thing which we desire.

Why is light given to a man, whose way is hid, and whom God hath hedged in?
For my sighing cometh before I eat, and my roarings are poured out like the waters.
For the thing which I greatly feared is come upon me, and that which I was afraid of is come unto me.
I was not in safety, neither had I rest, neither was I quiet; yet trouble came.

At the twentieth Verse of this Chapter, Job begins to expostulate concerning the continuance of his life; and he calls his complaint into an argument, which was formed to his purpose; thus, There is no Reason, or if there be, shew me a Reason, why his life is continued, that liveth miserably, and would dye willingly; But I am the man who live miserably, and would dye willingly: Therefore why is light or life continued unto me? The former part of this Argument is contained in the 20, 21, 22, 23, Verses. In which Job demonstrates, that there is no Reason, or at least if there be a Reason, it is such, as he could not make out, why that man should have his life continued who lives in misery, and is willing to dye. Three of those Verses we have already finished, and there remaineth Vers. 23. (which is a part of the same Reason) to be yet opened.

In this 23 verse, he (as it were) repeats his Argument; He had said before, Why is light given to him that is in misery? &c. and so he doth illustrate it in the two Verses following: In this 23 verse he re-inforceth what he had said in other words, Why is light given to a man whose way is hid, and whom God hath hedged in? He doubleth his call for a Reason or proof of this thing.

Why is light given?] Those words are not here expressly in the Hebrew, but they are supplied by our Translators, and by Translators in other Languages, from the twentieth Verse, to make up the fence. The Original runs thus, To a man whose way is hid, and whom God hath hedged in: But the question is implied as in the former, and here to be prefixed, Why is light given to a man whose
whose way is hid, and whom God hath hedged in? Mr. Broughton
seeth it without the question, (Why is light given?) thus:
The right, or man whose way is rid, over whom the puissant caste-
eth a covering.
To a man whose way is hid.] Job speaks not here of a way in a
proper fence, the way wherein men travel and pass in their jour-
neys from place to place: but the way, is a way, in a Metaphor;
And so in Scripture, the way of a man is taken; First, for the pur-
pose or intention of a man; Secondly, for the course and conversa-
tion of a man: and that either for the course, wherein we walk
toward others, or for the course wherein others walk towards us:
When it is said here, Why is light given to a man whose way is hid?
the way, is either the course wherein Job walked, respecting God,
or the course which God took respecting Job, Why is light given
to a man whose way is hid?

The way of a man, in his walking before God, is two-fold.
First, Internal.
Secondly, External.

There is an internal, an inward way, which the Soul treads in
converse with God, a secret path, a path which no eye hath seen.
And then there is the outward way of walking. That speech of
God to Abraham takes in both, Walk before me and be perfect,
that is, converse and carry thyself uprightly before me, in thy af-
fections and in thy actions. Now when Job faith, his way was hid,
he means neither of these: for though the internal way, whether
it be the way of sin, or the way of obedience, be a path so secret, as
that it is always hid from the eyes of men, yet Job knew well en-
nough that God saw even that way, and therefore he could not
complain that his most secret way was hid from God. Yes in an-
other place he comforts himself with this, that God knew the se-
cret ways of his heart: For when his friends accuse him and charge
him with hypocrisy, he supports himself with this, My witness is
above, and my record is in Heaven, there is one there that know-
eth the way, the secret way of my spirit with him, to be sincerity,
though you charge the way of my spirit with hypocrisy. The Soul
hath many ways of communion with God, which are altogether
hidden from the eye of man: man cannot see or discern the private
passages between God and the Spirit: either when the Soul approves
it self to God, or rejoiceth and exults in God. And as concerning
this way, this inward way, as Job knew that it was not hid from
God.
Chap. 3.

of the Book of Job.

God, so (I conceive) it did not trouble him, that this way was hid from man: As there are in God certain (Arcana Consilii) secret mysteries, and hidden ways of counsel, which he will not communicate to holy men: so there are in holy men (Arcana Pietatis) some secrets, some mysteries of godliness, which they do not communicate to the world; and therefore the complaint doth not lie in either of these respects.

The Church complained, but she was check'd for complaining, that her way was hid from God, Isai. 40. 27. Why say'st thou, O Jacob, and speakest, O Israel, My way is hid from the Lord, and my judgment is passed over from my God?

Yet that place is not to be understood of a hiding from the eye of God's inspection, as if the Church had any suspicion that the Lord did not know, or did not see, how matters went with them, or in what condition they were; but it is to be understood of the eye of God's compassion: There is a seeing eye, or a contemplating eye, and a compassionating or succoring eye. So the meaning of that complaint is only this, Why say'st thou, my way is hidden from the Lord? that is, why dost thou speak as if God did not regard thee in thy troubles, as if God had no pity nor compassion on thee, no bowels toward thee? why say'st thou, my way is hid from the Lord? In the third of Exodus, when God comes to help the people of Israel, he telleth Moses, I have seen, I have seen; or I have surely seen, namely, with an eye compassionating their condition, as the next words shew, for I know their sorrows. Now when the Church complained that her way was hid from God, her meaning was, that God did not take notice, so, as to pity and deliver her. Excepting in that sense, she could not conceive that her way was hidden from God; neither is the way of the Church, so, hidden from God, but as to our sense: for the Lord pities his people when he corrects them, and therefore Jacob is chidden for saying so, Why say'st thou O Jacob, my way is hidden from the Lord? Therefore this Text is not to be understood of Job's way in respect of God, but of the hiding of God's way, or the hidden dealings of God toward Job. My way is hid, saith Job, that I cannot understand, nor interpret, nor expound the meaning of God's dealing with me: I am not able to give an interpretation of it, I know not what this thing meaneth: My way is hid.

The way of God's dealing with him was a hidden way, in two respects.

Non 2 First,
First, In regard of the cause of his affliction; it was hidden from him, why God had laid so sore and so heavy a burden upon him; and that is it which Elihu in the 34 of this Book, vers. 31, 32. hints at, where he telleth Job, Surely (faith he) it is meet to be said unto God, that which I see not, teach thou me. He answers such a complaint as this, I (faith Job) cannot see the reason why God doth afflict me; Elihu tells him, It is meet to be said unto God, that which I see not, teach thou me, and if I have done iniquity, I will do so no more; Lord if thou wilt shew me that my sin is the cause, and what sin is the cause, I do here promise I will lay down my sin, and (through thy help) do so no more.

Or again, It was hidden in regard of the issue or event, My errant way is hid, that is, I can see no passage out of this way; I cannot tell when these troubles will end; I see no help, I have no glimse of light breaking out to me in this way, it is a dark, a hidden way unto me: This darkness troubles him as much as all his troubles. And it is, as if he had said, I am so encompass with clouds, that I walk in darkness, and see no light; My life is so entangled and wrapt up in Troubles, that I see no way of deliverance or escape.

And this Exposition seems most proper, if we take in the latter part of the Verse, where he faith, and whom God hath hedged in: This explains the hiding of his way, to be the hedging of his way, such an encompassing of him about with sorrows, that he could not make his way out.

In the first Chapter, you may remember, that Satan was much troubled that God had made a hedge about Job; and now Job himself is much troubled, that God had made a hedge about him: I am the man, faith he, whom God hath hedged in. That which before was the object of Satan's envy, is now become the object of Job's complaint, a hedge: Sure then it was not the same hedge. No, that which Satan complained of, and envied at, was a hedge of mercy, and a hedge of blessings, a hedge of favor and of protection: But this which Job complaineth of, is a hedge of thorny troubles, and of prickling sorrows: the former was (as we may speak) a hedge of Roses, and this was a hedge of Briars. That was a hedge so high and strong, that no evil could come in, to, or break through, to annoy him; And this was a hedge so high and strong, that no good could come or be brought unto him.

So then, take the fence thus, Why is light given to a man whose way
way is hid, and whom God hath hedged in? that is, why doth God continue my life, when I am in such a condition, as that I can neither discover the reason why I came into it, nor am I able to discover any passage out of it.

And this is it which the Church complains of, (Lam. 3.7.) He hath hedged me about that I cannot get out: and vers. 9. He hath enclosed my ways with heaven stones; God had built up a wall (as it were) by art, with heaven stones, he had set them so close together, that there was no passing by, no getting through. Observe hence, first,

That affliction is usually accompanied with much darkness. Affliction is often called darkness in Scripture; and as it is darkness without, so it often causeth darkness within. An afflicted person hath such darkness upon his person, that he cannot discern, many times, either why God doth afflict him, or when God will make an end of his afflictions. That in the Prophet, (Isai, 50.10.) is true of outward afflictions, as well as inward, Who is there among you that feareth the Lord, that obeyeth the voice of his servant, that walketh in darkness? There's many an afflicted person walks in a way, hidden in a three-fold darkness. First, The way is hid, in the darkness of the cause for which he came into it. Secondly, The way is hid in the darkness of the event, how he came out of it. Thirdly, The way is hid in the darkness of his present duty, what to do in it: The way of affliction is often wrapped up and hidden in this three-fold darkness.

Further, Seeing Job speaks of this as an addition to all his sorrows, and as the complement of them all, that he was thus shut up and hedged in, and that his way was thus dark in regard of the cause of it. Observe, That

It increaseth an affliction greatly, not to know the reason of an affliction, or to have the way of God's dealing hidden from our eyes. It is a trouble not to see the reason of things; The mind is exceedingly eased, when the understanding hath light: This made Jeremy enquire, Why doth the way of the wicked prosper? As if he had said, If I could see the reason of it, it would satisfy me, but while thou keepest me in the dark, and I can give no account to my own soul, or those that ask me, of this thy dispensation to wicked men, this is the burden of my soul. It is usually said, Felix qui non. They are happy who know the causes of things. And in regard of the diseases of the body, we say, that a disease is half cured, when of the cause.
the cause of it is discovered: But when a Physician is in the dark, and cannot finde out the cause of a disease, he must needs be in the dark for the remedy of it: So it is also with a man in regard of any affliction, when he cannot finde out the cause, he knoweth not what to pitch upon as a remedy. When Rebekah (Gen. 25. 22) had twins in her womb, and they strugled together within her, she was much troubled, and nothing would satisfie her, until she went to God to know the Reason of the thing, Lord (faith she) why am I thus? And when God had told her, that two Nations were in her womb, and that two manner of people should be separated from her bowels, she made no more complaints. So when there are such strivings, such struglings and contrary motions of trouble in us, or about us, the Soul goes to God, and enquires why is it thus? Lord, I am more troubled with the ignorance of my troubles, then with the weight or smart of them.

Thirdly, Take the words as respecting the issue, or deliverance from trouble, and they afford us this Observation, That

It is a great addition to an affliction, not to see or discern a way to escape or get out of affliction. To be in an affliction, out of which there appears no passage (unless the Soul be mightily supported by the hand and power of Christ) brings within a step of despair. The Apostle speaks as much when he faith, (1 Cor. 10. 13.) There is no temptation hath taken bold of you, but that which is common to man, (and then it follows) but God is faithful, who will not suffer you to be tempted above that you are able, but will with the temptation also make a way to escape, that ye may be able to bear it. As if he should say, If God did not indeed discover, or make out to you some way of escaping, I must needs say, you were never able to bear it, but (faith he) God will make a way for you to escape, that ye may be able to bear it; Meaning, that the opening of this way would revive their spirits, and then they would be able (through the strength of Christ) to bear it.

If so, then how shall the Soul bear an affliction, when God, instead of making a way to escape, doth as it were make an hedg to stop all escape? Therefore when the Lord would support his people in their troubles, he promised that they should have a door of hope opened to them, I will give her the valley of Achor for a door of hope, Hosea 2. 15. He would give her some appearance, some glimpses and openings of deliverance, in and from their present
sent dangers. It is threatened (Deut. 28. 25.) Thou shalt come out one way against thine enemies, and fly seven ways before them, they should fly many ways, but they should escape no way. Thou shalt come out one way, and fly seven ways, that is, thou shalt try every way to escape, but thou shalt find a hedge at every ways end to stop and hinder thy escape. We use to say of a man in a distressed condition, He is in a wood, or in a wilderness. And when God entangles men in their own devices, it is said, He pours contempt upon Princes, and confeth them to wander in the wilderness, where there is no way, Ps. 107. So Pharaoh said of the children of Israel. They are entangled in the Land, the wilderness hath sent them in, Exod. 14. And when a people are as the children of Israel were, having a Sea before them, an Army behind them, and Mountains on either hand. Then they may say (as Job did) their way is hid, and God hath hedged them in.

For my sighing cometh before I eat, and my roarings are poured out like water.

Here Job takes up the former proposition, and applies it particularly to his own person. Before, he said only in the general, Why is light given to him, that is in misery, and why is light given to a man whose way is hid, and whom God hath hedged in? Now he faith in effect, it is thus with me, I am a man in misery, and I am a man whose way God hath hid and hedged in, wherefore then is my life continued? And he proves that he was in such a condition, by the effects of it, sighs and roarings. So that this Verse holds forth two things about Job's sorrow. First, The continuance of it, in those words, My sighing cometh before I eat. Secondly, The extremity of it, in those, My roarings are poured out, &c. The Argument may be thus framed, That man is in extrem and continual misery, who doth not so much breathe, as sigh; who, when he would speak, is forced to roar: But thus it is with me, My sighing cometh before I eat, and my roarings are poured out like water; therefore my misery is extrem and continual.

My sighing cometh before I eat.] In the Hebrew it is word for word thus, before the face of my bread, my sighings come. Where Hebrewism (before the face of my bread) hath a great emphasis in it. It notes the continuance of his sorrow without any intermission; When a thing is said to be before the face of another, it notes an
an equal continuance with that, before the face of which it is said to be. As in the negative (Exod. 20. 3.) Thou shalt have no other gods before me, so we translate it; the Hebrew is, Thou shalt have no other gods before my face, that is, so long as I continue to be thy God, thou shalt have no other god; but I shall be thy God to all Eternity, therefore thou shalt have no other gods but me for ever. So in the Affirmative, Psal. 72. 5. where under the type of Solomon's Kingdom, the continuance of the Kingdom of Christ is prophesied, the Holy Ghost saith, It shall continue so long as the Sun and Moon exist; the Hebrew is, It shall continue before the face of the Sun and of the Moon, that is, there shall be an equal duration of the Kingdom of Christ, and of those Lights of Heaven, the Sun and the Moon: The Kingdom of Christ shall last as long as the World shall last.

So then (according to this fence) before the face of my bread my sighings come, is, as if he had said, look how long I have my bread before me, look how much time I spend in eating, so much time I spend in sighing, my sorrowings are of the same continuance with my refreshings. The phrase imports the un-intermittedness (as we may so speak) of his sorrowings: that he had no stop, no breathing time, which was not a sighing time, no not for an entire time; while he was eating, with every bit of meat he had a morse of sorrowings: He might say, as the Psalmist, (Psal. 102. 9.) I have eaten ashes like bread, and mingled my drink with weeping; when I drink, my tears flow into my cup: When I take in a few drops of comforts, I weep out streams of sorrow: Or my sighings come and return so fast upon me, that I have no time to eat my bread: I am so plied and followed with these afflictions, that I have no leisure to be comforted.

If at any time a man gets respite from his grief, it is when he eats; how respiteless then was Job's grief, before whom sorrow and sighings fat (as guests) continually at his Table!

My roarings are poured out like water.

As the former words shewed the continuance, so this the extremity of Job's sorrows. It is a great affliction that makes a man of spirit speak, or complain: It is a greater affliction that makes a man of spirit weep or mourn. How great an affliction then is it, which makes a man of spirit cry out and roar? when a man of courage roars, he is pained to purpose. Job a man of spirit and courage
courage, doth not only sigh, but roar: Sighings are more secret sorrows, but roarings must be heard, especially his roarings which were poured out like water.

Roaring is the Lions voyce, and here is an allusion to the hungry Lion, roaring on his prey; or to the troubled waves of the Sea, which also are said to roar. Excessive sorrow is often set forth by roaring, Psal. 22.1. Why art thou so far from the voyce of my roaring? faith David, typ'ing the sorrows of Christ: I do not only cry, but I roar out unto thee, Lord, why dost thou not hear my strong cries? cries like the roaring of the Lion, or the noise of troubled waters. So Psal. 32. 3. David, to shew his extremity of pain and trouble while he kept in, and did not confess his sin, speaks thus, While I kept silence (while I smothered my sin in secret) I roared for the very disquietness of my soul: silence in not confessing sin, cau'ces roaring under the guilt of sin. Those are great burdens of sin, and great burdens of sorrow, that cau.se roaring.

My roarings are poured out like water.

This notes further yet, the abundance and the strength of his sorrows. I am poured out like water, (I am, as it were, all melted into sorrows) is said of Christ in that Psalm of his passion, (Psal. 22. 14.) I am poured out like water, my heart in the midst of my bowels is like melted wax. When the Prophet Ezekiel would shew how that people should be affected with the tydings of their afflictions, he saith, Every heart shall melt, and all hands shall be feeble, and every spirit shall faint, and all knees shall be weak as water, (Chap. 21.7.) the Hebrew is, all knees shall go into water. The sorrows of repentance are express'd by the pouring out of water, to note both the abundance of them, and the ininten'v'en'tes of them, in that known place, 1 Sam. 7. 6. They gathered together to Mizpeh, and drew water, and poured it out before the Lord, that is, they mourned abundantly, and they mourned with all their strength.

How strong and abundant the sorrows of Job were, hath been often shewed before, and Observations drawn down from them; and therefore I shall need do no more then clear the words, and give the sense. It followeth:

For the thing which I greatly feared is come upon me, and that which I was afraid of is come unto me.

For the thing which I greatly feared.} The causal particle Obo
in the beginning, doth not alway infer a cause: This Verle is not a
Reason of what he spake before: But this Particle is often used in
Scripture for affirmation or illustration, and not as causal, or by
way of demonstration: As Job. 4. 17. Christ tells the woman of
Samaria, Thou speakest well, I have no husband; the Greek is,
for I have no husband: We translate it only by way of assertion. So
Mat. 7. 23. Then will I profess unto them, I never knew you;
the Greek is, then I will profess unto them, for I never knew
you; we render it only as an affirmation. So very frequent in the
Hebrew, the particle [Chi] which is here used, hath in it only
the force of an affirmation, For the thing I greatly feared, is
come upon me, that is, certainly or assuredly the thing which
I greatly feared is come upon me; as if Job should make this as
the conclusion and the sum of all his complainings; This is it
which now I must conclude, that the thing which I greatly feared
is come upon me, and that which I was afraid of is come upo
me.

The thing which I greatly feared.] The Hebrew is, I feared a
fear, and it is come upon me. And to fear is in the Scripture fre-
quently put for the thing feared, by a Metonymy of the effect for
the cause, the abstract being put for the concrete; As Prov. 1. 26.
I will mock when your fear cometh, that is, when the trouble which
you feared shall come upon you: As if Job should have said, This
evil is that which I have fore-seen and fore-thought: I had such
misgivings in my spirit long before this, that such a black day might
come upon me, and I might be thus hedged in, now I see my
thoughts are come to pass, and my conjectures prove true, the thing
which I feared, and greatly feared, is come upon me. We translate
well, I greatly feared; the Hebrew is, I feared a fear; Such expres-
sions raise the fence: As when we are said to be bought with a
price, it notes that there was a great price paid for our Redemp-
tion: To rejoice with joy, shews the greatness of joy. So here, To
fear a fear, shews that he was in a great fear; as we translate, I fear-
ed a fear, I greatly feared.

Here it may be questioned, whether these fears of Job were law-
ful: Doth it become us to have such misgivings of heart, in respect
of our outward condition? The Apostle biddeth us, be careful in
nothing, (Phil. 4. 6.) and was it a virtue or a grace, was it com-
 mendable, or so much as approvable in Job, to be fearful in all
things? Christ rebukes his Disciples, because they were afraid in
a storm; and was it well in Job, that he was fearful in a Sun-shine, when he had the fairest weather, and prospered in all things? Doth it become a godly man, to be always solicitous about his estate, and doubting that troubles will come? One would think there is trouble enough, in troubles, when they come, a man should not trouble himself with them before they come. Besides, it is said, Prov. 10. 24. respecting wicked men, that God will bring that which they fear upon them; so that it seemeth God is angry with those who are always fearing, or stand pondering upon such and such evils as they fear may come upon them: To thee God's faith, (Isai. 66. 3.) I also will choose their divisions, and I will bring their fear upon them; because you feared these things, you shall have your fear: As God gives some their prayers in anger, so he gives many their fears in anger; And it is as great a sin, unordinately to fear, that God will take away the meat of our necessity or convenience, as it is to pray that God would give us meat to satisfy our lusts or wantonness.

To clear this, we must distinguish of fear as to the purpose we have in hand. There are divers sorts of fear.

First, There is a fear of wisdom and caution, and there is a fear of torment and vexation. That which the Apostle John speaks, (1 Job. 4. 18.) fear hath torment, is not meant of all fear: There is a fear that is a tormenting passion, a fear which distracts or divides the thoughts about troubles which may come; and there is a fear which only directs us to avoid or prevent the coming of trouble.

Secondly, There is a fear which is opposed to security, and there is a fear which is opposed to comfort. It was David's sin, that he wanted the fear opposed to security, when he said, In my prosperity I shall never be moved: Lord, by thy favour, thou hast made my mountain to stand strong, Psal. 30. 6, 7. The fear of Job in his prosperity was opposed to this security; he did not say, I shall never be moved, he thought he might be moved: The favour of God had made his mountain strong, yet he knew it had but the strength of clay, and therefore might be cast down. This was his fear; he lookt upon creatures, as they are, mutable and moveable. Christ speaks of a faith of miracles, which will remove mountains; and that fear is not contrary to saving faith, which causeth us to think that our mountains may be removed. Job's fear was grounded on the uncertainty of creature comforts;
he knew wealth was brittle ware, and might quickly receive a crack. This fear we ought to carry about us, in regard of our spiritual estates also; though grace be everlasting ware, though we are high built, and full-grown in grace, though through the favour of God our mountain of holiness and of comforts be very strong, yet we must not be secure; though we are high built, yet we must not be high-minded. Hence the Apostle Paul warns the believing Gentiles, that they should fear: I grant ye are in a good estate in comparison of the Jews, they are cast off, ye are grafted in; yet let me give you this caution, be not high-minded, but fear. That fear which is opposed to presumption and security, is a good and necessary fear in the best of our estate, whether in grace or nature, whether in worldly or heavenly riches. And such was the fear of Job.

Thirdly, There is a fear which makes us provide for an evil day, and there is a fear which hindreth us from enjoying the comforts of a good day. The former was in Job; doubtless his fear in good days made him diligent to provide for the evil day: As it is said of Noah, (Heb. 11.7.) That Noah being warned of God of things not seen as yet, through faith, moved with fear, prepared an Ark for the saving of his house: Noah knew the Flood would come, this holy fear set him a work to provide an Ark. It is an argument both of wisdom and of grace, in a calm, to prepare for a storm; in peace, to consider what to do in a time of War; in health, to lay up thoughts about our sickness; and in a day when the light of Gods countenance shines into our hearts, and we walk in the comforts of the Holy Ghost, then to think, a night of desertion may come; and what shall I do, if I should walk in darkness, and see no light? Such as this, was the fear which Job feared.

Fourthly, There is a fear which makes us distrust God that he will afflict us, and there is a fear which keepeth us from doing that which may provoke God to afflict us: This was Job's fear, as was shewed, (Chap. 1. v. 1.) He feared God, and eschewed evil: He was loth to grieve and offend God, or to give him any occasion to be angry.

Lastly, There is a fear which is opposed to hardness of heart, and a fear that is opposed to courage of heart. Job's fear was opposed to hardness of heart; of this Solomon speaks, (Prov. 28. 14.) Blessed is the man that feareth always. And to clear what
fear he means, he adds in the next words, *But he that hardeneth his heart shall fall into mischief.* Where we see, first, that there is a fear opposed to hardiness of heart; and secondly, that to fear that fear always, even in our greatest prosperity, is not only our duty, but our happiness: that fear will not interrupt our comforts, but comfort us. Yes, this fear doth not only consist with comfort, but with courage; and though we may fall into the troubles which we thus fear, yet we shall not fall under them: Such as this was Job's fear.

So then, to take up all; Job's fear was a fear of wisdom and caution, not of torment and vexation: a fear opposed to security and presumption, not to joy and consolation: a fear that made him diligent to prepare against an evil day, not a fear that did eat out all the comforts of a good day: a fear which kept him from doing that which might move God to afflict him, not a fear which made him distrust that God would afflict him: a fear opposed to hardiness of heart, not a fear opposed to courage and strength of heart. Such a fear as this is a holy fear, such a fear as this is a good companion in our best estate: This fear and our comforts may well join together; this fear will not trouble, but regulate our lives, not break, but sweeten our sleep. Observe hence,

That holy wisdom, sanctified prudence, biddeth us fear and prepare for evil in our good days. I was afraid of these things, saith Job: We must not suspect, but we ought often to think of evils before they come. A wise moral man, much more a wise Christian, while he is earnestly praying for good, is also carefully providing for evil. Left the Disciples should forget trouble in times of peace, Christ faith to them, Behold (Matt. 24. 25.) *Let your conversation be without covetousness; and be content with such things as ye have: for he that thinketh on such things is *Sapienti melior va sum in vitâ, detriâ vero in expectatione.* Plut. have told you before: Now you are at pretty good ease, it may be you think it will be thus with you always, but take heed of such thoughts, I have told you what will be hereafter; Behold I have told you before. And again, (John 16. 33) *These things have I spoken unto you, that ye may have peace, in the world ye shall have tribulation:* In the peace we have with Christ, we should expect tribulation from the world. The Spirit of God often hints such things afore-hand to the spirits of his people, that they may not be surprized: Paul testifies, (Acts 20. 23) *That the Holy Ghost every where witnessed that bonds and afflictions did abide him:* He look'd for trouble in all places, this made him
both patient under and victorious over all his troubles. Ungodly men feel trouble before they see it, and are often past all hope before they have any fear; when they have a good day, they think their day will be an eternity; and last for ever. Those in Amos (Chap. 6.3.) were merry; they were singing and feasting, eating the fat, and drinking the sweet; and what do they in these their goods? their only good days? The Prophet shews us in the next words, They put the evil day far from them: they would have no thought that their estate might change, when they had a mind their estate should continue: Hence the Prophet Isa. (Chap. 28. 15.) describes them, making a Covenant with death, and coming to an agreement with Hell; and then they supposed themselves safe, and under cover, come what would. The Prophets indeed have been talking of judgments and scourges; but what of that? we have got a protection, we have Covenants in our pockets will bee our security, so they were promised, and so they believed, as their words witness: If the overflowing scourge shall pass through, it shall not come near us. These are the thoughts of foolish and ungodly men, they make bargains and agreements, as it were, with all troubles, that they shall not be touched; others may smart, but they have taken order for their own indemnity: They have made dyes their refuge, and under falsehood have they hid themselves: And so they call cheerfully for their wine, Come fetch wine, and we will fill our selves with strong drink; and then conclude confidently (as if all the world and time were at their command) To morrow shall be as this day, and much more abundant, Psal. 56.12. When a wise man falleth into trouble, he falleth forward; that is, he falleth into those troubles which he did foresee; but when an ungodly man, a wicked man falleth into trouble, he falleth backward, he falleth into those evils which he never thought of, much less feared. Many of the people of God at this day do and may say of the evils which are now upon us, the things which we feared are come; these storms were seen long ago in the Clouds, yea in the Sun-shine, in fair days, these foul rainy days were fore-seen; and they who have fore-seen them, and fore-seen them with such an eye of faith and holy fear as we have described, are in best case to grapple with them, and will be gainers by them. It is well for us, when we can say, the things we feared are come upon us: They are in a sad condition upon whom those evils fall, which they never feared: When troubles come, they
go nearest their hearts, who have put them farthest off before they came. Hence observe in the second place.

That the more preparing fear we have before troubles come, the less we are pressed with fears when trouble comes. If we consider Job, how unmovedly he stood the charge and assault of these afflictions, how he wrestled with all the distresses, which at once took hold of him, we are to look (next to the support he had immediately from Christ) to this wise caution of his, that he feared such a storm might overtake him before he got to his journeys end: He thought these things might come, and therefore laid in provision for them against they came. Those blows wound deepest which we expect not. Dangers unknown do easily surprise us and oppress us, whereas those which we fear and think of, may either be prevented in their coming, or we may be provided against they come. That which the Naturalists say of the Cockatrice, that if the Cockatrice see a man first, the man dyeth, but if the man seeth the Cockatrice first, the Cockatrice dies, is an experienced truth, respecting the point we have in hand, that if troubles see us first, we dye, but if we see them first, they dye; that is, their sting and strength (as to us) is much abated. Dangers are most felt where they are not foreseen, and sometime being foreseen, they are not felt at all. For a prepared expectation doth either weaken them, or strengthen us, make us more able to sustain them, or them less able to hurt us; whereas indeed every cross which findeth us secure, hath an advantage to leave us desperate. When Nabath heard of danger past, which he never dreamt might come, his heart dyed in him like a stone, (1 Sam. 25.) How then had he been astonisht into stone, if he had been the evil falling upon him? Such can ill bear trouble, who look for nothing but comfort. It was an addition to the affliction of that afflicted people, (Jer. 8. 15.) When they looked for peace, but no good came, and for a time of health, and behold trouble. If they who are in trouble, are more troubled when they cannot have the peace they looked for, then surely they must be more perplexed with trouble (when it comes) who enjoying peace, never had a thought that trouble would come. When a people are so far from looking for evil, that they look for nothing but good, and build upon it, that they shall never see sorrow, then to see sorrow is a killing sight. The sorrows of Babylon shall be mightily increased and augmented, doubled and trebled upon her, because...
when they are coming upon her, she shall be saying, I sit as a Queen, and shall see no sorrow; she was fearless, and she shall be comfortless: Trouble will lie heavy enough upon us, when we look and prepare for it; but it will be intolerable to those who never look for, nor laid in one thought of preparation against its coming. The fool in the Gospel said to his Soul, take thy ease, thou hast goods laid up for many years: But it is best for us, when we have abundance of outward goods, to say to our Souls, these may be lost in a few hours: Therefore say to thy self in the time of thy fulness, What if a day of emptying should come? Say when you are rich, It may be before I dye I may be poor, what shall I do then? Now I have a house, it may be before I dye, or within a few days, I shall be turned out of doors, in what posture do I find my self for such a condition? Now I am at liberty, and enjoy my friends, it may be shortly I may be cast into a prison, and come into the hand of enemies: Now I have my wife and children about me, my vine and my olive-plants at and round about my table, I may shortly be deprived of them, and O my Soul, now canst thou bear these changes? It is good to put these cases to our selves now; surely Job often tutor’d his spirit with such questions as these, and catechized his heart in them from day to day; hence he faith, The things I feared are come upon me. To proceed.

I was not in safety, neither had I rest, nor was I quiet, yet trouble came.

This is both an addition to, and an exposition of the former verse: These words explain what he meant by saying, I feared a fear, even this, I was not in safety, neither had I rest, &c.

I was not in safety.] No? was not Job in safety in the days of his prosperity? Is it not said, that he had a hedge about him, and such a hedge as the Devil could not break through to hurt him, and was not Job in safety then?

The Hebrew word from the root [Shalab] doth also signify, I was not secure, I was not in security, or I did not sit safe in my own thoughts, in my own opinion; I did not live securely or without fear in my most flourishing days. And from this root, Christ is called Shiloh, Gen.49.10. The Scepter shall not depart from Judah till Shiloh come. Christ is Shiloh, that is, he in whom all persons may securely trust: you may sit down in safety in Christ, and rest your Souls for ever, he is Shiloh, our Preserver; And the Hebrews use that
that word, to signify that fleshly mantle in which the Infant is wrapped in the mothers belly, because the Infant lieth there quietly and securely, it is out of fear, and hath no thought of any danger, but lieth securely, out of harms way. So that when Job faith, I was not in safety, he means, I did not think my self safe, or beyond the reach of danger, I was not taken up in outward contentments; I did not look upon my possessions as perpetuities, or upon my house as that which should endure for ever, or my dwellingplace to all generations. Job was not like the great Monarch of Babylon, (Dan. 4.4.) who said, Nebuchadnezzar was at rest in mine house; (it is the same word which is used in the Text) I, Nebuchadnezzar, counted myself the greatest man in the world, and I thought none could touch or molest me, I was at rest and safe: We have such a description made by the Prophets of a whole Nation, as this King makes of his own person, Jer. 49. 31. Arise, get ye up into the wealthy Nation that dwelleth at ease, or (it is the same word) to a Nation without either fear or care, a secure Nation, as it is explained by the words following, which have neither gates nor bars, which dwell alone. If you come to a mans house that hath neither lock nor key, nor door, nor bar; you may well resolve, that he dwelleth securely, and is in safety. And if you come to a City that hath neither gates nor bars, you will say, either this City hath no enemies, or else it fears none. A City without gates and bars is the embleme of security. Jobs temper was directly opposed to this, I was not in safety, neither had I rest, nor was I quiet.

These two latter expressions are of the same importance with the former, both these words have been opened at the thirteenth Verse of this Chapter; both being there applied to rest and quietness in the grave. There he said, if he had dyed, he had been at rest and quiet; but all his life-time he had no rest, neither was he quiet. But is this agreeable to the duty or character of a godly man, to say, he hath no rest, he is not quiet? Surely a godly man ought to be quiet, when all the World is huddled together in confusion; when the Mountains skip like Lambs, and the little hills like young sheep, then, even then, he ought to stand like Mount Sion, that cannot be moved: And did it become Job, or is it any part of his commendation, that in the times of his peace, he had no rest? When the Prophet shews the temper of wicked men, he compares them to the troubled sea, when it cannot rest, Isa. 57. 20. It should seem that
that Job was like a troubled Sea, for himself faith, he could not rest. I answer, by distinguishing, first of a twofold rest. There is a rest of contention, and a rest of confidence. Job had not a rest of confidence, he trusted not in his outward peace; but he had the rest of contention, even in his outward troubles. A wicked man's conscience is like a troubled Sea, when he enjoys outward peace; but Job enjoyed peace of conscience, while his outward estate was like a troubled Sea: He was fully settled in his mind, when he had no rest; and was satisfied in spirit, when he had not this quietness. So that when he faith, I had no rest, neither was I quiet; his meaning is only, this, I never placed my happiness in these things, I never built my hopes upon creatures, I never trusted upon them, nor expected much from them. Or if you will more clearly apprehend the sense of this last Verse, you may read it in that contrary practice of the rich man, Luk. 12:19. His house was full, but his heart was fuller of the creature: and he made the creature both his rock to build upon, and his pillow to sleep upon; when his ground brought forth plentifully, and he had built new barns to lay up his fruits, then he lays himself down to sleep, and that he might sleep quickly and quietly, he sings a requiem to his Soul; Soul, thou hast much good laid up for many years, take thy ease, eat, drink and be merry; No face can be more unanswerable to a face, Heaven and Hell, light and darkness, are not more unlike, than these words of the rich man are unanswerable in likeness to these words of Job. That rich man's words are the affirmatives of all Job's negatives, and may be thus rendered in full sense, I was (and I resolved I should so continue) in safety, at rest and quiet. Job's estate was as full as his, but his heart was emptied of all creature-confidence and complacency, I (said he) never thought myself the safer for these, and therefore I said to my Soul, Soul, take not thy rest, quiet nor thy self in these: This is his intent in laying, I was not in safety, neither had I rest, nor was I quiet. It follows,

Yet (though it was thus with me) trouble came, though my heart was loosed from the creature, yet I lost all I had in the creature: though I made not the world my comfort, yet I found sorrow in the world; I never expected much peace in it, none at all from it, yet trouble came, such trouble came, as might move and shake me to pieces. Job; you see, when he had abundance of all outward things, yet faith, he was not in safety, and at quiet, he did
did not rest in or upon them. Hence observe, A godly man never
settleth up his rest in creatures. Though he have never so much
riches in possession, yet he doth not make riches his portion. He
lives by that caution, (Psalm 62.10.) If riches flow in, or increase,
yet yet not thinke heart upon them. In the highest flood and spring-
ryde of worldly prosperity, we should keep our hearts within the
channel. When riches are increased into a mountain, and (to the
eye of Nature) into a mountain of Rocks, yet then do not set
thy heart upon them, as upon a foundation, (so the Hebrew word
imports) to settle thy contentments: All the creatures in Heaven
and Earth are not strong enough to bear the weight of a mans
heart, (God only can do that) who is the Rock of Ages, or an
everlasting strength, Isaiah 26.3. all, besides him, is a foundation of
sand, and so a godly man takes them. What Nature looks at as a
foundation of rocks, that Grace seest to be a foundation of sand,
and therefore will not rest upon it, neither indeed can it. A god-
ly man in his afflictions is, as having nothing, and yet possessing all
things, (2 Corinthians 6.10.) and in his abundance, he hath all things,
but possesseth nothing; for he so possesseth things, as if he did not
possess them; as the Apostles counsel is, (1 Corinthians 7.31.) He mar-
rries as if he married not, he keepeth as if he kept not, he rejoices
as if he rejoiced not, he buyeth as if he possessed not, because the
fashion of this world passeth away. It was an excellent speech of
Luther, concerning worldly things, I have protested, that I
will never be satisfied with the creature; (this is to be a Protestant
indeed, as well as in truth.) A godly man is an Epicure in Christ,
he would never play the Epicure, but in Christ and in God: In
them, and towards them, he gives his affections their full swing;
and as a wicked man is said to enlarge his desires (after the Earth)
as Hell, (Habakuk 2.5.) so he enlarges his desires (after Heaven)
as Heaven, and complains his desires are no larger. In the
thoughts of Christ he sitteth down, and would take his fill, he
faith, I am safe in him, I am quiet, and at rest; He faith to his
Soul, Soul, dost thou see that Christ, and dost thou take notice
of those Promises? Thou hast goods laid up in him, in them for
many years, yea for eternity; Soul, take thine ease, take it fully,
thou hast riches, thou hast an estate that can never be spent, Soul,
eat, drink, and be merry; His blood is drink indeed, and his flesh
is meat indeed, joy in Christ is joy indeed, unspeakable joy here,
and fulness of joy hereafter: In his presence there is fulness
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of joy, and at his right hand there are pleasures for evermore.
Until the Soul pitches thus on Christ; it is not in safety, much
less in rest or quiet. As the needle in the compass is in continual
motion till it points toward the North, where (as it is conceived)
there are Rocks of Load-stone with which it sympathizeth: So
the Soul is in continual motion until it points to Christ, who (we
are sure) is that living Rock, with whom all Believers sympathize,
and the true Load-stone which attracts all Believers to him. A
Believer, like Noah's Dove, finds no rest (all the world over)
for the feet of his Soul, until he returns to this Ark of safety
and Salvation: And therefore after all his flights and flutterings
among the creatures, he faith (with the Psalmist,) Return unto
thy Rest, (thy Christ,) O my Soul, for the Lord hath dealt
bountifully with thee, Psal.116.7. Thou hast been abroad in the
world, and that (like a narrow-hearted Master) deals niggardly
with thee; If thou shouldst stay long, either in the service of,
or dependance upon the world, the world would starve thee:
Therefore return unto thy Rest in the Lord, for the Lord hath
dealt (and will yet deal more) bountifully with thee, O my
Soul.

Lastly, In that Job faith, I was not in safety, neither had I rest, &c.
yet trouble came; we may observe,

That the more our hearts are loosened from the creatures, the
more assurance we may have of enjoying the creatures. It is as
if Job had said, I was not fastened to the world, my heart was not
engaged to any thing on this side Christ; and this was the fairest,
the most probable way for the continuance of my outward com-
forts; yet trouble came. The reductive particle, yet, supposes
somewhat in reason, or probability at least, that might have car-
ried it another way. As when the Prophet Amos, reckoning up
the Judgments of God upon his people, speaks to them thus in
his Name, (Chap.4. 6, 8, 9.) I have sent you cleanness of teeth,
yet have you not returned unto me; I have sent you the pestilence,
the sword, yet have you not returned unto me. The yet, shews
there was great reason God should expect their return, or that
he had done that, which in all probability might have caused them
to return when he sent those Judgments. So here, when Job
faith, I was not in safety, &c. yet trouble came; the yet implies
that there was somewhat even in that uneasiness, which gave
him hopes of settlement in his outward comforts: It seems to
carry such a fence in it, as if he had in more words explained himself thus: Had I dwelt securely, and given my self up to the contentments of my state; or trusted in the arm of flesh for safety, I should not have wondered at my calamity, or thought strange of my trouble; But this is a riddle which I cannot yet expound, that when my heart was no way set upon my estate, my estate should fall, that when I rested not in the creature, I should meet with such troubles in the creature. This is not the manner of God, it is not usual for God to do thus, in his dispensations toward his people and servants. It is very rare, that he takes their outward comforts from them, when they are not taken with their comforts. Hence it is (as I apprehend) that Job putteth it in with a yet trouble came. This way of God with me, is out of the ordinary course of Providence. I confess Mercer, a very learned Commentator, doth not favour this Exposition, of laying such a weight upon the particle yet, and therefore renders the Original (Van) as a bare copulative: I was not in safety, &c. And trouble came. quod quidam putant Joburam velle hoc loco, quod non intemperius, neque insolens sit rebus afflictoribus, & tamen in hac malis inciderit. Mece.

Nunc placeat: I was not in safety, &c. And trouble came. Yet having the Authority of our Translation, and the frequent use of the word to that fence in other places, we may venture upon it; yea I think it is no venture, but a certain advantage both to the Text and to our selves. And I am certain the Position is true, though the Exposition should not prove so: For the truth is, Troubles are never so near, as when we put them furthest off; Nor is the world ever so unsure to us, as when we make surest of it. God often pulls their comforts from them, whose hearts are glued to their comforts: As it is said of those in the 1 Thess. 5. 3. When they shall say Peace and safety, then sudden destruction shall come upon them, as pain upon a woman in travel, and they shall not escape: Mark, when they shall say, that is, conclude all's their own, when out of the abundance of their hearts their mouths speak of nothing but of peace and safety, all is well, and all will be well, then sudden destruction cometh: When a man is rich, I have riches, I have a full estate, I have honour, I am a happy man, I may take my rest; then poverty, want, disgrace, misery, vexations and troubles fall upon him as an armed man. Thus for the most part God wrests the creatures soonest out of their hands, who hold them fastest. In the 17. of Luke, Christ in the days of Noah, and in the days of Lot, when they were secure, buying and selling, building and planting, marrying and giving in marriage, as if the world had been their own, and as it they meant to take the
the heart of it out, and leave a poor world for the next age, then the flood came, and then fire came, and they with theirs were swept away and consumed as in a moment. The Master of the servant in the Gospel shall come in a day: In what day? First, in a day when he looked not for him. Secondly, in a day when his heart was left upon the creature, when he shall be eating and drinking with the drunken, when he shall be smiting his fellow servants; when he shall think all fare, and the day his own, in that day shall his Master come, even in the day that he looked not for him, and in an hour when he is not aware, Luk. 12.45.46. To have the spirit fleeted and drenched in worldly pleasures or profits, endangers us to some sudden Weeping Judgment: And when we value the enjoyment of the creature more then we ought, we shall not long enjoy it so much as we might. Earthly things fail us soonest, when we trust in them, or think our selves safe by them.

From this observe (in passage) a vast difference between God and the world, between earthly things and spiritual; The way to hold spiritual things fast, is to take fast hold of them, to cleave to them, with a full purpose of heart, never to let them go: If you carry loose affections towards Christ, you may quickly lose the comforts of his presence: The more we rest upon Christ, the more we trust on God; and make him our safety, the more safe we are; Him doth God establish in peace, peace, in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed upon him, even because he trusts upon him, Isai. 26. 3. We have most peace from God, when we expect most, and may look for more rest and quiet, when we rest quietly in him, and say, In God I have enough, yea as Jacob, (Gen. 33.11.) I have all. But if you would have rest in the world, say as the Prophet Micah directs, (Chap. 2.16.) This is not our rest. Keep your hearts at a due distance from the world, and you shall (most probably) keep the world. What Christ (peaks of this life, is true of the things of this life; He that will lose (that is, he who is ready to lose) the things of this life, shall have them; and he that will save, that is, he who is resolved to save, the things of this life, shall lose them: put them out of your hearts, and you may hold them in your hands: You stand firmest upon the Earth, when you do but touch it, and touch it (as a round body doth a plain) only in a point. You are freest from danger, when you say, we are not in safety; freest from motion, when you say, we are not in rest: And when (in Job's sense) you are not quiet, then (ac-
cording to the ordinary dealings of God with his people) you are

So much concerning this Chapter, containing Job's bitter curse
upon the day of his birth, and his vehement expostulation about the
continuance of his life.

His three friends stood silent all this while; much divided be-
tween compassion and indignation: they pitied his sad afflictions,
but they were angry (and they thought they had reason to be angry
in the behalf of God) with his impatience and complaint. Their
zeal kindled, their hearts wax'd hot within them, while they
were thus mute and musing, the fire burned and brake forth, at
last they spake (every man in his order) with their tongues: A hot
dispute ensues, Eliphas begins, the rest follow; after a long ven-
tilation and debate, God himself (appearing as Moderator) states
the question between them, determines and concludes for Job, a-
gainst those three; Ye have not spoken of me the thing that is right
as my servant Job hath, Chap. 42. 7. To this God, the most wise,
the only wise God, the infallible Moderator of all persons, actions,
things and questions both in Heaven and upon the Earth, be glory
and praise for ever. Amen.

FINIS.
A TABLE,
Directing to some special Points noted in the precedent EXPOSITIONS.

A

Dvice and Counsel, the good or evil which others do by our advice, is reckoned as done by us. Pag.56

Affliction is the touchstone of sincerity, p.135. Afflictions are all bound and ordered by God, p.139. Those afflictions are most grievous, wherein God seems to be against us, p.164. We ought to be sensible under the hand of God in afflictions, p.186. And may express our sorrows by outward gestures, p.187. When God bumbles us with sorrows, we should humble our selves for sin, p.188. Afflictions send the people of God home to him, p.193. They turn them into prayers, p.194. They come from God, p.208. Therefore look beyond the creature, p.209. To bless God in affliction, is a high act of grace, yet but our duty, p.213. To bless God in afflictions, will make our afflictions a blessing, p.214. God afflicts his sometime without reference to sin, p.236. Great afflictions may cause great complainings, p.343. No affliction in this life so great, but it may be greater, p.361. Reasons why God continues life to those who are greatly afflicted, p.443.

Affliction usually accompanied with much darkness, p.461. It increases an affliction, not to know the reason of it, ibid. Especially not to see a way to escape it, p.462. Angels called the Sons of God, three Reasons of it, p.80, 223. How Angels present themselves before God, p.80, 81. We should imitate Angels in our readiness to do the Will of God, 83

Arise, to arise and do a thing, what it imports. 178

Atlantes, What People they were. 367, 368

B

Being, How a troublesome being may be worse then no being, and how not. 409

Great afflictions Best things hardest to come by, pag. 453. Best things are hidden in two respects
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- Benefits received or promised, what influence they may or ought to have upon our obedience unto God, p. 109.
- Birth-days kept solemnly, p. 336. Spiritual Birth-day our greatest joy, ibid.
- Birth, The great power of God in the birth of man, p. 390. The remembrance that God takes us out of the womb, a great support to faith in greatest troubles, p. 391. Ununtimely birth, what, and why so called, p. 413.
- Bitter day, is a day of trouble, p. 360.
- Bitterness of Soul, notes the deepest sorrow, p. 442.
- Blasphemy, what? 218. The holiest persons subject to the most blasphemous temptations, p. 286.
- Bodies of the Saints abused and tortured here on earth, p. 255.
- Book of Job, who supposed the penman, p. 5. The subject principall, p. 6. collateral, p. 7, 8. The parts and divisions of it, p. 8, 9, &c. The scope and uses of it, 10, 11, &c.

**C**

- Calling, Every man ought to have a calling, p. 110.
- Cattell the riches of the Patriarchs, and why? 38 &c.
- Chemarims, Idolatrous Priests, Why so called? p. 360.
- Children are blessings, p. 34. A greater blessing than riches, ibid. The more Children the more blessing, ibid. 35. Best to have most sons, ibid. To have daughters and sons the compleat blessing, ibid. Many Children no hindrance either of piety or equity, p. 36.
- Love and concord among Children is the Fathers special blessing, p. 48.
- Lawful delight is to be permitted our Children, 54. Children at full age, not out of their Parents care, p. 55.
- Childrens Souls chiefly to be cared for, ibid. Parents ought to pray in special for every child, p. 65. Jobs losse of his Children, his greatest losse shewed in five Considerations, p. 167, 168.
- Christ, His presence makes any place or condition comfortable, 431. That the heart of a Believer is never at rest, but in Christ, p. 475, 476.
- Cloud, what it is, and what it signifies in Scripture, 358.
- Conception of children, the work and blessing of God, 389.
- Councillors, Their power to hurt or do good among Kings and Princes, 411.
- Creatures, the best creatures left to themselves, will undo themselves, 83.
- Curling
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curling, What is meant by curling God in the heart, 70, 71, &amp;c. Curling bath three things in it, 131. What, to curse God to his face, 133, 218. What it is to curse a thing or person, 327. A curse contains all evil, as blessing all good, 328. Man is but the minister of any curse, 330. In what sense the irrational creatures are capable of a curse, 331</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In death all are equal, ibid. In what sense we may desire death, 447. Many afflications to our feeling are worse then death, 450. Death finds some before they look for it, others look for death and cannot finde it, 451. Not to dye is a punishment to some in this life, and it will be an everlasting punishment to all the damned, 451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degrees in Grace. God hath servants of all sizes, 103. We ought not to set up our Rest in a low or lower degree of grace, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darknes, Divers sorts, 347. A dark day is a sad day, 348. It staines the beauty of the creature, 357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, What it is to regard a day, 350. Death, Suddain death no argument of Gods disfavour, 173. Death may surprize us eating, therefore be holy in eating, 173, 174. Death shaks us out of all our worldly cloathing, 200. Death, It is sinful, absolutely to wish our own death, though we are in pains more painful then death, 284. Satan persuades that death is an end of all troubles, 285. He would make men willing to dye, when they are most unfit to dye, 285. Death is the total rest of the godly only, 400. The outward rest of all, 403. Death, In death we have a four-fold rest, 403. Death is the sleep of the body, 404. Why so called, 405. Their opinion refuted, who say the soul sleeps when the body dyes, 404, 405. No power or policy can prevent death, 417, 436.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease, Satan can smite the body with diseases if God permit him, 266. No disease can weare out the markes by which Christ knows us, 314. Division and dis-union, a great curse, 362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**E**nd, We should resolve upon our end before we undertake any action, 310. A wise man proposes suitable questions.
The Table.

ends, i.e. Man may propose his end, but he cannot reach it. p. 307

Eschewing evil, more then the not committing of evil, p. 2829. A godly man doth not only forbear, but eschew sin, all sin, and all the occasions of sin, p. 33

Evil of sin. Why sin called evil, p. 28. Satan would persuade us to ease our selves of troubles from evils, by committing sinful evils, p. 284. Affliction, in what sense called evil, p. 291

Evil of punishment or affliction, considered as coming from God, may be born with more quietness, p. 292. Because we receive all good from God, it is equal that we should patiently bear evil. p. 294

Exposition of Scripture very useful, 1, 2

Exposition of Scripture to the heart, the sole privilege of Christ. 2

Exposition of Scripture by our lives most excellent. 2, 3

Eye, How the sight of the eye wounds the heart, either with sin or sorrow, p. 393. Also that the sight of the eye affects the heart, sub joy. p. 394

Face of God, what, 142

Favour of God makes our worst outward troubles comfortable, p. 350. The blessing of the creature depends wholly on the favour and respect which God shows it. 351

Fear of God taken two ways, both described, p. 27. Moral honesty without the fear of God, commends us not to God, p. 31. Fear contains every grace, p. 32. Fear keeps the life clean, p. 32. What it is to fear God for naught, p. 105, &c. Whether it be lawful in times of comfort to fear troubles, p. 466. Divers sorts of fear, p. 467, &c. To fear a fear, what is import, p. 466. Holy wisdom bids us fear, so as to prepare for evil in our best days, p. 469. The more we thus fear, the less we shall feel troubles. 471

Feasting is lawful, p. 49. Seven Rules given about feasting, 50, &c.

Feastings anciently in the night, 364

Fire of God, why so called, 160

Fool and wicked the same, p. 287. Low thoughts of God, and the works of his Providence, argue the greatest folly, p. 289. Sin the greatest folly, 290

Friend, unkindness from a friend troubles most, p. 273, 274. A friend who, p. 301. It is an act of true friendship, to mourn with and comfort our afflict ed friends. 305

G

Armenions, Renting of garments in what cases used, 179

Gain will make some do anything, 381

Ghost, giving up the ghost, what it imports, 396

Giants and infants are expressed by a word coming from the same root in the Hebrew, 421

Gift, what it is, p. 203. Every outward as well as spiritual good thing, is God's gift, p. 203, 204. God gives no more than we get honestly, p. 205. That God gives all, destroys four Monsters at once, two in the rich, two in the poor, p. 205, 206, &c. That the Lord gives, should make us willing to give to the Lord, 207

A
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A godly man the most considerable object in the world. pag. 93, 94. Such are most aimed at; and assaulted by Satan, p. 95. A godly man will not let nature work alone, p. 193. He acquires God in all his dealings with him, p. 202. A godly man can never be in so ill a condition, but God hath use of his life. 254

Godliness hath the promises of this life performed to it, p. 45. Time spent in duties of godliness, no hinderance to our calling. 45

Gold and silver how proper and necessary for Princes. 414, 415

Good and evil, how alike from the hand of God. 792

Grace preserves it itself pure among the impure. 24

Grace the best blessing, p. 29, &c. Where one grace is, every grace is, p. 30. Holy practive makes grace visible, p. 52. It increases by opposition. 229

Grace and the favour of God are sweet so much, when all other things are bitter and burdensome. 444

Graves and Sepulchres called desolate places, p. 412. Care and cost anciently bestowed in building of them, p. 413. Why called desolate places, p. 414. Grave called a house, p. 416. Much treasure formerly put in graves, p. 416, 417. Some take more care for their graves and sepulchres, then they do for their souls. 420

H.

Hands, work of the hands may be applied to any business, though a work of the head, p. 117, 118. To put forth the hand, what it means, p. 124. Hand of God, what it signifies in Scripture, p. 125. Either mediate or immediate, To put into the hand, what it notes.

Health, a great blessing, p. 266. Yet quickly blasted. 137

Heart must be especially looked to, p. 74. Man can but guess at the heart of another, p. 75. The heart continually evil, p. 76. Satan can but guess at the heart, 135

Hedg, what it imports, when God makes a hedg about a man, p. 111, 112. Job had a three-fold hedg, p. 113. There is a hedg of affliction, and a hedg of protection. 460

Holiness, Holiest persons do not always keep the same degree of holiness. 342

Honesty, what we get honestly, we can lose patiently. 205

Hope, The man of that affliction most, which we hope for most, p. 385. A hopeless condition is the worst condition. 386, 462

Honour, God will honour them who honour him, p. 225. What it is to honour God or man. 327

Humiliation must increase as affliction either personal or publicke do increase. 268, &c.

I.

Ignorance, How God is said to wink at times of ignorance. 352, 351

Impatience is a charging of God with folly. 219

Infants sleep as soon as they are born, p. 393. They have the seed of death in them as soon as born. 398

Intentions, It argues a malicious spirit, when a mans actions are fair, then 299.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To accuse his intentions.</td>
<td>108 Likeness of quality and of equality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity, so hold integrity in evil times, is not only good but admirable.</td>
<td>All the Saints on earth like one another, and like Christ in quality, but unlike in equality. ibid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job, when he lived.</td>
<td>Light, a great blessing, the sorts of it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy, Godly joy and sorrow mutually cause one another, 305. What at one time is our fear, at another time may be our joy.</td>
<td>353. Light-haters, Who?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice in our dealings honours our profession of godliness.</td>
<td>373 Longing for a thing, notes the strongest desire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge, Wicked men hate it, and why.</td>
<td>Man, the word man in Scripture signifies more than a reasonable creature, or the nobler sex. 20. &amp;c. 3 Hebrew words for Man, their difference. ibid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyes: four keyes specially in the band of God.</td>
<td>Man taken first for any Eminent man, secondly, for a Magistrate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leviathan, why so called, 369. What it is to raise up Leviathan, ib. 370. &amp;c. Two other significations of the word, 378. The name of a song.</td>
<td>Mercies, Some mercies received, exceed our own praises, as some troubles, exceed our own mountings, 381. In sad times small comforts passe for great mercies, 384. Every step of our lives needs a step of mercy, 399. 445.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life, Our life here is but a coming and a going, 201. Life is the most precious treasure in nature, 240. Not to be parted with for a trifle, 241. The soul far more precious than life, 243. So also is the Gospel, ib. &amp;c. The love of Christ in parting with life for us, 244. What life is, in the natural consideration of it, 251. 441. Life and death are in the band of God, 256. Mercy to have life though we lose all else.</td>
<td>Morning, to do a thing in the morning, is to do a thing diligently. 59. Morning best praying time. 60.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akedness two-fold.</td>
<td>Mourn, To mourn with those that are in affliction, our duty, 306. The report of others sufferings should cause us to mourn, 307. Great troubles warrant solemn mountings. 319.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Every man born a naked helpless creature.</td>
<td>325. A fool doth not open his mouth and speak, but his speech opens his mouth. 326.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name,</td>
<td>200.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name, What is deported when God knoweth a man by name,</td>
<td>97, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of God taken four ways</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What it is to bless the Name of God</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature, Changes in the course of Nature, are full of terrour</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative words in Scripture, are not always denials</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppressors of three sorts, 430. The words of Oppressors are woundings words, p. 432. They who will not hear the voice of the Preacher, may justly be given up to hear the voice of the oppressor.</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain of the body, very powerful to disquiet the mind</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parable, What is 326. Parables grounded on known customs</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion, It is lawful to show passion in the cause of God, when his glory is concerned. 488. We may express our passion by reproofs. ibid</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patience, A man may be patient, and yet complains under his afflictions, p. 339. Five things in afflictions to clear this.</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfection; or to be perfect, what, p. 24</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The kinds of it, ibid. In what sense the Saints are perfect in this life. 35, 26.</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perish, What it is to perish, 335. How a day may be saved to perish, ib. 336.</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perseverance, That which a man doth out of conscience, he will do with perseverance.</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of good things without the enjoyment of them, is a great evil and trouble.</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty is God's gift as well as riches</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, Neither Men nor Devils have any power to hurt till God give commission,</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayer, How it may be said to move God, We must plead with God in prayer,</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayer, Satan would discourage us out of prayer and holy duties.</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praise, They who do well shall be sure to have praise from God.</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation, Holy duties call for holy preparation, 57</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisoners of two sorts, 430. Theirs is a sad condition. 431. To visit Prisoners, a work very pleasing to Christ. 431 Sighing is the language of Prisoners</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punishment of loss, worse than the punishment of sense.</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity, Natural and civil</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions, What it imports when God asks a question</td>
<td>86, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason, We are apt to think there is no reason for that, for which we see no reason.</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repentance, Renewed sins must have renewed repentance.</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repentance not to be put off to a pained body.</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproof lawful, 288. How to be qualified with meekness, ibid. &amp;c.</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproof, prevails most, when backed with reason</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resurrection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Resurrection, a birth. Pag. 200
Rest of confidence, and rest of concentration. 474
Riches, Three Reasons why the Holy Ghost is so exalted in describing Job's riches, p. 41,42. To be rich and holy, argues much riches of holiness, p. 42. Riches are the blessing of God, p. 43. Honest dealing no stop to the getting or keeping of riches, p. 44. Riches and all outward comforts may be lost in a day, when we least suspect, p. 150. All our care cannot secure them. 151
Roaring under affliction, notes extream affliction. 464,868.

S
Sacrifizces, four sorts of them under the Law, p. 61. Why the whole burnt-offering is called an ascension, three Reasons of it, p. 61,62. The Father of the Family was as Priest before Moses, p. 62. The law of sacrificing given, though not written from the beginning, p. 63. Wherein the benefit of a sacrifice did consist, and what made it effectual to man. 63,64
Sanctification, How one man may be said to sanctifie another, p. 53. To sanctifie notes two things, Ibid. He that is holy, desires to make others holy. 56
Satan, What the word imports, 81,82
How Satan comes into the presence of God, p.82. He that opposeth good, is the Devil's picture, p. 84. Satan is in a twofold chain, though he walk all the world over, p. 89. His going to and fro, what it imports. 91,92
Satan, No place free from his temptations, p.92. Very active too do mischief, p. 92,93. Satan boundless in malice, p. 140. Satan is speedy in executing, where he hath power to hurt, p. 143. How the Will of God and Satan may meet about the same thing, 138. He cannot compel, p. 153. Wicked men do his Will, while they are doing their own, p. 155. He loves to work by instruments, p. 156. Satan labors to work in us hard thoughts of God, 163. Satan very powerful, p. 175. Meer malice moves Satan against the people of God, p. 235. When one means will not prevail, he tries another, 247. And more prevalent or strong, ibid. He makes use of such instruments to tempt by, as are most effectual. 273
Scriptures, the excellency of them in themselves, p. 3. and above all other writings, p. 4. Scripture in all parts of equal power and authority, Ibid. Scripture many ways different'd. Ibid.
Sepulchres, See Graves.
Seasons and opportunities. Satan is very watchful to take the fittest time in doing mischief, p. 147. We should be as wise to do good. 143
Servants of God. God hath servants in the worst places, p. 24. It is an honor to serve God faithfully among the wicked, Ibid. What is it to be Gods servant, Godly men are his servants three ways, p. 96,97. Servants of God surrounded with enemies, therefore surrounded with protections, 115. God is the guard of his servants, ibid. 116. And of the meanest thing belonging to them, Ibid. Servants of two sorts, p. 437. Sin brought in servility, p. 438. No servant at his own dispose. Ibid.
Shadow
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table of Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shadow of death, what</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiloh, why Christ was so called</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaving the head, what it imports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sincerity commends us unto God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sincere persons are in God's esteem perfect persons, p. 31. Where there is sincerity toward God, there will be honesty toward men, ibid. It is most opposed by Satan, p. 227. A godly man will hold that, whatsoever he loses, ibid. It is our armor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinners, in three degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sin, Not safe to let sin lie a moment upon the soul, p. 60, 61. In what sense a man may be said not to sin, 66. Three degrees of sinning, p. 67. We may quickly sin while we are about lawful things, p. 69. Sin spoils us of all both honour and comfort, p. 84. In what sense we may be said not to sin in this life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silence is best in great sorrows, for then a man is unfit either for counsel or comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solitariness is a sad condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What solitariness good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sons of God, who, p. 223. In what sense sonship is said to be brought in when Christ was born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorrow is good, only as it tends to joy, p. 310, 311. Great sorrows hinder speech, p. 324. Man sees sorrow as soon as he is born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereignty of God should silence all complaints, p. 210, 211. God can do us no wrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soul, The preciousness of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars, a threesfold benefit to the night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension, It is no breach of charity, to suspect ill of others, while it leads us to do them good, 68. A suspicion that we or others have sinned, is ground enough to seek for pardon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sword, A terrible judgment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How worse then Famine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**T**

| Temptation, Four steps of Satan's work in temptation | 153 |
| Satan suits temptations to man's temper and condition, p. 158. The most violent temptations are reserved to the last | 167 |
| Some tempt the Devil | 374 |
| Tongue, To govern the Tongue under great afflictions, is a high act of grace | 298 |
| Touching the estate or person of a man, what it signifies, p. 127, 128. Satan's touches are utter ruinings | 130 |
| Treasure, called hidden, in two respects | 447 |
| Troubles, To consider what we were and shorty must be, may much strengthen us to bear present troubles | 202 |
| Troubler, To be a trouble of others, is the height of sin, p. 425. Wicked men are trouble-getters both of themselves and others, p. 427. By troubling others, they trouble themselves, ibid &c. They never cease to trouble, till they cease to live, p. 428. Except in two cases | 429 |
| Truth, Satan will speak truth for his own advantage | 114 |

**U**

| Z, Land of Uz, why so called, where seated, p. 22. What manner of people | 383 |
The Table.

Wishes, In what sense we may lawfully wish that had not been, which is. 406
Women's: Fullest of affections. 379
Worldly things in their greatest beauty may be blasted in a moment, p. 174
The thoughts of great & wise worldly men are only for the world, p. 418
The best things of this world may prove burdens, &c., p. 443. Worldly men's hearts, fuller of the world then their houses, p. 474. They rest fully in worldly consolations, Ibid. A godly man never sets up his rest in worldly things, p. 475. The more our hearts are loosed from the world, the more assurance we have to hold the world, p. 476. Worldly things, the more we trust to them, the less we receive from them, p. 478. Their difference in this from Spiritual things. Ibid.

Worship, What the postures of it, 188
Standing, sitting, walking, kneeling, falling down, all these are worship postures, p. 189. What worship is, with the kindes of it, p. 190. Divine Worship proper only to God, 191, 194
Civil Worship may be given men, that of two sorts, p. 192. God must be worshiped in an humble manner.

A
A Table of those Scriptures which are occasionally cleared and briefly illustrated in the foregoing Expositions.

The first number directs to the Chapter, the second to the Verse, the third to the Page of the Book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22,28</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20,24</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9,11</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14,17</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9,4</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11,19</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7,8</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30,31</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3,10</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13,19</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ib.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Leviticus.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Judges.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>293,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>101,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>293,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>101,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Numbers.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Deuteronomy.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2 Samuel.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1 Kings.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2 Kings.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>62,391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.Chr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18,19</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neh.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 1 Chronicles
- 2 Chronicles
- Psalms
- Ezekiel
- Nehemiah
- Esther
- Job
- Rrw 3
The Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42,392</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8,9</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22,23</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>233</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>148</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>435</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1,183</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12,13</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>14,15</td>
<td>390</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>257</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>390</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1,7,8</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proverbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>453</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4,22</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,147,444</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>324,335</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ecclesiastes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jeremiah.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>17,18,20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Canticles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23,23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Isaiah.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lamentations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezekiel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obadiah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habakkuk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zechariah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malachi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>12, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13, 14, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>192</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>351</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>317</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>316</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>318</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>173</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>331</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13, 14</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>331</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>353, 176</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>382</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>155, 175</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Corinthian</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19, 408, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19, 408, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13, 14</td>
<td>1,462</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>362</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>394</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>24, 25</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>422</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26, 95, 153, 175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FINIS**